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INTRODUCTION
The year 1969 ended better than it stated. On 7 Janazry
1970 the Community  moved into its final stage. Impotant
political decisions were taken with regard to the completion and
strengthening of the Community and to its enlargement. H"p-
pily, the atmosphere in which thb Community is embarking on
the new phase of its existence is far mote serene.
It is, however, important to preface the analysis of the
ultimate politiqal results by a brief review of the developments
that marked the year, and to bring out the action taken by the
Commission  and the other institutions of the Community during
this evendul period.
*
**
At the beginning of 1969 the iolitical disagreements  between
Member States over vital problems did not 
^ppear 
to be dimin-
ishing. The economic and monetary ttendi- apparent in the
vadous countdes were still widely divetgent. Discussions on
the enlargement  and strbngthening of the Community temained
as difficult as ever. The Padiaments wete grov/ing impatient
with this lack of visible progress. Leading ptotagonists  of the
European  cause were beginning to feel discouraged and pessi-
mistic. Thete was open talk of ctisis, paralysis and even the
possible disintegtation of the Communities.
Faced with this situation, the Commission decided to
concentrate its action in two main directions.
Firstly, it spated no effiot to carry construction of the
Community forward by presenting the Council with furthe.12  INTRoDUCTIoN
proposals in all fields of economic union, convinced  as it was
that the difficulties of the moment were ephemeral.
Secondly, it opposed any extension of the transitional
period, seeking thereby to prevent petsistence of the political
malaise in the Communiry and to ensure that the Council and
the Member States would at the end of the year have to take all
the decisions involved in the changeover  to the final stage.
In spite of unforeseen difficulties which arose in the course
of the year, the outcome cottesponds in large measure with the
hopes which inspired the Commission.
I-The carrent actiaities of the Connanitl
As usual, this report covers, grouped by subject, the
Commission's  activities and the moves it has made in the vat'ious
fields, the main Opinions issued by the European Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee,  and the discussions  and
decisions in the Council; it would be impossible to refer to them
all here without ovetburdening  this inttoductory  chapter.
The policies already embarked on and the executive tasks
incumbent on the Commission have been pursued in the eco-
nomic, monetary and fiscal spheres, in the social field, in that of
regional policy, in the industrial, technological  and energy
sectors, in nuclear and genetal research, in the realms of com-
petition, the internal market, agricuiture  and transport, and also
in the spheres of external telations, commercial policy and
development aid.
Particular stress must be laid on the fresh steps taken by
the Commission rn 1,969. The yeat began with the forwarding
to the Council in early Februaty of proposals to co-ordinate the
Membet States' economic policies and reinforce their monetary
solidatity. This plan, which was looked upon as audacious  atINTRODUCTION 13
the time, has gradually  gained supPort from Centtal Banks and
Govetnments in the Member States, and the essential points in
the plan have just been adopted.
The Commission has put before the Council and the Pat-
liament the draft for afx-reaching rcorganization  of the European
Social Fund which would transform it ftom a mere accounting
mechanism into a powetful insttument of social and economic
policy and so ptovide the Community  as a whole with an instru-
menr which has alteady ptoved its worth in the more limited
setting of the Trcaty of Patis.
The Commission  has prepared a first ovetall progtamme of
regional measures at Community level, the aim being to move
ou1 of the stage of general ot sector-by-sectot studies and get
down to pncircal aciion, which is awaited with impatience in
all regions of the Community.
It has submitted ptoposals regatding ^ 
progr^mme fot
Eutatom,  based on a Community policy for scientific  research
and development of the nucleat industry.
Ir has put before the Council ftesh ptoposals on agticultute,
seeking in paticular to improve the present market organizations,
to achleve^better control bf the markets and ensure the gtadual
elimination of surplus stocks at the same time as action is taken
on the plan to teform agriculture.
In the field of external relations, the Commission has
completed association  negotiitiofls with Tunisia and Motocco,
resuined Community negotiations  with Spain, Istael and Yugosla-
via and the talks with Austtra, and embarked on exploratory
talks with the UAR. It has also been authoized to open expior-
atory talks with Japan. Likewise it has resumed its discussions
with the Council on teiations between the Community  and Latin
Amedca.
Now that the ptoblem of renewing efforts to enlatge the
Community has come to the for.e again, the Commission has gonet4 INTRODUCTION
over its earlier Opinions and sent the Council, at the end of
September, a new detailed Opinion on the whole problem of
enlarging and deepening the Community and of reinforcing its
institutions; the Opinion also deals vrith the problem of the
procedure to be follo'iired in negotiations with the candidate
countries.
,(
**
In sevetal spheres decisions have already been reached  as
a result of the work done by the Council, assisted by the Per-
manent Representatives Committee. The Patliament has gre^iy
helped the other institutions with its well-infoimed opinions,
vigilant supervision and justified impatience. Its political
dynamism throughout'1,969  has dispelled any temptation to be
discouraged by difficulties and has helped the Commission
maintain the rhythm of work and the spirit of initiative in the
Community.
In the sphere of development  aid, for instance, a joint
efliort by the Padiament, Council and Commission made it possible
to negotiate a new Association Convention with the Associated
States and Madagascati'it  was signed at Yaoundd in July. Like-
wise a new Agreement with the East African States was signed
at Arusha in September.
On the basis of Commission proposals, the Council has
adopted several regulations that are essential for. the functioning
of the common commercial policy from 1 January 1.970, andhas
found transitional  solutionq as "Community" as possible in
chatactet, for commetcial  policy towards the East bloc countdes.
On two occasions the Community was faced with serious
monetary difficulties. In August 1969 the French Government
decided to devalue its curency. Sttict application of the existing
rules would have involved for France a corresponding  inctease
in the farm ptices coveted by the matket organizaions and would
have deprived the French economy  of a good part of the advantages
that devaluation was intended to bring. Futhermore, such anINTRODUCTION 15
encouragement to increase agricultural ptoduction at a time
when the Community was aheady grappling with the serious
ptoblem of sutpluses was evidently inadvisable.  Exceptional
measures, thetefore, had to be taken in conjunction with the
Council.
Hatdly had these measures been put into effect when it was
necessary to cope with fluctuations in the value of the matk and
its subsequent revaluation. This time the incomes of Getman
farmers were threatened, and the Community had to help support
them. The Community's institutions tose to the occasion, but
this unforeseen expansion of the work-load ptoved to be a heavy
burden on their end-of-yeat  schedule  and is the main reason why
certain important  decisions had to be postponed until the early
months of 1970. Conversely, the difficulties in which the
Community found itself because of these monetary.fluctuations
contributed in no small measure to the conviction'among  the
Membet States that urgent action must be taken to ptevent theit
repetition and to steP up decisively the degtee of monetary
solidadty in the Community.
II-The end of tbe trausitional  period
In the spting of 1969.the Comryrission had to consider
whether it should ptopose an extension to the ttansitional petiod
under the terms of Article 8 of the EEC Treaty
There 'tsas no lack of arguments in favour of extension.
It was clear that some of the things which the Tteaty required to
be done during the ttansitional petiod, such as the adjustment of
monopolies  of a commercial natute and adoption of the directives
on freedom of establishmeflt,  would not in fact be accomplished
by the end of the year. Moteover, there was little time left in
which to take the essential political decisions implied by the end
of the ttansitional  period, and it was doubtful whethet it would
be possible to settle mattets in the rather heavy atmosphete
prevailing at the time.L6  INTRoDUCTIoN
The Commission,  after weighing the pros and cons,
decided against extending the transitional pedod. It recalled
that the Community's last crisis, which had adsen in 7963 in
citcumstances not unlike those of 7967169, had been tesolved
by a set of decisions under which the internal and external poiicies
of the Community had been advanced simultaneously  and in
patallel. The Commission felt that the same approach should
be adopted this time; that there was no point in trying to decide
which'ilzas the most important or which should be tackled first
of the problems that came to be discussed under the heads of
completion,  strengthening and enlatgement of the Community;
and that it would be impossible to reach unanimous agreement
except by dealing with all three aspects at the same time. It also
consideted that nothing was more likely to ensure success  than
the existence of a deadline-the end of the year-fixed by the
Trcaty; if the deadline were to be met, an exceptional effort
would be required of all the institutions.
Events bore out these expectations. The Community insti-
tutions also did what was expected of them. \fork was stepped
up in all the institutions from June onwards. The Commission
spared no effort to ensure that its main proposals would be ready
in mid-July. The Council met more and more ftequently.  The
Padiament  sat in extraordinary session on a number of occasions.
The last month of the year witnessed more meetings by day and
night than the Community had ever before known in a com-
patable stretch of time.
These concentrated effots were finally rewarded. A
decision of fundamental importance  was reached on the appli-
cation of Article 201, of the EEC Trcaty and the creation of the
Community's  own fesources;  the relevant provisions take effect
gradually over a period beginning on 1 January 1971. and ending
on L January 1975. At the same time the budget contributions
to be made by the several Member States were.reviewed  so as
to correct certain glaring inequalities that were developing  and
to ensure that financial burdens were allocated in a way that
cotresponded more closely with criteria based on the national
ptoduct of each Member State.INTRODUCTION 17
.  Th. provisions to be laid down in the new financial regula-
tions for the common agricultural poiicy covering the intirim
period-of 7970 and the definitive pedod starting on 1 January 1971
wete discussed in detail and finalized.
As for the strengthening of the European Padiament's
budgetary powers, which can be expected to go together with
the creation of own resources, it 'was decided that, beginning
with the preparation of the Communities'  budget for 1975, the
European Parliament should have the last word on budget
mattefs.
Most of these questions were settled at the December  1969
sessions. A numbet of problems, however, could not be wholly
resolved  simply for lack of time. These were therefore tefered
to the Council's sessions at the beginning of 7970, and it was not
until after the session of 5-7 Fe6ruary-1970  that the decisions
teached dudng the "matathon" at the end of December were
definitively enacted.
The unanimous feeling in the Council and the Commission
when the meeting broke up eatly in the moming of tr{onday,
22 December, was that the main points had been cleared rp,
that z great step forward  had been made and that the Community's
last ctisis had been overcome.
III-Conference of Heads of State or Gouernment
A conference of Heads of State or Government  was held
in The Hague on 1 and 2 December at the suggestion of the
French Government and on the invitation of the Nethedands
Government. The Commission was invited to take patt.in the
work of this conference
The tesults of this meeting have been of very great impor-
tance. Since the conference  was not aTrcaty institution and since
it was not called upon to deal with texts being discussed within18  rNTRoDUcrIoN
the CouncIl, care was taken not to trespass on the powets and
responsibilities  of the Community  institutions; but clear, forceful
pronouncements  wete made on a numbet of the ry io: P-olitical
irrn., confronting the Community. The vety detailed com-
muniqud, with a preamble  as significant as the resolutions them-
selves, will not bi summatized  hete. But two key declatations
which will undoubtedly  influence future action by those holding
authority within the Community should, ltowevet,  be singled out
from'among many significant  Passages. The first is the unan-
imous deciaiation by the six Governments of their willingness to
maintain the. gtadual advance towards a g-enuine economic and
monetafy uruon and the close alignment of social policies which
this entails. The second is their willingness to resume theit
endeavours to enlarge the Community.
The Commission  tegtetted that the conference did not
achieve more on the political and institutional  ftont, but wel-
comed the decisions which wete taken. After several years of
hesitation and disagreement,  these decisions ptovide proof of
the Governments'  refound and dramatically reaffirmed will-
ingness to pfess ahead with fresh political vigour to complete the
coirsttuction  of the Community  both vrithin its present ftontiers
and beyond.
It has even been possibie to talk of a "Hague spirit". This
was neithet inaccutate nor exaggerated. The first refection of
this spirit was felt that same week when the Council discussed
the futute of Euratom and its Joint Research Centre in a friendly
and consttuctive  atmosphere.
IY-Tasks for tbe futare
With the twelve-year transitional period over and the
European Economic Community at the statt of the'final stage'
this ii an approptiate moment at which to look back on the
lessons of the past and forward to the tasks ahead.INTRODUCTION 79
The considerable  progress made in twenty years-9 May
1970 will be the twefltieth anniversary of Robert Schuman's
declaration-towards what Schuman called the Fedetation of
Europe is a source of legitimate satisfaction.  The task of gtad-
ually uniting and integrating the Eutopean continent, of gather-
ing into one fold the old nations which had so long been divided,
of cteating a customs union and common policies, and-more
important still-of fostedng a common  sense of purpose in an
area long disunited, was an ambitious undertaking;  those respon-
sible for the work of building Europe cannot but be 
^ware 
of the
distance which has been coveted.
Perhaps the most striking fearure of the last two decades
is the way in which they have shown that the forces uniting out
six countries are fat stronger than those dividing them. The
successive political crises which have shaken the Community
sttucture have never once endangered the undertaking itself, and
Europeans in the Community are still convinced  today of the
need to complete the work they put in hand twenty years ago.
It is even more useful and stimulating to turn to tomorfow's
tasks.
First on the list comes economic union. Though in essen-
tial matters the Community is no longer falling behind the time-
tables set out in the Treaties, it is cetainly falling short of what
is required to meet present-day needs. It succeeded in for-
mulating. its common agricultural  policy within the specified
time-limits, but major issues are still outstanding in that field.
Though on the other hand the Community has laid the
foundations  of an industrial policy, it has not yet produced its
ansiil/er to the major changes aIrcady taking place.
The events of 7969 focused attention on the lack of cohe-
rence in the economic policies of the Member States and the
fiagility of the Community's monetary infrastructures  when set
against the common policies now being elaborated. It was made20  INTRoDUCTIoN
clear 
^t 
The Hague that rapid Progress in this field is absolutely
essential ifthe results achieved  so far are not to be placed in ieop-
ardy.
The Community institutions, which were adequate at the
outset, are now too weak and limited to deal with today's task
of completing  the Community and managing its affairs in mote
and more compiex fields. The Commission,  from its day-to-day
expetience of their limitations, has tepeatedly dtawn attention to
this point. It is even more justified in raising this issue now that
the Community is turning once again to the ptoblem of its
enlargement.  The Community institutions,  and the Council in
patiCular, will find that they will very soon have to examine the
ionditions undet which they opetate and take the necessary  stePs.
They will also have to decide how reptesentatives of the various
walks of life can be brought to shate in the task of elaborating
and implementing  the common policies.
The enlargement  of the Community, first mooted in 1'967
and tempotatily shelved in 1963 and 1967, has once again become
a topictl question. The Commission has twice exptessed a
favourable opinion on the teopening of negotiations and has
indicated in btoad outline the conditions to be fulfi.lled if enlarge-
ment is not to weaken the Community. Everything  points to
a reopening of negotiations in 1'970. The Commission does not
undeiestimate the difficulties ot dangets of these negotiations,
but it does believe the time has come to relaunch this venture,
in pursuit of which it will spare no effort.
Finally, because of the stature and strength it has attained,
the Community must make a genetal teview of its teiations with
the other continents. It attaches great impottance to develop-
ment aid and is rightly proud of the sustained effot it has made
on the African continent and in Madagascat.  But it can no
longer delay the review of its relations with othet parts of the
wodd, especially  Latin Amedca and Asia, which look to the
Communlty fot sympathy and help. Since the Community and
the United States both have in practice extensive  tesponsibilityINTRODUCTION  21
f9. a-h-. development  of the wodd economy, the Community
should stive in collaboration with the United States to overcome
the unduly numerous difficulties and conficts of interest which
have accumulated in this sphete. Convinced  as it is that peaceful
coexistence is good not only in political life but also in economic
life, the Community  should again pledge itself to ry to organize
coexistence and co-operation with Eastern Europe, and above
all with the USSR.
All this leads us to political union. The Community is
akeady political in essence and in the very fotm of its institutions.
But it is destined to become even more political, to increase  the
porvers of its institutions,  to align the policies of its Member
States and to work out step by step a foreign policy at Community
level. At the end of the transitional petiod, on the threshold
of a new decade, the people of the Community can dtaw on the
work accomplished in the last few years and tackle with renewed
coufage the tasks of the future.z^l*
CHAPTER I
COMMUNITY POLICY AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE ECONOMY
OF EACH MEMBER STATE AND OF THE COMMUNITY
1.  The Commission  has undertaken to submit to the Padi,ament a report
on the consequences of Community polrcy since its inception for the
cconomy of the Member States and of tl-re Community  as a whole. This
chapter  can be seen as an initial cwntribution to the subject, there being
two reasons for its qb',"ious limitations:
(a) first, the lack of sufficient groundwork: for exanaple, t}re study on
the Community's  competitive capactty that has been undertaken by
a panel of experts under the Chairm,anship of M. Uri is nor yer
finished and therefore could not be used;
(b)  second, di,fficulties of method: the economies in the Community  are
influenced by numerous factors, and rhe role played by Community
policies is ha'rd to single out, let alone to measure, so trying to trace
cause and effect runs into enormous  d,iffi,culties.
It is in the light of these remarks that the ideas set our below must
be approached. The Commission intends to develop them further at a
later date-for  instance, in conjunctio'n  llrith future Gener,al Reports and
tlre repots of the Medium-term Economic Policy Commi,ttee on the
implementatrion  of the poliry programmes.
2.  In order to gain an idea of the overal,l trend of the economy of each
lvlember State and of the community in the last twelve years, it is useful
to ]ook at certain key indicators. These in&cators compare favowabtry
with those in the leading industrialized  non-member  counrries. Table  1
shows the growth of GNP pef, person in employment-an  indicator  which
gives a good idea of the general trend of productivity and the standard
of living-together with ch,anges in the components  used in calculating it.
A study of other indiaators  such as per capita GNP or national income
would reveal a similar pattern.24 EFFECTS  OF COMMUNITY POLICY
TABLE I
GNP per person in employment  ftom 1958 to 1968
Average annual  growth rate
0.3
0.3
- 
0.6
1.r
0.4
0.5
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Sweden
GNP  per
person in
employment
Community 5.2
5.1
5.3
5.6
4.3
3.4
4.7
11.0
3.2
4.6
7.9
1.5
0.4
0.7
4.8
5.0
6.2
4.1
3.9
2.9
2.7
9.4
2.8
3.9
4.9
Sourcar.'  St&tlstical  Ofrce of the Europea,tr  Communities  and OECD.
TABLE 2
GNP per person in employment  from 1950 to 1958
Average  annual  gowth  rate
Getmany
Ftance
Italy
Nethedands
Belgium
Luxembourg
7.9
5.3
5.6
4.3
2.9
2.9
6.6
2.6
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.4
0.2
5.2
5.0
5.0
3.5
2.5
2.7
Community 0.8
Sorrcrs.'Stetistical  OI[ce of the European  Communities,  OECD  and mtional ststistics.
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3.  It can likewise be shown that in the member counrries  of the Com-
munity the growth o{ production per person in employment  since 1958
compares favourably  with that of the preceding period despite the
disappeamnce of the exceptional growth factors which were a feature ot
the immediate postv/af, period (Table 2).
4.  The question must be asked, however,  whether economic  per{ormance
since 1958 is a direct consequence of "C,ommunity  policy" or phether,
on the contrary, it is due latler to the presence of dynamic factors inherent
in tJre qlember countries  themselves,  which would have come into play
in any case. Community pollcy is here taken to mean the body of rneasurrs
which have bern adopted in implementation of the Treaty crf Rome, either
directly by the Community authorities or by the national aui:horities
{ollowing Community  decisions. So far these measures  have dedt rnainly
with the free movement of goods, persons, services and capitnl; they also
cover certain co-ordinated policies irn'plemented by the Member  Statbs in
accordance widr the airns set out in the Treaties. As a result of the inter-
penetration of the markets, there is scarcoly any aspecf of the economy
in the member countries which has not been influenced to some degree
by Community  policy as here def,ined.
In order to ttr'row light on the nature and extent of this influence,
there would have to be some way of establishing how the economies
v ould have dweloped had there been no Community. Novr this can
scarcely be done except on the basis of inevitab'ly atbitrary acsumptions.
So another appoach must be contemplated. Thi,s means first" of all
tooking nto tlre actual content of Community  policy and at the same dme
picking out those components of domestic  policies  which are there because
the Member  States are united in a Community, and then trying to doter-
nrine the effecbs of these specific components.EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
L. Community PolicY
Most action undertaken within the framework  of Community  policies
so far has been aimed at establishin g a large internal market. But this
approach has had cqllsequences  affecting the adaptation of domestic  policy
aims and instruments.
ESTABLISHMENT  OF A LARGE INTERNAL  MARKET
5.  So far the establishmer,-t of a Tatge cornpetitive market with the
characteristics of an internal or domestic  market has been the central pivot
of Community  action. This aim is justified by the benefits in terms of
productivity, efficienry and economies of scale o,btained from having  such
a market. oEcD srudies on the problem of technological  gaps have also
fr:lly confirmed the essential role played by the size of the market in the
differences  between Europe's performance and that of tftre United States.
The creaeiron of a common  market is gradually gvins a large number
c,f producers the opportunrity of increaspg their efficiency  by producing
on a larger scale and by adapting their production units to the bigger
market. To the extent that the most dynamic entrepreneurs succeed  in
takbg aAvantage of these oppoftunities  fot certun lines, 'thus producing
more cheaply, their di,rect competitors  on the markets in these products
find it necessary to adapt in their tun.  The additional productivity  gains
achieved in certain irndustries as a result of having a larget internal market
on which to operate tends to be reflected ln factot incom'e; thrrcugh the
[.artor matkets, they provide greater incentive  to seek out and make fuil
use of o,pportunities  to raise productivity'in other industries.
In order to attain the desired objective  o,f an integrated marhet for
the Member States, the line of action adopted was to do away first of all
with ,the obstacles to the free movement of goods and production factors
between thern. At the same time, considerable changes of policy have
been necessa,ry  in most fields so that thre,markets  may be integrated i.n
circumstances that ,vould facilitate achievement of the sought-after
structufal effects. As a whole, most other action in the Community  frame-
work may be said to be directed towards ensu.ring that the big market is
frrlly integrated and th"at it functio,ns smoothly'EFFBCTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
The introducdon of common rules on competition,  for instanse,  was
designed primarily to frrlfil thirs requirement. In social m@rters it has been
necessary to arrange for continuity of socizrl socurity benefi,ts for workers
m,oving from one part of tlre Communi,ty to a.nothor. The adjustments
made or being made ro tzlx poliry at Community level are aimed at
improving the circulation of goods and sarvices and of capitat.
In industries where goveflrrnent  intervention  'il/as particularly  ex-
tensive before the Community was estrhlished,  sinnply opening domestic
nr,arkets to products and services from other Member Slates 'qras'not rea,lly
feasible, for this woutrd have made it difficult to achieve the social and
economic aims o,f domestic policies. In such industries  certain Commu,ni,ty-
wide agreements on policy aims and instruments  were a prerequisite  for
the integration of markets. Progress  mad,e has varied gready acaolding
to the sector: it has been particulanly  marked in agriculture and may be
regaded as encouraging in ransport, for example, but it has proved very
difficult in fields in which the State plays a dorninant role eirher as a
monq>oliist or as purchaser, particularly in the advanced  technology in-
dustries.
ADAPTATION  OF POLICY AIMS AND INSTRUMENTS
6.  The Community authorities and those of the Member States have
of coulse realiz.ed  that the establishment. of a large intema,l market does
not concern business firms only but that in certain ci'rcumstances and within
certain limits it  also provides opportuniries as regards econornic
polirymaking. The enlarged market has faced them with the need to take
joint or concertd decisions in fields outside the actua,l integration of the
markeis.
More often than not, the difficulty of reaching joint or concerted
decisions has induced the Member States to try individually to aAapt thetr
policies to the constrraints resu,lting from the increased interdependence
of the markets; they have endeavoured to rnake a better selection o{ the
instruments  used to inaplement  their policies in order to avoid points of
incompatibility or conflict. In oertain fields, horvever, moves have been
made towards ensuring  as far as fossible the mutual support that is neces-
sary if domestic policies are to maintain their efficary. This has been
facilitated by the simirlarity of the traditional aims of .Member'states'
policies in numerous spheres and even by an alignment of ideas on theEFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
steps to be taken to achieve these aims; one example is the ado'ption of
the guidelines  for the first medium-term economic  policy programme.
, Such concerted action is directed towards utilization of the oppo'r-
tunitied provided by a larger market with a view to achieving objectives
which would have been unattainable in the former state of relations
between the Member States. The most obvious example is that of the
Kennedy Round. This, however, u/as concerned with a traditional sphere
of negdtiations. The concerted action which has been taking shape in
other fields, whether on the more general  aspects of economic policy-in
particular short-term and monetary policy----or on policies concerning
specific industries, is in fact go'ing further, fot more ambitio'us and more
original aims are being conceived  and defined. And the problem of the
real effectiveness of concerted action is becoming  increasingrly  crystallized'
There are appreciable  differences to be overcome between the economic
structures of the Member States and between the priorities they accord
the various economic policy targets, and-hewever  firm the resolve to
alrcr certain policies-the time required  may be considerable.
In a modern econorny the network of interdependent  relationa is
exttemely complex. The system can be modified only naargin'ally from
one year to the next: i{ certain aspects of economic  poliry are to be changed
rnore substantially, others must be changed less so.
Be that as it  may, whatever the pace at 'which po,licy has been
developing the establishment of the common market has brought  about
a veritable rwolution in the conditions  of trade and competition. Thi6
revolution, for all its advantages, has nevertheless  made the position of
certain industries or regions more difficult,  and quite a considerab,le  share
of the opportunities  for action by the governments  has been used to ease
the changeovers and make the constraints socially and politically  bearable'
In these circumstances, the adaptation o{ policies to the new dimen-
sion of the market has often been less than should have been possible.
The future will tell us if the experience of certain setbacks, together"with
a nurnber of spectacular  achievemenrts  on the part o{ the leading non-
member countries, particurlatly in the field of advanced  technology, will
create a real awareness of the disadvantages of tackling cettain points o'f
vital interest to the Comrnuni'ty  piecemeal.EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
2. The effects of Community policy
7.  Since the dorninant theme of Community policy has been market
integration,  the first point to look ,into is what are the possible effects of
such integration.
There is certainly a linL between the gradua,l integration of the
markets and overall performance in terms of total growth. But the key
indicators do not reveal the nature of this Link. They do not shour us by
what processes these results have beeen obtained. Nor do they make it
possible fo assess whether what has been achieved abeady represents the
bulk of what may be expected or whet-her, on the contrary, the structural
changes that Community p"li"y airns at bringing about are being effected
progressively  and are only beginning to ploduce an irnpact. The ind,icators
are not capable of showing whether the structural changes are being made
in conformity with the objectives pursued by society in the Community
countries  or are helping to resolve the problems with which these countries
are faced-reducing  disparities  between regions and irnproving industrial
structures in the regions, ensuring a rnore satisfactory  distribution  of
income, i'mproving the pattern of consumption and, in sum, enhancing  the
quality of life.
It is doubtless to questions like these that it wou,ld have been desir-
able to give precise  answers as regards the influence of Co,mmunity  poli-
cies. It seems, however, too early to develop these points. at this stage.
The reasons given at the' eginning of this chapter show clearly ihat the
contribution of Community  policies to the attainrment of the aims in view
can be assessed only in the light of a cornplex analysis. It would be rash,
fot instance, to put forwald any hypothesis regarding the commo,n mar-
ket's impact on the disparities  between regions. Within countries  they
have persisted as a general rule-and sometimes wen become  more
serious. It must be said, howwer, that the disparities  between one country
and another have lessened  somewhat,  particularly  in favour of the Nether-
lands and Italy.
It would seem best to confine this first analysis to indicators that
will bring out some of the effects of Community  policies on structures in
the member co,untries.  The items discussed here concern the tend of
international trade, the pattern of production and employment, and
changes in the structure of business ms. The impact of the common
market on distribtrtion and consumers is discussed  at length in Chapter II
arrd has not been dealt with here.30 EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
THE GRO'i7'TH OF VISIBLE  TRADE
8.  International trade has a,lways enjoyed pride of place in the analysis
of the effects of policies to integrate economies because its growth helps
to increase consumers' satisfaction  and to improve the utilization of resour-
ces by furthering spoc'ialization and competition.
TABLE 
'
Growth  of visible trade from 1958 to 1968
(at currcnt  Prtues ; 1958 :  100 )
Imports
Total
a
X'rom
DEC
countries
b
4,+0.8
539.t
539.6
339.0
311.5
From
non-EEC
countries
215.8
166.8
258.8
196.8
224.0
Gerrnany
France
Italy
Netherlands
BLEU
273.7
248.3
325.0
256.4
265.7
270.7
2.0
3.2
2.7
1.7
7.4
Community 418.0 207.6 2.0
Exports
Total
a
To
DEC
countries
o
To
non-DEC
countries
c
Germany
France
Italy
Nethedands
BLEU
Community
282.1
247.5
401.8
259.3
267.5
388,2
480.1
670.6
358.3
38r.1
242.2
t87.2
310.1
188.8
r73.8
r.6
2.6
2.2
1.9
2.2
282.4
Srurce i Statlsticel O1ffce  of the Euopean  Oornmunitles.
421.2 227.8 1.9EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY 31
The formation of the cornmon market has been accornpanied by a
\rery rapid growth of visible trade between the countries making up the
Community (Table 3).
Generally speaking, this has not been to the detriment of trade
with the rest of the world; in proportion  to the C-ommunity's  domestic
product, irnports from non-member  countries  are still of the same order
of rnagnitude.
It is very likely that these developments  are a direct result of Com-
munity policy. Some liberalization  of trade would presumably  have taken
place even if there had been no common market. It is difficult, howwer,
to imagine that the member countries would have been in a position to
remove so many of the obstacles to trade between them and to enjoy a
co,rnparable growth of trade without having the guarantee of durable
reciprocity provided by the Treaty of Rome.
THE STRUCTURE  OF PRODUCTION  AND EMPLOYMENT
9.  Developments in thd pattern of production and employment  differ
considerably according to whether they are seen from the angle of the
leading sectors of activity contributing to gross domestic production
( agriculture,  *iniog and quarrying,  ,manufacturing ) or from that of the
various manufacturing industries.
. ( 1 )  To take the main subdivisions  of gross domestic production,  the
growth rates of the different  sectors rank in an ot'der which differs
very little whether one compares  the Community countries among
themselves or vrith non-member  countries such as the United States,
the United Kingdom, Canada and Sweden (Table 4).
There are, however,  some exceptions  in special glss5-fs1 example,
in building and construction  and in transport and communications.
They derive principally fro,m factors such as the level of development,
demographic  situation and stock of capita,l (dwellings,  infrastructure,
industrial equipment), factors on which the common market has not
had a decisive  influence.
Behind this relative stability of production structures by main strtor
there are far more appreciable  differences  between trends as regards
ernployment.  The Community  as a whole, for instance,  has had to
cope witlr a smaller total growth of ernployment  than that of theEFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
United States (average annual growth rate from L958 to 1967:
EEC 0.3Vo,IJSA 27o ).  As regards the ceation of jobs, howanet,  the
diJference is far less marked, since the Community  has had to offset
a bigger reduction in the number of jobs in the primaty  sector
(Table 5 ).
The cornmon market has probably not had a direct influence on the
overall level of employment, exc€pt of course in Italy. Howwer,
by stimulating  the expansion of non-agricrultual sectors, it does seem
to have helped to bring the distribution of nnanpower  among the
s3ctors  more into line with the requirements  of dynamic gnwt}r, and
especially with the prospects for demand.
(2)  From the standpoint of the various manufacturing  industries, the
differences in production trends between on€ country and another
are distinctly more rnarked. \fiithin the Community  they reflect in
the main two kinds of development  ( Table 6 ):
':  First, an endeavour to make up leeway  ( which is reflected in
'  a high gfowth rate in industies whose share in manufacturing
^t 
the outset was belour the Community avemge),  as in metal.
'  manufacture and, to a lesser extent, metal prodrrcts in Italy
and the Netherlands, and in chemicals in Germany.'
Second,  specialization  (which is reflected in a high growth rate
in industries with a major share in the manufacturing  sector),
.  as in textiles in Italy and Belgium, and in wood, paper and
related industries in the Netherlands and Belgium.
The first of these two developments is connected only indirectly
with the establishment  of the corlmon market. It reflects the rapid
ii.rdustialization that has been taking place in Italy and the Nether-
lands (see the overal,l grovrth rates), but it is not unconnected  urith
the setting up of the cu$toms union.
Increased  specialization is a rnore direct reflection of the improve-
r;rent in the international  division of labour that was exp€cted of the
common market.
These are only the initia,l results, which the Commission  hopes to be
able to examine in greater depth and detail, particularly  alongside
the studies on foreign trade. However, they already suggest---€ven
at this still very generarl level-the extent of the changes that have
occurred in the last ten years and the difference in these changes
from one country to another.EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY 33
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d36 EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY
,  ADJUSTMENT  OF CORPORATE  STRUCTURES
TO THE NE\T SCALE  OF THE MARKET
L0. The structural adjustment of the business secto'r fo the new, larger'
soale rnarket is far from complete. It is probable that the growth of
visible trade registered  between Community  countries 'in part sirnply
refleots more efficient util'ization of production units originally designed
to match the scale of the dornestic m,arkets.  The reasons for this are
manifold.
The main reason seems to be that the investmerlt  required is very
considerable in relation to the sources of finance available to firms, and
that firms belonging to industries in which the most progress could be
made ale not necessarily those which are best placed to call on the capu.tal
market. This is paticularrly true of medium-sized  firms which used to
operate solely o,n the domestic  market; if they have no link with industrial
or financial groups which could help them, adaptation of their productiron
units to the bigger market can only be gradual. The difficulties
encountered in carrying out such changes by n'umero'us firms which were
competitive on their domesti,c market in the circumstances ruling formedy
are such a,s to attract fi,rms from o'ther member or non-membe,r co'untrie$
with expedence o,f the same lines of production and rnore money behind
them.
As Tables 7 to 9 show, the nurnbet of transnational  take-overs,
rnergers or acquisitions  of holdings effected and of transnational su,b-
sidiades  established in the EEC betvreen 1962 and 1968 is a large one.l
For lack of comparable  figu.res for'earlier  years, it is difficult to decide
exactly how far this is an e{fect of ttre establishment o{ the colnmon
markert; that there is a cause-and-effect relation seems clear, however,  in
vievr of the increasing  number of such operations since the beginning of
the period under review.
Of s'uch o,perations carried out in each of the EEC iountries by
foreign firms, there is a large majoity involving  firms from o'r.rtside the
Community.
t Tl*{tSl-* given in these tables must be interpreted with caution.  This is not a
complEte reglster  of all such operations  but a fully representative  sample preparid
by the Cofrmission's staff by keeping a systematic count of thd operations
ff""'::1i1ffi:ff'fit::t,l::i|i..  ..,o,. rrontiers has been k.p, ,"p",".. r,o*
the other operations  because it concerns a latget percentage of commetcial rather
than industrial  establishments.EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY POLICY 37
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oEFFECTS  OF COMMUNITY POLICY
The percentage of firms from non-member countries  taking part in
these operatiorrs js an i,ndicatiorr both of the opportunities offered by a
large unified market and o,f the fact that the firms already located there
have not always been able to take sufficient advantage of. it.  There is no
reason to believe that afr, the o,pportunities  offered by the common market
have already been exhausted; it is more likely that firms from other
countries have come in only in cases where the delays in adaptation wete
most outstanding. There should, therefote,  still be considerable  progt€ss
to be made in numero'r.rs  industries.
This necessanly very general conclusion is conJirmed by the results
of studies made of individual  industries  such as textiles and shipbuilding,
which are discussed  in this and certain earlier reports.
CONCLUSIONS
iL.  There is no aspect of the Community's economy vrhere developments
have not been affated by Community  policy.
The content of this policy is complex, and the irnrportance of the
individual componerrts has varied with time. It is safe to say, ho,wever,
that up to the present it has consisted above all in integrating  the majority
of product markets ,and in ,m,aking a start witl integration of the factor
markets.
All in all, integration  has had a dynamic  effect on the economy, but
the ensuing pro,blenrs arc far from being resolved.
The change in market size has speeded up develo,pments,  thus
rendering lnore acute the problem of the ageing of certain industries  and
the backwardness  o,f certain regions. At th,e same time it has le{t the
Member States less room for independent action. And integration alone
is not enough to reduce the ga,p in certain fields, especi,ally  research and
i,nnovation, between the Community countries and the leading non-member
countries.
It  is clear that there has been a ,substantial  timerlag  between
integration  of the markets and adaptation od economlc  and social policies
to the new situation thus created. Freedom of movement  within the Com-
munity is a natural corollary to a long series of pas.t efforts and practjces
designed to liberalize international  ttade; adaptation o{ policies, on theEFFECTS  OF COMMUNITY POLICY 41
otler hand, was an entirely riew prob,lern:  the Member States had no past
experience of the opportunities  that rapid change in the size of the
domestic market o'pens up for econo,mic policies. It is not surprising that
at t-he outset it was easier to push ahead with liberali"ation than to take
advantage of the increase in scale by means of active policies.
The construction  of the Community carurot go ahead unless, in the
years to come, there is a change of emphasis berween tlese two aspects.LlLl',i-)
CHAPTER II
ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING
OF THE COMMON  MARKET
1. Free movement of goods
.  FIINCTIONING  OF THE CUSTOMS  UNION
12. In 1969, as a result of a number of Council decisions  adopted in
1968 and 1969 on Commission proposals, administration  of the customs
union became a Community matter. The decisions related both to the
common q.rstoms tafiff and to harmonization  of customs legislation and
were designed to harmonize ar unify at Community level the national
arrangements in force in the Member States. Some o,f the measures
apptoved by the Council have given the Commission new powers under
the consultation procedures in the various committees  set up to deal with
questions of nomenclature,  valuation,  origin, transit of goods through the
Community and processing truffic: it is essentiol. that the new customs
rules that have been introduced should be applied in a uniform .way so
as to help ensure that the effects of the common customs taiff are the
same werywhere in the Community, and that they should also be applied
with a view to maxirnum simplification of formalities so as to promote
the expansion of trade with non-member countries. This task is more
complex than it looks at first sight, since operating a crrstoms system,
even if it is based on comparatively simple principles, constantly calls for
implementing  measures  adopted in the light of either economic  and tech-
nological developments  or of the variety of special situations to be coped
with in the large customs area of the.Community.
Before the objectives  mentioned can be attained, a good deal of time-
consuming work will have to be completed, and help from the national
customs departments  and the business  grouplqgs  concerned will be needed.
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ment of the trade organizations at Community  level, the Commission has
hen ab e, despite certain adrninistrative  difficulties,l to ensure that the
customs committees  have been set up, and they have begun work.
Given the scale of the administration work, the Commission  has been
unable to place the same emphasis  on pursuing the harmonization of
customs legislation, which is tlerefore still incomplete. The Comrnission
regrets this state of af{aks, which it has endeavoured  to remedy provi-
sionally where possible.
TI{E COMMON  CUSTOMS TARIFFz
13. Endorsing the Commission's  view t}at there was a pressing need to
ensure uniform inte'r'pretation of 'the cqmmon  customs tariff, leading to
the lwying of one and the same duty on a given item everywhere in the
Community, the Council adopted, on L6 January 1969, Regulation  ( EEC )
No. 97/69 concerning the nomenclature of the tariff.s This regulation
set up a CCT Nomenclature  Committee to deal with all qu,estions  relating
to nomenclature. Armed with a favourable Opinion from the Committee,
the Commission was empowered to adopt the provisions  needed with a
view to the classification of goods under this nomenclature.  The Com-
mission  consequently  ado,pted sweral regulations concerning  the classifica-
tion of certain items, particularly of food products with a very high milk
fat content, since imports of these products under 'incorrect  headings wete
liable to cause further serio'us dif{iculties  on the Community market for
butter.a At the L5 rneetings held in t969, the same Committee examined
mrmerous  other questiorrs falling under its responsibility; these included
the conditions  governing  admissig,n,  under the respective sub-headings at
reduced rates of duty, of "Bourbon" whisky (sub-heading 22.09 C III
(a))5 and cows for immediate slaughter  (sub-heading  01.02 A II  (b)).
1 Reply by the Commission to written question No. 180/69 by M. Bading  on the
harmonization of customs legislation;  fficial ga4ette No. C 133, 18 October 1969.
2 The Commission has published, in the four Community  languages, a new e{ition
of the Castoms Tarif-of  tbe Eiropean Comnanitiet  listing thE duties applica6le.at
1 July 1968, 7 Jantaty 7970, 7 Janwaty 7971, and 1 lanuary 7972. This work
is kept up to date with all amendments,  reductions or suspensions of duties (the
8th series^ of loose-leaf  amendments  is dated 7 Januaty t970).
s Olfrcial gaqette No. L 14,21 Jarrtaty  1969.
a Regulations  (EEC) Nos. 495169 and 496169 of 18 March 7969 (oficial gaqette
No. L 67, 19 Mdrch 1969) a;nd No. 663/69 of 9 April 7969 (fficial gaqere No. L 86,
10 April 1969).
5 Commission Regulation  (EEC) No. 2552169 of 17 Decembet t969; olficial garytte
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Fro,rn the outset, the Committee was therefore of the greatest value
as a consultative  body in the technical administration of the common
customs tariff. It  also approved the draft explanatory  notes vrhich it
received,  as they became avaiable, fro,m an ad hoc group which in 1'969
de"alt with the sectors "machinery", "chemicals"  and "miscellaneous".
By 3t December 1969, the explanatory  notes were virtually completed
for 60 chapters of the tariff (of 93 for which such notes are to be drawn
up). They had been publishedl  for 33 chapters and there is good reason
to hope that, the petrolzum products sector apart, the basic work
will be completed by the end of 1970. The Commission will ask the
custoins departments of the Member States and their representatives  on
the Committee and ln the ad ltoc group to make fresh efforts enabling the
drafting of these explanatory notes to be carried through  as rapidly as
possible,  as these notes should be a useful help for 6ade and industry and
the official departments  concerned in applying the common customs tafiff.
14. As in previous years the Commission, assisted by the Joint Panel of
Government Experts on the Common Customs  Tatiff, also dealt with the
economic problems raised by the continuing  administration of the common
customs tariff. In this field, work was concentrated  at first on completing
the tariff applicable  from L Jantary 1970, the date when the third instal'
ment of the tariff reductions agreed upon at the end of the last negotiations
in GATT became effective. It  also prwed expe'dient to make some
amendments or corrections, mainly on matters of form, to the taiff. artd
its nomenclature. On the basis of tlre work of the panel, the Commission
laid before the Council a proposed  regulation concerning the common
customs  tariff. as applicable on 1 January 1970 and consequently  amending
Regulation  (EEC) No. 950/68 of 28 June 1968. The Council adopted
this regulation on 8 December 19692.
By a regulation of 8 December  1'969s the Council also laid down
the list of products the d,uties on which'are to be reduced or suspended
in 1970. In this connection,  the same methods of cooperation  wete used
between the Member States and the Commission as between the Com'
mission and the Council. The Commission  assembled the applications
from the Member States, stu ied them togethet with the govetnment
t E-pt"".t*y  Notes to the Customs Tariff of the Euro,p-ean  Communities.  Publish-
ed as they 
-become 
available,  loose leaf (two sets published in 1969). 
- 2 Regulation  (EEC) No. 2451169 of 8 December !969; oficial galette No. L 311,
11 December  1969.
3 Regulation  (EEC) No. 2484169 of 8 Decembet  7969; offcial garytte No. L 314,
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experts and tlren submitted to the Council, vrhich must decide in
acoondance  with Article 28, the list of products which had been approved
unanimously. There were 187 applications relating to 146 products or
groups of products; agreement from a1l Member States was obtained for
118 of them which are being imported in appreciable or even large quanti
ties from nsn-member  countries. Once again most of these are raw
materials or semi-finished  products (particularly chlmicals ) which are
available in insufficient quantities or not avat'lable at all in the Community.
One hundred and fourteen of these products had already enjoyed identical
duty reductions or'suspensions  in L969. The suspension of duties on
aircraft weighing more than 15 000 kg, which expired at the end of. L969,
was entended by one year. Mainly for reasons of administrative  simplifioa-
tion, the Commission  and the Mernber States preferred  suspension to the
opening af a tarrtf quota under Protocol XVII to the agreement on the
products of List G.
On 1 July 1969 the Council, again acting on a Commission  proposal,
renewed the suspension of the common qrstoms tariff duties on tea,1 on
certain products imported particularly from Israel2 and on various spices
imported mainly from India.s In 1969, the Commission  confined waivers
to the common customs tariff (rnder Article 26 of the EEC Treaty) to
certain imports of manufactuted  tobacco by the Benelux  counttieda and
to imports of unwrought  aluminiums and Algerian wines6 by Germany.
Most of the 'work on the cornparison of crrstoms tariffs depended
on the progress being made by the Committee on Trade in Industrial
Products  set up in GATT to analyse what will be the tariff situation when
the Kennedy Round concessions have been fully implemented. An up-
d,ated version of the table of equivalence  fot the Brussetrs Nomenclatue
arrd the customs taitf. of the United States, a table of equivalence for the
Brussels Nomenclature  and the Canadian customs taiff, and a list of
groups of industrial products which is to help in the study of the tariff
situation  have been completed.
1 Regulation (EEC) No. 1258169 of 30 June 1969:' oficial gaqette No. L 159, 1 July
1969.
2 Regulation (EEC) No. 1227 169 of 30 June 7969; oficial galella No. L 159, 1 July
1969.
3 Regulation (EEC) No. 1259169 of 30 June 7969; o.7firial gaqette No. L 159, 1 JuIy
1969.
a Commission  Decision of 29 JuIy 1969; oficial galalle No. L 220, I September 1969.
6 Commission Decision of 26 February  7969; oficial garytte No. L 68, 19 March
1969.
6 Commission  Decision of 28 August t969; offcial  gaqette No. L 240,24 September
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TARIFF  QUOTAS
15. As regatds the national tariJf quotas under Article 25 of the Treaty
nnd the protocols to the agreement on the drawing up of o part of the
common customs taiff  for the products of List G, the Commission
continued its efforts to curtail these derogations. ln L969, it authorized
only 9 quotas, out of 29 appbed for by the Member States. Other applica'
tions led to the adoption of Community arrangements in the form of a
reduction or suspension of customs duties or in the form of the opening
of Comm'unity arrtf. quotas under Article 28 of the Treaty. Upon
representations, Member States agreed to withdraw five applications.  The
Commission believes that further efforts along these lines will enable it
to reduce the number of national tariff quotas still further.
As regards the opening of Community tatfif quotas, the Commission
submitted to the Council a number of proposed regulations  or &aft regula.
tions on the subject to meet the Community's obligations in GATT,
comply with certain provisions of agreements  conduded between the Com-
munity and non-member countries ( conttactual quotas ), and satisfy cer-
tain needs of the Com'munity's industries  (autonomous  measures under
Article 28 of the EEC Treaty).
In this context, the Comrnission  took practical steps to help advance
harmonization  of the 'methods used in administering these quotas and
approximation of national legislation where the rules still differ from
one Membet State to another. The Commission is all the more determined
to maintain the harmonization  drive since it is convinced that uni{orm
rules are absolutely indispensable  in a cu$toms union.
CHARGES \rITH EQUIVALENT  EFFECT
16. ln 1969, the Comrnission's  work o,n abolishing  charges with effect
eq,u,ivalent to that of cu,stoms duties led to the abolition of 17 of them,
while six new cases were reportd.
The great majority of the charges on which the C,ommission  has not
yet decided under the relevant Treaty rule's are d'uties, charges and dues
for plant, animal and other health controls and for quality inspections
which many products must undergo  when being imported into or exportd
from the Member States. The Commission is currently examining  the
application of these provisions in the light of certain new factors in theESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON  MARKET
interpretation of the concept of charges with equivalent effect recently
given by the Court of Justice in its judgments in case 24-68 and joint
cases 2-69 and 3-69.r
Looking into a second group of charges, which, though levied at the
same rate on similar items of domestic production, are linked with an
aid system benefiting only domestic production, the Commission found
only one case in respect of which the conditions for tlre application of the
Trcaty rules on charges with equivalent effect were met.
In the other cases, the Commission  has 
^hr"dy 
taken steps to obtain
abolition of the charges. Sornetimes, however,  a considerable period of
time elapses till this aim is achiwed, especia-lly if the legal situation is
not completely  cLear.
DUTY.FREE  ENTRY
17. In tlre field of duty-free  entry on economic  grounds, the measures
taken qver the past few yeans in respect of the aviation and shipbu,ilding
industies  have been implemented smoothly by the Me'rnber States. The
industries of the Community  have thus dwelo,ped  under conditions  which
put them on an equal footing with regard to each other and with regnrd
to their ccrmpetitors  from non-m'ember countri.es.  These provisions  will
have to be supplemented by others as rapidly as possible,  for the Member
States still apply either differing or s,pecial rules if goods are, for instance,
imported  for use by the armed forces or in certain regions. For research
and cultural acrivities it is also of speci,al importance  that the existing
agreements  under which some equipment rnay be imported duty free
should be applied in the same way by all Member States.
CUSTOMS  VALUATION
18. Following  the entry into force of Council Regulation (EEC)
No. 803/68 of 27 June 1968 on the customs valuation of goods,z the
Commission  adopted a first round of irnplementing measures,  provided for
in the basic regulation, to redtrce further the differences  between t}le
methods by which lvlember States assess the value of goods and, in conse.
1 See secs, 573 et seq. infra.
2 Oficial garytle No. L 748,28 June 1968, p. 6,FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS
quence, to ensure that the incidence of the duties in the cominon customs
tariff is genuinely the same no matter where goods are cleared througll
custorns 'at the Communiry  frontier,
These implementing  regulations,  which werc all adopted after tfie
Committee on Customs  Valuation had rendered favourable opinions,  are:
(1) C-ommission  Regulation (EEC) No. L769/68 of 6 Novernber  1968
on air freight charges to be incorporated in value for customs pur'
poses,l
(2) Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 375/69 of 27 February 1'969
on the declaration of information  concerning the customs valuatio'l:
of goods,z
(3) Commission  Regulation  (EEC) No. 1788/69 of t0 September  1969
determining  certain exceptions within the meaning of Artide 3(2)
of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 803/68,3
(4) Commission  Regulation (EEC) No. 1974/III/69 of 6 October  1.969
on the exchange rate of the German mark for determining  ctrstoflns
value,4
(5)  Comm,ission Regulation (EEC) No. 2198/69 of 30 Octo,ber 1969
on the periods of grace in Article 10(2 and l)  o'f Council Regulation
(EEC) No. 803/68 on the customs valuation of goods.s
As part of its drive to harmonize valuation methods, the Commission,
acting under Article 16 of the basic regulation, has begun to examine
concrete cases in the Committee on Customs  Valuation.
CUSTOMS  LEGISLATION
19. Work on the establishment of the customs union, which is now
virtually complete,  has shown how important it is to have in the common
customs territory6 customs legislation that is as uniform  as possible. The
situation in this field is as follows:
' OSIA go<rtt, No. L 285, 25 November  1968, p. 1.
2 lbid. No. L 52,3 March  1969, p. 1.
3 Ibid. No. L 230, tI September  7969, p.8.
4 lbid. No. L 251,'l October 1969, p. 10.
5 lbid. No. L 279,6 November  1969, p. 9.
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20. The Council of Ministers adopted the directives,  drawn up by the
Commission,  concerning  bonded warehouses and free zones.l
After incorporating the Community  measures in their own legislation,
the Member States have applied them obligatorily as from L October  1969,
the result being that since that date stor'age of goods witfiout payment of
customs duties mnrst be governed by the same co,nditions in all six MembEr
States. The liberal measu,res now applying in this matter, and in par-
ticular those relating to the free zones, vrill no doubt induce the Member
States in which this system had virtually not existed to ofder users new
possibilities, encouraging storage and redistrirbution operations,  particularly
in the ports. As goods to an annuai value of $3 000 to $4 000 million,z
exclusive  of duties and charges, are now covered by harmonized systems,
it is cetain that the new m€asures to elirninate  differences in treatment
in the Member  States have effectively h.lp.d align the conditions  under
which the commercia,l  operations involved are effected.  The Community
arrangement for free zones is also designed to pro,mote  the establishment
of processing industries using raw materials or finished products imported
from non-member  countries and resold outside the Commu,nity.  Another
aim is to encourage the expansicn of the shipyards.
The Commission must, howwer, still adopt a number of provisions
to implement the arrangements  for bonded  warehouses  and free zones.
In particular a list of authorized storage operations has to be established.
2L. ln 1969, "inward processing  taf.fic" was also harmonized  by means
of a directive.s
This device enables indusuialists to import goods temporarily from
non-member countries duty free, for processing and s'ubsequent  re-exporta.
tion. It was therefore  indispensable  to work out commori rules on the
subject, for it was clear that the more or the less liberal the apprcach to
these arrangernents was, the greater or the smaller were the disadvantages
they entailed for Community  manufacturers. The arrangements  also have
an impact on the conditions of competition inside the Community,
particulatly where the manufacturers concerned  also sell in the Common
Market. To illusti'ate the irnportance of the arrangements  it should be
emphasized that they facd;itate visible exports to non-member countries
worth at least 5 000 to 6 000 million u.a., i.e. almost 207o of total
exports,
I Ofidal garytte No. L 58, 8 NIarch  1969, pp. 7 and lt.
2 Excluding  petroleum products.
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The Community  arrangements adopted after long and delicate discus-
sions lay down fairly liberal economic criteria and take ac€ount of modern
ptoduction and management methods. Howwer, for the af,rangements  to
bocome fully effective and place all industries in the Community on a
genuinely equal footing-and, indeed, if they are to be effective at all-
the Member States must adopt the relevant implementing measures  as
soon as possible. In 1969, only two implementing  provisionsl were re-
ferred to the competent Committee,  since even in such irnportant fields
as the fixing of the races of yield for drarges on goods n,ot re€xported,
the Commission has not yet been able to cornplete t}e draft version of
the provisions to be adopted.
22. In 1968, the Council adopted a regulation  on the origin of goods.2
In 1969, the C<mmittee on origin held severatr meetings to discuss uf,genrt
questions claiming priority. Following a favourable Opinion by the Com-
mittee, the Comnaission was t}ru,s able to adopt the regulation instituting
a Community certificate of origin.s S7ork is ,in hand on other provisions,
particularly on the rules of odgin for certain "sensitive"  products. In
1969 the member countries closely coordinated their views in this field
during work on questions of origin,in UNCTAD,  OECD and the Custsmo
Co'operation  Council.
In addition, special nrles of origin indispensable  to the functioning
of the relevant agreemellts  ented 'into force under association  arrange'
ments wit} Morocco, Tunisia and certain other states. Undet the new
Yaound6 Convention, the rules previou,sly governing  trade betweerr the
EEC and the Yaoundd countries were maintained, but it was agreed that
they should be reviewed  so as to take account of the experience  gained
and to combine into a single document the provisions adopted during the
operation of the old C,onvention.
23. The pro,posed regulation on transit of goods through the Community
was adopted by the Council on 18 March 1969.4 As actual application
of the arnangernents for Community  transit is to begin on I January t970,
t C.""af Oi.ective of 26 .lune 1969 on the inwards processing  of certain Products
falling under CCT headings 18.06 and 21.07; offcial galette No. L 159, 1 July
7969, p.21.
Commission Directive of 30 September  1969 fixing the period allowed for pto-
cessing  certain agricultural prbducts admitted in inward processing tramc;
offeial garytte No. L 264, 22 Octobet 7969, p.7.
2 Oftcial garytle No. L 148,28  June 1968, p. 1.
3 lbid. No. L 79,37 March 1969, p. 1.
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the Commission hg,s been busy worlcing out the necessary  implementing
provisigns.
A proposed  regulation with specimens of the forms to be used was
submitted to the Committee on Goods in Transit.l
The forms have been unified in the fullest detail because-paftic-
u-larly in respect of the height and width of the columrrs  and the spacing
of tire liner-tthey have ro comply with the stand.ards ado,pted in the
Economic  Commission for Europe. As simplifiod, the declaration formali'
ties should be much easier. To help users, the comrnittee  approved  a
joint notice providing detailed instructions for each column.
Thanks to regular contacts with the carriers' orgatizations, for.
warding agents and fepf€sentatives of ,the guarantee institutions, it has
bo" pJrrible to work out a standand guarantee  system the general principle
of whi.h was already laid down in the basic regulation.  The systern has
been desi,gned to take into account the difficulties  small and medium'
sized firmi and occasional users may have in finding a' person willing to
stand security for their commitments.  The rules governing the standard
guarantee  system were laid down by Regulation (EEC) No' 23IL/69,2
th. C"mmi*sinn  also adopted another regulation enabling those concerned
and particularly the guarantee institutions to obtain information o'n the
progress of a Community lansit operation.s  The Commission  believes that
ihir rtt*g.*ent  should help reduce the cost of the gaatantee,  srince it
limits the risks of standinrg  security.
The first simplification under the new Community transit arrange'
ments consists in the abolition of the rules gnder which the Community
natufe of goods had to be proved by rneans of a special document issued
for the purpose  ( movement certificate on Form DD ).t  In future, a similar
formali,ty will be required only in resp€ct of goods entering the territory
of a Member  State under a p,rocedure other than the Cnmmunity transit
drrangement.s
The second simplification is that the variety of procedures  used to
check, under the agricultural regulations, the use to which ceftain products
are to be put and ih" .ourtry to which they are expo,rtd wi,ll be replaced
I Ofrcial xazetle No. L 212,25 August 1969, p. 1.
2 ll;id. No. L 295,24 Novembet  1969, p. 1.
s lbid. No. L 295,24 November  1969 p' 6.
a lbid. No. L 73, t9 JarL'taty  1970.
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by a uniform procedure based on the frrnctionring of the Community transit
system. Implementing Regulation (EEC) No. 2315/69 lays dovm the
necessary details.l
The institrution of the Comrnunity transit system entails quite
generally an ap,p,reciable  reduction in the formalitie,s to be complied with
at the internal frontiers. Under the system,  there is no need for a halt
at the point of exit, and the forrnalities upon entry into the next Member
State are confined to the handing ovet of a simple frontiet tansi,t note
and to a possible  check of the customs seals. International goods trains
now do not need to stop at ail. at frontiers, the railway companie,s being
exempt from the obligation to present  a frontier transit note.
.
24. . All, thi,s rnright suggest tlr,at the bulk of the wotk towards the estab
lishment of a customs union has been completed, at least in respect of the
basic provisions.
There is, however, still much that needs to be done immediately  to
t'onsolidate and secure for the future the progress made so far.2
MEASURES  \UITH EQUIVALENT  EFFESI  TO QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS,
TECHNICAL OBSTACLES  TO TRADE,  TECHMCAL  HARMONIZATION
puantitatiue re$rictinns and measures witb equiualent efect
25. The end of the ransitional period is marked by the full attainment
of one of the most important objectives  which the signatories of the EEC
Treaty had set themselves, namely the elimination of qriantitative testri.c-
tions between Membet States (Ti,tle I, Chapter 2).  The prohibition  of
quotas, in force for several  years already with regard to industrial  prodmbts,
will in future ap,ply to all goods. The only exceptions  are a few residual
quotas fot farm products subject to a national market organization;  these
quotas are, howwer,  bound to &sappear  as joint market organizations  are
gradually  rintoduced in the fields concerned. Artide 30 of the EEC Tteaty
L Offcial ga4ette  No. L 295, 24 November'7969, p. 14,
'z SEe Comhission  communication to the Council on the Communities' work
programme  for the next three years -(Doc._COM_(6?)  250) and.reply by the
Commission to written question No. 180/69 by M. Bading on the harmonization
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also prohiibits ipso iure, as from the exprry of the transitional pefiod, all
-"*uto  with equivdent effect to qtranti,tative restrictions  which erdsted
at the date of the entry into force of the Treaty'
In compliance  with its obligations  under Article 3.3(7 ), the Com'
mission  cornpleted  qlrecution of the appro,priate  actiron progfamme. Two
directives were ado,pted,  one on t"ppliit to the celtral government'
regonal  and local .otho.iti.t and other public agerrcies,l  and the other
on the elimination  of those m€asules with effect eqtrivalent to quantitative
restrictions on irnports which were not accounted for by other ptovisions
"doptud 
under the Tteaty.
'The first d,irective provides for the elimination  of restnictive  measufes
impeding the free movement of goods inte6ded to meet the needs of the
State, the regional and ,local authorities  and other pu,blic ager,rcies.
The second is designod to eliminate all those measures with effect
equiva,lent to quanti,tative restrictions on imports which existed at the
date of entry into force of the Treaty and have been maintained.  This
directive is of pamicula.r importance in that it analyses the concept  of
"rneasures with equivalent Jfot"  and at the same time lists, by way of
exarnlile,  a number of provisions which must bg considered to fall within
this category. The guidelines laid dourn by the Coinmission in this
directive will no doubt assiot the Member States in studying the measures
jnvolved  and, in the fin"a,l analysis, help to ensure that the Ttaty obliga-
tions are complied wiith.
Kemoual 0f technical obstachs to tradez
26. For economic union to be established,  there is a need to eliminate
not only customs and quota barriers but also any other obstacles  that
stand in the way of a comptretely unified market at Community  level.
Elimination of non-tariff  barriers has not advanced at the same pace as
remov,al of the other obstades. This is particul,arly  true of technical
obstacles resulting from the diqparities between the'laws and regulations
applying in the Member states to the manufacture  and marketing  of
cer,tain products.  Though its powers and facilities are limited, the Com'
mission has worked hand to solve this problem, in a field which is very
I Oficial garyfie No. L t3,79 Janutty 7970.
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cornplex. Another difficulty is that while the Treaty provides for ensuring
the removal of obstacles in the form of tariffs or quotas, it is silent on
the matter of technical obsucles.
The field is cornrplex mainly beca,mse of the need to approximater
differing legal provisions, having d,ue regatd not only to their specifi<
content but also to national traditions and the economic and social contet(t
in which they apply Again, it sometimes  happens that in one and the
same Member State several official departments, holding differing views
on the prgblem, are competent.  In addition, it is always difficult to
reconcile  the immedriate requirements of harmonization of legislation with
the need to adopt a ratio,nal and coherent  solution in the light of the latest
state of technical progress.
Because there are no specific  Treaty provisions, a systematic ad hoc
programme has been worked out to bring home to thqse concerned,  in
both the public and private s€ctors, the importance of the problem posed
by technical obstacles and to ensure that the Member  States muster the
political will to help solve it by specifying the necessary measures and
drawing up a time-table  for their adoption.
This gap was filled on 28 May 1969 with the adoption by the
Council of a general programme,  to be implemented  More I January 1971,
which fixes priorities in the light of the relative irnportance  of the s€ctors
involved and co.ordinates, to the extent necessary for jmplementation,
national legislative measures with the work to be done by the Community.
This programme irnplies a basic polidcal choice in that it lays down that
the final objective  of all measures to eliminate technical obstacles is the
mutual recognitio,n of the national decisions on the subject so as to enable
producers in the Community to manufacture on the scale of the common
market,  and consumers to make a better choice among the products thus
made available.
The programme is important not only because it makes an essential
contribution to the creation of a tmly common market effectiveJy
guar,anteeing the free mqvement of goods but also because it is a key
instrument for the irnrplementation of industrial policy, particularly in
re$pect of measures  for certain industries, Iottb, the steps to be taken
under the programme  clear the way for a considerable number of economic
policy measures at Commuoity lsvel.
The fitst part of the time.table concerning industrial products has
been kept to, for all proposed directives  envisaged have been submitted
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the dkective on crystal glass (15 Decenrbet 1969)} \0ork on the
proposed  directives for the other parts is now too far behixd hand to be
made up n  1.970.
Euronorms
27. In 1969, the Co.ordinating  Comnaittee  on the nomenclature of iron
and steet pducts pressed  ahead with its work on the dr,awing up of
European standards. The last five important  quality standards for ordinary
steel have been publ,ished and work on several st'andards  for speial steel
is far advanced;  ilu. of these standards concernring steel for heai treatment
have been completed.  Parallel to the intoduction of standards for special
steel, standards are also being &awn u,p fot physical and chemical testing
methods fot this type of steel; this includes five standards for physical
tests of which two have practically been completed, and six standards for
the chemical  analysis of special elements of which two have reached the
final phase. At the reqrrcst of the pr.oducets  and users of rnagnetic  sheet,
a new working party (No. 24) was s€t up to standardize the qualities
produced in the Community; it held its first rneeting n  L969.
In the group of Euronorms concerning  sizes and tolerances of rolled
products, three standard,s  on the tolerances of flat products have been
completed;  work on the rationalization  of  s,pecial purpose sections
continues. The dwelopment, about ten years ago, of European series of
parallel-flanged bearns met ,a double need as it made available lighter
beams for use in steel csnstructions  and helped raionahz'e the range of
rolled products.  As rolling-mill  equipment has been renewed in the past
few years, it is now possible to work on the irnprovement of the solutions
adoptod  prwiously; the study of these new series, cornb,ined with world
harmonization  of the dimensions,  has reached a very advanced stage,
Lasdy, the rerrision of the ten-year old Euronorms for wire rod has been
completed. \7ork on other revisions  made necesoary by technical  progress
is in hand.
SAFEGUARD MEASURES  (ARTICLE  226)
28. .A.11 the safeguard measures  under Article 226 sull in force etryired
on 31 Decembet 1969, the date when the transitional period ended and
th:s safeguard clause ceased being valid.
I Oficial gaqette  No. L 326, 29 Decembet t969.FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS 5t
These rneasures  corrcern silk in Italy, cereals in Germany, Belgiunt
and the Nethedands, and a nurnber of other farm products in Germany,
tast year, the Gbvernment of the Federal Republic of Germany
withdrew an application for measures safeguarding products derived from
cocoa. The Commission rejected two applications from the Italian
Government, submitted in March and June 1969, f.or an extenrsion of the
measures  safeguatding  lead and zinc. In December L969 it also refused
an applicatilcn by the B.Igtun  Governrnent  in favou,r of its wine and spirits
bottling industry. It accepted applioations by the German, Netherlands
and Belgian Governments in favou,r of cereals.
The latter applications were mainly motivated by the situation
prevailing before the change in the parity of the Gerrnan rnark and its
repercu,ssions on prices.
Lasdy, the Commission  took a considerable nurnber of decisions
authorizing m@sures by the Government of the Fderal Republic of
Germany in the agricult'ural sector following the panity change.ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
2. Competition policy
GENERAL
29. The tendency tourards grcater industrial  concentration in the Com.
mon Market continued n  t969, but few of the amalgamations raised
p'roblems from the angle of competition policy.
However, the number of cases of com:bination  in respect of which
the Commission fdt a more detailed investigation nec€ssary rose, as it
was impossihle  to establish at the outset that they involved no appreciable
restraint o{ effective competition.  Those investigations already  completed
showed that in the area conrolled by the EEC Treaty there was no need
to apply Article 86. A scheme for an amalgamation  in the glass industry
which was liable to infringe Artide 86 was drop,ped.
In the iron and steel industry, an anralgamntion involving the two
Belgian firms Cockerill-Ougr6e-Providence  and SA M6tallurgique d'Esp6-
rance-Longdoz was authorized  under Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty. As a
result of this amalgamati'on,  the new firm accounts for about 6.5Vo of. the
C,ommunity's toul output of crude steel; howwer, together with the
output of the Sidmar and Arbod gtoups which are linked with the new
firm, the share is about I57o. The Commission nevertheless  authorized
this amalgamation  because the group is not very close-knit and because
competition  remains possible between Cockerill-Esp6rance and Arbed.
The Commission helped to safeguard  a relative degree of independence
by imposing certain conditions.
In the energy sector, the Comrnission au,thorized the establishment
of the single Ruhrkohle company to enable a solution to be found to
structural problems in coahqining. In assessing the situation, the Com-
mission took account of competition from other sources of energy and,
where cokilg coal is concerned, of competition  from American coking coal.
On the a,pplication of Artide 85 of the EEC Treaty, the Comrnission
continued its policy of encouraging  ceoperation making for higher
productivity while using Article 85(1) to ensure ,maintenance  of effective
competition. In addition to taking various decisions by which new cas€s
of co-operation  ril/ere exempted from the ban of Article 85(1), the Com.COMPETITION  POLICY 59
mission  ruled for the first time (in the case Christiani & Nielsen) on th€
problern of competition within a group of legally independent yet
economically  linked enterprises.
In two cases, the Commission fined firms for intrlingement of tlre
ban on restrictive agreements.  This was the first time that such decisions
were taken in an EEC context. One of them is irnportant particrrlady
because it  also concerns firms rvhich have their headquarters in non'
member countries. Most of the firms involved have appealed to the
Court of Justice of the Euro'pean Communities against tlese decisions.
The C.omrnission',s opposition  to efforts to *"li off national markets'
by means of contractud  bans on exports or re-imports  has implications
for the Gerrnan system of resale price maintenance. Although the Com'
mission has not opposed RPM itself, its existence in Germany  is
jeo,pardizrd because according to current German court practice resale
price rnaintenance must be appfied vithout exception, both on papet and
in practice; the system must therefore be underpinned by bans on exports
and re-imports.
The rate at which aid is being steppd up, particularly  under regional
policy, and the way in which Mernber States outbid each other in the
prcess as a tesult of insufficient harmonization,  rqrresent a danger for
competition and industrial and regional equilibrium in the Community,
a danger which is growing as the integration  of the Community  advances.
The Commission has therefore pressed forward its harmonization  drive
and laid down rules that make the national aid systerns and certain imple-
mentation procedures  easier to examine  and assess.
Nineteen-sixty-nine  was of particular'imporunce  for State-trading
monopolies. Undet Artide 37 af. the EEC Treaty, Member States are
required to adjust them so as to en$rre that, when the transitional  period
expires, no discrimination  regarding supplies or marketing  exists between
the nationals of Member States. Before the end of the year, the Com-
mission addressed recommendations  to the Governments of the Member
States concerned  in tespect of almost all monopolies that have not yet
been adjusted in acco'rdance  with the Treaty. These recommendations
set out what adjustments  have to be made to this end.ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
APPLICATION  OF THE TREATY  CLAUSES RELATING TO AGREEMENTS'
MERGERS,  DOMINANT  POSITIONS  AND CASES  OF PRIVATE
DISCRIMINATION
Indiuidaal cases
Indioiduat cases on 37 Decerttber 1969: nurnbers and stage reacbed
Articles'&5 and 86 ol tbe EEC Treaty
30. Table 10 shows the stage reached in the cases dealt with between
L January and. )1. December 1969 under Aniclea 85 and 86 of the EEC
Treaty.
The large number of cases s€tded by means other than a decision  is
largely a result of the decision adopted by the Commission in 1968 to
take no further action in respect of exclusive dealing agteements notified
on Forrn B and not involving absolute teritorial protection or similar
arrangements. An examination carried out in the light of this decision
enabled 11736 cases to be disposed oI in 1,969.
After the decision taken in the case Johs. Rieckermann/AEG-
Elotherm,l the Commission  discontinued under a simplified procedure
1 073 cases of notification  which related to exclusive dealing agreelne{}ts
on exports to non-membet  co'untries and to which the criteria established
in the Rieckermann  decision applied.
Having examined them, the C,ommissi,cn  was able to shelve as not
requiring  further action 1 026 notlfications  and complaints, either because
the agreements involved had been adjusted or voluntarily terminated  by
the parties concerned, or because they referred to exclusive dealing agteq-
ments qualif ing"for exemption  under Regulation No. 67/67/CEE,2 ar
for other reasons (withdrawal of the application, Commission decision no
longer needed, complaint  rejected as inadmissible, etc. ).
Most of the cases still to be dealt with relate to exclusive dealing
agreements involving absolute territorial protection, licensing agreements,
horizontal agleements on prices, quotas, etc. which have either been
notified or have been detected  under an own.initiative  procedure.
t Of e N-,"*ber  1968. See Seiond  Geniral  Reporr, sec. 28(v).
2 Offcial garytte No. 57, 25 Match 7967, Tentb  General Report (F,EC), sec. 60.COMPETITION  POLICY 67
TABLE  10
Articles 85 and 86 of fhe EEC Tteaty
(31 December  1969)
Proce-
dureg
based  on
notiffca-
tiom and
negative
cle&l&nce
applica-
tions
13 799
Procedures based  on
complaints
Own
initiative
proce-
dures fiom
flms
from
Member
States
Cases settled in the yeat undet
review
(i) Settled by decision
(ii) Otherwise settled (e.g.,
through withdrawal of appli-
cation or tetmination of re-
straint of comDetition  and sus-
pension of pr6cedures,  discon-
tinuance  of procedures,  etc.)
t1 t3
IJ 20 L3 832
Number of cases pending on
7 Jannty 7970 70 9 407
Vork is in hand on test decisions on licensing  agreements with a
view to the possibility  of granting block exemption. Vfutually all exdusive
dealing agreements  that have not yet been settled are cuffently  being
examined.
New notifications are examind briefly immediately on receipt so
that they can, where necessaf,y, be given priodty treatment.
Total number of individual  cases
on 1 January  1969
New cases submitted  in the vear
under teview  :
otal number of cases settled j ,, ,,0
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Articles 65 and 66 of the ECSC Treaty
37. Table 11 shows the stage reached in the cases dedt with under
Articles 65 and 66 of the ECSC Treaty.
TABLE  I1
Articles 65 and 66 of the ECSC Tteaty
(31 December  1969)
Total number of individual  cases on 1 Jan-
uary 7969
I 
o"r,",u uu Atticle 06
New cases submitted in the year under re-
view
Cases settled in the year under review :
(i) Commission  decisions
(ii) Otherwise settled (exemption  from the
requirement of prior authorization,  dis-
continuance of procedures, ioint cases)
Total number of procedures  closed
Number of individual  cases pending on
31 December  1969
Suraeillance ol tbe markets,  spot cbecks and inuestigations
i2.  The Commision continued  to monitor conditions of competition in
the Comrnon Market. It carried out, alone or assisted by the authorities
of the Member  States, a large nu,mber of i,nvestigations under Article 14
of Council Regulation No. 17.
It also looked into several cases of mergers or proposed amalgama-
tions-inter  alia by sending  requests for information undet Article 11 ofCOMPETITION  POLICY
Regulation No. 17-which might entail elimination of effective competi-
tion in the Cqmmon Market or in a substantia,L part thereof.
The Commission decided to carry out af,r inqurry under Article 12
of Council Regulation No. 17 with a visw to exarnining the importance
attaching to brewery contracts and their influence on trade between
Member States.
As pointed out by the Commission,in previous reports already,  these
surveillance  measures  sametimes induce firms engaged in  pracfices
prohibited under Artides 85 and 86 to put an immediare end to their
concerted  practices or restrictive agreements.
Spot checks to ensure compliance with Article 60 were continued in
1969 to a limited extent. In the iron and steel industry,  they were mainly
concerned with the market in reinforcing rods; spot checks were made
on the chief manufacturers in five Community countries; 'by and large
they confirmed that the situation  on this market was returning to normal.
Spot checks concerning coking cqal intended for the iron and steel industry,
made under Decision  I f 67 , were canied out in iron and steel companies
and coalmining  companies in the Federal Republic of Germany,  France
and Italy.
Decisions
33. The Commission  adopted two decisions noting infringements of
Article 85 of the EEC Treaty and irnposing  fines on each of tfie enterprises
concerned, and 11 favourable decisions on co-operation agreements between
enterprises, the most significant of which are listed below.
Decisions to impose lines
.14. In deciding for the first time to impose fines in two flagrant cases
of infringement  of the nrles of competition, the Commission showed its
determination to ensure compliance wit} the ban on restrictive  agreements
that contravene the Trcaty objectives. An international  quinine  agree-
mentr inv.olved price-fixing, control of production and markets,  and
nr,arket-sharing. The parties to it, a Dutch company, two German compa-
nies and three French cornpanies, were fined a total of 5OO 000 u.a., the
t D^ 
".trt." "f 
16 July 1969, offcial gaqette No. L lg2, 5 August  7969 ; Bulhtin  g 110-69 ,
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individual fines being fixed in the light of the cornpany's  market position
and the degree of it,  r.up"ltsibi,lity for the inftingements. A_ secord
decisionl .Jn..rrrs firms manufacturing  dyestuffs. This was the first
occasion on which the Commission had to rule on concerted practices
involving uni{orm and virtually  simultaneous  price increases. Th9 C,o_m-
mission had to tale steps not only against firms fro,m the Common Market
btrt also against firrns having their head,quarters  in non-member  counffies,
the practiJes to which they were pafties having as their gbject 1d result,
the restriction of co,mpetition within the Com,rnon Market. A fine of
50 000 u.a. was imposed on all cornpanies involved, the only exception
being the Italian company which was less heavily penalized (40 000 u.a. )
because it was iess closely involved.
Fauourable decisions on industrial co-opefation agreements
35. The commission continued its examination  of ceoperation  agree-
ments between  enterpfises, having already adopted a number of favourab'le
decisions,  particularly  in 1968.2 It adopted three new individual decisions
in this field.
The exemptions granted on 22 JvIy 1969 n the cases Cl'ima Chappee-
Buderus and Jaz-Peters concern tv/o agreements to specialize in the manu-
f,acture of air-conditioning equi,pment and of clocks respectively,  each
concluded between one French and one German company. The two
decisions  confiirm that the Commission  takes a favpurable view of co-
operation agfeements of this kind and that other specialization  agreemeots
between firms from different  Mernber  States, offering cornparable advan-
tages, might be encouraged'
The negative clearance granted on 5 December 1969 in the case
Dunlop-Pirelli, .on.".nt two reciprocal agreements on the manufactufe o{
tyres and irrner tubes by each of the two firms for the account of the
,rbuidi"ry of the other party. The decision  does not affect the Commis-
sion's fuiure attitude to similar cases of reciprocal agfeelnents  on prodtrc-
tion for account of another firm, where such agree'ments are concluded
in different  economic  circumstances.
L Of 24 July 1969, olfcial ga4ette No. L 195, 7 August 1969; Balhtin 9lt0-69, ch. v,
sec.72,
2 Second General  Report, sec.28.
4 Otffcial pazette Nio. L 195,7 Augugt 1969; Bulhtin 9110-69' Ch. V, sec' 13'
n Ciirtr;ot 
-goicttt N". L 323,' 24 December  1969; Balletin 2-70.COMPETITION  POLICY . 65
Faaourable  decisi.oxs ofl other agreenettts
36. Exemptionl was gtanted for the rules of ,the European  Machine Tool
Exhibitions (EEMO), drawn up by the European  Committee for Co
operation of the Machine Tool Industries. Under these rules, exhibitors
are forbidden  to paf,ticipate, during the year when they exhibit at a Euro-
pean Machine Tool Exhibition,,in any other fahs and exhibitions in coun-
tries where the association of machine-tool manufacturers  is a member of
the European  Committee for Cooperation  of the Machine Tool Industries'
' Giu.r, the advantages joint exhibiting o{fers to both exhibitors and
buyers, the Commission  raised no objection  to this restriction these rules
place on the ability of the parties to compete f...Iy.
The irnportance  of the decision goes beyond this particular  case, since
a nuinber of otler organizations of important international fairs have
comparab'le rules.
An agreement concluded n  L936 between Belgian lime-burners and
the Belgian manufacturers of Pordand cement, under which the former
undettook  to refrain from the production  of Portland  cement agatnst pay-
ment of a compensation ove.r an unfimited  period of time, was grantd
negative clearance.z The Commission  arrived at the conclusion  that under
pres€nt technical and economic  conditions the lime-burners concerned had
platically no scope fot manufacturing this quality of cement and that
the production ban could not appreciably  restrict competit'ion in this
product.
The decision Christiani & Nielsen3 relates to an agteement between
a parent company and its wholly-owned  subsidiary, binding the latter not
to operate outside Dutch territory without t}re agreement of the pa.rent
company.  The Commiss,ion  held that the subsidiary was an integral part
of the parent company economically and financially, that the two com-
panies were not competing vdth each. other and that to limit the area
within which the subsidiary was allowed to operate was no more than
to apportion work internally. This decision is the fhst Commission  ruling
on relationships -between parent and zubsidiary companies'
1 Of 13 March  1969, oficial gaqette No. L 69, 20 Marcb  7969; Balhtin 5-69, Ch' VI,
sec.4.
2 Of 5 Mav 1969. orfrcial  pTette No. L 122, 22 May 7969 ; Bslhtin 7 -69, Ch. VI, sec' 4.
, Of 18 line lclOcl,-offcial  girytte No. L 165, 5 July 1969; Bilhtiry 8-69, Ch. V, sec. 6.ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
In the case Vereniging van Vernis- en Verffabrikanten in Nederland,
negative  clearancel was gtanted in respect of an undertaking  given by the
Netherlands manuJacturers of paint and varnish belonging to this rade
association to comply with certain minimum quality requirements. The
decision is of special interest  because it lists the clauses in the agreement
considered incompatible with Article 85 of the Trcaty, in particular thooe
concerning  minimum prices and conditions of sale. The {irms concerned
had deleted these clauses, following comments by the Commission,  in
respect of their exports to the other counmies of the Common Market.
The SEIFA decision2  concetning a joint selling agreement concluded
by several Italian manufacturers  of artificial fertilizers follows those
adopted by the Commission  on 6 November 1968 concerning  similar
organizations  for the sale of fertilizers operating in Belgium and France
(Cobelaz  and Comptoir ftangais de l'azote).8
Cases settled by otber rneans
37. Several cases were closed after the parties concerned had, on repre-
sentations from the Commission,  adjusted  their agreements to the rules of
competiti{on of the Treaty. This includes the following  cases:
(i)  An information agreement among companies providing special fotms
of insurance;a
(ii) The general sales conditions of the subsidiaries  of NV Philips Gloei-
lampenfabrieken;6
(iii) A reciprocal exclusive dealing  agreemeart on buying and selling
concluded among traders in agricultural  machinery;6
(iv) A case involving  abusive use of trade-mark  rights.?
Articles 65 and 66 ol the ECSC Treaty
38. The most important decisions taken in L969 are the following.
' Of ZS :.rr* t965, oficial gaqette No. L 168, 10 July 1969; Bttlletin 9170-69,  Ch. V,
sec. 13. , Of 30 June 1969, olfcial gaqette No. L 173, 15 July 7969; Balhtin 9110-69.
s Second.  Cencral Report, sec.28(iv).
a Bullctin 5-69, Ch. VI, sec. 5.
6 lbid. +69, Ch. VI, sec. 5.
a lbid.7-67, Ch. VI, sec.4.
? Ibid.8-69, Ch. V, sec.5.COMPETITION  POLICY 67
By a decision of. 3L Jvly L969 taken under Article 66 of the ECSC
Trcaty, the c,ommission  authorized  a combination  involving the iron and
steel companies SA Cockerill-Ougrie-Providence,  Seraing (belgium),  and
SA Mdtallurgique d'Espdrance-Longdoz,  Lidge ( Belgium ).  The iron and
steel companies  conce.rned direcdy or indirectly in this link-up account
for some l57o of. the Community's  total output of crude steel and
sheet. The commission made its authorization in particular subject to
the condition that the agreement on the joint selling of cold-rolled  sheet
and stripl concluded  betvreen  cockerill-ougrde-Providence,  Aci6ries  de
Beautor (France), Arbed (Luxembourg)  and Sidmar (Belgium), should
be terminated on 11 December  1970. As from January r97L at the latest,
the products of the jointly owned company Sidmar will have to be sold
separately by the respective  sales organization of the cockerill group and
Arbed. This condition is designed to guarantee Arbed's  relative  inde-
pendence from the other cornpa.nies direcdy or indirectly involved in the
ama)gamation, and to enable it to remain independent in its commercial
decisions,  a factor upon which the authorization was made conditional.
The commission vrill monitor the market behaviour of the companies
concerned and check for compliance with the conditions  imposed.
The Commission also acceded to a request by the Union sid6rurgi-
que du nord et de l'est de la France (usinor ) to authorize this companv
to acquire a majority of the equity of soci6t6 mdtallurgique de I'Escaui SA.
Similarly, it approved the acquisition of an important share in the equity
of Stahlwerke SiiLdwestfalen by Hoesch AG.2
On 27 November 1969 the Commission authorized, bv a decision
taken under Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty, the transfer of mining interests
to Ruhrkohle AG. This company will account for somewhat more than
90vo of the Ruhr coalfield's output. such heavy concentration was
authorized  only because it  takes place on a market where community
coal has in the pasr ten years been increasingly  replaced by other products.
The coal market in the commu4ity has ceased to play an autonomous
role and has become part of an energy market dominated by oil and, to
a growing extent, by natural gas. E""n " 
firm of the size of n.rhrkohL
AG will not be able to prevent effective competiti,on on this market
(Artide 66(2)). As regards the section of the market which sells coking
coal to the steel industry-a section in which, in 1968, the Ruhr coal-
field had a share of somewhat more than 5ovo and coal from non-member
countries  one of more than l5vo-the Commission  found that the pressure
I Qlfcial ea4ette N"_. 19, !p Mrych 7967; Firt General Report, sec.28. a See also Balhtin 5-69, Ch. VI, sec. 7, znd, Bulletin 6-69,-Ch:  V, sec. 3.68 ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
exerted by the prices of coal from non-member countries was such that
the community  procdure, inctuding the Ruhrkohle AG, could not help
adjusting to it.
A large part of tJle Ruhrkohle AG output will be delivered  under
2}-year congacts  which the compa.nies  glvjng up their mining interests
have undertaken to co,nclude with Ruhrkoh'le  AG with a view to securing
supplies for their steel mills and power stations. All other coal users in
thetCommon  Market who find themselves in a similar position must be
allowed equal. access to production. This is why the Commission has
placed the Ruhrkohle AG under the obligation to open, within t'ilro year$
of the decision taking effect, negotiations on long-term contracts with any
steel firm in the Comm'unity  which so desires, and has required that these
contr,rcts  comply with the cuffent rules on prices. Ruhrkohle AG must
keep the c,ommission informed of the pfogress and outcome of these
negotiations.
The High Authority  decisions authoidng joint selling through the
agencies Geitling and Prdsidentl wefe abrogated as from 31 December
1969.
Ceneral measttret
-  Legislation
39. on 8 August. 1969 the commission  adopted two regulations imple-
menting Council Regulation  (EEC) No. l0L7/68 of 19 luly  L968
"applying the rules of cornpetition to rail, road and hland water
transport"s (Regulations  (EEC) Nos. 1629 and L630/69).s
Given the ffends on the markets for the various products falling
under the rules of the ECSC Tteaty,less urgency attached in the year
under review to the amendment  of the decisions implementing  Article 60
of this Treaty. The Commission nevertheless  concluded its preparatory
rvork on a new definition of the ban on discrimination under Article 60(1).
The problems raised by the tules on publication and alignment
(Article 60(2) ) were examined  from the technical  angle''a
' OntW'zttle No. 57, 10 APril 1963.
z \trid.N6.L775,23;irty  tl6a, p. t.
' iieulations fnECl Nos. 162i169 and 7630169,  offcial  garytte No' L 209, 21 August
1969. See also Regulation No. 17 of 6 February  1962.
a Second General  Report, sec. 34.COMPEIITION  POLICY
Application  of Artick tZ 0f tlte EEC Treatl
to State trading ruonopolies
40. The Commission examined more carefully a,ll rnonopolies and other '
amangements fa[ing'within  Artide 37 with a view to determining  what
measures must still be taken to cornply with the obligations  undet this
article. In some cases, it had to take into account t}re requirement  of
.A.rticle )7 (4) that if a State trading monopoly is linked with arrangements
intended to facilitate the marketing or valoization of agricultural  products,
stq)s rnust be taken when the Article is implemented to ensure that the
producers concerned recsive epuivdent guarantees  in respect of their
employment and their standard of living, due allowance being made fpr
the pace of such adjustments  as are possible and of the requisite  speciali-
zations.
The Commissio,n proposals of. 4 lwly 1967 as amended on 19 July
1969 concerning  the rn:anmfactured tobacco monopolies  in Franc€ and Italy
were further discussed by the various Community institutions,  as were
the proposals concerning agriculture  and taxation.l
As in the case of tobacco, the defilritive adjustment of the qpirits
monopolies  operated in France  and . Germany should take place under
a general arrangement  that provides fo'r the establ,ishment of a common
market orgatization  and for the ado,ptio'n of measures to harmonize taxa'
tion. Wo,dc in this field has not yet advanced sufficiently to enable the
Commission to submit to the Counci,l proposals for such a sol,ution.
In vievr of the difficulties which Germany  had encountered since
the beginning of 1969 when importing spirits and spirituous beverages
frofn the other Member Statds, the Commission  recommended to Germany,
on 27 June 1969, that it gradually raise its import quotas for these pre
ducts. ln a note aerbale of 17 Novembet 1969, Germany  advised the
Commission that as long as the common organization of the market in
ethyl alcohol of agricultural  origin was not set up, it was unable to comply
with this recommendation.
Given t}e time-limits laid down by Article 37 tor the adjustment of
monopolies, the Commission  nevertheless addressed  two recommendations
(23 December'1,969)  to France and Germany  the adjustment
of their spirits monopolies.  These recbmmendations  take account of the
problems posed, in respect of the elimination  of all discrimination  as
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required under Article 37, by the fact that there is no common orgetiza-
tion of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin.
Indeed, while recommending  to France and Germany to take meas-
ures to ensure the elimination of all discrimination among nationals from
Member States in respect of ethyl alcohol of non-agricultural origin, spirits
and spirituous beverages, the Commission at the same time stated what
measures  the two countries nr,ay either maintain or adopt with a view to
safeguarding  the main objectives currentJy pursued in the two countries
by the national  market organizations.
11. On 25 November  arrt23 and l0 Decembet 1969, r'ecommendations
were ad&essed to France and Italy concerning  the adjustment of the
French monopolies for potash, matches,  basic sJag, gun-powder  and ex-
plosives and the arrangements  for oil, and the adjustment of the Italian
monopolies  for lighters, matches, cigarette paper, flints and salt.
The Commission  had found that the two governments had taken steps
to adjust certain monopolies while they had failed to do anything to adjust
others.
In the light of the objective underlying Artiole 37, the Commission
arrived at tfie csndusion that in none of the above cases did the
af,rangements  currently in fo,rce ensure, as provided for under Article 37,
that no discrimination  existed as regards the supply or rnarketing of the
relevant goods. Article J7, which is part of the Title .on the free move-
ment of goods and more partic,u,larly of the Chapter on the eliminatiron
of quantitative  restrictions  as botween Member  States, is, in the Commis-
sion's view, designed to eanure that at the end of the uansitional period
the situation in respect of goods subject to State trading monopolies (or
like amangements ) is the same as the one created in respect of the other
products by the application of Artides 30 to 34, i.e. that goods can move
freely.
Article 37 not only requires the elimination of disctimination
resulting directly from the rules governing  goods covered by monopoly
arrangements but is also designed to rule out the possibility of cases of
discriminati,on occurring after the end of the transitional period because
of certain special powers *joyd  by the monopolies in respect of the
importation and marketing, or exportation,  of certain  goods.
In general, the Commission took the view that the desired  result
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enjoyed by the monopolies:  there is alruAy no further doubt that this
approadr is effective. It therefore  recommended  to France and Italy to
eliminate the exclusive rights of the above-mentioned monopolies to
import, export and market tlre products involved whete these rights affect
trade between  Member States.
Sp..i.l problems have, however, arisen in the case of the French oil
monopoly, not only because trade in pefroleum  products, unlike the other
cases to which Article 37 applies, is not carried out by a single company
or agency in France but by a falL$y large number of companies specially
licensed and subject to supervision by the public authotities, but dso
because tlete are currently major differences betrxreen the policies of the
Member States, particularly in their trade and energy policies.  Given
these special circumstances, the Commission recommended  to France that
it adjust the arrangement in such a way that some of the provisions
cumendy in force which discriminate against nationals from other Member
States are amended or drop,ped  because they restrict imports of cmde
petrolzum from these States while encouraging the marketing on the
French market of French crude petroleum or like products and of products
refined in France. \fith regard to a considerable  numbei of other provi
sions enabling the public authorities to introduce such measures of discri-
mination, the Commission  tecommended that the French Government
ensure that they are applied in a way that rules out any discrimination
in the conditions of supply and marketing  betweeen the nationals of the
Member  States,
TREATY RULES ON AID
Aids to specifc industries
42. On 28 JuJy 1969 the Council, acting on a Commission proposal,
adopted a directive on aid to shipbuilding to correct distorsions of
competition on the wodd market. This directive, valid until 11 December
1.971 only, makes such aid subject, throughout  the Community, to aceiling
of. 1.0Vo of the selling price of the vessels and gives it a maximum field
of application.
In the period under review, several shipbuilding aid schemes were
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The alarrning  situation facing several branches of the textile qdustry
led certain Member States to in-troduce br contemplate  introducihg  aid
meuBures.
On 18 July 1969, the Commission decided that the French aid arrange-
ments to encourage  research and modernization  of industrial and com-
mercial  structures in the textile sector must be terminated by 1 April 1970
untress the method of financing is modified  so that imports fronr other
Member States are no longer subject to the para-fiscal  charge introduced
under these amangements.
In cooperation  with governmert expetts, the Commission  started an
examination  of the specific measures taken by the Member States to assist
the computer industry. The Commission also studied those general
measures to promote :research and devdopment which also cover this
industry, but made no systematic  survey o{ the cases in which measures
rvere being applied.
In the pulp, paper and cardboard  industry, the procedure of Article 169
was instituted for infringement  of Artides L2 and' 95 of. t]rc EEC Treaty
in the case of French aid to the pu,lp industry financed from a para-fiscal
charge on paper and cardboard, In view of the growing number of aids
financed from para-f,iscal  charges and of their effect o,n the establishment
and functioning  of the common  market, the Commission  proposes to check
these aids systematically for cornpatibility with the EEC Treaty, partic-
ularly Articl* L2,95 and 92.
The Commission,  assisted by the Member States, continued work on
the problem posed by the ap,plication  of divergng  aid arrangetnen*  for
. the film industry.
On 24 April 1969 t}e Commiqsi,,on  decided to raise no objections to
the pro,posed Itdian aid arrangemenr to rwgantze the sulphur industry
in Sicily. These measures ate merely designed to keep the mines in
op€ration until new economica,lly prolitable industies have been set up
that will gradua,lly replace the unprofitable sul"ph'ur industry.
Ig the energy sector, the German Governrnent notified a pro,poeed
law on the disposal of waste lubricating oils. This law is part of the drive
against environmental  pollution which penal legislation  alone cannot prevent.
The Commission  arrived at the conclusion  that the subsidies to be grantd
under the proposed law were not aids within the meaning of Anicle 92(1)
provided tlat no regeneration'firm  received subsidies  exceeding  the real
annual deficit.incurred by that firm and that the subsidies for the combus.
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The German Government  also notified a programme of initial aids
for the oil industry basically designed to guarantee and diversify  the supply
of crude oil to Germany by allowing t}e use of independent  resources
outside the Communi,ty. The Commissio,n  noted that, because of its
general objectives,  the German system would be consonant with the policy
lines it had itself defined in the "First guidelines  for a Community  energy
policy". It also arrived at the condusion  that subject to certain amend-
ments the aids did not raise serious &fficulties as to their form or their
amount.
General aid scbemes
43. In July 1968 the C-ommission  decided to approve  certain general aid
schemes  as compatible  with the common market only on condition that
the Menlber State involved'inform it in good time of certain major sclremes
whose compatirbility with the common market cannot be assessed by
merely enamining the aid criteria listed in the outline law.l Following
this decision,  the C-ommission  organized  a'murltilateral  meeting of govern-
ment experts to examine  the practical details of a procedure  for the prior
examinatio'n  of significant  czrses involving the application of the principal
genenal aid schemes.
During the discussions  it became clear that some of the national
delegations, while recognizing the neeed to make State aids more
"transparent" in order to maintain sound and workable competition  in the
cornmon market, would prefer to ensure such tanspaienry at the lwel
of the general aid schemes themselves. \Tithout prejudice to its'definitive
policy in this area, the Commission  decided at this stage to introduce  an
a,lternative to the condition on which it is prepared to approve the main
schernes as compatible'wifh  the commsn market. The alternative  condi-
tio,n requires these sctremes to be adjusted so as to be more transpnrent
and more selective as to the tegions and industries  assisted, enabling the
Commission to rule on their compatibility
14. In the light of this decision as to principle, the Commission ruled
on the new French, Dutch and German  measures to assist regional
development.
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On the whole the new mea$ures do not dispose of the substance
of the Commissioh's  obiections to the previous arrangements. The Com-
mission therefore confirmed its reservations in connection with competition
and regional equilibrium in the Community. As in the case of the old
schernes, the Commission  {elt that in view of the scale of the aids granted
and the failure to malce them'transparent  and use them selectively, there
was a serious  presumption that the new' aff{rngements urere not compatible
with the common market. It therefore decided to institute against the
arrangements involved the procedure laid down in Article 93(2) of. the
EEC Treaty, making approval subject to notification  of the major individual
decisions or adjustment of the proposed measures to make them more
transparent  and'sdective.
Matters afecttng tbe consumer
45. The Commission's  competition policy is designed to safeg,uard  the
jnterests of consumets as well as to stimulate the economy in general.
This point is of particular  importance  because the European  economy
is developing rapldly and because it is clear that Europe will never be
more tlan a blueprint unless consumers ar€ free to contribute fully to, and
bear their share of responsibility for, the economy, and unless their
interests are properly safeguarded.
46. Under its competition poliry, the Comrnission  took initiatives clearly
reflecting its belief that there is a need for a cqordinated and effective
consumer policy.
Though still in its beginnings, this policy is already taking shape.
Its main object is to help inform and protect the cqnsumer.
(a) There are two aspects.to the problem:
(i)  General information-knowledge  and understarxling of the
Comrnission's  work in matters affecting the consumer and of
the repercussions of the common market at consumer level
must be promotd.
The first part of this genera,l in{ormation  task involved intensive
public relations work (lectures, published articles), reflected
in particul& in a qua'rterly  which provides a forum
for discussion between consumers and the Commission.COMPETITION  POLICY
General information includes information on the effects of thq
development of the common market on the prices of consumer
goods. In 1,969, an analysis was made of intra-Community
trade in 300 goods or groups of goods intended for final
consurnption;  statistica,l  surveys were carried out to show any
disparities  between  the Member States in the price level for
identical or fully comparable articles of everyday consumprion
and to show how such disparities are developing; lastly, a study
was commissioned  from an economic  research institute on the
reasons for these price differences for a number of products.l
(ii )  The second object of consumer information is to make the
market "transparent",  sot hat consumers  can choose discrim-
inatingly  among products  and qualities offered on the market.
The Commission therefore held tentative discuseions with the
Member States to study the possibility of drawing u,p a
programme for the compafative  testing of goods at European
lwel.
(b)  In the field of consumer protection, one of the aims of the draft
directive submitted to the Council on the names used for textiles is
to protect the consumer from the use of incorrect or incomplete
descriptions of textile goods. The guidelines for this work were
drawn up after contacts with the authorities of the six Member
States and in the light of the work done by other international
organizations  such as the Council of Europe and OECD; these
contacts enabled the six Member States to lay down certain common
lines for their consumer  policy.
LastJy, relatircns have been established between the Commission  and
the consumer  re'presentatives  organized at European lwel.  The
Common  Market Consumers'  Contact Committee has been associated
by the Commission with the work done in this field. These relations
are to be developed  further.
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3. Taxation PolicY
ELIMINATION OF TAX DISCRIMINATION
Turnouer taxes
47. Aaing under Articles 95 and 97 of the EEC Treaty, the commission
has 
'been 
making furthet examinations of various  cases of discrirnination
by countries which have not yet introduced the system  o,f. tax on value
"id.d 
(tV,q,), *d contirured t}e procedures  initiated under Artide 169
of the Treaty.
The infringements  dealt with included the follornring:
(i)  Belgium: Tax treatment of goods purchased direct from abroad by
private customer$; tax treatment  of imports of fres! tropical {ruit;
application of &ffetent tax arrangements rc impofted wood. In all
thir. ."*t, the Belgian Government  has admitted  the infringements
observed but failed to take legislative action to put an end to them.
The cormmission  decided to initiate the procedure  under Anicle 169
in the first case and refer the ot}er iwo cases to the Court of Justice.
(ii)  Italy: on 11 February 1969 the Commission, acting under Article 97
of the Treaty,' addressed to this country a ditective concerning the
level of avetage rates of refunds on exports and the countervailing
charges on imports of refined oils from oilseeds. The -Italian Govern-
ment lr,aving failed to comply with the provisions  of this directive,
the c.ommission  has instituted the procedure under Article 169 of
the EEC Ttaty. It also referred to the Court of Justice the two
sets of t,u( arrangements for imports of woollen yarns.  ..
In connection with the multilateral consultations  undertaken  zrs a
result of the decision taken o,n 21 June 1960 by the representatives of the
Member States meeting in the Council, the Commission  examined  the
oalculations  submitted by Italy and Belgium for the incidence of TVA on
alatge number of products; the calculations  concern in the main the rates
of drawback  and countervailing duties applied in Italy to woollen and
cotton yarns and fabrics, and in Belgium to certain petrochemical,  food and
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Indirect taxes other than tarnoaer taxes
48. Funher to the Court of Justice's judgment of 1 December 1965; a
detailed study was made of certain aspects of Italian Law No. 639
concerning drawback granted on exports of engineering prducts. As a
result of the examination, the Commission filed a petition with the Court
of Justice agking it to reopen the oral procedure in case 45-64 in respect
of the second plea concerning the cornpatibility  with Article 96 of the
flat-rate method used by the Italian Republic. The Cout ruled in this
matter on 19 November  1969, accepting  the arguments advanced by the
Commission  and finding that the Italian Republic had failed in its obliga.
tions under futicle 96 of the Treaty in that it maintained  a statutory
af,rangement which was liable to lead to the payment of dlawback, in
respect of internal charges, that exceeded  the cJrarges dir..tly or indirecdy
levied on the goods.
Excise daties
49. Following action taken by the Commission,  the Member States
abolished various cases of discrimination  arising in their excise duties. The
examination of other cases is still proceeding either before the Court of
Justice or at Commission  level. ,
On 13 and 27 lune L969 respectively,  Belgium and Luxembourg
introduced for the taxationr of *g"t new criteria which put an end to the
discriminatory taxation of imported sugar products. Italy took at
administrative  level the necessary measures to apply a new system
authorizing taxation on the basis of the real sugar content of the imported
products, in replacement of the flat-rate arrangement. The system is
already being ap'plied but still has to be given legislative approval.
Belgium and Luxembourg  abolished the discimination in excise
duties on impomed  beer, the forrner by a ministerial  decree of 25 Novem-
ber 1968 and tle latter by a minister,ial  regulation of 24 November 1968,
both effective from l.January  L969.
Italy infotmed the Commission  that the Senate had approved  a dmtt
law putting an end to tlre infringement of Artides 95 and 96 resulting
frorn the lew of a flat-rate tax on cocoa. The Commission, which hadESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
referred the matter to the Cout of Justice on 24 June 1959 (case 28-69)
nevertheless  decided to continue the proceedings  pending final approval
by the Parliament of the measures  contemplated by the Italian Govern-
ment,
On 2 July 1969, Italy suspende the manufacturing  tax on yarns
(cotton, rayon staple, etc.) levied on a flat-rate basis and therefore liable
to infringe Artides 95 and 96 of the Treaty.
Although in the field of spirits and wine several Member  States had
amended their legislation to comply with the Community  rules,l a number
of additional  cases still needed to be dealt with. The Commission filed
with the Court of Justice a suit against ltaly for taxing imported spirits
on the basis of a standard alcoholic strength ( 70" ) while similar Italian
products are taxed according to thek real alcoholic strength. The Court
of Justice handed down its judgment in this matter on 15 October 1969,
finding that the Italian system was contrary to Article 95 of the EEC
Trcaty. The Commission  had instituted proceedings against Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Nethedands;  cha,llenging  the f,lat-rate taxation of
imported  wine and spirits. As a result of this action, the three counuies
from 1 August 1.969 have taxed natur,al and flavoured  wines on the basis
of their real alcoholic strength. Also since 1 August 1969, spirits im-
ported into Belgium and Luxembourg  have been taxed on the basis of
their pure alcohol content. (The Netherlands had adopted this procedure
with effect from 1 January 1968). The excise duty levied on imports  was
reduced  from Bfrs. 9 200 pt  hectolitre to Bfrs. 9 000, the rate already
levied on domestic alcohol.
The Commission  in addition instituted the procedure of Article 169
of the EEC Treaty in the following  cases:
(i)  Against Belgium,  Luxembourg  and the Netherlands for levying  an
excise duty on imported wine, while wine produced in Belgium  and
the Netherlands is exempt (exemption  of Luxembourg wine is
guaranteed by the protocol concerning the Grand Duchy of Luxem.
bourg, annexed to the Treaty);
(ii)  Against Germany for levying on imports of acetic acid a rate of
excise duty increased  by l00Vo, while the domestic  product is either
subject to the simple rate or is even exempt.
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APPROXIMATION  OF PROVISIONS  CONCERNING  INDIRECT  TAXES
Turnoaer taxes
50. In accordance with Artide 1 of the first Council directive of 11 April
1967 concerning the harmonization of lqgislation on turnover  taxes, the
Member  States were originally to introduce the tax on value added into
their tax systems by 1 January 1970 at the latest.
France and the Federal Republic of Germany applied the tax in 1968,
the Netherlands introduced it  on 1 January 1969, and Luxembourg
promulgated a law under which it could be applied from 1 January 1970.
On 14 July and 12 September 1969 respectively, the Italian and
Belgian Governments  advised the Commission that they were not in a
position to comply with the 1 January 1970 deadline fixed by the first
Council directive for t}re introduction of the common TVA system. Mainly
for reasons connected with the current state of business and the budget
situation, the Belgian Government  requested a one-year extension. The
Italian Government asked for a twc.year extension, pointing out that
introduction of TVA was bound up with the scheme for a general overhaul
of taxation in Italy. The"ielevant proposals had been tabled in the Italian
Parliament but had not yet been examined.
The Commission noted with regret that the time allowed since the
adoption of the two directives on 11 April 1967 had not been used by
these Member States to introduce the common  tax system at a time when
the current state of business  was favourable.  In the circrrmstances, it
proposed to the Council that the deadline by which all obligations under
these directives will have to be fulfilled should be postponed  to 1 January
197 | f.ot all Member States. The relevant proposal for a directive, which
the Commission  submitted to the Courrcil on L October 1969r and whose
main points were approved by the European  Par,liamentz  and the Economic
and Social Committee,s  includes, however, a number of conditions limiting
the drawbacks entailed by postponement, both as regards  conditions of
cornpetition and work on the harmonization of taxes.
On 9 December 1969 the Council adopted a third directive concerning
the introduction of TVA in the Member  States,a which contains a clause
r'Oficial garytte No. C 129, 10 October 1969.
2 lbid. No. C 139,28 October 1969.
s Ibid. No. C L44,8 November  1969.
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posrponing  to 1 J,anuary 7972 the date laid down in Article 1 of the first
ai"oriu.."Italy-and Belgium will therefore continue,fot a time to apply
to exports and impons lrr.."g. standard rates to offset the incidence of
dom.rti. taxation. The directive lays down, however, that the ave16ge
rates in force on 1 October 1969 shall not be increased.  The "average
rate" is the general rate levied on imports or the rate of drawbac,lc  ol:
exports.
\fhen the third directive was adopted,  the Mernbef states which do
not yet apply TVA also und,ertook to redrrce the average standa"d fates
as follows:
(1) Between 1 April 1970 and 31 December 1970:
(a) A reduction of. l\Vo in the average rates ranging ftom l0L7o
to I5O7o of the general rate of flrrnover tax;
(b) A reduction of $qo in the average rates of l5lVo and' morc;
(2) Between L January t97l and 31 Decernber 1971:
(a) The reduction of. l\Vo remains urrchanged;
(b) The reduction of. 13%io is increased to L5Vo.
By a resolution of 9 December 1969r the council also invited the
Comrnission to submit the proposals required by Article 4 of t}re first
directive of 11 April 1,967; at the same time it pointed out that the sphere
of application of ].R  would have to be extended to covef retail trade
from the outset, and that there would have to be a very small number
of tax rates only.
On 28 May 1'969 the Council adopted the directive on t}le har-
monization of laws and regulations telating to exemption  froql turnover
taxes and er(cise tax on goods imported in passengets'  luggage.z  This
directive, which is desigrred to ensure further liberalization of the taxes
levied on goods imported by tourists and other Persons 6avelling between
Member  Stotes, is to enter into force by 1 January 1970 at latest. In
some mernber cnuntries  the implementing procedures appear to be not
entirely consonent  with the provisions of the directive and are therefore
being examined by the Commission.
.  In the Council of Ministers, there have been further discussions on
the proposed directive laying down common  affangements for applying
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TVA to transactions  involving agricultural  products.l It appears that the
Govornments  of the Member States are indined to link the solution of the
problem of a common TVA rate for these products with the proposals
which the Commission is preparing on the elimination of tax frontiers
in respect of TVA.
Excise duties
51. \7odr on the harmonization  of the structure of excise duties, as
required in the programme of tax harmonization  forwarded by the Com-
mission to the Council on 8 February L967 , was prcssed ahead; if sufficient
progress is made, the Commission  intends to submit to the Council in the
first half of 1970 proposals for the harmonization  of excise duties on
spirits and wines, mineral oils and beer.
As the problems  involved in the approximation of structures  vary
vrith the particular excise duty, the most efficient approach  seems to be
to harmonize the duties on each item in turn, and as rapidly as possible.
Only in the second stage of harmonization, when tax frontiers are
eliryrinated and rates have thetefore to be aligned, will account have to be
taken of the mutual relationships between the excise duties and of their
interdependence  with the turnover taxes. At the end of 1969, work on
harmonization of the structures of excise duties had reached the following
stage: the Council  was still engaged on the examination of the proposed
regulation  concerning taxes on thq consumption of manufactuted tobacco
other than tr.rnover  taxes, submitted by the Commission on 4 July 1'967.
The Economic and Social Committee and the European Parrliament  had
rendered their Opinions, on 28 November 'J.9682 and 3 July 1969s
respectively.
The Commission concluded the preparatory work on excise duties
on spirits. In connection with the harmonization of the excise duties on
wine and, where applicable, other beverages, a detailed study was made
of the market in beverages. Further to this study, the Commission  will
work out the relevant proposals for directives. Major progress was made
in work on the harmonization of excise duties on mineral oils, and this
will make it easier to work out a proposed directive. Work on the excise
t Onr;a g.<rtle No. C 48, 16 May 1968.
2 lbid. No. C 27:20 February 1969.
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duties on beer showed that there was full agreement on the maintenance
and harmonizaion of this excise duty, \fork vras put in hand to specify
the common procedures  that may be used to achieve this harmonization.
Otlter indirect taxes
52. On 17 July 1969 the Council adopted the directive concerning the
indirect taxes imposed on the raising of capital.l The Member States
are required to adapt their legislation to the provisions  of this directive
by 1 January !972 atlatest.
'$7ork on taxes affecting stock exchange transactions  was contimred;
a preliminary  draft for a directive  was worked out and is curently being
discussed  with experts from the Member  States.
The Commission started its examination of the harmonization of
taxes on bills of exchange  and cheques. These taxes need to be har.
monized because letters of exchange and cheques play an important paf,t
in international  rade as a means of payment and credit, and arc therefore
very often subject to double taxatiofl.
APPROXIMATION  OF PROVISIONS  CONCERNING  DIRECT TAXES
5J. The Commission  pursued its efforts to implement its ptogramme for
the harmonization of direct taxes, giving priority to the solution of taxation
difficulties  hampering industrial combination  and capital movements.2
As regards industrial combination, the Commission on 16 January
1969 submitted to the Council two proposed directives concerning  the
rernoval of the tax obstac,les  which at present prevent firms located in one
member country from merging  withs or acquiring holdings i# firms located
in another. The Economic and Social Committeeb  rendered a favourable
Opinion on both proposals.
I Second General  Kepott,  sec. 54, and o.lfcial garytte No. L 249, 3 October  1969.
2 Second  General  Report, secs. 55-57,
8 Olfeial garytte No. C 39, 22 Match 1969, p. 1.
a lbid. No. C 39, 22 March t969, p. 7.
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\Where capital movements  are concerned, the Commission,  in accord-
ance with the request made by the Council at the meeting of 4 and
5 March 1968, looked further into the problems involved in the harmoniz-
ation of the withholding  tax 
"r.u.rg.rn.rrts 
which apply to dividends  and
to interest from bonds, and looked particularly at the relationship between
these problerns and the good functioning of a Eurcrpean  capita| market.
The results of the Commission's  examination were submitted to the Coun,
cil on 5 March L969 n  the form of a-memorandum,  together with a
memorandum  dealing with the more general problem of the need and the
appropriate  procedures for action in the field of capital.l \7hile recognizing
that a "rnemorandum"  is not in all cases the most appropriate form, the
Comrnission nevertheless feels that in certain cases,  as in that of the with-
holding tax on dividends and interest from bonds, where taxation is very
closely  bo'und up with the genera,l economic policy of the Member States,
such a form has its merits  because it engenders at political level a discus-
sion which should help tJle Commission  to submit definitive proposals  on
the subject. The Council examined t-he memorandum at its session of
1,7 Jvly 1969, following which the Commission  started work on the
preparation of practical proposals.
The changes in tax policy proposed in the memorandum  are designed
to promote the liberalization of capital movements, the interpenetration
of the national capital rnarkets and consequently the ,establishment of, a
capital market commensurate  with the needs of production and the scale
of the European Community.  In this context, the Commission  expressed
the view that in present circumstances the elimination of all withholding
taxes on interest from bonds would be the best way to encourage  the
establishment  of a European capital market. Hatmonization  of the with.
holding tax systems coverfuig dividends  calls for a pdor decisiop on the
way relief is to be given from economic double taxation of dividends.
In this context detailed  studies are currently being made of the various
methods possible. For the Member States it  is important to know
whether, in addition to the indispensable  alignment of the rates of TVA
and of the common excise duties, the proposed  harmonization  of the
structures and the level of taxes on cofirrpany profits leaves them s'ufficient
room for man€euvre for the implementation  of their budget policy and
for using taxation as an instrument of economic  and social policy. This
is why studies are being made to quantify the effects that would be
produced on the budgets by implementation  of the prograrnme for tax
harmonization.
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4. ,Right of establishment,  freedom to supply  services and approximation - 
of 'legislation on prcfessions' trades and crafts
PROFESSIONS
54. In 1969 it was possible to make up much of the leeway in introducing
freedom of establishment and freedom to supp,ly services for the profes-
sions. Besides the pro,posed  directives akeady submitted  for the purpose
of liberalizing the activities of self-ernployed  architects,l  the C-ommission
put be{ore the council  proposals regarding  the following  activities:
Engineers: Three proposed directives  on freedom of establishment
and freeJom  to supply services for activities in the technical field: research,
desrgn, advisory services,  practical application.  The aims of  these
directives arc the removal of restrictions, the introduction of certain
transitio,nal measures and initial steps to co.ordinate statutory and
administrative  provisi,ons  regarding engineer training.
Hea.l,th: Six pro,posed directives concerning the removal of restrictions
on freedom o,f eitablishment  and freedom to supply services, mutual
recognition of degrees and diplomas and measures to co.ordinate  occupa-
tional regulations regarding doctors and dentists.
Another three proposed directives  concern general nufses ( removal
of restrictions,  mutual recognition of diplomas,  co-ordination  of occupa-
tional regulations ) , while a further three refer to midwives  ( removal of
restrictions, mutual recognition of diplomas, cqordination  of occupational
regulations).
Seven proposals  for directives were submitted to the council with
the aim of introducing freedom of establishment and freedom to. supply
services for certain activities in the pharmaceutical field. Two of these
concern the manufacture of pharmaceutical  products (removal of restric-
tions, ceordination  of statutory and administrative provisions),  another
two cover wholesale and intermediary activities in  commefce  and
ind,qstry in the field of pharmaceutical  products (removal o'f restrictions
and co-ordination of statutory and administrative  provisions ).  A further
directive deals with activities connected with the retail sale of pharma-
ceutical products (co-otdination of statutory and administrative  p'ovl5i*t;,
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and the last two cover the mutual recogrrition of pharmacists' diplomas
and co.ordination  of regulations governing the profession
Four proposed directives have likewise been submitted to the Council
to liberalize the orcupation of optician (remova'l of restrictions, mutual
recognition  of di,plomas and co"ordination of occupational regulations ).
In addition, the Commissibn submitted to the Council several &aft
recommendations  concerning Luxembourg  nationals holding certain degrees
and diplomas awarded  in a notr-rnern:ber country.  The Governments of the
other Menlbet States are recommended  to facilitate access to and pursuit
of self-employed activities as doctor, dentist, pharmacist or engineer in
the Community for Luxembourg nationals holding such a degree or
diploma which is recognized  by Luxernbourg. They should do this by
tecognizing such degrees and diplomas on their territories.
I"egat prcfessions: Another pro,posed  directive concefirs the detailed
method of introducing freedom to supply services for certain activities of
lawyers.
Films: A propod directive corrcerns the removd qf restrictions  on
fteedom of establishment and freedom to supply services  for film produc-
tion activities.
INDUSTRY,  COMMERCE, CRAFTS
55. \)fork in self-employed  activities in industry, cornmerce and crafu-
the subject of the majority of the 12 directives on right of establishment
adopted by the Council to datel-has  a,lso been pursued and partly
completed. A directive, adopted by the Council on' 13 March 1969,2
removed restrictions  o,n freedom of establishment and freedom to supply
services in exploration  for oil and natural gas.
A directive adopted by the Council on 4 March 19698 amends the
one of 7 July 1964 detalJrng transitional  measures  affecting self-employed
activities rn the processing  industries belonging to ISIC Major Groups
23-40 (industry and crafts ).a By this amendment a number of professions
L Second Ceneral Report, sec. 58,
2 Oficial garytta No. L 68, 19 March 1969.
s Ilrd No. L 59, 10 March 1969.
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conc€rned with health (for example,'o,pticians, orthopaedists, hearing-aid
expens) have been elaced outside the province of the dfuective.
In the period under review the Commission submitted  a number of
new proposals to the Council. They concern the following activities:
Agriculture:  Two proposed directives (removal of restrictions)
complete the liberalization  of agdcultural activities'
C.ommerce:  Two directives conc€f,n wholesale  tade in coal (rernoval
of restrictions, transitional measures  ) '
General: Lastly, one of the directives proposed is aimed at the
elimination of restrictions for a number of selfcmployed  activities not yet
covered by Council directives. As a consequence the liberalization  of
activities in industry, commerce and the crafts is virtually cofirplete.
i6.  Although by the end of the transitional period directives  had thus
been drafted for nearly all the solf-employed activities to be liberalized
under the General Programmes, the Commission,  as required by
Article 57 (2) of. the EEC Treaty, still has important wotk to do on the
co-ordination of occupational  des and the mutual rccognition  of degrees
and diplomas. For the purpose of this work, the Commission  is having a
study made of the taining of technicians and engineers in the Member
States,
The Commission  believes  that the progtessive introduction  of freedom
of establishment  and freedom to supply services must lg continued, even
after the transitional period, in the form of directives  addressed by the
Council to the Member States. The direct applicability  of Articles 53 3ur{
62 (standstill clause) cannot be extended to the other clauses in the
Treaty relating to freedom of establishment  of freedom to supply services.
BANKING  AND INSURANCE
57. The removal of restrictions on freedom  of establishment  and freedom
to supply services in inaurance cannot be contemplated without first co-
ordinating the legislation of the membet countfies regarding  insurance.
As a consequence,  work is being pursued in these two fields'
58. For direst insurance other than life assurance,  the proposed  directive
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removing restfictions  on freedom of establishment,  must be supplemented
by a second directive, prepared n 1969, on the removal of restrictions  on
freedom to supply services. Directives on the same lines are being dmfted
for life alsurrnc€.
Access to the occupations  of inzurance  agent and broker (producers
of insurance ) is to be liberalized  by two directives  now in preparption.
These cover the methods of removing restric,tions on freedom of estarblish-
ment and ransitional  measures to facilitate .rccess to the activities in
question.
In order to achieve the aims referred to above, it has proved
necessary to frame a further rwo draft directives embracing transitional
measures to setde the problerns  arising from the requirement in 'some
Member  States that cef,tain forms of insurance  may be provided only by
specialized firms. One of these directives  deals with accident insurance
and the other with life assurance.
59. \fork on the co,ordination  of the Member countries' legislation has
been pursued. Prcposals for directives are being drawn up concerning
freedom to supply senices in direct insurance other tlran life assurance,
laws and tegulations  governing  insurance contracts, and rules of private
international law determining the law applicable to insumnce contracts.
Other work in hand concems a directive on the removal of the
international  insurance card (green card) control at the Comrnunity's
internal frontiers  and a directive to harmonize the methods of winding
up insurance firms in'the event of insolvency or the threat thereof. ;
60. The proposed directive  of. 26 July 1965 to remove restdctions  on
freedom of establishment and freedom to supply servic,es affecting self-
employed activities in banks and other financial establishments  h,as nor
yet been adopted by the Council. The inclusion of services  connected
with capital movements has been examined very thoroughly, bur the
results have so far not enabled a,ll the reservations  regarding  this propo5al
to be lifted.
The possibilities of coordinating legislation on banking in the Mem-
ber States urere gone into at two meetings of tlre new working pafty sct
up for this purpose. The C,ommission will shortly be consulting the
professional circles concerned and will sub'sequendy draw up the fint
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.  IMPIJ,MENTATION  OF DIRECTIVES  ADOPTED
61. In order to ensure that the directives adopted by the Council are
being properly implemented in the Meneber  States, the Commission has
madi increasing use of its powers under Articles L55 anA L69 of the EEC
Treaty. Int dhe period under review it took action, in accordance with
Article 169, in eleven cases of inlringement of the Treaty by individual
Member  States.
In a number of cases the Member  States have, at the Commission's
invitation,  removed discrimination  against nationals of othet Mernber
States from their legislation. Of the eleven  cases of infringement of the
Traty, three were dropped once the Member States concerned  had
arnended  their statutory provisions. The other procedures have gone
ahead.
TABLE  12
The Table in Section 81 of the First Genenl  Report (amended by Table 3 of the
Second General  Report), which showed  th'e progress  made in removing  restrictions
on freedom of estaLlishment  and freedom to supply services affecting the nationals
of other Member  States, should be amended ot amplified as follows  :
Legel
bosis
Legol n&tue of the
memure  and refetence
l.  General
Activities  not yet liberalized in
ISIC Major Grirups 01-90
2. Prodaction activitiet
Explotation and drilling for
petioleum  and natural gas
Agrhulture
(i) Agricultural services
tr
ft) Complete freedom of estab- ' ' lishnient for agricultural  ac-
tivities
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Art. 63
Arts. 54, 63
pro. dir. sub.23.12.69
dir.69182
ad.13.3.69
OGEC L 68169,  p. 4
pro. dir. sub. 3.2.69
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Subject Legal
bdsis
, Legal nature of the
me&surc  and refereirce
3. Procetting actiaitiet
(craft and other industries)
Manr:facture  of pharmaceutical
products
Construction of transport equip-
ment
4. Contractort
Agricultural contractors
(establishment)
5. W'boletale and retail trade
Vholesale trade in coal
Vholesale and intermediary
trade in pharmaceuticals
6, Serticct axd fnancial
e$ablifimenfi
Insurance,  banks and
fi nancial establishments
Reinsurance and retrocession
Direct insurance  other than life
(establishment)
Direct insurance  other than life
(freedom to supply services)
Life assurance  (establishment)
Life assurance  (freedom to sup-
ply services)
Insurance agents and brokers
(establishment)
Insurance agents and brokers
(freedom  to supply serices)
Banks and financial  establish-
thents
Arts, 54, 63
Delete
Delete
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 57
Arts. 54, 63
'pro. dir. sub. 10.3.69
pro. dit. sub. 30.9.69
pro. dir. sub. 10.3.69
dir.641225, d.25.2.64
ocp,c 878164
pro. dir. sub.2.2.67
OGEC 9ssl67
dir. prep. 1966
dir. prep. 1969
dir. prep. 1969
dir. prep. 1967
dir. prep. 1969
pro. dir. sub. 30.7.65
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Logsl naturt of tho
moasure  ond teference
Filn infuttqr
Film production
7. ProJeriont
(o,) Tubnical pmfeaiont
Engincers
(b) Mcdical, paramedical and
pbarm ace il  ical profc tsiont
Doctors
Pharmacists
Dentists
Opticians
Midwives
Nutses
(c) I-egal profedons
Lawyers
Arts 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54,63
Arts. 54,63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
Arts. 54, 63
pro. dir. sub. 20.6.69
pro. dir. sub. 8.5.69
pro. dir. sub. 17.4.69APPROXIMATION  OF LEGISLATION
5. Approximation of legislation and the ceation of European
law bv conventions
GENERAL
62. In the period under review the political importance  of approximation
of legislati,on  was more evident than in preceding years. The reason is
that with the end of the transitional period the sress has moved
progressively from simple menures for the elimination of obotacles to
Community tr,ade ts the establishment of the legal framework which is
essential if the comrnon market is to work. The insufficient  ceordination
of the Member States' conomic policies has, furthermore, had unfavour-
able repercussions  on liberalization. The need to extend the time-limit for
introducing the common TVA system, the insufficient  progress  made in
work on public contracts and the failure to move ahead with the harmoniz-
ation of laws on pharmaceutical products are examples of this state of
affairs. Lack of political will prwented work being started, with the help
of national experts, on the creation of a European  company,  although the
need for such a legal form is constantly being stressed both by Govern-
ments and by business  circles.
\i7hen, then, the Commission was asked for a rqnrt by the European
Parliament, it gave a detailed account of the various political, legal and
economic aspects of the policy it is pursuing in the field of approximation.l
'$7ork on patent law was resumed after having been at a standstill
since 1965. As before, the Commission  welcomes the fact that full account
is being taken of the interest of thooe non-rnember  countries that wish to
participate in a Europoan patent sy$tem. And so the Commission must
insist even more than before on the need to intoduce among the Member
States, at the same time as the convention on the issue of European
patents, a convention governing in a uniform  manner the effects of these
patents within the common market and securing the free movement of
patentd products acroas the international frontiers.
63. Table 1l gives a picnre of the work canied out in this fidd for the
period under review and brings up to date the tables published in the
previous general  rq>orts.z
Ts""*u*i-reportoftheEuropeanParliament'ssittingof27November1969:
address  by M. Hans von der Groeben, member  of the Commission.
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The table shows:
(i)  Progtess  made as a result of work refemed to in the Eighth, Ninth
and Tenth (EEC) General Reports and in the First and Securd
General Reports on the Activities of the Communities;
(ii)  Progress made with work begun n 1969.
It will be seen from the table that 22 directives, 6 decisions,
1 resolution  and L recommendation  were adopted  during the period.
In the sarne period, )3 propoaals, namely for 1 regulation,
l0 directives  and 2 deciqion$,  w€re submitted  ,to the C"ouncil' In addition
7 n€w files on approxirhation of legislation  were opened.
. Betweenr the entry into force of the Treaty of Rome and 3t December
1969, LL regulations, 67 directives (including 2 Commission di.tectives),
L3 decisions, 24 recommendations, 7 opinions arrd 2 resolutions were
ado'pted in this field 33 of the directives are based on Article 100 (in'
cluding 7 also based on Artiales 43, 99 anA 155\, 2 on Article 99,
4 directives on Article 227(2), 1 on Articles 75 and 99, I on Article 97
alone, 1 on futicles 95 anA97, I on Artide 75 alone and 6 on Articles 57
and 66, 7 on Article 36(2),1 on Article 54(3 e), arul 9 direstives  on
Article 43.
On ,1 December  1969, proposals for 2 conventions, 16 regulations,
7& directives, 5 decisio,ns  and 2 recommendations  were pending before
the Council. The Commission  was also preparing 87 directives,  1 recom-
mendation, 20 approximation  measures in as yet unspecified legal form
and 8 conventions.l'
I In the Sccond  General  Report, the figure given for conventions  was 9. The reduction
to 8 is the tesult ofa decision in connection  with the European  patent (see sec. 67).APPROXIMATION  OF LBGISLATION 93
TABLE 13
Apptoximation  of legislation
This table brings up to date the table published  in the Second
(sec. 75) and covers further work undettaken
between  1 January  and 31 December 1969
Genetal  Report
Legal
basls
Legal nature of apprcximation
measure and stete of progress
I. CUSTOMS  LEGISLATION.
EXTERNAL  TBADE
Inwatd processing trafic
Inward processing  traffic in cer-
tain products under Headings
Nos. 18.06 ar;d 21.07 of the
common customs tariff
Fixing the period for processing
certain agricultural  products ad-
mitted i-n inwatd' processing
trrfrc
Bonded warehousing procedure
Free zone arrangements
Payment of  customs duties,
charges with equivalent eflect
and agricultural  levies
III.  ESTABLISNMENT AND
sEnvrcDs
2, Accer to ond parflit of actiai-
tier in trade and indu$r1
Processing activities  (industry
and tfades) :
Details of transitional  meas-
ufes
Toxic products  :
Details of transitional  meas-
ures
Production  of phatmaceuticals  :
Details of  co-ordination
dir.69173  ad. 4.3.69 jGEC L 581r,69
dir. 69/184 ad.26.6.69
oGEC L 1s9121,69
Commission dit. 691354
ad.30.9.69
oGEC L 26417,69
dir. 69174 ad. 4.3.69
)GEC L 5817,69
dir. 69175 ad.4.3.69
oGEC L 58l|t,69
dit.69176  a'd. 4.3.69
)GEC L 58174,69
dk.69177  ad. 4.3.69
oGEC L 5918,69
pro. dir. sub. 21.12.68
ocEC c 1217,69
pro. dir. sub. 10.3.69
oGEC C 54135,69
pro.'dir. sub. 10.3.69
oGEC C 54147,69
pro. dir. sub. 10.3.69
OGEC C s4144,69
pto. dir. sub. 30.9.69
oGEC C t5214,69
measutes
'S7holesale  ttade
ticals :
Details of
, measures
in pharmaceu-
co-otdination
Arts. 100, 155
dit.69173
OGEC
L 581r,69.
dit.69l73
OGEC
L 5811,69
Att. 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
Arts, 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
R.etail sale of pharmaceuticals  :
Details of  Co-ordination
measures
Vholesale trade in coal :
Details of transitional  meas-
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Legel nature of sppmxlmatlon
meaaulo &nd Etato of progress
3, Inurance, banking and
fnancial  e$ablithaentt
Life assurance  (establishment)
Life assurance  (freedom to suP-
ply services)
4. Acces to and Psrrt'tit of the
Medical professions
Doctors :
Details of  co-ordination
measures
Dentists  :
Details of  co-ordination
measures
Pharmacists  :
Details of  co-ordination
measures
General nurses :
Details of transitional  meas-
ufes
Ooticians  :
^ Details of ransitional  meas-
ures
Midwives :
Details of transitional  meas-
ufes
Research,  design, consultancy
and applications  in the technical
field :
Details of  co-ordination
measufes
Y. COMPETITION  AND FBDE
MOYDMENT  OT GOODS
1. Tecbnical obrtaclt to,rade
General programme of 28 May
1969, on ihe"removal of technic-
al obstacles
Braking svstem for certain  cat-
egories- of motor vehicles and
their trailers
Entties and exits (doors,  steps,
etc.) for motor vehicles
Steering  gear on motor vehicles
and their trailers
dir. prep. 1969
dir. prep. 1969
pro. dir. sub. 3.3.69
OGEC c 5418 et rcq.,69
Arts.
57(2);66
Art. 57(2)
Arts. 57, 66
Arts, 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57, 66
Arts. 57,66
Arts. 57, 66
Art. 100
Ar. 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
res. 28.5.69
oGEC C76ll,69
pro. dir. sub. 21.12.68
oGEC C 3513,69
pro. dir. sub. 21.12.68
jGEC C 351L8,69
pro. dir. sub. 25.2.69
OGEC c s4ls,69
pro. dir. sub. 3.3.69
OGEC c 54120, et rcq.,69
pro. dir. sub. 10.3.69
OGEC C 54148, et nq.,69
pro. dir. sub. 14.10.69
(not yet published)
pro. dir. sub. 10.11.69
OGEC c 15512 et nq.,69
pro. dir. sub.
(not yet published)
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Automatic weighing instruments
Measuring instruments for
liquids
Gas meters
Noxious exhaust gas from igni-
tion engines in motor vehicles
Approval of motor vehicles and
trailers
Denomination  of texiiles
3. Pbarmaceuticalt
Standards  and protocols applic-
able to testing ofbranded phar-
maceuticals
Branded pharmaceuticals  sold
only on prescription
Serums  and vaccines
8a. Di$ortion of compctition  in
tpecifc cans
Divetgent provisions  on deduc-
tion of TVA
Itdian law of 25.10.68 No. 1089
on counter-cyclical measures
German latr of 28.77.68
Measures to protect the balance
ot Davments
Prdnih law of29.11.68
Measures to protect the balance
of Davments
Ge^rnian ltw of 23.12.68 on the
disposal of waste oils
Italian law No. 1147 increasing
charges on imports and refunds
on exports for iron aod steel
products
Belgian law on communal tax
Postponement of the deadline  for
introducing TVA in Italy and
Belgium
Proposal by the Belgian Govern-
ment to amend the transmission
tax on impofts  and refunds on
exports
Art. 100
Art. 1(D
Art. 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
Att. 100
Ar. 100
Art. 101
Arts. 101, 102
Acs. 101, 102
Arts. 101, 102
Art. 101
Art. 101
Art. 101
Art. 101
Art. 102
pro. dir. sub. 7.8.69
oGEC C t3616,69
pto. dir. sub. 6.8.69
oGEC C 7361t,69
pro. dir. sub. 10.12.69
(not yet published)
pro. dir. sub. 29.10.69
oGEC C Ls2lr4,69
pro. dir. (amdt.; sub.29.10.69
oGEC C L52l3t,69
pro. dir. sub. 14.3.69
oGEC C 6611,69
prep. 1969
prep. 1969
prep. 1969
ex. completed 1969
no distortion
ex. completed 1969
no distortion
ex. cornpleted  1969
no distortion
ex. completed 1969
no distortion
ex. begun 1969
ex, completed 1969
no distortion
ex. completed 1969
no distortion
ex. begun 1969
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German  draft law on wines,
beverages containing  wine, and
soirits  -distilled from wine
14. Tax laat
Introduction  of TVA in  the
Member States
Introduction  of TVA in the
Member States
Indirect taxes on caPital move-
ments
Tax arrangements  aP,Plicable to
mergers, ind contributions,  of
assets to companles ln  otner
Membet States
Tax arrangements.aPPlicable  to
companies-and their subsidiaries
in dihetent Member States
Exemption  ftom turnover  tax
and efcise dutY on goods imPor-
ted in passengers'  Iu-ggage
Import charges and exPort re-
funds made by ltalY in connec-
tion with refined  grain oils
Turnover tax leviid bY Luxem-
bourg on agricultural Products
15, Salet rePrercntatirct
Sales agents
VI. SOCIAL IAW
3. Industrial ufeg  (Protection
against accidents)
Dangerous  substances  and PreP-
aiauons :
Classification,  labelling and
pacLaging  (substances)
VII. AGBICULTUR,E
t. Food legislation
Establishment of a  Standing
Committee  on Foodstufrs
Legal  nature of approximatlon
meagure  and st&te of progress
lttt.102
Arts. 99, 100
Arts. 99, 100
Arts. 99, 100
Art. 100
Art. 100
Art. 99
ltrt. 97
Arts. 95, 97
pro. dir. sub. 1.10.69
OGEC C 12914,69
dir.691463 ad.9'72.69
QGEC L 320134,69
4ir. 691335 ad. 17.7.69
oGEC L 249125,69
riro. dir. sub. 16.1.69
oGEC C 3917,69
p,to. dir. sub. 16'1'69
)GEC C 3917,69
a,ir. el 1O'l ^a. 
28 :5.69
)GEC L t3316,69
dir.69169 d.tt.2.69
oGEC L 5216,69
dit. 69112 ad. 12.12.68
)GEC L t0lL4,69
dir, in,prep.
Commission tec. 11.12.68
)GEC L 1813,69
Arts,
57(2), 100
Art. 100 dir. (amdt.)  6918L d. L3.3.69
ocEC L 681r,69
dec. ad. L3.11.69
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Legal nsture of approxlm&tlon
meosure and state  of progress
Emulsifi er-stabilizers,  thickeners
and iellying agents
Diet foods (basic regulation)
Fruit iuices
Sugar (general tegulation)
2, Veterinary  legiilation
Health  problems connected with
trade in fresh meat
Appointment  of vetetinary ex-
p€rts. to .clraw up oprmo$s  on
staughterhouses  ancl cuttmg-up
establishments
Health oroblems  in connectien
with cuts of fresh meat, whether
or not boned
Transit of cattle and pigs
Transit of fresh meat
Health requirements  for intra-
Community trade in live poultry,
day-old chicks and eggs to be
hatched
4. Forettrl  legislation
Marketing of forestty  reptoduc-
tive material
External oualitv standards for
forestry relrodictive  matedal
5. Legitlation  on sedt and seed-
ItttSt
Marketing  of beet seed
Marketing  of herbage seed'
Marketing  of cereal  seed
Marketing  of seed potatoes
Marketing of oleaginous and
fibrous plant seed
Art. 100
Art. 100
Art.43
Art.43
Arts. 43, 100
dk.641433
OGEC
2012164
and 3302166
Arts. 43, 100
Att. 43
Art. 43
Art. 43
Att.43
Art.43
Att.43
Ats. 43, 100
Art.43
Art, 43
Art.43
pro. dir. sub.21.2.79
oGEC C 541t,69
oro. dir. sub. 15.4.69 ^ocnc c 661L8,69
pro. dir. sub. 7.2.69
0GEC C 39119,69
pro. dir. sub. 3.12.69
(not yet published)
dir. (amdt.) ad. 6.10.69
oGEC L 2561s,69
Commission  dec. 18.3.69
oGEC L 88/9, 69
dir.691349 ad.6.t0.69
OGEC L 25615,69
pro. dir. sub. 6.8.69
oGEC C r27173,  69
pro. dir. sub. 6.8.69
)GEC C12717,69
prep. 1969
dir. (a.mdt.) 69164 2d.78.2.69
oGEC L 48112,69
Dro. req, sub. 20,3.69 'ocnc1 6618,69
dir. (amdt.)  69161 ad.18.2.69
)GEC L 4814,69
dir. (amdt.)  69163 d. L8.2.69
oGEC L 4818,69
dir. (amdt.)  69160 ad.78.2.69
oGEC L 481t,69
dir. (amdt.) 69 162 ad. 18.2.69
oGEC L 4817,69
dir. 691208 ad. 30.6.69
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First Council decision  regarding
in-the-field  inspection of seed
in non-member  couotries
(not yet published)
pro. dec. sub. 14.5.69
(not yet published)
dec. 691270 ad.28.7.69
QGEC L 22018,69
dee. 691271 aA.28.7.69
oGEC L 22019,69
dec.691272 d.28.7.69
oGEC L 220110, 69
dec. 691459 ad.1.12.69
oGEC L 314125,69
dit. 69 1467 ICEE ^d. 
8.12.69
oGEC L 32317,69
First Council  decision on the
equivalence of seed from non-
member countries
;
Vaiver authorizing  Germany
not to apply to certain species
the Countil  birectives of 14 ]une
1966 on the marketing of-her-
bage and cereal  seed
Vaiver authorizing the Nether-
lands not to apply to certain
species the Council  Directives
of 14 June 1966 on the market-
ing of herbage and cereal  seed
!fl aivet authorizing Luxembourg
not to supply to certain species
the Council Decisions of 14 lune
1966 on  the marketing of
herbage and cereal  seed
Authorization granted to the
Nethedands to permit, until 31
January 1970, the marketing  of
seed of a winter wheat varietv
subiect to reduced tequirementi
YIII. 1RANSPORT
Census of  international road
haulage (made as part of regional
statistics)
dir. Nos.
661400,
661401znd
6614O2 of
14.6.66
OGEC
2290,2298
and2309166
dir. Nos.
661fio,
66/'101 and
661402 of
14.6.66
dir. Nos.
66140t
and 661402
of t4.6.66
dir. Nos.
66l4or
and 661402
of 14.6.66
dir. Nos.
66/4ot
and 661402
of 74.6.66
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PTJBLIC LA\T
Public,vorks contracts
64. As the Council's l7orking Party on Economic Affairs had completed
its examination of the proposed  directive on co-ordinating procedures for
awarding public works contracts, the proposal was discussed in the course
of the year by the Committee of Permanent Representatives.  The Com.
mission took an active part in these discussions,  during which it was
possible to pinpoint almost a doz,en problems for which solutions  must
be found that can be adopted unanimously  by the Council.  These problerns
corrcern in particular: the'system of awatding concessions to private firms,
a system used more and more frequendy by governments for the building
of motorway$;  the list of legal persons under public law subject to the
directive;  the forrnation, for the purpose of building urban complexes,
of teams in which there are from the outset firms selected on a non-
competitive basis; the difficulties  encountered in connection  with the
formation of temporary associations of firms for the purpose of tendering
for public works conracts which are too big for individual firms; the
exclusion from the directive's scope of contracts  awarded by transport
boards, since such corltracts will shortly be catered for by an ad boc
directive.
Public st/pplJ contracts
65. On 17 December 1969, the C,ommission adopted a directive,  based
on Article 33(7) of. the EEC Treaty, concerning the removal of restrictisns
on the supply of products to cenua,l govefirments, local authorities and
other public bodies.r The Commission will refer to the Council  a pro,posed
directive to ceordinate the procedures fot awarding public supply
contracts.2
Pharmanutical products  .'
66. On 5 August 1969 the Commission  submitted to the Council  a
memorandum  on the free movement  of pharmaceutical  products. It drew
attention  to the disturbing situation  created by the Member States' failure
7 Oficial garyttc No. L 13, 19 Janaary 1970.
2 Second Gemrul Rcport, sec.77.1OO ESTABLISHMENT  AND FUNCTIONING  OF THE COMMON  MARKET
to funplement f'ully the Council's first directive, which was adopted in
1965, and by the failure to rcach a decision on the other proposed
directives.
Aftei summing up tlre situation and rccalling the compromise sug-
gestions it had already mad6, the Commission called on the Council to
take a political dcision by the end of 1969. For tlis pu{pose, the Com-
mission proposed a package deal to safeguard  public health and at the
same tirne ensure that the economic objectives of approximation  are
achiwed. It &ew up a neu/ working programme with concrete points
and a timetable which tnkes into account the progress  made at discussions
in the Council and work'done at Commission lwel. So far the Council has
not exarnined the Comrnission's  propoeals.
PRIVATE  LATT
European patent
67. I7ork on the subjet was res,umed following a Council Decision of
3 March 1969. As a result of this decision,  future European patent law
will be embodied in two distinct converrtions.
The first Convention  is co,ncerned  with the i,ntroduction  of a.pro-
cedure for issuing patents and involves the establishment  o{ a Europe'an
patent office.l At the Council's invitation eleven other European Statb
joined the six Member States for the task of drawing up this Convention.
A Working Parry, set up by an Inter-governmental  Conferencd of all
drese States and using as basis the work previously done with the participa-
tion of the Commission, prepared a preliminary &aft of t}e convention
to be submitted to the Conference of the seventeen States eady in 1970.
Patents issued under the first Convention  will have the status of
domestic  patents in the non-mernber  States. For the Member  States, on
the other hand, these patents will constitute  a unified form of protction,
the effects of which are to be laid down by a second convention, applieble
to the Member States. I0ork on the Latter convention bas been completed
at expert level, and so from the technical  angle the simultaneous entry into
force of the two convention is possiUe.
, Brlhtlr i'69. Ch. IV and Ch. VI, and atso ibid.6-69,  Ch. V, sec. 9.
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Uuftin competition
68. The Commission  has processed the replies to the detailed question-
naire it addressed  to the 'associations  representing  industry and commerce
at Community level.l It is now endeavouring  to decide in which s€ctors
action needs to be taken.
Lomparyt law
Co-ordination
69. Harmonization work has been completed  on ceordination of the
safeguards required of a joint stock company in the six Member States
when it is formed and when operations are undertaken which affect its
capital (increase,  reduction, etc.). These safeguards, which must be
provided from the time the company is ser up, concem both outsiders
and shareholders.
A draft diretive harmonizing the structure  and responsibilities of a
company's management and supervisory  organs is in preparation. Its
purpose is to render truly equivalent the protection  offered by each of the
two systems of uganrz.ation existing in the Member States: the gingle
board of directors system, and the dualist board of management  plus super-
visory board systern.
A draft directive on "national" mefgers is in the final stage of
preparation. Other aspects of the law on joint stock companies  (general
meetings of shareholders, securities,  winding up and dissolution) are still
being studied by the Commission  and so is the harmonization of ways of
submitting  and assessing annual statements of accounts.
European  compony
70. In vie,{z of the urgent character of this subject, the Commission  has
decided to produce a dtaft statute itself. Considerable  progress has been
made and tlre work will soon be finished. As part of this work and at
the request of the Commission,  Professor  Lyon-Caen, in co-operation  with
other well-knourn e)<perts  from the Member States,  has drawn up a report
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on the ways of representing  the workers'  interests in this fmm of
company. The report provides an excellent basis for a full and fruitful
discussion on this important problem,l
International nergers
71. Preparatory work on a Convention  regarding international mergers
within tlre meaning of Article 220, th:r.d pa.ragraph, of the Treaty of Rome
hag gone ahead.
Mergers of cornpanies  httting their headquarters in different Member
States are irnpossirble at present for legal and tax feasons. The Convention
will create the conditions making internationa,l  mergers of joint stmk
companies possible. $[ork on tlre removal of tax obstacles  and on the
co'oidination of domestic rules and regulations on merg€rs k going ahead
in par,allol.
C onm er cial in t er rn e d iarie s
72. Following the rernoval of resuictions  o,n the activities of commercial
intetmediaries by Directive No. 64/224/CEE,z it has become nec€ssary to
harmonize d,omestic laws on the subject. Dfferent ways of solving a
numbet of problems  connected with the cost of repr€sentatiffr have a
rqrercussion on the organization of distribution networl$ and, generally
speaking, on the conditions of conr,petition  between firms. Consequerrdy
de lacto inequatities between certain countries or certain industries in the
functioning  of commercial  representati,on may constitute  an obstacle to the
formation of a single market.
At the beginning of  1969 therefore the Commission,  ha\ing
completed  a long study of current legislation on the subject in the vario'us
Menr,ber States, undertook a comprehensive series of consultations urith
the tmde organizations concerned. The results of these consultatio'ns were
forwarded to the various Governments  and er<amined at a meeting of
national experts. In the light of the exarnination it has been possible  to
assess  the importance of the distinction between self-employed  commercial
1 This report appea$ in the collection "Studies-Competition Series", published
bv the Commission.
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agents  and employed  r€pres€ntatives,  and to elaborate  a first set of guide-
lines for future wonk.
a
Priaate intemational  laut
73. The laws of the Mernber States present  very appreci,able  divergences
in the character and source of the lules concerning the tenitorial extension
of private law. In no State have the rules on conflict of laws yet beerr
completely codified, with the result that there is frequent recourse to ease
law, which itself is neither all-ernbracfurg  no,r unchanging.  Furthermo,re,
the rules on co,nflict do not everywhere  cover the sane de iure ot de lacto
situations,  and different criteria are used to determine the law that is
applicable.
The eristence of these divergences  rnay prove detimental to the
furrctio,ning of the cornmon market and generate legal uncertainty.  One
and the same dispute may be i"dgd on the basis of a different rype of
law according to the Member State in which the case is brought to court.
The "Convention  on jurisdictio,n and the enforcement  of civil and commer-
cial judgments"  concluded  by the Mernber States o,n 27 Septenrrber  1968
assigns jurisdiction in general to the court best placed from the angle of
the legal c€ntre of gavity of the case. There are exceptio,ns to this
principle, however. In quite a number of iases, for example, the plaintiff
may choose  between the courts of several Member States, and the parties
0ften have the possibility  of agreeing o,n the court which should deal wirh
the case. The choice made will then determine the nrles of conflict and
consequently the substantive  law applicable. The divergences  between  rules
of conflict could mean that identical cases were setd€d in different maruIers
in the various member  countries.
This is why the Commission, acting or suggestions made by aertain
Menrrber States, has recently had discussior:o with gwernment e'(perts trr
ttre need for and extent of standardization of rules of conflict. The com-
missio,n d,rew attentio,n to the fact that harmonizatio,n  of these rules was
necessary in a number of concrete  cases (particularly those involving free
movem€nt of goods, services, capital and perso,ns). This would mainly
involve law relating to debts and suretyship, but other s6to,rs ar€
not excluded out of hand. The aim would be to harmonize and codify,
to a degree to be specified,  the rules of conflict applicable in tlre Member
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LAW RELATING TO ECONOMIC  ACTIVITIES
Specilic cases inuolaing d,istortions of coxtpetition
74. In 1969 the follouring concrete results were obtained in cases of
disparities in legislation which lead to disrorsion of competition:
(i)  Comrnission  recomme1rdation based on Article 102 addressod to the : 
German Govemrnent on the 'bill. regarding wines, dessert wines,
sparkling wines, winerbased beverages and wine alcohols'1  The
G.r-,* Government followed this recommendation (Law of tg July
1969);
(,ii) Consultation with the Member  States under Article 102(1) on the
measures  co,nrernplated  by th. Belgian Governrnent  regarding trrans'
mission tax on irnports  and refunds on exports.2
Numerous  other cases are being examined under Articles 101 and 102
(see Table 13).
Price Iegislation
75. Success in the form of practical results has crowned  the efforts to
ative at a consensus of opinion between the Mernbet States and the
Commission on the introduction of a procedrure for co'operatiolr.  Its
pufpose is to enable a list of price legistratio,n in force jn the Member
!t"to to be re\riewed regularly and,brought up to date. Since then the
Member States have forwarded to the Commission  lists of their rules and
regulations applieble  under this heading. The fipst overall trist has been
doortr "p 
oo the basis of these reports and is to be published.
.  Legislation  on uater Pollution
76. The Comtirission has stfiven to co-opefate more closely and more
effectively with the variou,s international  and European  organizations like"
wlse stuiying the problem (Council of Euro,pe, UN Economic  and Social
c,ouncil). rne c"--*sion is now wo,rking on a systernatic list of the
Mernber States' nrles and regulations"on  the subject'
L Offcial garytte No' L 18, 24 Januaty  1969.
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6. The common market, uade.and the consumer
DEVELOPMENT  OF TRADE STRUCTTJRES
77. The results of a survey undertaken by the Statistical Office of the
European Communities  with a view to obtaining an overall picttrre of
trade patterns in the Community show t}rat Euope is still without a
modern trading apparatus and that conditions in the Member States vary
mnsiderably  in this respecr:l
(i)  \Tholesale and retail trades show the highest dEgt . of concentrarion
in Germany and the Nethedands;
( ii )  r0fholesale  and retail tnades are least conce4*ated and mo6t frag-
mentad in Belgium;
(iii) 'wholesalers and middlemen play very litde part in the distriburion
'  of goods in Italy, where retail rade is the least dweloped ill. the
Community. Italy does however have the highest number of
itinerant traders;
(iv) France occupies an intermediate position for both wholesale and
retail trade. Middlemen play an important parr in distribution.
Two features are shared to a varying extent by ,ll six countries.
First, there is a trerrd tourards the creation of a large number of higlnly
modernized distribution firm$ and, secondly, a large proportion  of old
fashioned firms using traditional methods  of distribution  still remain.
These diverging trends have had repercussio,ns  in the commercial
wotld which must not be overlooked and may well have political  conse-
quences. This is why the Commission  has devoted particutar att€ntion to
trade problems this year.
The main reurscln for this process of change is undoubtedly that
industry  is switching over to mass production.  The pressure now exerted
by tle volume of mass-produced goods on the market has influenced the
pattern of trade and has brought into play forces whicjr are striving tci
meet consurner requirements by using more and more upto'date methods
of distribution. If trade is to keep pace with general economic  develop
ment and become an active element in the flow of economic  activity, it
must plan for the futule by increasing the size of its constituent firms still
further and adjusting its selling methods to mass distribution.
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The commission  believes that a healthy combination of small,
medium, and large enterprises is essential if the consumer is to be supplid
under optimum 
-conditions. A prerequisite  for this is that independent
tiaders rtouffi run their businesses  along efficient lines. They must be
e,ncouraged in this so that they will be able to seize future oppornrnities.
The Crcmmission  is actively studying the problem of ptomoting small and
medium-sized commercial  firms. It has recognized the importance of co
operation between these firms and is now preparring a report on_ the st€p6
that the Member  States have taken so far to:helP traders. This report
will be discussed in detail with national experts so that the Commission
can decide which type of measure is most effective  and draw conclusions
to guide future aclio,n.
TMDE IN GOODS FOR PRIVATE CONSUMPTION
General
78. Generally spe/alcing,  importers in all Community  countries were able
to ferap the benefit of increased supplies of goods of Cornmunity  origin in
1968. They did their purchasing on a Community-wide basis, buying
where prices anrl qualities best suited their requirements. The completion
of trhe orstoms union in 1968 created a Large European market for im-
Ilorters,  although a numbe'r of obstacles to trade still pesist'
.  TABLE  14
Impotte of producta fot private consumption.in 1968
BLEU Con-
munlty
C€rmany
(FB)
2 981
L 726
| 163
356
1469
501
861
707
| 754
1 195
Community
Non-member countries
of n bicb
Associated  ovef8ezur
countfi$ 272r
8 228
4 485
36
(in nuiatl u.a'.)
Frence I  Itely Nether-
l8nils
I Molnly foodgtuffs.
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Beoause of the oristence of tlr,is large madret, ffaders were able to
meet to the full the growing demand from consumers  in 1968 and managed
to contain or attenuate  the upward push of domestic  prices resulting from
excess demand. It was the consumer  who benefitd from all this in the
last analysis.
Community  imports of goods fot private consumption in 1968 were
therefore rather high, reaching L2700 nr,illion u.a.., against 11 200 million
u.a. in 1967. This is equivalent to a l)7o increaie.
The low OVo) growth rate ot 1967, which was essentially due to
tecession,  is therefore a thing of the past. The general revival of economic
activity ex,perienced  by the Member States in 1968 gave a special fillip to
intra-Community  trade. At 8 200 million u.a. (an increase of. 22Vo\ iltts
trade accounted for 65Vo oI all irnports. Inr,ports from non-member  coun-
tries showed no change, remaining stable at 4 500 million u.a.
The picture of Community i.mports given in Table 15 pinpoints
diffetences between the six countries which clearly reflect their economic
position in 1968. French and German imports roce by 17 and l6Vo
respectively, France having stepped up imports fmm other Community
countries by as much as 35Vo. The Benelux  countries showed an increase
of. l3Vo, whereas the rise in Italian imports was a merc 2Vo.
TABLE  15
Gtowth of importe of consumer goods in 1968
Com-
munlty
Nother-
lands
Gerrnany
(Fn,)
116
tzl
108
tr7
135
97
ITodd
Communitv
Non-member  countaica
of n'bicb :
Associated  States
This poor grcwth rate in lta,ly is due to a l4Vo decline in imports
from no,n-member  countf,ies, exdusively  accountd  for by a Lgqo drop itt
puchases  of foodstuffs  from tlrese countries.
138
113
122
100
94
(196f :  100)
1t3
t76
104
100
It3
120
99
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Efect b1 connodi$ grouP
7g. In 1g68 foodstuffs accounted for approximateh 40vo of. all co,rn-
munity irnports, and manufactured  goods f.or 607o. In*a{ommunity
trade accounted for 50Vo of. the food*uff s and757o of tlre marrufachrred
goods imported.
Growth  rates in 1968 were as followsi
All imports
ol whicb:
Intra-Community ttade
Non-membet countries
Foodstu{fs
+  2Vo
*  LSVo
9Vo
Manufacnrred goods
*  227o
*  257o
*  L4Vo
Foodstalls
80. The expansion of incomes continued to stimulate demand for foreign
foodstuffs  ln. all Community  countries in 1968' To meet this consumer
demand traders made an even wider range of foods available, often at
stable prices.
For products such as cJreese, eggs, chocolate  and biscuits,  the com-
ments in trast year's General Report hold good. Consumers did not have
to face any price inorease for these products in 1968; indeed prices were
on the whole steady and some even tended to decline. Consumers becam€
wen mbre demanding as regards 6ruit and vegetables. Throughout the
year traders were able to supply thern with a very complete selection of
produce; far wider than the range that local harvests in each country  could
provide, and at steady prices. In this connection traders have indicated
ih"t there *", u rt."dy1-prou.*.rrt in quality and presentation in 1968.
This was only possible because importers  made their sdection in the light
of produce  on offer on the Europoan market as an en'tity. The fact that
t*d.tr found it easier this year to conclude long-term agreoments with
growers was.considered  an appreciable  advantage.
The Community consumer was again able to proorre pigmeat and
poultrymeat at stable ptices. Indeed prices wen tended to decline and
ih.r. -"t  a further shift from beef and veal to 'these two types of
meat. The cohsiderable increase in the number of stores with meat depart-
ments boosted rade in beef ard veal between the Member States.
Consumers today expect every modern foodstore to have a rneat dep'art'
ment capable of supplying large quantities of the required quality' TastesTHE COMMON  MARKET AND TRADE.  109
vary considerably  within the Comm,unity.  Hindquarters (prime quality)
are popular in France and Belgium, whereas German and Dutch consurners
prefer forequarters, which are cheaper. This has led to the growth of a
brisk wholesale  export uade in meat, helping to supply Community
consumers with their favourite type.
'  It is wortl noting that, in Germany, the growth of supermarkets,
often offering beef and veal as lo,ss-leaders,  means that the full increase
in production  costs is not pa.ssed  on to the consumer.
Manufactured.  goods
8L. The main increase in  intra-Community  trade in  1968 was in
mamrfactured goods, where the rise was 25Vo. The sharpest increases
wete in clothing (including foorwear), domestic electric appliances and
cars. The trend towards greater specialization and co-operation in the
different countries, ulrody mentioned in last year's General Reporr, was
even more marked in 1968. Imports continued to exert pressure on
prices; there were genuine price reductions, the main in{luence of imports
being as a brake on interna,l price increases.
Integration in the household goods market was particulady marked.
France, for example, imported approximately 35Vo of its water heaters,
387o af its television *ts, 40Vo of its radio sets, and 507o of its
refi'igerators.  Belgium imported 70Vo of its requirements  of small house-
hold appliances, 757o of its electric washing machines and television  sets
and, 92Vo of its refrigerators. Even in Germany,  renowned  as a major
producer of domestic electric ,appliances,  there was a datively large
increase in imports;  refrigerators  were up by 2l'Vo, washing machines by
l57o anA radio sets by l5Vo. Italy is in a unique position here. As the
main producer of these appliances its imports are negligible, averaging less
ttvrt, 2Vo of consumption. The ,increases were not, hovrever, soleb due
to straightforward  trade in electrical appliances. An important contributory
factor was that mamrfacturers made csntracts with firms in other Com-
munify countries to produce goods which they then imported  and
distributed under their own ,brand name. The consumer crur no longer
tell from t}re, manufacturer's  brand in which Communiry country an
appliance was actua"lily made.
Motor-cars a,re a case apart. Here it is consumer  prefetence  rather
than specialization  which has stimulated trade and ld  to a high degree of
interpenetration. Imported models represent something between 16 and110  BSTABLTSHMENT AND FUNCTIoNING  oF THE coMMoN MARKET
lSVo of. all new registrations in Italy, 2IVo n Germany, 23'Vo in France
anA 90Vo in the Netherlands.
\0ith textiles too, interpenemation is very marked. In France, for
example, 23Vo of underwear and, 167o of stockings  and socks arc imported.
In this field, too, Italy is an exception to the general rule. Its fashion
goods have enabled it to achieve a position of supremacy on the European
market. Because of this, its im,ports in this sector are insigificant.
Generally  speaking, imports in 1968 were largely determined by fashion
and quality, price being a secondary consideration. Trade information
indicates that consumem tend to be influenced by the general economic
situatilcn. They are particularly sensitive to price in periods of recession
and cut down on textile buying. In periods of boom, co{Numer
are rrore conditioned by purely personal considerations and people are
prepared to spend more on fashion goods.
Comparison of pricet in tbe aarious ,ilenber countries
82. The Commission once again asked its Statistical Office to carry out
a survey of Community prices for some 250 items. The obiect is to show
the extent of price differences for a tange of goods in the six countries,
to establish whether prices are tending to become more aligned in the
long runl and, if so, in what direction.
The latest fig'ures available (April 1969) show that prices were
prticularly keen for:
(a) Foodstuffs, household  goods, cleaning products, beauty arrC toila
preparations and pharmaceuticals  in Luxernbourg;
(b) Photographic  apparatus in Belgium;
(c) Foodstuffs and textiles in the Netherlands;
(d) Domestic electric appliances, radio and television  sets, paper goods,
books and toys, motor-cars  and petrol in G€rntany.
On the other hand prices were relatively high for:
( i )  Terrtiles, household goods, domestic  electric ap'pliances, radio and
televisi,on sets, paper goods, books and toys, motor-cars and pe'trol
in France;
(ii) Fmdstuffs in Italy;
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(iii) Photographic apparatus a,rrl sup'plies in the Netherlands;
(iv) Cleaning products, beau,ty and toilet prepa,rations  and pharmaczuticals
in Gerrmany.
Genetally  speaking these figures give no indication of any movement
torva,rds price alignment. On the contrary, the price gap between  mernber
countries widened further between April 1968 and April 1969. The
maximum price gap for all items considered  increased from 54Vo in Apdl
1968 to 58Vo n April 1969. This widening can be atributed to the
price increases which followed the social unrest of May 1968 in France
and the introduction of TVA in the NertrerlanrCs. As a result, in 1968
domestic  influences were working against price alignment. It is too early
to deal with the reperorssions  of French  deva,luation and German revalua-
tion in the present Report, but it is probable  that both these measures
will lead to furtihor changes in the price ratios between the member
countries.
Thete is no need this year for a detailed examination  of trenCs
tovrards price a,lignment,  since French and Durch price movements
dominated moet of the time for virtually al,l groups of commodities.  The
only alignrnent notd was an upwards  one for foodstuffs following an
increase in meat prices in Luxembourg.
TABLE 16
Mean price difierence by product groupl
Product $oup Germany
(x'R) Italy
Foodstuffs
Textiles
Household goods
Domestic  electric appli-
ances
Radio and television
sets
Cleaning  products
Paper goods
Photographic appatatus
ano supprles
Motor-cars
Petrol
luxem-
bourg
Nethe!-
lande
100
100
103
120
125
102
105
12t
123
107
115
105
104
108
t73
102
103
111
109
139
101
133
720
t45
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104
118
113
127
142
106
109
105
100
100
ltz
100
102
100
100
r02
1t9
108
723
100
fi5
t00
118
tt4
100
103
ll3
104
107
128
102
ttl
100
110
rt3
April1969
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keasons for tbe price gaPs
g3. In 1969 the c,omrnission askd the Gesellschaft  firr Konsum-, Markt-
und Absatzforschung  (Nuremberg) to conduct an inquiry in industrial  and
commercial  cirdes to establish why there are large price discrepancies for.
35 consumer goods in the Commmnity.  In doing this the C,ommission is
complying with the wish o{ the European Parliament,  whic-h had ca,lled
for resea.ich into the reasons for the markd price differences in the six
countries.
The results of tlle iniitial phase of the sruvey ( inte,rviews  with
manuf6ctufers,  foreigrr subsidiaries'and  general importers) show that firms
o,perating on an iniernational  scale tend on the whole to have a single
distribution policy for the six countries and to rcgard the Comrnunity  as a
single market *ith utrifot* selling prices. Howwer, it has no6 so far
prwed possible to apply this poliry in practice. Each national market
still has-special features whic} cause manufacturqrs  to vary their approach
from country to country and allow or oblige them to fix different selling
prices fon each country. Some of these peculiarities  are due to natirenaJ
rules and regUlations which have an incidence on competition,  for enample
different tax systerns.  But most of them are atUi,buable to stn:rtural
differences which still exist for the products on the indivridual markets.
In this connection  it might be well to mertion:
(a) Differences in the relative importance of individual items 9n the six
markets (e.g. whethor a product is maintaining its position or being
launched for the first time) ;
(b) Dilferent conditio,ns of competi,tion  for suppliers  in the six countriet
(alignment  on existing price levels ) i
(c) Differences in the structure of producets'  distribution agerrcies and
downstream marketing  circuits in the six countries.
It is to be expected that the cornpletion of economic  union and the
creation of a single internal market will cause these structura,l  di{ferences
to disappear  and provide prodrpers with the unifotm market conditioru
thev desire.tt3
CIIAPTER III
GENERAL ECONOMIC POLICY
L. Interpenetration of markets
DEVELOPMENT OF INTM-COMMUNITY  TRADE IN 1969
84. The orceptionally  rapid grovrtl of economic  acavity and the accelera-
tion of domestic  demand in the Community gave a particularly  stror]g
impetus to trade between the member countries n  1969. This growth
was all the stronger  owing to the emergence  in all the countries of marked
rconomic strai.n$ indicated by a grradua,l loss of production  elasticity.  This
being so, each member country obtained more of its needs fr.om otler
C,ommunity  countries, whenever the ability to su,p,ply given products
differed from one country to another.
Intra.Cornmunity trrade thus constituted a factor favouring internaJ
equilibrium in each of the mernber countries  and stirnulating the spread
of boom conditions  throughout the Communrity.
The 1969 results clearly show the cumulative effects of these vadous
factors. 'On the basis of the customs import statistics, the rate of insenase
in trade between  member countriec was 26Vo by volume, the highest
reoorded  since the Treaty of Rome came into force, as against 17.5% the
previous year; t}re absolute trade figure of 36 500 million dollars represents
an increase  of nearly 30Vo on 1968.
85. In  Germany the expansion of purchases fro,rn the C,ommunity
,quickened not only as a resu,lt of eco,nomic "overheating", but also of
exc€ptional  factors, namely the 4Vo import rebete introduced in Novernber '  L968, the discounts  on forward transactions in certain irnportant curren
cies, the devaluation of the French franc in August, and the temporary
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revaluation.  For the ful.l year, imports into Germany from the Community
are lftely to have been up more than 30'Vo by value on the ptevious year'r
In France, where certain factors, by their effect on the behaviour o'f
transactors, prolonged the excess of total demand in the face of telatively
inelastic domestic supply, the flow of imports swelled rapidly during the
greater pan of. 1969. Despite a slowdown in expansion in terms of
volume observed at the end of the yeat, mainly because of devaluation,
puchases from non-member countties will have increased by something
like 30Vo between 1968 and t969.r In Italy, alter a hesitant rend at the
beginning of the year-pantly  d,ue to accidental  f661s15 rinfra-Community
imports made rapid progress under the influence of more rapidly expanding
demand and of production botde-necks due in part to sttikes; in the
^ggrcgate, 
the growth rate in 1970 is likely to have been morc than 30Yo
by value, as againot 9.57o ln 1968. In the $ame way, and contrary to
the uend in 1968, imports by BLEU from the C,ommunity  increased more
than from non-member countries; in all, the growth rate by value of BLEU
purchases n L969 (nearly 307o) was rwice that for 1968. In the Nether'
lands the expansion  of C,ommunity imports, which was moderate at the
beginning of the year, Latet recovered  at a rapid rate. However, for the
yenr as a whole, their growth rate by value, of the o,tder of 2A7o, wa's
appreoiably lower than that of the other C.ommunity  countries'
56. The Community counrtries  Lincreased their deliveries to othet member
countries to a faidy uniform extent. First of all, demand from France,
which tepresents for a,ll the countries with t-he exception of the Nether'
lands about a thiFd of total sales to other member counffies, was very firm.
Italy, which increard its deliveries to France nyaAy 50Vo by value
cornpared with 1968, was the main beneficiary.  Since sales by Italy to
Germany were also very buoyant, Italian exports again increased in
significantly  higher proportions  than those of the other member  countties.
In the Netherlands growth of sales was hel,ped by the rclative production
elasticity  of recendy-ests,blished  industries, notably in energy and chernicals,
Similarly, BLEU sales to the Community showed a marked rincrease over
1968; they were stimulated not only by the lively er4ransion of exports
to France, wtlich became the second-largest customer of BLEU tn t969,
bpt also by the recovery in deliveries to Italy, which increased more than
407o, crrlmptrred  with 87o the previous year. The dynarnism  of German
exports appears to be attributable mainly to the growing &sparities observed
r The rate of variation has been calculated  on the basis of figures converted into
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in the costs and prices trend compared  with certain other member coun-
tries and to speoulations  on changes in certain monetary  parities. Althougll
there 
-was an appreciable slowdown at the erld of tL. yor, the annual
growth nte of. German sales was probably  of the order of 27 7o by value
from 1968 to 1'969. Finally, despite the very lively pressure of domestic
demand, deliveries by France progressed at a l:tpitd, rate, which even
accelerated somewhat  during the final months of the year.
87. Inflationary  strains did not appreciably  deform the structure of intra.
community  trade balances. However, the imbalances which built up in
1968 continued to make themselves felt. Thus, for tle fourth consecutive
year, the French trade balance showed  a sharp deterioration. The deficit,
which was abeady  1 200 million u.a. in 1.968, was probably close on
2 000 million u.a. n 1969. on the other hand, the improving trend in
the BLEU trade balance observed since 1966 was amplified in 1969,
mainly because of the increase in its trade surplus witl France, which
doubled in comparison witth 1968. In the aggtegate, BLEU's surplus
probably exceeded 1 000 million u.a. n 1969. Germany's, at 600 million
u'a', was not as high as in 1968. In the Netledands,  the deficit was
tlighdy reduced, while in Italy the surplus on the made account seemed
hardly to have changed.
88. on the basis of incomplete data for the first nine months of the
year, it may be noted that the trend in intra-community  trade bv com.
modjty group rilras relatively uniform. fu in 196g, the lively business
conditions  encouraged trade in manufactured products. In particular, in
1969, unlike the previous year, t}e exceptional  development  of fixed
investments  was teflected in 1 very lively growth of trade in capital goods,
which rras probably  up nearly 35vo on 1968. In addition, tire a..eLr"-
tion of private co,nsumers'  expenditure caused a particularly marked rise
in trade in consumer goods. However, the mosi remarkable fact is un
doubtedly the considerable development  of oade in foodstuffs, attributable
partly to movements  of a specrrlative nature. Trade in raw materials and
semi-finished  products also expanded greatly, while energy prodrrcts
continued to benefit from t}'e development of new sources oi ,upply in
the C-ommunity.
89. The exceptional upswing in inua-community trade is a futher
indication of the continuing  pragress  towards the interpenetration of
markets, ,involving a sharp increase in the proportion of such dealings  in
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amount of intra{ommunity gade will have been five and a half times
what it was in 1958.
Howwer,  the community's  heavy import demand was also a deter-
mining factor in the active wo{d business  conditions throughout t}e year,
bo^.rJ. of its stimulating  effects both on trade between the industrializd
countries and on world trade as a whole. Thus, the growth rates for im'
ports from non-member  countries (t87o by value from 1968 to 1969)was
more than twice the av61.age  for the last ten years. Similafly,  despite very
great pressure on internal supplies, community exports to non-member
oo.rtttrio have maintained an appreciable  growth rate. For the ful| year,
they probably increased more than lLVo by value ovet 1968. Since the
creation of the Common Market, the contr,ibution of the Community's
total trade to the expansion of wodd trade has nevef been so great and
its share in that trade (including  intra-Community)  is now neafly one-
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2. The cuffent situation and short.term economic  policy
rNE tOUTUUNITY'S  ECONOMIC  SITUATION
90. Econornic growtlh in the Comrnunity was unusually vigorou,s in L969.
The gross Community product, up by 5.87o n  L968, rose by 7.57o n
1969, a rate never before achieved since the Common Market was
established.
In Germany,  tfie gross national ptoduct in terms of volume expanded
by 8Vo, growth having fun  7 .67o the prwious year. The increase was
much the same in France, whete the 1968 growth rate-affected  by th9
events in May and June-had ber:n 4'7o. In Luxembourg,  the real gross
national product n  1969 was 7 Vo up on the previous year, compared witJr
a 4Vo lrse in 1968. Growthwas not much lower in Belgium, at67o, or
in Italy, where it wx 5 .5Vo despite a lzr:ge number of industrial stoppage$.
Even in the Netherlands,  where at 57o the 1969 figure was the lowest in
the Community,  growth was still very satisfactory.
The unusual vigour of economic  growth was mainly a result of the
spurt in private consumer  spending,  which was chiefly attributable to the
distinctly faster rise in wages and whose impact was all the more marked
as investment activity did in fact increase  as sharply as had been suggested
by the upsurge in investment plans at the beginning of the year. Dwelop-
ments in the several member countries were very similar in this respect.
France was the only country where the trend of cons'r.rmption  appears to
have slowed down somewhat towards the end of the vear as a result of
the controls introduced  by tihe autfiorities.
Ifith external demand still runnring at a high level, the C.ommunity's
growth resefves  were gradually used up aM there wete occasionally  severe
strains in the business  situation in all the member countries. Towards
the end of. L969, the bottlenecks had nartowed to the point of slowing
down the pace of prod,uction.
91. On trtre labour market more than anywhete else, the trend was
gradually towards  pronounced disequilibrium in most member countries.
The avemge numbet of pe'rsons in employment rcse slightly, the recruit-
ment of wage and salary earners having more than of{set the fall in the
number of self-employed  persons. The increase in the avetage number
of persons in paid employment in the Community  can be estimated at 2Vo,
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Despite heavier net immigration  of foreign workers, whic,h mote
than offset the decline in the activity rate, the average number of unem.
ployed fell by about l5Vo for the whole of the Community, compared
with )Vo in 1968. This reduction in unemployment led to the emergence
of an acute labour shortage in several countries. Additional prob'lems
were posed by the fact that the workers still available did not have the
right skills or &d not live in the right places. Similarly, fitms found it
increasingly  difficult in the course of the year to recnrit foreigp workers.
92, The standard of living ro6e at a rate that had never been as high since
the Treaty of Rome came into force. For the Community as a whole,
private consumption per head of population was 67o up in rcal terrns on
1968. The advance was fastest 'in France and Germany, while the r'ate
of increase in the Nethedands was belo'w the Community  average  because
of the sharp price increases  at the beginning of 1969, following the inuo
duction of the tax on value added.
93. The price climate deteriorated throughout  the Community  as a result
of the growing disequilibrium between supply and demand and because
the favourable business situation made it easier for firms to pass on co6t
increases. These increases resulted from higher prices for imported raw
matenials and semi-manufactures and an appreciable rise in wage co,sts per
unit of ouq)ut, particularly in t'he second half of the year, when there
was a faster increase in wages at the same
diminished.
The advance of consumer prices from
particularly appreciable in the Netherlands
time as productivity gains
one
and
yeaf to the next was
France, where factors
which were to a greater or lesser extent autonomous  added to dre trends
which were suictly due to the business situation. In the Netherlands
the inctease wa.s 7 .5Vo, despite the institution of a general price freeze
in April, following the introduction of TVA in what were unpropitious
circumstances, given the general business situation. The incr,ease  was not
much lower in France, where the price mend was influenced more partic-
ularly by the delayed effects of higher costs in 1968, the adjustment  of
the TVA 6ystem, and tlre first effects of devaluation. Price stabiJiqr was
threatened  in the other Member States too, though in varying d"gr.o.
94. The balance of payments trend was disturbed in several member
counffies. Trends were divergent, particularly between Germany and
France, mainly as a result of the behaviour of transactors  in the fare ofCURRENT SITUATION AND SHORT-TERM  ECONOMIC POLICY  1I9
the uncertainties  surrounding the external purchasing porrer of aeru,in
cutrencies. Several bouts of spec,ulation produced considerable  oudlovrs
of capital from Frarrce and a substantial inflow of foreign exchange and
capltal into Germany.
At Community lwel, the ba,lance of trade (cif-fob) dosed with a
deficit of $250 mirllion, compared with a siurplus of $1 748 million in 1968.
The overall balance of payments in terms of net foreign holdings of the
banking  system (induding the net position with the IMF) was badly in
deficit in 1969, as it had been in 1968 too. Provisional  es,timates suggest
that tfre gross gold and foreign exchange reserves held by the monetary
authorities in the Community counrries fell by about 3 000 million u.a.
The Community's capital account showed conflicting tendencies dudng the
greater part of the year, heavy net exports of long-tenn capital conffasting
with a substantial inflow of sho,rt-term capital unti,l September. The out-
flow of long-term capial gathered  momentum until the sufirmer but then
slowod down because of a wenaker propensity to invest on American
securities naarkets and a fall ,in net exports of long-term capital from
Germany. Short-term capiAl movements to Germany, by contrast, were
stimulated by the repeated bouts of speculation, partia:Iarly in May and
September,  in anticipation of rwa,luation. A{ter the German mark had
been rwalued, however, substantial  outflov/s added to the deficit resulting
from the exports of long-term capital, which is 'incidentally  the reason
why trlre deficit on the overall balance of payments  wzrs so large in 1969.
THE COMMT'NITY'S ECONOMIC POLICY IN 1969
95. At the end of 1968, the chief problems facing the Community  were
those posed by the diverging uends of prices and balances of payments
within the Cornmunity, the seriousness of these pmblems having been
highlighted by the monetary  crisis of November 1968. It was against this
background that on 5 December 1968 the Commission submittd to the
Council a memorandum on the policy which should be followed within
the Community in order to deal with current aconomic and monetary
problems.
The memorandum  pinpointed  three main needs: prevention of a
revival of speculation,  maintenance of rapid economic growth in the Com.
munity tn L969, and the promotion in the years ahead of a balanced
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The Commission  mlde practical proposals to this end, advocating  in
particular efforts to mobilize production resources, continue a budget
poliry aimed at controlled  expansion,  and keep the trend of wages within
the limits of what the economy will bear by pursuing  an active incomes
poficy, combating restrictive practices and encouraging competition from
abroad. In respect of the two crountries  panicularly affected by monetary
disturbances, the Commission  recommended that Germany should
encourage  long-term capital exports and that France should pursue  a
stringent budget and financial policy and place strict limits on lending
Lasdy, the Commission announced  that it would submit to the Council
practical proposals to help strengthen the coordination of economic policies
and monetary  co-operation  between the Member  States.
Discussion  of short-term policy problems in the Council on 12 De-
cember 1968 showed that there was unanimous agreement  on the need
for greater convergence of economic  polricies and for an investigation  of
the scope for intensifying monetary  co-operation.
To this end the Commission  o,n 12 February  1969 submitted to the
Council a memorandum on the co-ordination of economic policies and
monetary co'o,perati,on  in the Community, which formed the basis for a
number of initiatives taken by the Community  institutions in the field of
co"ofdination of economic and monetary policies.l
96. In mid-1969, however, it became evident that despite the measures
taken in the various countries to restore the basic equilibria, the objectives
proposed  by the Commission had not been attained. More particularly,
there had been fresh monetary disturbances in April and May. The
business clinrate was at the same time changing, with inflationaflz  press;r.res
emerging that varied in suength from country to country.
In Ju,ly the Commission  tlerefore asked the Council to make a fresh
examination  of the economic  situation  and subrnitted to it a memorandutn
on the rnaintenance of halarrced economic  growth. In this memorandurn
it pointed to the need for the Member States and the Community to bring
lhe inflationary pfocess under control as rapidly as possible,  by means of
energetic and rapid action to prevent the imbalances from growing  further.
At its session of 17 July the Council endorsed the conclusions  drawn
in the memorandum, which invite the Member States to mobilize their
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productive  resources systematically and limit the growth of aggregate
demand  through a stringent budget policy.
97. \7hen the French and German authodties teahzed that the measur€s
which they had taken to remove the imbalances  discernible  since mid-
1968 were not enough to edxsure over the longer term economic  develo,p
ments consistent with the main objectives of the Traty, the French ftanc
was devalued by ll.Ll%o on 10 Ar.rgust and the German mark revalued
by 9.297o on 27 October.l
These parity changes in their turn gave rise to spmific economic
poli,ry problems. It was for this reason that the Commission and the
Council adopted special measures. on agricultural policy with a view to
ensuring that the objectives behind these monetary changes and the
measures  accompanying  them cou,trd be attained under the bes't conditions
possible. As the C-"ouncil had decided on 12 Augu.st2 not to change the
unit of account for the crlmmon'agicultural  policy in the aase of France,
an automatic upward" adjustment of farm prices in terms of French francs
world have run exacdy counter to the o,bjectives purs'r.red by the French
authorities and would have jeopardized the chances of  su€ess of
devaluation.
Acting on a propo$al from the Commission, the Cruncil  therefore
authorized  France, for ,a period not extending beyond the end of the 1969 /
70 marketing year, ro reduce the intervention or buying-in prices fixed
in units of account by up to 1,l.lL%o and to take com,pensatory  meas,ures
at the frontiers. Before the end of tire rnarketing  year, *rc Council, on ,a
proposal from the Cominission, will have to rule for each pr,oduct how
these prices af,e to be definitively adjusted to the common level. The
Council's drecision lays down that the French prices will in any case have
to be aligned qn the com(nqn prices no later than the beginning of the
1.97 I / 7 2 ma'rketing year.
Following the revaluation  of the German  nr,ark, the Council again
decided not to change the value of the unit o,f zrccount, but the repercus-
sions of this decision on the objectives  pursued by the German authorities
proved not to be a mirror image of  those observed in the case
of Ftance. A downward  adj,ustment of falm prices in terms of the mark
was consonant with the stabilization of the level of orices in Germanv
r See secs. 704 et fts.
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encouraged by revaluatio,n. In the end, the Council  decided that part of
the loss of income suffered by German {armers as a result of this adjust'
ment would be offset from Comrnunity funds, the rest to be made up
*rrogh measures taken by the German Government.  A Commissio'n
decision  authorrized  the Federal Re,public to apply compensatory  mea'sures
at the frontiers until the end of 1969, pending the adoption of the
na€ssaf,y  legal amangements.
98. The parity changes are likely to rnake it easier ta attain the basic
objectives of eoo,nomic policy in Germany and France without major draw'
backs for the other member countries;  they also contribute to better pay-
ments equ,ilibrium in the C-ommunity.  While i,t is therefore reasonable
to assume that the unsetding elements in the business situation in the
Community will shortly disap,pear, the need to check inflatio,n at the end
of the year rra,s as pressing as before.
The oudook for 1970 $uggests that the expansion  of dernand in all
Com,munity countries will be excessive,  grven the lirnited opportunities  for
an increase in production. The world business  climate, mor@vet, is liable
to oool down in the course o[. 1970, chiefly  because of a slackening of
activity in the United States.
There is therefore a danget that the Community  may before I'ong be
faced with a distinct slowdown in activity, and it has not been able to
hold the inflationary pressures sufficiently in check.
In January 1970 the Commission intends to set out for the Com-
munity insti,tutions the poliry guidelines that should be followed to avoid
such a situation.
IMPROVING  THE INSTRUMENTS  OF CO.ORDINATION
99. The disturbed  equitribrium of payments between the Member  States
highlighted the pressing ned, repeatedly stressed by the Commission, to
affange for effective coordination of the Member  States'economic  policies.
Application  of the relevant prwisions  of the Traty of Rome is indispens-
able to the economic  health of the Community.  Failure to do so would
make the customs union liable to be cronstandy  circumvented  by the
introduction of special measures designed to help overcome diffictrlt
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The decision on the co.ordination of the Member  States' shon-rcrm
economic  policiesr which the Council, acting on a C-,ommission propos,al,
adopted on 17 July 1969 takes account of this. Its main aim is tp
strengthen and effectively apply the consultation  procedures before
measures or decisions are finally 
"dopt 
d.
These prior consultations  are to be held in respect of important
decisions or measures envisaged by *y  member country in the field of
short-term economic policy which would have a majo,r impact on the
econornies of the other member countries or on its own internal and
external equilibrium or which naight lead to a marked divergence benveen
economic  develo,pments in one country and the medium-tef,m  targets t}rat
have been jointly agreed. C,onsultations  would also cover ovetall budget
p"li"y und tax measurres designed to have a direct effect on external trade.
Any Member State or the Commission rnay ask that consultations
be held if it feels tlat econonaic  dwelopments are likely to have effects
such a,s those mentioned. This means that any authority concerned  may
call for an examination of the economic  situatirrn in a Member  State if it
considers that failure to take appropriate measufes  could create a situation
that would be dangerous  for another Mernber State or the Community
as a whole.
Article 4 of $e decision requires the Member  States to ado,pt such
decisions  or measures only after consultations have been held, provided
this procedure is not ruled out by circtrmstances.
Consultations should normally take place within the Monetary  Com-
mittee, the Short-term Economic Policy Committee and the Budget Policy
C,ommittee;  however, a Member State or tlre C,omrnission  may in cases of
special irnporta.nce  ask for them to be held in the Council. At the
of. 1,970 the Council will adopt the relevant  implernenting
procedures.
L00. The examination of the Commission's  memorand,um  on the co'ordina-
tion of economic policies and monetary co.operation within the Community
by the appropriate  committees provided an opportunity to improve the
exchange of information  on econonaic trends in the Member States and
on ecpnomic poliry measures. The Comnrission also submittd to the
C,ouncil the Short-term  Econonrric Policy Cammittee's  Opinion of 8 JuIy
1969 on the implementation  of the Council recommendation of 28 July
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1966 concerning  6teps to be taken ,in an enderavour to improve short-term
statistics. In this Opinion, the Committee welcomed the implementation
of that part of the rccommendation  that called for the elaboration  of a C,om-
munity system of national acco'unts. It  fotrnd, howwer, that in most
countr,ies  inforrnation  essentird to short-term econornic policy is not avail-
able on a monthly basis; it requested that the governments concernsd
should make good these deficiencies  and stessed the usefulness  of
integrating the whole of the indicatqrs into a simplified  system of quarterly
acglunf,s.
101. The C,ommission  continued its work in the field of business  surveys.
The necessary technical  arrangements  having been made with those
concerned in the Netherlands, Durch managements will now be taking a
stea&ly  increasing part in the business surveys. Studies  were also made
on the utilizzglsn  ,and interpretation  of the zurveys, particrrlarly  the invest-
rnent surveys.  As regards the consumel survey, the Commission proposal
on the launching of a pilot programme is still being examined in the
Council. The Commi,ssion regrets that a final decision on this subject
has not yet been reached.
702. C*ordimation of short-term economic policy must be based not only
on adequate  statistical information  that is readily available but also on
harmonized  and mutually consistent  forecasts at Community  lwel. While
the economic  budgets drawn u,p by the Mernber States twice a yenr hnve
proved very usefir:I, there is a growing need for a more detailed study,
based on qu,antitried  infomati,on, of the incidence which any rnajor
measure taken by a Menaber State can be expected to have on the economy
of any other me.rnber country or the C-omrnunity  as a whole.
Knowledge of the interdependent factor,s which bind the economies
of the six countries  together needs to be improved. To this end the
Commission, in close co.operation with the Short-term  Economic  Policy
Committee,  put in hand pretminary work on the constnrtion of an overall
econometric  model expressing  these links in quantifiable terms and using
a greater nurnbet of monetary variables.
S bort-term Economic P oliclt Com nittee
103. In the period under review the Short-term  Economic Poliry Com-
mittee met on nine occasions. It continued  its s udies of the b,usinessCURRENT SITUATION AND SHORT.TBRM  ECONOMIC POLICY'  I25
situation in the Mernber'States;  both as part of its regular reviews and in
the context of the Council decision of 17 July; The Committee examinekl
the economic  budgets for 1,969 and the preliminary and finat economic
bndgets tat 1970, submittiu:g  its conclusions  to the Commission and the
C,ouncil in the form of Opini'ons. The Committee also drevr up a report
on the Commission's memorandum to the Council of 12 February L969
and an Opinicn on the inaplementatio'n  of the C,ouncil recommendatio,n
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1. Monetary, financial and budget policy
MONETARY QUESTIONS
104. ln 1959, inflatironary strain increased throughout  the world. Prices,
which had already risen sharply in 1968, rose stiltr faster, attaining to'rvards
the end of the year, rin the major industrial  countries as a whole, an average
rate of increase  a,lmost twice that recorded from 1958 to 1967. This
aggravation  of inf,lation was especially great in the United States, where
the economy  has been overheated almost without rernission since 1966.
In order to restote intemal and external equilibrium in the chief finarrcial
fields, the United States autho'rities  maintained their policies for restricting
monetary demand. I,n the budget field, the deficit of $5 200 million
recorded in fiscal t967 /68 was succeeded by a surplus of some $5 000 mil-
lion in 1968/69, and an wen larger surplus could well ,be achieved  in
t969/70. In the monetary  field, a firmer policy was applied from the end
of 1968, and measures taken induded increases in the official discount
rate-which was raised to 67o in April-and  in the reserve mtio for sight
deposits. There was a sh'arp increa,se in the rates of interest charged  on
thi market. The monetary authorities urnderpinned the restrictive effects
of ttre measures by rnaintaining,  under "Regulation Q", the maximum
interest that the banks may pay on certificates of deposit at rates well
below the return obtainable from other investrrnents.
This policy also affected conditions in the Community.  The rising
uend in interest rates in the United States spread internationally through
the Eurodollar market, on which the American  banks &ew very he'avily
in order to cover their liquidity requirements.  To prevent  the international
money market from draining off too great a volume of capital, some
Ivlember States were forced, for balance of pa.yments reasons, to take
protective measures, including exchange control, and to accept increases
in the rate of interest which their general economic situation  .l'id not
always iurufy.
Admittedly,  these divergences berween intemd and external exigsn
cies tended to decrease towards the middle of the year, because  the
aggravation of inllationary strain in the Community rendered necessary
the adoption of restrictive policies in all the member countries.  But the
fact remains that the international money market,  because of its very
existence, its links with the national money markets, and its sheet size
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of J,une L969 E estimated 
^t 
$t7 000 million), is making i,t more and
more &fficult for the national authorities to cur,trd interest mtes and to
pursue monetary policies genemlly. In Septerrber, urith a view to
rendering their credit restriction measures  rnore oherent, the United
States monetary authorities extended the minfunum  tesefve $ystem to
funds borro,wed on the Eurodollar market by the American  banks,  and
tlris undoubtedly did something to allay misgivings  exprcssed at inter.
national level, chief,ly within the C.ommunity, rqlarding the interest rate
spi,ral. But the problem of regulating t}e Eurodollar  market persiits, since
the exi,stence of very large sums liable to be swirched wernight from one
country to anotlrerr jeopardizes the equilibrium of balances of payments and
hampers crurency reserve policy.
Towards the end of the year the first signs of an irnprovernent in
the inflationary irnbalances affating the United States economy were
observed, and it is generally expected that appraiable progress will be
made in eliminating strain in the cotr'rse of. t970. Ho'vever, at the end
of. 1969 the signs of dttente were only tentativer activity remairred very
firm, prices went on rising steeply (d"ring *re thi,r'd qua,rter of the year,
the annual rate of increase in consumer prices was still close on 6'7o ), *d
balance of payrnents  problerns continued to c{luse concern. Hence, the
United States authorities saw no reason to envisage relaxing the restrictions.
The renewed efforts made by the Uni,ted Kingdom a,fter the dwalua-
tion of sterling in Novernber  1967 led, to an appreciable improvement in
the externsl balance of payments, though only after rather a long lapse
of time and also at the coet of a lower growth rate. The country's pledEes
to the International  Monetary Fund were thus honoured, and further
redenr,ption  of o<ternal  debts became possible.
10J. Discussions whicl had been going on for several years in the Inter-
national  Monetary Fund and the Grou,p of Ten culrninated, n L969, n
the establishment  of a system of spci,al dr"wing rights and in the re{orm
of certain IMF nrles and practices.  At the Fund's annud co'nference,  held
in Washington from 28 September to 3 October :J.969, it was decided to
create special  drawing rights during three years starting on 1 January 1970
to an runount of $g 500 million, of which $, 500 million were to be
allocated in the first year: In connecfion  with the creation of these rights
an important change  was made to the IMF Articles of Agreement: hence-
forward, c€'rtain decisions important for the f-unctioning of the intgrna-
tional monetary  system will be valid only if talcen by a majo,rity of at
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the Memrbet States of the Euro,pean  Communities will now be in a better
position to ass€rt their legitimate  interests whel such decisions are taken,
provided they agre on a common poaition beforehand. The amendment
to the Fund's rl:les brings out even more clea,lly dlan be{ore the irnportance
of Artide 116 of. the EEC Traty in" this field.
106. \Tithin the Crcmm,unity, all the mernber  countries have had to cope
with inflationary strain, though to yarying degrees. There have been
qp'preciable  divergences between the rates at which prices have risen, and
i"ternal prayments problerns have been posed in terms which differed
widely from one Member State to another' In particular,  while Fmnce's
flrffent account  showed a heavy dedicit, that of Germany showed a very
large surplus. Despite  the efforts of the Federal Governrnent to encourage
gr(pofts 
"f 
.npittt and thtrs to soften tlre impact on internal activities of
the $urplus on current ,lccount, the German econorny suJfered from over-
heating. This situation in the Conirnon Market led on several  occasions
to larie-sca,le speculative  movements  of capital. Measures to correct the
imbdances,coutd  not stave off pa,rity changes. When the French Govern-
ment, on 8 August 1969, announced its decision to devalue the franc by
Ll.LlTo, the foreign exchange  reserves of France had contracted sharply-
monthly losses had averaged $300 milli.cn during the first quarter of the
year-while the franc was consistently quoted at a rate below the official
one on foreigrr exchange  markets abroaA. The German Governrnent's
decision to revalrie the mark by.9.297o was made ort 27 Octcfi,q 1969,
after a brie{ period in which the Gqvernment,  having ternporarily dosed
the foreigrr exchange matket, had "authorized the Bundesbant, on a
proposal by the ,latter, to suspend provisionally  its action to support the
minimum  and maximum limits of tlre exchange rate of the mark.
The economic  si,tuatio,ns of France and Germany when the decisions
described were taken and the measures which accorn'panied  those decisions
were analysed in detail in the Commission's quarterly survey, The Economic
Situation in the Community, No 3/4, December  1969. The parity changes
have im'portant implications for the functioning o{ the Commo'n  Market
ard the implementation  of the economic union. On the one hand, the
changes *ill  hrh the Member States direcdy  concerned to redress the
imbalanm in their e@nomy and $rill thus contribute  tswards reducing
the distortions  which'wete  affecting  intra-Community  economic  relations'
But they have also shovrn hsw such changes  between tlre Member  States
can hamper the implernentatio,n  and lirnit the scope of the commo'n poli'
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the devaluation of the French franc and the revaluation  of the German
mark havti engendered fot the Comrilrnity  in the sphere of agric'ulture.l
107. The group of decisions referred to above has rendered less acute,
for the time being, the. difficulties which have been hindering the
functi,oning of the international monetary system. Ho,vrever, these
diJficulties  ari,se to a large extent from the f.ac.. tl:ult the qrternal converti-
bility of currencies and the progress made to,wards the libetalization  of.
capiul movements  lead to payments imbalances because economic policies
are imperfecdy harmonized,  rt at aJI. In order to reduce these imbalances
it  has sometimes been proposed  that t}re present system of rates of
exchairge  shorild be rendered more 4exible. A comprehensive  examination
of the problems connected with this will be undertaken within t}re frame'
work of the International Monetary Fund.
The matter is important  because the authorities find it very difficult,
in general  terms, to implement  the "adiustment p,rocess" in order to re
establish  the equilibrium-without impairing freedom of transactions----of
national econqmies  affected  by unequal imbalances or opposing imbalances.
These difficulties, which are encountered  even in the broadest inte'rnational
context, may become  especially serious in a group like the Community
which aims at economic union. For the increasing  sensitivity of each of
the economies composing it to changes in the resl of the ara, togetler
with the reductio,n in the number of economic  policy instrqments which
can be used independently  by each Member State, render the consequences
of adjustment especially serious in the economic and social sphere.
Howevet, a relaxation of tlre system of rates of exchange is out of the
question:  the development of the corrunon  policies and the consolidation
of the Community's  achiwements csfi for a systern in which fl'r.rctuations
in rates of exchange between the coirntries concerned would not be
increased  but reduced or even elirninated altogether. This means that the
moneta.ry  cohesion of the Member States can only be strengthened  through
doser co,ordination  of t}eir economic  policies.
108. Fuller moneta.ry cohesion is the object of the proposals in the
Memorandum  on tlre co-ordination of economic policies and monetary
co-operation within the Community which the Commission adressed to
the Council on 12 February  1969. In cqnformity with the policy which
it has def,ined and advocated for severa,l  year$ Past, the Commission  made
the foliowing principal recommendations:
1 Cf, Ch. IY,1: Tbe common agricalnral  palh1, and secs. 95-98 upra.(1)
(2)
(3)
(a)
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Conuergence ol tbe national nediam-term economic policy lines.
To achieve this, it would be necessary "to take concerted action ts
ddine the basic aims of the Member  States mncerning  the rates of
growth of produaion and employmept, the price trend, the current
balance of payments  and the over,all balance of payments;
Closer co-ordination ol short-term  economic policies in o,rder to
ensure that they are zufficiendy consistent at Community level to
prevent the various economies from departing from the modium-tetm
guidelines laid down. To this end, the Commission has asked for
reinforcement and more effective application of the consultation
procedures  specified by the Council Decisions  of 4 March 1960 and
8 May 1964 and intended to be used be{ore the final adoption of
economic  measures  envisaged by the Member  States;
Establisbnent of Conmanity macbinery for monetar!  co-operation,
in the context of the ,aims of medium- and short-term econornic
poilicy as joindy defined.  This machinery,  the object of which would
be to prwent imbalances from getting worse rather than to ope with
ctises omce they have taken place, would be composed of two parts:
Arrangements  lor sbort-tenz n onetdr! support,  consisting nainly in:
(i)  An undertaldng by each participating country to place funds
not exceeding a given ceiling at the disposal of the othet
countries;
(ii) Activation of the system  through a mere request by a prarticipat
ing cotrntry to its partners, the resulting indebtedness of
any participant  towards the ot'hers not to exceed a cetain
ceiling;
(iii) Co'nsultation within the appropriate Community bodies. The
object of co,nsultation-which should take place as soon as
possible altet a participating countf,y has used the system-
would be to "determine,  in the light of an examination of the
situation in the country aided, the measurc rendered  necessary
by that situation on the patt of both the country conmrned
and the other member  counmies. Failing an agfffilent o'n the
st€.Ir6 to be taken by the deficit country, this country rnay not
be indebted to the system for more than three months. If
agreement i,s reached, the short-term  aid could be renewed for
a fixed period, or med,ium-term  financial assistance could be
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(b)  The possibility ol medium-ternt financial  assistance.  Such assistanct
could be granted-on a recommendation from the Commission to
the Council and after consultation of the Monetary Committee-if
the examination procedure  set in motion when an appeal is made to
the short-term  monetary support machinery leads to the conclusion
that the situation in the country in question requires  a medium-term
lo"an. The conditions under which this medium-term assistance
would be granted would be determined according to the circum-
stances; account 'rou,ld be taken, for instance, of the possibilities of
mobilizing  medium-term assistance from more extensive  sources  than
the EEC. It would not be necessary to stipulate cei,lings for bor-
rowing, but it would be advisable  to establish ceilings for commit-
ments undertaken  as a contribution to this machinery; these
ceilings would be valid for a limited period and subject to revision.
In rits Memo,randum  the Commission emphasizes that the proposals
put forward take account of the fact that the Comm'trnity may be enlarged.
For "the concerting of the economic policies, consultation ptocedures,  and
machinery  for monetary co-operation  can constitute very usefttL'structures
d'accueil' and would, in any case, be err'en more necessary  to an enlarged
Community  than to a Community of six".
109. On the basis of the Memorandum of 12 February  1969, the Council
took certain decisions as early as 17 July regarding:
(i)  Strengthening the coordination  of medium-term  economic policiesl
the Council agreed to hold a debate on the aims of medium-term
economic p"li.y. To provide a basis for this debate, the ComnJssion
forwarded to tlre Council on 12 December t969 a Memorandum on
general aonomic guidelines for the period from 1971 to 197t, which
lists the problems  raised for the Community by the medium-term
dwelopment  proopects in the member  countries;
(ii)  Strengthening the cqordination of short-term conomic policies:  the
Council  adopted a decision  providing for preliminary consultations;l
(iii) Short+erm  monetary support:  the Council approved the idea of a
Comrnunity  system of short-term monetary support on the lines laid
down in the Commission's  Memorand'um,  and asked the Committee
of Governors of Central Banks in the European  Economic  Com'
t fl."".r  No.691227  ICFjE of 17 July 1969 on the co-ordination of short-term
economic  policies of ihe Member States; oficial garytte No. L 183 of 25 July 1969,
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munity to continue its consideraiion of how such a system should
work;
(iv) Medium-term financia,l assistance: the Council instrycted the
Monetary Comrnittee to report to it and to the Commission  on
implementing procdures for a system of assistance of this kind.
Tlte Monetary CommitteeL
110. The Monetary Committee held 17 meetings during theperiodcovered
by this Report, and the Committee of Alternates  also met a number of
times. In conformity with Article 105 of the Treaty, the Monetary Com-
mittee regularly examined the moneta,ry  and financial situations of the
Membet  countries and reported to the Council and Commission, notably
after the devaluation of the French franc in August and the revaluation
of the rnark in Ocober. Furthermore, it examined  the Commission's
M&rotandum  to the Council of 12 February 1969 on the co.ordination
of oconornic  policies and monetary  co.operation  within the Community and
submitted its findings in an Opinion on 10 May L969. In addition, in
accordance with instructions given by the Council at its meeting of 17 July
1969, the Monetary  Committee  ernbarked  upon an investigation  of ways
and means of applying a medium-term  financial aid system. Finally, as
regards international monetary relations, the C,ommittee hdd regular
discussions  in order to harmonize  the attitudes of the member  countries in
international bodies. The Vorking Party on seourities markets set up by
the Monetary Committee drew up a r€port on the policies of the Member
States with regard to their fixed-income  security  markets from 1966 to
L969, and, will submit this report ro the Committee  in the very near
future.
CAPITAL MOVEMENTS
I11. Freedom of movement  of capital is one'of the basic objectives of the
Tteaty of Rome, and its effective mobdlity, under harmonious conditions,
is one of the prerequisites  for establishment of an economic  union.
r The gencral activities  of the Monetary Committee will be described  in its 12th
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Nevertlreless, as the ffansitional  period draws to a doce, it  must be
admitted again that no progress has been made towards this for serreral
years; in fact, the situation has deteriorated at some points.
Continuirr,g its efforts to promote the interpenetration of capital mar-
kets in the mEmber countries, the commission  submitted to the council
in March 1,969 a Memomndum entided "The case for meas'ures  concerning
capitol. Procedures to be adopted". In this Memorandum the Commis.
sion indicated various measures,  some of which had already been proposed
to the C,ounciJ., while others,could  be put before it fairly quickly as soon
as main guidelines had been laid down.
The suggestions include certain measures for liberalizing capitaJ
movenrents and for reducing discrimination,  and measures for harmonizing
the organization  of the national capital markets  and tax arrangements liable
to influence capitd. movements. Adoption of the proposed third directive,
submitted  in its original form n  1964 and in revised form in 1967, is
once again pressed for. The Council , having discu,ssed this matter again,
asked the Monetary  Committee, on 17 J'uly !969, to give an opinion on
the Commission's  proposals.
Doring 1969 the Commission  endeavoured to push ahead with
certain technical activities, in collaboration with the experrs of the Member
States. For instance, the S7orking Party on ,seruri,ties markets, set up by
the Monetary Comrnittee, has analysed the development in recenr years
of the bond markets in the EEC and the pa,rt which the public authorities
haie played on these markets by using the various instruments of economic
policy.
Furthermore,  the Group of Experts on Information  concerning
Securities, set up in order to improve affangements governing  the flow
of information to the pubJ:ic on socurities and the conditions of transactions
in them, has begun to work out a model prospeccus  for the admission o{
sesurities  to quotation. The Group o,f Experts is at present engaged in
e>ramining  rthe questiron of legal control of the modol prospeotus in tfie
Member States.
Finally, at the beginning of 1969 the Commission  fonwarded to the
Counail phe ,report d,rawn up by the group of experts on capital movements
stauistics. This report should enable the comrnittees of the council to
resume examination of the proposed directive concerning communication
to the Commission  of statistics  on movements  of .capital from and to non-
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BUDGET POLICY
L12. The Budgot Policy Committee st€pd up its work, in dose co
o,peration wi*r the Commi:ssion's departments, keeping in view the fact
that budget policy will become a more and more important instrument of
oorro*i.-pofi.y owing to the constant  increase in collective needs and the
decline mlhe role of the ottrsr instruments with the advance of economic
integration. As in the pnceding yea,rs, in July 1969 the committee
stLldled tl]e main lines of the Mernber States' bud,get policies for the
following year. In the autumn it carried out a detailed examination of
the dmfi b.udgets for 1970 and rendered  opinions on them to the C.ouncil
and the commission. The c.ommission  proposed,  in i,ts Memorandum to
the counsil of tz February 1969, that the Ministers of Finance should
hold an annual meeting to comporr€ the main lines of their draft b"dg.tt
for the coming year, in orrder to enable the Governments to take ftilJ.er
account of the policies of the other Mem'ber States in working out the
budgets. The Budget Policy Comrnittee rendered a favourable opinion on
this proposal.
The rnernbers of the Committee also agreed to keep each othet
informed, within the Committee, on the measures of budget policy taken
in ther respoctive countries. From April onwards they held a general
discussion of the main budgetary  problems at each of their meetings.  The
Commissi,cn's departments  are responsible for the technical  Preparation of
these discussions, which are to include consideration  of the general objeot
of. orty measures  envisaged by individual  Member States. In accordance
with the Council Decision of f Z July 1969 tohold preliminary  consultations
on irnpontant decisions of steps by a Member  State regarding sho'rt-term
economic poliry and overall budget policy, the Budget Policy Committee
will organize such consultations  when substantial  changes of budget policy
ut  *rrt.otplated during the financial  year, in order to facilitate and
strengthen  coordination at Community  level.
on the basis of the report on the improvernent of the c-omnrrrnity's
budget procedures  which the Commi'ttee drew up for the Ministers of
Finarrce and Econonr,ic Affair's, the Council decided at its meeting of t ail
4 Ma,rch 1969 ta ask the Com,mission to examine the financial repercus.
sions of all proposals  concerning t-he common agricu"l,tural  policy and to
quantfy them, if possible, for a period of several years. The C,ommittee
carried out a detailed study of the possibility of making  Com nunity
budget  projections  covering several years. In conformity with the resolution
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analysed the budgets for the yar L969 and took the opportunity df
extending  the discr:rssions ,to rhe trend during the period L965-L969, so
as to obtain a better general view of the structure of the budgets.
A Vorking Party on Public Finance Projections was set up in March
t969. trt is concerned with work to be carried out on public finance as
par,t of the prepamtion of the third medium-term  economic policy pro,
grzunme,  and will also take st€ps to ensure that the public finance  projec.
tions to be used as a guide for financial policy are properly  related to the
overall projections  of the programme. The experts adopted the work
schedule proposed  by the Commission's  departments, under which outline
financial p'rojections for the years 1970 tD L975 should be established
before the end of the year.
The Comrnittee also continued its examination of the basic problems
of public finance policy. On the basis of working documents draum up
by the Commission's de'partments it began a thorough exploratio,n of the
questions a,risrng in connection with the introduction of methods of
rationalizing  b"dea poliry decisions in the public administrations.
The Conrnittee likewise considered how budget policy could be used
as an instrument of short-term economic policy. In this context the Com-
missi,on's  departments  submitted to it a study requested  durinig discussion
of the Opinion on the flexibility of central government expenditure.l
The Committee  also bogan di,scussion  of a report by experts on a
short-term indicator to gau,ge the impact of public revenue and expenditure
on the economic situation. It is intended to make use of this method of
""lo.rl"tiog 
effects on d,omestic dem,and duri,ng the periodic examinarisns
of dra,ft budgets.
1L3. On the basis of a common economic and functional breakdown  of
the national  budgets, the lVorking Party for Compariso,n of the Budgets
of Mernber  States carried out an ana,lysis of the development of public
finances during the ten yea,rs from 1,957 to 1966, extended, where
possible, to L967. This detailed  reporr on the revenue and expenditure
of all public administrations<entnal  goverrunent,  local authorities and
social security-follows on a study which appeared in 1964. Through  the
information it provides on the varying structu,res of public finance in the
Member States, it makes an important contribution to the co-ordination of
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the nationd economic policies and especially to fullet and more rapid
co-ordination of budget  policy.t
At the request of the Medium-term Economic  Policy Committee,
the l7orking Party also rnade a study of the burdens of public aid to
enterprises and its distribution among industdes. The results of this
study were embodied in a report covering the period from 1965 to 1968'
I The report on the development of public finance in the Member States of the
Europe'an  Communities  fuom 7957 t6 79e6 will be published in the four official
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4. Medium.term economic  policy
IMPLEMENTATION  OF TI{E FIRST  MEDIUM-TERM
ECONOMIC POLICY  PROGRAMME
1.14. In accordance with the Council Decision of t5 April L964, the
Medium-term  Economic  Policy Committee  began at its meeting on
29 Febraary  1968 to examine the way in which the first programme  had
been implemented by the Member States and the Community  institutions.
This first review was devoted mainly to t}e economic potcy measures
adopted in the field covered by the first programme.
Each delegation (member countries and Commission) prepared a
memorandum  on the relevant econoriric policy measures adopted  or
envisaged  since the first programme  was established. The Committee
then examined each national memorandum in order to ascertain how the
guidelines of the programme had been applied in the member counrries
ald to discover what problems were crucial for the medium-term develop
ment of tlee C,ommunity economy.
In this procedure, a particularly  important  place was reserved for
examining the Commission  memorandum  describing the action undertaken
by the Community institutions in the matters covered by the first
pfogramme.  The memorandum  dealt mainly with the structural problems
indicated in Chapters III  to VI of the firsr programme, with particular
reference  to the following subjects:
(a) Elimination of legal and fisoal obstacles;
(b)  Competitio,n poli"y *d  structures of the various industries;
(c)  Scientific  and technical research poli.y;
(d) Policy on employment and vocational  tr,aining;
(e) Regional  aspects of Community action.
When discussing  the memorandum, the Committee smessed partic.
uJa,rly the need to establish  certain pdorities within the wotk to be done
at Community lwel; it al,so urged that a thorough but more selective
examination be made of the major problems which had already  been met
and which woutrd have to be solved if an economic union were to be
created arnong the Six. Three main themes were chosen fur the future
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(i)  The sco,pe, direction, fticacy and di,sadvantages  of m€asures of aid
for the regions or individual  industries;
(ii) The lack of multi-national  concentrations  of enterprises  and mea6ures
to remedy it (encouragement  of direct investment between Com'
munity countries);
(iii) The lack of coherence in aid to individual industries at national ot
Community  level and the need to work out ceordinated guidelines.
PREPARATION  OF THE THIRD PROGRAMME
Tbe Connission's  Menorandun on medium-term guidelines
115. ln the preparation of the thi-rd programme,  particula,r  attention  rnust
be paid to the need to prevent the recurrence during the coming years
of divergences between national trends such as those which affected the
dwelopment of the C.ommunity  in 1968 and' 1969.
The probloms posd by such situations cannot be solved by merely
juxtaposing  adtonomous national policies. In fact, the increased  inter'
dependence  of the member countries no longer permits them to plan ttrrcir
economic policies without reference to the phenomenon represented by
the Community. Moreover,  incompatibility of policies and strategies
could jeopardize the economic integration alraAy achieved.
It is consequendy nwessary to ensure that, in the medium term,
overall ,trends in the member countries  shall converge.
This is the theme of the Memorandum the Commission  recendy sub
mitted to the Council on medium-term  guidelines for economic F'olicy.
The Memorandum, which puts into practical form the medium4€rm
proposals submitted ot  L2 February  L969 to the Council on the co
ordination of economic policies and monetary ceopefation,  contains
certain guidelines  with figures for the overall trend in the member coun-
tries which, after elaboration, would be used as indicative standards for
the third prograflrme.
The Memorandum, and the debate which the Council has decided
to hold during January on the basis of the proposals which it contains,
will provide the political introduction to the third programme, on which
pre"paratory work is in active progress.MEDIUM.TERM  ECONOMIC POLICY I39
Median-tern uonon ic proj utions
116. Tl:te Study Group on Medium-term  Forecasts appointed by the Com-
mission to establish  the quantitative  bases for preparing the Community's
meilium-tem  economic programmes  continued its work on projections for
the period L971-L975. This was in accordance with its plan of work,
which provided for the establishment  in successive stages of medium-term
projection for the third medium-term  economic policy programme. The
events of 1968 and 1969 in certain countries led, however, to delays in
the work on ptojections  being done in those countries and consequendy
in the Study Group's timetable of work.
In the first phase of projection work, the Study Group produced
alternative overall figures in an endeavour to pinpoint the area withirr
which the Member States, working on a largely nationd basis, are
endeavouring to attain the main objectives found in their g,uidelines.
\7hen in autumn 1968 there overal,l figures were submitted to the
Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, attention was drawn to the
dangers which in the medium term could result from incompatibility
between the general trends, and more particularrly price tends, in t}re
various countries. The confrontation  of these provisional  figures gave rise
in the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee  to a discussion of the
need to ceordinate the basic medium-term guidelines. For each country,
specific limits for medium-term price developments  were agreed., in order
to ensure a cohetent development within the C,ommunity.
On the basis of this preparatory work done in the Study Group and
by the authorities of the various countries, work began in summer L969
on medium,term  projections  at constant prices and at crurent prices {or
the period 197I-1975,  covering not only the origin and utilization  of the
national product but also the income stream, the redistribution of income's
and the national  accounts. The establishment  of these projections in the
context of a uni{orm national accounting  scheme for atll member countries
was hampered and delayed by developments  in the conomic field and by
the revision of national  accounting systems. The first results of this
technical  rvork did however constitute the basis for the quantitative  deter.
mination,  proposed for the first time by the Comrnission,  of medium-term
guidelines for aggregate economic growtl, for employment  and for the
general trend of prices in the various member countdes, as well as of their
external  balance,
The medium-term projections  established  for the member countries
in 1969.to cover the period 1971-1975  do not for the momenr take anyX40  GBNERAL EcoNoMIc PoLICY
policy options into account; they result from calculations based as a rule
on the assumptio{r that 
- 
the economic  and political situation and th€
behaviour of technical factors will continue  unchanged' In the coming
months, the projection  work of the Study Group wi,ll be revised to take
into account further statistical  data and changes in economic  poliry, the
initial economic  situation and information that is now available on basic
lines of dwelopment in the various member countries.
During 1969, the Study Group also analysed the results of the
projections covering the possibi,lities of developments in overall trade
b.t .*  the EEC and other parts of the wodd. This work vras essentiaJ
because of:
(a) The need for the member countries to adopt colnmon or consistent
assumptions on developments in the volume of world trade and
external trade with non-member  countries, and
(b)  The groving importance  of the EEC as a partner in wodd trade'and
the repercuss,ions which the Community's  measures of economic
policy and its dwelopment are having on the rest of the world.
The relative importance of the broad subjects selected in the thfud
medium-term economic policy programme  and the angle from which they
will be meated will depend both on the results of more detailed work still
being done in the Committee  itself, in its working parties and in the
Commission's  departments. The Commisaion  will shontly adopt the
detailed p'lan of the preliminary  dralt for submission  to the Commission
in the second half of 1920.
Actiaities of tbe Connittels  workingparties
117. Dwng 1969 the efforts of the working  p,arties were progressively
concentrated  on the seatch for conclusions  which could be used by the
Committee for preparation of the preliminary  dralt third programme.
The \Working Party on Incomes Policy concentrated  its activities  on
the following rnuit.rt'
(a) In accordance with the additional instructions received from tlre
Medium-term  Economic Policy Committee on 14 February 1969, rt
studied the main problems which the development of social security
. has raised for medium-tem economic policy, principally  in connection
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(b)  It completed  and subrnitted to the Medium-term Economic P"li.y
Comrnirttee a report on "Incomes policy in the EEC-the  situation
in September 1968"; the Committee  has passed this report to the
Council and the Commission;
(c )  It studied the problems  raised by collaboration  between the State
and the two sides of industry over the elaboration and implementa-
tion of an incomes policy.
In addition, the lVorking Party began to discuss the problems of a
non-wage prirnary incomes policy (including p,rice p"li.y).
In August 1,969, the lVorking Party on External Trade Poliry
received extended instructions from the Committee to make a general
study of a,ll the problems posed by the external economic  relations of the
Member States and of the Community, and to work out medium-term
economic guidelines for external trade. The \Working Party's studies led
to the drafting of "first common commercial  policy conclusions"  and
"external  economic guidelines for the agricultural sphere", which were
submitted to the Committee. These two texts, together with the interim
report of the October 1968 working party, will serve as a basis for
drafting the corresporfding  chapters of the third programme.
The Working Party on Poliry for the Structures of Individual
Industriee  was asked for its o'pinion on a numbor of matters vdth whicb
the Committee was dealing, in particular  the EEC textile industry  and the
possibilities  of co-ordinating  public contracts.
Follo,wing the Council meeting of 10 December 1968, at which it
was decided to irnplement by 1 July 1969 t}e Resotrution of 31 October
1967, the Working Group o,n Scientific and Technical  Research Policy
resumed its work. First of all the Group made a report requested by the
Council on the possibilities  and desirability of scientific and technical co-
operation  between  the Community  countries in seven sectors: information,
science,  telecommunications,  new means of transport,  oceanography,
metallurgy, nuisances  and meteorology. The report was completed  on
9 April L969, after which it was examined  and app,roved by the Medium.
term Economic Policy Committee ,rnd passed to tJre Commission  and
Courrcil. This first report 'il/as supplemented  by a second document dated
9 J"ly 1969, which dealt with the procedures  for implementing  the co-
operative actions proposed in the initial r€port. I,n conjunction  vdth this
work, the Working Group on Scientific  and Technical Research Policy,
during the first half of 1969, started on other tasks set by the Council and
proceeded with them in the second half of tlre year; the work concerned742  GENERAL ECONOMIC  POLICY
confrontation  of the scientilic  and technical plans and progflunmes of the
member countries, scientific and technical documentation and information,
the training of research workers and the exchange of scientists.  This
prcgramme requires the establishment of 27 sper:ialnrd' working Parties
during 1969. The results of work done by the Wo,rking Gto*p on Scien-
tific and Technical  Research Policy were examined by the Council on
30 June 1969 and 28 October 1969. At the second of the Council
meetings it was decided that the proposals for co-operation  &afted by the
Group were to be addressed to nine non-member countries: Britain, Ireland,
Norway, Denmark,  Sweden,  Switzerland, Ausffia, Spain and Portugal.
OTHER BASIC DOCUMENTS
Studl on tbe Connunitl's  competitiae  abilitl
118. Af.tet ten yeats of the commoo market, and with the customs union
nearing completion, the Commission decided in May 1968 that a survey
shou,ld be made of the situation  reached by the Community  economy,  and
invited M. Pierre Uri, M. F. Bobba, M. J.\7. de Pous and M' S7. Langer
to make a detailed study of its ability to compete with its principal.  tivals
on the wodd market. This group of eq)erts submitted an interim report
to the Commission  on 12 January  1969.
Throughout 1969 the group, working under the chairmanship  of
M. Pierre Uri, held a number of meetings with the Commission's  depart-
ments to complete the documentation needed for the various parts of the
study and to discuss the subjects which appeared decisive from the point
of view of the Community's  competitivity. Among these subjects  were:
(a) The structues of production and external trade;
(b)  The disparities between sectors, regions and enterprises;
(c) The relation between wages and salaries, size, and the profitabiJity
of enterPrises;
(d )  The availability of mw materials and energy, and of infrastructure;
(e) Reserves of capital, its concentration in the various countries,  the
qe of plant and machinery, etc.;
(f )  The procedures and effects of public intervention in the structure
of the economy (agricultural poli.y, industrial p"li.y);MEDIUM-TBRM  ECONOMIC POLICY  143
(g) The relationshi,p  of prices and costs in the Community and in non-
member  countries.
The finished  study by M. Uri will be submitted  ro the Commisaion
at the beginning  of. 1970.
Tbe studl on inaestment  b1 non-member cosntries  in tlte EEC
119. Vhen the Commission  was examining certain inlringements of Com-
munity rules on freedom of establishment and freedom of direct invest-
ment, it noted the close linlcs which existed between the problems raised
by direct intra-Community  investment and by direct investment from non-
member countries; consequently it decided on 5 November  1968 to
relaunch the drive to coordinate national policies concerning investment
and the movement of capita,l from non-member countries. As a start,
steps were taken to collect the information needed for discusaions  on
investment  in the EEC from United States sources. Four independent
expefts were asked to co,ntribute information and analyses  concerning:
(a) Causes of the recent expansion  of investment by non-member  coun-
tries in Europe;
(b) Consequences  and proba,ble future trend of these investments, from
the point of view of integration of the Six;
(c) Operational  strategy of Americans investing abroad.
In add"ition, the Commission's departments collected such inforrna-
tion as was available  on:
( i )  Statistical evaluation of the scde of the phenomeno,n  and the impact
on the Community economy of investment by Americans;
(ii)  Ways and means by which direct investment by non-member  coun-
tries in the Community  is financed.
A summary is being preEared on the basis of these various contribu-
tions. It will attempt to show the nature of the general problem
co'nfronting the Community and to indicate possible  ways of co-ordinated
and effective action in the matter (,procedures of ceordination  and
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5. The EuroPean  Investment Bank
120. The activities of the Bank for the financial year L969 witl be
described in detail in its annual report.
In accordance  with the provisions of the Trcaty of Rome, and the
association agteements  or  conventions, the Bank's opetation's have
concerned projects within the Community  and in the Associated  States.
Between L January and 1 November  1969, the Bank signed 32 loan
contracts  for a total of. 266.2 million units of account.l It also arranged
with a cedit institution in Sardinia a grouped loan totalling J.6 million u.a.
for sub-lending  to small and medium-sized  enterprises.
The loan total breaks down into 222 mlTlion u.a. in 24 ordtnary
loans and 44.2 milion u.a. in 8 loans under the Special  Section for ptojects
in Turkey and the AASM; the Special Section  enables the Bank to grant
loans on favourable  terms on the instructions of either the Community
or the Member States, at their sole risk and with funds supplied by them.
Between its foundation and L November 1969, the Bank signed
249loan  contracts totalling 1 383.4 million u.a., of which ordinary  opera'
ti,.cns representd  1,204.2 million spread over 208 lcans, while the special
Section accountd for 184.2 million in 41 loans. The Bank also signed
two contracts for grouped  loans totalling 13.6 million u.a.
121. Duing the first ten months of 1969, LL loans were concluded for a
total of 116 miilion u.a. for projects in Italy, 5 for 72.7 millions for
projects in France, )  for 10.6 million for projects in Germany, 1 for
10 millions for a project in the Netherlands, 1 for 1 million for a project
in Cameroon,  L for 9.1 million for a project in Ivory Coast, 1 for 0.5 mil-
lion for a proiect in Gabon and 1 {or a little over 2 million u.a. fot a
project in New Caledonia.
Under the special Section, 4 loans in Turkey, including a grouped
loan to be broken down among small and medium-sized  ente{prises,  were
concluded  for a total, of. 31.4 million  u.a.
In addition, 4 loans on special terms totalling 12.8 million u.d..:
drawn from EDF funds but administered by the Bank-were  co,ncluded
for investments  in Cameroon,  Ivorv Coast and Mauritania.
1 The amounts  given here take into account the changes in the parity of the French
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As regards the ordinary loan conmacts  signed by the Bank during
the ffust 10 months of. 1969, L6, for 81.5 million u.a., concern  indusuial
investment  and 8, for 140.5 million u.a., will help to finance economic
infrastructure.
L22. The Bank continued  its traditional  work of helping less-dwelo,ped
regions in the Community countries, paticularly in the South of Italy and
the Italian islands (9 loans for 87 million u.a. ).  In addition, it provided
aid in the Trentino-Alto Adige region in the North of.ItaLy,  where dwelop-
ment problems are arising and where it financed a project for a total of
25 million u.a. In France aid was provided in the peripheral regions: in
the !flest (1 loan f.or I7.4 million u.a.), in the Southwest  (1 loan for
14.4 million u.a.), in the Soutleast (2 loans f.or 33.7 million u.a.) and
the East (1loan for7.2 million u.a.). In the Trier disrict of Germany
(Rhineland-Palatinate), which is part of one of the country's main
development areas (Bundesausbaugebiete),  a loan for 2.45 millrcn u.a.
was accorded. The Bank also granted two loans (8.2 million u.a.) for
projects in I-ower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein. Finally, in the Nether-
trands, aid was provided  in the Delfzijl area of Groningen province, which
is ohe of the regions  scheduled as pdmary development  centres (financing
of a project for 10 million u.a.).
Under Article 130(b), the Bank granted a loan of 4 million u.a. for
repairs to an industria,l plant damaged by the floods which ravaged  the
Northeast  of Piedmont in November 1968.
\)fith regard to resources, at 1 November t969 the Bank had floated
T loans totalling 112.4 million u.a.; six of these were denominated  in
Gerrnan  marks and one in US dollars.
Loans floated by the Bank and still outstanding at Jl Octobet 1969,
plus the relevant redemption prerniums, are shown in the balance-sheet  at
842.8 million u.a.Ilb ( t'r"'
C}IAPTER IV
TOTTARDS  ECONOMIC UNION
L. Common agricultural policy
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
123. The year under rerriew was a particularly distu$ed period for the
common agricultural policy. Four main issues dominated the agricultural
scene as the common market's transitional  period drew to a close:
(a) monetary problems and their incidence on the single agricultural
market;
(b) discussion o{ the Mernorandum on the Reform of Agriculture in the
European  Economic C,ommunity  ;
(c) mounting surpluses of the main farm products;
(d) definitive arrangements fror financing the common  agricultural  policy.
At the same time, preparations for the opening of negotiations with
the States which have applied for membership of the Common  Market
and discussions on the introducrion of common nrles for tcrbacco,  wine,
and fr,uit and vegetables assumed considera,ble  importance.
The main factor affecting price policy was a further increase in
stocks. By the end of 1969, butter srocks were estimated at 320 000 tons
and stocks of skim milk powder at 350 000 tons. At the beginning of
the t969/70 marketing year wheat surpluses stood at 8 million tons and
sugar surpluses at 2 million tons.148  To'{TARDS EcoNoMIC UNIoN
FARM PRICE POLICY
124. Tlrc inclusion of price poliry among the declared aime of the
Memorandum  on tlre Reform of Agriculture, changes in the monetary field
and the pressure that market disequilibrium  puts on certain products  added
to the complexity  and emphasized the political  aspect of the annual farm
price rwiew. As a result, the normal timetable  could not be adhered to,
and this in turn helped to aggravate the situation on a numbef of important
agricultural  markets.
125. At its March 1969 session, the Europe,an Parliament rendered an
Opinion on the price proposals for 1969/70 which had been submitted by
the Commission to the Council in December 1968. Although it  agreed
with the general tenor of tfiese proposals, the Parliament could not approve
the measures suggested for implementing  some of the Commission's
proposals. With particulat  reference to the ratio between the intervention
prices for butter and skim milk powder, it did not agree with the propo'sed
measures for reducing butter production  and butter stoclis'
At its April 1969 meeting, the Council {ixed grain, rice, sugar and
oilseed prices for the 1,969/70 marketing year (see Table 17). Decisions
on milk products and beef and veal were held over for the Council's
June rneeting.
126. The Commission presented its price ptoposals for 1970/7L to the
Council in June 1969. In doing so it was guided by the main lines of its
Memorandum  on the Reform of Agriculture and by the decisions taken by
the Council when fixing prices for 1969/70.
Pending examination  of the problem of structural reform by the
Council, the Commission based its proposals on the price policy criteria
set out in the Memorandum.  These l,ink any price increase to the supply
situation or to the demand trend for the ptoduct in question.  Some
changes or adjustments wefe made partly for purely technical reasons
associated wi-th the special characteristics of the matket concerned and
partly because a change in the price ratios might improve the balance
befween supply and demand, tlus reducing the cost of matket suPport.
As can be seen in Table 17, which compares  the proposed prices
with the 1,969/70 prices, prices for a nun'1ber of products-dunrm wheat,
ol,ive oil, oilsmds, zugar-beet  and pigrneat-have  been left unchanged. The
Commission felt, however, that current prices for other grains and forCOMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY I49
beef and veal called for some ooffection. The proposals for the milk
sector make allowance for the special situation on thi,s market, where
action on the price ftont alone is incapable of producing  a fnel solution
to the problem of surpluses. The Council had a preliminary  discussion of
the 1970/71  pro,posals  on 30 June.
TABLE  17
Proposed  pdces for the 7970171 marketing yeat
(u,a.ltm)
Type of prlce
Prices
flxed
for
1969/?0
Pmposed
priceB
for
LS70l7tr
Durum wheat
Common wheat
BarJ.ey
Rye
Muze
Olive oil
Oilseeds
Target price
Basic intervention price
Minimum price (iholesale)  guaran-
teed to ptoducer
Target price
Basic intervention  price
Target price
Basic intervention  price
Tarset  orice
Basic iniervention  price
Target price
Production  target price
Market target price
Intervention price
Tarqet price
Basi"c iniervention orice
Minimum beet price
Price for "half-lean" beet
Target price for white sugar
Intervenuon  ptlce tor wnrte sugar
125.00
117.50
145.00
t06.25
98.75
95.44
88.48
97.40
91.00
95.94
| 152.50
720.t0
648.50
202.50
196.50
17.00
10.00
223.50
212.30
125.00
tt7.50
145.00
t07.25
97.75
96.50
88.50
98.50
90.00
97.50
1 752.50
720.10
648.50
202.50
196.50
17.00
10.00
228.50
219.401s0
Type of price
Price
flxed
for
1969/70
103.00
1 735.00
412.50
1248.00
1 488.00
182.50
15.00
Proposed
prices
for
1S70l7r'
103.00
110.00
772.50
428.00
668.00
812.00
382.50
42.50
Target price for milk
Intervention  price for :
butter
skim milk powder
cheese : Grana padano
30 days
6 months
Patmigiano-Reggiano
Direct aid for skim milk  :
powder
liquid
Beef and veal Guide ptice for mature cattle (live
weight)
Guide price for calves (live weight)
680.00
915.00
772.50
915.00
Basic price (slaughtered  pigs)
I Proposed  in June  1969 (Document  COM (69) 551),
In a resolution dated , JuIy embodying  its Opinion on the 1970/7I
price proposals, the European Parliament  that the Commission
had given a new direction to price policy and that this was now closer
to the Parliament's  own views tlan earlier proposals had been. The
resolution points out, however, that the proposals do not take sufficient
account of the need to improve f,arm incomes  or of the trend of production
costs. This basic concern uras also evident in the Opinion rendered by the
Economic and Social Committee's section for agriculture  on 6 September.
Meanwhile, on 30 June, 17 July and again on 20 J'uly, the C,ouncil
decided to extend the marketing year for beef and veal and for milk and
milk products to 27 July, then to 3 August and 2 Novem,ber.
On 28 Octobor the Courrcil f,ixed olive oil and pigmeat prices for
1,970/71 at the level which the Commission  had proposed applying from
1 November 1969, At the same time it approved a final extension to
8 December L969 oL the 1968/69 marketing ye.rlr fot beef and veal and
milk products and conseguently  the continued appl,ication of existing prices.COMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY  151
MONETARY PROBLEMS AND THE COMMON
AGRICULTURAL POLICY
127. The parities of two Community currencies were changed during 1969,
which meant that steps had to be taken to counterart  tlre repercussions of
such actions on agricultura,l  markets.  Generally speaking, t}re main effect
of. a yatity change is an automatic adjustment  of farm prices rin the country
making the change. r0fherc a q:rrency is dwalued, farm prices are
increased by a percentage  comeqponding  to the rate of tfie devaluation;
where a currency is rwalued,  there is a corresponding  reduction.
There are Community procedures for dealing with cases of this kind
(Regulation No. 129 and Regulations (EEC) Nos. 653/68 andllS4/68):
follouring recei,pt of official notification that a Mernber State has changed
the panty of its currency, tJre Commission  suspends the value of the unit
of account; the Monetary C.ommittee meets immodiately to r€rdff an
Opinion; the Council, on a proposal from the C.omrnission,  dedd€s within
three days whether to change the value of the unit of accounr, to alter
certain prices or to take any other appropriate  action. This procedure
was followed for each of the parity changes which mcurred in 196,9.
L28. ln the case of Ftance, a regulatio,n unanimously  adopted by the
C.ouncil on 11 August pursuant to Article 103 of th€ EEC Ttaty maAe
the following arrangements:
( 1) In France, tlre intervention prices, buying-in prices and di,rect aid to
producers, which ate fixed by the Community in units of account,
would be 11 .lI7o ( the rate of devduation ) below those in the other
five Mernber States-<:pressed  in units of account. In other words,
the prices and amounts applicable in France wou,ld be maintained
at the pre-devaluatio,n  level--express€d in French frarrcs-during
1969/70. France was, howwer, autlrorrized to introduce price
increases for certain products; this was done for milk and for beef
and veal.
(2) Before the end of the 1969/70  'marketing year, the Council is to
decide by unanimous vote on poced,ures for adjusting French pdaes
and amo.unts for the various p'oducts. This adjustment must in any
event be completed  by the beginning  af. 7971/72 at the latest.
( I )  France was ruthorized to levy a compensatory amount on exports
to non-member  countries and to other C,ommunity countries of
farm commodities and processed pnrdrrcts which are the subjct ofL52  ToVARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
sp€cial provisions under Aticle 235 of. the Treaty. It was to grant
similar subsidies on inrports. The level of these compensatory
"  amounts and subsidies  was to reflect the incidence of the special
prices and af,nounts fixed for France.
(4 )  The Commission  was to report to the Council on the implementation
of these m€asrres ,before 1 December 1969. At the same time the
Commission  could, if lr€cessary, suggest alternative solutions which
might be considered.  These would be 'based notably on Article 43
of the Treaty, and the C,o,uncil wou,ld decide on them (by qualified
majority) before 1 January 1970, after consulting the European
Parliament.
(5 )  The compensatory  amounts ,and subsidies ap,plied by France would
not b€ an integral part of Comrnunity  financing.
(6) Implementing provisions by product, whicJr might include further
departures from existing market regulations,  were to be adopted
by the Comrnission using the Management Committee procedure.
Until such time as tlrese provisions were adopted,  the unit of account
was still to be suspendad  in France. The suspension period fror the
other Member  States ended at the close of the Council meeting of
12 August.
This machinery made it posslble to avoid jeopardizing, in the com.
mon interest,  the effects of dejvaluation  hoped for by the French Govern-
ment and to prevent unfortunate  rq>ercussions on agriculture in t}e other
Member  States.
129. As regards the Federal Republic of Gernany, the Communiry
institutions  intervened on two occasions.  The first was when the German
Governrnent decided (on 29 Septenaber)  to suspend Bundesbank inter-
ventio,n on the foreig! e<change  market, and the second was fqur weeks
later (on 24 October) when the new parity for the mark was fixed.
Vhile the exchange rate was floating, causing the DM to rise
against other currencies, the German Gqvernment introduced safeguard
measures for specified farm products; these took the form of counter-
vailing chargw levied at the frontier. At the ,same time the G'overnment
asked the Commission to authorize these countervailing charges under
Article 226 at the EEC Trcaty. On 1 October, however, rhe Commission
decidd to authorize  the Gernran Government to suspend irnports of a
range of products fr,om both mernber  and non-member  oountries, tho.by
excluding  recourse to other measures c<nstituting an exception to Com-COMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY I53
munity rules. The German Govemment  irnmediatoly filed an appeal with
the Court of Ju,stice, seelcing 'an injnnction ,against the Commissio,n's
desision. At a sitting on 5 October the Court rejected this appeal but did
not exclude the posslbility  that Germany  should explore other avenues
open to it under Community  law.
In adopting its decision of 1 October the Commission 'asked for a
qpeciat meeting of the Counci,l to discuss the genelal issues raised by the
inaoduction of a floating exchange  rate for tlre mark and the specific
problerns this presented for the agricultural  market. The Council rnet in
Luxembourg on 6 October and drew certain conclusions regarding  t}e new
situation and its consequenaes for the Community. In view of the Couacil's
attitude, tfie Commissi,on decided on 8 October to .rescind its decision  of
1 October  and to aulhat'rzr- Germany:'r
(a) to levy on imports of certain farm produc* 6or which an intervention
price ot buying-in  price is paid in Germany a countervailing  charge
not e><ceed:ing 5Vo of the said intervention or buying-in'price;
(b) to fix, in the case of eroaessed products, a countervailing charge
equal to the incidence on the price of the pmcessed prod,uct$  of the
application of the 5Vo mte to the price of th.e basic product;
(c) to refrain from fixing any countervailing charge fo'r products  for which
it would be insignificant;
(d) to grant se€ciat su,bsidies on e:rports of the prod,ucts in question to
non-merdhr c<runtries  in exceptircnal cases.
If the disparity  berween the official parity of the mark and the
average DM/$ orchange ratos for a wetk was less than 4%o or rnore
than 67o, tle Comrnissi,on  had power to change the 57o rute.
A later Commission decision  increased these frontier charges to 67o
when it rvas found that tlre free rate for the DM was morc ,than 6Vo
above the old parity.
130. The German Government',s  decision of 24 October fixing the new
par.ity of the mark set in motion a second Community  procedure. The
Council met in Luxembourg  on 27 October and. examined the Opiiion
rendered by the Monetary Committee on 24/25 October. It then adopted
a series of measures,  later confirmed  at its meeting on 10/11 November,
' C"-"rt. '".. Decision of 8 October 1969 authorizing  Germany to adopt safeguard
measures  in the agricultural  sector. O1fichl gaqette,No. L 253, 9 October  1969.t54  To\rARDs  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
and at the same time ,asked the European Padiamerrt for its opini,on in
accordance with Artide 4l of the T'reaty. On 27 November  the Padia-
ment ap,pr.oved the C,omrnission's  propoeal and called for imrnedi,ate
degressive C,ornmrrnity participation in the financing of these measures.r
On 9 December  the Council ado,pted  a regulation, the main provisions of
which were as follows:z
(i) The single price syst€m for farm products, which means that prices
fa,ll a,ftet a revaluation,  was to be rcapplied in Germany from
1 January 1970.
(ii) Farmers in Germany might be paid subsidies  to DM
1 700 million in each budget year from 1970 to 1971 inclusive.
(iii) These subsidies mi,ght take tlre form of direct payments to the farmer
provided the payment  was not linkod either to the price or to the
quantity of the product. Part of the aid rnight, however, take the
form of an advance on ,the sa,le of the farmer's produce  prcvided
it did not exced 37o of. the selling price.
(iv) The Community  would help to finance this aid with 90 million u.a.
frcm the 1971 budget. Another 60 million u.a. would be provided
from the 1972 budget, and the Community might make a further
30 million u.a. available from the 1973 budget.
(v) The German Government should not offset the successive reductions
in the amount of C-ornmunity aid by providing dirct aid; instead it
would have to adopt a,ppropriate structural  and social mea$rf,€s.
Before the end of tgll, the Council is to examine the siruation
resulting from the application of these measures; if necessary, it will take
appropriate  action on a proposal  from the Commission. This decision
meant that the Federal Republic of Germany could continue to apply the
frontier measures approved by the Commission in accordance with
Article 226 untrl3l December  1969.
IJl. Although the two parity chonges which orcumed rn 1969 did poee
a series of gmve pobluns fon the Community's  a,gricu,ltural policy, it has
prwed possible to solve these vrithout compromising  what has already
been achieved.
There is no doubt that these monetary  problerns aonstitjuted a serious
theat to the functio,ning of the nnarkets and prices under the @rnmon
'  OStUt g.<ttfe No. C 160, 18 December  1969.
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a,gficultural policy. The position is fur*rer complicated by the fact that
the e:ristenc- of surpluses for a range of major farm prod,ucts  and the
difficult income situation in agriculture  leaves litde or no foom for C.orn-
munitv decisions in l,ine with economic  and financial  requirements.
MEMORANDUM  ON THE REFORM OF AGRICULTURE
IN THE EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMT]NITY
132. ln tle Memorandu,m it zubmitted in December  1968 the C-"ommiesion
hoped *r,at tfie measures it was proposing would be widely discussod in all
quarters, official and non-offiicial.
Because of the importance and scope of the Mernorandum,'the  ideas
outlined in it and rits suggestions  for solving the agricultural  problem
w'ere soon a to'pic of 'lively discussion throughout the Community' The
C-ommunity institutio,ns, the six Governments and farming circles aII
examined it carefully. It was also debated in rnany non-member  countries,
parricularly  in those which have asked to join the C,om,rnunity and those
which arc its immediate neighbours.
As might be expected,  public reaction to such a f'undamental  issue
varied enormously, ranglng from complete  acceptanae  to total rejection.
Some critias had second thor:,ghts, however, and have novr modified their
views. The debate continues, and the Comrnrission  hopes that when the
European Parliament has renderEd its opinion the c.ourrcil will lose no
time in laying dourn ra numbf of general guid€lines on social and structural
policy so thai the Commission can suhmit appropriate  proposals for definite
action. This is all the mofe essential since a geffrine  solution to the price
poliry dilem,rna is urgently needed. Price policy has long since failed to
.""ry orrt the twin functions assigned to it, namely, to adjust supply to
demand and protect tlre level of farm incomes.
The Council, the European Padiament and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee began their e:<am,ination  of the Memorandum  iirnrnediately follouring
its publication.
Tbe Council
1J3. Following a preliminary  discu,ssion held in December 1968, the
Council during 1969 gave the Special Committee on Agriculture the task
of examining the structural m@sures proposed in the Memor'andum  and,756  TorrARDs EcoNoMrc uNroN
mote particulady,  of estimating their finarrcial'irnpl,ications  and establishing
whether the Mernber States were already acting ato,ng si,n:,ilar lines. The
Spo.i"l Committee set up an ad boc working party, which based its proceed-
ings on various Commission docum,ents, induding the C,omrnission's
Meurrorandum to the Council on the balance of the agriorltural markets.
This working party prepared a report wh,ich was given a first reading
by *r" C.oundt  onr 15 and 16 December 7969:r
T be Earopean Parliament
1-34. Because of the funplications of the issues r,aised in the Memorandum,
wFr,ich extend far beyond the sphere of agriculture  prop,er, the European
Parliament  asked five of its mmrnittees-the  C,omrnittee on Agriculture,
the I-egal Affairs C,omrnittee, the Econornic  Affairs Comrnittee, the C-om-
mittee on Social Affaifis and Heatth Prorection, and the Committee for
Frinance and Budgets-to exa,mine  the Memomndum.
The C-omrnittee on Agriculture  desiggrated  M. Liicker as its lapporteur.
The rapporteur for the I^eg,al Affair,s C.omrnittee, M, Arnnengaud, prod,uced
a lengthy report in which he examined the Mernorandum from ,the angle
both of Commuraity  and of muricipal law. On 11 July 1.969 the Irgal
Affairs Comrnittee approved the draft report for subrnission to the C,om-
mittee on Agriculture.
The Ecsnomic Affairs Com,rnittee appointd M. Spdna,le as its
rapporteuf.
Ttre mpporteur appoi,nted by the C-,ommittee  on Smial Affairs anl
Health Protection, M. van der Ploeg, addressed a series of questions to
the Commission,  to which the Cnnmission  replied in writing. M. van der
Floeg's r€port was presented to his Committee rin Novernrber.
M. Cointat, the rapporteur  appointed by th. Crcm,rni'ttee  for Finance
and Budgets, addressed a further series of questions to the C,ommission.
Most of these questio,ns  w'ere answered personally by Vice-,President
Mansholt at rwo meetings of the Committee. M. Cointat submitted  his'
report to the Cbmmittee at tlre erd of Novernber.
It looks therefore  as if the European  Parliament sho,uld be in a
position to staft drafting its Opinio,n ar|y n 1970,
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Tbe Economic and Social Comnittee
lJJ. The Economic  and Social Comrnrittee  was the fiirst C,ommuni*l  ase*.:uc-y
to make an of{icial pronouncement on the Memorrandum. It formed an
"AgricuJture  1980" subcsmrriittee to examine the Memo,randum. This
subcommittee,  which was chaired by M. Genin (France), appointed
M. Boon (Belgium) ,as its chief rrapporteur,  assisted by M. Kuypers (Nether-
lands), M. Rossi (Italy) and M. Clausen (Germany). The subaomrnittee
met twelve times in the course of the yeat and w€nt on a study ,tour in
Gerrnany. In October it adopted a &att Opinion and rqrort, which it
submitted to the Econonric and Social Committee at its pl€nary session in
Novernber  1969.
'  Generally qpealing, the C-omnitt€e aglees with the "Comrnissi,on's
diagnosis,of  the srituation and recognizes that there is a need for oncerted
action to solve the ptoblerns facing European agricultr:.re. It considers,
however, that the "Agr'iculture  1980" programme will have a reasonable
claance of zucceeding only i{ its ignplementaticr is grad,ual and sync}ronized
with dwelopments  in generral econon:,ic policy, social policy, energy poliry
and transport  policy in the various regions. As regards price policy, the
Comrnittee cohsiders that thiis will have to be approached from a sounder
rconomic angle in future; in otler wotds, it wifi have to be based on
production coets aorrected if necessary to a,llow for considemtio,ns  of market
equilibnium. Vhile the C,ommittee  would l,ike to protect farm i,ncomes,
it feels that the best way of deaiing with structural surpl,uses would be
some arrangement whereby ptoducers  made a financial contribution to
help cover the risk that the farming ind*try and the C.omrnunity  would
be incurring if surpluses were maintq,ined or irrcreased.
As for tlre concrete.measur€s  suggpstd in t}re Mernorandum,  the C,ommittee
makes some conunents vrhich support the essenoe of the Commiission's
proposals but also surpplement,  improve  and very often adaF't them.
THE BALANCE  OF THE AGRICTJLTURAL MARKETS
1-16. Because of the deterioration of the situation on markets with sur-
pluses, notably the grilk products, wheat anJ zugar ,nr,arkets,  the C.ommis-
sion subrnitted  q memorandum  to the Crunail at tlre end of Nwernber-1969
irwiting it to take the nocessar-y step,s to remedy the situatio,n.t This
'  See Billetin 1-70, Ch. III.158  TorTARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
memorandum  aompnises thrce intedinked sections dealing with (i) agricul-
tural prices a6d markets, (ii) the ,struchue of agricultue and (iii ) financial
inrrplicati,ons.
Vith pa,rticular r€ference to price and rnarket policy,  t]1e C,ommissi,on
considers  *r,at circum$tances are rnaking the adoption of immediate
measures more and more essential. These measures would:
(a) adjust farm price ratios to the rnarket situation;
(b) red,gce the arbaolute price guarantees  for certain farm products under
interventio,n arrangements;
(c) make farmer$ shouJder a taryejf share than hithemo of the financial
burden resr:lting from excess producuion.
These measures  would cut dourn expenditure  on mar'ket guarante€s
now finagcing prod,uction  which is no longer nded, mat<jng more funds
avai,lable for econornically justified experu:litufe o'n social ,and structurd
measures.
These measures would adrnittedly  Jead to a reduction in farm incomes,
but the Comrnissio,n  points out that they are inexticably'linl<ed  up with
the proposals in its lvlemorandum on the Reform of Agricu,lture.  The
Commission  beliwes that if a lasting  t is to be made-in  farm
incomes and the living conditions  of the agricuttu,ral po,pulation, a start
must be rnade on the "Agrricultme  1980" programme  by the early ado'ption
of a nu,mber of priority measures in the str:uctural and soci'al fields. These
could, in p'aruicular, help to restore structural balanoe to the agricr:ltural
rnarkets. lt is important, the Comnrissrion  feels, that the Couffil should
couple a decision  on these pro,poaals with the defining of basic
whicJr would nr,ake it possirble to find aLternative  sources of income for
thoee now on the land and to improve the st'ructure of agriculture. At the
same time the C,ouncil should comrnit itself to 
"doptitg 
appropniate impL-
menting provisions before a specified date.
As for the financial irnplications, the Cornmissi,on's  ,memo,randum
indicates that the implementation of the measures propoeed for grain,
sugar and milk products would mean a saving of some I 500 to 4 000 rnil-
lion u.a. in expenditure by the Guarantee Sec&i,on of the EAGGF over
the years l97O/75. This lightening  of the load on the Guarantee  Section
should be matched by increased expendirure by the G'uid,ance Section of
the EAGGF. The C,ommission therefore propooes establishing a forecast
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cotlered by the comnron agriouttunal policy. This forecast would be
reviewed and brought up to date every year.
This Commission  memomndum  was given a first reading by the
Coundl on 15 and 16 December 1969. The Council a,greed to resume
its discussions  during the follouring January and to take the nec€ssary
decisions.
The Eurorpean Parliament  w,as asked for its views on this forrnula,
and vari,ous omruittees were given *re task of preparing a report fo,r
Parliament.
CONSEQTJENCES  OF THE CIIANGEOVER  FROM TIIE TRANSITIONAL
TO THE DEFINITIVE PERIOD  OF T}IE COMMON  MARKET
137. A,lthough the C.ommunity is alrcady operating  most of the instruments
of the common  agricultural  policy, partiorlady  those relating to the single
market organizations,  prices, joint financing  and so on, further rules have
still to be worksd out in connection with the  from the
transitional to the definitive p€riod.
Since it had proved impossible to fur,trod,uce conunon rnarket organ-
izations for all farm products, and notably for those subject'to mininr,um
prrice amangements,  before the transitiona,l  period ended on 31 Decem.ber
L969, the C,ouncil 
"dopt"d a deci,si,on on 20 Decernber extenr:ling the
applicabiLity  of these armngements  for the short poriod necesury to adopt
joint marketing rules but not beyond 11 Desnrber L970:L
The C,ouncil also adopted regulations  laying dovrn conditions for
implementing safeguard  measures uis-i-ais non-member countries in the
grain, rice, pigmeat, eggs, poultrymeat  and olive oil sectors.z The regula-
tions introduce a laryely standardized  system covering the measures which
can be tahen if the Comrnunity rnarket fo,r one or more prod,ucts is
seriously  disturbed or threatened with serious disturbances because of
imports or exports and the  for implementing  these m€rlsures.
On 18 Drynber  1969 the CCIundt adopted a regulation retaining the
Manogement Commi,ttee  instituted in the vario,us 66tors of the
'  O6t;a g.<ttlc No. L 328,30 December  1969.
2 lbid. No. L 324,27 December  1969,160  TOI?ARDS ECONOMIC  UNION
single agricultural  market beyond 31 December 1.969, the &te on which
the transitircnal  period expired.l
\rith regand to fisheries, the council agreed to ad,opt en bloc before
30 April i970 the basic regulations necessary for the implementatio,rr  of
a corninon policy in this sector. These cover the oryaniz'aUion of the
market. the ,struct{.re of the industry ,and trade arra,ngements  with non- '
member  countries.
At the sarne time the courrcil,  ii.n its aoncern to s'r.rpplement  the
common orgatizaion of the market in vine products, agreed to_adopt all
the necess.ary  measunss beforg 28 February 1,970  adfrd, to liberalize intra-
C,ommunity  tr,ade from 1 Aprril 1970.
l,astly, tlle Commissi,on su,bmitted to the Courrcil a proposal for a
regulation on agdculture in Luxembourg.  Article L of the Protocol
corrcerning  the Grand D".hy of Luxembourg requrires  'the Courrcil to decide,
at the end of the ,transitirena,l'period, to what &tent the exceptions made
in respect of this Merniber State are to be maintained, dtered ot abolished.
In the first place, the commission  pro,poses the abolition o{ spacial
merlstrrfes such ,as quanti,tative restrictions on irnports of farm products.
This would be offset by c,ommunity  financing (7.5 million u.a.) which
would be used to inaprrove the structure of Luxenabourg  agriculture.
Secondly,  . it p,roposes t},at arrangemeotu F  rnaAe at a late't date to
harmonize'the preferential treatment enjoyed by Luxembourg wines wi,thin
the Bendux countries.
FINANCING THE COMMON AGRICTILTURAL  POLICY
C  o n m ission proposals for def,nit iae arrange n entt
for ConmuniQ fnancng
1"3g. ln Jvly 1969 the comrnrission m,ansmitted to the c,or.rncil  three
proposals fot regulations dealing with:
(a) definitive affangemenrts  fot financing the sommon agricultural  policy,
(b)  own resources  and
(c) addidonal provisions for financing the commgn agficultrff'al P"l*y
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The proposral on definitive financing affangements  provides for the
application from 1 January t97l at the provisions of Regulation No. 25,
which involves direct C,omrnunity  responsibility,  among other things. For
t}le Guarantee  Section, the Commission  propo6e6 the introduction of
advance payments from Comrnunity funds to disbursing  agencies in the
Member States; advances would no longer be made from national budgets.
It  al'so proposes replacem€nt of the present accounting peniod by the
calendar y€Er, more effective acrion to prevent fraud arld trghter controls.
The scope of the Guidance Seotion would be extended to cover future
action in the structriral  field.
The second proposal, which would also take effect from 1 January
1971, provides for the direct a,llocation of own resources to the Com-
munity to cover its expenditure.  Under Article 3(1) of the proposed
reguJ.ation  al,l agricultunal levies would be converted into own resoufces;
the same would gradually apply to cu$toms dnrties.'l
The thi,rd proposal i,s a logical consequence of the other two and
of tlle delays which have been  in granting  assistance from the
Guarantee Section. Its pnrrpose  is to retain existing  ,a,rrangernents  fot 1970
expenditure and to cover the special case of Guarantee Section expe'nditure
in the second heJI of t969. It also contains provisi,ons to facilitate the
changewer frcm the present accoq.rnting period to accounts  based on the
calendar  year.
Following an examination of these proposals by its Cqrnmittee  on
Agniculture and its Committee for Finance and Budgets, the European
Parliarnent endorsed them at its session of 10 December 'J,969 n  a
resolution on t}re definitive arrangements  and addi,tionatr provisions for
financing tfre common agricultural p"li.y.  The Econornic and Social
Com,naittee,  to which tlese proposals  were also referred, issued a favour-
able Opinion on tlre proposed regulation  concerning  additio,nal  provisions.
These  proposa,Is  were examined u, turry meetings of the panel of
financial experts-this calle for the preparation of numerous working
documents-and of the Permanent  Representatives C.ommittee and at
several Council meetings. Since the last ministerial  meetings of 1969
were mainly devoted to the own r€soutrces iszue, it proved impossible to
proceed with the definitive  adoption of these two proposals.
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App lication of existing fnancing arrange m en ts
Guarantee  Section
139. In the field of Cocrmunity rules and regulatio,ns,  the Commission
concentrated on defining  fot the financing of intervention
expenditure at tlre single market sage. To this end, in April 1969 the
Counoit adopted Regulatio,ns (EEC) Nos. 786, 787 and, 788/69 dealing
with the oils and fats, cerea,ls,  and pigmeat sectors respectively.  This was
the ffust time th*at.the Council had approved  of this kind, and
the C,ommission  decided to use them as a guide when arrangements were
being made for other sectors. Thus, in November 1969, the Council
udoptud a similar regulation  (Regula,tion (EEC) No.2334/69) for zugar.
A speciat case, cove,red by Council  Regulation  (EEC) No.2Ll3/69,  was
EAC'GF financing of Italian orpenditure to comPensate for depreciation
in the va,lue of olive oil in stock when the corlmon m,arket organzation
was introduced in November  1966.
The Comrnission  atso adopted  several regulationa  on the formulation
of applications  for payments on account and gmnts in aid.
140. The implementation of Community  financing of er<penditure  on agd-
cuttuml markets dudng 1969 was primadly based on Regulation No' 741/
67 /CEE, which introduced  a system of payments on ascount and fixed
a timetarble for decisio'ns to reduce delays in reimbursernents from the
Fund.
The Commission  took the following  decisi,ons:
(i) Payments on account for the second half of 1967/68 on26 March
t969;
(ii) Payments on account fot the fust half af. L968/69 a 27 June 1969;
(iii) Payments on acrount fo,r the second  hatf of 1968/69 o,n 22 Decem-
ber 1969;
(iv) Final payments f.ot L965/66 on 28 JuIy 1969.
The amounts of the reimbursements  were as follows:
(a) 5082t1057 u.a. in payments on account for the second half of
1967/68, corresponding  to 757o of the declared and eligible outlays
by Mernber States;
( b )  654 413 643 v.a. in payments on ,account for the first half of 1968 / 69 ,
also reptesentngT5Vo of declored and digible expendriture;(c)
(d)
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515231476 u.a. in pa.yments on account for the'second  half of
1968/69,  also representing  75Vo of. declared and eligible expenditure;
n8(l5 476 u.a. for 1965/66, of which 180 089 250 u.a. under
decisions taken in December 1967.
141. Decisions on aid for the peiiod L965/66  were mken following verifica-
tion of the applications for refunds addressed to the Commission  ,by the
Mernber States d,uring the gecond half of 1968. The tota,ls, which include
payments on ,rccount amounting to 757o of the budget estimates, are
given in Table 18.
The Commission found it impossible for administrative  ,reasons to
meet the deadlines for the finarl dosing of accounts f.or 1966/67 (October
1,969) and, far 1967/68 (Dcem'ber 1969). In the pro,posed  regulation
on additional  provisions submitted to the Council in July 1969 the Com-
mission suggested that a new timetable be fixed. Considerable delays
are therefore still occurring.
Gaidance  Section
142. Dutng February 
""d JuIy 1'969 the Commission  approved  assistance
from the G'uidance Section of the Fund under tranches  La and 2 f.or 1968.
If assistance $anted under the first tranche in December  1968 is included,
the tom,l for appliications  lodged in 1968 amounts ,to 94 897 375 u.a.
beneiiting 438 schemes in all. Schemes to improve the structure of. agri'
cultural production received 60.7 7o of this aid; these were mainly
concerned witl land tenure, irrigation  and drainage. Schernes to reform
the structure of marketing received  37.3Vo of the totd; the rnain schemes
financed here were designed to rationa,lize distribution  clr,annels for milk
products and to irnprove storing and packing fiacilities for fruit and vege-
tables. Mixed schemes  accounted for the rernaining  27o (TabIe L9).
A tota^l of 160 million u.a. has been earmarked to finance G,uidance  Section
sdrernes tor 1.969. The difference between this figure and the 285 n,l.J-
lion.u.a. in the Guidance Section budget is to be used to finance special
schemes  approved by the Council or special structural reform meimures
to'be decided on in connection with the Commission's  Memorandum  on
the Reform of Agriculture in the EEC. Decisions on the fimt tanche
f.or 1969, totalling 8472837 u.a. for 34 schemes, were approved  in
October 1969. Applications f.or 1,969 totaf a little over 850, including
124 schemes carried forwatd from 1968.764  TovARDs  EcoNoMIc uNroN
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143. The Co,uncil adopted severa,l regulations dealing with the Guidance
Section of the Fund. Special mentioo must be made of ReguJation
(EEC) No. 1534/69 which, follo'ming the 1969 pattern, div,ides the
285 million u.a. available to the Secrion in 1.970 into 160 million u.a.
for strucarral improvemen't  schemes, a second  sum for special expenditure
and a third to cover special measures to be adopted in t.he structural  field.
Under this regulation  asaristance from the Fund may amount to 45Vo of
total investment in certain cases.
The Council also adopted Regulation (EEC) No. 2542/69, which
postpones to 31 July 1970, with the possibility of a further three-month
extension,  the date by which the Comm:ission must talre a basic decision
on aplrlications for assistance from the Guidance Secti,on for 1969, and
Regulation  (EEC) No. 1975/69, which provides for the finarrcing from
this Section of the Fund of 507o o( the subsidies for slaughtering
cows and withholding milk and milk products  from the market.
144. With reference to 'qpecia,l ap,propriations, the Commission  decided
to pay o,ut approximately 3 mi,llion u.a. for damage catrsed by swine fwer
nltaly,900  000 u.a. for the census of pig population, a,trmost 3 million u.a.
for firuit and vegetables in lta,ly and another 15 million u.a. for tobacco
in ltaly.
Special  sections
145. Under Council Regulation No. 742/67/CEE of 24 October 1967,
the Commission established  dearing affangements for the conapensatory
pa.yments  deriving from the fal,l in grain pnices since 1 July L967 and
payable, under *re L969 bndget, 'to Gerrnany, Ituly and Luxembourg  in
two insta,lments-one  in January and the other in June L969.
Food aid
146. ReguJation (EEC) No. 2052/69 on Community  financing of expend-
iture incurred in implementing  the Food Aid Convention,  adopted  by the
Council in October 1969, provides that fob refund expenditure  shaJ,l be
defrayed by the G'uarantee Section of the Fund and that the value of the
goods, provided they are gifts made under a Community programme, shall
be refundd from a qpeci,at section of the b"dg.t.COMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY  167
THE FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON  ORGANIZATIONS
OF AGRICULTTIRAL  MARKETS
Commot organiqation of the grain market 
'
147. TI,:e main featurc of the Community  market LrL 1969 were the la,rge
supplies of home-grown  grai.n and the monotary distmbarrces. These 'two
factors made a decisive cormr.ibution  to an abnorma;l  increase in intra-
Cornmunity  tlade, support ,buying and stocks d,uring the first half of the
yeat. The Commimion  was forced to adopt a series of special  rneasures
to c0unteract this trend.
The steady increase in flows of Communrity grain to Germany,
Belgium  and the Netherlands [ed, in lvlay t969, to the introd'uctio,n of
safeguard measures based on Artide 226 of. the Treaty. These au'thorized
the three Member States concerned to confine support bnyrng to grain
harvested on their own territory and to redruce tlre compensatory  al,lowance
in respect of commo,n wheat imported f'rom othe'r Me'rnber States. These
safeguard nr€asures  'were not, hovrwer,  enough to climinate the dangers
which were threaten:ing  the Ger,man grain ,market and which had tleir
source in the monetary sector. To prevent massive  support buying during
the ea,rly months of t}re 1969/70 rnarketing year, Germany  was authorized
to take special intervention  me{Fures for mmmon wheat, barley and rye
to provide an incentive for private stock-building
148. To the same end the Commission adopted  rneasures  writh regard to
the compensatory  allowance for common wheat and rye of bre.ad.rnaking
quaLity held by retailers and processo'rs at the end of the L968/69
marketing year. It also approved  special intervention  measures for barley
in France.
The large stocks held by inten'ention agencies at tlre end of 1968/69
jeopardizod the normal marketing of the new harvest in certain areas of
Germany and Italy. A nunlberr of decieions were adoptod with a view
to creating conditions for the tmnsport and storagie of grain held by
intervention  agencies in a"teas with adequate stof;age facilities.
A special effort was made to redtrce stocks held by intervention
agerrcies-which  were considerahly in er<cess  of thoae held in 1967 /68-by
stepping up sales within the C,ommunity and on the world market. The
meajslrt€s adopted wittr this end in view included 'two increases in the
denaturing premium  for comrnon wheat, the fixing of minim'um prices for
a number of errport tende,rs for ccrmmon wheat and barley from fntervention168  To'{TARDS BcoNoMrc  UNIoN
^gency 
stocks and a s,light redructio4  in the minirnurn prices to be observed
when grain held by the intervehtion agencies is placed on the Comrnunity
market.
The provision of grain for national and Community food aid pre
grilrunes  offered further opportunities of disposing  of stocks held by the
intervention agencies.
149, lxlrye su,rpluses were also avai,lable  for export to non-mernber  coun-
tries in the course of the year, and these were pa.rtially  disposed  of, notably
in the early months of. Del/n.  The Comrni,ssion  allo,wed for this
situation by adjusting to fluctuations on the wodd market; it extended
the period of valridity of export licences.
There was no significant  change in existing rules and reguJ.ations on
cerearls$ased products  and compound feedingstuffs during 1969.
Common  nrgani<atiln of the rice market
150. The measures adopted or proposed by the Commission  concerned the
management of the rice market and the price review which takes place at
the beginning  of each marketing year.
As regards market management and the short-term  measures to be
taken in this connection,  the Commission, in the light of experience
g4ned in 1968 and on the weekly advice of the Management  Committee
for Cereals, began by keeping export refunds within limits which would
prevent prices rising on the internal market and hence facilitate sales
of home-grown  rice in the north of the Commuqity.  But in April, after
six months of the marketing year had elapsed, the Commission  found that
home-grown rice was being offered to the intervention agencies without
any improvemeot  in the fluidity of the market. It therefore decided
to change its tactics and to facilitate increased exports by inuoducing
refunds  adiusted to circumstances on domestic and world markets. As
in 1968, these refunds applied to husked, milled and broken r!ce; world
prices for these have been lower than European prices since December
1968.
In July .L969, taced with the problem of su4>luses which could not
be disposed of either in non-producing artas of the Community  or on rhe
wodd market, the Council decided to pay a compensatory allowance in
respect of home-grown rice in" stock on 31 Augirst 1969, this paymentCOMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY  169
being designed to offset the differEnce between prices at the beginning
and the end of the marketing year.
1J1. \flith regard to annual decisions and more general busjness, the
Commission  adopted  measures raising the quality standards for rice which
can be accepted by the intervention  agencies before the 7969/70 marketing
year starded. For tlis same marketing  year, the Council fixed threshold
and intervention  prices at the same levels as those for L968/69; it
made ,a slight upward adjustment in the monthly increases added to the
threshold price throughout  the marketing year. The special arrangehents
under the Yaound6 Convention  for reduced levies on rice and brokens
imported from the ffrican associated countries  and the overs€{ls dependent
territories expired on 3L May 1969, but were then extended to 30 June
1970 to allovr preparatory work and consultations to proceed on the new
system provided for under the Convention renewed in July 1969. To this
end the Commission  proposed to the Council that import artangements for
rice and broken tice from these countries and territories be improved.
Common  organiqation of tbe narket in pigneat
152'. The common organization of the market in pigmeat continued to
operate in L969 and was improved in certain respects. As in the past,
the Commission continued to adjust levies and sluicegate  prices in the
light of differences between feed-grain prices in the Community and on
the wodd market. Export refunds were also adjusted to allow for the
situation on the pigmeat market. The census o{ pig population  and
the survey of monthly  slaughtering  statistics were caried out on a common
basis throughout the Community n  1969. An analysis of the figures
made it  possible to improve assessments  of short-term trends on the
pigmeat market.
The Commission examined the piglet market within the Advisory
Committee on Pigmeat and sought, in conjunction with trade representa-
tives, to find a way of stabilizing piglet prices so as to adjust pigmeat
supplies to market rqquirements.  Prices for slaughtered  pigs nvere high
n 1969; the ryclical price curve reached its peak in late spring.
This sharp increase in prices for slaughtered  pigs was further
accentuated by seasorial price fluctuations  in the autumn, md this brought
prices past the point at which a shortage is indicated. In early October;
therefore, the Commission  reduced the levies on live and slaughtered170  ToTTARDS  EcoNoMrc  UNIoN
pigs and on fresh meat and bacon by 50 %. Furthermore,  wth a view
to harmonizing export arrangernents for certain prducts, including lard,
at Community level, the Commission laid down special procedures for
refunds on lard and preparations  based on pigmeat.
153. The C,ommission submitted  a report to the C,ouncil on intervention
on the pigmeat market during the 1968/69 marketing  year and analysed
the expenditure which had been incumed with a view to determining  tbe
standard'amounts refened to in Regulation  (EEC) No. 788/69. These
should make it possihle to work out the EAGGF's contribution to inter-
vention expenditure in L968/69.
'Under the provisions of Regulation No. 12L,/67/CEE, the Commis-
sion decided not to levy the additional amount  on live and slaughtered pigs
imported  from Rumania since that country, like Austria, Poland and
Hungary, had given an undertaking not to undercut the sluicegate price.  I
L54. The Council kept the 1969/70 basic price for slaughtered  pigs
at its earlier level-75 u.a./100 kg for the standard  quality. As against
this, the list of representative  markets was extended  to include producing
areas, notably in Germany,  France and Italy. In conjunction with experts
from the Member States, the Commission produced an improved version
of the Community  scale for grading pig carcasses. This new scale is to
be used throughout the Community to establish quotations for slaughtered
pigs by the beginning  of the 1972/73 marketing  year at the latest.
Conmon  organiqation of tbe narket in beef and aeal
155. The beef and veal marketing year begins on the first Monday in April
and ends on the preceding day of the following year unless the Council
decides otherwise. This year the Council agreed to several extensions
of the 1968/69 marketing  year: it was finally extended to 7 December
1969, the guide price continuing to apply. For the 1969/70  marketing
year, beginning on 8 December L969 and ending on 5 April 1970, the
Conncil d€cided to retain the 1968/69,g'.ride prices.
For the 1970/7I marketing  year, the C,ommission proposed to the
Council that the guide price for mature catde be fixed at 7t.25 u.a./l00kg
liveweight  and the guide price for calves dt 9L50 u.a./t00 kg liveweight.
One of its reasons for proposing a higher guide price for mature cattl€ was
to'channel production  away from milk towards beef.COMMON  AGRICULTURAL POLICY I7I
In connection  with the special import arrangements for certain types
of f.roz.en beef and veal, the Council worked out processors' requirements
for the period from 1 January to 31 Decembet  L969 and estimated the
Community's  frozen meat deficit at 110 000 tons. Meat used to manu'
facture pr"r.*., containing no essential ingredients other than pure beef
and jelly was not included in this estimate since it is not subject to an
import levy, This total tonnage was subsequently  allocated by the Com-
mission on a quarterly basis (first quarter 1969:30000 tons; second
quarter 1969:55000 tons; third quarter 1969: )0000 tons) until the
provision for the year was exhausted.
No tonnage was therefore available for allocation in the fourth
quarter. As market prices in the Community had dweloped favourably
since the beginning of the year, the Council decided to increase  the annual
estimate by 16 000 tons to supplement supplies to processors during the
closing months of the year.
1,56. Dwing the L968/69 marketing  year, intervention  agencies in three
Member States (Germany,  France, Belgrum)  bought in a total of 26 000 tons
of beef and veal. By mid-February,  however,  beef and veal prices had
recovered sufficiently  to allow the meat held by these agencies to be
gmdually disposed  of on satis{actory  terms on the Community market.
The Council's regulation of 16 January layrng down general rules
for the marketing of frozen bee( and veal bought in by intetvention
agencies led the Commission  to adopt numerous  implementing regulations.
This meat was put on the market gradually, and marketing will continue
until stocks have been exhausted.
Given the downward  seasonal trerrd of prices in September, it looked
as if prices for mature cattle on representative  markets in the Community
would fall below the level which triggers off optional support buying
before the end of the year. Because of this, the Commission  adopted  the
necessary  ptovisi6ns to allow support buying to begin in Germany  and
France  once prices reached  that level. The requisite conditions for optional
intervention  were fulfilled in Germany, and the Commission'  therefore
authorized that Member State to apply intervention measures from
22 September to 1 December. Approximately  7 500 tons were bought in'
Finally, in the context of the medium-term  measures to normalize
the present situation in the milk and milk products sector, the Council
on 6 October  adopted a regulation  inroducing a system of subsidies forI72  ToTWARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
slaughtering  cows and withholding rnilk and milk products from the
market. The Parliament commented on these measures in March in its
Opinion  on the L969/70 price proposals as a whole.l
Common  nrgdni<ation of tlte narket
in egt and ?ouhrJ
L57. The single market for poultry products was introduced in July 1967;
and in the course of. 1969 the gradual  interpenemation  of national markets
continued. Intra-Community  trade expanded, egg and poultrymeat  prices
in the six countries moved appreciably closer together, and ryclical
fluctuations  too were along somewhat similar lines from country to
country. The new conditions.created by the Community's production
and trade regulations, combined with the opening of markets,  ate
undoubtedly the main factors behind the speed-up  in the reorgantzation of.
the poultry industry-largely  in the form of concentration and improved
distribution.  The monetary  ptoblems which arose in certain countries
during the year under review did not cause any significant change in these
trends.
158. The Commission  proposed to the Council that the sluicegate prices
and import levies applying in trade vrith non-member  countries be reduced.
In the course of the year the Comrqission  itself adopted a regulation  on
certain marketing  standards  applicable to eggs in shell. This regulation,
which came into force on 1 July, should have a favourable effect on
production, trade and consumption. A similar proposal on marketing
standatds for egg products is before the Council.
'  The Commission applied the provisions of Article 8 of Regulations
Nos. L22/67 /CEE and L23/67 /CEE to Austria and Rumania; both these
countries had undertaken not to undercut the sluicegate prices when
exporting certain products in the egg and poultrymeat sector. Lastly,
zt series of bilateral and multilateral  talks took place within GATT in
1969 to further the policy of dismantling  obstacles to world trade and
to consolidate  measures to. support export prices on the world market.
1 Opinion on the proposals  for medium-term  measures  to establish  balance on the
milk market an.i t,i encourage a new pattern of cattle-farming. Oficial garytlc
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Common  organiqation of tlte narket
in nilk and nilk products
159. The dominant themes of. L969 were the search for market equilibrium
and the new milk poliry introduced  by the Council to achieve this end.
Measures adopted during the year had two main aims: to halt the growth
of milk production and to increase consur.nptjon of butter and skim milk
'powder.
To stabilize production, the Council adopted Regulation  (EEC)
No. 1975/69r in October, introducing a sysrem of subsidies to encourage
farmers to abandon milk production  and to market less milk. This should
make it possible to leduce the cow population  and curb increased  deliveries
to dairies in future.
To increase butter consumption, cut-price sales were organized.  The
difficulty here is that sales must be arranged in such a way that the
'normal market is a{fected as little as possible. This is true both of the
internal market and of exports. Prices on the wodd market are already
under pressure, and care must be taken not to increase this pressure
further. This is why a cautious policy was followed with regard to
exports of butter which had not been subjected to further  processing.
It did prove possible, hourever, to adopt a less restrictive  attitude to
sales of butter exported after processing into products which are in
demand and which could not disturb the market jn butter as such. Cut-
price butter was made available to virtually all categories  of consumer
and to any industrial user where it was felt that the lower price would
lead to increased consumption. The food industry, special  categories of
consumer such as non-profit organizations  and institutions, the armed
forces of the Member States and lower-income groups all benefited.
Concentrated  butter for cooking was made available  to all consumers, and
towards the end of the year butter from cold stores was sold without
further processing in most Member states. " At present it"is difficult to
say what exactly the additional tonnage marketed was. These  measures
are still being implemented and in most cases are still at the experimental
stage. Nevertheless,  it can be estimated that an additional 60 000 tons
of butter were consumed during the year.
On the skim milk powder market there was a build-up of stocks
following support buying. In the second hal| oI the year, an additional
' OStiot go<tXt No. L 252, 8 October 1969.174  To\TARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
outlet was found by selling denatured  skim milk powder at a reduced price
as pig feed. It is estimatid that an additional  40 000 tons were disposed
of in this way.
160. Despite what has been achieved or what it is hoped to,_achieve,  and
although  production  increased  less than had been forecast, milk production
in :;,d9 exceeded consumption  by more than 4 million tons. By 31 March
1970, when the milk year ends, approximately  300 000 tons of butter
and 300 000 tons of skim milk powder will be in stock.
Given this state of aff.airs, action taken so far is no more than a
beginning.  Further measures are needed to restore a balance between
s,riply Jrrd d.-*d  since it is not merely a question of disposing of
accrrmulated  stocks but of adiusting production to demand so that expendi-
ture in this sector can be kept within reasonable  limits,
The council will therefore have to reach a decision  on the commis-
sion's proposals. In these the Commission  deals with both aspects of the
problem: production to be stabilized by a sustained effort to reduce the
.o', popJ"tion and the quantity of milk marketed, and consumption-
particularly butter consumption-to be increased by lowering prices.
Comnon organi<ation of tbe narket
in frait and aegetables'
161. With a view to improving the common organization of the market
in this sector and to ensuring that it functions  properly, the Community
took further action in respeci of quality standards and the application  of
the provisions of Regulations Nos. 2) and 159/66/CEE  (market inter-
vention, the role played by growers'  organizaions  and the 6eatment of
imports 'from non-member  countries ).
\rith regard to standards, the Council postponed from 1 January
to 1 July tg6g the date for the application of common quality standards
in intra-bommunity  trade to such fruit and vegetables as were not already
subject to 3uch siandardsl and introduced an additional  qualiry  classz
(class III) for lettuces, endives,  onions, witloof chicory, cherries, straw-
berries,  asparagus and cucumbers'
tEint Ctoool  Report, sec. !27'
' i"i"f^ti""  inEtl N". 1194169,26  Jrne 1969.  Oficial ga4ette No. L 157,28 l,ate
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The Council also revoked Article 5 of Regulation No. 2) on quality
control in intra-Community  trade. The Commission  supplemented arange-
ments on quality control for fruit and vegetables marketed in the Com-
munity by making provision for an inspection before the produce leaves
the territory of the consigning  country.l
1.62. In implementation  of Regulation No. 159/66 /CEE, the C,ouncil,  as
in previous  years, fixed basic and buying-in prices for cauliflowers,
tomatoes, sweet ofanges,  mandarins, lemons, dessert  grapes, peaches, apples
and dessert pears for 1969/70.
Furthermore, to alleviate difficulties on rhe Italian orange market
the Council allowed the temporary introduction of preventive intervention
measures.
With regard to the introduction of intervention machinery  in general
and the creation of growers' organizations in particular, the Council
adopted a regulation2  on the repayment of aid accorded growers'  organi-
zations by the Member States.
The Commission also transmitted a report to the Council on the
application  of certain market organization  measures for fruit and vegetables.
It used the conclusions of this report as a basis for a group of proposed
regulations  which were adopted by the Council durlng its end-of-year
meetings.  A special report was submitted on rhe situation on the orunge
market. This led to the drafting of a Commission  proposal  to the Council
dealing with specid measures to improve the production and marketing
of Community-grown citrus fruit.
163. The amangements for imports from non-member  countries were
applied without any major difficulty. During its end-of-year meetings
the Council adopted a regulation  standardizing  and ceordinating  the
treatment of imports from non-member  countries. It also approved new
provisions dealing with the application of the reference price system
introduced by Article II(2) of Regulation No. 23 and exports refunds.
164. lVith regard to the application of the inrervenrion machinery  by
the Member States during the period under review, Belgium and the
Netherlands fixed their national buying-in prices at the level laid down
' n.g"f",1"" tpe-Cl \o. 1229169,30 June 7969. Oficial ga<rtl, No. L15g,7 JuIy 1969. 2 Regulation (EEC) No. 449169,11 Ivlarch 1969.-Olficidl-ga4ettcNo.L6l,'l2'March
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bv the Council, whereas France and Italy fixed theirs at a higher level in
."ry .ur.r. Although Belgium, France, Italy, and the Netherlands inter-
u"rr.d on the market, Germany and Luxembourg continue to rdrain fro,m
doing so.
Comnon organi<ation of the narket
in processed fruit and uegetable products
16J. No major difficulties rvere encountered in applying the -rbgulatioa
on the common organization  of the market in processed fruit and vegetable
products.
The only provisions which called for amendment were those o'n
the charging of an import levy on the added sugars contained in these
productsl in the (irst place, the Council  approved an amendment,  which
iook effect on 1 January 1,970, designed to obviate too many fluctuations
in the levy. To ensure that imports of fruit juices and plum pur6es  and
pastes containing no sugar are not caught by the "sugar" levy, a slight
ih*g. had to be made in the tariff nomenclature  of these products.  The
Council adopted two regulations  to this effect.
To ensure that the Member States accord uniform treatment to
imports. from non-membef  countties, the Commission submitted  proposals
to the Councjl for the liberalization of imports of processed fruit and
vegetable products throughout the Community.  The proposals  also make
provision for a minimum  price system for certain sensitive  products.
Liae plants and cut fowers
L66. The regulation on the establishment of a cotnmon  oryanizatiorr  ol
the market in live plants and cut flowers was applied without any maior
difficulty in t969.
In implementation  of Article 7 of this regulation,  the Commission
fixed minimum prices, valicl for L969/70 and 1970/71, for e>rports of
certain flowering bulbs, corms and tubers to non-member  countries. The
Commission  also submitted a proposal for a Council regulation on quality
standards for potted ornamental plants other than those for transplanting
or forcing.coMMoN AGRICULTURAL PoLIcY  I77
Common  organiqation of tbe narAet in oils and fats
Oilseeds
167. By the end of the 1,968/69  marketing year, tlanks to a reJatively
high level of aid to oilseeds, the Community's bumper harvest of colza
(642 600 tons) had been marketed in its entirety---and this despite the
existence of large surpluses in non-member  countries in Europe, for which
the Community market is virtually the only outlet.
There was some difficulty, however, in disposing of the sunflorver-
seed harvest (29900 tons); selling prices were very close to the inter-
vention price, and 450 tons of seed were offered for intervention.
The difficulties which affected the Community's  oilseed-crushing
industry in 1968 and led to a &op in oil prices-though without causing
a corresponding  fall in seed prices-persisted  in the early monrhs of 1969.
The situation then began to improve gradually, particularly in the edible
oils sector, so that tn early October the Commission decided to abolish
the countervailing  charge on imports of sunflower-seed  oil originating in
and imported  from certain countries of Eastern Europe.
A number of provisions  were amended at the changeover from the
1967/68 to the 1968/69 marketing  year. In particular, the coe{ficients
of equivalence  used to fix aid to oilseeds had to be adjusted, as had the
price increases and reductions for seed offered for intervention.  Since
Italian oil mills were still experiencing difficulties, the Council decided
to retain, for 1969/70, the additional  aid atrangenrents for Community-
grown oilseeds processed in Italy. The target and basic intervention
prices were kept at the levels which have been maintained since the market
or ganszation  was introduced.
Estimates  indicate that the 1969/70 harvest will be a record-breaking
one, with approximately  690 000 tons of coba and ,i  000 tons of sun-
flower seed. At the beginning of 1969/70 world prices for oilseeds.
were appreciably  higher than they had been at the beginqing of the pre-
vious marketing year. Consequently, the level of aid fell below that of
the early months of 1968/69. The harvest it b.inC disposed of at a
satisfactory pace. Prices to growers seem, on the whole, to be cloae to
the target price"178  ToVARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
Oliue oil
163. \fith the exception of the production target price, olive oil prices
fot lg6g/6g w.re fLed by the council at 8 Lr.a.floo kg or l\vo lowet
than in the previous years. Because of abundant supplies, the price
to producers fot refining qualities was very close to the intervention price,
showing a sharper drof than the reduction in single prices approved'by
the Council. ihe price for good qualities produced in small quantities
was cloae to the market ta.rget price and at times above it.  The price
ratio between seed oil and olive oil shifted and was more in olive oil's
favour than in the previous  marketing year: it looks as if consumption
may have picked up-without  returning to formet levels, however' The
Council tlrerefore Jecided to retain ,n 1969/70  the prices approved fot
the previous marketing year. The C,ommission adopted appropriate pre
cedures to facilitate the sale of tl  OOO tons bought in by the Italian
intervention  agency at the end of the previous marketing year. This
meant that approximately  50Vo of existing stocks w-as sold during the
summer of L969.
Arrangements for the advance fixing of export rcfunds and levies
were adopted by the Commission  in January L969; ftrc Commission twice
altered  the intervals between the fixing of levies in the light of experience
gained. The coefficients of equivalence  were also changed on two
occasions,
Following the coming into force of the Association Agreements  with
Morocco and Tunisia on" 1 September, the Commission adopted  the
necessary procedures for determining the offer price of Moroccan and
Tunisian olive oils so that it can be established whether in fact they fulfil
the conditions laid down in the Agreements'
In November the Commission adopted procedures  for the payment
of aid to olive oil for the L969/70 marketing year in accordance  with the
guidelines which had been laid down by the Council. During the same
month procedures for the buying-jn  of olive oil by the intervention agen-
cies were amended.
Common  urgani<atizn of the narket in sugar
169. In the light of experience gained during the 1'968169 marketing yeat,
the first with a single price for sugar, a series of regulations were adopted
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review.  These new regulations amend the basic sugar regulation  and
the regulations adopted to implement it.
They cover arrangements for paying compensation  for st..,rage costs,
the price at which sugar bought in by the intervention  agencies can be
sold, possible exports of sugar produced in excess of the community quota,
and additions to the annex to the basic regr:lation. other amendments
introduced intervention arrangements for unrefined  beet sugar until 1973
and laid down conditions for payments in respect of s.rgar-beet.
To counteract difficulties  encountered in marketing sligar produced
in  the French overseas  departments, the council adcipted- various
transitional measures for degressive  aid to enable refineries  processing sugar
from these departments  to reorganize their production.
170. During the period under review the main feature of the common
market in sugar was the existence of a surplus of approximately  1.1 million
tons.
_  Sugar produced within the community quota but in excess of the
basic quotas allocated to sugar-producing plants or firms amounted  to
700 000 tons in 1968/69. Beet growers only received 10 u,a./ton for
this sugar, which was produced  in the north of the community.  special
arrangements apply in Belgium  and the Netherlands, however: these two
Member States bpted for a price system which does not di.fferentiate
between .various, segments of production, and the maximum quotas are
subject td stricter;rules  than in other Member States.
The growers themselves  are responsible for the cost of marketing
sugar produced  over and above the maximum quota on the world market.
This quantity came to )5 500 rons, of which jj  500 were produced  in the
Netherlands.
In the L968/69 marketing year 700 000 tons of su4>lus sugar,
induding sugar in the form of processed products,  were exported.-  A further
150 000 tons were used for animal feed thanks to the payment of a
denaturing premium. About 2i ooo tons went to the chemical industry
and qualified for a production  refund.
since the bulk of the 1968./69 surplus had been earmarked in the
first part of the marketing year by apffications for export licences or
denaturing premium certificates, there was, generally ,p."kirrg, a balance
between supply and demand on the community'r rog"i marlieted  during
tlre first nine months of 1969.180  ToTqARDS ECoNoMIc UNIoN
171. Since production forecasts f.ot 1969 indicate that sugar surpluses
will be higher than in 1968/69, sugar prices in the Community will prob-
ably lie relatively  close to the intervention price.
.  one of the advantages of the tendering  system which was recently
introduced is that refunds and prerrliums can be fixed at a level which is
in line with the market situation.
Conmon nrgdfli<atiln  of tbe narket in aine products
172. C-ompilation of the vineyard register had already been completed in
Germany, F."r.. and Luxembourg;  Italy should have finished work on its
register by 3l December 1968, but since it failed to meet this deadline
the Commission  opened infringement proceedings  against it'
The Commission  produced a provisional  supply and demand  balance
sheet for the 1968/69 marketing  yearl based on estimates for the 1968
harvest and stocks on hand at the end o{. L967/68'
On 14 March 1969, pursuant to the Council's decision of 4 April
t9622 filing quotas to be opened by Germany, France and Italy for t}re
import of wines, the Commission transmitted a proposal to the Council
increasing  these quotas for 1969.
The Commission's  proposal for a regulation  on quality wines from
specified areas, submitted to the Council on 15 April L964, is still being
discussed by the Special Committee on Agriculture.
17 3 . on 24 Jvle 1967s the c,ommission  submitted  pro,posals for adrtitional
provisions on the common organization of the market in vine products.
These proposals were suppl,emented on 1,8 April 1969a by another on
oenological definitions and practices. These texts wefe intended to lead
to the liberalization  of trade in these products not later than'1. November
1969.
On 25 September, as part of the examination of these proposals,  the
Commission in a draft resolution proposed  the adoption of a timetable for
the decisions to be taken by ,the Council in cbnnection with the conunon
I Ofrcial pazetla No. C 32, 12 Nlatch t969'
2 l6id. N6.30,20 Lp:iil7962.
s lbid. No.201,27 August  1967.
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vine products poliry. It proposed that the Council should undertake  to
adopt, before 1 September  L970, a number of definitions and provisions
on alcoholic strength, enrichment  (this would include listing the areas in
which sugaritrg would be authorized)  and wine-blending. The Council
would also agree to a general ban on planting subsidies ftom 1 November
1969, new plantings being authorized in special circumstances only.
Intervention  arrangements,  applicable from 1 Novembet  L969,
would apply both to private stora,ge and to distilling should storage prove
inadequate.
Arrangements at the Community's  frontier would include the aboli-
tion of quantitative restrictions and the application of CCT duties.
A Community  price, plus a countervailing  charge where  necessary,  would
have to be respected, and provision is also made for the application of a
safeguard clause. Arrangements  for impotts of wine from associated
countries would be cwered by angther text.
Acting on this resolution, the Council at its 'l'5-22 December  meeting
agreed to the introduction of a common  organization of the'market in vine
piod.r.6 before 28 February  1.970 so that in6a-Community  trade in these
products can be liberalized from 1 April 1970. Certain restrictions  may,
ho*.u.r, be retained in ffade between specified producing member
countries,
NE\T BASIC REGUI"{,TIONS
Tobacco
174. The Council continued its examination of proposals for a series of
measures in the tobacco sector submitted.  by the Commission on 4 July
1967. These dealt with a colnmon market  organization  for unmanufactured
tobacco,  taxation, and national monopolies in manufactured tobacco'l
Since the period suggested for the first stage of the original national
monopolies proposal had almost expired, the Commission approved and
submitted to the Council on 16 July 1969 an amended proposal  based on
the abolition of exclusive importing  and wholesale distribution rights for
manufactured  tobacco. This was to be achieved by 1 Jantary 1.970.
t U" nnrctneral  Report, secs. 135-38  and Second  General B.eport,  sec, 785.182  TowARDs ECoNoMrc uNroN
At its July 1969 sessionl the European Padiament  rendered a numbet
of Opinions on the Commission's  various proposals on tobacco. As regards
unmanufactured tobacco, the Parliament  had before it a report from its
Committee on Agriculture. Although this approved some features of the
C,ommission's  proposal, it  disagreed with its general orientation and
recommended the abolition of the compulsory intervention system. This
would prevent tobacco which does not meet the quantitative and qualitative
requirements  of Community  users being produced. It was supplemented
by special measures  and conversion measures  to help planters who would
abandon tobacco-growing  following the introduction of the common
market orgatization  Lastly, the Padiament recommendd that a number
of provisions on trade aruangements  vrith non-member countries be
relaxed.
Similarly, as regards excise duties on manufactured  tohacco,  the
Parliamerrt made substantial  changes in the Comnission's proposal and
asked, in particular,  that these duties be harmonized  by means of a
directive rather than a regulation.
The Parliament approved the Commission's proposals on national
monopolies in manufactured  tobaccos but asked for a simultaneous liberaliz-
ation of retail trade. Lastly, as regards the proposed arrangements  for
imports of unmanufactured  tobacco from the Yaound6 countries and from
the Member  States' overseas terdtor,ies, the Parliament  asked that these
be admitted duty-free, thus going further than the Commission,  which had
proposed  an 857o reduction in customs duties.
Spirits, liqueurs and otber spirituous beaerages.
175. The Commission is preparing a draf.t proposal for a Council regula-
tion on ethyl alcohol of agricultuml  origin and a number of provisions  on
spirits.
It is also working on a dra.ft proposal for a Council regulation on
vinegar.
Fisheries
1"76. On 6 June 1968 the Commission  submitted to the Council anumber
of proposals for regulations  on measures to be taken in the fisheries
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sector. These dealt with the common otgantzation of the markets and
structural policy.l The Council continued its examination of these
proposals in 1969. The European Padiament and the Economic and
Social Committee examined  these proposals  and rendered  formal Opinions
on 24 October L9682 and 26 March 19693 respectively.  Both institutions
approved the main lines of tlre Commission's proposals but suggested a
number of amendments  conceming  structural policy and the guarantees
which fishermen's organizations would enjoy under the common  regula-
tions. On 19 December 1969 the Council approved  a resolution in which
it agreed to adopt the basic regulations on organization of the markets,
on the structure of the industry and on rade arrangements  with non-
member  countries before 30 April 1970.
ESTABLISHMENT  OF CONDITIONS PERMITTING  FREE COMPETITION
Aids
L77. ln accordance  with Article 9l(1) o{ the EEC Treaty, the Commis-
sion cor(finued its discussions with Member States on the activities of-
and where appropriate on aids paid from public funds by-certain semi-
state bodies such as the Stabilisierungsfonds ftir \Wein in Germany, the
Office national du lait and O{fice national pour les ddbouchds  agricoles
et horticoles in Belgium,  the Fonds d'orientation et de rdgularisation des
march6s agricoles in France and the Istituto per il commercio estero in
Italy. These discussions also covered two economic  committees for fruit
and vegetables in France.
178. Mention must be made here of the continuing  review of certain sub-
sidies for fruit and vegetables, oils and fats, eggs and poultry,  and pigmeat
with a view to their harmonization. This supplements  an earlier survey
of ptoduction and marketing aids for these same products plus grain.
Again under t}e provisions of Article 93(l), the Commission, in
conjunction with the Member States, examined the possibility of reviewing
t Srtooa Ct*rot freport,  sec. 188.
2 Oficial gaqette No. C 116, 8 November  1968.
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certain investment aid, notably in the eggs and poultry, pigmeat, and fruit
and vegetables  sectors. It  also studied the subsidies for planting and
grubbing fruit trees other than those for fruit like pears, apples, peaches,
citrus and grapes which are giving rise to special difficulties.
The Commission  also had preliminary talks with the Member  States
on the incidence  that any implementing  measures  adopted  by the Council
within the framework  of the Memorandum on the Reform of Agriculture
might have on the examinalion of agricultural  subsidies.
179. In accordance  with Article 93(3) of. the EEC Treaty, the Commis-
sion ruled on various aid measures  of which it had been notified by the
Member States. It had no special comments  to make about a number of
these, notably the subsidies paid to account-keeping  farmers in Germany,
aid in the form of vguchers for the purchase of butter in France  and
various aids granted by Italy. The Commission expressly reserved the
right, however, to re-examine certain Italian measures when common
market organizations for the products in question have been introduced.
The Commission did, however, have some comments to make on
other measures. These included a German bill to off-set the incidence
of DM revaluation on German agriculture ( aid granted through the TVA
system) ; a draf.t Val d'Aoste regional law on the payment of subsidies to
co-operatives  and groups of co-operatives; and two draft Sicilian  regional
laws, one dealing with subsidies fot buying seed and fertilizers, the other
amending Law No. 14 (which supplements  and co-ordinates agricultural
legislation in Sicily).
The Commission initiated proceedings  under Article 93(2) n  the
case of German aid for exports of pedigree animals to other Member States
for breeding purposes. Since the German authorities agreed to suspend
this aid after L JuIy 1969, the Commission uras able to terminate these
proceedings.
\X/ith regard to the payment in Germany  during 1968/69 of the
compensation which the Council agreed to finance from Community
resources  in December 1964, the Commission  had no particular corilnents
to make with regard to that portion of it paid in the form of subsidies
per tilled unit under grain, but held that additional compe'nsation  for
quantities of brewers' badey marketed  was incompatible with the common
market. It therefore  initiated proceedings  under the first subparagraph
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Taxation in 
Sgricaltare
180. During the year under review there was no noteworthy change in
the conditions of competition in agriculture in so far as these are influenced
by tax provisions. The Netherlands introduced  the TVA system  on
L January 1969, becoming the third Community  country to do so. Farm
products are covered by the system, and one conse[luence  of its introduc-
tion was that the corrective amount in the price system for milk products
had to be changed in that country. It is difficult to say when exacdy
common measures  for applying turnover tax to operations  involving farm
products will be introduced in the Community. The proposal, for a
directive presented to the Council on 26 February 1968r has not yet been
adopted. The Commission  has entrustd  a group of experts with the task
of drafting reports on existing tax provisions affecting co.operatio,n
berween farms and farm amalgamation  in the Member States. A study
of these national provisions should make it possible to pinpoint the extent
to which they hinder ceoperation and amalgamation.
HARMONIZATION  OF LEGISLATION
Veterinary legislation
181. During 1969 the Commission transmitted to the Council:
(i)  a proposal for a regulation on health standards for fresh meat
transported across the territory of one Member State to another
Member State;
(ii)  a proposal for a regulation on veterinary inspection  standards for
animals of the bovine and porcine species transported across the
territory of one Member State to another Member State;
( iii ) a draft resolution bn Community measures to combat exotic foot-
and-mouth viruses:
(iv) a proposal for a decision on action to protect Community herds
against the foot-and-mouth virus;
(v)  a proposal for a directive extending the time limit laid down in
Article 7(1C) of the Council's  directive of.26 June t964 onintra-
Community  trade in livestock.
1 O1ficial garytla No. C 48, 16 May 1968.186  TorrARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
on 6 october the council  adopted  a directive  amending its directive
of 26 June 1964 on health problems associated with inra'Community
trade in fresh meat. This new directive is the first Council text to refer
to the procedure to be followed by the Standing Veterinary Committee
when it is asked to give an urgent opinion. This procedure, which had
only been agreed to within the Council, has now been given statutory form.
On 18 March the Commission  adopted a decision amending  its
decisio,n of. 29 July 1966 appointing veterinary experts responsible for
preparing opinions on slaughterhouses and cutting rooms.
Food legislation
182. On 28 May the Council  adopted the general programme for the
elimination of technical  obstacles to trade resulting from disparities
between the laws and regulations of the Member States'
On 13 November the Council adopted a decision setting up a
Standing Committee on Foodstuffs. On the same date it also adopted a
rcsolution  laying down procedures  governing action by this Committee'
During the year, the Commission  submitted to the Council a number
of proposals for regulations and directives on the harmonization of
Member States' legislation on:
(a) the manufacture and marketing  of fruit juices and similar products;
(b) emulsifying/stabilizing,  thickening  and gelling  agents for use in food-
stuffs for human consumption;
(c) dietetic foods.
Plant bealtb legislation
183. On 8 December the Council adopted directives on the campaign
against potato root eelworm, potato wart and the San Jos6 scale.
kegulations  concerning agricaltural,  ltorticultural
and forestry  seeds and seedlings
184. On 18 February the Council  adopted  directives amending  earlier
&rectives on the marketing of beet seed , f.orage crop seed, seed grain, seed
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On 30 June the Council adopted a directive on the marketing of
seeds of oleaginous  and fibrous plants.
On 28 July the Commission dispensed  Germany,  the Netherlands
and Luxembourg from applying the Council Directives of 14 June 1966
on the marketing  of forage seed and seed grain to certain species  which
are of no interest on their teritory.
A Commission Decision of 1 December authorized the Netherlands
to market non-certified seed or "Manella" winter wheat on its territory
until 31 lanuary 1970. This seed is subject to less stringent conditions
(see Article 17 of the Council Directive of 16 June L966 on the marketing
of seed grain).
On 22 December the Commission adopted decisions:
(i)  dispensing France from applying the Council's Directives of 16 June
1966 on the marketing of forage seed and seed grain to certain
species;
(ii)  dispensing Germany  and Luxembourg  from applying the Council's
Directive of l0 June 1969 on the matketing of seed of oleaginous
and fibrous plants to.certain  species.
As regards foresry legislation, the Commission  submitted to the
Council on 17 March a proposal for a tegu.lation laying down external
quality standards for forestry  reproductive  material.
FORESTRY PROBLEMS
185. The implications  of the Commission's Memorandum on the Reform
of Agriculture for forestry aroused great interest among those directly
so,nggrrred-toth  forest owners ( central and local government,  private
individuals )  and industrial users of timber (particularly the paper
industry ). A study of long-term  trends for timber consumption  and produc-
tion indicates that there may be a substantial raw materials deficit which
will be difficult to bridge in a few years' time.
The Member States are gradually  implementing  the June 1966
directive designed to limit marketing to forestry  seeds and seedlings of
high genetic quality. Other proposals for regulations in this sector are
either under discussion ( external quality of reproductive  material ) or in
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\0'ork is also in progress on the preparation  of regulations on the
organization  of the seed market (including forestry seed) and of the
market in natural cork-both of these being products listed in Annex II
to the Treaty.
Lastly, the financing of thirteen schemes for the afforestation of
marginal  land from the Guidance  Section of the Farm Fund has'been
approved. This should make an effective  contribution to the agricultural
reform prografnme.
INFOR,MATION  FOR THE COMMON AGRICIILTURAL  POLICY
Infornation  network on farm accounts
186. The information  network on farm accounts  has now been in operation
throughout  .the Mernber  States for two consecutive  years.
Farm accounts for the first accounting period (1968/69 ) were closed
in the normal way. There was some delay, however, in transmitting the
data to the Commission because the accounting offices were using un-
familiar forms and definitions for the first time.
In accordance with Article 23 of Regulation  No. 79/65/CEE the
Commission reported to the Council on how the farm accounts network
was operating.  The Commission indicated the progress made in imple-
menting the system and referred to the problems which have still to be
tackled.
Since all the results for the first accounting  period were not to hand
when this report was due for submission,  the Commission was unable to
draw any overall conclusions on the working of the netwotk or to propose
any nectssary  changes in Regulation No.79/65/CEE.
It is to be hoped that the delays in furnishing data f.or the first
accounting period will be made good in the second and that the Com-
munity authorities will soon be in a position to rely on data collected
through the farm accounts  netvrork in their task of gurding and administer-
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Suruel  on the structare of agriculturel
182. This survey was carried out in the field in Getmany, the Netheriands;
Belgium and Luxembourg n L966/67 and in France and Italy n L967 /68.
The basic data produced  by the survey for each Member  State have been
put on punched  cards or magnetic  tapes. Some of the data for Germany,
Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands have already been analysed.
L See Second General  Report, sec. 206.190  ToWARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
2. Indusrial structure  policy
188. Although the year 1969 was characterized by an exceptionally mpid
growth of industrial production-t2Vo for the Community  as a whole, i.e.,
the highest rate since the establishment  of the Common Market-the  Com'
mission, in response to wishes e>rpressed on several occasions by the
European  Parliament, intensffied its work on the prq>aration of a compre'
hensive document  conceming the problems affecting Community  industry'
The Commission  vrill be able to present this document at the beginning
of. 1970.
POLICY FOR INDIVIDUAL  INDUSTRIES
189. In accordance with ideas set out in the second medium-term  economic
policy progra{nme, the Commission attempted to work out more explicit
guidelines  concerning the dwelopment  o{ and changes in industrial  sectors'
It tried to define certain lines of action with regard to the promotion of
industries in a strong competitive  position on the world market, and to
{oster the revival and, where necessary,  dre reorganization and rehabilita-
tion of the less profitable branches of industry.
Vith the aim of determining methods of securing a sound industrial
equipment policy, the Commission analysed  several branches of the
mechanical and electrical indusuies,  and in particulm the non'electric
machinery and process computer sectors. More precis.ly, it studid the
machine-tools  branch and the development of numerical  co,ntrols in
this field.  This key technique  forms the basis of much of  the
manufacturing industries'  equipment and, like process comPuters'  is essen'
tial to the automation of industry as a whole. Howwer, the introduction
of this technique comes up against financial and psychological obstacles,
which, moreover, arc due to the state of technical and economic knour-
ledge. It is {or this reason that the Commission rcferred the matter to
the Mediurn-Term Economic Policy C-ommittee,  suggesting that it should
raomsrend Member States to take measures to remove  these o'bntacles and
Jo €ncoufage  research  in this field.
The Coqrmission has the impression that supplies and engineering
for indusrial  complexes will accomnt for an ever-growing proportion  of
the mechanical and electrical industries' q(ports. In its initial contacts on
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that the latter have to contend with financing and insurance problems,
the industrial aspects of which ought no doubt to be studied at C,ommunity
level.
The Commission played an active part in ensuring the implementa'
tion o{ the "clocks and vatches  agreement" concluded  between the Com-
munity and Switzerland as part of the Kennedy Round. This agreement
provd particularly useful during 1969, both in increasing "C,ommunity'
mindedness" among clock-making industries in the various mernber  coun.
tries a,nd in obviating {'ur,ther impediments to exchangrs betwsr Switzet'
land and the Community. In this context the employers'  federations
formed, on the Commission's initiative, a "liaison committee" at Com'
munity level, not only to assist the Commission in its task of supetvising
the proper implementation of this agreement, but also to selve as a fomm
for all questions relating to the necessary structural adaptations in this
sectof.
As far as the aerospace industries are concerned, the Commission
duly received the study entitled "The Community's Aimaft and Space
Industries  Compared with Thoae of Britain and the United States".  This
very welldocumented study was based mainly on numerous interviews
with representatives c'f public bodies, industry  and airlines. It is in course
of publication.
In the fidd of shipbuilding, the work which the Commission
req,nested the ernployets'  organizations  and trade union circles to urdertake
has reached the end of its first stage. Reports have been sent in, the
find,ings  of which agr€e on the necessity of carefuIly following the stmctural
changes in demand resulting  from ever-grouring  but increasingly differcn-
tiated sea traffic. A rclative shortage of manpower will compel the ship
yards to make co,nsiderable  efforts to steP up the productivity  of la:bour
and, while maintaining a furly con$tant level of enaployment, to reduce the
averu,ge age o( their labotr force. These efforts can be undertaken  in the
light of a distincdy improrred  situation, sirrce tlre Community's  shipyatrds
are abo"t to regpirl smre of the ground which they had lqt o4 the world
market. Howerrer, the rapidity of technological  pr%fess  and the pocsibiliry
of sudden changes in the economic situation call for constant  vigilance on
the part of the shipbuilders if they are to maintain their position
sucessftrlly  at the internationd  level.
With regard to "miscellaneous" indusuies,  the Commission  has
carried out, together with European employers' organizations  (cerarnics,
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periodical  surveys of the situation in these sectors and of the problems
adsing for them from European  integration  and the development of trade
witlr non-member  countries.
On the basis of a study conceming several key products, the Com-
mission  investigated  the competitive position of the Community's  chemical
industry in dose co.operation with the appropriate  ggvemment  departments
and employers'  associations in Member States. The supplying of this
sector and the rubber industry with raw materials on competitive terms
has continued to figure among the Commission's preoccupations, as also
has the development  of applied research.
In defe\rce to the ttade's concern that the problems affecting the
agricultural and food industries  shquld be taken into account in the
diawing-up of the "Agriculture 1980" programme, the Commission
initiated, in close cooperation  with the CIAA and the COGECA,I a study
ass'essing from the econornic aspect the structures, ffend and pressures in
t}is sector in order to outline, in a document distinct from but comple-
mentary to the "Mansholt Memorandum", the prospects and options at
European level. The proposed creation of a European  agricultutal  and
food industries committee  to study industrial questions spedific 'to 
this
sector, in which the idea of and initial projects for European research can
be put forward, will go a long lway to determine progress in these
activities.
In the case of the textile industry, the Commission has extended,
in ceoperation with the Medium-Term  Economic Poliry Committee,  the
scope of analytical study on this sector and has continued its work on
determining the main lines of the Community's,industrial poliry. In the
context of this work, the Paris Centte for the study of modern economic
techniques drew up, at the Commission's  request, a report on the analysis
of and the prospects  (1975 ) for the EEC's textile sector. This document
was the subject of consultations  with govemment representatives  and both
sides of the industry. Ih view of the close ties between the textile
processing industry  and the garment  trade, the Commission  engaged a firm
of iridustrial consultants to catry out a thorough  analysis of the develop-
ment and structures of the latter sector, a task which should be completed
in ,Aprii 1970. The problems of the'carded wool industry continued  to
occupy the Commission's attention. The requests submitted by several
I CIAA : UNICE Committee for the Agricultural  and Food Industries.
COGECA : General Committee for Agriculrural  Co-operation in the EEC
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Member States for safeguards  were refused. Also, after a fact-finding unit
had been sent to the chief production centres, the Commission had a
comprehensive  report prepared on the situation of the industry in the
Member States. This report was forvrarded to the administrative authori
ties of the various countries, accompanied by a comparative  analysis of the
cost structures,
As regards the non-ferrous metal .industry, the Commission  prepared
proposals forming an integral part of the common  industrial and commer-
cial policy in the lead and zinc sector. The common  poliry should in the
normal course be adopted by the Member States in 1970. The Commis-
sion likevrise conducted  preliminary studies on a common poliry for
supplies of raw materials.
INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN THE STEEL  SECTOR
State of the iron and steel market
190. A feature of L969 was the full utilization  of production capacity in
the steel-rnaking  and steel-using  sectors' This situati'cn was one of the
chief causes o{ the steel shortage,  and consequently  of the rise in prices
of many of the industry's products. The shortage  led to difficulties in
several steel-consuming sectors of industry.
The output of cnrde steel in the Community rose from 98.6 million
tons in 1968 to 107.1 millionin 1'969, an irlcrease of 8.87o. This is all
the more remarkable in that steel production in 1968 had already been
raised by 9.8%o (8.8 million tons). The plant utilization factor rose from
86.5 to 9lVo.
This above-average growth is principalli due to the exceptional  degee
of activity in the steel-using firms, who stepped up their steel consumption
in 1969 by about 10.5 million ingot tons, i.e., by l3.5Vo. Exports to
non-member countfies fell off slighdy. Although still relatively insigni-
ficant, imports from non-member  countries increased considerab.ly' Intra-
Community  trade rose by about l4Vo ovet the 1968 figures, but not as
steeply as the disposals on the countries' own markets, which incretased
by l8.5Vo. Consumer stocks accumulated  owing to the lengthening  of
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!0trld sted pneducti€n €xpanaed  strocrgly, lud by laprrr- (79 million
to'ns ss ,grinst 67 million in 1968 ). IflorH markct prices roce even more
ste€ply than C-rommunity  pri.es.
The steel shortage prevented the currency adiustments  from exerting
a perceptible influence qr the pattern of trade in steel products.
Measures ta stabiliry tbe narktt in steel and ray' materials
797. ln order to slacken the strain on the steel market, the Cpmmission
and a meeting of the Mernber States' repres€ntatives  at the C,ouncil took
stq)s to increase imports of steel products.l The Community  iron-mines
were able to expand their ore' deliveries to the plants in 1969 (77.8 as
against 68.9 million tons in f968) and improve their operating conditions.
As a whole, however, they continud to lose ground to ore imports.
Prg-iron production increased in step with that of crude steel, reaching
79.4 million tons. Output of foundry pig-iron rose faster 05%) than
that of the other types of pig.iron. Owing to the mounting demand,
pig-iron producers  werc able to raise their prices by 6-l0Vo.
In spite of the spcific protection  rate of 5 dollan a ton, imporrs of
foundry pig rose again. The quo,tas for spcial grades were exhausted
by the middle of the year. In December 1969, the Commission decidd
to set relatively low quotas for 1970.2
The general ban on er(ports of scrap to non-member countries,  in
force since 195), was maintained. In order to alleviate the difficulty of
disposing of cfftain grades of scrap, howwer,  a C,ouncil meering of govern-
ment officials from the Member States set the 1969 figure for scrap export
permits at 80 200 tons, as against t9 500 tons in 1968. This authoriza-
tion was o'nly used in part. Tlre high€r demand for rcrap in all the Com-
munity countries led to ma:rimum  utilization of all grades of scrap, rogether
with a noticeable rise in prices. Scrap requirements imported from non-
member  cotrnuies tor 1969 will amount to 2 000 000 tons out of a total
of over 44 million tons. The average specific consumption  was about.
400 kg, taking all processes together.
iGE?,"o.
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Structural policl Jor steel
192. In regard to the structural  policy advocated by the ECSC Ttaty, it
is not simply a matter of writing into a medium- and long-term policy the
measures to be taken by the public authorities within their fields of
competence; it also means providing guidance for firms in their economic
decision:s, more espaially by encoungng a wellco' rdinated pattern of
capital  spending.
The chief instrument  furnished by the ECSC Treaty for this purpose
is the "General Objectives" referred to in Articles 5 and 46. The Com-
mission is still endeavouring  to have the General Objectives for the period
up to 1975 established  as soon as possible, since the last General
Objectives, published at the end of. 1966, for the most part cover a period
which expires at the end of 1970. Vithin the context of th*e General
Obiectives  (ECSC Treaty Article 46), which form the broad iines of the
investment policy, the Treaty conferred on the Communi'ty organs po$/ers
of intervention of three kinds: surveys of investment and of invesffrient
financing (Article 47 of the ECSC Tre"aty);  c<irnpulsory prior declaration
of investment programmes  exceeding a certarft cost, namely, 500 000 u.a.
in the case of new plant and t OOO 000 u.a. in the case of replacements
or conversions  (Ardcle 54, thitd paragraph)l; and the issuing by the Com-
mission of reasoned opinions on such pro'grzrmmes (Article 54, fourtlr
paragraph). Although the opinions are not binding on the firms to whom
they are issued, the Community  appraisds can and do on occcasion  cause
enterprises to revise or even scrap certain projects in view of parallel
schemes elsewhere. Conversely,  the Community can facilitate the carrying-
out of projects of Community interest by actually granting loans to the
firms or by grraranteeing the loans they conract with other parties.2
19-i. According to the last annual survey, the steel industry  expects to
keep up a fast rate of errpansion over the next fe$r years, which could
generate a production potential of 82 milli{on ingot tons in L972, with
pure oxygen-blown steel accounting for 52'Vo, as against 337o n  1968.s
The declared expenditure in 1969 under the head of new investment
projects, in accordance  with Decisio,n No. 22/66, was about 1848 miltrion
r See also Decision No, 22166, ofrcial saTelle No. 279,29 November 1966 (corrigen-
dum to the French text, ffiiii  gaqite'No. 227,7  December  1966).
2 Ch. 1v,8.
3 See "Ler inac$issementt  darc let indrctriet d* charbon et dr l'acier darc la Communauti'
Situation aa ler januier l969",Luxembourg,  July 1969.196  ToITARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
w,a., a sum even higher than the figures for the boom years 1960 and
1961. Of this total, the Benelux countries, accounted for 515, Germany
for 850, France for 384 and Italy f.ot 99 million. The projects relating  to
rolling mills represent about 60Vo of. the declared total outlay, with the
flat products sector accouoting  for a substantial proportion.
Irrespective of the time rcquired to carry out the investment
progfammes, the total value of declarations received n  L969 compares
as follows with the values declared in Drevious  vears:
Generally  speaking, firms often justify their projects for extensions
or new plants by the need to improve their internal balance. Then again,
the introduction of new'processes  often goes hand in hand with an increase
in size, \)0'hilst.recognizing the soundness of such arguments, the Cpm-
mission considers that it has a duty to introduce the factor of the Com-
munity's best interests into the firms' calculations. This is the purpose
of the reasoned  opinions, and it explains why the Commission  has several
times ocpressed a favourable view of projects involving  the joint use of
certain equipment, by means of specialization agreements or a redudion
in the nurmber of decision  making cente.s. The Commission  has also
aimed at achieving an overall balance between foreseeable resources and
requitements at the various production stages,  and notably at the coking
stage. It considered that, whatever  trading arrangem€nts  might be adopted
at the Community lwel, this objective above all calls for increased invest-
ment efforts.
Apart from the opinions expressed on individual programmes, the
Commission  felt it expedient to adopt certain general attitudes. Thus, in
spite of the pressures  observed on the cold-rolled sheet market,  an opinion
from the Commission dated 15 March 1969 asked the enterprises not to
take final decisions on investments without first noting that the foresee-
able demand far 1972/73 can apparently be met by th" rnills alrcady in
e)dstence or declared at the date of the ooinion.
Iron 4gd steel industry
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1.94. The Commission has continued  its research effort, vrith an eye to
the present and future needs of the Community  steel industry. It renewed
for one year its aid to the research in progress in the experimental blast-
furnace  at Libge and financed a new three-year programme  of research on
the structure of flames of various fuels and on heat transfer (tests to be
carried out at the IJmuiden pilot plant). The Commission also assisted
Community  research designed to i.mprove the quality of cast crude steel
prcdu,cts and control of steel manufacture and to standardtze  methods of
gas analysis in steels and pig-iron throughout Europe.
The Commission continued its general policy, started in 1962, of.
promoting  the automation of steelworks and extendedl  its effort on behalf
of reseatch projects to r:levelop  continuous-measurement  methods and instru-
ments, the essential preliminaries to automation. In the rolling-mills
sector, the Commission financed  research on end-rolling and cooling in
wire-rcd mills. In the field of metal physics, it encouraged fundamental
research with a view to the production of steels with improved mechanical
properties and particularb  with high strength. On top of this, the Com-
mission carried on the aid which the ECSC has given since 1959 to ASELT
(European association for exchange of technical  literature on steel), which
promotes  the utilization  and circulation,  for the benefit of the Community
steel industry, of technical literature ffom the East European counties
(chiefly the USSR), the Far East (chiefly Japan), t-he Scandinavian
countries and Latin America.
INDUSTRIAL POLICY  ON NUCLEAR  QUESTIONS
Ceneral atpectJ
L95. The overall situation of the Community market in 1969 was slighdy
better than in prwious years. Orders were placed for six nuclear power
plants using light water reactors and representing a capacity of about
4 750 MWe; two of these plants will be set up in Belgium, one ar Doel
(780 M\7e) and the other, for a Franco".Belgian consortium, at Tihange
(870 MWe); two will be'built in I7est Germany, at Biblis ( 1 150 MWe)
and Brunsbiittel (800 M\X/e); one (750 M\Ve) is to be constructed in
Italy by Ansaldo Meccanico Nucleare with the assistance of General
Electric; the sixth is a 450 M\We power plant which the NV Provin-
ciale Zeer,rvrse Electriciteitsmaatschappii  (PZEM)'has ordered from Kraft-
werk-Union and is to be erected at Borssele. Other notewothy  orders198  TowARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
are for a 250 MWe fast-neutron prototype (Pher'ix) power plant in
France, a 25 MWe direct-cycle  high-temperature  test re{rctor (Geest-
hacht-2 ) in \7est Germany and a 40 M\0e prototype fog-cooled h."t'y-
water reactor (Cirene) in Italy.
In France, where the only nev/ move in power plant construction
concemed  participation in the Tihange project, a decision of major
industrial importance was announced:  since the gas-graphite system shows
no promise of competing  successfully  with conventional  oil-fired plants,
EdF came out in favour of building plants using light-water reactors.
This switchover is dictated more by economic results than by technological
factors. It confirms that a technological breakthrough can o'nly ptoduce
economic benefits if there has been sufficient pooling or concenration of
resources at the RorD level, if the "new product" can be launched on a
wide market and, lastly, if it is developed  and marketed by a technically
and financially  powerful industry.
There is now, for the first time, a de facto agreement  among the
six Community  countries on the type of reactors to be built during the
coming years. In view of the essentid requirement$ as regards rnarkets
and industrial structure,  so often underlined  by the Commission, it is to
be hoped that this development will enable the Community's  nuclear and
electrical  engineering industry to reorganize itself in the direction  of cross-
frontier groupings, the only method by which it can stand up to foreign
competition.
196. The fact must nevertheless be faced that during L969 the restruchrr-
ing of industry, generally  speaking, continued to be carried out on a
national basis. In \Ufest Germany,  Siemens and AEG set up two subsidiary
companies, Kraftwerk-Union AG and Transformatoren-Union  AG, which
started operating  on a commercial scale on 1 April 1969' Kraftwerk-
Union's field covers the development,  manufacture  and sale o{ steam
turbines, turboalternators,  complete turbosets and gas turbines, together
with design and construction in the thermal power plant field, including
nuclear power plants, and the sale of power plant components.  "Trafe
Union" is concer.ed with the development, manufacture and sale of large
transformers.  In addition, Siemens  acquired a share in the capital of the
Interatom company and, jointly with Nukem, set up Reaktorbrennelemente
GmbH. In France, a uranium marketing group (Uranex)  was set up, in
which the CEA (French Atomic Energy Commission), tlte Pdchiney
conlpany and the Banque Rothschild have participations through their
subsidiaries  Mokta-P6chiney  and Penarroya-CFMU. In  France again,INDUSTRIAL  STRUCTURE POLICY I99
Alsthom and the C,ompagnie Gendrale d'Electricit6 decided to combine
their activities. At the international level, the firms of AEG, Siemens,
fnrcratom, Demag and Deutsche Babcock associated with Belgonucleaire
aruC Neratoom to constrirct a prototype fast-neutron reactor, and Alkern
and Belgonucl6airc  joined fores to co-ordinate reseanch and investmenr in
the field of plutonium fuel fabricatio,n.
Action taAen bjt tbe Commission
The Commission  continued its action in the nuclear sector along five
lines:
r. Elaboration ol principles::ir::':,;:;::i;;o-ordinated  industriat poticy
L97. In its paper on "Euratom's Furure Activities", datd,2) April 1969,
the Commission, pursuant to the Council's Resolution of 20 December
1968, devoted a whole chapter to defining the underlying principles  and
criteria for an industrial  policy in the nuclear field and suggested  a number
of measures which it considered likely to improve the present  market
situation for nuclear firms in the Community.l
After drawing  attention to the fact that the analysis of this situation
given in the White Paper of October  1968 shows hiving-off of the'various
countries' markets and piecemeal scattering of industdal resources,  and
cornparing  this with the conditions afforded by the American market with
its vastness and its concentrated industry, the Commission suggested  a
number of forms of action designed to open up the madret and bring about
a tatganiaation  of the Community's  industry.
These forms of action are as follows:
Period.ical  neetings ol electricity producers utith tbe obiect ol
improoing and conparing forecasts lor power plont construction  in
tbe Contxunity
198. Power plant construcbrs and manufacturers  of components  ought to
be as accurately  informed as possible on the electricity producers' inten-
1 See Supplemeit  to Bullctin  6-69.200  ToITARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
tions as regards the placing of orders; they could then make more efficient
urr*g....rts and improve their production capacity by investments  which
they may justifiably hesitate to embark on without speci{ic,  reliable indica-
tions concerning  future orders.
It would be very. helpful to industry if electricity producers would
agree to hold annual meetings at which they could publish, in addition to
their medium- and long-term forecasts, their intentions as regards the
placing of orders for nuclear or conventional  power plants during the
coming months; without being formal commitments, such intentions  would
nonetheless  be very close to firm decisions. At these annual meetings the
electricity producers might be interested in comparing the orders which
they intend to place in the near future. This system of comparison,  which
already exists in other industrial 'sectors within the ftametwork o{ stan-
datdrzaaon  committee's,  cotrld also tacifutate ration:a,lization of types and
standards in the field o{ nuclear and non-nuclear pov/er plants, such as
has been achieved in the United States. Furthermore,  regular comparisons
of the electricity producers' plans might lead to the grouping of certain
orders and enable the constructors to lower their production costs, while
at the same time encouraging  them to reorganize  themselves  on a Com-
munity basis.
Measures to encourage tbe opening-up ol the market and cross-
.  lrontier legroaping ol the industry
199. Community  action to stimulate indusrial reorganization and the
opening-up  of the market could take the following  forms:
(i)  The Commission  considered that for the time required to stengthen
the Community's  industry it might be necessary to provide nuclear
electricity producers with financial assistance in the form of partial
guarantees,  con&tional upon Community-level grouping of orders
and restructuring of industry. At the present stage, it does not
appear that the guarantee should extend to reactors. ordered later
than three or four years hence.
(ii)  The opening-up of the market might be facilitated i{ the electricity
producers  were asked to undenake  certain commitments,  and more
especially to reserye a percentage of their nuclear orders for firms in
othtr Member States.
(iii) The research carried. out hitherto in the Community on future reactor
types is not inferior, and sometimes even outstips that done outsideINDUSTRIAL  STRUCTURE POLICY 2OI
the Community.  In the absence of decisions with regard to large-
scale production, the Community may lose part of its lead, at any
tate as regards advanced convefter reactors. In order to spread the
technological  risks involved and also for reasons of supply, the Com-
mission considered it reasonable  to widen the range of the Com-
munity's industry and find the funds {or the construction of an initial
heavy-water'unit  and an initial high-temperature unit. These two
projects might conceivably be in the form of two joint enterprises in
which some or all of the Member States would participate and which
would award the construction  contracts to an industrial  consortium
cornprising the principal companies concetned. The financing of the
joint enterprise coutrd be carried out in a number of ways. If it
consisted of one or more electricity  producers, it or they could
reasonably be expected to pick up the tab for that po,rtion of
the investment which a reference power plant of equivalent capacity
would have represented. It also appears reasonable that the Com-
munity should provide limited financial backing for such a joint enter-
prise, the experience to be acquired from which would be of value to
all Community  countries. Lasdy, there appears to be a sound case
for asking tlose Member States whose industries  were most interested
in the construction of the initial commercial unit to make an addr
tional contribution.
As regards fast breeder reactors, all the Member States favour a
regrouping of efforts  ( see memorandum  of the German, Belgian and
Nethedands governments.dated  7 June 1968 and note from the French
delegation to the \il/orking Party on Atomic Questions  dated L6 May
1968 ).
At its meeting of 6 December 1969 the Council  decided to take in
1.970 "initial decisions {or as broad a co.operation as possible in the field
of advanced reactors, and in particular fast reactors".
UNIPEDE, UNICE and CEEP,I for their part, stated in 1969 that
they were in favour of the ptinciple of joint consttuction of a slngle proto-
type. The Commission is watching current moves in this context with
great interest.2
t UNUPEDE : International Union of Producers  and Disttibutors of Electrical
Energy.
UNICE : Union of Industries of the European Community.
CEEP : European Centre for Public Undertakings.
2 See also Ch. IV-3.n2  TcrrARDs  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
Various measilles desigred eitber to red*ce tbe risks inbetent in the
deuelopnent  ol neu tecbniques ot to improae mmket transporency
200. These  measures  concern technical assistance  to nuclear power plant
operators,  concerted  activities on behalf of component manufactuers, and
harmonization of technical and safety standards.
Under subheading  3 below, details are given of steps ta.ken by the
Commission  in this field in 1969.
207. Inestablishing these guidelines, the C.ommissio'n  has taken stock of
the difficulqirs in the way of the implernentation  of a joint p"licy "f
industrial  development in the nuclear sector. Such a policy implies a
renunciation by the Member States of some of their ambitions for the sake
of a grouping of their efforts in a field in which considetations  of politics
and prestige are often decisive.  Nonetheless,  the Commission must
tbs,t a 'b€tter coordinatio'n  of efforts woutrd avoid considerrable
w.rstage of talent and resources and also cut down the risks involved'
At its meeting of 30 June 1969, the Council  acknow.ledged  the
desirability of periodical  comparisons  of the electdcity producers'  views,
intentions and technical  experience and invited the C,ommission to en-
courage and facilitate such comparisons.
2. lnplementation of Euratotn Treaty Articles 47 et seq. concerning
notilication ol inoesttnent proiects
202. Five nuclear power plant investment  ptojects were notified to the
Commisqion  this year as required by Article 41 of the Euratom Treaty.
They relate to the Ph6nix (France), Borssele  (Netherlands),  Tihange
(France and Belgium), Biblis, Brunsbiittel and Geesthacht  (Germany) and
Cirene (Italy) plants.
The Commission is preparing opinions on these jnvestments'
In the near future, the Commission is to submit to the Cotrncil a
propooal  designed to incrgase the efficiency of the investmelt  notification
ptocedures whfut simplifyinC  the requests for information from the
investors.INDUSTRIAL  STRUCTURE POLICY M3
). Implementation ol Euraton Treaty Articles 45 et seq. concerning
loint Enterprises
203. Undet the terms of Article 45 of the Euratom Treaty, the SEMO
company applied to be granted joint enterprise status; the file is being
exanrined by the Commission. SEMO proposes to build an 870 M\Ufe
nudear power plant jointly with EdF and an association of Belgian
producers.
Pursuant to Articles 47-50 of the Euratom Treaty, the amended
articles of associatio,n of the Lingen, Obrigheim and SENA,ioint  enter-
prises were submitted for the Council's approval  on a proposd by the
Commission. The reasons for these amendments af,e an increase of capital
in the case of Lingen and Obrigheim and, as regards SENA, harmonization
of the artides with the new French law sn soci4tis dnotrymes  (limited
liability companies).
4. Salety ol nuclear installations
204. The Commissio'n contjnued its activities, described in the last General
Report, concerning safety in the nuclear indusmy. The discussions held
with the electricity producers  (UNIPEDE)  and constructors (UNICE)
during 1968 and 1969 confirmed that those circles are in favour of an
increased Community effort to harmonize  systems and methods more
closely and to standardize certain plant items.
Studies on the technical safety aspects of individual nuclear instdla-
tions in the Community'were  carried out as before, in fulfilment of govem-
ment requests,  basic contracts witl certain companies  operafing  nuclear
power plants, or agreements  wit} the authorities of certain Member States.
During the period concerned, these studies related  mainly to safety aspects
of the nuclear porwer plants at Chma (France), Dodewaard  (Netherlands),
the NS "Otto Hahn" marine reactor, and the K\(1L Lingen, Stade and
Wiirgassen  power plants (\ilfest Germany).
In regard to the studies on working methods and coordination  of
supplementary experimental  and theoretical  research progfammes, discus-
sions with those concerned,  i.e., q>erators, constfuctors and safety and
control ,authorities, continued through ur.ultilateral contrrts and through
active participation by the Commission  in goiects launched by the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) or the European  Nuclear Energy
Ago.y (ENEA).204  TotrARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
5. Promotion ol industrial uses ol radiation and radioisotopes
205. TheCommission pursued its efforts to stimulate the use of radiation
and radioisotope techniques. Its intervention was basically aimed at
introducing  existing techqiques  into the most suitable sectors of industry.
The Commission's  Eurisotop Office selected  and pursued specific industrial
promotion activities which pass on acquired information and knowhow
as directly as possible and generate the requisite  non-technical  conditions
to facilitate the adoption of these techniques by industry.
Thanks to growing interest on the part of firms and close co-operation
from industrial federations, it has been possible to transfer information
and knowhow to industry more effectively. A series of in{ormation
meetings, with practical demonstrations  on prestressed and rein{orced
concrete  structures, highlighted the exceptio,nal value of gafirma radiogfaphy
in civil engineering.l The specific  drive to promotei the use of activation
analysis in the steel industryz was extelded to the non-ferrous  metals
se{tor for the purpose of standardizing  oxygen assays in copper, zirconium,
lead, silicon, germanium and selenium. The in{ormation and demonstra-
ti,on campaign kno'qrn as "IRAD"2'3 is the springboard  for concerted
projects publicjzing irradiation methods for use in the manufacture  of
wood-plastic composites,a  food preservations and inhibition of germinatlon
in potatoes. The leather and footwear industries, following the textiles
sector, are looking to isotope and radiation techniqu'es to modemize tleir
inspection,  diagnosis and manufacturing methods. Contacts established for
the purpose with the CLEIC (footwear industry's liaison and study com-
mittee) and the national footwear  centres are to be pursued  and extended.
The introduction of nuclear processes into industry continues to
encounter  many obstacles, which are due to the diversity of the present
economic  and social conditions  and the lack of harmony with respect to
the regulations  in this field. The Commission is having the various  aspects
of the use of isotopes  and radiatio'n examined in order to prepare recom-
mendations  that will speed up expansion of the isotope industry and allied
sectors and at the same time make it easier for industry to adopt isotope
techniques.  The study on non-technical conditions  governing  the use of
I \Torking Documents, secs, 81, 98.
2 First General  Report, sec. 40\.
s \Torking Document No. 88 "Rapport g6n6ral de I'action IRAD".
a Cahiers d'Information Nos. 21-24.
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radiometric  dwicesl has been extended to' cover garnfita radiography.z A
dozen technical and economic studies of particular cases of a practical nature
have been completed;  they provide a'cn:.j.cal. assessment of the technical,
social, economic and administrative  reactions produced  by the use of radio-
metric devices in various sectors of industry.3 In the same context it
should also be mentioned  that the radioisotope  nomenclature,  statistics
and market are being studied in order to improve the characteization  o[.
the radiation and isotopes sector frorn a statistical and economic stand-
point.
This concise list of the ptincipal specific activities in industrial
promotion would not be complete without  reference to the technical
'consultant services and he extensive distribution of Eurisotop publica-
tions,a which consistently h.lp to spread information on the technical or
economic aspects of the application of isotopes  and radiations in industry.
I  Second General Report, sec.236.
2 Working Document No. 95.
3 Cahiers d'Information, "Etudes de cas" series.
a Noaaellet du bweaa Eurisotop No. 8,m6  TorrARDs BcoNoMIc UNIoN
3. Scientific, technical  and nucleat research  policy
GENERAL ASPECTS
206. In 1969, the upwaf,d trend of national research expenditure  already
observed during previous  years continued in all Community  countries. The
average rate of grourth was 7 .7'7o. App,ropriatrions made by prrblic
authorities to research and dwelopment  rose to 4 200 million u.a., i.e.,
atniat L%o of the gross domestic  product.
However, it dms not follow from tlese data that t}te Member States
are glvulg research and development  any such clear-cut priority over certain
othet policy aims as their ,importance as a,n economic  growth factor
might lead one to expect. The {act i,s that in most countries the tate of
inctease in public expenditue  on research and development, which
has averaged 8-97o duing the last few years, has not exceeded he
rate fot ovelall expenditure by the public authorities.
Thanks to com,parative  shrdies undertaken  by the \)Torking Group on
Scientific and Technical Research Poli.y concerning national research
prograrnmes  and budgets, comparable data on the structure and appro-
priatio,n of national expenditure in the ,research  sector af,e available for
the first time. These data show that the oryantz.ation and guidance of
scientific poliry varies considerably flom country to country. TabLe 20
provides genera,l pointers regarding public financing  of research n  1969.
TabLe 20 naturally offers a different  picture if private expe,nditure
on R&D is taken into account. In France in particular, the pro,portion
of private e>rpenditure is relatively small compared with other countries
(3I7o agunst 53-60Vo),t 
"ttd it is the Netherland,s  tl-rat occupies first
place as regards total RecD expendifure, at least for 1967, the only year
permitting  a valid cornparison  at the time of going to press. lfowever,
it cannot be deduced from the foregoing that the differences in public
financing are due to different systems of apportioning  funds between the
public and pdvate sectors. Moreover, these differences are gradually
decreasing, as emerges  from both the trend during the past few years and
the predictions for L970, which show a decrease in expenditure for France
and an increase of about 40Vo for lteJy.
The past year may, indeed,  be regarded  .as a yeat of reflection  on the
possibilities of a partial reorientation  of research potricy in Member States.
' OECD ,r*istics for 1967.RESEARCH POLICY 247
Almost all the countries  concerned attempted to base their research policies
on new foundations, cleady defining and comparing the possible and
desirable aims of state intervention. The reports pu,blished n  1969 by
the French Consultative Committee on Research  Policy and the \0est
German Ministry for Scientific Research, and in 1968 by the Netherlands
Consultative  Committee  on Scientific Research, are characteristic iln this
resp€ct. Similar ideas have been expressed  in Belgium and Italy.
TABLE 20
Central government  expenditure  on re.search and development
in the CommunitY
Financial veat 7969
1. Exoenditure in 1969
(in-millions  of u.a.)
Propo.rtion  devoted
to clvll alms
International contri-
butions
2. Annual avet ge
growth rate of exPen-
diture (in /")
1967169
79691702
3. R&D expenditure
fot 7969 per capita,
in u.a.
4. R&D expenditure
for 1967, in o/o of
gross domestic
product
5. R&D expenditure
for 7967-, in o/o of
total central govern-
ment expenditure
7 439
1 766
t43
106
104
15
2 008
| 391
247
8.5
- 
5.8
334
320
50
271
256
17
4 158
3 236
473
9.5
16.8
8.0
37.2
15.3
13.7
8.7
6.0
t.7 3.8
I Taking eccount  of the average exchange rate for 1969.
t Besed on the currently  &vaileble  estimateE'
Source: Celculation of the "$tatistics"  sub-group  of the Working Group on Scientiflc and Technicol
Research Poliby,
NB: Because of the improved investigation net,hods u8ed by the "StatiBtics"  sub-group, it is lmpossible
to compare these  flgures directly  with the data published  in previous  Geneml n,eports'208  TOIWARDS  ECoNoMIC  UNIoN
There is particula,r cause for satis{action in the facr rhat efforts
are being rnade werywhere to ,rethink and to rationalize the extremely
complex subject of scientific research'in compliance with the resolution
of 31 October 1967 calling for a reinvigoration of research and develop-
ment.l It is fo,rtunate ,that in the present case the comparison  of national
research polioies  ris being initiated at a time when the trines of action
followed hitherto are being re-examined. This may serve to faciltate the
determination of a common attitude.'2
In this context, the comparison  of programmes  must be considered
one of the essential means of securing effective  action in the field
of Community  research policy, which should also be taken into accoq.nt
during the negotiations on the enty of new Member  States, as the Com-
mission emphasized in its Cpinion of 1 October 1,969.3
207. Previous  years have shown how necessary it is to develop  ,a common
research  policy in order to ensure scientific co-operation.  In three of the
five sectors commonly consideredl  leading  sectors, i.e., space research,
aeronautics  and nuclear research, it was cleat at the beginning of 1969
that the pursuit of a European research poliry was beset by corr,siderable
difficulties. As is shown'below,  some of these were subseque'ntly  eli-
mihated, but a number of important long-term problems are still unsolved:
(i) In the field of space research the budgetary  proiblemsa of ELDO
and ESRO were solved at the beginning of 7969 in a way which
will enable them to complete the programmes  in hand. Meanwhile,
the preliminary work decided on during the Third European Space
Conference with a vierilr to forming a single organtzation  and drawing
up a new multi,annual  space research  programme  was contrinud.
(ii) In the field of high-energy physics, no final decisi,on has yet been
taken on the CERN 300 GeV proton accderator projmt. The
question of its location is still unresolved. Howwer, the financing
of the project seems to be assured,  as six co,trntries, including three
Community countries, have giVen their general agreement on' the
subject.
L Second General Report, sec,2tt0.
2 lbid., sec.244.
3 See also sec. 376.
a Second General  Report, sec. 243.RESEARCII  POLICY 209
(iii) The go.ahead for the Airbus proiect was given on 29 May 1969
by the signing of ,an agreement between France and Gerrnany.  Other
decisions taken on certain joint projeas (MRCA and Mercu,re) show
that the idea of co-opetation is gaining ground in the aircraft field,
where the C,oncorde's first test flights v/affzult mention.
(iv) Also tn 1969, an agreement  was signed between twelve countries,
includ,ing four Community Member States, setting up a European
Molecular Biology Organization, and the Dragon Agreement was
extended  dor three vea,rs.r
208. In spite of some setbacks, such as the refusal of the Member  States
of the EBU2 to accept the proposal for setting up a European  communica-
tions satel.lite network, which weakened  the European countries'  po,sition
in the curreart Inte{sat negotiations, co-operation in R&D has improved
since the end of 1968. This new atmosphere  is also due largely to the
result of the Hague summit conference,  the final communiqud of which
ernphasizes both the ,,importance of research  and dwelopment  and the
Community's  essential role in this field, favours the drawing-up of a new
tesearch pro,gramme for Eutatom, and expresses  interest in the creation
of a European  University.
"9. As regards the technologica,l  activity of the Community, they
(i.e., heads of state or govemment) reaffirmed tleir readiness to
continue more intensively the activities of the Community with a
view to co"ordinating a"trd promoting industrial research  and dwelop-
ment iln the principal  advanced  sectors, in particular by means of
cornmon programmes, and to supply the financial  means {or the
pufpose.
"10. They further agreed on the necessity of rnalring fresh efforts
to work out in the near future a research prograrnme for the European
Atomic Energy Community  desigrred in accordance  with the require,
ments of modern industria,l management,  and making it possible to
ensrlre the most effective use of the Toint Research Crntre.
"LL. They reaffirmed their interest irr rtr" urruflishnlent  of a European
univetsity,"
1 Secs.215 and233.
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NUCLEAR  PROBLEMS
Ceneral sitaation
209. IrLL  'jlal eviderrce of the irnprovement in the political climate  was
provided by the Council meeting on 6 December  1969, the agenda  of
which included the reorientation  of Euratom's  activities. Though it was
not yet possible to draw up a detailed multiannual  Programme, the Council
was able to take the following decisions:
(i) The Joint Research Crntre provided for by Article 8 of the Euratom
Trcaty should be rsade an efficient and suitable instrument for
carrying out the tasks to be entrusted to it in the nudmr sectot in
the form of joint progralrunes, specia,l projects or work performed
to order and against payrnent.
(ii) The facilities of the Joint Research  Centrc rnay be used for scientific
and technological  research otler .than nuclear activities. In keeping
with this docision, the C,ouncil  agteed to enter without delay into
close co-operation with the Commissi,on  on the study of the prospects
'and the choice of subjects in this field.
(iii) The Permanent Representatives  Comnr,ittee was instructed to draw
up witJrout delay, in doae ceoperation with the Commission,  and
without prejudice to the responsibilities  assigrred to the latter by
the Treaty,  proposals designed to strengthen the organization of the
management of the JRC, with a view to ensuring better coordination
of nudear activities within the Community,  increased flexibility
in the &awing-up  and implementation  of Euratom's research pro'
grammes, and greater efficiency in the managem€nt of the JRC.
(iv) Pending solution of these problems, the Euratom 1969 research
and training programme is to be extended for one yexlr, or two if
necessary, during which the prernt capactty of the JRC witl be
maintained.  During this period, the Council will adopt a new multi-
annual prbgtamme, based on the principles set out above.
(v) During the sa.me period, the Council will take, on the basis of
proposals and suggestions made on this subject, the first decisions
for the widest possible co-operation in the field of advanced reactors,
and in particular fast reactors,  and will give a decision  on the Com-
mission's proposal with regard to the long-term  supply of enriched
uraniurn.RESEARCH  POLICY 2II
The Council's decisions confirm that the Joint Research  Centre may
be considered  an outstanding instrument of European cc.operation in the
field of research.
Long-term sllppb of enriclted uraniun
210. The creation of a uranium enrichment capacity would ap,pear to be
an essential factor in fulfifiing the aims of the energy p"li.y. This was
the considered  opinion of the Council of Ministers  when, during their
meeting on 8 December 1967, they decided to set up a special working
party within the Consultative  Committee  on Nuclear Research toinvestigate
the long-term supply of enriched uranium and asked the Commission to put
forward suitable proposals  based on the resultant study.
The special working party brought two reports to the attention of
the CCNR. The first, datd,23 October 1968, dealt with the conditions
gowrning  the supply of nudear fuels from €xternal souroes. The second,
dated 1,4 March 1969, provided  data concerning  the pattern of the Com-
munity's enriched uranium requirements and the supply situatiron in the
lil7estern world, with particular reference to American capacities, and also
discussed the basic econornic pammeters for a Europe,an enrichment facility
in the ,light of the various techniques  entering into consideration.
On the basis of tlis study, the Comnaission zubmitted its proposals
to the Council on 22 lYlay 1969, together wi:th the special working party's
two reports. The Euratom Soientific and Technical Committee etamined
these proposals during its meetings  on 24 June and 11 Septerrtber 1969,
and on the latter date forwar.ded its opini'on.  The Atomic Affabs Group,
for its part, carried out a preliminary examination of the Commission's
document on 30 Septernrber and prepared a r€port which the Permanent
Representatives  Committee pass€d to the Counqil. During its session
of 28 October 1969, the Council held an exch,ange of views of a general
nature.  MeanwhiJ.e, by the end of 1968, two Community  countries had
opened negotiations with a non-memkr  country with a view to preparing
the way for the construction of enrichment plants for peaceful  pu{poses
on the basis of the ulffacentrifugation process. These nqgotiations
continued throughout 1,969 and resulted in a draft ,agreement  which was
forwarded to the Commission on 29 December 1.969 n  accordance  with
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211. Theaim of the Commission's ptoposals,is  to s€cure, by comprehensive
pfeparatory wofk ,and a s€ries of appropriate decisions, firsdy, the creatio,n
of an enrichment capacity in the Community,  and, secondly, better co6di-
.tions 
as regards su,pplies from the United States'
During a first phase, up to 30 June 1971, rhe Comrnrission  proposes
iltat a technical and economic file should be cornpiled from which the
chatacteristics  and performance of the gaseous diffusion  and ultracentrifuga-
tion enrichment pfocesses  could be evaluated. This file is to be backed
up by technical and economic  experimenta,l data on the performance of
pilot and demonstration  ptrants which are in opelation or under constrlrction
in various member countries and in which it is pro'posed that the Com-
mission shquld participate.  The necessaryinformation  shorlld be s,upple-
mented by a provisional  joint research and development  programme.
During the second phase of the preparatory work, ending on 30 June
197), the Commission  proposes that a study be made of the firm choices
on the technical  level, tlre detailed ptrans of the facilities, the organrization
of the construction and operation of enrichment uni,ts by a jointly incor-
porated enterprise, and the measures necessary for the marketing  of
production. The undertakrng in questiorn  cou'ld be a joint enterprise
within the meaning of the Eumtom Tteaty, having as its obiects the
perfomance of preparatory work on the creation of an enrichment capaciqr
and responsibility for tfie corr,str:'uction  and operation of the plant, if
decided upon.
Later phases  include the fina,l decision on construction,  to be take.n
before J0 Decembet 1973, and the actual construction  period, leading o
the starting-up  of the plant by 31 December 1978. During the turo phases
of prepamtory work, it will in the Commission's vriew be necessary to
explore, by appropriate enquiries, the possibilrity of ceoperation betw€en
the Community  and non-member  co'untries.
2L2. It is the Commission's  wish that an exhaustive  examination of this
problem,  which is essentLial to the development of nuclear enetgy in the
Community, should take place as soon as possible at Counci.l level. As the
joint action which it recommends is calculated  to integrate the initiatives
planned by various Community  countries, it does not consider that these
. initiatives in themselves  lvarrant delaying  such an examination.  Moreover,
it can be argued that the trilateral negotiations on the ultracentrifugation
proaess  should have been conducted  from a common viewpoint, which is
precisely what would emerge from such exhaustive  discussions.RESEARCH POLICY 213
The Commission once again emphasizes the importance which it
attaches to the Council's evidencing its political wil,l to implement the
measures  which it has advocated, i.e., co+rdination  of ttre present piecemeat
project; arriving jointly at the dmisions  necessary  for the creation of an
autonomous  enrichment capaaty; laying down a procedule and a timetable
for o,btaining the information  necessary to take these decisions.
Tecbnological  probhns
Consffuction ol reactor prototypes
213. Both fast reactor and advanced converter systems have reached
the critical point at which development  is conditioned mainly by the
ado,ption of an industial taryet involving the construction  of an initial
high-power unit. After construction of erperimental  reacrors of a few tens
of therfiral mogawatts to demonstrate  the viability of the conrept, the next
stage consists in testing the technology of the major corry)onents specific to
the prototype in units of severaJ. hundred M\07e, or several thousand in the
case of breeder reactors, before undertaking  the construction of a series
of high-power  reactors.
Fast breeders
214. The necessity of everr,tually adopting fast breeder p,ower plants, the
only type in which the fertile material resources can be ,u,tilizecl to the
full, is universa,lly recognized.  Moreorrer, these power plant{r have excellent
conomic prospects,  yartic'ulanly on account of the very low cost of the
fuel cyde.
fn contrast to thermal reactors, several different  types and va.riants
of which are still under consideration, there is at tlre present time virtual
unanimity on the type d  fast-neutron  power plant to be adopted and
develo,ped. Aftet the abandonment in Germany of t}re steam-cooled
variant, efforts af,e no!ilr being concentrated on the sodium-cooled type.
However, the benefit which the Community  coutrd derive from such
unanimity in the choice of the variant whicl holds the key to the future
of breeder reactors is attenuated  by the fact that three distinct fast reactor
progammes  are being camied out simu,ltaneoudy,  one in France, one in214  TovARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
Italy, and one jointly by Germany and the Benelux countries' This
scattering is prov,ing very costly to the Community-more,  indeed, as
regards long-term R&D of general interest than because of the proliferati,on
of reference models.
The persistence  of this comlvartmentalization would be extrcmely
harmfrrl to the Community and, because of the resultant  frugmentation
of efforts, would be liable to lead to a dead-end where indusrial use is
concerned. The extent of the sums allotted to breeder reactors and the
time needed fot the development of this pioneering technique  waftant  a
r:ltionaliz,ation of the Community's e{forts. Moreover, these considerations
prompted Community  electdcity ptoducers, d"titg a meeting of the
UNIPEDE  "C-ommittee of the Six" on 9 June 1969, to declare themselves
unanimously 'in favour of a pooling of efforts to build a first 500-1 000
MWe prototype  on a joint. basis in the Community.  They considered  it
unreasonable to build more than one prototype of this stze at the same
time.
The Comrnunity's constructors  immediately approved  UNIPEDE's
standpoint, without glossing sver the difficulties inhetent in the formation
of a multinational consortium. In order to overcome these difficulties,
contacts have already been established between  interested  firms in the
Community, and negotntions  are to be actively pursued  so that a hnaJ,
answer on the setting-up of an industrial consortium may be given in the
near future. Tlr,is coutse  'uras favoured by private enterprises  meeting on
27 June and 24 September within the framework of UNICE, and by
public enterprises meeting at the end of June undet the ausprces of CEEP.
Ta,lks are in progress between  producers and constructors with a
view to determining  satisfactorily precise procedures for concerting  effons
to achieve this aim. UNIPEDE is of the opinri,on that the general prin-
ciples to govern these procedures  cou,ld be finalized around May 1970.
The Member-State governments and the Commission wi'll then be in a
position to define their attitude on the objective to be attained,  which,
since this could be effected by means of a joint enterprise, would cail for
all kinds of direct and indfuect $upport  ( contributions  from public research
cenffes,  financing, tax relief, etc.).
Following  the basic decisions adopted by the Hague summit con-
ference, the Council,  d,uring its "nuclear" session of 6 Deaember  1'969,
took the first decisions fot securing the widest possible co-operation in
the field of advanced reactors, and in particular fast reactors, It called
for a rcport on the propca,ls made by the Commission and the suggestiorrsRESEARCH  POLICY 2I5
put forward by the associations of the bnanches of industry  concerned.
The Commission  hopes that the p"liti""l difficu,lties  inherent in the
coordination of nuclear activities will henceforward  diminish and that
the aspirations  of industrial  circles towards mo,re aotive co'operation
between Member States wil,l be put on a firmer hasis.
The arguments  contained in the Commission's  prqroaals  concerning
futurt activ,ities and the drtawing-u,p of a progrilnme are stiJl impregnable.
Apart froan the activities of the JRC itself and fie propoaad co"ondinatioar
both in ,the ,field of research of general interest and in that of research
for industriarl  purposes (Phdnix, SNR, PEC), indirect action in the form
of appraisal of general  concepts is seen to be both usdul and necessary,
as it helps tsward,s dofining the principal characteristics of the 600-1 000
M\0(e prototype.
Higb-temperatare gds rcactors
2L5. L*e fast breeders, high-ternperature gas reactors  have reached  such
an advanced stage of dwelopment in the Comrnunity  that t}ree smal,l- or
medrium-rale r€actors  arc at present  being built or are planned. fu part
of the German national proglamme, a 20 MI(e directcycle prismatic-fuel
prototype is under co'nstruction at Geesthacht and dbvelopment of the
THTR 100 M\Ve steam-cyde pebble-b&l prototype is planned. Indusuial
Ixomoters within the Community,  together with a BdtiS firm, have
submitted a tender within the framework of Intemudear for the con
struction of. a 4AA Mltrfle HTGR steam-cycle reactor usng, pnispatic firel.
rWhile unanimous in affirming that they are a.lrcady  interested in
high-temperature  gas-cooled reactors  as a terlnica,l  back-up to sodium-
cooled breeders, the C,omm'unity's electricity prcducers have not yet come
out unanimously in favour of ,the construction bf a la,rge-scale  HTR
power plant, having preferred to gilve priority to the breeder pro'blem.
This wait-and-see  attitude should have the effect of speoding up the
development of HTGR rezrctors in the Community if it is confirmed  that
a nwjor HTGR programme is to succeed the AGR generation in the
United Kingdom
This being the case, it is to be regetted *rat the Commission's
co.ordinated  R&D action dudng the past ren years has not yet baen
folJowed  up by sufficiently coondinated ac'rion on the part of Communi,,ty
manufacturers.  In order that the Community may nor lag f.ar behind
in world competitio,n, the C,ommission considers it desirable for a high-216  Tor[ARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
povrer p,lant to be built by a joint enterptise and in ,accordance with the
basic procedures  described elsewhere in this repott'r
However, the chances of achieving  this aim are sdll conditional
upon a large-sca,le regrouping of the constructors concerned in the neat
future. Fot the rim,rnediate future, the Commission proposes that, ovet
and above the extension of the Dragon Agreement until 1973, acceptd
by the Council beca'use of its orientatiori  towards reserarch of general
interest, development of this system's potential should be stimulated b;'
a co-operation a,gf€ement  retrating to the activitie of the JR'C itself and
to the long-tetm  basic research caried out in the national, centf,es. The
Councirl's  basic dedsion of 6 Decernber concerning advanced reactors  goes
a long way to'ilrards fr:lfiling the Commission's  intentions.
Heaay-water  reactors  ,
216. After tJre considenable dispersal of development effort due to the
number of variants, it would appear that therc are only two possible ways
in which progress with heavy-water reactors can be achiwed. One is
that followed by CanaAa with the CANDU variant (and atrso with a
750 MWe reactor  study undertaken  by a French constructor in co.operation
with Canada); the ottrer is thac follori'ed by a German suppliet  interested
in the integrrated  heavy-watet  cooled and moderated  variant, one of which
has been sold to Argentina (300 M\)fe Atucha power plant). On the
constructors'  side, there h,as been a noticeable reduction in the dispersal
of efforts, as they are novr concentrating mainly on these two heavy-water
cooled variants.
In the o,pinion of the Comrnunity's electricity  producers,  as emerged
from a preliminary  exchange of views on 22 September betwetn  the
Comrnission and the UNIPEDE  "Committee of the Six", without prejudice
to UNIPEDE's offisial opinion, which has not yet been given, the argument
that sr.rch reactors could operate rvith natuml uranium is in the case of
some of them refuted by'the existence of gas-graphite proven-type reactors
which have the same prop€rty, but whose commercial  advant'age is, as
with heavy-water reactors, determined  by competition with light-water
feactors,
\7here others are. coocerned, the use of natural uranium might
possibly, at some time in the vagr:e future, play a useful role in the
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event of difficulties ari,sing in co,nnestion with the supply of enriched
ura,nium. Thus, in Italy's case, the pursuit o'f the Cirene progralnme
beyond construction of.the small l0 MWe prototype is a,lso a'matter of
uncertainty.  Finally, with regard to carbon drioxide and organic liquid
cooled heavy-water reastors, the public authorities would app€ar to have
withdrawn suppqrt for their develo,pment.  In the case of the Orgel type,
examination of the tender zubmitted by the GAAA-Interatom-Montecatini-
Edison gtoup in reply to the Orgel prototype invitation did not ptovide
the Commission with data waranrting the construction of a prototype
in the Community.
All iri all, heavy-water  r€actors czr.nnot be said to have a rcaJhy
assured future, desprte the fact that considerable  resources in the form
of research ,facilities, design sffices and experimental prototypes have
been mobilized during the past teri years. Should this system fail to
atttact firm intetest among u,sers iln the Community, the Commission
believes it desimble for the public authorities to take t}e'lead in promoting
the construction  in the near future of a high-povrer heavy-water cooled
and moderated  power p'lant by a joint enterprise and on the lines of the
prooedure  also described in the present report,l Here, as in the case of
high-ternpelature  gas reactors, this proiect should involve a revamping
of the activities  of the Community's constructors. In anticipation  of this
regrouping  the Commission has proposed that its research and develop-
ment pfogramme be con-fined to backing up water-cooled  variants and to
the resources  necessary for operating the Essor cornplex.
Nuclear power plant tecbnology
217. The technological promotion projects launched by the Comrnission
in the field of nuclea,r electricity  production  odginated from the long-term
provisions included in tle first five-year plan. The aim of these provisions
was to encourage the bui,ld,ing of prototype  nucleat uniits at the pre-
cornmercial. stage.
This range of projectsz has at the time of writing produced  the
following results:
(i)  Participaion in liue nuclear po,uer plants and the granting ol ioint
enterprise status to lour nuclear'pouer plants: It should be remembered
'  1 Secs.215  et seq.
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that one of the aims of the prarticipation progmmme is to promote the
manufacture  of fuel elernents by firms within the C-ommunity. This aim
was fully achieved n  L969, havdng regsrd to the o,rders placed at the
bqi"ni"g of that year; Sre corresponding deliveries will extend beyond
1972. The seconding of engineen to the seven plants enjoying either
Commission participtionr or the advantages inhercnt in the granting of
ioint enterpni,se  sta,tus our,tinrues to be higfiy appreciated by firms and
organizations in the C.ommunity. Under these armngements, the latter
were able in 1969 to second a6 engineers, 31, of whom have almost
ornpleted their training for the pu.rpo6€s  of assignment to the operation of
nucleat pou'€r plants now under construction. Altogcher, 296, enginers
and stud€nts from organizations,  firms and mlleges  fur the Communi,ty  have
been seconded to the seven aforernentioned  plants since 1962.
(ii)  Transfer ol inlormation  and experience  concerning neu nuclear pouer
plant proiects; In its merno,mndum  of Ma,rch 1969, in wb,ich severd nuclear
power plant operators have shouln interest, the Co,rnmiseion  outlined
agcements relating to ,the transfet of infonnation  and experience in the
field of nudear powef, plants.z The first agreement of this type has beeen
signd between the Commission  and the Kernkraftwerk Stade GmbH
(KKS), fn 'return fo,r ttre information received from tbis firm, the C.om-
mission is taking active measures to facilitate the cornmunication  and
utilization of tlre information and expedence  which is at the disposal of
its various departmerrts  and which could have an important part to play
in the construction of the Stade nuclear povrer plant ( a 610 Ml}7e
pressulizod-water  reactor).
(l:t) Systematic  excbange ot' tecbnological experience witb naclear pouer
plant operatorsr  This scherne consists in a direat and unrestrictod ex-
change-that  is, independently of any contractual or otiher type of codnmit-
ment--of information  acqnriled by ull electricity  producers in the Corn-
rnunity who are actively €npgd in the nudear field. The Commission  has
ortended the relatively limited range of seven power plants referred to
above ( "participation,  joint ente4>rises" ) to include practically dl .the
nudear power plants in tlre Cornmunity, and at the same time has increased
the degree of specialization involved in the exchange of the orperience
acquired, whidr is pocessed by nine working groups. The Commission
also held a oneday study conference in Brussels during May on the
technological  pno'blerns  being experienced at tlre present time with turbines
I ql.igtlr"" Latina, Chooz, Gundremmingen, Dodewaard, Lingen,  Obrigheim.
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at nudear power plants. In ,this ese the number of participants was
increased by inviting not only plant operators but also constructor,s  and
representatives  o{ specially qualified institutes in the Member  States. In
June, there was a special meeting at Formia on "Maintenance, inspction
and repairs 'in controlled  areas of nuclear power plants". Fina,lly,  in
Oc,tober 1969, the third eymposium  fo,r the purposes of exchanging
experience took place in Brussels. Like the first two, this sympcrirum
took the form of a general meeting of all those taking part in the scheme.
I't enabled the experience acqu,ired in the course of the year to be collated,
as well as affording a better knowledge of 'the various problems, and
notably those of a technological character,  encountered  by customers  and
power plant operators.
(iv) Operating technology: Also in the csntext of assistancc to nuclear
po'frrer plant operatons, cer,tairn joint schemes have been startod between,
on the one hand, the appropniate  departments and establishments  of the
Comrnission and, on the other, the groups concemed in the Member States,
with the aim of reducing  technologica,l  difficulties experienced during plant
operation.
(v)  Constraction  and conponeflts technology:  The second international
information meoting was held in Brucsels on 18-20 November L969 and,
attended by more than 300 Eutopean and American  specia,lists from
14 different  countries.  Here the various achievements and development
prqgramrrnes in the field of prestressed concrete  Pressure  vessels and their
thermal shielding, in panticuJat fibrous or porous insula,nts,  were subjected
to a wide-r''anging  compa.rison.
Applications nzt cnncerned witb ehctricitl production
Marine propalsion
218. The growing use in commercial shipping of very-high-power propul-
sion systerns is now brinSng about a reviva,l of general interest in the
development of marine reactors. This being so, and in view of the fact
tha't the projeots comprised in the second Euratom five-year programme
were cornpleted  Ln L969, the C-ommission  has worked out, in oollaboration
with thoae gtCIup$ in the Community which are co,ncerned  wi,th marine
propulsion, the principles of a rrew form of co'operation. The Mernber
States have been notified of these principles and have been requested to2n  TorrARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
lend their support to a scheme which will make it possible, within the
framework of the new multiannual programme, to harmonize efforts in
this field and to turn to account t}re informati,on acquired in the course o{
the precdlng progra,mmes
\0ith regatd to the aotivi'ties  wh,ich terminated fur 19-69, nameb, the
conract of association  with Fiat and Ansaldo and the contraot  of paticipa-
tion with the Gesellschaft fiir Kernenergievef,werhrng  in Schiffbau  und
Schiffahrt  mbH crrncernring the construction  and operation of the research
ship "Otto Hahn", the scientific  and technological results obtained  have
proved htghly promising. Mo're particularly,  qrtation of the vesse'l during
ten ocean voyages las'ting sweraL weeks has shourn that the first nuclear
propulsion system to be constructed  in Europe functioned  fauldessly night
ftom the time of its being put into service.
Studies on the applications  ol nuclear energy in higb+enperwture
chenical  processes
279. Two e.xplonatory technological  studies cornpleted in 1968 had shown
the potendal of nuclear enetrgy applications in the metallutgicaL  industry
and in the processing of fossil fuels. In 1969, two wor'king groups  com-
posed of s(perts from organizations and bodies concerned in the Member
States were set up and undertook to conduct more searching  studies and
to examine the po,ssibilities of Communi,ty-wide collaboration in these
two fields. A "Steelmaking" process€s  sub-group was first of a,ll given
the task of examining in a complementary  study ttre "Jfect on such
prccesses of being able to obtain cheap reducing gas and eloctricity
from a nuclear sou,rce. Furthermore,  a "Nuclear  Reac,tor" sub-grou,p is
studying the effeot these new a,pplications would have on the design of
the'nuclear part d an industrial plant.
Tbird-party liabilitl and insurance in tbe nuchar feld
220. Vork has been continued on the draft skeleton third-party liability
p"li.y in resp€ct of tlre tmnsportatign  of nuclear substances  with a view
to its finally being adopted as a skeleton,policy in resp€ct of fixed instalta-
tions at tle fifth colloquium  on nuclear insurance, which has been arranged
for 1970.
In 1969, se'reral studies were initiated on the prcblems raised by
insurance  against material  damage to nudear installations,  as well as byRESEARCH POLICY 22I
third-party liability and insurance relating ro the use of radioisotopes.
Furthermore,  an examination is being started, following  the recommenda-
tions in tlre Mar6chal Report of July 
'J.967 , on the scope of insurance and
third-party  liablitrity in the field or research and tectrnology. Just as special
"indusria,l insurance" has been developed, the idea of creating special
"technology insurance" is worth high,lighting in,this connection. Finally,
the Commission  has urned rits attention to the problem of tax exemption
on long-term technica,l  reserves, these rbeing 'pecrlliar to nuclear insurance.
NUCLEAR  PROGRAMMES
Preparation of tlte new nultiannual  progranme
221. At the end. of its session on 20 Decernber 1968, ,the C,ouncil  had
ado,pted a one-year  researdh and training prograrnme. This comprised a
joint programrne ,a,nd also cornplernentary  prograrnmes in which not all
the Member States were to parricipate. The Counci.l had a,lso decided to
.adopt a new multiannua,l prograrnme before I Jvly 1,969 and, as a guarantee
that this time-limit would be observed. had blocked tlre funds whidr
"r'ere to have covered expenditue  in the second lyalf. of 1,969. During
the early part of lLrc year, the Commissi*on drew up proposails for tlle
acrivities to be undertaken  in the period from 1 lanuary  1970 to 31 Decem-
ber L974, which incl,uded measrres to,be taken'regarding  industrial policy
and a research and investmeot programme. trt submitted the document
to the Council on 25 April 1969.r These pro,pooals marked a change in
gu:idelines compared  with previous progranunes.
The new guidelines  entail the dropping of Euratom's own Orgel
rezrctor type, cogpled with increased sup,port for the development of the
advanced convef,ter and breeder sy$tems, the intensificaticn  of public
service projects, the introduction  of a procedure for carrying out paid
work at the request of outside organtzations,  the c.ommencement  of non-
nudear activi,ties and the indication of severa,l new research subjects.
'  Other activi,ties  have not been incorponated  in the proposals either
because in the Commission's opini'on they shor-r,ld not be continued on a
C.ommunity scale, but should be taken over by national organizations,
1 Euratom's Futute Activities, Supplement  to Ballelin 6-69,222  TowARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
public or private, or because it was found to be more fational to gansfer
them to a context other than that of the resenarch  and training programme.
.The first catryory  included in particular the development of light-water
reactors, nuclear marine propulsion  and direct conversion. In the second
category  are certain activities  concerning  industlial back-up or promotio'tl'
which are thus part of the "joint operrations" field of industrial  policy,
as well as those activities which it was consid,ered should be financed
by the operating budget, such as the prqmotion of industrial  applications
of radiations and radioisotopes and the dissemination of information.
222. Tltts nuclear progtamme covers three important  areas:
( a )  aiding reactor dwelopment,  including the study of the fuel
cycle;
( b )  public service activities in the nuclear field;
(c) basic nudear research.
For the {irst time, the Commission proposed, in compliance with the
Courrcil's resolution of 10 December L968, that a non-nuclear  programme
also be undertaken.l The choice of objectives had been influenced by a
number of cons'iderations, predominant among v/hich were (a) the d€sife
to complement  the Member States'own  dfofts, (b) the u,ltimate economic,
scientific and social applications o{ the proiects, and (c) the o'ptimum
utilization of the available potential. The number of personnel needed
to execute the programme  was slighdy louter than ifl 1969, it being
understood  that arryone released by virtue of a gradua,l reduction in activity
in certain sectors would be assigned to non-nucleat  work or to the
intensification  of ce.rtain nudear work now in the process of development'
This mainly involved the uansfer of pemonnel employed in the nucleat
field, on studies concerning &reavy'water  reactors, reactor phycics and
materials  and direct conversion, to activities relating rc fast and high'
temperature reactors and, in the non-nudear field, to nuisance abate,6ent,
daoprocessing.and the Cornmunity Bureau of Standards'
With regard to reactor development  back-up activities the C-om-
mission's proposals were based on the findings of its general survey of
C,ommunity  nudear policy.z These proposals were supplemented  by the
information  meanwhile  acquired in the course of various  consultations  with
manufacturers  adrd elmtricity  producers.  The aim of the activities  planned
' S.o. 244 ", 
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in this field was to boost ,the dwelopment of the tfuee reactor famfies
adopted  in line with a cohetent overall policy. These activities included:
(i) coondination of all the various CsmmuniLw efforts in reacror
development;
(ii) irnplementation of a research pmgramme to be ca,rried out both
at the Joinrt Research  Centre establishments and at the narional
nudear centr€s and the indusffial laborato'ries concerned;
(iii) participation in the financinC of and the granting of c€rtain  advan-
tages, as Iaid down in the Euratom Trcaty, to industrial  projcts
embodied in the Community's overall plan;
(iv) purzuance of a policy of technical assistance to nuclear power plant
qperators, the aim being the acquisition,  processing  and utilization
of technical  rinformation and orperience.
The fast ,r€actor f,ami,ly has a,lrc benefited  from rnuch of the work
being done by the Europea,n Institute for Transuranium  Elements.
Public service activi,ties inoluded the programmes for the Central
Bureau for Nuclear Measurernents, the Euro'pean Scientific Data Praessing
Centre, the HFR and BR-2 reactors, as well as $udies in the field
of fi,ssile material inspoction, plant safety, biology and radiologica,l protec-
tim. To these activities were added prograrnmes on the application
of radioisoto,pes and the dissemination of information; these two items
were to be transferred to the central budget, together with training and
instruction.
The fundamental research progmmme comprised research on fusion
and on plasma physics,  condensed-state physics and the construction  and
start-up of the SORA puls€d reactor.
223. The funds rcquested for conducting  this programme totalld, )44.2
million u.a., to which may be added 12.9 mi,lliorr u.a. for work on
the application of radioisotopes  and the dissemination  of in{ormation.
This made a total oI 257.1million u.a., which was a considerable reduction
in comparison with the actua,l comm,itm€nts for the saond five-year plan
, (442.7 mill,ion u.a. ). Al,louring for the steady rise in prices, this amounted
to a 407o redrction on the 19$/67 period. The apportionment of
funds showed a marked increase for ditect aotion in relation to indirect
action, ,the relevant  percentage  changes being fro'rn 53 anA 47% n the
second plan to 69 and SlVo in the propooals for the third plan. Discussion224  ToTTARDS ECONoMIC  UNIoN
of these proposals by the various Council authorities staf,ted in May. It
,oon became appaf,ent that the Council could not aftive 'at a decision by
the date ,laid down, i.e., I J,aLy L969. The chances  of reaching a unanimous
agreement  had not improved since the session of 20 December  1968. The
rnain change in the positions  taken by the Member States concerned  the
adoption of the specia,l prograrnme principle.
Under these circumstances,  the Counoil meeting of 30 June 1969
co,nsisted  merely in an initial exchange of views, after which the
Ministers instructed the Committee of Permanent  Rq>resentatives to carry
out a study of the Commission's proposals in order 'to produce a joint
programrne,  which wasto be as comprehensive  as possible,  and on which
a dolrion was to be taken before 1 November. The council also decided
to continue studying the content of the special progmmmes  and the
procedure for applying them, the principle of such prograrnmes 'thus being
-offi.iufly 
recognized,  and a]so the question of work against payment  and
the proposal to finance inffastructure expenditure on a Community  basis.
The discussions were therefore resumed after the Counci,l session,
but, in view of the impossibility of arriving at any agreement  cornplying
with the resolution of 30 June on the basis of the c-ommission's proposals,
the President took the initiative of putting forward a compromise  solutio'n
which consisted  in a three-yeat interim,Programme,  involving a staff of
1 990 and appropriations totalling 154 million u.a. This compromise  was
not accepted at the session of 28 October 1959, which ended wi,th the
Council agreeing to poslpone its decision to a new session, to be held at
the beginning of Docember. All the proposatrs remained  under study.
224. On 6 December, the Council finally adopted a resolution  stating
that, in the nuclear field, the Joint Research Centre could carry out a
joint programme, special llrografirmes and work on request and against
paym;nt, and that its facilities could be used for non-nuclear research
activities.l The organization  of the JRC management was to( be strength.
ened to ensure better coordtnatian of nuclear activities in the Com-
munity, more flexibility in &awing up and executing  research  programmes
and greater efficienry in the management of the Centre.
Pending solution of tlese problems, t\e Council agreed to extend
the 1969 research  and training  programme  by one yeati a new mu'l,tiannual
programrne  would be adopted during 1970'
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lmplementation ol the research and inaestnent  prograrftme
Actiuities ol the Joint Research  Centre
225. Tbe research  programme f.or 1969 had to enable current projects to
be continued without prejudicing  the choice of subject-rnatter for the future
multiannua,l prograrnme.  The total volume of commitments  represented
about half of th6 annual rate of commitments under the second five-year
programme.  A rnew factor was the introduction of complementary pro-
grarnmes, in which not all of the Member States are to participate,  the
appr,opriations for these projects accounting for approximately  half the
totail amount. A considetable  proportion of the Joint Research Centre's
manpower was .unused, no new ilvestment was planned and indirect
action, especially in the fields of biology and fusion, was on a more
lirnited  sca,Ie.
Ispra Establishruent
226. In the field of heavy-water reactors, the first ha,lf of 'the year saw
the Essor reactor reach full power. The organic-cooled  MK-5 loop was
gradually brought into service,  after having remained shut down for the
first six months.  The CART troop successfully kept pace with the reactor
pou/er fun{rp tests.
The experimental fast reactor sfudies deal with sodium technology
and fuel reprocessing. Iilfork on high-tempe'rature  gas reactors  continued
in the fields of physics and thermodynamics, some of it in liaison with
the Dragon projea.
The nuclear plant safety programme gave rise to research on three
class.es of prob,lem, i.e., those connected with cooling accidents, with the
behaviour of materials  and structures during an accident, and with the
reactor and neutron physics of accidents.
In regand to control of fissile materials, there has been a series of
studies on theoretical models to stirnulate, first, the fuel cycle, and,
secondly, a fabicaion or reprocessing plant.
Research on fuels is still chiefly concerned with uranium carbide
and with its prepamtion,  properties and irradiation  behaviout. Various
zirconium a;lloys were investigated  with a view to their use in heavy-water
reactors.  Further work was done on the development of impregnated
graphites for high-temperature or water teactors.226  TovARDs  EcoNoMrc uNroN
In the field of reactor physics, mention should be made of the
nudear strategy  and econometry  studies which formed yaft of the ground-
work for,the Commu,nity's  second target pfogmmme  (Tr.eaty,  Article 40),
Measurernents for the shielding studies wete performed with tlre aid of the
Euracos fast neutron converter in the Ispra-l rezrctot.
Wodr in the field of direct energy *rr.r.*ion related to the develo,p
ment of thermionic converters and heat pipes.
At the CETIS, the digita,l computer  operating  time had to be cut
back owing to the depatture of alatge number of operators. The tenders
received for replacement of the IBM 360 computer were scrutinizd.
Major activities included the development and introduotion of automated
processes for the administrative work and rnanagement of ,the Essor
complex and the establishment's  scientific library. Co-o,peration  in the field
of automatic  translation with external oryanizations,  notably the European
Translation Centre, Delft, was intensified.
The work on condensed-state  physics took the form of fundamental
studies to gain understanding  of phenomena  that affect technological
ap,plications.
Central Bureaa lor Nuclear Measurements
227. The linear and Van de Graaff accelerators were ernployed to measute
numerous neutron llarameters. The joint working parties (CNEN and
CEN) pursued their studies on the resonance spin of stable or fissile
isotopes. Preparing and standardizing radioactive standards  anrd measure-
ment sarnples  stil,l forms a larye pro,portion of the work requested of
the CBNM.
Spoi"l mention  should be made of the work on the standardization
of califomium-252, wl.lrch will permit determination of the nu,mber of
spontaneous fissions.
Becamse of the numerous requests for supplies, development work,
though essential. to maintain the Bureau's lead,ing poaition, had to be
restricted.
Eighteen of the Comrnission's grant-holders and trainees and nine
visitors worked at the CBNM duringthe  year. Six of them were preparing
their doctor's tfiesis.RESEARCH POLICY 227
Institute lor Transuranium Elements, Kailsruhe
228. The fundamental  studies on plutonium  oxide which had been initiated
in previous years-phase diagrams, thermodynamic  properties at very high
temperature, thermal conductivity and optical ptoperties-wete  col:l.tinued
ot completed. Similar work was b.gon on the catbides, and this effort
will be expanded in the future.
Research continued on the behaviout of plutonium fuels under irra-
diation in a high flux; the observations  effected i,n the previous year were
rounded off by the hot cell examinations  of the oxides irradiated in the
Dounreay reractor.
Oxides with various oharacteristics,  irradiated at high burn-ups, will
be used for the systematic study of swelling and the other phenomena
that affect fuels under irradiation.
The methods employed for the isotopic analysis of irradiated fuels
have beco further improved and were applied in particulat to the study
of a Garigliano  teactor assembly and to samples from the Rapsodie  fast
reactor.
In the field of transplu,tonium elements, a study is in progress  on
the phase diagram of americium oxide. In ad&tion,.the preparation  of
high-purity metallic americium is now being finali"€d. This substance is
an intermediate f.ot the syntlresis of certain compounds scheduled  for study
in the Institute's  programme.
Petten Establisbment
229, The raisrng of the HFR reactor's power rating from 30 to 45 Mnf,
with the object of obtaining higher fast-neutron fluxes, entailed new
studies on heat extmction,  pressure variations and vibrations in the primary
circuit, and on *re characteristics  of the inadiation sites.
Utilization of the reactor during the year amounted to 55-657o of.
its total capacity. Income from neutrons supplied to externa,l customers
was appreciably higher than in 1968.
The introduc'tion of new irradiation devices and improvements  to
existing units have greatly broadened the range of utilization of the HFR.
As regards materials,  the establishment's  activities rnainly cover three
areas: the preparation and dwelopment  of carbon-based  rnaterials; the228  Torf(/ARDs EcoNoMrc UNIoN
meclanical properties and. kmAianon  behaviout  of carbon; and structural
analysis of matenials  based on carbon and vanadium, adopted  as the model
for refractory  metails.
The experiments  on ,levitdtion melting, in which, for the first time,
the levitati,on  and heating can be controlled independendy,  are noteworthy,
as is the development of a prototype infrared pyrometer  which measures
temperatures in the 200-3 000"C range to within 0.1"C. This instrument
was displayed tecendy at the Nuclex Fair at Basle.
'\U7ork on the eva,hration  of materials and components for high-
tempelature gas reactors  has been mainly concerned with the quality
contml of coated fuel partides and with coolant chemistrv.
Fast reactors
230. The personnel seconded u,nder association  agreements concluded in
1962 and 1963 respectively with the French Atomic Energy Commission
(CEA) and the GesellschaJt ftir Kernforschung,  Karlsruhe (GfK, Ger-
many) contirrued n 1,969 rto take pa.rt in the work conducted by these
organizations,  more especially in the following fields:
(i) operation of the large.scale facilities: Rapsodie test reactor, SNEAK
and Masurca fast-neutron critical assemblies, SNEAK  coupled fast/
thermal critical assembly, and SUAK putsed subcritical  assembly;
(ii) sttrdies on theoretical neutron physics reactor physics and biological
shielding, and experimental studies;
(iii) studies on operation of the SEFOR experirnental  reactor for transients
and on expedments  to be carried out in it;
(iv) general studies on high-power sodium reactors and gas-cooled fast
reactors:
(v) studies <rn fission product migration in irnadiated  fuel;
(vi) theoretical and experimental  studies in mechanics,  thermodynamics
and hydraulics, with reference to neutron irradiation properties.
Heauy-water reactors
231. The activities in this field are reported in the section on the Ispra
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High+emperatilre  gas reactors 
u
232. The 1969 progr'amme  included further participation in the Dragon
Project and work in the Ispra and Petten establishments, on fuels, graphite,
pyrocarbon,  technology  and physics. The work on graphite and o,n physics
was a follow-up to the studies begun in 1968, but action in the other fields
could not start until May, when the funds allocated by the Council of
Ministers were rnade available.
Drogon  Proiect
233. Amang the chief aims that will be pursued during the fourth
extension of the Dragon Agreement,  from 1 April 1970 to 3L.March  1973,
are core rnaterials'and  imadiation  ef{ects, the fabrication of experimental
fuels and make-up elements, and the dwelopment of general HTGR
technology.
As regards m,aterials, the Lirradiations in the Petten HFR reactor
enabled the reference graphite,to  be selected for the first HTGR reactors.
Mechanical  and physica,l  tests on this graphite are being performed  under
contract at Sud-Aviation.
The production line was used to manufacture the Dragon fu.I altd
for coated particles to be ernployed'irn  physics experiirents undetaken  b"y
the UKAEA in collaboration  with Dragon. Post-irradiation  tests on the
secondJoad elements served to confirm the validity of the mathematilal
models devised for studies of the migration, vapodzation  and deposition
of fission products in tlie primary circuit. \7ork rtas also carried out for
the core corrosion study. The reactor returned to nornra,l operation after
a period of imegular functioning due to conosion  of the heat exchangers.
The experimental programme has grown so large and complex that the
Project's Board of Managerrnent  decided to set up a sub-committee  of the
General Purposes  Committee to assist the Project Inadet with the planning,
Materials irradiation
234. The BR-2 reactor and its ancil.laries urere qpenated under the same
co,nditions as in L968. The Commission,  as co.owner of the installatiorrs,
left its  on site and bore the relevant  cost.
In order to ensure the best utilization  of ,the reactor, the CEN and
the GfK, Karlsruhe, signed----with  the C,omrnissisl's  serisenl-an agreement230  TOVARDS ECONoMIC  UNION
on use of the reactor, under which it is to be utilized equatrly by the GfK,
the KFA Jtilich and other German experimenrters  on the one hand, and by
Belgium and Euratom o,n the other. This fiveyear contract ca,me into
force on 1 Jamary 1969.
235. The reactor operated without incident for about 210 days at its rated
povref, of 65-70 M\0[. In order to meet the demand for high neuuon
flux positio,ns, the core was enlarged. The avetage number of channels
occupied  was raised to 48. A zubstantial uprating of the reastor power
is under consideration.
The BR-2 rcactor was chiefly used to irradiate fuels and structural
materials fot the SNR fast reactor projed and for the gas reactors  ( THTR ).
Thernonuclear  lusion and plasma physics
236. Tbe year 1969 was marked by the renewal of six contracts of associa-
tion between the Commission and t}re member countries' leading bodies
in the field of thermonuclear  fusion.
In addition to the contracts which are continuations,  after a year's
break, of those dating from the first and second five-year plans, namely,
with the CEA (Fontenay-aux-Roses and Saclay), the CNEN (Lavoratorio
dei Gas lodtzzati, Frascati), the IPP (Garching), the FOR (Amster&m
and Jutphaas) and the KFA (Jiilich), a new contract was signed between
the Comrnission and the Belgan laboratories  of the Ecole Royale Militaire
and the ULB (Free University of Brussels).
237. A Commission-sponso,red conference on closed conf,igurations,was
held at Rottach from 18 to 21 Malch 1969 and, afforded a wide-ranging
conpatison of the various completed or projected activities in the
Community.
The main lines that emerged conc€rn machines of the Stellarator,
Tokamak and Screwpinch type, with high density, high beta factor and
high frequency. Other laboratories  are concenjtrating  more particularly
on evaluated techniques  of diagnostics  or heating (ERM) and theoretical
problems (ULB).
The intermeshed activity of the Community laboratories,  brought
about through the Commission's financial particlpation, does not appea.r
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for budget decisions. This is undoubtedly  a mattet of anxiety fot all the
heads of Community laboratories, coming as it does just at the time when
the advances in science ought to lead to closer-knit  Community activity.
Biology and bealth pbysics
235. TI:e year 1969 was marked  by a resurnption of part of the programme
of contracts which was interrupted in 1968. The programme  was divided
into two sections: a joint pfogramme, with all six Member States
participating,  for research into radiation protection, and a complementary
progrzrmme  on the adaptation  of nuclear techniques to agricultural research,
in which three counries-Germany,  Italy and the Nethetlands-patici-
pated. The projects adopted  all come under the research subjects defined
by the ad hoc group of the Consultative Committee on Nuclear Research,
with the result that certain programmes have been abandoned. The
Commission  has, even more than in tlre past, consolidated  multidisciplinary
and multinational  ceoperation  by combining formerly separate pfogrammes
in wider-scale contracts. This has resulted in a reduction in the numbet
of contracts  and an improvement in co-ordination.
The study of the contamination  of man and his environment  was
continued, with special emphasis on the contamination  of the food rycle
'and the consequences  of inhaling radioactive  isotopes. \7ith regard to
hereditary effects, new advances  have been made in the understanding of
the spontaneous repair mechanisms of genetic material which has suffered
radi,ological damage. Among the short,term effects on which research  was
continued were the haernatological, biochemical and chromosomal  changes
induced by radiation. The study of the epidemiology of groups of irra-
diated humans and the effects of radiation  on embryos was continued. In
addition, particular attention was paid to microdosimetry  and the study
of the primary  effects of radiation at the level of nucleic acids.
239. The biology group at Ispra studied the processes involved in the
transfer of radioelements in media characteristic  of the Ispra region,
sudr as Lalce Maggiore and the irrigated rice-fields.  Radioactive conta-
mination studies were also carried out under a ceordinated programme
with the Eumtom-CEA association.  on "levels of contamination in the
food chain", and with the Euratom-ITAL (Nethedands) association.
The Ispra group continued its work on the toxic effects of products
used in reactor technology, on biological dosimety at the cellular  and
subcellular  level, and in the field of radiobiological  physics.232  TotwARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
T rainin g and instruction
240. The training and instruction of scientific and technical  personnel
proceeded further n L969. As in the past, it consisted mainly in organizing
training periods for students, awarding  grants to young researchers and
making arrangements  for their aciqtance in research .laboratories, and
uaining tJre Commission's  scientific  and technical personnel.
The funds appropriated f.or 1969 enabled activities in the field of
trai4ing  schemes  and grants to be maintained  at a level comparable to
that of prwious years. A total of 43 university students and 27 student
technicians were accepted, either at the JRC or under contracts of asso.
ciation; 2I  training periods were extended. In October 1,969, there
were 68 scientist grant-holders  carrying out research work either in JRC
establishments  or under contiacts of association.  In addition, 31 new
grants were awarded and 2Z grants were extended. In tlre course of
the year, 2l grant-holders presented their doctorate theses to the academic
authorities of their countries of origin and nine others completed  their
period of specialized ttaining in the nuclear field.
The molecular biology and radiobiology  co'r.rrses were continued.
This year, they took pl.ace from 8 to 30 Septem,ber, first at Saclay, France,
and then at Lunteren, in the Netherlands.  Seven interdiscip'linary training
grants were awarded  under the same scheme.
The Commission went further ahead with the maining of its own
scientific and technical  personnel, both by organizing courses and by
encouraging enrolment for courses held elsewhere and participation  in
scientific events.
NON.NUCLEAR  PROBLEMS
Possibilities  for co-operation  in seuen chosen sectort
241. As mentioned above, the Council reached an impo,rtant decision on^
28 October 1969 rcgatding the implementation  of concrete co"operation
schemes in seven fields of non-nuclear research. This decision marked
the completion of the first stage of the work started as ,a result of the
Council's resolution of 10 December  1968, more partlculatly ,a resumption
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Policy, which on 9 April 1969 submitted a synthesis  report concerning
47 proposals for conctete action and on 20 June a complementary  document
on the procedure for implementing  these proposals. Examination  bf the
proposals by the Council authorities led to the submission of. a report
on 24 October 1969 which adopted 30 of the proposals  in question and
approved  the proposed  implementation  procedure with regard to:
1)  initial studies which, depending on their nature and the degree of
commitment of the Member States, can be broken down iito forward
and design studies;
2)  schemes concerning fundarnental research or public services;
3)  industrial projects.
- In its. resolution of 28 October 1969, the Council adopted the
findings contained in the report of 24 October 1969. At the same time it
decided to send these findings, together witl the Workrqg  Group's reports,
tb certain non-member countries in Europe, drawing  their attention  to the
fact that the Community Member States would warmly welcorne
their participation  in the planned scheme for co-operation.  In the mean-
tirne, all the countries invited, namely, Austria, Derrmark,  Ireland,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland  and the United Kingdom
have intimated that thev are interested in such a scheme.
242. The results of thid work, originating  from a resolution of 31 October
1967 , ate only a first step towards European-scale  cmperation in the
field of rcsearch and development. The total expenditure  envisaged in
principle for the proposals considered will amount to only 12 million u.o
per annum for a period of three years.
In tvro cases, only four Member States gave theit general agreement.
The attitude of the different delegations may well change as progress
is made on the forthcoming studies by experts and the negotiations with
the non-membdr  countries.
Nevertheless, the decision of 28 October 1969 is calculated  to
increase  the Member States' interest in the implementation of the various
projects. Their eventual attitude will be fundamentally  conditioned by
the chances, in firture discussions with non-member  counffies, of finding
a satisfactory  solution to the problem of scientific and technical  pro,
grammes as well as to the economic, legal and budgetary  problems. There
can be no doubt that'this point will demand a grcat deal more hard work234  ToTTARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
d"ring the negotiations. Considerable uncertainty persists, especially as
to the ways and means of implementing  all those schemes which can be
financed iointly, i.e., more than half of them, to judge from predictions.
A further problem to be resolved is the co'ordination of all the schemes
planned and the role of the Commission in such coordination. To sum
l:,p, the C.ommission emphasizes  the fact that the C.ouncil's decisio,n of
28 October  1969 is to be seen as an important turning-point.  In making
this decision, the Member States have put into concrete form the first
measures  towards implementing  their basic decision of 31 October  1957
on the need to give a fresh impetus to scientific and technical tesearch.
The Council too, as is confirmed in the terms of the letter which it sent
to the European  non-member  countries, regarded this decision as marking
the start of a much broader and more coherent schexne of cooperatio'n in
.the scientific and technical  fiield and heralded new propooals for the futme
in this conto(t.
243. The present proposals themselves  relate mainly to data-processing,
environmental  hygiene, meteorology  and metallurgy. The schemes adopted
by the Council in these fields can be considered as initiating close-knit
programmes,  while in the otler fields-telecommunications,  new means
of transport and oceanography-they  are more fragmentary in character.
In the field of data'processing, the most important projct is conern-
ed with the construction of a high-power information  processing  system.
The aims of this sdr€me are thrcefold:
(a) from a commercial viewpoint, to cater for the future needs of the
European market;
(b) from a technological  viewpoint, to promote a highlydeveloped  Eure
pean technology; and,
(c) from an industrial viewpoint, to smooth the way for the necessaf,y
restructuring of the European data-processing  sector. So far, the
Council of Ministers  has given its approval to the implementation  of
a design study which will be put into the hands of a group of Euro,
pean firms, as will the eventual  execution of the aforementioned
scheme, including the develo,pment of the necessary hardware. The
results of this study will to a large extent influence operations in
a field which is vital for European technology.
Other i4portant data-processing projects relate to the creation
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on existing praglams, tlre setting-up of an experimental  liaison  system
between  research  centres so as to make it poesible to study organizational
problems arising from the establishment  of a teleprocessing network, and
the study of a plan relating to the creation of a European data-processing
institute designed principally to meet the growing need for specialized
teaching personnel. These, then, are the first proposals fotmulated  in
an attempt to resolve the problems facing Europe in. the data-processing
field.
r07ith regard to telecommunications,  it has been decided in particular
to carry out a study which will make it possible to determine both
foteseeable  needs for 1985 and the feasibility of meeting these neds
with existing ot new techniques.  This constitutes the preparatory  work
necessary for drawing up a European research progrlrmme worthy of the
name. It will also be necessary in this study to evaluate the services
requirod in the field of data trarnmissio,n, taLing 1972/7t as the refercnce
year. Pending the results of this study, it has at the time of writing ben
possible to act on only one 'concrete  research proposal, namely, the
improvement  of present transmission systems as a result of research on
microwave propagation.
Of the eight projocts submitted  rn the field of new rneans of trans-
port, which covered all the major aspects of technological development
in this sector, only three proposals  were adopted in October 1969. The
reason is that the very short time available had not been sufficient for the
preparation of a schedule of the research undertaken by industry in this
field or for an analysis of all the possibilities of co-operation.  T?rlis
means that the schemes envisaged are still incomplete. The most
important project is the carrying-out  of a technical and scientific study
on the advantages to be gained from tlre construction of a 1 000-2 000 to'n
hovercraft. Anotheruirdy .pptou.d by the Couniil relates to .the
development of passenger transport between large conurbations. In the
field of research prcper, it is planned to develop electronic atds to road
traffic which would be used orn main roads and in toryrns to prcvent tra,ffic
co'ngestio,n  and accidents.
In the field of metallurgy  a number of concrete  schemes have been
worked out. These, however, are only stepping-sto,nes to a large-scale
programme forming  part of the concerted Euro'pean  project which has been
approved by the Council. The aim of this concertd scheme is to co
ordinate industrial  research  on a European  level and to set up an exchange
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by a new form of European  cooperation  for joint action, not in financing,
but in drawing up programmes which are'to be funded and implemented
at tle national lwel. If this ty,pe of concerted scleme proves effective in
the field of metallurgy,  it could be applied to other sectors where the
research to be carried out is normally  apportioned.
\With regard to oceanography,  which is a new field of research,
the Council has not yet been able to approve an overall European pro.
gramme  dealing with the exploitation qf marine resources. This is due
in particular to the fact that in the course of the preparatory  work by
the Aigrain Group it  was not possible to map ouit certain nati,o'nal
programmes,  and this has prevented any general  conclusio,ns from being
drawn regarding a European programme.  The proposals accepted by the
Council relate to two classes of subject which necessitate European  co-
operation irrespective of the determination  of *y  subsequent  European
programme in the field of exploitation  of marine resources. It  is a
question, on the one hand, of the struggle against sea pollution and, on
the other, of improving basic knowledge of marine phenomena  through
the development of a nefwork of oceanographic  measurement  stations in
European waters. This network could also provide important  meteoro.
lggical ,information and can be seen as a contribution to the setting.up of
a world-wide  network of measuring stations,  as proposed by IGOSS.I
Being aware of the importance which the problems of nuisances are
assuming  in the wodd today, the Council of Ministers  has made provisioni
for a permanent scheme which will cost 2.5 million u.a. each year. The
first nine research programmes approved by the Council 
.are 
concernd
with the fight against air and water pollution and with noise control.
They are to be supplemented  by a general programme including without
exception all existing information and the schemes planned or already
being carried out by different countries and international  organizations
in connection with the abatement of nuisances of all kinds ( including
xenobiotic  substances ).  The Commission made proposals to this effect
within the framework  of Euratom's new multiannual  prograrnme.
As far as meteorology  is concerned, the most important prqiect
approved by the Council concerns the establishment  of a European
mgteorological computer centre, the constituent elements of whicl will
be examined in a preliminary  project. The problem of developing  weather
satellites will be examined witbin the framework  of ESRO.
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T he Connission's proposals concerning
non-nuclear actiaities in tbe Joint Kesearcb Centre
244. The mrclear sector's general development, partricuJady in the field
of reactors, is urging it towards indusrial maturiq'. This is reflected
in the shift of activity from public research  institutions to user indusries.
In'the case of the Community installations, this development will very
shortly call for the conversion to othet activities of that part of the
research  potential  which can no longer be used for nuclear purposes' In
resolutions  passed n t967 and 1968 ( L2 Decembet 1967 ard 20 December
1968) the Council had already decided to have a study conducted into
the possibilities of carrying out non-nuclear  reseatch activities in the Joint
Research  Centre.
In its draft Euratom  multiannual  programme datd, 2L April 1969,r
the Commission presented a series of proposals on this subject, while
emphasizing  the necessity of specifyrng the Joint Research C.enue's role.
In the Commission's  opinion, non-nuclear  tasks should remain closely
linked to the essential  tasks of the Economic Community and be based
from the outset on existring knowhow, ,taking into account the PREST
Group's proposals.
In line with these criteria, the Commission  chose the following
fields from among the countless possible  research areas.
Firstly, it  decided on environmental hygiene, believing that the
application  of measures on a purely national basis in this sphete might
hamper trade relations. To solve the problems  arising, the Commission
advocated  draw1ng up a vast European-scale  plan to combat  nuisances.
This programme  should be based, at European level, on an administrative
structure and research facilities in the form of a European public service
in the field of health protection, which would act in the field of food
and drugs on lines similar to those of the American Food and Drug
Administration.  The Commission  proposed that a group be set up withn
the Joint Research Centre to form the first scientific nucleus of this
"European Health Protection Office". The Comrqission defined a number
of tasks which could be entrusted to this group, the formation of which
should be carried out in close cooperation with the Commission's spe-
cializd, departrnents  and the national research centres concerned, altet a
thorough examination of the results already obtained and of programmes
in hand.
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In  addition to the proposals detailed above, the Commissio,n
envisaged rwo different ways in which the Joint Centre could back up
research in the field of data-processing:
('i)  dwelopment of software with a view to making ful,l..use of existing
computer capacity and to encourage its appljcation  in new fields of
human activity;
(ii)  development of materials and components  in the field of ad'va'nced
research for high-power computers.
Thirdly, the.Commission proposed the creation of a C-ommuqity
Bureau of Standards with the task of contributing to the efforts for the
cqordination of technical  standards and regulations in the Community
with a yiew to removing technical obstacles to trade. It should provide
the necessary  data for drawing up texts having a direct effect on goods
traffic, make sample standards available to interested firms and institutes
and work out standardized measurement  methods-in  short, perform a
task sinailar to thatof the National Bureau of Standards  in the United States.
The role of the latter body is incomparably grezrter than that of its Euro
pean counterparts, whose activities are fragmentary  and sometimes con-
fined to particular fields. The Bureau proposed by the Commission  would
be incorporated into a European network made up of similar institutions
whose activities should be ceordinated. The definitive programme  of,
European-scale action in this field should, in the Council's opiqion, be
drawn up by a committee composed principally of the representatives  of
national organizations
Follor{ing the Hague summit conference, the Cbuncil expressly
agreed, during its session of 6 Decemk 1969, to the using of JRC
facilities for non-nuclear scientific and technical  research activities. It
also decided to examine without delay, in close cooperation with the
Commission, possible research subjects, and more particulady  those
matching the personnel's skills. The Council's decision put an end to
the legal objections  which had sometimes beerr advanced against extension
of the JRC's activities.
T}IE COMMISSION'S  ACTIVITIES IN OTHER FIELDS
245. ln the field of coal and steel, extension of the work of the PREST
Group will serve to integrate  the promotion of research as provided by
Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty within the wider framework of general
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by the Consultative  Committee  for details of the mdium-term  research
policy it intends to follow in fields covered by the ECSC.
Although  no specific measures have so far been propooed or adopted,
the study sf economic  and legal factors in the promotion of research and
innovations  has been actively pursued, with parqicular attention to
obstacles to technical exchanges, the problems dfecting government con-
ffacts and orders, the alignment of regulations governing competition  and
the structure and orgarization  of firms carrying out R&D, and state aids
and taxation.
COORDINATION PROBLEMS
Co mparisott of Program mes
246. ln accordance  with the instructions it received from the Council  on
lL October 1,967, the lVotking Group on Scientific and Techqical  Research
Policy undertook the task of comparing  the Member States' methods,
programmes and budgets in the field of scientific research. This action is
designed gradually to align the Member States' various standpoints in the .
field of research  policy, and at the same time to determine new sectors of
ccoperation with a view to arriving by degrees at a cornmon research
p"li.y. The \tr7orking Group formed a sub.group for resevarch statistics,
which embarked  on a survey of the present rend of research investment
in the light of the Commission's propoaal for imprwing the "Frascati"
nomenclature.  This nomenclature, used by the OECD, is the first to
relate objectives and expenditure clearly and thus enables compa.risons  to
be made between  the various countries.
The Council's instructions  to the Vorking Group on Scientific  and
Technical Research  Policy (11 October 1967) also included  studying
suitable ways of achiwing  the creation of a Community system for the
dissemination  and processing of technical information or the co"ordination
of national  informatjon syst€ms.
During  1968, the Commission  carried out, with the help of agents in
the Member States, a first study of this subject. On resuming its activitjes,
the PREST working group set up an expert group which included the
Member State agents alleady ap,pointd by the C.ommission  for tlre
purposes of its first study. This group is responsible for:
(i)  analysurg the scientific and technical docrrmentation  requirements
of the Community countries, rvith due regard to the state of develop-240  TortfARDS EcoNoMIC uNroN
ment and organization achieved in each country and the national or
international measures currently under consideration at govefirment
or private level;
(ii)  proposing  for each setor the rleasures to be taken at national, Euro-
pean and international  level;
(iii) deciding  on the rr,levant prcrcedures and on the degree of co'operation
at European level and with non-member  countries.
The work of the expert group has cleady demonstrated the com-
plexity of these problems. In addition to the overall study of the problerns
of information and scientific and techqical documentation, it has proved
necessary to select four sectors which might lend themselves to Euro,pean-
scale joint action, namely, agriculture, metallurgy, medicine and the use
of automatic documentation methods for the patents s€ctor. The results
of this work, together with fundamental concepts with regard to the
implementation of a joint Community policy in this field, were submitted
to the PREST working group for consideration at its meeting on 26 and
27 November 1969.
The PREST working group has also given its attertion to the pro-
blems inhereat  in the training and exchange of scientists, to which reference
was made in the decision of 11 October L967.
Here it is faced with an extremely complex situation, the salient
feature of which is,the necessity for stepping up specialization  in scientific
training, increasing differentiation in educational forms and in standards
at university level, greater emphasis on interdisciplinary raining in
educational  programmes  and the need for constant refresher courses.
In view of these various trends. the Commission has set about
determining the instruments to be created in the educatironal  sector in order
to ensure Community-level  co-ordination  of national effots in the field
of university education, to encourage mobility of scientific  personnel and
to foster ccoDeration.
DISSEMINATION  OF INFORMATION
Transfer of infornation and industrial  propertlt
247. \lhereas in 1968 thete had been a further increase  in the volume of
Euratom programme results disscminated,  the slackening  in the activitiesRESEARCH POLICY 24I
of the JRC, the expiration of most of the research  contracts and the
suspension of certain associations reversed this tendency in 1969. The
volume of information  disseminated, which had been maintained  during
the first few months, decreased  towards the end of the year.
The introduction by the Council in the 1969 programme  of comple-
mentary  programmes financed  entirely by certain Member States had given
rise to doubts as to the feasibility of distributing all research results, to
persons and firms in the Community under the same system. After a
searching legal study of this problem, the Commission and the Council
both concluded that the results of the complementary programmes  should
be circulated without restriction, in accordance with Articles L2 and 13 of.
the Euratom Trcaty, the reason being that the complementary  programmes,
fike the ioint programme,  form part o{ the Community's  research program-
mes adopted  pursuant to Article 7 of the Treaty.
The number of persons and fitms in the Community entitled to
receive "communicalien5"-ne1-patented  information of benefit to in-
dustry and restricted as regards circulation-increased from 387 on
J1 December 1968 to 407 on Jl December 1969.
248. Dissemination \ras concentrated  mainly on the industrial exploitation
of the information acquired by Euratom. Considerable progress was made
in the conclusion of licence, knowhow and technical assistance  contracts
telating to nuclear or non-nuclear  applications of processes,  products  and
equi,pment. The number of licence contracts qn patents increased from
37 on 3L December 1968 to 48 on J1 December 1969, and that of know-
how and technical assistance  contracts from 9 on 31 December 1.968 to
'J.2 on )l  December 1969; a total of 19 contacts  coming within one or
other of these categories are in the course of negotiation.
The circulation of Technical Notes was continued.  They contain  a
brief description  of patented inventions or of non-patented information
which may lend itself to industrial application. A start has been made
on the cornpilation of an inventory of industrially exploitable information
and patents resulting from research and association contracts. This will
enable the Commission to discovet the gaps in the development of such
information and patents by contractors and to set up licence application
procedures to fill these gaps. Apart from publications, other means have
been employed to further the transfer of technical  in{ormation.  The
display of instruments  and equipment at specialized fairs and exhibitions
has proved particularly efficacious. The,Commission  has set on f.oot a
study on the creation of a permanent exhibition of technical innovations.242  ToVARDS  EcoNoMrc  UNIoN
However, uncertainty  regarding the continuance  of the JRC's activi-
ties has sometimes prejudiced negotiations for licences.  Most of the
applicants wished to benefit from the technical assistance  of the depart-
ments in which the inventions and information made available under
licence originated,  and from the results of their subsequent  development.
The guarantees which the Commission  was able to give them were
insufficient.
The number of inventions in respect of which first applications for
patents were filed in 1969 was 101, a total o{ 56 of these inventions being
the direct result of Euratom activity. To have thus maintained  such a
high degree of activity despite the reduction of research in 1968 and 1969
is considered satisfactory.
In 1969 the Commission  set about extending dissemination  of infor-
mation to the rcsults of the various Community research programmes.
Efforts'were  made to intensify the application of Article 55 ot. the ECSC
Trcaty concerning the placing of the results obtained at the dispoeal of
interested parties. An information meeting on "Strata pressures and
support" was held at Luxembourg in November 1969.
S cientifc infornation and documentation
249. The semi-automatic  nuclear documentation system dweloped by tlre
Centre for Information and Documentation (CID) functioned  satisfac-
tonily. Its regular use was restricted by the process of ransferring the
CID to Luxembourg
On 11 December 1969 all the scientific and technical information
stored in the computer's memory represented more than 950 000 scientific
and technical documents in the nuclear field. This data store constitutes
the source for replies to requests  submitted  by the users of the system.
At the end of 1969, almost 3 000 requests sent in both by the C,omrnission
and by researchers  and industrial circles in the Community  had been dealt
with. In addition"  the selective  dissemination  of information prograrnme
(,SDI ) regularly ptovided subscribers with new scientific and teclnical
information in their particular fields. More than 350 "interest profiles"
corresponding to various fields were prcgrammed for the customers  $/ho
subscribe to this service.
Vith a view to improvement and greater automation of its document
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processing  of partial results. The processing methods evolved by the CID,
and in particular  the thesaurus of keywords, the indexing manual  and
user software, will be employed under a contract concluded  between the
Commission  and the IAEA, and, after a suitable adaptation, as a basis for
the world-wide nuclear information  system planned by the IAEA. This
contract will also ensure a link-up between the development  work carried
out in previous years by the CID and the projects proposed by the IAEA.
In the same context, a contract providing for the exchange of nucleat
information was concluded between the USAEC on the one hand and the
Commission  and five of its Mernber States on the other. It will serve to
span the period required for developing the above-meartioned  IAEA system
until it becomes  operational and translates the Community's  scienti{ic
effrort into csncrete terms through tlre medium of the joroat Nacleor
Science Abstracts, published by the USAEC.
In connectiqn  with the work of the Medium-Term  Economic Policy
Committee, and in particular of its $Torking Group on Scientific and
Technical  Research Policy, the CID participated in the development of an
improved information inf rastructure.
250. Duirng 1969, ,tlre CID continued to publish, in co.operation with
the Kernforschungsanlage  at Jtilich, the Transatom  Balletin, a monthly
review in each issue of which are listed the documents of Slavonic or
Oriental origin acquired by the Eastatom Centre, together with the
ffanslatioirs available in \Testern languages of documents published in
Eastern colntries.  The Brevatome  company continued to supply the CID
under coniract with the texts of patents of nuclear interest and with index
cards which allow their rerieval according  to subject matter.
The monthly bibliqgraphical  journal Euratom  Inlornation  continued
to set out, in the form of absttacts, the main lines of research program-
mes, the subject matter of contracts concluded and the publications  and
patsnts arising out of them. Euratom Reuiew which, following  t}re merger
of the Executives, had to cover a wider field of techniques,  has become
Eurospectra  and is therefore no longer obliged to limit its sao'pe to nuclear
energy.
The number of scientific and technical  reports on the research carried
out in the establishments of the Joint Research Centre and under contracts
and associations totalld about 7 500 by the end af 1959; for budgetary
reasons, thlgg:quarters of these reports are now simply micr-ofilned,  only
those of sufficiently ganeral interest being published.2M  ToTyARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
4. Energy policy
PROPOSALS  FOR A COMMUNITY  ENERGY POLICY
251.. At the end of 1968. the Commission forwarded to the Council a
communication  setting out the main guidelines  for the Community's  energy
policy.l In 1969 this communication was examined by the appropriate
Community  bodies. The Commission, taking into account the different
views expressed, made concrete proposals on various points.
252. The, European  Parliament kept careful nack of energy questions.
As a result of the work of its committees,  and in particular  the Committee
on Energy, Research and Atomic Problems, a detailed report was drawn
up on the problems  encountered in the energy sector. The purpose of this
work is to pr€'prare the ground for a full-scale debate in the Padiament'
253. On 19 June 1969, the ECSC Consultative  Committee  made known
its position on the Commission's  communication.  Its opinion dealt prin-
cipally with questions relating to coal p"lt y; questions which concern
other sources of energy were approached from the point of view of how
the other fuels compete with cqal. The main aim should be to make the
consumei  "indifferent" to the origin of the primary source o{ energy,  and
this should be done, as far ai coal is concerned, by temporary  subs,idies
designed to adapt the decline of coal to social and rcgional  requirements.2
The need to diversify supplies while keeping them as cheap as possible
entails retaining a nucleus of Community production,  the volume of which
should be a function of prices and the reliability of other sources. As far
as the instruments  of energy policy are concemed, the Committee  feats
that the Commission's  proposals will not be adequate to enable them to
exert the, necessary influence. While emphasising that a final appraisal
can only be made on the basis of more concrete  ptoposals,  the Committee
is particularly concerned with the ptoblems involved in commercial  policy
and the orientation of investments. \Tithout ignoring the reservations
which some of the Commission's  proposals may prompt, the Committee
concludes that the "First Guidelines" may indicate a middle way al'ong
which it is possible to make progress.
r "First Guidelines for a Community Energy Policy",  see Second Ceneral Report,
secs.292-295.
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254. In its Opinion dated 25 September 1969 the Economic and Soc.ial
Committee reaffirmed its agreement on the energy policy objectives defined
in the 1964 Protocol and expressed its satisfaction that the Commission
had decided to girie special weight to some of them. It concurs in the
idea that the twofold aim, i.e., security of supply and prices which are
both relatively stable and as low as possible, can be achieved in the long
term, provided a step-by-step approach is adopted,  taking into account the
particular characteristics  of each energy sector. The Committee also agreed
with the Commission's  statement that "as the role of the energy poliry is
to serve the interest of the consumers,  the fundamental guiding function
should be assigned to competition" while emphasizing that "this will have
to be achieved in the light of the prospects  for a concerted Community
energy policy".
The Committee approved in general the Commission's  proposals
concerning the instruments of energy policy. However, it  wonders
whether, before the merging of the Treaties, t-he Commission will have
sufficient  means to implement  a truly Community  poliry, but realizes that
this problem will assume more clear-cut form during the formulation of
the concrete proposals.
255. The Council finally examined the Commission's communication
during its session of 13 November 1969 (devoted to energy problems)
and approved its fundamental principles. It asked the Commission to let
it have the most urgent concrete proposals  without delay and undertook
to examine them as quickly as possible in order to be able to work out a
Community  energy policy.
THE ENERGY MARKET IN 19691
2)6. The year L969 was characterized  by an increase in powet consump-
tion which, at 7 .5Vo, exceeded the average for the previous  few years,
although there were no material changes in the supply and dernand
situation. Internal power consumption amounted to 722 million tons
hce, while total requirements,  which include,  apa;rt from internal  consump-
tion, bunker fuel, exports  and non-energy  products,  reached 902 million
tons hce. In terms of primary energy,  these needs were met as to 23Vo
by coal, 47o by lignite, 627o by oil products, 6Vo by natural gas, atrd
5Vo by hydroelectricity  and nuclear  energy.
t Er'*y ye* the Commission  publishes a document entitled ,,La conjoncturq
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ACTION TAKEN BY THE COMMISSION IN 1969
For the sake of convenience,  these activities are presented in tht:
same order as the subjects in "First Guidelines for a Community  Energy
Policy".' The proposals  shown between parentheses refer to the numbers
and the corresponding passages in this document.
Framework of action
257. lnits communication to the Council,  the Commission  proposed  that
medium-term  forecasts and policy lines should be worked out for the
various forms of energy. In 1969 it undertook preliminary  studies fr>r
the purpose of drawing up a second nuclear target programme ilt
accordance with Article 40 of the EAEC Treaty ( Proposal  2 ).  This
programme will telate to the period l9l 5 /85, but account vrill be taken
of the outlook  as far ahead as 2000. Like the first programme, it will
have the aim of determining  the optimum production  target for electricity
from nuclear sources and the investments necessary for the constructi()n
and operation of nuclear power plants to achieve this.
As in previous years, the Commission, in order to keep abreast o[
the trend of the energy market, published a report compiled with the
help of experts from Member  States on the energy situation in the Com-
munity, giving the 1968 situation and outlining the prospects for 1969
(Proposal 3).
Continuous  examination  of supply possibilities open to the Com-
munity, of risks of interruption  in the case of certain sources of supply
and of means of coping with them is a course which should be taken prior
to taking preventive measures against supply difficulties (Proposal 5 ).
lVith the same end in view, the Commission supervised the implementa-
tion by Member States of the Council's  directive of 20 December 19ti8
requiring them to maintain certain minimum  stocks of crude petroleum
andf or petroleum products.l Article 6 of this directive stipulates  that,
vdthin the framework of special intergovernmental agreements, stocks
may be built up in the territory of a Member State for the account of
firms in another Member State. The Commission was notified of an
agreement of this nature which had been concluded between two Member
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States in the course of the year, and t'wo draft agreements  have been
announced.
futablisbnent  of tbe Conmon Market
258. The EEC Tteaty provides that, on the expiration of the transitional
period, quantitative restrictions on exchanges  between Member States and
all other measures  with equivalent  effect will be abolished. In addition
to the amangements  already inffoduced  in previous years, the Commission
has taken measures-two of general application  and one relating to the
hydrocarbons sector-to ensure the free movement of goods, including
petoleum products.l
On 30 December 1969 the Commission  issued a recommendation  t<r
the French Government  conceming its oil policy to the e{fect that, irt
aceordance  with Article 37 (6) of. the EEC Treaty, there should be no
discrimination  between the nationals of Member States as regards  condi-
tions of supply and marketing o{ goods ( Proposal 8 ).  Among other
things,-this recommendation  calls for the abolition of any system of quotas
for imports of crude oil and petroleum products from other Member
States, and the offsetting of all finished products offered for sale on the
French market against the rights granted by special authorizations to each
company. On the same date the Commission issued a directive  based on
the provisions of Article fi(7)  of the EEC Treaty concerning the abolition
of measures which have an effect equivalent  to quantitative restrictions
on imports and which are not covered in other arrangements made undcr
the terms of the EEC Treaty. This directive  aims at removing all remain-
ing obstacles in such a w^y that, from the date of its application, equality
of treatment between domestic and imported products becomes effective.
On 5 November 1969, the Commission adopted a directive, based
on the same provisions of the EEC Trcaty, concerning  goods supplied to
the State, local authorities and other legal entities incorporated  under
public law. This directive is aimed at eliminating  arrangements by which
all or some of the goods supplied to the State or other public authorities
have to be domestic  products, or all or some imported products are
excluded from supplies to the public sector, or the supplying of imported
goods is rendered more difficult or costly than the supplying of domestic
products.
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It was on account of the position of energy products in a commercial
policy context that ol 22 December 1969 the Commission, in otder to
prevent or at least contain diversions o,f ,trade, availed itself of the provis-
ions of Article 115 of the EEC Trcaty to authorize Member States which
impose restrictions on imports of petroleum products to exclude  from
Community treatment products originating in or directly imported from
non-member  countries and circulating freely in other Member States.
This authorization does not apply to products vrhich the importer can
prove were obtained exclusively {rom a Member  State or originated in or
were directly imported from a non-member country and on which the
importing Member State imposes no controls or quantitative restrictions.
In the case of products subject to restrictions, the permitted  level of
imports into one Member State from another must be stepped up in at
least the same proportion as for the previous  year in relation to the year
before that. The decision is applicable from 1" January  1970 to 31 Decem-
ber 1971. During this time the Commission will investigate  whetler
there is a case for modifying this decision or extending the period of its
validity.
As far. as the achievement of freedom of establishment  and of freedom
to supply services is concerned,  the Council adopted on 15 March 1969 a
directive covering self-employed activities in  the field of  research
(prospecting and drilling) on oil and natural gas,1 supplementing  the
directive  of Z July 1964 concerning the extractive indusries2  ( Proposal 11 ).
Establishnent  of a policl for dependable  low-cost supplies
Commercial policy
259. Commercial policy problems assume different aspects according to
the Treaty governing the particular form of energy.
The "First Guidelines"  shows that the absence from the ECSC
Trcaty, on account of its sectoral nature, of any provision for the establish-
ment of a common commercial  policy could impede the achievement  of a
cornmon market for energy. In particular, the differences in the Member
States' coal import systems can prevent the free movement of products
imported from non-member  countries, and can indirectly hamper  exchanges
L Ofrcial  sa<ette, L 68, 19 March 1969.
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of coal products of Community origin. The Commission has sent the
Member States a letter notifying them of its intention to initiate exchanges
of information on programmes for coal imports from non-member coun-
tries in connection  with the compilation of quarterly  forecasts pursuant to
Article 46, paragraph 3(2), of the ECSC Treaty. The first of these is
scheduled to take place at the beginning of 1970 (Proposal 19).
As regards petroleum products, the Commission put forward in
December 1969 a proposed  Council regulation concerning  the communica-
tion of hydrocarbon import programmes,  in order to prepare the way for
implementation of the common commercial  poliry provided for in the EEC
Treaty (Proposal 20 ).  Under this regulation, any person or firm wishing
to import crude oil or petroleum  products into the Community  would be
tequired to inform the Commission  each year of its plans for the following
year. The information given, which will be of a confidential  nature, will
concern quantities,,  origin and grade. The procedure laid down should,
by establishing an overall picture, make it possible to keep tack of the
Community's oil supply and to ensure that import programmes  fulfil the
essential supply conditions,  i.e., diversification and searity. Thus, with
the communication of investment  programmes, which will be discussed
further on, the Community will possess the necessary  information for the
application of a supply policy. Petrolzum products are the subject of
special clauses in certain association agreements (Proposal 21). The Com-
mission proceeded with the application  of Article 7 of the Protocol on
the importation of refined petrolzum products from the Netherlands
Antilles. The Member States' imports have not exceeded the scheduled
limits and, as no difficulties have arisen on the market, neither the Com-
mission nor the Member States have been obliged to take safeguarding
measures.  Problems liable to arise in connection  with petroleum products
under the agreements concluded with Tunisia and Morocco in 19691 and
through the renewal of the Yaound6 Conventionz were settled by means
of safeguard clauses.
. The Commission  drew up a report analysing the Communities  nuclear
fuel supply and outlining the structure of the market for these fuels.
This document, which was cornpiled with the help of experts from the
Member States and sent to the various national  delegations,  provided the
basic data neces$ary for the mapping ,o'ut o,f a Community supply policy
(Proposal 20).
1 See Ch. V, 3.
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In connection with the proposals  concerning the supply of enriched
uranium, the Commission  asked the Council to give a ruling on the possi-
bility of obtaining a more liberal system for enriched uranium deliveries
from the USA currently operating as a result of certain provisions of
American intemal legislation-the  Atomic Energy Act, I964----<enain
clauses of the Additional Agteement for C,o-operation  between  Euratom
and the United States and supply contracts concluded under this Agree-
ment.l
Gaidance of inoestnettts
260. ln accordance  with Article 54 of. the Paris Treaty, the Commission
assessed,  as in previous  years, tJre situation regarding investments in the
coal industry The annual survey showd that the Community collieries'
production potential is likeb to decrease from t95 to 185 million tons for
the period L96S/72. The bulk of foreseeable  dernarul will co,ntinue  to
come frqm the steel industry  and the poriler stations.2  The projects  declarcd
n  1969 under the regulations in force were mainly concemed with the
construction  of large pithead power plants. Their aggregate value was
65 million u.a., of which Germany accounted for 5l  and France for
14 million. Giving its reasoned opinion for the purpose of the ECSC's
General Objectives, tlre Commission  considered that, whatever commercial
measures  may be taken at Community  lwel, the pdncipal requirement for
achiwing an overall balance between requirements and coking capacity is
an increased  investment effort. r07ith regard to thetmal  power plants, the
Commiision declared itself in favour of the construction of high-power
units capable of converting products for which there is li.ttle demand into
electric current, thus helping to spread the planned reduction in output
over a longer period of time.
As far as investments  in the nuclear sectof afe concerned, the Com,
nrission issued favourable opinions on the projets communicated to it
under Article 41 of ttrc EAEC Treaty.s
In the case of products covered by the EEC Treaty, i.e., oil, natural
gas and electricity, the Commission, acting on the suggestions  made in
"First Guidelines",  put forward in Decembet 1969 a proposed regulation
t Th" C.--ission's proposals were submitted  to the Council in May 1969 (see
ch. rv, 3).
2 Sec. 193.
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concerning notification by firms of investment projects of Community
interest. The projects in question relate to the production, tansport,
storage and distribution of hydrocarbons and elecricity, and have to be
communicated  to the Commission rin two stages before they are put into
effect. The communications,  which will be of a confidential  nature, must
state the technical aim of the work, the planned capacity, the markets to
be served, the construction  time, the estimated cost of the work and the
expected output. On this basis, the Commission will produce an annual
report which will form the subject of an exchange of views with the
Mernber  State governments  and o,ther interested  parries (Proposals  22-24).
Structure ol the Comrnunity  energy industry
In its "First Guidelines", the C,omrnission  laid emphasis on the need
to adapt the structure of the Community's  industry so as to enable it to
meet expanding demand in the required conditions as regards cost and
security of supply; it should also ensure the maintenance  of a healthy
competition  on the market (Proposals 25-33).
261. The Community's  action in the coal sectot is based on the measures
provided for in Decision No. 3/65, which expires at the end of. 1970, and
Decision No. 1/67, which was extended until the end of L969.r Direct
support by Member States, under Articles 3 and 5 of the {otmer High
Authority's Decision of 17 February 1965, totalled 485 million u.a. in
1969, i.e., l3'7o morc than in 1968. The Commission investigated  the
compatibility of these measures with the provisions of Decision No.3/65,
in particular with regard to their effect on the proper functioning of the
common market. On 26 November 1969, the Commission,  after consulting
the Council, adopted four decisions  authorizing the financial aid granted
by Belgium, France, Germany and the Netherlands to the colliery compa-
nies for the yeat 1969. This aid is subdivided into aid relating to social
seorrity charges and direct or indirect financial support for the coal
industry.
The practical  purpose of the High Authority's Decision No. 1/67,
which was extended to the end of t969, is to stimulate the supplying of
the Community's iron and steel industry with coke and coking coal of
Community origin. At the request of the Council, the Commission
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adopted a detailed report on tlis question. This document examines the
long-term  aspects of the external supply possibilities  and the significance
of the Community's coke and coking coal ptoduction for the Member
States' iron and steel industries.  Vith particular regard to its exchanges
of views on'this report with experts from the Member States, the Com'
mission forwarded to the Council on 15 October 1969 a communication
concerning the aid system to be brought into forrce from 1 April 1970. On
15 Decembet 1969, the Council unanimously endorsed and on 19 Decem-
ber the Comrnision adopted a decision relating to the new aid system.
Under the terms of this decision.  the effectiveness of which is limited to
three years from 1 January 1970, the Member States will be authodzed
to grant aid designed to facilitate production and marketing to collieries
under their jurisdiction  which deliver coke and coking coal to the blast
furnaces in the Community's  iron and steel industty.  Subsidization for
production  is permissible  up to L.50 u.a. per ton of coking coal. Within
this limit, governments  will fix the rate for each coalfield annually, taking
into accou,nt the coalfield's  average pioduction  costs, the price of coking
coal in the main sales area and the long-term supply conditions; the cost
of this aid will be borne by the governments of the producer countries.
Subsidies for marketing, applicable in the case of deliveries to areas at
some distance from the centre of production or exchanges  between Com-
munity countries, are payable at a standard rate on an annual maximum
of 17 mi,llion tons. The rate is fixed at 0.70 u,a. for the first year
0.55 u.a. for the second year and 0,40 u.a. for the third year. Such subsi-
dies-are financed  from a special fund administered by the Commission
and made up of contributions from the Member States and from the
European  Coal and Steel Community.
On 27 November  1969, the Commission authorized the merging of
26 collieries in the Ruhr coalfield to form the Ruhrkohle AG company.
The aim of this metger is to promote the rationalization  of the coal in-
dustry in Germany.l
262. The Commission was informed of a state aid programme fot the
German oil industry, designed to assist the latter to acquire  crude
petroleum resources of its own outside the Community. It noted that
this programme,  which is in line with the aim of achieving  diversification
of supply as advocated in the "First Guidelines", satisfied the conditions
specified in Article 92, sec.3(c) on aids.z
t S* "f." r*. Ag.
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263. The discussions relating to the revision of chapter vI of the Eura-
tom Treaty, governlng nuclear fuel supplies, were resumed with the
appropriate  Council authorities in July (Proposal 32). This had been
requested  by the C-ommission in December 1968.
The commission  was anxious that these discussions should be based
on proposals made by the Euratom  Commission  n  1.g64 and approved  by
the Parliament in 1965, and on the amendments  suggested during the
examination of these proposals, which had been broken off at the end of
1:967. It also urged that the discussions should not be conducted  purely
from. the short-term policy angle, but should be directed towards diawing
up a legal framework appropriate to the various situations which might
arise in the field of supply.
The setting-up of a uranium enrichment facthty in th€ Community
befote 1980, when existing capacities will have become inadequate, would
help to achieve  one of the aims of a Community energy policy, i.e., secrrrity
of supply at stable prices. The fact that the Community  is dependent  on
a single outside supply gives cause for concern, whatever guarantees may
be attached to cunent deliveries (Proposal 33). The Commission sub-
mitted a proposal on this s,ubject to the Council in May L969.L
Tecbnical  research  on coal
264. In L969, the Commission  reorganized technical  research on coal,
thus creating the conditions necessary  for drawing up a medium-term
research policy, which will be submitted to the Consultative  Committee
and the Council in 1970. In order to encourage technical research on
coal, pursuant to Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, tJre Commission  granted
aid -totalling 4.6 million u.a., which represents a considerable increase  over
previous  years.
In the mining techniques  sectors, three research  projects concerning
mining techniques and the study of supports, one in the field of firedamp,
two in the field of remote conrol and underground  telecommunications
and three relating to roadway  drivage were accorded financial backing.
The Commission is also participating in trvo research projects on the
underground use of low-inflammability  hydraulic fluids. In the coal
processing secter, the Commission  lent its financial  assistance to two pro-
jects entitled "Manufacture  of special cokes from coal" and "Manufacture
of special cokes from lignite".
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SUPPLY AGENCY
265. Inthe field of the natural uranium supply, the "simplified"  procedure
was due to expire on 31 December 1969' The Supply Agen94 having
noted that the natural uranium market is characterized by a pal'pable  et(cess
of supply over demand, decided with the commission's agreement to
extend-the simplified  procedure  until ,1 December 197J'
supplies of enriched uranium continued  to be obtained  under the
Agreemeni for Co-o,peration with the USAEC,I  namely:
(i)  In 1969, the Agency inported for its research  requirements  2.15 m:d.
lion ilollars' worth 
-of 
.*i.n"a ur'anium under lease contracts, and
0.08 million dollars' worth under sale contracts. These amounts
include material to the value of 0.05 million dollars imported for
non-member countries and toll-enriched in the community before
being re-exPorted'
(ii) During the year, the Agency negotiated, and signed on 31 October
Lg69, a new multilease contract with the usAEc which indudes
improvements on the previous one, in particular with regard to the
possibility of blending materials.
(iii) The Agenry also concluded  with the usAEC, on 1.3 August  1969,
a multlsale contract for special fissile materials which simplifies
administrative procedures and makes it possible for users to buy
small quantities of special fissile materials directly from the USAEC'
(iv) Under ctrrtrars co,ncluded previously, 1.3 rnillio'n dollafs' worth of
enriched  uranium was imported for power reactors'
(v) During the year, the UsAEC raised its leasing rate, which is now
7.57o-of the value of the matedal.
(vi) Most enriched uranium supplies are now obtained  through toll en-
richment contracts.
To the five conrracts of this kind which were signed at the end of
laet yeat rnust be added  ,those conclnrdad this year for t-h1 GfK, K\fL,
KKN, \ftirgassen and Srade reactors in Germany and for the CEA
in France. ih.r. .r.* contracts have a total value of 90 million dollars.
\fith regard to plutonium, 110 kg was purchased from the USAEC
and an equivient quantity from a private American producer for the
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German {ast reactor programme. A sale contract concerning 200 kg of
plutonium for the development of the German fast reactor progr.unme
was also concluded with the UKAEA.
SAFEGUARDS  AND CONTROLS
266. The Community's requirements of nuclear materials, in panicular
enriched uranium and plutonium, have been continuously increasing during
recent years. On accouht of the growing nuclear rnarket, and in order to
maintain their efficacy, contols have had to be reinforced and adapted to
new circumstances.  Safeguards  and controls are mandatory and apply
without exception throughout Community  territory to all installations
possessing,  using or producing  nuclear materials.
267. Controls are exercised on two levels, firstly, by checking technical
doouments  and accounting  data provided by insta.llations  at the C.ommis-
sion's head office, and seco,ndly, by on-the-spot inspecrions. Examination of
accounting  data enables  a continuous and reliable check to be kept of both
stocks and the use of all nuclear materials in the Community,
Because of the constant expansion of communication facilities, and
in anticipation  of future developments,  new methods of accounting have
been devised. At present, 348 installations,  including mines, subject to
control send in every month about 2 700 materials balances and invento
ries, containing  some 10 000 items of information to be entered up and
checked. They concern L3 950 tons of natural uranium,  17 146 kg of.
uranium enriched in U286 and 1 020 kg of plutonium.l
til7ith regard to supervision,  on-the-spot checks, the procedure for
which is now well established  after ten years' experience, are still carried
out by the conventional  system of periodic inspections and spot checks.
The inspection system introduced  at Eurochemic in L967, where a team
of inspectors caffies out checks night and day, was continued. It will
doubtless be possible to draw useful conclusions {rom the results obtained
by this new control procedure,
268. Dur.ing the year, the Commission  decided to set up a sricter control
system in fuel element fabrication plants using large quantities of
I Figures expressed in terms of actual U or Pu content and rounded off as at 31
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plutonium and highly enriched uranium.  Inspection procedures  were
adlusted to this new kind of safeguard and gradually put into practice.
This type of inspection  proved to be justified. New scientific control
techniques were also developed and gradually brought into operation,
Non-destructive measurement methods w'ere used in these processes.
Several control expefiments using non-destructive  methods on fuel elements
manuJactured  in the Community yielded encouraging results. In this
context. the Commission continued its efforts to irrcrease the number of
specialized technical  personnel in the field concefnd,  and acquired  for tihe
appropriate department  additional measuring equipment  for safeguarding
purposes.
Technical consultations under the agreements for co"ope'ratiion
concluded by the Community with non-member  countfies took place
regularly n  1.969, notably with the United States and C"anaAa. They
pt"iaua an opportunity rc discuss many points of commop interest, and to
Cqmpare  and irnprove safeggard procedures, C-ontacts of a sirnilar nature
were kept up with various natircnal and international organizations'TRANSPORT POLICY 257
5. Transport  policy
269. At its March 1969 session the Council adopted certain measures
proposed  by the Commission for harmoniztng  the conditions of competi-
tion and the otganization  of the transport market. Some measures having
abeady been adopted in 1968, the greater part of the ptogramme set by
the Council n  L967r is thus completed. During the past two years the
common transport policy has in this way begun to be implemented, the
early years of the common market having been devoted mainly to the
elaboration of the broad pdnciples of the poliry.
However,  as indicated below, in other important sectors of the com.
mon transport policy on which the Commission long since submitted
proposals  and on rvhich the European Partiament and the Economic and
Social Committee have rendered  Opinions, there has been no progress and
the proposals in question are still Hore the Council.z
In view of the termination of the transitional period, 'and in
accordance with the recommendation  of the European  Parliament when it
examined the Second General Report, the Commission has tried in the
present Report to describe the general  lines on which Community  action
in transport matters is based and the {unction and scope'of the vadous
measures adopted or proposed. To this'end, it seems profitable first to
review the results achieved since the irnplementation of the gommon policy
began and the developments called for in the light of the measures proposed
by the Commission, and then to give essential additional information on
the Commission's  activities during 1969.
COMMUNITY ACTION ON TRANSPORT:  RESULTS  AND OUTLOOK
Results acbieaed
Road transport
270. Road transport  has progressed further and in a more balanced way
than the other modes of transport, with respect both to the organization
t C""".ii- D"cision No. 6TfigOlCFjE of 14 Decembet 7967 on certain measures
connected with the common transport policy. O1ffcial  gaqette No.322,30 Decem-
bet 1967, p. 4.
2 See also oral question No. 11i69 by the European Parliament to the Council gn
the reasons for this delay (sitting of 12 Decembet 7969).258  TorrARDs EcoNoMIc UNIoN
of the market and to the harmonization  of conditions of competition.
During 1969 three sets of interdependent  measures, mainly concerning
international tratfrc, were adopted or implemented. These were the cre'
ation of a $ystem of C,ommuniry  licences (C.ommunity qugta),l the intre
duction of a standard rate system2 and the harmonization of certain social
provisions.s
This priority given to international  goods transport  arises from EEC
Treaty Artide 75, which ptovides for the establrishment  during the
uansitional period of common des for this class of transport' This action,
which is essential fol the integration  of the market and the establishment
of a C,ommunity 'transport system, n fact colrcerns all modes of transport'
However,  since the structure a'nd organizauon of road transport  zrre more
sensitive than railways and inl,and waterways to the effects of indeperrdent,
and sometimes wen divergent, national policies, it was necessary to give it
first consideration.
Th.jse measures are important both because of their possible
economic  effects on the market and because they are based on the
principles of complementarity and coherence and thus permit a balanced
dweloprnent of the common transport  policy.
271.. The Community quo'ta came into force on 1 January 1969. The
Commission made the necessary  a,rrangements  to observe the furctioning
of the new system closely in order to obtain the necessary  information
for d,rafting proposals on the fina,l system which it is to submit to the
Council w'hen the va,lidity of the regulation in quostion expires. The
collection and processing of statistical data is in progress;  this information
will show how far Community 'licences are used in transport services
between Mernber States and in particular on itrineraries known as "trian-
giirlar" or "polygona,l".
t C""-.tt R"C"lation (EEC) No. 1018/68 of 19 July 1968 on the establislrment  of a
Communitf  quota for road haulage  between ihe. Member States,  Oficial ga4ette
No. L 175.23 Tulv 1968. p. 13.
2 Council Rigulition (EEC) No. 1174168  of 30 July 1968 on the introduction of a
system of b-racket rates applicable to road haulale between the .i\Iember States.
Otficial sazette No. L 194. 6 Aueust  1968. p. 1.
s Guncii Rlegulation  (EEC) No."543169 of 25 March  1969 on the harmonization of
certain sociil provisions  in the field of road transport.  Oficial garytte No. L 77,
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The implementatio,n  of the C.ommunity quota means an increase of
transport  capacity in intm-Cornmunity traffic. A,lthough its precise  inci-
dence is not known at the time of writing, it may be estimated that the
quota has made possi,ble an increase  in capacity af. srrrme L57o. Moreover,
the Community  quota system encourages a better utilization  of transpott
eqtripment, since it allows international tr,ansport  services to be operated
throughout the whole Community  territory.
In adopting this regulation the Council to some extent depanted
from the Commission  proposa,l,l  which was to the effect that the current
bilateral quotas be gradually replaced by a Community system and the
number of Community  licences adapted annually to the requirements of
tranE)ort  assessed in accordance with intra-C,ommunity trade. For this
reason, without waiting for the establishment of the definitive system
scheduled for 1 Jamrary 19713 the Commission, in 1968, submitted a
proposal for a Council decision providing  for the adaptation  of the bilateral
quotas currently in force.e
While stressing the importance  it attaches to the early implementation
of srrch a decision, the Corrmission considers that a true Cornmunity
system wiJl, however, er<ist only when the bilateral  quota system has been
cornpletoly  replaced by one based on Comrnunity licences.  This idea
has, moreovet, found support  among  those concerned with the matter in
the European Parliament.a
272. It is thanks to the simul,taneous entry into force of the rules on
transprt tates and conditions that i't was possible to begin 'the process
of liberarlization  of intra{ommunity  toad traffic and that it will be possible
to develop it further.  These rules were neces$ary rnainly  because of the
ap'preciable  differences  which continue to e:<ist in the structure and organ-
ization of tnansport  markets in the Member States and which can be
eliminated only gradua,lly.
t Pt"p"*d  Council regulation on the institution 
".rd 
op"r"tion of a Community
ggeta-fot  goods transport by road within the Community (doc. VII/COM (63)
169 of 10 May 1963). See also Sewntb (EEC) General Rappolt, sec. 200.
2 Council Decision No. 67/790/CEE  of 14 December  7967 ot certain measures
connected with the commori transport policy.  Oficial ga4ette No. 322, 30 Decem-
bet 1967, p. 4.
s Proposed  -Council decision  on the adaptation of the bilateral  quotas and of the
number of transit licences for road laulage between  the Member States.  Oficial
. gd<ette  No. C 123, 26 November  1968, p.2. { See also debates of the European  Pailiament (annex to ofFcial garytte No, L76,
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In this connection  the Commission  deplores that the negotiations on
tariffs between Member States were'not completed by 30 June 1969 as
scheduled by the regulation.  The taniffs could not come into operation
on L November 1969, so that the var'ious  measutes have been implemented
with a certain unevenness.l The Commission has several times drawn
the attention of the Governments to ,this gap in the implementation  of
Community  legislation.
273. In 1968 the Council noted its apptoval of the,text of a regulation
on the harmonization  of certain social provisions in the field of road
transp,ort;z the regulation was adopted  by the Council at its Mardt 1969
session.
The en'try into force of this regu,lation,  which provoked very long
discussions,  has made considetable progress possible:
(a) In the al,ignment of conditions of competition,  which was also
one od the basic factors in the process of libera,lizing intra{ommunity
'  road traff,tc;
(b)  In social policy, since it enables  a first step to be taken in the applica-
tion to this sectot of basic principles governing the Treaty of Rome,
namely the improvement of living and working conditions and their
equelizatiicn in an u,p"urard direction;
(c) In road trattic satety, which it will enhance by reducing  the risk
of accidents due to exoessive  fatigue of drivers.
So that its implementation  can be supervised more efficiently and
sim,ply, the regu,lation requires the irutalla,tion of a mechanical monitoring
device in road vehicles. The Commission submitted  a proposal fot this
purpose to the Council at the appropriate time.8
Negotiations are in hand in other international organmwons for an
agreernent applicable to as many European States as possible'4.
r  See sec. zdJ,
2 See Seeond Ceneral Report, sec,371. I See sec. 288.
4 AETR (European  Agteement concerning the Vork of Crews of Vehicles  engaged
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Rail transport
274. ln 1969 tLrc Council adopted m€asures on State intervention in rail
trransport. These measures concern the action of Member Sta,tes with
regard to obligations inherernt in the concept of public service in rail,
road and inland vraterway transportl'z  and the standardization of rai"lway
accourxts,s and, for the first time, they refled in their nromative texts
criteria prwiously  applied in the Mernber States only in a fragmentary and
prugmatic manner.
The first of these regulations  requires the Mernber S'tates to re-
exarnine  the pubLic service  o,bligations imposed on railways and to eli,rninate
these where they are not essential to the provision of services in the general
interest. ShouJd these obligations  be maintained,  the relevant  costs are
to be cornpensated in accordance  with common methods.
The second reg'r.rilations  provides for the cornrpensation of costs
resu,lting from ,a numlber of other obligations imposed on railways owing
to thefu nature and the variety of conditions to which they are subject'
The Council did not go as far as the Commission  had proposed with
regard to the scope of application of these regrrlations and the categories
of costs subject to compr.llsory standardizati'on. Fot some cost categgri,es,
on the other hand, it went further than the Commissi,,on  proposals,  thus
accelerating the process of elirninating  the shackles  on railway administra-
tion, and provided for their abolition as from a specific date.
These two regulations  clanify the economic and financial situation
o,f railways and the resu,lts of their op€rations. They also make an
appreciable contribtr,tion*which  varies however accordring to thesystem-
to the improvement of this situation. FinaJly, they make it  possible
better to delimit the function of milways in the tranqpor't sphere and
rqpfesent a significant contribution  towards  a better ada,ptation of public
enterpdses  to the economic conditions of today.
--
r Council Regulation (EEC) No. !19U69  of 26 Jwne !969 on action by the Member
States with"regard  to obligations  inhetent  in ihe concept of public service in the
6etd of transp'ort by tail,"road and inland waterway. Oficial garytte No. L 156'
28 Iune 7969. o. 1.
2 Alt"houeh the ieeulation on obligations  of public service is general in scope, the
railwavi mav be"considered  as mbst concerned  by it because of theit operational
featur6s and'the structure oftheir service.
a Council Resulation (EEC) No. 1192169 of 26 lune 1969 on common  rules for
standardizirig railway accounts.  Oficial garytte No. L 156, 28 June 1969' p. 8.262  TovARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
Transport by inland uateru6!
275. The Council has not yet pronounced on the proposed  regulation  on
access to the market in goods transport by inland waterway.l  To prevent
even greater distortions than those already existing from eing caused  by
unco-ordinated  actions of the Menaber States, the Comrnission sent them
a recommendation  on the structural  improvement of the inland waterway
goods transport market.z Its purpose is to help reduce structural excess
capacity, to encourage  at the same time the scrapping of the oldest vessels
and to harmonize  at Community level and on the basis of uni{orm criteria
the relevant measures which the Member States adopt at national level.
Certain Member States have already adopted the measures recom-
mended by the Commission or plan to do so shortly. As soon as the
action thus undertaken  has been completed, a narowing of the often
very appreciable  differences in the structure of national fleets, a higher
average pay-off from equipment and a healthier market through the
reduction of structural  wercapacity  may well result. The implementation
of the Community rules on access to the market in goods transport by
inland watertilay currently before the Council will also be facilitated.
In addition, there are problems  resulting from the various obligations
towards non-member countries which arise for cortain Mernber States from
the Rhine Navigation Conventi'on  arrangements.  Discussions are currently
in progress with these countries.
End ol the nansit,ional period
276. The results achieved have also to be examined in the light of the
provisions  of Article 75(2) of the Treaty, which stipulates certain measures
to be taken by the end of the transitional period. These csncern  interna-
tional transport and the condritions for the admissio,n of non-resident
carriers to national tranq)ort services within a Member State.
In Annex IX to the memorandum  of 19 February 1969,3 tlle C,om-
mission indicated  what measures had been and rernained to be implemented
t Pt"p.r"d Council  regulation  on access to the market in the transiort of goods
by inland wateru/ay, of 29 November 7967. Olffcial  taTette No. C 95, 21 September
1968. Amendments  submitted  by the Commisljon  on 28 April 1969 (doc. COM(69)
311 final of 25 April 1969).
2 Commission Recbmmendation No. 68l335lCBE of 31 July 1968. Oficial garytte
No. L 218,4 September 1968, p. 10.
8 Ccrmmission  Memorandum on considerations of a legal nature and technical
information clarifying t!'e scope of EEC Treaty Article 8(7) (doc. SEC(69) 546
final of 19 February 1969).TRANSPORT POLICY 263
in the transport field under Aruide 75. Cemain proposa,ls in this annex
have meanwhi,le been submitted to the Council. They concern the com-
mon rules applicable to intemational scheduled seryicesl  and general con-
ditions for their application, induding a standard  goods nomenclature and
a standard classificationz  to be used in connection with Regulation
No. 1174168 of 30 July 1968.
In addition, the Commission has adopted a regulation3 fixing the
conditio,ns and procedures of publication of special contracts with mtes
outside the tariff.
Futare deuelopnents in tbe connon policl
277. A certain nnrmber of important propomls are pending in the Council.
They concern  access to the market in transport by road and inland water-
way, t}re system of transport rates and conditions, the harmonization of
certain conditions of competition  and the first measures  for implementing
a system of allocating infrastructure  costs.a
t ptop"-*l  council  regulation  on the establishment  of common rules for ordinary
and'specialized  scheduled bus and motorcoach services operated between Member
Statei. Offcial ga4ette No. C 723,79 September  1969, p. l.
2 Proposed-tounlii regrrlation  laying down the general conditions for the appli-
catibn of the rates intouncil  Rlgu-lation (EECfNo. 7774168  of 30 July 1968-on
the introduction of a svstem of Sracket  rates applicable  to road haulage between
the Member States.  Oficial garytte No. C 99, 30 iuly 7969, p' 9.
a Commission Regulatioir  (gEC) No. 358169 of 26 Febnary-1969  fixing-the condi-
tions and procedlures  of publication  of transport rates and conditions which depart
from the bubfished tariifs, pursuant  to Article 9 of Council Regulation (EEC)
No. 1174168 of 30 July 1968 on qhe introduction  of a system of bracket  rates
applicabli to road hiulige  between'the Member States' Afrcial  ga<ette No. L 53,
4 March  1969, p. 1.
a Access  to the market:
Oficial garytte No. 254, 20 October 7967, p. 3, and Bt'tlletin.S-69,  p. 66;
Oficial gaictte No. C 95, 21 September 1968, p. 1, and Bslletin 6-69, sec. 40;
Offcial ga4ettc No. C 95, 21 September 1968, p. 38;
Ibid. No. C 123,26 November  7968, p. 2;
Ibid. No. C 723, 19 September 1969, p. 1.
System  of transport rates and conditions:
Balhtin No. 12-65, sec.33;
Offcial garytte No. 66, 7 April 1966, p. 964; amendments submitted 30 July
1968 (doc. COM(68)  289 frnal);
_-O1ffcial.saryt2 No. C.99, 30 July 1969, pp. 9 and' 24.
Harmonization  of conditions of competition:
Bslhtin No. 3-68, sec. 61 ;
Oficial garytte No. 185, 17 October  7966, p.3192.
Svstem  of allocatinq infrastructure  costs: 'Offcial garytte Nol C gS, 21 September  7968, p. 34;
Ibid. No. C 95,21 September  1968, p. 41 ;
Ibid. No. C 123,26 November  1968, p. 1.264  ToTVARDS  EcoNoMrc uNroN'
The Commission is of the opinion that the early adoption  and
implernentation of these irr,terdependent  measures is essential for a batranced
development  of the common poliry in the three modes of uansport. This
tallies moreover with the outline procedure which the Council itself
skerched for following up the Community's action in the matter, in its
agreement of. 22, June 1965,{ its resolution of October 19662 and its
decision of 14 Decenaber 1967.s
Among these nreasures, those concerning  control of capacity and
extension of the rules on rates to all traffic in the three modes of transport
are of particula,r importance.  As the European  Padiament said in its
report of  January t966,4 effective rules on capaaty would permit
successive relaxati.ons of the rate system.
In 1967 the Commission submittod two proposals for regulations
along such lines, one on access to the road haulage markets and the other
on access to inland watervray  transport.G It  also modified its original
position concerning the rules on rates, by stipulating a compulsory  rate
system for some ttaffic and a reference system together with effec,fiive
publication affangements  for others.T
The Commission  considers that the rules in question should  be
adopted quickly to enable work to continue on the gradnral and simul-
taneous implementation  of a system af capaaty control and a relaxation
and a,lignment of the rate sytems for the three modes of transport.
1 A_g,r_eem.ent  of the Council on the orgatizatiolt of the transport market, of 22 June 19t5. See Ninth (EEC) General Refort, secsl 207 and 208.'
2 See Tcntb (EEC) Ceneral Report,  sei. 209.
3 Council Decision No. 67i790/CEE of 74 December  7967 on certain measures
connected with the common transport policy. Oficial garytte No. 322, 30 Decem-
ber 7967. o. 4.
a Report by M. De Gryse on the otgarization of the transport market, doc, 115
ofiT lanuarv 7966.
6 Propoied Council regulation  on the introduction of Community  rules for access
to the occupation  of road haulage contractor in national and international transpott
and_rules  on capacity in the field of national road haulage. Oficial garytte No. 254,
20 October 7967,p.3.  Amendments  submitted by the Commissionld6c.  COM(69)
452 final of 6 Tune 1969) on 16 Tune 1969.
6 Proposed Council regulation on-^....s to the market in the transport of goods by
inland waterway.  Oficialga<?//e No. C95,21 September 1968, p. 1. AmJndments
submitted by the Commiision on 28 April 1969 (doc. COMtbSl 317 fr.nal of 25
Aoril 1969).
? Pr^oposed iegulation on the introduction of a system of bracket rates applicable
to tLe ransp-ort of goods by tziiI, road and inland waterway of 20 tr,lay t963 1doc.
COM(63)  168);-supplement  to Bulletin 6-63. Amendments  submitted by the
Commission  on 29 October 1965 (doc. COM(65) 415).TRANSPORT POLICY 265
To supplement the Community action thus begun, other measures
are envisaged conceming  the arrangements for railways, the'social  security
of ffanspor,t workers, the co-ordination  of investments in infrastructures
and rate-fixing for their use, and road safety.
278. C.oncemng railways, the measures  adopted with regard to public
service obligations and standardization  of accqunts  are calculated to improve
the situation of these enterprises.  Nevertheless,  they can be regardedl as
ontry a preliminary to more extensive Community action under Article  8
of tlre Council Decisio,n of 13 May L965.2 This action should give the
miways greater administrative  independence  and permit them to achieve
better financial balance in their operations.  The railways should,  howevet,
provide certain essential  services in the general interest for the costs of
which they must be compensatd.
The measures  planned for railways  are consequen,tly bound to have
a bearing on problems of the structure and legal personality of the
administrations concerned, and the limits and natufe of state supervision.
A corpus of measutes will have to be adopted in the following  three
fields:
(a) The division of responsibilities between the enterprises  and the
public authorities;
( b ) Ensuring  availability of the financial resources which woutrd enable
enterprises to fulfil their tasks;
(c) The maximum possible independence of commercial  management'
The freedom of action thus conferred on railways cannot come all
at once. The proposed measu(es vrill be introduced  gradually,  and it is
not at present possible to indicate what each successive  stage will entaiJ.
As the various fileasjures  are irnplemented,  comparisons  will have to be
made to determine  the progtess achieved and the further aftangements
necessary.  The freedom of action proposed cannot be allowed,  however,
to jeopardize the character of the railways as a public service-which must
be maintained as far as necessary--of  the economic  and social provisions
for their personnel.
t \7t,ht.r ,h" meaning  specified in sec,274.
2 Council Decision N;. 65/271/CEE of 13 Mav 1965 on the harmonization of certain
provisions  affecting  competition in rail, ioad and inland waterway transport.
-Oficial 
garytte No. S8, 24 NIay 1965, p. 1500.266  ToV/ARDS  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
279. In the context of the action to eliminate disparities in the con&tions
of compe'tition between the modes of tansport  and transpont enterprises
within these, other social proposals are in preparation, notably on the
subject of working conditions and voca,tional  training.  These measures
will need to cover inland water and rail transport. In addition, following
the first rqguJation on road transport,l a second one on working hours,
overti,rne, annual and public holidays in that seotor is being draf,ted. The
object is not merely to eliminate the distortions which affct the smooth
running of the tansporJt market or are likely to harnper trade, but also
to promote the ha,rmonization  of social systems in an upward direction.
280. The harmonizatio,n  of taxes on transportz abeaAy begun will also
have to be continued with the same aim of algning conditions  of com-
petition. Hourever, the whole question of the general adjustment of
this taxation now faJls within the wider field of rate-fixing  based on
common principles for the use of infrastructures.  This objective will,
howwer, only be reached in successive st€e6, owing,both  to the complexity
of the problems and the irnportance of the relations between these measures
and taxation in general, and to the repercussions  which the relevant
measures may have on both the uansport  market a,nd public finances.
The first real proposal on mte-fixing for the use of infrastructtrres
concerns the road sector; its object is to determine the structure of taxes
on commercial vehicles in accordance with common rules based oD con:
siderations  of infrastructure costs. In this phase, the rates of the taxes
will not be direc.dy affected; they will not be determined  until a ,later
phase. It is pro,posed  to introduce  for all modes of transport uniform  and
permanent  methods  of accounting for infmstructure  costs. This will provide
the essential means of obtaining  information needed to prepare a general
plan of action in this field. A gradual approach of this kind is necessary
because of the very great diversity ourently existing in the various sysrems
of the Member States, and so the standardizatian of structures in itself
represents an important step forward. The Commission is at present
preparing draft measures  on fixing rates for the use of inland waterways.
281. As for infrastructure irryestment, aotion should a,lso be continued
and should go considerably further than the generally modest resufts so
far achiwed. The procedure  of consultation on infrastrusture investment
t S." *..  ZZO.
2 Proposal for a first council directive on the adiustment of national svstems of
commercial vehicle taxation. Oficial gagtte. No, C 95, 21 September  196S, p. 41.TRANSPORT POLICY 267
currently in operationl will in furtute need to develop  towards coordination
in the light of Community criteria for transPort infrastructure  investments
to improve the conditions  under which choices are rrnde. The Commission
is cumently  investigating  methods and procedures  for Community action
to this end.
282. The Commission shares the corrcern expressed at various times by
the Europe,a,n Parliament *ith regard to traffic safety and considers  that
the time has come,to prepa,re planned action at Communi,ty  level on safety
in general and road safety in particular. Measures are in preparation on
the basis of a detailed ana,lysis of the present situation: these will enable
specific  actio,n in the three fields of inten'ention-persons,  vehicles, irtra-
structures-to be defined and classified.
The main work of the C,ommission concerning the application of
EEC Treaty Articles 79 and 80 and ECSC Treaty Article 70 is decribed
belovr, together with the results of checks made on discrimination and
support tariffs,2 As the Court of Justice stated in its judgment of I JuIy
L969,s the Commission has considerable  discretion in  thi$ matter'
as regards not only the tariffs autlorized  but also the con&tions of the
licence grantd. In this setting, the C-ommission  will use the possibilities
offered by Article 80 of the EEC Treaty to buttf€ss the simultaneous action
it is taking on regionatr policy.
283. In co,nclusion, the situation at the end of the uansitiona,l  period
rnay be summarized as follows.
Certain quite well planned and balanced measures have been adopted:
in road transport co'otdinated  compulsory  measures of general scope on
econornic  otganlzation  have been btought into operation for the first time
at international level; in railways it is also the first time that measures
have been adopted on public service obligations and the standardization  of
accounrts.  Experience writrl show the extent of their effects and enable
their functioning to be improved; all progess in these rnatters will in
future have to be in the context of the common p"li.y. The Commission
considers that the results achieved should not be undetestimated'
I Council Decision No. 66/161/CEE of 28 February 1966 establishing a procedure
for consultation  concerning  investment in transport infrastructure. Ofrcial
sa4ette No. 42,8 Match 1966, p. 583.
' 
-Seis. 286, 287 and 296.
s Judgment of the Court in case 1-69: Italy z. Commission of the European  Com-268  To'frARDS EcoNoMrc uNroN
However, the implementation  of the common polt y ir only iln its
firct stages. Appreciable  imbalances exist between the systems of the
th,ree modes of transport; the s,ituation and requirornents  of each of them
and the general  conditions of the transpo'rt market require further rapid
progress by the implemenrtation of other measures giving the whole sysrem
greater efficiency and more coherence.
The contribution of each of these measures, the function they have
to perform, their order of priority and their step-by-step inroduction  are
not yet unanimously accepted and their adoption is therefore  held back.
The differences of opinion remaining in this respecr ought to be rapidly
settled  so that the work may be fraught with less uncertainty. This would
also facilitate the submission of further pro,posals by the Commission.
ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION ON ACTIVITIES IN 1969
284. In the matter of access to ,tjre ,market and capacity conffol the Com-
rnission, on 9 June 1.969, addressed a recommend,ation  to the Member
States concerning the harmonization  of the rneasures implementing the
Community quota, notably with respect,to  control and penalties.l
With regard to rules of competition in trans,port the Commission,
on 3 August 7969, adopted Regulations (EEC) No. 1629/69 and (EEC)
No. 1630/69.  These lay down the implementing provisions  sripu,lared in
Article 29 of Councitr Regulation (EEC) No. 1017/68 regarding  the form,
content and other particulars of complaints, applicati.ons and notifications,
and concerning  hearings.2
Discussions with non-member countries signatories to the Rwised
Convention for Navigation on the Rhine, stipulated in Article 3I  of
Regulation (EEC) No. 1017/68, began on 22 May L969 in the Central
Commission  for the Navigation of the Rhine. The aim was ro determine
t C"-"ttr.i""  Recommendation No. 6gllgllc$B of 9 lune 1969 to the Member
States concernine  the implementation  :
(i) of Article 6af  Council Regulation (EEC) No. 7018168 of 19 July 1968 on
the establishment of a Community quota for road haulage betweeri the Member .
States, and
(ii) of _Article-S of Commission  Regulation (EEC) No. 1224168 of 9 August
1968 establishing pro fotmas fot Community  licences  and ihe questionn"aire
for obtaining the stitistical  information  on-the use of these mentioned  in
{rtic.lgq Z(l)  a1t! 5(1), second paragraph, of  Council Regulation  (EEC)
No. 1018/68. Oficial garytte No. L 165-, 5 July 1969, p. 7. 2 Offcial garytla No. L-209,21-August 1969, pp.'l ind 11. 'TRANSPORT POLICY 269
whether problems of compatibility  arose between the EEC regulation and
the Convention.
Transport rates and conditions
Rules on rates
285. In accordance  with Regulation No. I|74/68/CEE the Commission,
in ri,ts Regu,lation  (EEC) No. J5S/69 of 26 February 1969, adopted the
conditions  and procedures  for publication of special contracts comprising
rates which depart from the published  tariffsl in road haulage  between
the Member States. It proposed to the Council that the provisions  of
Regulation  (EEC) No. 1174/68  concerning the admission of special
contracts with rates di{fering from the tariffs should be amended to permit
the operation  of certain transport services with special technical  charuc-
teristics justifying the application of rates higher than the taliffs.z There
'\rras some delay in the negotiations between the Member States, with the
result that the tariffs could not come into operation by the closing
date ofi 1, Novem,ber,1969 specified in Regulation (EEC) No. 1174/68.
The Commissiron is continuing its work to ensure  implementation  o'f this
regulation.
Discri.mination and silpport tarills (applicatictn ol EEC Treaty
Art,icles 79 and 80)
286. Hav':rr,g regard, among other factors, to the Eutopean  Parliament's
recommendation,  ,the Commission  has arnended its proposal for a Council
regulation on discrimination  in transport  charges and conditio'ns.8 It also
continued examination of. 47I published and unpu,blished schedules of
trans.port rates and conditions to check that they conform to the EEC
Treaty. This examination  has led to the cancellation or amendr.nent of
88 tariff measures. An annual report is rnade on this matter to the
European  Parliament.
L Oficial ga4ilr No. L 53, 4 March  7969, p. I.
'  P'ioposed"Council  regulation amending Article 5 of Council Regulation (EEC)
No.'ttZ+/OA of 30 Jul"v 1968 on the intr6duction of a system of bra;ket  rates appli-
cable to 'road haulage between the Membet States. O1ffcial  garytte No. C 99,
30 July 7969, p.24.
3 Propoied Council  regulation on the abolition of discrimination in transport
chaiges and condition"s. Offcial gaq.ette No. 66, 7 LpriI 7966, p' 964. Amlnd'
menis submitted by the Coiirmissi"on on 30 July 1968:(doc.  COM(68)  289 frnal).270  TOTTARDS  ECONOMIC UNION
On several occasions the Comrnission has approached  the Govern-
ments of the Member States to obtain adjustment of cer'tain national rules
to bring thenr more into line with the Tteaty provisions. Thus, the new
Gerrran inland waterway tolls tariff effective from 1 January t970 has
been purged of certain discrimination  ,in the previous tariff.l
Notrng that Germany, Belgium, France and the Netherlands had
failed to meet the obligations incumbent on them under Regulation
No. 11/60 with respect to inland water transport in the Rhine basin,
the Commission  initiated against them the procedute in EEC Trcaty
Article 169, second parugraph.
On 18 February 1969 the Belgian Government promulgated the "law
on implementing  measures  pursuant to international treaties and conven-
tions on rcaA, rail and inland water transport". It is therefore  now in
a poeition to implement the Royal Decree  communicated  to the Commission
on 31 May 19691 concerning  the implementation of Regulation No. II/60
on inland water transport.
287. The special tariff No. 25l-Section A  applicale to transport of
agdcultural ptoduce from the south of Italy for export, was abolished
on L January 1969.
On 31 October 1968 the Commission  authorized the amendment  by
the Italian State Railways of special tariff No. 201-C;2 Because this
authorization did not extend beyond lL  December 1970, the Italian
Government  filed a sui,t contesting  the Commission decision. The suit
was rejected by the C,ourt of Justice in its judgment dated 9 J"ly 1969.s
On a further appJication by the Italian Government to obtain 18 months'
extension of the authorization decision of 11 October 1968, the Com-
mission decidd to authorize until J0 June 1971 special tariff No. 201-C
for the mansport of citrus fruit only.
\With regard to,the special German Federal Railway tariffs applicable
to certain traffic,to and from tJre Saar or Rhineland-Falatinate, concerning
rvhich ,the EEC Comrnission  had initiated against Germany the procedure
under Article L69 of the EEC Treaty, the German  Government  abandoned
its argument of poten'tial  competition  followi,ng the judgment of the Court
of Justice on 8 February 1968 conceming  ECSC High Authority Decision
No. 14-66 of 20 JvIy 1966. It asked the Commission ,for authorization
I See Secord General  Report, sec. 322.
2 Oficial garytte No. L 281, 20 Noven >er 1968, p. 18.
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to maintain these spmial tatiffs as support tari{fs. Ho'nrever, following
conzultations in accordance  with EEC Trcaty Article 80(2) with all the
Member States, they were abolished  on 31 July 1.969.r
Social ltarmoniqation
288. On 25 March 1969 the Council adopted Regulation No. 543/69 on
the harmonization of certain social provisions'in the field of road translnrt.2
This regulation  applies to interna.tional transport between Mernber States
as from 1 October 1969. From L October 1970 onwards it is 'to apply
to a,ll road transport for journeys or parts of journeys inside the Community.
In accordance with Article 16 of the regulacion, the Comm,ission,
on 2! May 1969,3 submitted to the Council a proposal for a regulation
determining  the clr,aracteristics,  standardizing  procedures, use and inspection
of a mechanica,l monitoring  device on board road vehides. With particular
conc€rn to improve road safety, the Commission  stipulated that this device
should record certain vehicle running  conditions, notably speed,  as well as
the driver's various working and fest tirnes.
C o-or dination if inu e s t n ents
289. No consul'tation  meetings on transpoft infrastructure  investments
under the  introducod  by the Council decision of 28 February
1966a have been necessary because the projects notified by Member States
to the Comrnission did not caJ.l for joinrt examination.
The Commission has continued to follow attentively the state of
advancement of the projects noti,fied to it under this procedure and
concerning  which commitments had been undertaken in previous years by
the national administrations  represented,  or requests made by the Com-
mission.
Following a request from the Italian Govetnment,  the Commission
was instructed under the above-mentioned  procedure to naake a general
examination of the various  schemes concerning  communications  across
the Alps.
1 ECSC tariffs, see sec. 296.
2 Offciat ga4ptte No. L 77, 29 March  1969, p. 49.
s PioposEdtouncil  Reguiation (EEC) on-the introduction of a mechanical monitor-
ing^device  in road tra"nsport. 
'Ofrciat 
garytte No. C 82, 27 }une 7969, p. L5.
a Olfcial garytte No. 42, 8 March 1966.272  TorfrARDS  EcoNoMrc uNroN
Taxation and rates for the use of infrastractaret
290. The Commission has pushed forward  actively with its work on the
introduction of a system of rates based on economic  criteria for the use
of infrastructures, which it considers a basic element of the comrnon
transport poliry. The three reports stipulated by Council Decisions
No.64/389/CEE  of 22 June l964t.andNo.65/270/CEE af 13 May
1965:' supplemented by Commission Decisions No. 64/449/CEE of
10 July 19643 and No. 65/258/CEE of 27 Apnl 1965,4 have been sub-
mitted to the Council.  They are:
(1)  The report on the pi,lot study to determine and verify ,the conditions
of applicat'ion of the various possible ways of fixing rates for the
use of infrastructures;5
(2)  The report on the results of the survey on transport infrastructure
c-osts. This report comprises a statement of expenditure  on infra-
structures rn 1966 and a study on how the costs of these infra-
"  structufes  ril/efe covered;6
(l ) The report on the resul'ts of the censuses and sample surveys carried
out in 1966 on the use of transpolt infrastructures in connection
with the survey of infrasffucture costs.
These 'three reports provide statistical and methodological  information
of wide sco,pe and thus represent a first stage'in the introduction of the
rates system. The results have enabled the Cornmission to propose to
the Council that the programme of surveys provided for by Decision
No. 65l270lCEE of 13 May 1965 be limited. A proposal has been put
forward that the special studies to be undertaken by the Member States
be confined to road infrastructure in urban areas.
The Commission hopes that the progress thus achieved will help
to solve certain outstanding  pro lems, in particular that of eliminating
double taxation.T
Of the other matters o'r.rtstanding,  that of weights and dimensions
of vehicles,  for which the Commission put forward a proposal in 1964,
l-OntW"<Sua  No. 102, 29 Jone 7964, p. 1598. I llrd. No. 88, 24 May 7965, p. 7473.
3 lbid. No. 123,30  July 7964, p. 2084.
a lbid. No. 82,72 May 1965, p. 1405.
6 Doc. SEC(69)700 final of 72 Match 7969.
6 Doc. SEC(69)2769 frnaI of 16 June 1969,
7 O,ficiyl gaqette No. 20, 6 Febtuaty 1965, p, 268, and amendments  submitted  by
the Commission  on 30 Janlaaty  7968; Bulletin 3-68, scc. 61.TRANSPORT POLICY 273
shou,ld be mentioned.r  The Commission has followed developments in
this matter attentively and has revived work on the subject with further
meetings of expents in view of certain new factors which have arisen in
the meantime.  The above-mentioned  surveys and studies have also yielded
new factors of evaluation in this matter.
Tra1fic safetlt
291. The provisions  agreed under Regulation No' 543/69 of 25 March
1969 on social matters,z the adoption of a mechanical device for monitoring
driving and rest time and speed,z and the direotives submitted to the
Council under the General Programme for the elimination of technical
obstacles to trade resulting from disparities between the'1aws and regula-
tions of the Mernber States,s may well help to improve tmffic safety.
Howwer, in view of the growing interpenetration of traffic between
Member States, technological develo,pment  and the ever heavier cost to
the Comrnunity of furthet increases in traffic, the time seems ripe to
prepare concerted and planned action at Community level on safety in
general and, more pa'rticulady,  on rca$ sa{ety. On certain fundamental
aspects of road safety, special ac,tion needs to be considered in fields where
it is clear that the efforts made in othet international organizations  have
not achieved the required results or are not likely to do so within a
reasonable time.a
T echnical barnoniqation
292. Ylork on the standardization of equipment and components used
on board inland v/aterway craft continued in the lforking Party-under
Commission  chairmanship-----on standards for inland $/aterw'ay vesse,ls.
During 1969, this work resulted in the establishment  of. 16 new draft
standards which, as in previous  cases, will be submitted to the national
standards institutions with a view to international  registration, while
J7 standards dtafted by this group of experts have already been adopted
by the European Committee for Co-ordination of Standards  (CEN ).
The Workin g Patty also drafted standards on electical installations
for inland waterway vessels.  The draf,t will be submitted for approval
I See Bullelin 7-64. sec. 67.
2 See sec.288.
3 See Second Ceneral Rebort. secs.9 and 10.
a See also reply to writlen questions Nos. 169i69 (o1ficial ga4ette ,No. C 1-41, 30 Octobet
1969, p. 6i ind258169 (fficiat garytte No. C 147;17 November  1969, p. t3)'274  To'srARDS  EcoNoMrc uNroN
to the "Conseil zuropden de coordination des normes dlectriques"
(CENEL).
Consultatiou and Opininns (application of tbe standstill clause)
293. In acrcordance with the Council decision of 21 March 1962,1 the
Commission  has rendered Opinions addressed to the Governments of
Germany,2  Belgium,s Francea and the Netherlands.s
By order of the German Ministry of Transpor't, dated 2L May 1969,
a regulirtion on the allocation of inland waterway  catgoesG was abrogated.
The Comrnission accotdingly decided, on 23 Jvly L969, to drop this
procedure for infringernent.
Tbe Consultatiae  Coumittee afi Traflspurt
294. Lt the request of the Commission, the Consultative  Committee  on
Transport  rendercd  Opinions  on the following  matters:
(a) Drafts of conventions on combined international transport of goods
drawn up by the International Institu'te for the Unification of Private
Law (Unidroit) and the In'ternational  Maritime C,ommittee;
(b) Hatm.orization of the conditions of access to auxiliary nanq)ort
occupations;
(c) Capacity rules in road haulage by container;
(d) Rules on resffictive agreements  in container transport.
Application  of tbe ECSC Treatl
Price lormation and trcflsport  condit,ions in tbe coal and steel sector-
General tarills
295. Crttun railway systems in the C-ommunity  apply minimum charges
and chargeable distances which, because of their sca,le, harnper the correct
L Oficial gaqttte No. 23, 3 Aptil 7962.
2 1&lZ Nos. L 110, 8 May 7969, and L 152,26 J:une t969.
s lbid.No. L 110, 8 May 1969.
a Ibid. No. L 138, 10 June 1969.
6 lbid, No. L 13, L9 lanuary t970.
E See Second General  Rcport, sec. 328.TRANSPORT POLICY 275
applicatrion  of the agreement  of. 2t March 195r.1 This agreement  provided
for the introduction  of in'ternational  through rates for rail transport of
ECSC products, with the elimination  of "breaking bulk" at frontiers,
which had previously  penalized  international transport.z
In accordance with Article 17 of the agreement  of.2l March 1955,
the Comrnission has therefore ptoposed  negotiations  with the Govern-
ments meeting in the Council to find a satisfactory  solution to this problem.
Special tarill measares
296. Following contacts between  the Cornmission and the German Govern-
ment after the Court judgment of 8 February L968,8 the special rates of
the German Federal  Railways for certain consignments  of ECSC products
between seaports and the Saar were abolished on 31 July 1969'
Since the German Government  has announced.  supplementary  meas-
ures in favour of the Saar, the final assessment of the other special tariffs
which the German Government  wished to maintain will depend on the
general situation of the Saar. In order to have available  all the necessary
information, the Commission  therefore adopted, on 9 July 1969, Decision
No. 691238/CECA,  based on Article 70, fourth pamgraph, of the ECSC
Treaty, authorizing  these tariffs unti,l Jl December 1970.4
Contim:ring in the footsteps of the High Authority,s the C.ommission
authorized  under ECSC Treaty Article 70, fouth paragraph, certain special
domestic 'tatiff measures  adopted by the French National Railways in
their own.interests.6
Disclosare ol rates and conditions of carriage for coal and steel
297. The Commission  remains corwinced  that adequate disclosure  of rates
and conditions of cariage for ECSC products is essential for healthy
competition  in the coal and steel markets.
1 See ECJC ofrcial garytte No. 9, 19 April 1955.
2 See Third (ECSC) Ceneral Report, secs. 124 to 729.
3 See Second General Rebort, sec. 331.
a Olfeial garytte No. L'192,5 August 1969, p. l.
5 See Elerenth  (ECSC) General Report, sec.369.
6 ECSC Decisions No;. 69/267, 268, 2n, 27 4. oficial garyllr No. L 220, t September
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'  It is therefore continuing its efforts to achieve adequate disclosure
of rates and conditions of carriage in fields where ransparency of the
transport market is still insufficient or even non-existent.l In pa.rticular,
it has proposed to the Governments  that they should begin negotiations in
the Council concerning a system of disclosure  of rates and conditions  of
carciage o{ ECSC products in international transport between Community
ports by inland waterway,
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6. Regional  policy
298. On 15 October L969 the Commission submitted to: the Council a
draft decision, under EEC Treaty Article 235, to provide the Community
with the instruments it needs to promote  the regional measures  dictated
by ,the requirements and consequences of establishing  the colnmon market
and gtadually approxima,ting the Member States' econornric policies. At
its session of 10 and LL November 1969, the Council referred this proposal
to the Parliament  for the consultation  specified n  Article 2)5. It a,lso
decided to consult the Economic and Social Cornmittee.
The proposal is an'alysed below, after which the Commission's  other
activities in the field of regional policy are also descibed.
THE ORGANIZATION  OF COMMUNITY  INSTRUMENTS
299. The prcrposal for a decision on the organization of Community
instruments for regional development is based on an analysis of the main
regional poliry problems in the Community. These problems are revealed
by an analysis of rcgional development in 'the Com,munity and by an
account of the need for Community-level  action and of the Commun:ity's
approach in the matter of objectives.
Tbe proposal for a decision
300. To enable the Comrnunity to stress the urgent need for measures to
be taken rin certain regions, it is proposed that the Commission  should
regulady examine, with each Mem,ber State, the situ,ation of the regions
for which development  plans should be drawn up, or amplified, and
irnplemented without delay.
Such urgency is presumed to exist for the following  regions:
(a) regions l"ggrng ;behind in dwelopment,  mainly because of the pre-
dorninance  of agricultural activities;
(b)  regions which are declining because of the uend of the predomrinant
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(c) frorttier regions, where the need for coordination  between Membet
States is felt particularly sttongly;
(d)  regions where there is structural unemployment.
These plans should contain sufficiently  comprehensive and precise
informa,tion and would be examined by the Commission and the Member
State concerned  according to a jointly agreed order of priority. Where
such plans did not exist, the Commission  would recommend their compila-
tion. If they appeared  inadequate, the Commission would recommend
that they should be worked out in more detail lf  the Commission or
the Member State concerned so requested, the regional development plans
would be discussed in a Standing Regional Development Comrnittee,
composed of representatives  of the Membbr States and with a mernber
of the Commission or his representative in the chair. The European
Investment Bank would appoint  an observer to the Committee.
Besides these development  plans, the Committee would examine  the
regional  policy forecasts and general programmes  prepared by the Member
States, and more generally the regional  problems arising because of the
common market. The Comrnittee would be able to formulate  opinions on
the subject.
The Commission would, in the ligh of discussions it had with the
Member States or which had been held in the Standing  Regional  Develop-
ment Committee, direct to the Member States concerned, within a period
of time to be agreed upon, any opinrions or recommendations  regarding
regional development  plans, the main purpose of which would be to take
account, ftom the economic  and social angle, of:
(a) the need for better ceordination of measures adopted by the Member
States, especially in frontier areas;
,(b) Community needs where improvements  are rnade to infrastructure,  in
particular communications, oil or gas pipelines, ports, airports, and
where natural sites and resources are developed;
(c) the implications of policy on agricultural  stnrcture;
(d)  the demands of industrial policy in the common market and the
need to avoid uneconomic production;
(e) vocational  training and guidance needs.
The Commission's opinion might take the for,m of approva,l pute
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301. To faciitate implementation  of the plans submitted to the Stand,ing
Committee  and approved by the Commission, Community aid might be
granted in the form of interest rate rebates or guarantees for loans ,rnade
by the European Investment  Bank or other financial institutions.
A Regional  Development Rebate Fund, managed by the Commission
and replenished  by budget conttibutions, would be set up. A guarantee
system for regional development, managed by the Commission  and backed
by the Member States, would also be s€t up. On a pro,posal from the
Commission, the Council would lay dcrwn the rules on the operation of
the Rebate Fund and the guarantee  system,  togpther with the principles
regarding allocation of interest rate rebates and guarantees.
In order to assess the financial backing {or regional development
action in the Community,  the Commission would examine regularly with
the Mernber  States the extenrt of the funds they contemplated allocating
to regional policy aaion over a period of years.
302. \)7ith a view to k.eping private and public investors who might
make a contribution to the implementation  of rogional develo,pment plans
better inf,ormed,  the Commission  would organize.Community-level  co.
operation between institutions  and other bod,ies pursuing this aim in the
Mernber States.
The Commission  would place at their disposal, subject to Article 214
of the Trcaty, the rpquisite information on such regional development
sdremes, progr,unmes, plans and measures in the Community  as had come
to its knowledge.
The Commission could promote the establishment. or development
of such institutions and other bodies where the existing information
network was insuffiEient  to cover more particularly those regions referred
to in Article I of tJre decisioni.e.  the four categories  listed in section J00
above.
303. In this way a limited but consistent set of instruments  would be
established, enabling the Community  institutions to promote a harmonious
development of economic activ,i.ties throughout the Community by joint
action 'with the Member  States and in accordance  with the requirements
and implications involved in establishing  the common market and gradually
apptoximating the Member States' economic policies.280  TorirARDS  EcoNoMIC UNIoN
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
Study of regional deueloprnent  in tbe Cornmuni.ty
304. As with any other poliry, management of regional policy at Com-
munity level presupposes  a detailed knowledge of actual development.
Community regional  structrres  and their changes have been studied system-
aically by the Commissi,rn. These studies were initially camried out
for large geographical  ateas and large socio'economic regions, and then
extended to smaller regional units which ate easier to compare at Com-
munity level.
Special attention was paid to major demographic  trends, to the
evaluation of the total labour force and of the labour force by sectors,
to spdtalization by sectors in the regions, and to correlations  between
agricu,ltural employment  and the trend in the total working population.
Systematic processing of the returns of the 1969 Community census has
been undertaken in order to provide  homogeneous  data from which to
obtain a better knowledge  of the regional location of industry. In addition,
an analysis has been rnade of productivity in the various regions of
Germany.
'$7hi1e providing a picture of actual developments,  these studies
also helped towards the prq>atation  of an outline set of economic, social
and demographic in&cators which can be used to keep overall track of
changes in the tegional stmctures of the Community.
305. The Commission further expanded exchanges of in{ormation  with
the national and regional authorities of Community  and non-member
countries. In response to the wishes of the European Parliament and
more particularly a recommendation  made by the Bersani repott of
May 1966, the Commission also began to issue a regular bulletin which
is to be a medium for ideas and reflection as well as a forum for comparing
notes and exchanging ideas. This bulletin is intended for circles concerned
with regional development at the various levels in Community countries
and regions.
General studies
-j06. \)[ork continued under the long-term tesearch  progtamme, mentioned
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and exit by sea in the Comrnunity, and centres of quaternary  activity.
The final reports on these three surveys are to be the subject of consulta-
tions with th. .*p..t, of Member  Governmeits'
Special studies
307. speoial studies, undertaken at the request of Member Govern-
ments, are pre,paring the ground for solving urgent or specific -problems
in certain regions. The following studies were begun or continued int969.
A study on the Loirc region started in 1968 with a view to promoting
industrial dwelo,pment of the Nantes-St.  Nazaire conur'bation'1 The sec-
tiqn of the study which has since been completed has made it possible
to determine  the specific features of this reglon and to select new activities,
matching these features, for building up under a development  programme'
The general study on the economic development  of southem-Belgium
was pur ii  fr*a at the beginnng of. t969. The first part of the study
hu, b..t  completed, together with a first interim report on the social
and economic analysis and development prospects of the regron' It  is
planned to establish a regional dwelopment programme  in 'line with
Belgian and Community  economic  develq>ment'
The year 1969 saw completion of work on the general study of the
Lidge/Belgian  Limburg/Maastricht/Aachen  frontier region2 which had
U..i'*-i"issioned from three institqtes, one German, one Belgian  and
one Dutch. An ad boc comnittee consisting of persons in the Member
States and Commission with responsibfities in the matter has been set
up to further preparations  for co-ordinating practical development  measures
in this region. The committee began work in December 1969'
At the request of the German  and Dutch Governments, the com-
mission hetped to analyse the structures and prOblems peculiar to the
Westmiinsterland/Grafschaft  Bentheim/Twente/Oostgelderland  region,
which is an economic unit. The Governments and the Commission have
instructed two specialist institutes to carry out t}e study, which is to
rough out a development plan for the entire region. \rork is to be
finished by the end of 1970.
L See Second General Beport, sec.362'
2 iee Firt  General  Refort,'sec, 254 and Second General  Rcport, sec. 360'282  TorrARDrs EcoNoMrc uNroN
In Decernber  1966 the Comrnrission  had decided to participate in a
study which was to analyse and forecast the economic structure of Land
Schleswig-Holstein, with a view to the selection of grourth centres and
the ,proposal of measures, more'par'ticularly  certain infrastructure  projects.l
The final rqport \ras terminated in September  1969. This study was used
to prepare the regional action programmes which have recently  been
adopted by the Federal German  Government and by the Schleswig-Holstein
Government.
The Comnrrission  has contributed to a study which is to outline a
development plan for the Friuli-Veneia  Giulia region and to.estimate
ttre costs of the measures envisaged.  The ICalian Government and the
Commission entrustd this study to two Italian institutes. The findings
should be available at t}e end of 1970.
,  I'n 1968 it was decided to f.acihtate reconversion  of a steel plant in
the Amberg regon of Bavaia, under ECSC Treaty Article 46, 4, by
carrying out studies in order to provide this enterprise with production
guidelines which are new, economic and sound. The studies were com-
pleted in October t969; it is for the enterprise ro turn their findings to
good industrial account.
Under ECSC Treaty Article 46, third paragraph, fourth subparagraph,
the Commissio'n collaborated  with the Resgional Government of Val
d'Aosta in studies on the development of this region.2 The studies werc
completed in 1968 and have been approved by the Committee  for the
industrialization of VaI d'Aosta.
The Italian Government  and the C,ommissio,n  reviewed  work done
in.1968 in the first phase of rhe study to promote development of the
tourist industry n C,alabria. This work rnade it ,possible to specify the
tourist potentid of various areas which are to be helped by ,tourist danelop-
ment projects. Prepamtion of these projects was begun by the institutes
responsible  for the study.
I{ARMONIZATION  OF NATIONAL AND COMMON  POLICIES
308. The Commission  has already Stressed the need to harmonize  common
and coordinated policies with regional policy.s It has laid down the
r See Fr'rrl Gereryl_\Eor1,  sec. 255 and Secoxd  General Report, sec. 358, 2 See Fiftunth  (ECSC) General  Report, sec. 436. 3 See Second  General  Report, secs.336 et seq,REGIONAL  POLICY 283
principles and guidelines for this harmonization  in the proposal to the
Council referred to above.l  '
The Community's  ,main activities in this field during 1969 were as
follows.
Sector changes and regional problens
)09. On 16 July 1969 the ComJnission  rejected an application by the
Italian Government for authorization  to apply a safeguard measure undet
EEC Treaty Article 226 to help the Italian lead and zinc industry, but
at the same time it  expressed its willingness to exarnine any measures
which the Italian Government might consider taking to resolve the social
difficu.lties liable to appear at regional level. These measures would be
assessed in the context of a general plan for development of the regron
to'be submitted  by the Italian Government'
fn pursuance of ECSC 'frcaty Article 70, the Commission  authorized
the application by the German  Federal Railways of special freight rates
for coal and steel enterprises  in the Saar.z The authorization is valid till
il  December 1970, which should give the German Government  trime to
finalize the measures already  announced for reorganizing  the Saar coal
and steel industry  and the economy of the region as a whole' In this
connection, initial contacts have taken place between the German author-
ities and the Commission.  Acting qnder the same provision  of the ECSC
Treary, the Commission has authorized the application till Jl  Decem-
ber 1970 of some other special transport  tariffs, in particu,lar  for consign-
ments of ECSC products from Lorraine, the Decazeville  atea and the
Centre Midi region in France.s
Regional  economy problems are raised by the application of Council
Regulation (EEC) No. 1191/69 of 26 June !969, on action by the Membet
States with regard to obligations inherent in the concept of public service
in transport by rail, road and inland waterway.a The Member States
are required to abolish public service obligations ( obligations to o,pefate
and to carry, and tariff obligations ).  The obligati'ons  can be maintained
m io far as they are essential to guarantee the supply of adequate transfrrt
services.  Costs to mansport undertakings arising from retention of public
t S""."*r99 to 303.
2 Offcial ga4efie No. L 192, 5 August 7969, p. 1'
3 1&/. No. L 220,7 September 1969.
a lbid. No. L t56,28 June 1969.284  To'WARDS EcoNoMrc uNroN
serv,ice obligations will be compensatd  by common methods. The supply
of adequate transport services is assessed in the light of:
(a) the general interesr;
( b )  scope for using other transport techniques and the abfity of these
to satisfy the uansport  requirements  in question;
(c)  tran$port rates and conditions which can be offered to users.
In practice, many problems with regional implications will be raised
by interpretation of the criterion "supply of adequate transport services".
Moteover,  as the regulation only applies for the moment to the rail
tranqport activities of the six national railway companies of the Meneber
States and, in the case of other modes of transport, to caffiers not
engaged mainly in local or regional 'transport,  the Council will have to
determine by 1 July 1972 the steps to be taken regarding public sen'ice
obligations for tmnsport  services which do not come under this regu,lation.
In addition, the Commission has included provisions enabling  allowance
to be made for regional requirements in its proposal for a regulation on
the establishment  of common rules for ordinary and specialized  scheduled
bus and motorcoach services operated between Member States.l
The Memorandum on t}le reform of agricultural structures in the
Community provides for regional differentiation of its proposals.  Arr
examination has'begun of how the five million farmers who, accordmg to
the Memorandum,  are expected to remain on the land will be divided
between the various regions of the Comrnunity. \W&ren the statistical
work,is far enough advanced, it is to be examined  and amplified with the
help of Mernber State experts.
kelations between regivilal  pulicJ and social policl
310. In the Opinion on the reform o{ the Euro,pean Social Fund which
the Commission  has submitted  to the Council,z particular stress has been
laid on the need to make the Fund a more active and effective instrument
and to provide it with resources  which ensure that i,t can contribute
to the implementation of a dynamic employment  p"li.y.  Employment
dif{iculties are further aggravated by structural changes, whether due to
decline, reorganization or development, in regions which are vulnerable
t O*""r*r, COM (69) 485, 77 July 1969.
2 Document COM(69) 347 frnal, 4 May 1969.REGIONAL  POLICY 285
because of their inadequate dwelopment,  their dependence on a single
industry or their outlying location.
The reformed European  Social Fund will be in a position to do
more, in particular, to help resolve the problems  raised by the regional
changes which are essential if the Cornmunity's economic gro',vth is to be
balanced and by the requirements  of optimum employment of the ,Iabour
force.
THE CREATION OF NETT REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
AND MEANS OF DEVELOPMENT
311. The Community has helped with the re-employment of workers
discharged from the coal and steel rindustries;  to this end it has facfitated
the financing of several schemes in pursuance of ECSC Treaty Article 56.
Acting under EEC Treaty Article 130, the Europe'an  Investment Bank
has granted loans to schemes for improving  less developed regions in
the Community.
kedeuelopnent
J12. Following the con{i'rmatory opinion of the Council,  the Comrnission
forma'lly approved 12 schemes for which'loans  totaltring more than 14 mil-
lion u.a. had been requested. The loans in question are to facilitate
investments  totalling more than 147 mi,llion u.a. Tbese schemes will
rnake it possible to te-employ some J 500 workers.
Approval was given in principle to 7 other schemes, fot which loans
totalLing more than 4l  m,illion u.a. had been requested. These loans
are to facilitate investments totalling some 206 million u.a. The Com-
mission has asked the Council to endorse the grant of the loans'
Government applications  have been made to the Commission for
29 schemes. The loans involved are to facrktate inrestments totalling
close on 500 million u.a.
Schemes scheduled for Community  financial aid and now in pro,gress
are as follows, according  to region.
The Community  has participated in the policy for industrial reorga-
nization of the Ruhr (North Rhine.u7estphalia) by granting 5 redevelop-
ment loans totalling more than 9 million u.,a. Seve,ra,l of thes€ projects have286  TovARDS EcoNoMIc UNIoN
a sufficient  industrial content to further the diversifica'tion desired by the
Federal German authorities.  The Community loans have helped to
encouriage industrial  investments  enabling more than 1 900 new jobs to be
created.
The economy of the Lower Saxony region is mainly geared to
agriculture, and the inueasing  demand for jobs is intensified by the drift
from the land. Furthermore, the last iron-ore mine was defini,tively
closed in 1957. The Federal German  Government and the Land have
provided assistance, with a vie'ur to encouraging the establishment of a
gonuine industrial structure in the region. The Community has decided
to support this effort by lending 150 000 u.^. ^t 
,a low interest rate
towards the cost of an industrial scheme.
TABLE 2I
Redevelopment schemes scheduled  for Community
financial  aid in 1959
Amount of loan
Nortb Rhirc-Ve$pbalia
Voerde
Voerde
Rheinberg,  Kreis Moers
Herten
rlssen
Lower  Saxonjt
Damme
Dqtch Limburg
Geleen
Maastricht
Heeden
Roermond
Susteren
Linne-Herien
610
12Q
180
300
700
1 500 000
937 500
1 537 500
875 000
4 372 000
DM
6 000 000
3 750 000
6 150 000
3 500 000
28 550 000
280
550
300
100
75
70
6 000 000
3 620 000
2 376 000
1 737 600
1 500 000
2 000 000
Netionel
curency
47 950 000
600 000
FI.
u.a.(rounded
flgures)
1 910 9 222000
15d ooo
t 657 450
1 000 000
660 000
480 000
414 400
550 000
17 233 600
14 133 850
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The Commission has decided to contribute 4.8 rnillion u.a. towands
the cost of 6 new industrial schemes in Dutch Limburg which will enable
some 1 400 new jobs to be created. Mining in this coalfield is scheduled
to stop almost com,pletely in 1975. Cloaures will continue to be made
in  accordance  with re-employment  o,pportunities. An  information
memorandum  has provided a provisional review of the redwelopment of
the coalfield.
EIB loans to regions pbicb are in dificultiet or backpard
)13. In 1969 the Commission rendered a favourable  opinion on 26 schemes
for irnproving less developod regions; of these 26 sc,hemes, 14 were in
Italy. In addition, the aggregate lqan granted in 1968 to the Cassa per
il Mezzog,iorno  has made it possible to finance 20 industrial schemes.
The Commission approved 7 schemes in France. As rega,rds  the other
Member States, the Commission  gave opinions in particulat on 3 schemes
in Germany and 2 schemes in the Netherlands.288  To'{TARDS EcoNoMIC UNIoN
7. Social policy
GENERAL
314. In the social field the Commission's primary  care is to assure the
continuity and consistency  essential to the effective performance of its
highly diversified tasks. Nevertheless, certain problems that seem to
it to merit p'riority have to be given more attention than others. The
Commission's  main concern during 1969 has been to continue the lines of
action undertaken  in the previous years to improve treatment of the social
aspects in the vaiious common policies,  and to co"ordinate  the efforts being
made to dea,l with employment problems in the widest sense.
The Commission's predominant  interest in these matters has been
shared by the Counc,il,  which in March listed a number of tasks to be
carlied out by the Commission.  In June the Commission forwarded to
the Council an Opinion on the reform of the European Social Fund which
had to do prirnari'ly with employment policy; in this document con-
sideration is given to v/ays of permanently,ensuring  better adaptation of
manpower  to the trend in demand, thro'r.lgh rad,ica,l renovation of the Fund'
315. The social questions in which the Commission is directly concerned
continue to grow steadily in number and size. But, quite apart'from  this,
the record of activities for 1969 undoubtedly  shows that the social aspect
of problems is tending to come mo're and more to the fore at Community
level, as is evidenced by the two Council meetings  devoted to social
matters and by the relations with the two sides of industry, which have
been given special attention through Commission endeavours  to increase
contacts and discussions with them. Here, mentrion  should be made of
the Council decision to organize at Community level a conference on
employment, to be held in March 1970.
In this same context the Comm'ission took action to follow u,p the
symposia  at Menton in February 1"966 and Turin in October L966 by
oryinizing,  jointly with the ICFTU and !7CL, a third symposium  on the
prospects of European  integlation,  which was held at Luxembourg on
6 and 7 March 1969. The trade union organizations  have fotmally
adopted a memorandum expressing  their views on what should go into
the future single treaty.SOCIAL POLICY 289
THE SOCIAL  ASPECTS OF THE COMMON  POLICIES
316. A first report by the Commission on the corelation between socia,l
poliry and the other community  policiesl was examined by the council
on 13 March 1969. The commission has since drawn up a second  feport.
Socia,l aspects continued  to be given consideration in the work on
general economic policy, especially in the draft of the third medium-term
!cono*i. poliry piogrammg which will contain a special chapter on social
security problems. As regards short-term economic poltcy, prior,ity is
being given to problems of employment and the measures to be taken.
In the field of monetafy poliry, the commission turned its atten,tion
to the effects of the devaluation of the French franc on the freedo'm of
rnovement and social seculity of Community workers. The social con-
sequences of the German.Government's  decision to revalue the German
rnark, on 28 October 1969, were also examined.
The Memorandum on the Reform of Agriculture in the Euro'pean
Economic Community, submitted  by the Commission to the Council on
21 December 1968, provides for certain social measures,  notably the
creation of new jobs, vocational training and readaptation, and the grant
of financial aid and compensation.
on transport,  the council in March 1969 adopted a regulation  con-
cerning action- by the Membet States on obligations inherent in the
.o".uft of public service in transport and another regulation on the
standatduaiton of railway accounts. The commission is now preparing
a proposal for a regulation on gradual harmonization of the des go,verning
financial relations t.t*..r,  the State and the railways, so as to ensure the
financial autonomy of the latter. All three measures have pronounced
social aspects, especially as regards  employment, working conditions  and
industr,ial relations.
In February the Commission forwarded to the Council a first
memorandum  on social aspects of  coal policy in the context of a
community  energy policy. The memorandum has since been published.
It is designed to promote a European  mining m'anrpower  poliry which
would offset the adverse consequences of the coal recession, ensure
modernization of the industry and rnake it possible to maintain  a nucleus
of production  in Eutope. \fith a view to elaborating the measures  pro'
L See Second General Report,  sec,368,290  To\?ARDS EcoNoMrc uNroN
posed in the memorandum, the Commission on 12 June obtained the
oprnion of the European Parliament's  Committee on Social Affairs and
Health Protection, on 19 June the opinion of the ECSC Consultative
Committee, and on 25 September that of the Economic and Social
Committee; on 31 October 7969 *rc matter uras put before the Joint
Committee for the Coal Industry.
The social a$pects of the wodc being done on company law also
received attention from the Commission. This work concerns a dratt
convention  on international  mergers (employment contrzrcts and rights
acquired by the'workers employed by the companies  mergjng), a iraft
directive on domestic mergers (inclusion of employment  forecasts in the
report of the merger), and a study on workers' r€presentation on the
organs of the European company. In addition, opinions were obtained
from the relevant trade associations concerning the harmonization of
Menr,ber  States' law on certain aspects of commercial  representation ( com-
mercial travellers and representatives  ).
F,inally, mention should be made of the place given to the social
asp€cts, and particularly to questions of vocational training and a&ptation
of manpower,  in the Commission's  draft on the organization of instruments
for regional development.
The following  pages will be devoted to discussion of ac'tivities in
the fields of employment, vocational taining, wages and salaries, living
conditions, health protection, and industrial health and safety-fields
which, for vari,ous reasons, impinge on one or more of the cofirmon
policies.
ACTIVITIES  IN CONNECTION  VITT{ EMPLOYMENT
317. Employment continued  to occupy a dominant  position in the Com-
mission's schedule of activities.
At the beginning of 1969 tlle Commission  drew up a memorandum
on trends in the labour market to facilitate the driscrrssion of the rnamer
which took place in the Council on 13 March. It was agxeed that x
future meetings certain problems vril,l be discussed,  particulanly those
arising from vocational training and adaptation and frcm the employment
of foreign maqpo'wer.
The Commissi.on  drew up its tenth report on rnanpo'ilrer problems in
the Community,  wtrich gives more detailed information than the prwiousSOCIAL POLICY 291
repofrs. It presented its first annual report on developments  in the work
done by .r"ploy-*t services, and has completed a report on placement
methods. Th.r. l"rt two documents  are the result of the priority jobs
put in hand under the plan for collaboration  between the employment
services of the Member States.
In order to meet wishes expressed by various bodies, incl,uding the
Council, the Commission paid special attention to methods of improving
knowledge of the labour market. Employment service officials were given
a perioJof in-service training in the use of computefs. The_ Statistical
Oiflce of the European  Communities  published the results of a Community
sample srrvey of the labour forces in 1968 (Statistiques  sociales No' 6,
I96i).  This survey of employment and unemployment was repeated  in
1969. A paper was pfqpared on current methods of forecasting  the
working population and employment. In response to a, request tor
informalion  received  from the Council, the Commission is also preparing
a l,ist of forecasting  activities carried out at national artd Community level,
to which the document on methods wil,l be attachd. Within the Com-
mission, the decision was taken to set up an inter-departmental  worlcing
party,that will prepare proposals ,in the field of employment forecasting.
Finally, a co-ondination  grourp linking the commissicn and the two
sides of industry has been set up for the purpose of associating  management
and labour more closely in the establishment  of a comprehensive  view of
all the Commission's  activities in the field of employment.
ACTIVITIES  IN CONNECTION  \TITH VOCATIONAL  GUIDANCE
AND TMINING
318. The Commission  has published its second annual r€'port on vocational
gu,idance  activities in the Communities. It organized _fwo collective in-
J.rvic. training periods, one in the Nethe{ands, the other in France, for
officials of the government departments  concerned.
319. As regards vocational  training, in June 1969 the commission sub-
rnitted to th. Council a proposal for a Council recommendation to the
Merrr,ber  States on the use of a European career brief for the training of
skille.l machine-tool  operatofs. The decision  t}re Council will take on this
prototype will determine the method used for aLignment of training levels-
"nd "i* 
for reciprocal  recognition of the diplornas and certificates of
dependent workeri, The Comrnission  has also dra'gn up a draft Council292  TovARDS EcoNoMrc uNroN
directive on the minimum  skills necessary for drivers of road vehicles
transporting  goods and passengers; this direstive should come into force
on 1 Apr,il 1970. The new demands of the common policy on vocational
training have caused the Joint Advisory comrnrittee on social Problems
of Paid Agricultural workers to compile a proposed list of operations that
shotr,ld be given priority. This is also to be the cenual theme of a
syrnposium  which the Liaison Committee  for Young Farmers'  Organrizations
and the Committee of Agricultunl  Organizations i.n the EEC (COPA)
have prepared with the help of the Commission.
The Commission  continued its efforts to hetrp with the adaptation of
structures  and methods of vocational train,ing in the Community  countries.
The first problems tackled with help frorn- the Advisory committee  on
vocational  Training  concemed {uture vocational and technical  training and
the retraining of workers for other jobs. During 1970 studiet *fu b.
avulable on the reforms of vocational training in progress or planned in
the Member States and on rhe multi.skill aspect of training programmes;l
there will also be a list of legislative provisions on vocational anJ technical
training,  and the first statistical $urvey on the vocational training of adults.
In Novem'ber  1,969, on the basis of a scheme propared by the Com-
mission, the Council examined current problems connected with adult
vocational training as an instrument of an active ernployment poli.y. It
was agreed that the commission  should submit &a,ft cor,rdusions to the
council and that at its next session on social affairs the council would
decide on the line it should adopt.
New work on the training of teachers  and instructors was brought to
a satisfactory conc,lusion.'  For instance, a report on teaching  methods
and aids was completed and a first sem,inar on the cofirmon 
-vocational
training policy was held in Decenr,ber 1969 at the rnternational Laibour
office's Advanced Technical rraining centre in Turin; this seminar was
attended by some 40 executives  responsible  for training and by represen-
tatives from the ttade organizarions. The periodical bulletin of tiaining
documentationl  appeared in a new enlarged form, covering all economic
sectors, and documentation  is being prepared on the results of programmed
instruction  in vocational and technical training.
320. The ECSC Sr-r,bcommirteesz  continued  activities along the lines laid
down in their Fourth Action Programme. The second volume of the com-
' Suooa Cr*rot Rebort.  sec, 385.
2 lbid., sec.384.SOCIAL POLICY 293
munity manual on new technigal processes in the steel industry and t}e
report on changes in pe,rsonnel  patterns and training in the steel industry
have been published. A report on the corresponding  studies for the coal
industry is in the press. In connecti'on  with the social aspects of coal
poliry, the Subcornmittee on Training (Coal) gave its opinion to the
Commission on training problems and, in particular,  the question of a
short career for miners.
A third serlinar on trainiag poliry and organszaionat enterprise levell
was held at the Advanced Technical Training Centre, Turin, for some 15
executives from mines and iron and steel plants in A{rica and Latin
America. In addition, about fifteen indivridual scholarships were granted
for other courses at the Centre.
321. As in previous years,z the Commission  made a contribution  towards  a
number of dwelopments  in the field of vocational  training, notably the
European congress on vocational  trairdng otgantz.ed  in Rome by UNITESA3
in February 1,969, and the first European cornpetition for craftsmen, held
in April 1969 n Munich.
E:rchanges of young farmers and craftsmen  for in-service training
have been otganned; exchanges of young people in various other sectors of
industry are rbeing stud,ied,  and thi first Community  exchange  programme
is in process of revision.
'$7ith the 'Commission's support, a meeting of experts 'responsible for
exchanges of young farmers was organized in Rome by the Liaison Com-
mittee.
THE SOCIAL FTIND, READAPTATION AND RECONVERSION
Ke+nplolnent and readaptation
322. Despite the general improvement  on the Com,munity labour market
tn 1969, serious disruptions of employmen't continued in several sectors of
economic artivity and several regions, notably those which are especially
sensitive to structural  changes or the effects of economic interpenetration,
-s". 
Firrt Ggyral Report, sec.267 and, Second  General Report, sec,384.
2 See Second General  Rebort. sec. 386.
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or where conditions for the location of indusmy  afe not favourable. Thus,
the Community's  measures to promote re-employment and readaptation
increased still further by comparison  with the preceding years'
Furtherrnore, the comrnission  endeavoured  to improve and even to
remodel the instruments at its disposal, in order to render them more
effective. In particular, it  submitted an Opinion to the Council on
recasting  the European Social Fund. In the field of ECSC activitries it
endeavoured to obtain better ggarantees  for the readaptation  of manpowef'
notably by the use of more stringent measures for tfansderring  workers  to
new jobs and by increasing facilities for vocational taining.
Finally, it continued to study the manpower  aspects of changes in
progress or expected in agriculture and various industr,iesl (energy, textiles
and others), and the possibilities of re-employment in certain regioqs,z
with a view, in particular, to prepaning the operations it might be called
on to ,rndertake within ttre framework of a reformed European Social Fund.
Earopean Social Fund
-12-i. Refunds made n  1969 by the European Social Fund total,led some
36.6 million units of account, distributed as shown tn Table 22.
At the end of the financial year, the accounts of the Member  States
with the Social Fund showed a tfansfer of slightly more than 12 million
u.a., almost all of which went to Italy.s
The total amount applied for n  1969 v/as some 33.4 million u.a,, of
which only 0.4 million u.a. relate to resettlement  projects'
The estimates  submitted  by the Member States for aid which they
expect to apply for during the financial year 1970 totd 42 million u.a.
324. Yi .,,ved. as a whole, the Social Fund's activity has'increased  consider-
ably since 1966. This increase  is due to many factots.a Besides the rise
1 See Ch. IV, 2.
2 See Etude de diaelzp?ement rigional No. 15 (studies under Article 46, thitd pat*
eraph. fourth subpatagraph,  of the ECSC Treaty).
s iobliiation of Aiticle-s i6 
'and 
17 of the Finaircial  Regulation  on the methods
anT orocedure wherebv the i\Iember States' contributions are made available to
the iommission.  Oficiil garylle No. 22,30 March t967.
a See preceding  General Reports and Balletin 11-69, Ch. II'SOCIAL POLICY 295
in prices, there has been the adaptation of national legis,lation to the
conditions  for the grant of assistance  by the Fund, and also the efforts
made by the Com,rnission, witll support from the Fund Committee, to
eliiminate  certain technical difficulties  and broaden, as fully as permitted
by the Trcaty,,the  interpretation  of certain colrcepts such as unemploymenr
and underemployment. The increase  mainly relates to Italy and Germany,
whose annual volume of requests for aid grew substantially between 1965
and L969 (frcm 1.6 million u.a. to 14.7 million for Italy and from
3.4 million u.a. to 8.2 million for Gerrnany). The volume of requests
from the other Member States has remained  more or less unchanged.
TABLE 22
Aid from the Social Fund in 1969
11 874 003
959 647
3 600 524
t9 313 376
844 207
36 591 851
Considerable  as the growth in the Fund's activity has been for some
years. past, the shortcomings in its operation, which have often been
refered to, nevertheless  persist:l the repayments have a certain stirn'ulating
effect at national level, but they have no real impact on the eco,nomic
73 665
I t27
16 213
r43 020
79I
20 548 t74 876
|  "o" 
retreintng  I  ror resetttement I  to*t
r-T-t  I  I  I
I  Amouirt I Number I  Amount I Number I  Amount I Number
I 
(u.a.) 
| 
of workem 
I 
(u.a.) 
| 
of workers 
I  tu.a.) 
| 
of workem
Germany (FR)
Belgium
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Nethedands
Community
1 347 541
959 641
2 625 977
t9 295 881
843 840
35 072 880
6 457
1127
3 030
r42 865
526 462
974 647
17 495
7 208
13 183
155
2
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and social life of the Community. This arises, in particular, from the
impossibility  of co-ordinating them, concentrating them on the most
important  problems,  and guiding them along lines consonant with the
Community's  requirements  and priorities.
On 11 June 1969 the Commission submitted to the Council,  under
Artide 126 af the EEC Treaty,l an Opinion in which it proposed a ndtcal
renovation  of the structure and operation of the Fund with the object
of making it a flexible instrument which the Community could use to
help the Governments of Member States when they take the measures
necessaf,y for the good functioning of the common rnarket and the imple'
mentation of the common policies and of guidelines on medium-term
economic  policy.
325. Ls regards Community  aid for redundant  Itahan sulphur-mine wor-
kers (application  of Council decision of 22 Decembet 1966, Commission
decision oI 24 July 1967, and Italian law of 1 March 1.968), the Com-
mission has settled the first requests for repayment  presented this year by
the Italian Government  and has approved an amount of 1'.6 million u.a.
Keadaptation  of workers
Readaptation  operations
326. Reduction of manpovrer in the ECSC industries was accompanied by
considerable  expansion in readaptation operations in  1969. Credits
granted reached the highest figure since activities began in this field'
Between I  January  and 3L December L969 an amount of 26 462 300 u.a'
was allocated for the readaptation  of 30 978 workers.
Table 23 shows the foreseeable number of workers concerned  and
the amount of credit made available,  broken down by country and in-
dustrial sector.
The coal industry was the one to which the Community  gave most
readaptation  assistance. In Belgium, 2 mines v/ere concerned, in Germany
5. in France 6 and in the Netherlands 1.
1 Oficial gaqette No. C 131, 13 October 1969.SOCIAL POLICY 297
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Readaptation operations in the iron and steel industry,  begun in
1968, increased in 1969: the number of beneficiaries here, which was
10 024 in 1968, or 237o of all beneficiaries  from readaptation  aid, rose to
13 5L2 in 1969, ot 44Vo o{ the total. The process of reorganizing the
iron and steel industry  required the complete or partial closing of 19 plants
in the Community, viz. 4 in Belgium,12 in Germany, 3 in France.
In iron-ore mining, teadaptation  measures were taken for the per-
sonnel of 2 mines in Germanv and 1 in France.
Readaptation arr6n genterrt s
327. Thereadaptation  systems underwent few or no important changes in
1969. The efforts made by several counmies for the vocational  training
of workers affected by closures'took the form of agreements concerning
payment by the Commission of its agreed share of the costs of such
training.
'  Conuersion  ol enterprises  and re-employrtent
i2S. By making loans under Article 56(2 a) of the ECSC Treaty towards
the financing  of. 19 investment  projects, the Community has helped to
create some 25 000 new jobs.l These posts, which have already been
filled or will be filled by subsequent phased recruiting, are all located in
the main areas of ECSC industry-the Ruhr, 2 725; Dutch Limburg,
13 000; Nord/Pas-de-Calais, 4 850; Lorraine, 4 200.
The provision of this alternative employment will help to counteract
the losses of manpower in these areas caused by the fundamental changes
which continue to affect the ECSC enterprises,  and it will also serve the
purposes of regional development by helping to diversify the pattern of
ernployment ( which, being in many curses confined to one industry, is too
vulnerable),  to slour down emigrati,on flouts and, more generally, to main-
tain or restore a prosperous social environment. The loans also contribute
towards achievement  of the main object of Article 56 of the Treaty of
Paris by ensuring  direct teemployment  of a large number of ex-miners  or
steelworkers
I For further details of the credits involved, the location of the projects, and the
numbbr of new lobs envisaged, see Table 21.SOCIAL POLICY 299
The re-employment obligations under the investment projects
mentioned guarantee priority re-employment in the new plants of some
10 000 ECSC workers.
The proportion of new jobs for ex-ECSC  workers in the totd number
of new jobs varies considerably from one enterprise to another-in  Par-
ticular according  to the nature of the enterprise and the amount of man-
power already on the spot and the skills avaiLable. It also depends  on
whether or not the transfers are regulated.
329. rfi'th regard to the manpourer available  o,n the spot, a large ptopor-
tion of the unemployed,  which had become most numerous in the regions
undergoing  redevelopment,  were relatively quickly reabsorH into the
economy as a result of the new life breathed into it by boorn conditions.
flowever, there still remains the ptoblem of reintegrating  groups of wor-
kers who are more difficult to re-employ, srrch as the handicapped  and
older persons.
The Commission has taken advantage of the investment  boom by
continuing to assist, through its industrial conversion loans, the replace-
ment of existing structures by others better able to counterbalance  the
adverse consequences  of decline in the ECSC sectors and to offet steady
employment in the years ahead.
The Commission  checks to make sure that the enterprises benefiting
from loans do in fact use the machinery  available in the various countries
for facilitating transfers of workers to new activities. It also endeavours
to follow closely the various stages of recruitment of personnel, for instance
by means of the six-monthly or annual reports made to it by the firms and
of on-the-spot  inspections.
Re-enployment ol redundant agricultural  aorkers
330. The inquiryl which the Commission is making into the conditions
under which redundant agricultural workers are redeployed and into the
search for possible ways and means of meeting  quantitative  and qualitative
requirements in this field during the years ahead, led in the first six
months  of. 1969 to the compilation of a report relating to France. On the
basis of lessons learnt from this report, further reports on Germany,
L See Secbnd General Re1,nrt,  sec. 397.300  ToVARDS  ECoNoMIC  UNIoN
Benelux and Italy were compiled during the second half of the year.
A summary of the results is in course of preparation.
.  FREE MOVEMENT OF \(ORKERS
331,. Frce movement of workers,  within the meaning of Articles 48 and
49 of the EEC Treaty, was achiwedl in 1968 by Regulation (EEC)
No. 1612/68 and Directive (EEC) No. 68/360 of 15 October 1968. The
latter was notified on 16 October 1968 to the Member States, which took
the greasures necessary to implement it during the first seven months of
1969. The Commision supplemented  tl-rese arangements by a draft
regulation on the right of workers to continue to reside in a Member State
after having been employed in it.  This draft was submitted to the
European  Padiament and to the Economic and Social Committee for their
views.
On 13 March 1969 the Council. in the condusions it reached on
employment  problems, considered that the Member States should compare
their potricies for recruiting manporilrer  in non-member  c<runtries, in order
to take account of their conunon interests.2  The Commission is .lor.ly
following this question, especially from the angle of the bilateral 
^gre- ments concluded by the Member States with non-mernber countries for tle
rectuitmerrt of labour in those countfies.
In  collaboration with the Member States, the Commission has
continued to try to improve the techniques  for obtaining and circulating
infonnation concerning the situation on the labour markets, and so to
facilitate the work of matching offers of and requests for employment.
In a re,port on the free movement of workers and labour rnarkets
in the EEC in '1,967,. the Comrnission  surveyed movements  of manlnwer,
application of the principle of equality of treatment as between workers
who are nationals of other Member States and nationals of the hos,t
country, and changes in the ratio betvreen spontaneous immigration  and
organized immigration into a labour market suffering from fairly substan-
tial shortages of manpower. On 10 November t969 tle representatives
of the Member States approved the conclusions of this report, which
' Suooa Ct*rot Reporl, sec,398.
2 See also the First Medium-term Economic Policy  Programme,  in which it is pointed
out that the demand for non-Communitv  workers  to fill vacancies has initeased.
Offcial garytte  No. 79, 25 April t967, p. i554, pat 8.SOCIAL POLICY 301
emphasize  the priority to be given to the machinery for exchange  of infor-
mation on manpower  required and available,  and the need to achieve a
better balance betvreen supply and demand, in particular by action to
provide suitable training {or migrant  v/orkers.
The Advisory Committee on Freedom of Movement for \Torkers
rnet on 2 December  1969 and, discussed  what had been done to implement
the ne'ur regulation  and the new directive. The Committee examined  the
Commission's reports on manpower  problems  and migratory movements
in 1969 and atrso the implications  for migmnt workers of the devaluation
of the Ftench franc and the revaluation of the German mark.
The Technical Committee met on 23 January, 10 February and
8 October 1969 to examine the means of implementing  certain special
provisions of the regulation on freedom of movement for workers and the
directives com€cted with it.  The Comrnittee took requisite decisions
concerning  the harmonization  of. residence  permits for nationals of Member
States, the designation of employment  services of adoining regions
empowered to carry out vacancy  clearance  operations direct between  them-
selves,  and futher action to establish  a register of occupations  eligible for
intemational clearance measures.l The Technical Committee  also studied
ways and means of measuring  movements of manpower and the volume
of employment for Community workers after the abolition of employment
permits for nationals of the Community countries,  as these permits had
previously  served as a basis for statistics
HARMONIZATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY  ARRANGEMENTS
Ganeral problens concerning  sncial secilritJ
J-i2. Studies on the economic  impact of social seorrity and the financing
of social security in agriculture were submitted to the Council in February
L969. A study on the financial  problems of social security, with projec-
tions for 1,965/70, the period covered by the First Medium-term
Economic Policy Programme, has been completed  and will also be for-
warded to the Council shortly. To follow up this study, preparatory work
has begun on the trend in social security receipts and expenditure in the
Community for the period 1971,/75. A first study of social security
-' 
s". suord General  Report, sec. 398,302  TowARDs EcoNoMIc uNloN
indicators (typical figures and characteristic relative values in this field)
was also completed. A summary of the results of the three studies and
of certain supplementary  work was put before the Council in November
1969, together with a survey of the German social security budget.
The fifty information  memoranda concerning occupational  diseases
on the European list, provided for in the Commission's recommendation
of 20 July L966,r have been fna\izd, and the memoraruila will now be
published.  Memoranda on the diseases on the list annexed to the European
list are being prepared. In the near future a questionnaire  will be
addressed to the Govefilments for the pulposes of the biennial examination
of the action taken by the Member States to implement the two Commis-
sion recommendations  concerning the European list of occupational
diseases and the conditions of compensation  for them.
333. As in preceding yeats,z the financial aid furnished bv th. Mernrber
States in 1969 to help meet the claims on the social security schemes  in
the'coalmining  industry was scrutinized for conformity with Atticle 2(2)
of High Authority Decision No. 3165.
The steady shrinkage  in the number of actively  employed miners is
resulting in a substantial rise in the ratio of pensioners to workers, and
this is one reason why Governments  are having to pay out latger and larger
sums each yeat to reduce the burden of social security contributions.  The
increase for the Community as a whole was 8.27o in 1966, ll.47o in
1967, 57o in 1968 and 97o in 1969.
At its meeting on 9 July 1969 the Joint Committee on Terms of
Employment  (Coal) drew up two statements, one on occupational  diseases
and the other on unemployment.  In accordance  with the Joint Commit-
tee's request, the two statements were forwarded to the Governments of
the Member States by the Commission,  which asked them to inform it of
the action subsequently  taken in these matters.
As decided by the Coal Committee of the UK/Commission Council
of Association,  two studies will be carried out jointly by the National  Coal
Board and the Commission's  departments. One of these s.tudies will
concem flat-rate social security benefits, and the other will deal with the
implications for pension  schemes of the reductions being made in the per-
sonnel of the coalmining industries in the Community and in the United
Kingdom.
t OntA C.<ttte No. 147, 9 August 1966.
2 See Second Generul  Report, sec. 404,SOCIAL POLICY 303
Social securitlt for nigrant utorkers
334. ln September 1968 the Council began its discussions  of the proposed
Council regulation on the application of social security schemes to workers
and their families moving from one Community country to another to take
up paid employment. These discussions, which were attended by rcpre-
sentatives of the Commission, continued in 1969. Certain aspects of the
proposed regulation were examined by the Council on 13 March. The
Cnuncil decided on a number of guidelines and referred the question to
its specialist organs for further consideration. The Ministers for Social
A{fairs met again on 24 and 25 November 1969 and came to decisions
regarding the substance of certain questions  which had been held in
abeyance until then, viz. the scope of application of the oew regulation,
tlre chapters on sickness and matemity  insurance, family allowances  and
unemployment, and the creation of a tripartite advisory committee on the
social security of migrant workers. In addition, the Council gave guidance
for completion  of the work 'which the Permanent Representatives  Com-
mittee was doing on invalidity,  old age and survivqr's insurrance.
Once this proposed basic regulation and the proposed  regulation
covering the annexes to be attached to it1 have been finally adopted by
the Council, the Commission will submit the proposed regulations  for
implementing them. These new provisions will considerably  improve the
texts at present in force.
335. Attention should be drawn to the important part which the case law
of the Court of Justice has come to play during the last few years in the
field of social security, both for application of the regulations  in force and
for the shaping of the revised regulations, mainly as regards pensions.
In 1969 the Court handed down its judgments in case 27-69 and
case 34-69. In the first of these cases the Court decided that "Article 52
of Council Regulation  ( EEC ) No. 3 is also applicable when the institution
respo,nsible  for paying the benefits files a suit in one of its own country's
courts." In the second case it laid down that "provisions' in the laws of a
Member  State under which benefits  are reduced or suspended when one
social security benefit is drawn concurrently  with another are applicable,
under Article LL(2) of Regulation No. 3, to insured persons only if those
persons are drawing benefits on the basis of rights acquited under this
regulation",
t U. S*"ra Ceneral Report,sec,  407.304  TolrARDs  EcoNoMIc UNIoN
336. The Adminisrative Committee responsib,le for settling any admin-
istrative  problem or question  of interpretation that arises from the provis-
ions of the relevant regulations  gave priority n  1969 to discussion at
Council level of the proposed  revision of the basic regulation' The Com'
mittee also dealt, however, with day-today matters and a number of im-
portant questions  s'rch as the consequences  of the entry into force of the
new Dutch laws on disability insurance, the general applicability of insur-
ance against special costs due to sickness, and the technical repercussions
of the devaluation of the French franc and the revaluation of the German
mark on the application of the regulations. especially  the effects on pen-
sions and family allowances.  The Administrative  Committee concluded
that the social consequences of the alterations  in exchange  rates lay outside
its terms of reference as fixed by Regulatilcn No. 3.
Following the Administrative Committee for the Social Security of
Migrant Workers, the Audit Committee examined  ways and means of
improving the methods of establishing the flat+ate amounts to be repaid
when benefits in kind are granted by a social security institution in one
Member  State for the account of a social security institution in another
Member State. Furthermore, the Audit Committee resumed its investiga-
tions in to the possibilities of elecronic processing of social security data
concerning  workers and their families moving from one Community
country to another.
IN/ages and terms of enplolment
337,In the field of wages and incomes, the study on wage drift and the
study on information concerning incomes and assets in the six Community
counties have been completed.
The Statistical Office of the European Communities published  har-
monized  data on houdy wage-rates and the wotking'week in industry, and
on ernployment, ({or April and October  1968 ).1 It also issued the detaited
results obtained from a survey, made in L966, of. labour costs in the
industries of the Community.2  This is the first time that a body of Com-
munity statistics  has covered the entire field o{ mining, manufacturing  and
building indusuies for one and the same year'
I Stali$iquet  socialet, Nos. 2 and 511969,
2'Ibid., No.4/1969.SOCIAL POLICY 305
The Statistical Office also began to publish the results of the survey
of the structure  and distribution of industrial workers' wages in October
1,966, the first survey of this type to be carried out at international  level.
Concumently  'with these activities, the Statistical Office has en-
deavoured  to e.xtend the Community  wage surveys to further sectors. It
plans to carry out, in co-operation with the national statistical offices, a
first inquiry into labour costs in the retail trade, banking and insurance,l
on the basis of accounting figures for 1970. Furthermore, the Commission
decided to set up a new tripartite \Torking Party on wage statistics in
agriculture, whose task will be to ascertain the best ways of 'eollecting and
processing comparable  data on wages in agriculture.
-i-i8. Reseatch on compantive laur continued,  and a study on the courts
exercising jurisdiction in labour and social security matters will be
published in 1970.
For the protection of young workers, the Commission  asked the
Member States for in{ormation  on the action they had taken to implement
its recommendation  of 1 January 1967.2 A comprehensive report has been
prepaled.
The committees for non-manual workers for harmonization of the
terms of employment in the coal and steel industries have started to
examine the problems involved in classifying  non-manual  workers in these
two industries.
The experimental  collation of the collective agreements in force in
the mechanical  and electrical engineering industies has been completed.s
The report on the experiment and its results will serve as basis for discus-
sion with the relevant departments in the member countries and with
experts from t.he employers' and workers' otganizations; the Commission
will submit to the Council the conclusions it draws ftom this study.
In addition,  the Commission  organized on 9 and 11 December 1969
a symposium on "The law and practice of collective agreements in the
ECSC countries". This symposium  was attended by government experts
and by representatives of the employers'  and workers' associations  and
specialist institutions, as well as by representatives  of international  organi-
I Regulation adopted  by the Council on 17 October  1969.
2 Offcial garytte No. 25, 13 February 1967.
3 See Second General  Report, sec. 4!4,306  ToTITARDS EcoNoMIC UNIoN
zations. The Commission  intends to publish the proceedings of this
symposium.
)39. In agriculture the Commission consulted the Joint Advisory Com-
mittee on Social Problems of Paid Agricultural l07orkets concerning the
rq>ercussions of t}e Memorandum on the Reform of Agriculture in the
European  Economic Community.  The Committee  stressed the vital need
for the re-employment of redundant agricultural workers. As regards
vocational training and safety and health on the farm, the Commission,
in close collaboration  with the Advisory Committee,  continued to carry
out the priority tasks that the Committee had laid down. The Committee
also rendered  Opinions on the minimum standards for accommodation  of
seasonal workers in agriculture  and on the ptoblems of seasonal labour.
340. As regards transport, the first regulation on the harmonization  of
social ptovisions  in road transport came into force on 1 April 1969. It
applies from L October 1969 fot tansport between  the Community  States,
and will take effect a year latet for all road transport. In implementation
of this regulation the Commission  has submitted to the Council a proposed
regulation for the installation of a mechanical  monitoring device on road
vehicles ( a recording  tachometer  ), and a proposal concerning a standardized
type of the report on application of the social regulation that is to be sub-
mitted by Member States. Furthermore, it continued its consultations
with the Joint Committee concerning a proposed  second regulation.
The Joint Advisory Committee  on Social Matters in Inland $Vater
Transport, set up by a Commission decision of 28 November 1967, was
installed on 25 February 1969. It was asked to give its opinion on the
preparation of Community  measutes for harmonizing  social provisions  in
inland water transport following the Council decision of t3 May 1965,
which aimed at harmonizing  certain provisions affecting competition in
rail, road and inland water ffansport.
Industrial relations
341. The Commission  ananged  several meetings with representatives  of
those trade unions and trade associations which are organized at Com-
munity level. On l0 and 3l January 1969 a meeting was held to obtain
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munity policies, and on problems of employment.  Those taking part
unanimously  decided to give absolute priority to the formulation and
implementation  of a consistent employment policy.
342. A small working party was given the task of examining certain
aspects of this matter. After it had done this, the representatives  of the
trade unions and trade associations met the Commission again on
18 November 1,969, when they unanimously  expressed their agreement
with the proposals made by the working party on the priority to be given
to certain problems of employment and vocational training, on the alloca-
tion of tasks between  the various existing.committees and on the establish-
ment of a co-ordinating committee for these matters.
At this meeting the representatives of the trade associations  also
discussed the proposals for the reform of the Social Fund and certain
aspects of the work concerning  the working week and social seorrity.
343. Following an approach to the Commission by the Standing Com-
mittee of the CGT-CGIL  (French Confederation  of Labour and Italian
Federation of Labour), the Commission in April received representatives
of this Committee in order to examine a request for recognition  as vror-
kers' representatives  at C,ommunity level. The Commission, which
considers that 'whenever trade unions and trade associations  seek to extend
their relations with the Commission  within the framework  of the Treaties
and with due respect for Community  law and institutions it  should
establish  wh"atever  contacts can conribute to the social and economic
progress of. the C-ommunity, has given its assent. In consequence, the
representatives of this Standing Committee were present for the first time
at a meeting with both sides of industry which was held on 18 November
1969.
The International Confederation of Executive StaIfs also expressed  a
wish for closer collabotation  rvith the Commission,  and so a contact group
was set up in March 1969. As at present constituted, this group is a
continuation  of the group which existed in the framework of the ECSC,I
and enables relations to be extended to all industrial sectors. The twq
first meetings of t}te group were concerned rvith the comelation between
social poliry and the other Community policies,  vocational  training and
teform of the European Social Fund.
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344. The Commission also endeavoured  to widen its contacts with indi-
vidual industries. For instance, on 28 March it received the represen-
tatives of the ICFTU metalworkers'  unions in the ECSC and with them
it examined closely the social plan for the protectio:r of workers in the
event of loss of employment or income.
The two Joint Committees on Harmonization  of Terms of Employ-
ment in the coal and steel industries  gave most of their attention to the
social effects of structural and economic developments in these two
branches  of industry. For instance, the Joint Committee for steel analysed
the measures taken in the various Community counffies to palliate the
adverse social repercussions  of structural developments,  and the Joint Com-
mittee for coal examined those legal affangements and collective agree-
ments in the Community  countries which deal with the readaptation and
retraining  of nainers. Furthermore,  sociological surveys were undertalcen
concerning  the fluctuations  o{ manpower in the coal and steel industries,
and a report summarizing  the findings  w,rs approved by both Committees.
The Joint Committee for coal devoted a special session to the social
aspects of the coal policy  ( in the context of a Community  energy p"li.y ),
regarding which the Commission wished to ascertain  the reactions of all
the authorities and bodies concerned. The Joint Committee continued its
examination  of social security problems in mining and addressed  tw'o state-
me.nts to the Commission,  one on occupational  diseases not yet recognized
as such by all Community countries, the other on the system of compensa-
tion for partial unemployment.  The Commission forwarded these state-
ments to the Governments of the Member States.
HOUSING
345. Commission  financing of housing for workers in the ECSC industries,
the aims of which are both economic and social,1 was continued  under
Scheme VI, which provides  for an amount of 20 million u.a. In Germany,
France, Luxembourg and the Nethedands the funds from this source have
been fully committed  and almbst entirely expended. In Belgium and Italy
there are still decisions to be taken on the allocation of the credits.
In Belgium the Commission decided to allocate the first tranche of
a credit of Bfrs. 32 325 000, in the form of. a loan at 57o to the Soci6t6
L See Second General  B,eport, secs, 418 to 426.SOCIAL POLICY 309
nationale du logement, for the consruction  o(. tZ} dwellings. Vhile the
dwellings being constructed  under the ECSC special building scheme were
completed at \Tulfen and Sabgitter (Germany), Le Creusot-Totcy
(France) and Heemskerk  (Netherlands)  and building wotk at Piombino
( Italy ) was still in progress at the end of the year, preparation  of the
Belgian scheme was stopped and, in agreement with all the parties
concerned,  the project has been dropped.
346. From the time the Community  first began tp provide assistance for
the building of houses for workers in ECSC industies up to 31 December
t969 it contributed  financially,  under Experimental  Schemes I and II and
the six major loan-aided schemes, to the construction of ll2 451 dwellings,
617o of. them for renting, while the remaining 39Vo wilJ" be owner-
occupied. At the latter date, 105 518 of these dwellings  had been
completed.l
347. The Commission examined the possibilities  of carrying on with its
financial help towards the provision of housing for workers in the ECSC
industries by means of a further scheme. To assure the continuity of this
aid it decided, on 22 October 1969, to launch Scheme VII, which will
last from 1970 to 1974 and will be financed in two tranches. The sum
of 10 million u.a. from the Sp..i"l Reserve of the L97l/72 budgets,
was approved for the first operational  tranche. As special  arrangements
have been made to finance u/ork on this scheme rn 1970, the first part
can be carried out in three years. For the second part of. the scheme
(1973/74), a further decision will have to be taken by the Comrnission
before the end of.1971.
Establishment of Scheme VII, and the final choice of the building
projects which will benefit from the loans at reduced rates of interest,
will be carried out after the matter has been examined with the national
and regional authorities and with the employers'  and workers'  orgariza'
tions. This scheme will have to be drawn up in an even more selective
mannef than in the past, and based on the growth points. In the context
of this Scheme VII the Commiss.ion has agreed to the execgtion of an
experimental  building programme.  The subjects  for_research will be
.hor.n after consultation  with the Ministries  concerned  and the research
institutes  which belong to the ECSC International Council of Experts for
Experimental  Programmes'
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TABLE 24
Operational position of Experimental Schemes I and II
and loan-aided  Schemes  I-VI at 31 Decembet  1969
of which
Dwellings
flnanced
in prenaration  I
I I 
comntetea
Germany (FR)
Belgium
Ftance
Italy
Luxembourg
Nethetlands
77 563
6 703
18 479
5 568
811
3 327
2 152
29
327
I4
100
1 713
1 083
535
96r
25
73 698
5 591
77 623
4 607
772
3 227
Community 112 457 2 616 4 3r7 105 518
TABLE 2'
Financial position of Experimental Schemes  I and II
and loan-aided  Schemes I-VI at 31 December 1969
(mil,l,ion units ol rc.cmnt)
from
own
fesources
Commission
adYences Adaitional
funds
mobilizetl
at
Commission
instigation
109.21
2.30
5.06
2.06
0.63
5.97
Funds from
other
sources
(housing
assmi&-
tions, etc.)
from
borrow-
Total
amount
advanced
Total
cost
of
dwellings
built
Germany (FR)
Belgium
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Nethedands
Community
48.20
4.11
25.53
6.54
2.t5
5.20
13.24
18.59
8.04
t.70
2.t4
170.65
25.00
30.59
16.64
4.48
73.37
676.04
25.33
125.45
25.21
6.22
72.90
846.69
50.53
756.04
41.85
10.70
26.27
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348. As regards housing for migrant workers, the Commission has
obtained from the Member States information on the action taken by
them to implement its recommendation  concerning  the housing of workers
and their fanailies who move from one Community country to another'1'2
This information will make it possible  to draw up a second report on the
situation, for the period from 15 July 1966 to 15 July 1968.
349. The Commission  has undertaken a study on recent developments  and
present trends in housing policy in the Community.  The results of this
study will help to guide the Commission's  activities in the field of housing,
notably the continuation of its financial aid for dwellings intended for
ECSC workers.
SOCIAL SERVICES AND FAMILY QUESTIONS
350. The Commission, pursuing its efforts to improve the efficiency of
social services for workers and their families moving from one Community
country to another, asked the Govetnments of the Member States to make
a third report on the steps taken in L967 and 1968 to implement  the 1962
recommendation on this subject.s A general report is being compiled
from their replies.
On the Commission's  initiative the Advisory Committee on Freedom
of Movement for \Torkers decided, at its meeting of 2 Decernber  1969, to
set up a working party to deal with problems of assistance  for migrant
workers and their families, including  social assistance and accommodation.
The Commission has also concerne{ itself with the further training
of the people responsible for these social services. A period of in-service
training  was organized in Germany, geared in particular  to social assistance
for migrant workers, and was attended by some fifty leading officials in
the social services of Getmany  and Luxembourg. Further courses of the
kind are in preparation;  the next is planned to take place in Belgium.
The Commission has continued to follow the devel.opment  of the
social services in the various countries.  Notably in the matter of action
to help old people. Furthermore, ^ 
statt has been made with a study on
public assistance  benefits and their relation to social insurance benefits
in the six member countries.
L Offcial ga4etle No. 137, 27 JuIy 1965.
z S"€e Niiti (EEC) Geniral Repitrt, sec. 256 and Second General Report,  sec. 427.
3 Oficial garytre No. 75, 16 August  1962.SOCIAL POLICY 313
351. The Commission has compared measures recently taken in the
Member States to help families. It called a meeting with the members of
COFACE  (European  Communities'  Committee  of Family Organizations)
and examined  with them, in the light of the Community's  activities, the
main problems being faced by those responsible for family poliry. In
addition, the Commission participated in the eleventh Con{erence of
European  Ministers responsible for family matters; the theme of this
confeience,  which was held in the Netherlands, was "social and cultural
infrastructure in the immediate environment  of the f-amiIy".
COMMON }IEALTTI AND SAFETY  POLICY
lndustrial medicine and bealth
352. The yeat 1969 was dominated by two main objectives: the search for
a practical  synthesis of the instruments  peculiar to the ECSC Treaty and
th; EEC Treraty,l  and the search for new ways of effectively  ensuring the
health and safety of workers.
The Commission  endeavouted  to make further use of the knowledge
gained through the ECSC research programmes,  to tighten the links
between  academic  and business  circles in the sphere of practical ergo-
nomics, and to define more precisely present shortcomings in the prevention
of arcidents and disease.
353. Ftesh effons 'wete made to standardize methods of diagnosing pul-
monary diseases of occupational origin and to make these methods widely
known.
The working parties of specialists concerned with industrial trauma-
tology and rehabilitation met a number of times to collate the results o'f
the research  programme.
Ergonomic research  has received greater suPport in industry, and
ergonomic adaptation has been extended to a larger number of jobs. On
26 and 27 June the specialist advisory  committecs  for industrial  physiology
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and psychology  held a meeting at which experts from the iron and steel
industry were also present;  the technological dwelopment  and struclural
changes expectd between 7970 and 1980 wer.e examined for their possible
effect on work.
The Commission published several studies, such as the summary
results of the rese-arch work done between L962 and, 1966 on cardio'
tespiratory  physiopathology, documentary studies on welding, intellectual
work and iutomati,on. Furthermore, it disseminated  brochures  for workers
concerning  noise prevention  and work under hot conditions.
Industrial safetl
354. The Commission's General Programme for the elimination of technical
obstacles to tradel lays down, on the basis of Article 100 of the EEC
Trcaty, that national provisions on industrial safety shall be approximated.
The only provisions  to be aligned under this Programme are those of a
technical nature on the construction of certain machines and certain
apparatus of on the manulacture of cenain substances,  etc.; as, however,
the Council explicitly stated on 12 March 1969, there should also be
provisions  covering the use of these machines or substances, and these
provjsions  should be worked out in the frameworlc of Article 118. In
September 1969 ttrc questions  raised in this context, notably the method
of co'operation  between  Member States, were discussed in detail with
senior officials of the national industrial  health services.
A start was made with the elaboration of technical safety rules for
the use of agricultural machinery, in particular tractors. The object is
gradually to raise the level of safety on farms to tlre level attained in the
other branches of industry.
In addition, the national safety institutes 'workd together to har-
monize the safety signals and waming signs and notices used in enter-
prises. Progress in this field should reduce the risks run by enterprises
employrng foreign workers.
. Finally, it should be mentioned that the programme of traineeships
for factory inspectorate officials also conrinued, in 1969.2
I pfrcigl saaen No. I 76, 77 June 1969, and Ch. lI, 7, npra. 2 See Second General Reoort. sec. 437.SOCIAL POLICY  375
Problems of indastrial  healtlt and safetl (ECSC)
Steel lndustry Safety Comrnission
355. The Safety Commission and its working parties have investigated a
number of matters such as oxygen tubrng, the insulation and degassing
of gas pipes, pig-iron solidification processes, the establishment  and
equrpping of casualty departments  and first-aid posts, and systems  for
preventing collisions between travelling cranes.
Documents  have been distributed  conceming  individual protectjve
equipment for blast-furnace ladlemen, design spec'ifications to ensure the
maintenance  and repair of gas mains, piping and appliances'  access to the
cabs of mobile cranes, and general principles of safety training.
lndustrial bealtb
Coal and iron-ore  rnines
356. On 25 JuIy 1969 the Commission  approved the commitment of
2L4982.50 u.a., to finance five research projects; this would be drawn
from the total credit of 6 million u.a. granted in 1964 for the second
research progranrme (drust control in mines). The five projects will be
caruied out over a period of two years in two Community  research  centres.
The financial  assistance given since work started on implementation  of
the programme thus totals 4 710 580 u.a.
'  The research \ilorkers have been trying to find practical means of
tackling the dangers presented by recent mining techniques,  including
counteracting dust production  by the roadway tunnellers lately introduced
in some Community  coalmines.
The studies decided upon last year concerning the epidemiology of
pneumoconiosis  are ,in progress in three major coaifields.
Iron and steel industry
357. TLrc second research programme on the prwention and contro,l
of air pollution caused by the steel industry has begun to take practical
form. On 20 January 1969 the Commission approved the commitment3t6  TorJ/ARDs  EcoNoMIc uNroN
of 848 475 u.a., to finance 23 rcsearch projects, from the 4 million u.a.
allocated  to the prograrnme.  The 'work to be done has been distributed
between 17 research institutes  and organizations; in most cases it covers
a period of two years.
On 4 July 1969 the Commission decided to grant I t23 500 u.a.
for two further important research projects under this pfogramme. One
deals with the prevention of air pollution caused by the discharge  and
quenching of coke, through the use on an industrial scale of a special
quenching car. The other pro,ect deals with the industrial testing and
application  of a new process for the dry control of dust from residual
gases with a high CO content which arise when steel is being worked
in the oxygen converter.
Frirther projects submitted by the research institution  have also been
examined.
Mining
-3J8. Researches on the use of hygroscopic  salts as a means of protection
against dust explosions  in coalmines have been cornpleted, and the results
are in course of distribution. The project has shown the advantages and
limitations of the process in neutralizing dusts deposited in mine roadways.
On 9 July L969 the Commission  decided to support.two projects-
a collective research programme on rescuing trapped miners by means of
large boreholes  and a programme on trigger barriers.
The first of these programmes  is to facilitate the rescue of miners
trapped by an arcident, and the second relates to the development  of
new means of containing coal-dust  explosions  where the conventional
techniques  are not sufficiently reliable.
The financi aJ, aid envisaged for the rwo projects amounts to
32,0 689.8 t.a.
Mines Safe! and Health Commission
359. Tn t969 the Mines Safety and Health Commission studied the
circrrmstances,  causes and preventive measures  connected with three groupSOCIAL POLICY 3I7
accidents in the Community involving  tlre loss of 28 lives in all, It also
received initial d,ata on a cave-in which caused the death of four pe,ople.l
It approved  interim or final r@orts on the activities  of its working
parties on Rescue Arrangements  and Mine Fires, Eiectricity, \Tinding
Ro,pes and Shaft Guides, and Health.
The various groups of the \X/orking Party on Combjned Accident
Statistics also continued operations.
On 20 June 1969 the Mines Safety and Health Commission  adopted
its annual report for 1968, which was submitted to the Member States
and the European Parliament fot examination.
In conclusion,  the Secretariat took part in four fact-finding  meetings
on trade union matters.
Heahb and safeg (Euraton)
360. The provisions of the Euratom  Tteaty have enabled the Commissi,on
to implement a genqine Community policy to prevent  and combat the
hazards of radrioactivity. Consequendy, the Commission's efforts in t}le
sphere of radiation protection have been concentrated on the elaboration
of rules, hatmonization, and the execr-rtion of its research and study
progranrme,
In the field of rules and regulatiions,  application  of the directives
fixing the Basic Standards of Euratom, adopted by the Council of Ministers
in 1,959 and revised in 1962 and 1966, has continued: in France, Italy
and the Netherlands, new laws and administative rules improving and
supplementing existing legislation on radiation protection have come into
force, and the Commission has given an opinion on two draft decrees,
communicated  by the Italian Government to the Commission under
Article 33 of. the Euratom  Trcaty, conceming a special field of application
of the Basic Standards. Furthermore, progress has been made in the
work of pteparing a proposal for a general revision of the Basic Standards.
Finally, an introductory  study has been completed on harmonization  of
the regulations on irradiated foodstuffs for the protection  of public health.
t ni1"a^rrrp 
"xplos_ion -at the Minister Achenbach  mine, Brambauer,  Germany
(17dead),  on 4 October i[968; cave-in at the Gdrard working,  Provence,  Francl (  deadl, on 25 Februaty 7969; fall of z cage at l'Escarpelld,  Douai, Fiance (5
dead), -on 24 Marcl. 1969; cave-in at the Emil Einschol working, Essen,  Germany
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361. In conformity with Article 37 of the Euratom  Treaty, the Com-
mission was consulted on five schemes for the disposal of radioactive
waste. opinions were given on a project subrrdtted by Belgium for the
plutonium  laboratories  at Mol, and on German proiects concerning  the
AVR e*perimental power plant at Jiilich and the experimental  nuclear
ship Otio Hahn; an o,pinion on the fuel reprocessing plant of the
Kaflsruhe Nuclear Research Crntre is jn preparation.  An opinion was
also given oir a project submitted by Italy for the CNEN-EUREX
reprocessing plant {or iradiated fuels. So far the Commission has given
op^ioionr, based on uniform criteria, concerning more trhan _forty .schemes
for radioactive  waste disposal, determining whether the implementation  of
these schernes is liable to contarqinate  the water, soil or airspace of another
Member State.
In order to improve scienti{ic and practical knowledge of the
behaviour of radionuclides after discharge into surface waters, the Com-
mission carried out vafious studies jointly with the national tesearch
institutes. The first conclusions of these studies were adopted in a
fundown on the "principles and general methodology for determining  the
limit radiological capacity of a hydrobiological  Eystem"'
As regards harmonization  of technical provisions the commission,
in close co,operation  with the national institutes  and laboratories' continued
the programme of comparisons of personal dosimetry, concentrating,  in
1966 n  particular, on the calibration af lonization chambers  used in drc
member countries  and the irradiation  of film dosimeters by X-rays and
gamma rays. Fresh advances were achieved towards quantitative  lmpfove-
t.nt  of iosimetric methods and instruments.  The period under review
also saw completion of the comparative  study of measurements  with whole-
body counters intended to verify the pre{sion of measur,ing techniques
used by the national laboratories taking part in the progtamme.
The research programme,  an indispensable support for standardization
operations, concentrated on the following  subjects:  study of_the radio
active contamination of man and his environment,  physical and biolcgical
dosimetry, epidemiological investigations, studies on the l,cng-term  effeca
of irradiation  on human beings, and investigations  of the changes undergone
by foodstuffs  as a result of irradiation which affect their preservation.
A report is in course of publication on the comparative study of
radioactive contamination of the total diet of adolescents,  which was
undertaken from 1965 to 1967. This study, carried out in co"operation
with six educational establishments  scattered  throughout the Communiry,SOCIAL POLICY 3I9
has provided  valuable information on the influence of dietary compoaition
on the ingestion of radionuclides.
Regarding  the particularly complo< problem of internal and external
medical decontamination, on 5 November a srnall sympooium was held
with specialists  from the six Member States at the headquarters of the
German  Gesellschaft fiir Strahlenforschung,  Munich.
To satisfy ,a need felt by the circles concerned, a sympoaium on
information  and training for radiation protection workers was organized
from 16 to 18 Decemlcr;t  L969 in Brussels.  A broad exchange of views
on the scientific, technical, human and social aspects of training in radiation
protection took place between nearly 200 specialists (people.responsible
for medical and physical surveillance  at nuclear plants, personnel training
officers, industrial psychologists, ergonomics experts, and representatives
of both sides of industry).  This symposium demonsffated the need for
stepping up the Commission's efforts to provide objective information
and to harmonize  the methods for trai4ing  workers ro cope with the radio-
activity hazards to which they may be exposed.
In add,ition to the normal bibliographical  work, a comparative study
on the procedure of preliminary notilication and authorization  of ra&o-
active substances, implemented  by domestic laws in application of the
Basic Standards, is in the press. Work has started on the compilation
of a medical atlas of radionuclides  used in medicine,  biology  and indusuy,
especially intended for the use of indusmial medical officers and radiation
protedion officers. A study is in progress on the emission of parasitic
X-rays by elecronic apparatus and the radiation  protection  aspecrs of this.
In conclusion, a study has been published on the biological  conse-
quences of the manufacture and use of radioactive lightning conductors.320  TortrARDs ECoNoMIC  UNIoN
8. Budgetary and financial problems
.  O\TN RESOURCES  AND BUDGETARY POITERS OF THE
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT
362. On 16 July 1969 the Commission  submitted to the Council a
memorandum on replacing the financial contributions  of the Member
"states by the Communities' ovrn resources  and on increasing the budgetary
powers of the European Padiament.
In the ihtroductory part of the document, which refers to the
proposals it had dtrudv made in 1'965, the Commission Pqinted out that
it would be &fficult to put through a reform of this magnitude in a single
move and within a short space of time. It felt that the financial indepen-
dence of the Community  should be achieved by stages-in two phases, o
be mote precise. Each od the two phases should co'mprise a series of
provisions, the main points being as,follows.
(a) In the first phase, resources'which should logically  accrue to the
Communities after the attainmeUt o,f customs union and the unifica-
tion of agricultural markets (qfstoms receipts, agricultural  levies)
would in fact be allocated to tl€m. This first phase should begin
on L January L97f in order to make allowance for tlle time required
for rutificatio,n by the several national parliaments of the decisions
to be taken by th" Cotn.il, as laid down in Article 201 of the
EEC Treaty.
In this first phase, the finanqng,  even if  only pattiaJ', of the
Community  from its own resources immediately  raises the problem
of gteatet powers for the European  Parliament, since large sums
accruing directly to the Community would no' longer be controlled
by the national parliaments. It  was therefore envisaged that the
budgetary  powers of the European  Padiament be strengthened during
this phase. This aspect of the question was dealt with in a'supple-
mentary memorandum  to the Council dated J0 Decembet 1969.
(b) A second phase would begin on L January L974, duting which all
the Community's expenditure vrould be financed from its own resour-
ces. From then on, full budgetary powers would have to be given
to the EuroPean  Parliament.
The Commission,  after receiving the Opinion of the EuropeanPatlia-
ment, drafted supplementary amendments to the proposals it hadBUDGETARY  AND FINANCIAL  PROBLEMS 32I
already put forward. The Economic and social committee also
rendered an Opinion.l
363. The Council examined the Commission's proposals on sevetal occa-
sions with a view to adopting final decisions before the end of the
gansitional period. After a number qf meetings during November  and
December, al which there was wide-ranging  discussion of ttr,is group of
proposals, the following decisions were adopted during the 
_ marathon
rittingr of L9 to 2L December: the Council approved  the general idea of a
two-phase  system with a transritional  period beginqing on I January L97l
and lasting until 31 December 1974.
During this period the community will be allocated the levies
entireh and th" customs duties gradually-in I97l an amount correspond-
ing to 507o of. the total levies and bustoms duties collected for each
Member  State, then t2.57o more each year until 1 January 1975, when
all customs duties will go to the Community, From the beginning  of
tlhe transitional period these resources will be supplemented by any
specjal charges .hi.h th" Community  has introduced or introduces in the
fnture in accordance with Treaty provisions  as part of the otganization
of common policies. The Community will refund to the Member  States
I07o of. the sums collected and paid, in order to cover the cost of collec-
tion. Special affangements are envisaged for 1970, when a new scale
will apply to all EAGGF expenditure.  The year 1970 will_also serve
as bure for the transitional period, during which each Member State's
annual share in financing total expenditufe must not be L/o Wgher ot
L.57o lower than its share for the.preceding yefr. The balance of the
expenditure  not coveted by the Community's own resources will be financed
by contributions  from the Member  States, paid according to a scale which
is equal to the average o{ the old Treaty scales and a scale based on each
Member  State's GNP.
\Vhat has been termed the "normal"  period begins on I January 197),
although until the end of L977 a final limitation is envisaged in that
the annual variation of each Member State's share must be no mote than
27o up or down. In order to ensure that community expenditure  is
f.inanced I007o from its own resources, a new source of income is to be
added to what had already been planned for the transitional period-
receipts corresponding to at most one percentage point on the .basic rate
of TVA after its harmonization throughout the Community.  Should any
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Member State have failed to jntoduce TVA by the dates stipulated,  or
should the basis on which it assesses TVA not yet have been harmonized,
this Member State will pay a contribution equal to its share in the Com-
munity GNP.
With regard to *rc povref,s of the Parliament, the Council examined
a dralt tesolution providing  fo'r budgetary  polnrers to be vested in the
Parliament  from the adoption of the 1975 budget on, but no decision
had be€n reached by the end of the year.
BIIDGET QUESTIONS
Supphnentarl  / 969 budget
364. At its session of 30 June 1969 and in the light of the resolution
adopted by the Parliament on 4 June, the Council adopted S'upplementary
B"dg* No. 1 of the European Communities for the L969 ft:urr:rnc:aI year,
creating 20 additional posts in the Safeguards and Controls Direcrorate:
4 grade A 4/5 posts (inspectors),
15 grade B 1 posts (assistant  inspectors),
L grade C 2/3 post.
These new posts were offset by the abolition of an eqqivalent num-
ber of supernumerary posts on the Euratom research and investmenr
budget. The Council reserved the right to take a decision later concerrring
*re other fequesfs for transfer in Supplementary  Budget No. l.
1970 budget
365. Dwing its session of t9-Zt December the Council adopted in its
final form-in the light of the resolution  passed by the European Parln-
ment on 26 November and the amended  draft budget-the  budget of
the Euro,pean  Communities for the financial yeau. L970.
The budget covers the period from L January to 31 Decembe r L970
. and totals 3 255 8L6 438 u.a., the e:<penditure authorized for each institu-
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lO 377 850 u.a. fot the European Parliament,
11470 620 u.a. for the Council,
3231704428 u.a. for the Commission,
2 303 540 u.a. for the Court of Justice.
The 3 231704 428 u.a. allocated  to the Commission  comprises:
1,02 $6 748 u.a. for administrative expenditure,
64 000 000 u.a. for expenditure by the European  Social Fund,
) 049 224 680 u.a. for expenditure by the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee  Fund,
16 4$ 000 u.a. for expenditure  on food aid.
Euratom programme  and badget
366. The setond Euratom five-year programme ended on J1 Decem-
kr  L967. Since that date, it has proved impossible to adopt another
multiannual  programme for the Commuqity.  For 1968 there was a one-
year progfamme  and an interim budget which enabled expenditure relating
io th. &rect activity of the C,ommunity to be met but ruled out all
indirect activity (projects under contracts)  excqrt for participation  in
the Dragon project.
New features for the financial year 1969 included the following:
Programrne
(i) A programme confined to 1969 had been adopted by the Council
on 20 December 1968. For the first time, however, this pro
gramme  comprised a joint programme financed by all six countries
ta  supplementary ptogt"*-o in which only those couniries
direcdy involved  participated.
The jo,rnt programme amounted to 24.09 million u.a. and the
supplementary progtammes to 24.60 rnillion u.a.-a ofl  of
48.69 million u.a.
(ii) The 1969 gogramme as a rvhole ensured the continuati'on of the
Community's  direct activity and the resumption  of its participation
in indirect ,activity, though the latter is still limited to three fields
only-Dragon, biology and fusion.324  ToVARDS  EcoNoMrc uNroN
(iii) \7itl  regard to direct acqvity--4aried  on in the Joint Research
Cenre-a very detailed definition of the targets to be attained in
the establishments  has led to an elaborate  allocation of the diffrirent
projects within each of the establishments (except for the CBNM,
which co,nstitutes a single target ).
Budget
(i) The 1969 tesearch budget,  end,orsed  by the Council or 25 March
1968, comprisd, 53.217 million u.a. in budgetary cornmitments and
57.027 in payment authorizati,ons.
(ii) Howwer, as a result of the introduction of supplementary  program-
mes, the 1969 budget contains for the first time an additional
section in which the appropriations made available for each objective
in the programme are in&cated separately.
At its session of 6 December  1969 the Council agreed to extend
for one year the 1969 Euratom research and training prograrnme and tq
maintain during this period the present capanty of the Joint Research
Centre (JRC) pendiing  the result of the work and srudies on the reorganiz-
ati,on of $e JRC and its engagemsnt  in non-nucl,ear activities. On the
basis of this resolution  the Commission prepared a dralt programme and
a preliminary  draft budget f.or 1970.r
FINANCIAL CONTROL
367. The Commission is particularly concerned  by the need to orgariize
a financial control which can cope with a situation in which a growing
number of its activities gives rise to expenditure.  The reorganization
of its departmerrts  which took place during 1968 had enabled the Com-
mission to Lay the foundations for more effective ,admioistrative  action
in this field. It was above all a question of ensuring, after the merger
of the three administrations,  coherence in the use rvhich is made of the
legal o,pportunities  offered to Co,mmunity servau-ts and to  regulatne
certain staff situations.
On the whole, in the light of the results obtained so far, the
Commission considers that the development of the situation in general
is satisfactory, in splte of the very delicate problems posed by the new
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structure of t}re research budget, which still neods to be improved.
At the same time the Commission is doing everything it can to improve
the provisions relating to financial control. The pro,posal on the revision
und unification of the financial regulations, submitted to the Council
on 11 June 1,969, aims at unifying and, with regard to certain points,
clarifying budgetary and accounting  procedures.  But the most important
action to be taken is in respect of the funds managed by the Commission;
the conttol systems must be better adapted to the requirements  which
have emerged in practice with regard to each of them.
The most pressing problems  arise in the Guarantee Section of the
EAGGF, where it must be ensured in all the Member States that the
national admlnistrations respo,nsible for implernenting the Community
regulations setting up common organizations  of the ,agricultural markets
apply the complex provisions of this system uniformly and that mistaken
interpretations are prevented as far as is at ,all possible. Each Member
State must be guaranteed reimbursement of its expenditure on export
refunds and support buying on the internal market on a strictly equal
footing. More particularly,  the implementing provisions made by the
Member States and the practices developing in their adrninistrations must
be ascertained and scrutinized in order to ensure that they con{orm vzith
Community rules and that there are no divergences  between them. At
the same time, checks of this kind will serve to guarantee that these
provisions  are complete and elaborate enough to prevent frauds by
indiv,iduals. The Crommission has had sevetal checks carried oulin the
administrations of the Member States in order to establish how they
implement Communtity regulations. The Commission is also having
studies made of other measures to be taken to combat operations  to
defraud the EAGGF. These measures include improvements in the
exchange of information between the national administrations and the
Commission, and more extensive mutual assistance.
On 16 July the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal
for a regulation on the financing  of agricultural  policy during the single
market stage. On the principle that it is for the national adminisrations
to implement the Community regulations applying to importers and
exporters, this proposal makes it obligatory {or the Member States to
communicate to the Commission all their implementing provisions and
regularly to inform it of adminisrative  or court proceedings  relating to
irregular operations. The proposal also lays down certain principles
intended to facilitate the controls which the Commission might consider
it useful to effect in connection  udth the management  of Community
financing,  including spot checks.326  ToITARDS  EcoNoMIC UNIoN
IMPLEMENTATION  OF THE ECSC TREATY
Tbe hu1
368. After consulting  the appropriate  committeds of the European  Par-
liament, in accordance  with established  practice, and receiving  their
endorsement  of its proposals, the Commission decided to keep the rate
of the ECSC levy at 0.307o fot the financial year L969. Its estimates
of expenditure in the field covered by the ECSC Treaty may. be broken
down under the following  main heads:
payments into the special reserve and subsid-
ization of interest on redevelopment  loans  7 milliel 11.".
The estimates for readaptation  and r.r."i.h proved accurate (25 mtl-
lion and 7 million u.a. respectively); to these amounts should be added
2.2 milion u.'a., representing the effect of the patity changes rn t969,
which was offset by the revaluation of the funds in hand. The expenditure
was met by using the proceeds of the levy, which were above the estimated
figute (38.5 million u.a.), other revenues (12.6 million u.a.) and a sum
from the res€rves  (6.5 million u.a. ). The estimated requirements  for 1970,
when further large sums will be needed for readaptation assistance, work
out zls follows:
administrative expenditute
readaptation
research
Financial actirihes
369. Under the Treaty of Paris, the funds needed by the Community  for
discharging its duties come eithet from levies on the production of coal
and steel or from loans raised on the capital matkets. The levies are
intended chiefly to cover ECSC administrative expenditure (the share
of the EQropean  Communities' budget to be covered from this source
is fixed by the Merger Treaty ), teadaptation  assistance, and promotion
of technical and economic rcsearch; borrowings,  on the other hand, must
be used exclusively for re'lending.
administrative  expenditure
readaptation
research contracts
L8 million u.a.
25 million u.a.
8 million u.a.
18 million u.a.
26 rnillion u.a.
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Financing ol inuestnent
370. The Ttaty of Paris empowers the Commission to "facilitate  the
carrying out of investment  programmes by granting loans to enterprises
or by giving its guarantee to other loans which they obtain" (Article 54,
first paragraph). As well as making loans towards capital schemes on the
coalmining  and steelmaking sidc proper, the Community may similarly
lend towards projects and installati,,ons serving direcdy and primarily to
increase the production, lower production costs or faclitate the sale of
products under its iurisdiction  (Article 54, second paragraph).  Such
operations (which require the unanimous endorsement of the Council)
have been undertaken iq the past to part-finance  a number of major power
stations ,and, this year, extensions  to a shipyard.  The same procedure is
still being used to assist the building of workers' houses. Interest rates
on the world capital malkets  rose steadily during L969, and applications
continued  to come in from enterprises fot ECSC aid with the financing
both of industrial programmes  and of programmes  of the kind specified
in Article 57 of. the ECSC Treaty (redevelopment loans).
No applications for any fresh guarantees by the Commission, under
either Article 54 ot Article 56, were received in L969. Repayments  on
theihitial amount covered by earlier guarantees,  48.7 million u'a', brought
the total still outstanding at 31 Decembet 1969 down to 33.6 million u.a.
Borrouing operations
-171. Between I  January and 11 December the Commission floated four
loans to a total value of 51.97 million u.a., bringing the number of its
borrowing  operations  under the ECSC Treaty to date to 56 and the
agglegata, surn so raisod to 892.56 milli,rn u'a. The 1969 operations
consisted of o'ne public loan of 60 million Swiss francs, placed on the
Swiss capital market,  and three private loans on the German market,  one
of DM 40 million and the other two of DM 50 million each.
Lending operations
372. Furfls available in 1969 for lending to enterprises totalled 99.20 n6l-
lion u.a., including the year's borrowings and the sundry other items
shown below:328  ToTTARDS EcoNoMIc trNIoN
(million u.a.)
(1) Borrowings
In hand at beginning of yeat
Proceeds  of loans raised in 1969
Repayments before  due date
(2) Own resources (special  teserve)
Balance carried forward from ptevious
veafs
in hand from allocation to special reserve
]n 1969
Repayment of previous loans
12.04 99.24
The bulk of this was re-lent in 1969 at cost, i.e. at 6.757o down
to 5 November t969 and 7.257o thereafter, to help finance industtial
investment under Article 54.
Loans towards  redevelopment programmes  under Aticle 56 of the
ECSC Treaty, on the other hand, were in the main granted on more
advantageous terms, made possible by using pan of the funds derived
from the management of liquid assets. As in previous years, only 4.5%o
was charged on these for t}re first five years,6.757o from the sixth year
down to 5 November 1969, and7.25%io thereafter. This reduced interest
was in some cases charged on the .whole and in some on only part of the
principal-depending,  for instance, on the number of new jobs the project
was calculated to create.
The Cornmunity continued ist financing of workers'  housing n 1.969.
Its loans for this purpose  are ordinarily granted out of the special resetve
just referred to, at very low interest and on specially easy redemption
terms; they are made in the currency of the payee's country to avoid
any exchange risk to the borrower. Most of the sums advanced during
the period under review were for the purposes of Building Scheme VI,
the remainder for the special tranche of Scheme V.  Disbursements  under
these two schemes during 1969 totalled 3.56 million u.a., paid from the
special reserve and from borrowings.
373. Due allowance being made for all this, the share of industrial loans
proper decreased and that of loans for redevelopment under Article 56
increased in the course of the year. For industial projects the ECSC
32.68
57.97
2.5t
87.76
5.20
3.62
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set aside 40.65 .million u.a., taken entirely from borrowings. The pro
grammes  assisted may be broken down among the types of investment
given priority in the Community's  General Objectives  as follows.
Coal industry
Pithead povrer stations taking low-gtade  coal:
Charbonnages de France, Paris (Lorraine coalfield).
Iron and steel industry
Oxygen steelmaking plant:
Italsider SpA, Genoa (Taranto plant);
Rheinstahl Htittenwerke  AG, Essen (Hattingen plant)'
Continuous casting plant:
Acciaierie  e Ferriere  Lombarde  Falck SpA, Milan (Sesto San Giovanni
plant).
Rationalization  and specialization  of rolled steel ptoduction:
Cockerill-Ougree-Providence SA, Seraing ( Marchienne and Athus
plants);
Giuseppe e Fratello Redaelli SpA, Milan;
SA Siddrurgique maritime ("Sidmar"), Ghent.
Plant calcutrated  to help sell iron and steel products:
Verolme Verenigde  Scheepswerven NV, Rotterdam.
374. A, total of 23.67 millton u.a' was paid out n  L969 in redevelopment
loans. These numbercd  19, distributed geographically  as follows.
Gerrnany (FR)
North Rhine-\Testphalia:
Aluminium Norf GmbH, Stiittgen b/Neuss;
Pintsch-Bamag Apparatebau GmbH, Voerde;
Deutsche Solvay-Werke GmbH, Solingen-Ohligs;
Armco-Eurotec GmbH, Voerde;
L. Schweisfurth, Inh. Karl Schvreisfurth, Herten.
Lower Saxony:
Maschinenbau  Damme AG, Lemfijrde.330  TOI'(/ARDS  EcoNoMIC  UNION
Belgium
Limburg:
Crddit communal  de Belgique SA, Brussels, for Association  inter-
communale pour le d€veloppement  dconomique  et I'am6nagement  du
Centre et du Borinage (IDEA).
Hainaut:
Caterpillar Belgium SA, Brussels and Gosselies.
France
Lorraine:
Socidt€  d'dquipement  du bassin lorain (SEBL), Metz
. Valmont, Saint-Avold,
.  Creutzqrald,
.  Briey,
.  Villers-la-Montagne.
Italy
Brescia:
Industria Armi Brwettate SpA, Gardone.
Netherlands
Limburg:
NV Bank voor Nederlandsche Gemeenten, The Hague, for NV Indus-
triebouw Kerktade;
Bouwstaal Roermond NV, Roermond;
NV Vereenigde Glasfabrieken,  Maastricht;
Everts & van der lilTeyden NV, Heeden;
NV Nederlandsche  Staatsmijnen/DSM,  Heenlen;
Internationale  Beton Maatschappij  ( "Interbema" ) NV, Susteren.
JZJ. Funds set aside f.or rcaAaptation assistance n 1969 reached the record
figure o{ 25 miltrion u.a.
In addition to meeting the u,nussually large requirements  in this
respect, the C,ommission made available 7 million u.a. for tehnical andBUDGETARY  AND FINANCIAL PROBLE.MS 33I
social research. Research contracts to the following value were signed
during 1969:
Technical  research, steel and ore
Technical rcsearch, coal
Social research
These sums were duly paid into the comesponding  reserve accounts'
As regards disbursements under all confiacts to date, both thoae
sigrred eadier and those signed rn 1969, *re amount charged to the
technical research resefve was 6.7 million u.a., bringing the total actually
expended in this field since 1952 to 69.5 rqillio'n u.a., or 75'7o of the
aggregate  amount contracted for.
Table 26 belo'w shows the lens paid out by the ECSC from the
start of its finarrcial operations to 31 December 1969, broken down by
category and country.
TABLE 26
Total lendings at 31 December 1969
(millimt  u.a. ard Y")
3.8 million u.a.
3.7.million  u.a.
1.4 million u.a.
Coal industryl
Iron-ore mines
Iron and steel industryl
Subtotal
Vorkets'housing
Redevelopment
Readaptation
Research
Other purposes
Italy
5r.25 |  4.99
13.00 |  s.70
57.78 | 742.76
122.03 | 753.45
Germany
(r,R)
Bolgium
Luem-
bourg
Netber-
landg
Community
mllllon
u.a.
194.13
10.55
185.56
390.24
63.23
36.04
5.82
1.47
14.00
1.00
44.46
264.37
30.25
430.56
725.18
132.70
133.38
6.35
3.00
0.72
26.40
3.02
43.00
72.42
13.25
13.32
0.64
0.30
0.07
100.00
21.65
20.91
0.55
0.60
r6s.72 | 194.66
t4.22
26.76
0.23
r Including  loens under Artlcle 54, second  paragraph.132-13j7
CHAPTER  V
EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
1. The enlargement  of the Community
376. Dwing the first half of 1969 the work done by theCommission  and
the Council on the subject of enlarging the Community' was mainly
concerned with studies on the possibility of concluding arrangements with
the applicant countries.  These studies had been started at the beginning
of 1968 on the basis of proposals presented by the various Governments.l
From July 1,969 on, examination of the applications for membe'rship
made by the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland and Norway was resumed
by the Council, using the procedures laid down in Article 237 of the EEC
Treaty. The Council,  when it met on 22 and 23 July, asked the Com-
mission to bring up to date the Opinion it had rendered on 29 September
1967 concerning the applications for membership.  This the Commission
did in August and September; submitting its supplementary Opinion on
1 October 1969.2
377. Aftet analysing  the main problems involved, the Commission found
that the general  lines and conclusions  of its Opinion of 1,967 were still
valid, but because of subsequent developments  the later document  dealt in
greater detail with the problem of strengthening the Community in the
context of its enlargement.  The Community concluded that, because of
the close links between the two issues, they should be considered
simultaneously  rather than treated separately.
' 5"" S*tra Ceneral Report, sec. 467 et uq.
2 Opinion submitted  to the Council concerning  the applications for membership
from the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark and Norway, Bulletin  9110-69,
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The Commission's  conclusions continued as follows:
"As regards strengthening,  the Community cannot stop where it
now is. One of two things can happen; either, under the pressure
of the divergent forces already in evidence, the Community  will,
paradoxically, allow its unity to be impaired  just when the customs
union has been completed at great cost in terms of effort and the
pace of technological progress  is steadily adding to the advantages
offered by a large single market; or, by using the Community
institutions to assure convergence  of the policies  followed  by Member
States, it will consolidate and widen the results obtained, to the
benefit of all.
It is therefore essential to make the necessary progress in the sectors
(agricultural, economic and monetary,  social, institutional,  erc. ) which
have been stressed as being important in the present document. The
Commission has already made various proposals in this direction.
Action has already begun within the Community. It must be pursued
and reinforced.
The enlargement of the Cornmunity to include members must not be
a brake on this action. Only a strong Community can provide a
suitable framework  for receiving the applicant States.
The applicants can consider their request for membership  only against
a background  such as this. At the beginning of the negotiations, they
will have to state their agreement  not only with the pdnciple of
acrepting what has been attained by the Community-in other words
the Treaties plus the decisions taken since these came into force-but
also, in full knowledge of the measures agreed on or in course of
implementation  within the Community, with the principleof srength-
ening the C-ommunity. Finally, they will need to adopt policies
that are convergent with those pursued in the Community,  thus
ensuring  its reinforcement.
The Commission considers that the framework  described and the
principles to which attention has been drawn in its 1967 and L969
Opinions could well facfitate a joint examination,  with the candidates
for menabership,  of the problems posed by enlargement of the Com-
munity and could contribute  to the search for solutions which would
make it possible to establish  conditions that guaranteed the cohesion
and dynamism essential to an enlarged Community.
This should be the aim of the negotiations. In the Commission's
opinion they should be opened as soon as trnssible."ENLARGEMENT  OF THE COMMUNITY 335
378. This Opinion, wFr,ich was communicated  to the Council on 2 October
1969, was taken as the basis of later work, including  the preparation of the
summirt conference of 1 and 2 December  1969. This conference, proposed
by the French Government and held in The Hague at the invitation of the
Nethedands  Governrnent,  brought together the Heads of  State ot
Government and the ministers of foreign affurs of the Member  States of
the European  Communities.
In anticipation of this conference the Commission  had also submitted
on 19 November 1969 a memotandum  which dealt with the rnajor'prqblems
of Community life and, in particular, with its enlargement.  This
memorandum  has since been published.l The following  passages may be
recalled here:
"...2. So that the results thus far achieved, notably in the customs
union and the common agricultural polisy, should not be subsequently
'  jeopardized, it is essential that the Heads of State and Government
affirm their will to continue  the building of a genuine Community,
i.e. to round off the qrstoms union by establishing an economic  and
monetary union in the years ahead.
3. Enlargement of the C-ommunity is an essential factor in the
-  creation of Europe; the Commission thus feels that the Conference
of Heads of State or Government  should affirm the unanimous  will
to bring about this enlargement.
The Commission trusts that the Opinions it sent to the Council in
1967 and 1969 will form a useful starting point for the negotiations.
4. As it stated recently-in its Opinicn of 1 October 1969-the
Commission  considers that the strengtheni-fig and the enlargement  of
the Comm,unity must be pursued in parallel.  Besides the decisions
taken at the end of the year, strengthening  includes the measures
necessary for progress towards economic and monetary  union and
reinforcement of the Community institutions'
5. Reinforcement of the Community  'inrstitutions  has become  essen-
tial. As the Community develops, it needs stronger ins'titutions to
ensure its internal government. It  needs them equally to enable
it to cope with the danger of unwieldiness inherent in enlargement.
It is therefore essential, rvithout awaiting the institutional  strength-
I  See annex to this Report and, for fuller details, the item on "The Hague Summit"
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ening which can be envisaged  when the Communities  are rnerged,
to return to the normal functioning of the institutions  as laid down
in the Treaties. It  is also advisable to reinforce the democratic
character of the Community by envisaging early elections to the
European Parliament by universal  suffrage, and thus giving the
peoples of Europe an interest in the destinies of the Community.
6. In conclusion, the Commission recommends that the Conference
should stress the essentially political character of the task in hand
and accordingly  declare its will to ensure that Europe moves forward
towards political union.
7. Important decisions for the day-to-day lide of the Communities
are called for in the immediate future. The adoption of the genetal
lines which the Commission  has set out above wo'r.rld gready help in
these decisions. Accordingly, the Conference  should declare the
political will of the Member States that the institutions shall take
these decisions by the end of the year...
It sho'uld also express the poiitical will of the Mernber  States that
the date when negotiations  on the enlargement of the Community  are
to be reopened be determined at the same tifiie..."
379. The Commission  participated in the work of the summit conference
solely on 2 December, when it was represented by President Rey and
M. Martino. The guidelines evolved during this conference are to be
found in the communiqu6,  from which extracts are given below.l
"...4. The Heads of State or Governrnent...  wish to reaffirm their
belief in the political objectives which give the Community its
meaning and purport, their determination  to carry their undertaking
through to the end, and their confidence in the final siuccess  of their
efforts. Indeed, they have a common conviction that a Europe
composed of States which, in spite of their different national
characteristics,  are united in their essential  interests,  assured of its
internal cohesion, true to its friendly relations with o'r.rtside countries,
conscious of the role it has to play in promoting the relaxation of
international  tension and the rapprocbement among all peoples,  and,
first and foremost among those of the entire European continent,
is indispensable if a mainspring  of development,  progress and culture,
wodd equilibrium and peace is to be preserved.
1 For the full text of the communiqu6, see the annex to this Report.ENLARGEMENT  OF THE COMMUNITY 337
The European Communities remain the original nucleus from which
Eur,opean uni,ty has been developed and intensified. The entry of
other counries of this continent to the Communities-in  asserdangs
with the provisions  of the Treaties of Rome-would undo'ubtedly
help the Communities  to grow to dimensions more in conformity
with th,e present state of urodd economy and technology.  The
creation of a sperial relationship  witl other Eutopean States which
have expressed a desire to that effect would also contribute  to
this end. A development  such as this would enable Euro'Pe to
remain faithful to its uaditions of being open to the world and
l::r*r. 
its efforts on behalf of developing  countrl.es.
7. The acceptance of a financial arrangements for the final stage
does not exclude its adaptation by unanimous vote, in particular in
the light of an enlarged  Community  and on condition that the
principles of this amangement are not in-fringed.
13. They reaffirmed their agreement on the principle of  the
enlargement  of the Community, as provided by Article 237 of. the
Treaty of Rome.
In so far as thd applicant States accept the Treaties and their political
objective, the decisions taken since the entry into force of the Treaties
and the options made in the sphere of development, the Heads of
State or Government  have indicated their agreement to the opening
of negotiations between the Community on the one hand and the
applicant States on the other.
They agreed tlat the essential preparatory  work for establishing a
basis of negotiation  could be und,ettaken  as soon as practically and
conveniently possible. By common consent, the pteparations would
take place in a most positive spirit.
14. As soon as negotiations with the applicant countries have b'een
opened,  discr,rssions will be started with such other EFTA members
as may request them on their position in relation to the EEC.
15. They instructed the Ministers for Foreign Affairs to study the
best way of achieving  progress in the matter of political unification,
within the context of enlargement. The Ministers are to make
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J80. President  Rey expressed  before the European  Parliament, at a sitting
on Thursday  LL December 1969, his satisfaction with the decisions  con-
cerning completion and strengthening  of the Community which vrere taken
at the summit conference.
Referring to the problem of enlarging the Community,  M. Rey con-
sidered that a very great international  negotiation  was in the offing' He
welcomed the conference's  view that the procedure adopted n  1961163
should be replaced by'negotiations between the Community and the
applicant States, and was convinced that the Commission's role in these
negotiations  would be considerable.ASSOCIATION  OF EUROPEAN  COUNTRIES  339
2. The association of European countries with the Community
THE ASSOCIATION  OF THE UNITED KINGDOM IUTITH T}IE ECSC
-381 . As arranged at the end of 1968,r the 18th annual session of the
Council of Association was held on J0 and 3l January 1'969 in Brussels.
The 19th session took place as anticipated on 10 October 1969 in London.
During 1969 the Association  Council's standing committees  continued
their activities. The Steel Committee met on 20 June, the CoaI Committee
on 9 September and the Trade Relations  Committee on 10 September. On
L0 October the Council examined  and approved  the reports of these three
Committees.
At its session of l0 and 3I Januaty the Council instructed  the Cqal
Committee and Steel Committee to bxamine the supply and demand
position of coking coal and metallurgical  coke in the Community  and the
United Kingdom.  The joint steel-coal group which had been instructed to
deal with this question  also reported to the Association  Council in Octobet.
The mandate given by the Council to the joint group has been widened as
the examination  must now include the existing situation in the non-member
countries.
THE ASSOCIATION OF GREECE WITH TI{E EEC
The impact oJ political eaeflts ilt Greece
382. In its Second General Report, the Commission had noted that ten
artides of the new Greek Constitution,  including  those that guarantee
the fundamental  human and civil rights, had still not come into force.
The Greek Government had, in fact, reserved the right to implement them
atalater date, in spite of the referendum  held on 29 September 1968.
According to the statements of the Prime Minister, M. Papadopoulos,
three of these articles eventually came into force on 21 Apil L969.
Those referred to are Artides 11, L8 and 19 concerning the inviolability
of the home, freedom to meet and the right of association.  However,
L See Second General  Report, sec. 481.340  ExTERNAL RELATToNS
according m the information  the Co'mmission  possesses, their implemen-
tation has been subjected to such pfactical restrictions that it is difficult to
affirm that any real progress has been made in this field'
Furthermore, Articles 1'0, 1'2 and 14 on personal liberty and freedom
of the press are still suspended, despite the li,beralization measures
announced by M. Papadopoulos on 3 October 1969. The same is true o'f
Article 25 concerning certain po,w'ers of the King, and even more of
Articles 58, 6l  and l2l  concerning the organization of political parties
and elections to legislative and administmtive  bodies.
Consequently,  the Joint Padiamentary Association Committee is still
unable to function.
In these circumstances, and bearing in mind the absence of any move
to restore normal democratic  life in Greece n  L969, the Commission has
not consideied it could modify the attitude it adopted after the coup d'6tat
of 21. AclJl L967. This attitude consists in applying.the  provisions of the
Athens Agreement and those which were adopted by the Council Asso-
ciation where they contain precise obligations on matters such as the
trading system.l
Inplententatinft of tbe Athens Agreement in 1969
383. The Council of Association  did not meet during 1969.
The Association Comnrittee met three times, in March, October  and
November 1969. It did no more than examine a few technical questions
concerning the application of the Athens Agreement,  particularly those
which concerned the elimination of obstacles to trade. The Community
also took this opportunity  to consult Greece concerning the agreements
co,nduded  between  the C,ommunity on the one hand and Morocco and
Tunisia on the other, in accordance with Article 64(3) of the Athens
Agteement.
The Community also informed Greece of the extension  until
30 Novembet lglO of the rade agreement with Iran and consulted  Greece
concerning  the standard amount  apptricable  from 1 November  onward to
unrefined olive oil from Greece. As, in the 1968169 marketing  year, the
t S."-th. C.-mission's replies to the written questions  from M. Yredeling,  oficial
gaqette No. C 2,9 Jantaty 7969 and oficial garytte No. C 161, 18 December 1969,
and to the questions put during the debate which took place in the European
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amount  was fixed at 0.5 u.a. per 100 kg of imported product (see Council
Regulation  No. 21 19169 ).r
On 30 June 1969 the Council adopted a regulation  extending until
30 June 1970 the trading system applicable to certain Greek goods pro
cessed from agticul,tural  products. The regulation consolidates and extends
the validity of the special provisions already in force in this field,
Furthermore, Decision No. L/68 of. the Council of Association
concerning  the provisional  system applicable  to trade in certain agricultural
products between the Community  and Greece having expired on 30 June
1969, the import into the Community  of these products from Greece has
from L J,ily 1969 been subject to equalization  taxes whenever  the reference
prices fixed ,in accordance  with Article 11 of Regulation No. 23 are not
respected.2
In addition, the Membet  States of the Community  increased the
quotas for imports from Greece of those products for which quantitative
restrictions still exist. Greece incrcased by a further IjVo the overall
quotas for imports from the Community of the nonJiberalized  prodrrcts.
The basic quotas for these products have consequently  been increased by
a total of. 5oVo.
In the absence of the Joint EEC-Greece  Padiamentary  Associatir'xr
Committee, the European  Parliament's Committee for the Association  with
Greece met sevetal times to examine thb development of the political
situation in Greece and its repercussions  on the development  of the
Assoaiation.
A debate on this point took place in the European Parliament  on
7 May 1969. The Padiament  adopted a tesolution stressing that " no
impetus should be given to the Association as long as 'the conditions  of
normal democratic life have not been restored in Greece" and reserving the
right "to take steps with a view to rwising tlre Association  Agreement".s
384. On the development  of trade between the Comrnunity and Greece, no
data are yet available for the yeat 1969. The Commission will pr€sent
as soon as possible a comprehensive report on the development  of economic
relations  between the Community and Greece.
1 Ofrcialpzetle No. L 277,29  October  1969.
z A'n eq,;dization tax of 1.5 u.a./100 kg was applied to sweet oranges imported
from Greece from 15 to 17 Decehber, and 0.6 u'a./100  kg from 18 to 27 December
1969 (ofrcial pa?e/le Nos. L 3t2 and L 317 , t2 and 18 December  1969)'
8 Offcia[ ga4etri No. C 63,28 May 7969.342  EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
THE ASSOCIATION OF TURKEY \TITH THE EEC
385. The year 1,969 was marked by negotiations between the Community
and Turkey on the move to the transitional  phase of the Association'
Following  the decision taken by the Council of Association  on 9 December
1968, the Association  Committee started work in February on the drafting
of the further protocol to the Ankara Agreement which will lay down the
conditions, methods and pace of implementation  of this transitional  phase.l
Negotiations have been going on concumently in the Association on the
renewal of the protocotr'which  was due to expire on 30 Novembet 1969
and by which certain financial assistance had been granted to Turkey.
The three sessions of the Council of Association which were held
during the year 1969 were mainly devoted to these negotiations, in
particular to the questions over which there were still the greatest
differences  between the two delegations.  As the positions of the Com-
munity and Turkey concerning the general lines of the furthet protocol
and the financial  pro'toco| ate already very close to each other, it can be
hoped that the negotiations  will be completed  fairly shortly
386. The line which has been followed in the negotiations on the mo'ie
to the transitional phase reflects the concern-which is moreover shared
by the European  Parliamentz-to ensure that Tukey will frcm the outset
enjoy advantages  which should encourage the more ra,pid development of
its economy and avoid too abrupt a confrontation with competition from
Community exports.
It was thus in the industrial  sector that the Community  contemplated
abolishing  outright and from the 'beginning of the transitional  phase-vrith
certain exceptions-the  CCT duties applied to impo,rts from Turkey.
Turkey would have to eliminate  its customs  duties on imports from the
Community over a period of 12 yearc, in accordance  with the general rule
laid down in the Association Agreement and even over a longer period
(22years were envisaged) for some goods, in order not to comprornrise  the
country's industrialization.
In view of the Community's  common agricultur,al policy, an ad boc
system granting  preferences for a certain number of products of interest
to Turkey 'il/as stipulated in the agricultural sector. In addition to the
1 See Article 8 of the Association Aqreement.
2 See the European  Padiament's  Res6lution of 30 June 7969, oficiat garytte No. C 97,
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products traditionally exported by Turkey for which ad'rantages  have
abeady  6een granted in the framework  of the preparatory period (chiefly
hazelnuts, dried figs, raisins and tobaccos),  further products would be able
thus to benefit from preferences.  These concessions could be irnproved in
the future when a periodical re-examination of the ad boc system  takes
place, it being understood  that the final aim to be achieved  for the definitive
phase of the Association is the free movement of agticultural  products
between the C.ommunity  and Turkey.
rWhite waiting for the principle of the free movement of workers
between the Community  and Turkey to materialize,  a pr@ess which
certainly co'uld not be started in the near fu,ture, advantages have been
offered to Turkish labour in the field of social security. This offer
assumes its full significance when it is remembered  how many Turkish
workers there are in the Community (about 270 000 at the end of
September 1969); their number can be expected to increase  further.
The Community  has declared  itself ready to renew its financial aid
to Turkey for a further period of 5 years, under the same favourable
conditions as before. The two delegations  have not yet been able to fix
the amount of the aid.
It is certain that the new advantages which must be granted to Turkey
in the transitional phase will provide particularly  valuable help for its
economy;  the new prospects thus opened up will also be an encouragement
forthe foreign investments 'which are indispensable  for the development
of the country. If, in return, Turkey has to beat certain exlrenses,,these
will be a stimulus helping the country to pursue its efforts to modernize
its economy. For the Association  itseif, th. move to the transitional  phase
wi,ll be a milestone on the road ahead: the tights gained by the partners
and the obligations assumed will cteate between them a dee'per community
of interests and, in accordance with one of the aims of the Association
Agreement, will contribute to the forging of closer and closer links between
the Turkish people and the peoples of the European  Communily.
387. The trade preferences already enjoyed by Turkey will continue to be
applicable until the beginning of the transitional phase. The tariff
reduction rvhich had been granted to Turkey for citrus fruits was increased
ftom 20Vo'b 3OVo after the entry into force on 1 September  1969 of the
agreements  concluded'with  Morocco and Tunisia.
The 1969 uade figures so far available (January-June) show a very
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exports increased, ,in fact,by 20Vo, whereas imports decreased  by 0.37o.
Total Turkish exports increased  by only 5.77o du{ng the same period. In
appreciatirr,g  this development, it must be remembered  that 1968, taken
here as reference year, had been particulady  unfavourable for Turkey,
whose exports to the Community had even slightly decreased.
\7ith regard to the Community's  financial  aid to Turkey, the Euro-
pean Investment Bank concluded eight loan operations for a total amourxt
of 43.15 nr,illion u.a. \7hen an amount of 10 mi,llion u.a. already com-
mitted by the EIB is included, the aid planned for the five years covered
by the financial protocol vrill amount to L75 million u.a. Of the total
of these commitments,  105.9 million u.a. will have been allocated to the
implementation  of infrastructure projects and 69.1 million u.a. to that
of industrial projects.
388. The Joint EEC-Turkey  Parliamentary Association Committee held a
meeting in Paris from 15 to 18 May 1969. At this meeting it adopted a
recommendation  concerning the changeover to the transitional  phase of the
Asssciation  Agreement.  This rccommendation  included a request that the
Community should grant substantial facilities to Turkey, right from the
beginning of the transitional  phase,  especially in the agricultural  and social
fields, and bear in rnind that Turkey,is  an associated  country destined to
become a member of the Community. The European Padiament in-
corporated this recommendation  in its Resolution of 30 June 1969. The
Joint Padiamentary Committee, furthermore, repeated its request for the
introduction of a procedure  enabling  its members to put written questrions
to the Council of Associatio'n. A request of this kind had already been
the subject of an initial discussion at the meeting of the Council of
Association  on 13 May 1969. but no conclusions have been reached.
In 1969 the Community took part in the Intemarional Fair of Izmir,
which was held from 20 Au,gust to 20 September. As a result, the many
visitors who attended this ,event were able to familiarize themselves with
the Association  between the Community and Turkey, ,its role and its
importance.l
t Th" f""d ,id granted to Turkey in 1969,within  the framework of the Community's
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3. Relations with the Mediterranean countries
ASSOCIATION WITH TTINISIA  AND MOROCCO
389. The Agreements  establishing  Associations  with Tunisia and Morocco
were signed in Tunis on 28 March t969 and in Rabat on JL March 1969
respectively.l
These Agreements, which came into force on 1 September 1969,
accord preferendal  treatment to most Tunisian and Moroccan exports to
the Community.  Virtually all industrial  products from Tunisia and
Morocco can now enter the Community  duty-free, which should constitute
a powerful incentive to industrial development  in the two countries.
Substantial  preferences, including  outright exemption from customs dutieS,
have been arranged frot 557o of Community imports of agricultural products
from both Tunisia and Morocco. Special import arangements have been
made for ceftain sensitive  products suih as citrus fruits and olive oil, the
object of which is to step up the export revenue of the two associated
countries as fat as possible without upsetting  the balance of the markets
in these products. .
For products which do not yet benefit frqm Community treatment
it has been arranged  that exports by Tunisia and Morocco may continue
to enjoy the advantages  which France used to grant to them autonomously
before the Agreements  came into force.
Association  Councils have been established, and they met for the
first time on 26 September  1,969, when an initial examination was made
of questions  raised by the application  and correct implementation  of the
Agreements.
Both Agreements, which are for a period of five years, stipulate that
from the end of the third year negotiations may be opened for the con-
clusion of new agreements  on a wider basis, in accordance with the
declaration of intent issued by the Member States when the Treaty of Rome
was signed, This declaration was fiormally rea{firmed when the Agree
ments were signed.
As the signatories emphasized on this occasion,  these Agreements
are only the first stage in a process which is to lead to ever closer
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co-operation  between the Community and these two Maghreb  countries,
contribute to the development of the Maghreb  without prejudice to its
integration and make for peace and prosperity in this part of the
Mediterranean.
ALGERIA
390. By a decision of 28 August 19691 the Commission authorized
Germany to defer raising its customs dudes on certain Algerian wines.
SPAIN
391. At its session of 17 Octobet 1969 the Council adopted a second
mandate for the continuation of negotiations with Spain. This mandate
was drawn up on the basis of the Commission's  report of 15 October  1,968
on the first phase of negotiations with Spain, which took place between
September  1.967 arrd April 1968.
The new maru.rarte rnakes no change in the general outline of the
earlier one, whereby tle  agreement envisaged was to comprise two
successive stages, the first of which would last for at least six years, and
the changeover  from the first stage to the second would be subject to
agreement by the two parties. In the mattef of trade, on the other hand,
the second mandate improves the Community's offer as rcgards both
industial and agricultural products.
The negotiations between a Commission delegation  and a Spanish
delegition w"ere continued in October and December L969 on the basis of
this mandate.
MALTA
392. On 28 February  1969 the Council received  a report from the Com-
mission  on the exploratory talks which took place between a Commission
delegation  and a Maltese Government delegation in October 1968.
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In this repoft the commission  pro'posed that negotiations  be opened
vdth a view to concluding  an agreement  in two five-year stages which
would establish  a customs union between the Community  and Malta'
The preparations for drawing up a mandate for negotiations are in
progress.
THE MIDDLE EAST
393. ln a verbal note dated 17 September  1.969 the mission of the United
Arab Republic informed  the Commission of its Government's  wish to
enter into negotiations  with a view to concluding a preferential trade
agreement with the Community.
By letter dated 1 october  1969 the Lebanese  mission also informed
the Council  and the Commission of its Government's  wish to enter into
negotiations  with the Community for this purpose'
In the cou,rse of its meeting on 17 and 18 Ootober the Council
invited the Commission to begin exploratory talks with the Government
of the UAR and with the Lebanese Government.  The talks with the UAR
were held on 25 and 2$ November; those with Lebanon are planned to
take place at the beginning.of  1970.
ISRAEL
3g4. At its meeting of L7 octobet 1969 the counoil agreed on a mandate
for negotiations  with Israel.
The mandate, which is broadly in line with the Commission's
proposals,  is for the conclusion of a partial preferential agfeement  valid
for five years, with the poisibility ot a new agreement on a wider basis
being concluded before its expiry. Negotiations  between a Community
delegation and an Israeli delegation were held in accordance with this
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4. The Associated African States and Madagascar, and the associated
overseas countries and territories
THE NENT YAOTINDE  CONVENTION
395. An undoubted  political success was scotd with the conclusion of
the negotiations {or the renewal of the Yaound6 Convention,  culminating
in the initi'alling of the new instrument  in Luxembourg on 28 June 1969
and its final-signature in Yaoundl on 29 July. On the Community side,
" * it  should be noted that the Member States, notwithstanding some
differences of opinion, at no time questioned  the desirabfity of proceeding
with the association,  and also that the formulas devised were co,nsistent
with Community poliry towards the developing  countries generally; as
regatds the AASM, their delegation usuatrly  managed to agree to a joint
approach more quickly than did the Community, despite the fact that tleir
interests in some cases did not coincide.
Four ministerial-level  meetings of the contracting  parties were held
between December  1968 and June !969, prepared by swen meetings
of arnbassadors  between the sarne months and six meetings of experts
between February and April 1969.
It should be added that the timetable udopt.a at the Association
Council's  session in Kinshasa in July 1968 was very largely adhered to,
the fourth and last ministerial meeting taking place some eleven months
later, just under oni month beyond the original deadline of 3l May 1969.
Main prouisions of tbe new Conaention
Structure ol the Conuelttion
396. Yaound6 II  is stmctured on much the same lines as Yaound6 L
Some articles have been taken over as they stood, and others with only
minor changes of phrasing: in paticular, those dealing with the right of
establishment,  with services, payments and capital, and with the institu-
tions, the general  and cqncluding provisions,  rernained largely unalterbd.
Changes were most nurnerous in the articles oD trade and on financial
and technical ceoperation,  and in the related ptotocols. But'beyond
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and the inclusion of some new matter, the basic principles are still thete,
underscoring the continui'ty of the Association.
Trade
397. With regard to trade, the principles laid down in Yaoundd I  are
confirmed in Title I  of the new Corn'ention:  these are, firstly, non-
discrimination by the Community countries in their rela,tions with the
AASM, and secondly, the setting up of free trade areas between the
C,omrngnity  and the Associated  States; this rneans in effect, though with
certain exceptions,  that no customs duties or quantitative restrictions
are imiposed on either side. Generally  spe,aking,  the present position for
AASM exports is that the fulI freedom of trade established on 1 June
1968 continues, as do the preferences  consequent on the full application
of the Common Customs Tariff on 1 July 1968. At the same time, in
token of their good will towards the non-associated dweloping  countries,
the Six have made provision for suspensions of the CCT-of which the
AASM were duly notified in the course of the negotiations-with  respect
to a number of secondary tropical products  and three major ones, green
coffee, cocoa beans and crude palm oil.
In addition,  as under the previous association  arrangements, each
side reserved the right ,to make Eome exceptions to these principles. In
the case of the AASM, the concept of "development needs" entitling  them
to reimpose duties and quantitative  restrictions in respect of products
originating in mernber countries  was clarified and exEanded, giving the
eASVt ttre right to resqrt'to both these courses at once, and it was even
conded that, ssbjeot to certain conditions, they might suspend imports
of a particular  product.
398. For AASM agricultural  products similar to and competing v/ith
European products, and goods processed therefrom, the Community
undertook ,to grant the AASM more favourable treatment than other
countries. During the negotiations, the AASM were given details of the
principles which would be observed in drawing up the implementing
iegulatio'ns and would remain o'perative  throu,ghout the life of the Con-
vention. In the event of changes in the orgdtttzation of Community
markets, howwer, the Community  reserved the right to alter the arrairge-
ments after consultations in the Association Cquncil; should this happen,
it  undertook to see that the Associated  States continued to enjoy a
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Mention should be made of one new provision concerning trade which
did not figure in the previous Convention, namely that aid for marketing
'and sales promotion should be made available, rounding off what is
ah.eady being done in this direction and facilitating  sales of AASM pro
ducts,.'"
At the same time the new Convention, while still intended  to
encourage  the expansion of trade between the Community  and the AASM,
reflects the contracting  parties' anxiety to foster the expansion of trade
and regional co"operation within Africa: the Associated States may maintain
or set up customs unions or free trade areas and conclude economic
co-operation agreements with one another, or with other non-associated
African countries at a comparable level of dwelopment,  or even with
still other countries. Articles 12 and 13 specify that the Community
is prepared to waive application of the most-favoured-nation  clause in
connection with the otgannation of  regional co,operation  between
asscciated African countries at similar levels of develop,ment.  In addition,
a protocol on generalized preferences is appended, bringing the Convention
into line with the recent movement of world ideas on this subject, as
manifested  more particularly althe New Delhi Conference in 1968.
Financial and tecbnical co-operation
399. The provisions  on financial and technical co'operation  in Title II
of the new Convention are aimed at continuing aid on the'same lines as
under the previous  Convention,  especially in such fields as investment,
technical  co-operation  and advances to help cushion  the rirnpact of rempor-
ary fluctuations in world prices. Some notable changes have been made,
however, and a number of new points written in.
Of the five-year appropriation  of one thousand million dollars
earmarked  for the AASM and overseas countries,  territories and depart-
ments, 918 million is ,to go to the AASM, against 730 under Yaoundd I.
To enable a larget nurnber of commercially viable projects to be financed,
the. amount to reach the AASM in the form of special EDF loans has been
increased to 80 million u.a, (up 74Vo) and that in the form of ordinary
EIB loans to 90 million (up 4l7o). Together, the loans for the AASM
accoun fot 18.57o of the total, against 75.lVo under Yaound6 I.
In vie'w of the increased  sums to be lent, and of the experience
gained in the implementadon of Yaound6 f, some changes have been made
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projects. Thus improvements have been made in the system of interest
,.but.., the acquisidon  of holdings in firms' risk capital is to be permitted,
loans may be gr,anted through national or multinatlonal develo*pment
financing bodies acting as "relay stations", and special importance is
attached to the execr.rtion of integrated projects.
one main aim in making these changes has been to enable more aid
to be spent on furthering  industrialization  in the Associated  States.
The Convention  also includes a number of other provisions for the same
purpose, such as the preference  that may be given to local and regional
ind.rstries in connection  with supply contracts, the more rapid procedures
to be introduced  to encourage participation by local or regional fitms in
works contracts for comparatively  small amounts, and the affangements
for intensifying  regional ccopefation  (regional or inter-State organizations
to which Associaied States belong are induded among the potential
recipients of aid).
400. The new convention also endeavours to streamline the existing
orocedures  for the submission and examination  of applications and the
,rs. of the aid provided.
It requires that "the Associated  states shall inform the commission,
in so far as posslble as soon as this Convention enters into force, of their
development  plans and .progfammes and of the intervention measures
for whi.h they intend to request financial aid from the community".
The object of this provision is to enable community aid"to be fitted
still more smoothly into pl".e in the ovefall national, or indeed regional,
scheme of things, and if  possible to make for greater harmonization
between this aiJ and the bilateral aid given to the AASM by Member
States. It is worth noting that regional and intet-State  orgatizations  are
now entitled to take the initiative in su,bnr,itting applications  for financing,
with the agreement of the Associated  States concerned.
401. YoaunAe II does away with one form of aid and institutes a new orne'
Despite the insistence  of some of the AASM, aid to production in the
form of price support-available  under Yaound6 I-has not been retained
( it was in any ."r. dn. to cease when Yaound€ I expked at the end of
iiu. yearr;. The new Convention provides for aid "to deal with special
and L*traord,inary difficulties creatifg an exceptional situation", payable
in the .rr.rrt oi natural disasters-as with the. ."emefgency aid" of
Yaoundd I-or  of a slump in 'q/odd prices. In the latter case the
eoonomic  argu,ments  adduced must be prticu,larly weighty, account  being352  EXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
taken of "the place occupied by the produtt or products concerned in the
economy of the State in question, and the economic situation of that
State",
The total amount available for dealing with these different
situation:s is to be 55 million u.a., or 80 million u.,a. should specially
extensive difficulties  arise; any aid given under the new provision would
be in the form of a grant from the EDF.
The institutions
402. The provisions in this respect are the sarne as before, except that
there is to be a new "good offices" procedure to help s€ttle any dispute,
and a new protoco'l  on privileges and immunities  has been added.
General  and linal prouisions
403. \Xlhercas Yaoundd I  provided that one year before expiry the
contracting  parties should consider the arrangements  to be made for a
further period, Yaoundd II  allows eighteen months for this pu4)ose, to
give the negotiations  more time and enable any transitional periods to
be kept as short as possible. The new date of expiry, 31, Jarruary  1975,
was chosen so as to limit the period over which Community  aid is to be
spread, bearing in mind the uncertainty as to how long it might take to
secure ratification.
OPERATION OF THE YAOUNDE  COI{VENTION INSTITUTIONS
The Association Council
404. Duting 1969 two extraordinary  sessions of the Association Council
were held, .on 26 March (eighth session) and 29 May (ninth session),  in
conjunction  with the ministerial  meetings of the contracting parties to
the Yaound6 Convention.
At the March session the Council  deputed the Association Com-
mittee, if and when requ,ired, to take the necessary transitional  measures in
accordance with Article 60, second paragtaaph,  of Yaound6 L  \il7'hen theASSOCIATED AFRICAN STATBS AND MADAGASCAR  353
committee  met on 23 May, however, the AASM representatives stated that
they considered the Community's  proposals concerning  these so-inadequate
that they intended to leave all decisions on these measufes'to the Associa-
tion Council itself.
Accordingly,  at its session on 29 May, which was devoted entirely
to the transitional  measures that were to apply after 3lMay, the Council'
wishing to maintain the continuity of the Association until such time
as a {r!sh EEC-AASM  Convention should come into fotce, duly took the
decision that the main provisions of the existing convention shotld apply
until the new convention  became operative  or, at latest, until 30 June
r970.
The provisions on trade, financial and technical  co'operation,  the
right of establishment,  services, payments and capital movements,  and
th? institutions, together with Articles 54, 55, 58, 60, second pyagtaph'
ii,  el  and, 64 of 
"the 
Convention,  and the Association Council's imple-
menting decisions, therefore continued to apply atter 3l May 1969'
405.'with regard more particularly to the ffansitional  measures il  the
field of financial a.rd t.chnical co.operation, the Association .Council,
after carefully considering  various proposals, agreed,to-a  lumber of points'
The community is prepared to use up the whole balance 'in hand of
the European pr.udtp-.nt Fund (EDF ); the Council of the Communities
has writien to the Err.op.utt Investment Bank requesting it to continue
after 31, May 1,969 the assistance it had been giving to ,the_Associated
States from it, o*tt resources, within the ceiling fixed in the Convention.
The community  also agreed that sums paid or to be paid into the EIB
down to the expiry of the ffansitional'measufes  as principal o_r interest
Ut *"  beneficiaries of loans on special terms w'efe to be allocated to
the second EDF. Furthermore,  the community is prepared to continue
financing during the transitional period the scholarships shown in the
Commisiion', b.rdg.t. Advances to the stabilization  funds provided forr
in Articles 17 anJ 20 of the Yao'und6  Convention  can still ,be granted,
subject to certain conditio'ns, during the ransitional period'
It was also agreed at the Association council meeting that applica-
tions for the financing of projects or pfogrammes from the third EDF
could be submitted  by Associated States forthwith: once the new Con-
vention had been signed, the relevant administration  bod,ies would study,
in accordance with the procednres laid down, the projects and programmes
submitted during the transitional period, but these could not be finally
approved  until the Convention came into force'354  EXTBRNAL  RELATToNS
Finally, the Community  agreed that, if. an exceptional state of aflurs
caused by a flil" in world prices and liable to have serous consequences
wete to create spec'ial and unusual diffic,ulties  during the tr,ansitional
period, ariy requests from Associated  States for aid under this head
shoutrd be considered, so that assistance could be given as soon as the
new Convention  came into force.
other matters coming before the Association co'ncil included the
commission's report on financial and technical co.operation from
1 January to 31 December  1968, submitted in accordance  with Atticle 27
of Yaound6 I on 20 Mav 1.969.
T lte Association Con mittee
406- The Association committee  held three meetings, its twenty-fourth
(14 March), twenty-fifth (8 May) and rwenty*txth  (23 Muy), timed to
coincide with the ambassadorial-level meetings of the contracting  parties.
-  At the twenty-fourth  meeting, the Community officially informed
the Associated states of the consultations between itself and certain Latin
American coun'tries following complaints by the latrcr concerning
enforcement of Article 47 of the International coffee Agreement. Th;
Associated  States for their part made a statement on the iubject of tarif.f.
trrreferences in respe,ct of coffee.
The Associated states also expressed  disquiet at tl'e time being taken
to ratify council Regulation No. 355/67 concerning the special arrange-
ments in their favour which the community countries zre to apply 1o
oleaginous products. The community  replied that the position nour
reached in such of the parliamentary  procedures as had still not been
completed  gave every indication  that the regulation would be duty ratified
in the fairly near future.
The two May meetings  were devoted almost entirrely to the transi-
tion-al meas'r:res, in preparation  for the Association council's meeting on
29 May.
Tbe Parlianentary Conference  of tlte Association
407. The Parliamentary conference of the Assmiation met for its fifth
annual session at Tananafive, Madagascar, from 10 to 15 Jaruary  1969.The proceedings  were mainly concerned with a report by M'
Ebagnitchie  on the Association council's fourth annual report. Most
,p.Jk.., commented with satisfaction that the Association was working
well, alihough some deficiencies were still apparent, notably_as  regards
the practicaf effect of the trade provisions  in the Yaound6  Co'nvention.
Both Erropean and AASM members expressed the hope that the negotia-
tions for the renewal of the Convention would be brought to a successful
conclusion  as soon as Possitble.
The Conference  then debated  the working paper by M' Dewulf on
industrialization  and the difficulties  encountered  by the Associated  States
in achieving  technical and scientific  progress. A resolution  that a repoft
on the srrb]e.t should be laid before the next Padiamentary  Conference
was adopted unanimously.
The Jo,int committee of the conference met twice at this time,
before ^ni ^ftet 
the session, to ensure continuity in the Conference's
activities,  and again on 1,9-22 May at Menton and on 20-24 October  at
Niamey. The Lain subjects  discussed  were the new Conventions  of
Association-concerning  which the Menton meeting issued a solemn appeal
to the negotiators-and  the question of the industtialization  o{ the AASM,
as outlined in a draft report by M. Dewulf.
The sixth Patliamentary Conference met in Hamburg in January
1,970.
kight of establishnent  and freedon t0 silpplJ seraices :
position in / 969
408. The position in this fespect remained  as described in last year's
General  Report.r
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TRADE
Disnantling  of duties and quotas
40g. Two Associated  states, Togo and congo (Kinshasa), again invoked
Article 61 of the Yaoundd Convention,  allouring them to defer the tariff
cuts provided for in Article 3 of the convention.  Burundi on 1 July
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1968 and Somalia on 1 January 1969 adopted tariffs alloudng  products
originating in the Community to enter duty free, though continuing to
levy charges for revenue pufposes.
Of the associated overs€as countries  and territories, Surinam followed
s'nit with a new tatiff that came into force on 1 February 1969, artd
information was conveyed by the Dutch authorities that the Go,vernment
of the Netherlands Antilles was preparing to do the same in the near
future.
Quantitative restrictions  on imports of EEC products have, in
prinoiple, been lifted in all the Associated states and overseas countries
and terri,t<iries; in some, however, as permitted by Article 6(l)  of the
Convention, the authorities  have retained or imposed a number of
restrictions considered to be necessary from the point of view of the
country's development  or its balance of payments.
Aid for marketing and sales prorlztizn
41a. In its reporr of 14 March 1967, adqted, by the Association Coundl,
the joint panel of expelts on marketing  of AASM products  unanimously
recommended various measures by the Community  to assist marketing  and
increase sales. As a pilot project, the Commission approved  the part-
finalging, by grants from the second EDF, of a programrne  enabling  the
AASM to be represenred  ar trade fairs and exhibitions in the Member
States. The programme  was begun in 1,968, and continued in 1969; over
the two years it covered 12 events in Germany,  Belgium, France and Ita,ly;
46 AASM stands being constructed, fitted up and decorated in 1968, and
45 n 1969. The advertising,  both at the stands themselves and elsewhere.
was also paid for by the EDF.
As the results were considered highly encouraging by AASM and
Mernber  States alike, the commission has approved an additional grant
to enable these activities to be carried on in the interval between  the
expiry of Yaoundd I on 31 May 1969 and the expectd entry into force
of Yaound6 II some time before  31, May 1970.
In parallel with this venture, the Commission is preparing  an
"African and Malagasy Exhibitors' Guide" to help AASM staff in charge
of stands at ffade fairs to equip themselves for their duties,
41L. At the requesr of the AASM, the Comrnission also approved  the
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countries to increase their sales in the Community. The first stage of
t}re study, a survey in Africa, has 
'been 
completed,  and the ,oorrd, in
Europe, is nqw in progress:  the findings  are expected during the first half
of 1970.
In addition, a market study is to be undertaken with a view to
enhancing Community sales of certain products made frorn manioc and
irnported from Togo and Madagascar.
The event of the year in this connection, however, was unquestion-
ably the new Yao'r.rndd  Convention,  Article 19 of which lists among the
measures to be financed by the third EDF operatiqns "encouraging  the
marketing  and the promotion of sales of products exported by the
Associated States".
Already several Associated  States have applied for 'EDF aid for
such purposes  as setting up extemal trade offices, holding trade fairs in
Africa, studying possible markets for cemain products, and perhaps con-
ducting publicity campaigns.
The Commission's  departments are meantimt  examining  the
possibility of compiling a reference work for the information of AASM
exporters to the Community  and Community expor,ters to the AASM.
/ products  tbat conpete witlt
sinilar European prodilcts
412. On the question-of the transitional  measures that should  apply
after the Yaound6 Convention expired on 3l May 1.969, the Council of the
Cornmunities consulted the AASM and then, at its session on 28 May
1969, approved the Commission's proposal that the import arrangements
for AASM and OCT products similar to and competing with European
products should be continued until the new Convention  came into force
or until 30 June 1970, whichever  was sooner. The p.roducts concerned
atei
( 1 )  rice and broken rice:l
(2)  oleaginous ptoducts;1
(3)  processed  cereals and rice;l
(4)  processed  fruit and vegetables with added sugar;l
(5)  certain processed  agricultural  products.z
1 Council Regulation  (EEC) No. 989169. I Council Regulation  (EEC) No. 988169.
Olfcial  garytte No. L 130, 37 May 7969.
Olfcial gaqette No. L 130, 37 May 7969.358  ExTERNAL RELATIoNS
The Commission subsequently submitted to the Council draft
regulations  on the same products, inffoducing  various improvements in the
ariangements  just referred to; the new arrangements,  intended to apply,
in principle, throughout the period of application of the new Association
Convention. can come into force even in advance of the Convention
itself.
Prodaction aids
413. Total commitments approved  between 1 January and 31 May 1969,
when the Yaoundd Convention expired, amounted to 1.7 999 000 u.a., of
which 16 642 000 u.a. was for structural improvements  and 1 357 000
for price support. The beneficiaries wete Chad, Dahomey, Madagascar,
Mali and Senegal.
\7hen compared with the corresponding period of 1968, this is
a drop of 2IVo in commitments overall, and of 747o n  those for price
support, as the five-year programmes afford no support for the farm
yeat 1968169  except to Chad and Senegal. Structural  aid showed a very
slight increase.
As regards price support, groundnut  prices did fairly well and
Senegal's  allocation for this purpose therefore did not have to be drawn
upon. In Chad on the other hand the support furnished v/as not enough,
owing to the poor showing of world co,tton prices and the increased
cost of outward shipment, it being impossible to send the cotton by the
cheapest route, via Nigeria.
The structutal improvement  projects were carried out accoding  to
programme.  Sorne increase in productivity can be ctedited to them,
although in certain cases, as with groundnuts in L968/69, production fell
off, mainly in consequence  of exceptionally bad weather conditions.
lfith  regard to price stabilization, the Community  advanced one
million u.a. to the Burundi Industrial  Crops Office for the 1969 ambica
season.
FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL CO.OPERATION  IN 1969
414. Cnmmitments  undertaken  by the Commission n 1,969 for expenditure
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AASM and 11 million u.a. for the'OCT, making a to,tal, with sums for
othet more.general operations, o'f aborit 116 million u.a. This is slightly
less than the average for the previous years, owing to the gradual rundown
of the funds still available in the second EDF.
At the end of 1969, the amount  committed stood at 682 miltrion u.a.,
93Vo of. the total set aside for the period covered by Yaoundd I  (which
expired on 31 May but vras kept in being by the contracting parties until
the new Association Corryention  should come ,into force). \7itl  conmi-
butions to a few projects still under study, plus the sums to be reserved
for techrr,ical supervision  and related costs, this means that practically
the whole of the second EDF's resources  are now committed.
So that examination of projects could proceed uninterrqpted during
the tansitional period, the Association Council decided  ( Decision
No. 10169, 29 May 1969) that applications fot aid from the third EDF
for projects and programmes could be submiited by Associated States
following  the expiry of Yaound€ I, and that any' a,lances in hand could
be used for such purposes as the studies needed for working out the
details of the projects or programmes to be financed from the third EDF.
In view of 'the flow of earlier comnaitments for technical  co.operation
related to investments,  an overall authorization to cornmit 1.5 million u.a.
for this pur/pose was given for the period up to 30 June 1970.
415. A 'breakdown of EDF aid in 1969 bv field of activitv shows  an
increase in the share of rural production'schemes (some i47o tf  th..-
total) and the arnounts spent on industrialization (about 6Vo) and
electricity  generation (about l6Vo); approximately 2IVo of the sums
committed  were for transport  infrastructure,  and l27o fot social projects.
Aid for rural production went mainly on structural  improvement
and diversification schemes for the follo'wing  industrial crops: tea
(Burundi, Rwanda,  Congo-Kinshasa and Madagascar), cotton (Chad, Ivory
Coast, Mali, Madagascar and Senegal), groundnuts (Mali and Senegal),
palm oil (Togo), tobacco (Mali) and coffee and pepper (Madagascar).
Only one project in this sector, for dwelo,ping cotton-grov/ing  in Ivory
Coast, was financed by a loan on specia,l terms.
In addition, as urged by tto Association  Council in its resolution
on the general pattern for financial and technical co.operation, the Com-
mission stepped up its encouragement  of food production, notably rice
(Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania and Senegal), rnrillet (Mauritania and
Senegal ) and sorghum (Mauritania ).  In particular, a scheme for a series360  EXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
of dams or flood barriers in Mauritania  will, it is hoped, make it possible
to develop certain crops, chiefly millet and sorghum, on land subject to
seasonal flooding.
Several grants and loans were furnished in  1969 to assist the
industrialization  drives in progress in the AASM, notalbly for the
modernization  of oil mills in Congo (Brazzavile)  and the building of
industrial  slaughterhouses in Upper Volta and Madagascar, Also, some
aid primarily for rural production includes contributions to industrializa-
tion, such as a project for 500 hectares  of- tea plantations in Burundi,
the funds allotted to which also cover the construction  of a tea factory
and generating plant.
The same is true of investment specifically in electricity production,
which was particularly substantial n  1969. Under this head comes the
largest commitment of the year, 18 million u.a. (half of it in the form
of a loan on special terms) for the Inga hydroelectric  sdreme in C.ongo
(Kinshasa  ) ; part of this sum is to go on purchasing and installing a
high-voltage  network to link the power-station now build,ing at Inga with
Kinshasa, and on the building of seven transformet  stations'
For transpott  infrastructure, the Community contributed approxi-
mately 17.7 rnillion u.a. for road laying and improvement.  One of the
projects aided-building  a stretch o'f the Lower Obiga-Lastourville  road
in Gabon-received  an otdinary EIB loan of 2.3 million u.a' and, from
the EDF, a 3Vo tnterest rebate on the EIB loan plus a further loan of
2.5 million u.a. on special  terms.
Other infrastructure proiects include berthing installations in the
Central African Republic and French Guiana, a pier at Bonaire in the
Netherlands Antilles, and the purchase of a dredger for the harbour of
Pointe Noire in Congo (Btazzaville).  .
In all commitments  from the second EDF since 1964, including  these
further operations decided on in 1969, easily the largest share goes to
modernization  and diversification of production (44Vo). Next comes
transport and communications  infrastructure  (33Vo ) .  The further drive to
improve training and education  is reflected in a steady rise in the amounts
allotted to this sector.
416. As regards methods of financing, 101 million u.a., or 87Vo of the
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accounted for 15 million u.a.; this sizeable increase on 1968 brotrght
the aggregate to over 93Vo of the total provided for in Yaoundd I lor
loans of this type.
The Commission  also granted an interest rebate on an ordinary  EIB
loan to Gabon, thus reducing the burden on the boirower by 660 000 u.a.
Over and above the new commitments, an advance of one mill,ion  u.a.
was made from the Fund's liquid assets to the Industrial crops office
in Burundi.
fn terms of the categories of aid provided for in the yaoundd
C,onventio,n,  the bulk of thi 1969 credits **t, 
", 
before, to ,,economic
and social investments"  (about 45Vo of the total ).  "Aids to production',,
which in a.riy case are to be tapered off, decreased to around l6Vo, against
267o in 1968; "aids to diversification" on the other hand shot up to 35Vo.
credits fgr "generatr technical co-operation"  worked out rn'ch the same
as the year before. No "emergenry aid" was required
417. rnplementation of EDF-financed operations went arrcad a good deal
faster in 1969 than in the previous few years.
At 3l December 1969, operations in hand represented a total of
1 011 mrillion u.a., subdivided  among 687 projects and programmes, of
which 171 were financed from the first EDF and 516 from the second.
Operations  approved since the Fund was started nurnber 1 066 in
all, 443 for the first EDF and 623 for the second, accounting  respectively
for 580 and 697 million u.a., i.e, a total of. | 277 -illion^ u.^. at
f 1 Decernber  1969, compared with 1 172 million the previous year; Of
these, 379 operations  had been completed, for a total expenditure of
257 miJhan u.a., as against 288 operations and 186 million D.a. a year
earlier.
Expenditure in the year under rerriew is expected to come out at
about 120 rnillion u.a., well above the average for the fo'r preceding
years, which was only 109 million.
The greatet number of calls for tender in 1968 duly produced  an
increase in the number of contracts placd n  1969  ( by public tender,
direct-labour  estimate, single terrder), as can be seen from the following
figures.362.  EXTERNALRELATIoNS
2 343
2 753
A. Number of contracts
2 207
| 597
B. Value of contracts
Increase % increase
6.5
25.8
742
556
t8.4
(millim u.a.)
IncreeBe
Frpm this it emerges that:
( 1) The first Fund, with its small percentages, has neady  e:<hausted its
fesources;
(2)  The second Fund, in contrast, is expanding steadily and should
continue expanding for two or three years.
Calls for tender frere rather less numerous in 1969 (96 projects
offered for international tender, against 116 in 1968), but only because
1968 was an unusual year, in which an attempt v/as made to catch up
on the backlog in this field: actually, the 1969 figare is back to the
normal level of around one hundred a ye^r, representing expenditure  in
the region of 100. million u.a.
Co-ordination  of Connanitjt and otber aid
418. The exchange of information between the Commission and the
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1969. Co-ordination meetingtwere  found necessary,  and were held wi'th
the Belgian, French  and German  authorities in charge  of. ud arcangements.
The exchange of information with the multilated' aid organizations
went ahead still more actively, with UNICEF and FAO sendrng teams to
consult with the Commission's staff and the Commission sending a team
to the r0forld Bank.
Coordinati,on at field level included partici,pation by the Fonds
d'aide et de coopdration (FAC) in a project for improving cotton
production in Chad, for which France will provide aid to pay for advisers
and the EDF aid to pay for fertilizers, disinfecting of seed, storage
infrastructure  and transport  vehicles.
Mention may also be made of German co-operation in the new
programme for installing equipment for inland watenvay shipping in the
Central African Reptr,blic.
In Niger, aid from the Community,  France and the UN Special Fund
is being put iointly into an industrial project, ,the millet mill at Zinder.
The Member States are also helping to finance the programme for
AASM representation  at trade fairs and exhibitions  in their countries.
Consultations begun in 1968 between  the Commission,  FAC, and the
UN Special Fund led in 1969 to tlre approval of a regional development
project in Togo. This project covers the agdcultural  dwelopment  of
five areas, of which Community aid is to be concentrated on two-the
central and upland algas-and French and Special Fund aid to the other
three.
Community-aided operations in the field of vocational training were
further expanded and diversified.
Scltolarships (for stud1, training and cnnespzndence
c2//fses) ; nanaSenent coarses
Scholarships  (study and training)
419. At L6 December L969,2293 grants of this kind had been awarded
for the academic year 1969/70,2173 {or AASM ard, l2O for OCT
nationals ( as compared with 2 056 AASM and 1.20 OCT grantees in
1968169). 2 OlJ were for normal studies and 280 for advanced periods'
of further training (as against 167 the previous year). The breakdown364  EXTERNAL  RELATIONS
by main fields of training is economic 27.2'7o, agri,cultural  3L.77o,
technical 4LJ,7o. It should be added th'at close on LLVo of all grants
awarded are for taintng in occupations' more especially followed  by
wolnen, zuch as paramedical  and welfare work, domes,tic sci,ence teaching
and various forms of crafts.
. Assignment by country groups was as follows:
(%)
Training esteblishments
I 
in Member states 
I
Awards for study
Awards fot training
All awards
All awards,  1968169
53.1
56.5
53.6
56,8
46.9
25.8
44.3
42.7
78.7
2.t
u.)
:  Scholarships lor training and lurtber training by correspondence
420. .Llso at 16 Decem,ber 1969, 1859 awards for study by correspon-
dence were actually being drawn and used, 1 814 by AASM and 45 by,
OCT nationals. As in the previous year, greater use was being made of
such courses for the taining, in particular,  of agricultural  instructors,  and
for the further uaining of civil servants. Experiments in this connection
at training centres in the AASM (in Cameroon,  Ivoty Coast, Madag  scar
and Niger) are enabling those in charge'to  organize well-thought-out  ptG
grammes of "remote training" in conjunction with study sessions. The
Comnrris$ion is also pushing ahead with its efforts to institute tutorial-type
arrangements fot scholarship  holders working at courses from colleges in
Europe, the tutor seeking to help his students to follow the instructiorn
given. The breakdown by main fields of training is: economic 46.67o,
agricultural  21".5Vo , technical 31,.9Vo .
Part-time courses
421. The object of these courses, an offshoot of part-time  on-the-spot
traineeships,  is to give raining and further training in industrial manage,
ment and orgarizaLion  to African craftsmen and small-scale entrepreneurs.
The number of persons for whom the Commission  is defraying the cost ofASSOCIATED AFRICAN STATES ANE MADAGASCAR  365
such training is now 560, against 3I3 a year eadier: 106 in Cameroon,
176inC.ongo (Braz.zavlle), 104 inCongo (Kinshasa),50  in Ivory Coast,
36 in Gabon, 42 in Madagascar and 46 in Niger.
Specific  training
422. The work of specific training begun in ea{ier years continued:
training of  supervisory staff for the Congolese  transport authority
(OTRACO ), of supervisory staff for tea and coffee co-opemtives in
Rwanda and of medium-grade  supervisory staff for public projec,ts in the
Central African Republic; further opefations were also launched for
training 300 heads of srnall and medium-sized craft businesses in Cameroon,
i0 audiovisual  instruction  experts in Rwanda  and, as part of a scheme for
training  women, 45 supervisors and 400 field operators in Niger'
A follow-up  seminar for former EEC scholarship  holders' now
heads of statistical departments in various Associated States, was held
in Yaound6  in May L969 to instruct them in the use of comPuters.
Keeping track ol forner scholarsbip  bol.ders
423. Asurvey of over 2 000 former EEC scholarship  holders, to establish
what use is being made of the training received, was completed in the
course of. 1969.
Furtber training periods for AASM and OCT ciuil seruants
424. A period of further training for civil servants from'the AASM and
OCT, which began on 15 September L968, ended on 15 February  1'969'
Two more were organized in L969, the first running from 15 February to
15 July and the second from 15 September to 15 February 1970; in these
two "stages" the Commission vras host to a total of 16 civil servants
{rom the AASM.
Sbort training Periods
425. Twenty-three  sftrort trainring periods, or "colloques",  were held in
member  countries during 1969, attended by about 1000 persons,  m'ainly
Africans, including  about 160 English-speakers.  Thirteen more were held
in the associated countries themselves  ( Upper Volta, Dahomey, Burundii,
Rwanda,  Somalia, Congo (Kinshasa),  Congo (Btazzaville) and the Central
African Republic), andat these the total attendance v/as alqg about 1000.366  EXTERNAL  RELATToNS
5. Association  agreements with countries compamble  with the AASM
KENYA, UGANDA, TANZANIA
426. The Association Agreement signed with the three East African
countries at Arusla on26 July 1968,and due to expire at the same time
as the Yaoundd Convention,  on 31 May L969, never in fact came into
force, as not all the signatory States had completed the ratification
procedures.
At the East African countries' request, negotiations  were held in
Brussels from 30 June to 9 July 1969 between an EEC delegation and a
delegation from the East African Community of Kenya, IJganda and
Tanzania, for the purpose of renewing the Arusha Agreement. These led
to a fresh Association Agreement bindirlg the European Economic Com-
munity and the three East African countries for five years, and due to
expire not later than 3I  Januaty 1975, simultaneously  with the new
Yaoundd Convention; it was signed at Arusha on 24 September  1969 and
will come into force following  ratification by the signatory States.
427. The new Agreement contains  much the same provisions as its prede-
cessor, with some modifications stemming more partic-ulady  from the
economic position of the three East African countries  and the principles
adopted by the Community in its negotiations with the AASM.
Vith regard to trade, the general rule is that the East African Statcs
are to enioy the same rights as the AASM are granted under the Yaoundi
Convention for the entry of their products into the Community free of
duty or of chatges having equivalent effect. The tonnages  of coffee, cloves
and tinned pineapple to be so admitted to the Community  are, however,
to be kept within a ceiling agreed between the contracting parties (cof{ee
56000 tons, cloves L20 tons, pineapple 860 tons); tonnages in excess of
these levels will be subject to action by the Community  to prevent  serious
disruption of traditional trade flows,
As iegards prccessed agricultural  products and agricultural  products
similar to and competing with European ones, the Community  undertook
to keep the interests of the East African countries in mind when applying
its common economic policy: it will consult the Association Council and
seek ouf, for those products whose export is a matter of economic import-
ance for the East African countries,  arrangements  which can. be applied
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which will be more advantageous  than the arangements under the general
sysrem,
In their dealings with the EEC, the East African countries will
abolish all customs duties except those necessary  to their development or
infnded to contribute to their budgets. On some 60 products the Com-
mrrhity will be given tariff advantages  of between 2Vo and 97o ovet other
countries; alterations  may be made in these advantages, provided their
aggreg te volume and their distribution  among  the Member States remain
the same.
As a genetal rule the East African countries  wiJ,l inr,pose no quan-
titative restrictions on imports of products originating in Member  States,
other than those necessitated by economic development or by balance of
payments difficulties. These latter restrictions may, 
^s 
an exceptional  and
temporary measure, amount to a ban on imports; provided there is prior
consultation and the measures  are shown to be justified.
Like Yaoundd II,  the Arusha Agreement  contains provisions for
promoting regional co"operation.
The contracting parties are agreed that the instrument  constitutes no
obstacle to the establishment  of a general system of world prefetences or,
in particular, to the inclusion of the East African States in such a system'
The Agreement acknowledges  that the concept of origin needs to be
defined, as far as possible on the same lines as in the Yaound6  Convention.
In addition, it contains provisions on the right of establishment,  on
the right to supply  services, and on payments and movements  of capital,
The future Association will have its own institutions, including an
Association  Council empowered  to implement the provisions of the Agree-
ment and to check that it is being complied  with, and a joint Parliamentary
Committee. There is a clause providing that considetation of the terms
for renewing the Agreement  shall be begun eighteen months in advance
of the date of expiry.
NIGERIA
428. The Association  Agreement with Nigeria, timed to expirealong with
the Yaound6 Convention  on 31 May 1969, never came into Torce, two
Member States having failed to rati{y it.
The question of renegotiating  a fresh Agreement has not yet been
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6. Trade relations with non-member  countries and the common
commercial policy
MULTILATERAL  RELATIONS IN GATT
lWork progranne
429. The main aim of the work programme  is the collection and examina-
tion of material needed to decide what further progress can be made, and
how problems should be tackled, to achieve the fundamental  aim of GATT,
the liberahzation of international trade. This wotk 'ffas continued. Its
veiy nature'and  the sheer scale of the task of research and analysis which
has been undertaken in entirely new fields mean inevitably that results
cannot be achieved  rapidly.
Tbe Connittee  ofl Trade in Industrial Prodacts
430. Duing five meetings held between February and June 1969 the
Committee on Trade in Industrial Products practically completed its
preliminary examination of the inventory of non-tariff. and para-taiff.
obstacles.  This inventory, drawn up by the GATT Secretariat on the
basis of notifications  made by the Contracting Parties, contains about
80 different rneasures and has been subdivided under six headings:  participa-
tion of the State in trade, customs  and administrative  formalities on im-
portation, standards concerning imports and home-produced  goods, specific
limitation of imports and exports, limitation of imports and exports  by
intervention in the price mechanism,'other  limitations  of imports. The
nature, the legal bases, the characteristics and the effects of the various
measures were examined; the Committee did not attempt to formulate  any
conclusions at this stage.
Through the Commission's  delegation, the Community  expressed its
concem as to various obstacles  which hamper its exports, notably the
uncertainty  regarding the determination  of customs value in certain  coun-
tries, the rules governing the marking of imported products and the
unilateral  or discriminatory  establishment  of technical standards.  Certain
delegations expressed  their anxiety concerning  various measures  applied or
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At the last meetings, held in October and December 1969, it was
decided to set up five working parties corresponding to five categories of
important  notifications  which must be examined immediately. The GATT
Secretariat  also collected the bulk of the basic documentation which will
be needed for a study of the tariff situation when all the concessions
resulting from the Kennedy Round have been fully applied. The basic
data were mustered for a number of countries or groupings: the Com-
munity, the United States, Japan and the EFTA countries (except Portugal
and Finland).
Tbe Agriculture  Committee
431. Commencing work for 1969, the Agriculture Committee undertook,
for the eight main sectorsl oI agricultural products selected for examination
in an initial stage, a comparative study of all the data and information
which the governments had been requested to supply concerning all the
aspects of their internal policies with regard to these items. At its March
session the Committee  prepared the second stage of its studies, which
consists in the identification of the problems. For this purpose it planned
to calculate as far as possible the incidence,  but not the effects, of all the
import measures  and export aid (subsidies,  ctedits, double price practices,
etc. ) and of all the direct or indirect obstacles to imports, whether customs
duties, levies, quantitative restrictions,  monopolies  or measures of internal
policy having an incidence on imports such as deficiency payments.
As an approach to a systematic review of the internal policies imple-
mented by the participants,  the Committee  decided to examine changes
in self-sufficiency rates, in farmgate prices and in the working population
and the gross national product in agriculture.  At its session of. 13 and
14 October 1969 the Committee dealt in particular  with the treatment of
"non-tariff obstacles" to agricultural products, except those included in
the eight main sectors.
432. In addition to these activities, depending specifically on the 'work
programme,  GATT pressed forward its efforts in two specific fields-the
milk products market, a problem generally recognized as urgent, and
di{ferences of view 'as to border-tax  adjustments under the GATT rules.
Between December 1968 and February L969 the special group on
dairy products began work on an agreement relating to butter, butyric fats
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and skim milk powder and entailing compliance with a minium price in
international rade in these products. An essential  point for the Com-
munity, that of including the British butter market in the agreement  and
price arrangements, remained wholly unsettled. There was also still un-
certainty in February as to the decisions which would be taken in London
concerning the level and disribution of the butter import quotas. The
grorlp agreed unanimously that in these circumstances there was no point
in continuing the negotiations and decided to adjourn them. The resump-
tion of negotiations  was sponsored  by New Zealand in July 1969 and
during December 1969 the group drew up a draft arrangement  entailing
compliance  with a minimum price for skim milk powder. The Commis-
sion reported to the Council, proposing that it accept the arrangement,
which stipulated a minimum  price of $20 per 100 kg for this product if it
is intended for human consumption  and provided for the establishment
of an executive committee.  The Commission believes that the arrange-
ment should help to improve the conditions of competition on the inter-
national market in skim milk powder and constitutes a first step towards
better organization of the wodd markets in the interest of both exporters
and importers.
In accordance with its terms of reference, the working parry on
border tax adjustments  set up in 1968 at the request of the United States
made a census of the practices of the Contracting Parties in this field. This
showed that all the countries, without exception,  compensate the consump-
tion taxes in international  trade in accordance with the principle of destina-
tion. The working party noted that the adjustments  of consumption taxes
are sometimes carried out at the frontier-this is the case in the Member
States-and  sometimes in the hands of the rnanufacturer or the dealer,  as,
for example, in the United States for the general taxes on sales. The
working party then studied the possible effects of these practices on inter-
national rade. The United States argument that this difference of treat-
ment betv/een the consumption taxes and the other taxes is not justified
from the economic point of view because direct taxation, like indirect
taxes, would have effects on prices and therefore on trade, was shared
neither by the Community  nor by the majotity of the other members  of
the working party. These mernbers also opposed any revision of the basic
rrtles of the General Agreement in this field. The working party is
considering whether there is a case for strengthening  certain relevant
clauses in the General Agreement or whether the practices  now followed
should be modified. It is now clear that the differences of vie'x, which
led to the creation of ttr,e working party were largely due to the complexity
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up at official level, but this is not yet the case for the business community
and public opini,on in general. Every effort shouJd  be made, without delay,
to counter the danger arising from the state of mind and the attitudes due
to this misunderstanding,  especially where they lead to demands for
restrictive measures.
Notifcations in accordance aitb tbe obligations
arisingfron  Article XXIV of tbe General Agreenent
433. ln  accordance 'qdth Article XXIV the Association Agreements
concluded by the Community with Tunisia and Morocco and the new
Yaoundd  Convention were notified to the Contracting  Parties.
The Association  Agreements  with Morocco and Tunisia were notified
promptly after signature. Although doubts were expressed by certain
C,ontracting Parties  as to the applicability  of Article XXIV, the rnajority of
the members of the Council were in favour of implementation of the nor-
mal examination procedure. A working party was set up and instructed
to examine the Community's  replies to the questions  which will be put to
it.  This procedure and the terms of reference  of the working party in
no way prejudice  the legal basis by reference to which the Agreements
will be examined. They nevertheless  leave the Community full latitude
to defend the compatibility of the Agreements  vrith,Article XXIV.
Requestfor waiuer ander Artich XXV(5)
of tlte General Agreement
434. The Community's  decision to implement,  on the entry into force of
the Association Agreements with Tunisia and Morocco, an import affange-
ment granting  preferential  reduction, under certain conditions, of the
Common Customs Tariff duties in favour of certain citrus fruits originating
in Israel and Spain led the Community  to ask the Contracting Parties for
authorization  to waive the GATT most-favoured-nation rule ( Artide I ).
This request for waiver was filed on 23 July 1969. The Council of
GATT set up a working party to examine the request. As to the principle,
objections  to the waiver ril/ere made among the Contracting Parties  because
OI:2.
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t. Anxiety over the proliferation of preferential  systems granted by
the Community;
The precedent which might be constituted by the implementation
of the pafticalar  system before the authoization of the Contracting
Parties.
The Community  emphasized that the main object of the price system
establishing the tariff preference is to safeguard  the equilibrium  of the
Mediterranean citrus fruit market and that in the flnal analysis it is not
a prefere,nce  system in the ordinary  sense of dre term at allbut a finanaal
transfer in favour of traditional suppliers of the Community.
Moreover,  the system was designed to stabilize the market and im-
prove export r€venue, and indirectly this must rben€fit othor suppliers.
The Community e><plained that it had filed its request for a waiver in
order to comply with the letter of the GATT rules, since neither in its
conditions of application nor in its effects was the tariff preference  aspect
of the arrangement  a preference properly so-called for GATT purposes.
The members of the working party were unable to accept the Com-
munity's case. The other countries supplying  citrus fruit to the C,om-
munity argued that their export interests would suffer and consequently
decided to invoke their rights under the General Agreement.
On a proposal from the Commission  and after examining the possible
solutions, the Council authorized the Commission,  on 15 Decembet 1969,
to inform the GATT Contracting Parties that the Community  would
withdraw the request for waiver. The Council also decided to abolish
the preferences  granted to Spain and Israel for their exports of citms
fruit.
At the GATT Council session of 16 December  1969, the Commission
representative  advised the Contracting Parties accordingly,  explaining that,
subject to minimum time-limits imposed by the 'Community decision
process, the withdrawal  of the request for waivet meant that the Com-
munity intended to seek another solution complying fully with GATT
requirements. In his statement  the Commissioh's  rq>resentative  expressed
the Community's disappointment  at the attitude adopted by the Contracting
Parties and, in particular, at their refusal to'examine the request for waiver
on its own merits according to the tradition of pragmatism which had
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Tarif negotiations
435. Tatiff,negotiations  under the General Agreement (Articles II(5)'
XVIII and XXVIII) were pursued with several non-member countries
which had modified or withdrawn  concessions  granted to Member  States
or to the Community  as such. Negotiations with South Africa, Australia,
Canada,  Austria, Chile, Israel and Malawi were completed'  By way of
compensation, Malawi agreed to transform concessions to the Member
States into concessions  to the Community  as a whole. The renegotiations
with Brazil and Korea are still in progress.
The three-yearly  renegotiations under Article XXVIII(I),  which,
under certain conditions,  allow the modification or rvithdrawal of conces'
sions, were begun with Norway and the Republic of South Africa.
Consultations with Australia and Spain under Article XIX of
Agreement continue.r
436. In 1966, the Council had authorized the Commission to open tariff
negotiations  under Atticle XXVIII of the General  Agreement  with a view
to inodifying  or withdrawng  tanff concessions  which had been granted  by
the Communiry in 1960161 (Dillon Round) concerning cheeses of the
Emmontal, Grubre and Sbrinz type on the one hand and Cheddar on the
other.2 Tariff negotiations  were also carried out conceming Emmbntal,
Gnrybre and Sbrinz chreses with Switzetland,  Finland and Austria and
concenriing Cheddar with Australia, Canaila and New Tednnd'.
On 24 July L969 the Commission reported to the Council on the
result of these negotiations. On this basis, the Council concluded on
6 October 1969 the agreements which had been initialled by the Commis-
sion and approved  the Commission's  proposals for the cases for which an
agreement could not be found.
\0ith regard to Emmental, Gruybre and Sbrinz an agreement  was
reached with the three countries concerned;  it comprised the replacement
of the pre-existing  concession by a new concession concefning the same
cheeses. In practice, the Community obtained agreement  that the mini-
the
I  See Second General Report, sec. 523.
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mum price of these cheeses, which was previously fixed at 95 u.a, per
100 kg, should be raised to a level compatible with the requirements of
the common organization o{ the market in milk products. It  was so
arranged that Ausrian and Finnish cheeses can reach the Community
market at a minimum price slightly lower than that at which cheeses of
Swiss origin, which arc of a different quality, may be sold there.
With regard to cheese of the Cheddar type it was not possible to
make an arrangement  of the same kind. The result was that the Com-
munity  made to the non-member  counffies, concerned offers of compensa-
tion on other products. Australia did not accept these offers and with-
drew, as it was entiteld to do under the General Agreement, tariff conces-
sions of an equivalent value relating to transistor equipment, pullovers and
cardigans. Canada, while expressing its dissatisfaction with the offer of
aonr,pensaiion  made by the Community,  announced that it would not cany
qut compensatory  withdrawals.  The Community therefore confirmed  the
offer of compensation it had made concerning  wrought plates, sheets and
strip of aluminium  of CCT heading 76.03. This offer was implemented.
The negotiations with New Zealand are still in progress.
COMMON COMMERCIAL POLICY
437. An important question arising at the end of the transitional  period
is 'whether  the commercial  policies of the Member  States have been suffi
ciently unified to be based on uniform principles in accordance  with the
EEC Treaty. Generally speaking, sufficient progress has been made,
although there is no denying that the Community is behind schedule in
certain fields ( poliry tovrards the Eastern-bloc c<runtries, policy for the
encouragement of exports ).  The delays are all the mole regrettable as the
field of commercial  poliry is more sensitive  than others to relatively slight
disparities, which can force up costs and distort conditions of competition
in the Common Market. Disparities between  import arrangements  are
very damaging to internal trade. As long as they subsist, all the relevant
products originating in non-member countries must be examined and, as
appropriate, barred from free circulation, and all the products of the same
kind, i.e. including those originating in the Community,  must be checked
at the frontiers to ensure that products declared as Community  products
do not originate in the non-member countries in question and do not
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Inport policy
438. ln 1968 the Council had already adopted several basic regulations
with a view to the adoption and implementation  of the common commer'
cial poliry:
(1)  On 5 April, the regulation on defence against dumping practices,
bounties or subsidies on the part of countries which are not members
of the European  Economic Community;l
(2)  On 10 December, three regulations concerning the establishment  of
a joint liberalization  list, the administering of quantitative  quotas for
imports into the Community and the introduction of a special
procedure.2
A series of studies camied out during the reference  year
intended to implement these regulations  and to supplement  and
them to the final stage of the Community.
Implementation  ol outline regulations
43g. Thanks to a series of new liberalization measures of the Member
States the joint liberalization list established by Regulation (EEC)
No.2041168,  applicable  to all the non-member  countries except for state-
trading countfies,  was supplemented  by two further regulationss so that
it now contains 848 four-digit headings out of the 1 097 in the Common
Customs Taiff.. This means that for most of the free'marlet-economy
countries the Member States no longer apply any quantitative restriction
at all.
\7ith tegard to the few surviving restictions, maiirly on imports
from the Far East, the Commission  drew up uniformization  proposals
( liberalization  without control orwith control, fixing of common  quotas ),
were
adapt
1 Regulation  (EEC) No. 459168, olfcial ga4tte No. L 93, 17 April 7968 and Secoxd
General Rebort, p. 390.
2 Resulatio;s (EEC) Nos. 2041168,2043168  a'nd' 2045168, oficial garytte No' L 303'
18T)ecember  1968 and Second General Report, secs. 528 et seq.
. Rigolations(EEC)Nos.  1228169^rldt8nrcg,oficialgarytteNos.L159,  1July1969,
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Some of these proposals were submitted  to the Council. In a first batch
of proposals the Commission dealt with several industries in respect of
which free importation of competing products  from certain non-member
countries cannot at present be allowed owing to the risks of disorganizing
the rnarket (ceramic  producb, cudery, spoons and forks, several categories
of footwear of textile material, umbrellas ).  The Commission proposed
Community quotas with regard to the non-member countries in question
for a hard core of "sensitive" products and the binding and extension of
the liberalization  measures.  For a fifth industry (ball-bearings)  complete
liberalization  and the intoduction  of a Community  system of supervision
with regard to a non-member county appeared  to be sufficient. In another
batch of proposals concerning the remaining headings of the industrial
seqtor, for which cenain Member States still maintain  quantiadve resrric-
tions with regard to a few free-market-economy  non-member countries,
the Commission intends to propose, on the one hand, immediate  settle-
ment of outstanding problems by means of bilateral agreements with the
non-member  countries concerned  and a uniform and bound liberalization
of imports.
440. In the textile industry, urhich was not dealt with in the proposals
mentioned above, the Community  has already had an opportunity  during
recent years to contribute to the increased uniformization o{ the divergent
policies of the Member States vrith regard to imports. Standard agree-
ments accompanied by a list of products to be included in the agreements
as well as corresponding import ceilings were concluded first with India
and then with Pakistan under Article 4 of the Long-term  Cotton Textiles
Arrvangernent.l  A  simil,ar agreement was concluded this year with
Iap^. Import rules for a nurnber of cotton textiles vrere laid dorwn
by a ptotocol of 19 June 1969 between the Community and Japan and
these arrangements  were confirmed subsequently  by bilateral  agreements
with the Member States. In accordance with an agreement reached in the
Kennedy Round, the Community  also examined ways and means of im-
proving the access of India and Pakistan to the market of the Six and
prepared arrangements between the Community  and these countries with
a view to settling the problems arising. Other uniformization proposals
are at present being drawn up for the other headings of the textile sector.
In the agricultural  sector, the common commercial policy is aheady
virtually complete in the form of the joint organizations of the agricultural
markets. However, the Member  States maintain  quantitative restrictions
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for the products not corning under a joint organization. The Commission
studied these problems  and reached the conclusion that the resuictions
should be abolished when new organizations  of markets are established
and that in the other cases the Community solution appropriate  to each
particular case should be proposed.
441. The three aforementioned basic regulations were not applied to the
State-trading cquntries.  However, considerable  progress in the uniformi-
z tion of the lists applicable in the Member States with regard to the
State-trading  countries  was made because there had been a general tendency
tgwards  liberalization with regard to the Eastern bloc which was main-
tained in 1969 anA which was co-ordinated, as fat as the Ltbenhzatian
measures  taken by the Member States are concerned, in the framework  of
consultations carried on in accoidance with the Council Decision of
9 October I16LL The state of liberalization  of trade with regard to most
of the people's  democracies of Europe was as follows at the beginning of
L969:
Oustoms  taritr headings
Completely liberalized
Partially liberalized
Not liberalized
At the present time, 442 headings are fully liberalized in the four
areas2 of the Comrnunity with regard to this group of co,untries.  However,
the state af ltbereJiz,ation with regard to other State-trading countries is
in some cases rnrrch weaker, partly because the Menrber States have no
agreerne with certain S'tate-trading  countries.
Supplementing  and adapting the standard regulations
442. The basic regulations adopted by the Council on L0 December  1968
made allowance for the fact that. in accordance with Article 111(1) of
567
285
245
747
120
230
901
IJ
721
979
96
22
L Oficial garytle No. 71, 4 November  1961.
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the EEC Trcaty, the commercial policies of the Member States must be
co.otdinated during the transitional  period so that the conditions necessary
for the implementation of a common policy with regard to external trade
are met by the beginning of the final stage. They contain revision clauses
under which they can be adapted to new requirements  created by the
implementation,  as from 1 January 1970, of a common commercial  poliry
based on uniform  principles.
On 22 October 1969 the Commissi,on subrnitted  to the Council a
revised version of the regulation on the administration of the Community's
quantitative  quotas which makes allowance for these requirements.  How-
evet, it has not yet been possible, for economic reasons, to abandon  the
quota share-out  between the different Member States subject to a later
redistribution according to needs. In another proposal, the geogmphical
scope of which is limited to the free-market-economy  countries, the Com-
mission  has included in a single regulation the contents of the old regula-
tions on the establishment  of a common  libemlization  list and the introduc-
tion of a single system of control and has now brought the common libera-
fiz,ation list up to date.
lVith regard to its relations with the State'tmd,ing countries, tlre
Commission  has sought to give a Community  character  to the commercial
policies along the same lines as those followed in respec't of the free-rnarket-
economy countries (adjustment through increased liberalization, binding
of ltberalaation achieved,  transfer of the power of decision to the Com-
munity for the liberalized headings, creation of unified systems for the
other headings), although the progress  achieved is nor very great, as is
clear from the state of liberalization of the Member states indicated above.
On 27 June 1969 the Cnmmission submitted to the Council a pniposal
for a first regulation establishing  a common arrangement  for products im-
ported without quantitative restricticn from State-tn'ading countries; the
pulpose of this regulation  is to bind the fully liberalized  headings in all
the Member States for trade with the people's  democracies of Europe.
The proposal also provides for the possibility of introducing a system of
supervision of imports from the countries of Eastem Europe,  except for
Albania, and of suppLementing or restricting-by  re-establishing quanti-
tative quotas in this la11e.1 sasE-the liberalization list contained in the
directive. The regulation  was adopted by the Council at its session of
19 December t969.1 The Commission is now preparing measures  to
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standardize the import arrangements concerning the residual  customs
tariff headings with regard to the Eurcrpean State-trading  countfies and is
also trying to standardize  the import arfangements  applicable  to the other
countries of the Eastern bloc.
Having due regard to. the fact that the common customs  tariff entered
into force as early as 1 July 1968, it may be said in conclusion  that at the
end of the transitional  period essential elements of the commercial  policy
are sufficiently co-ordinated and that a range of sufficiently standardized
measures is available fot the implementation  of a common import policy
based on uniform principles; the only problems still outstanding  concern
when, how fast, and how to implement  these measures.
Export policy
Export arrangernents
443. Export aff,Ingements in the Community are now almost fully har
monized; at the present time the Member  States maintain  export quotas
and bans on exports to non-member  countries  ( including the State-trading
countrieg) in tespect of only about 60 headings of the customs tariff' In
a proposal it submitted to the Council on 1 August 1969, adopted by the
laiter on 20 December 1969, the Commission established the principle of
free movement for the 1 037 remaining  headings and fixed rules under
which restrictions might later be imposed (critical supply situation,  unfair
cornpetitirrn, etc. ).1 For tfie remaining headings  the possibility of adopting
hbenlization  measures in the Community has been provided for where
this is economically justifiable.  For several of these 60 or so headings
(hides, skins, copper, aluminium  and lead scrap), the Commission  recom-
mended that the Member  States maintain the export restrictions  established
according to uniform principles in accordance  with Artides Il5'anA" 155.2
On 29 October 1969 the introduction of a common  export certificate
procedute was recommended for a number of nickel products.
Export aid policy
444. Although a panel of experts set up within the Council worked hard
I Offcial ga7ptle No. L 324,27  December  1969. t decomirendation  of 16 june 1969, offcial gaqetle No, L 29, 5 February 1969'380  ExTERNAL RELATToNS
on this problem, no major decision on tlre alignment of the policies of the
Member  States was taken in the last year of. the transitional  period, any
more than in previous years; the Commission can therefore only note
with regret that at the end of the transitional  period this sector is the one
in which the common  commercial policy has made the least progress.
However, during the reference year, it stepped up its work on export aids,
drafting the proposals for aligning policies, and submitting some of them
to the Council. If  these are adopted promptly, most of the time lost
could be made good.
In the field of credit insurance,  guarantees and financial credits, the
Commission submitted two draft directives the purpose of which is the
introduction  of standard medium- and long-term insurance policies for
public and private purchasers. The proposal  concerning the short-term
insurance policy will be submitted in the near future. The Commission
also studied, inter alia, guarantees  against variations  in the rates of exchange
and against price fluctuations; proposals for harmonization  will also be
submitted in this field.
Preparatory work on the harmonization of credit insurance sysrems
is virtually complete, at least in respect of general principles, but very
little progress  has been made towards establishing a uniform policy for
credit insurance. At the present time the Community  is still engaged in
consultations under a procedure laid down n  1962r and improved in
1965.2 The procedure  worked well during the reference year, but no im-
portant advances  were mrade towards the harmornization of policies. The
Commission will therefore submit new proposals in this field as well.
With regard to the other measures for encouraging exports, the
Commission  laid before the Council on 25 April 1969, Ln accordance  with
Article Ll2 of the EEC Trcaty, a proposal for a directive concerning the
standard refunds grantd under Italian Law No. 639. These are accorded
on exports to non-member  countries of mechanical-engineering  equipment.
The Commission also examined the measures to promote the crealion of
new markets outside t}re Community  ( insurance and aid for the creation
of new markets) and measures  concerning exhibitors at foreign fairs (cover
for the duration of the fairs ).
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Comnercial  policj as pursaed under agreeruents
( Co-ordination and alignment of trade agreements )
Consultations
445. The consultations  provided fot by the Council Decision of 9 October
19611 on the negotiation of agreements  covering the trade relations  of
Mernber States with non-member  countries and on modificatincns  in libenal-
ization {urangements with regard to non'member countries were continud
in 1969. The main questions concerned  liberalization measures decided
on by the Membet States in relation to the Eastern-bloc counuies and
Jap*.  The result of these measures is that the arrangements  of the
Member States are now virtually uniform in respect of imports fuom Japan
(recent Franco-Japanese and Italo-Japanese  negotiations led to liberaliza-
tion agreements ) . This brings the Community  a good deal nearer a unified
policy on imports.
Alignnent ol contents of agreements
446. In accordance  with Article 3 of the Council Decision of 9 Octobet
L96L,2 the Commission must examine all made and shipping agreements
in force and ensure that they do not stand in the way of the establishment
of a common  commercial  policy at the end of the transitional period. On
28 March 1.969, the Commission submitted  a report on this question to
the C,ouncil, which took note of it.  The report shows that the multi-
Latenlizatian and lilce,lullz tion of the trade relatio,ns betwen the free-
market-economy  countries  mean that the agreements concluded 'vith the
GATT partners (except for Czechoslovakia,  Poland and Japan) and with
the other free-market-economy  countries are laryely uniform in content,
whereas there remain for the other countries, chiefly in respect of imports
into the Member States, a few disparities  (paticularly  concerning  Japan),
some of which are very serious.
Agreements  concluded  by tbe Comnunity
447. Duringthe transitional  period the Clmmnnity concluded  a consider-
able number of agreements for the purpose of settling  customs questions.
t Ontitt 
".*rjr 
No. 71, 4 November  1961.
2 II;id. 
^;d 
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Of the agreements of this kind concluded during the reference  year the
folowing should be mentioned:
(a) An agreement with Switzerland on L August 1969 by which three
bilateral agreements on processing ttaftic in  certain products
previously  concluded  by Germany, France and Italy are superseded
by a Community  arrangementll
(b)  The implementation of undertakings given by the Community in the
framework of the Kennedy Round, an agreement whose purpose is
the grant of tariff concessions fot certain hand-made productsz
(exchange of letters with India on 1 August'J'969) and fot hand-
woven textile Products.s
\With regard to agreements relating to other problems, particularly
the fixing of the volume of imports, the Community acted for the first
time as a single agency in this field when it concluded  outline agreements
with India, Pakistan and Japan in accordance  with Article 4 of the Long-
term Arrangement Regarding  Intemational Trade in Cotton Textiles. In
compliance  with the undertakings  given at the Kennedy Round, it also
prepared Community arrangements  with India and Pakistan  concerning
the import of jute. Letters were exchanged  with India on L August L969
concerning the im,port of coconut products'a
With regard to the general trade agreements  concluded  by the
Member States, the Commission  proposed  in an initial period renewal or
extension  beyoird the transitional  period for a series of cases in which the
contents of the agreements  concluded by the Member States do not hamper
the irnplernentatiron of the common commercial policy. The C.ouncil
approved these prorposals in several decisions''s On 26 February 1969
the Commission laid before the Council a genetal &aft 'daisio'n the
purpose of which $/as the progressive alignment of the agreements
concerning. trade relaticns and the negotiation  of C-omrnunity  agfeements
between the Member States and non-membet countries'
This proposal, which was also discussed in the light of the waivet
decision of 1 August 1969 rclating to the agreement concluded on26May
I Ofrcial  sa<etlr No. L 240,24  Septembet 1969'
2 ltrid. No. L 187,31 July 1969.
s lbid, No, L 310,27 December  1968.
a lbid. No. L 240,24 Septetnber 1969.
6 IhZ Nos. L 159, I July 1969, L 238,23 September  t969 and L 266,24 October
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1969 between France and the USSR,T was amended on 8 October 1969
and was discussed in detail by the Council. At its sessi,ons of 17 and
18 October 1969 n  Luxernbourg the C,ouncil approved the principles
and procedures contaihed in this pro,pooal  and expressly endorsed the
principle that t}re conduct of the negoti,ations was the responsibj,lity
of the Commission and that the Community was competent to conclude
agreements in accordance  with Article 113 of the EEC Treaty. By way
of exception, the Council authorized the Member States to carry out
bilateral negotiations for another three years should a Member State take
the view, for special reasons, that it must enter into negotiations with a
particular non-member  country before the complete establishment of the
Comrrnrnity comrnercisl system in order to avoid an intermLption  of that
Member State's traditional trade relations. However,  the conduct of these
negotiations is subordinated to the follorving conditions:
1.  Consultations within the Community must be held before the
bilateral negotiations start;
2.  The negotiations must be carried out according to joint ditectives;
3.  The result must be app,roved by the Council, which can only take
a decision on this subject on a proposal frorn the Commission'
The draft decision was reshaped in the light of the Council's debates
of 17 and 18 October 1969. The Council adopted this decision at its
session of 16 Decembet 1969.2
Dudng 1969 the Commission advised the Council of the desire of
two non-member  counffies (India and Argentina) to condude trade agree-
ments v/ith the EEC. In accordance with instructions given by the
Council at its session of 30 July 1968 the negotiations with Yugoslavia
were continued. At its session of 17 and 1.8 October t969, the Council
accepted a Commission proposal authorizing  it to begin tentative discus-
sions with Japan and announced  its intention to take a decision on tlre
fequest a{tet a fresh examination of the draft at its last session of 10 and
L L November  1969.
Thus, apart from a few special agreements concerning specific
products, the Community poliry on bilateral  agreements has not so far
made substantial progress.  This is all the more surptising in view of the
f.act that the Member States had proved more flexible when they gave
L Ofrcial  paz.etlc No. L 206,75 August 1969'
, IFid. No. L 326,27 December  1969.384  EXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
authotization for the conclusion  of preferential  agreements, some of which
were of f.at gteatet economic importance.  However, this circumstance
itself is grounds for hoping that from the end of the transitional period
onwards it will not be difficult to transfer to the Community the necessary
powers to conclude non-preferential general agreements as well as
preferential agreements. This hope has been strengthened by decisions
taken by the Council at the end of the year.
COMMERCIAL POLICY: STEEL
448Rrcorn^*,0^,^:::"";:^:::::'::::::'^.'.yhadins'i'u'eda
number of customs duties on ECSC steel products which had been accepted
as the basis for the reductions agreed at the end of the Kennedy Round;
in order to make allowance for the bound tariff concessions granted to
GATT Contracting Parties  and for the obligations assumed by the Member
States under the Geneva Protocol of June 1967, the Commission,  as
mentioned in the Second General Report,l adopted a decision (No. 661/
68/CECA)  allowing the tariff reductions specified.
As in the previous years, several non-member  counffies expressed an
interest'in the tariff quotas which had been granted to them annually; tlle
Commission  again granted for L970, as an exception to Recommendation
No. 1/64, about J50 000 metric tons at the old harmonized rates and
replied to an Austrian  request for enlarging  the quotas for certain products
by fixing certain tonnages at a slightly higher level. As one of the half-
yeatly tanff measures adopted unanimously by the Governments, it
authorized for thd second half of 1969 and for the first half of 1970 the
importation of certain steel products with duties suspended ot at duties
lower than the harmonized  duties.
Boom conditions on the steel market in L969 led, in the case of
certain products, to steep rises in prices and supply difficulties entailing
some actual shortages. In June, this situation led the Commission to
propose further action to facilitate imports:  a decision temporarily suspend-
ing the duties on certain categories of products (ingots, coils, slreets, re.
inforcing bars, wire rods) was taken for this purpose in Septembet for a
period of four months ending on 3I January t970.
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\With regard to foundry pig iron, Recommendation  No. 2060, which
maintained the specific duty of $5/ton fixed in 1966 (instead of $7 laid
down by the preceding recommendations), remains in force until the end
of D76. The exception restricting to the normal rute (4.4Vo as from
1970) the duty on certain qualities of special cast iron within a quota of
7g 000 tons was renewed f.or 1970; given the supply difficulties  on the
market for ordinary qualities of foundry pig iron, the commission,  with
the approval of the Member States, also granted a quota of 85 000 tons
at 4.4/o duty for these Products.l
kestrictiort  of steel inports fron
Snn+rading col,tfitries  or areds
449. In 1961 the Government representatives  adopted a decision, renewed
each year thereafter, holding down imports of pig iron and of,steel from
State.trading  countries and ateas by limiting rights to iinport to the volumes
laid down in the preceding commercial agreements increased by tonnages
known as "contingency  reserves", intended to permit isolated tansactions
or those. justified in the interests of reciprocity  in matters of trade.
The decision was renewed at the end of L969, since strain was likely
to persist on the steel market during part of. 1970. The Government
repiesentatives  decided to increase the contingency  reserves  from 466 000
to 581 000 tons and to renew and enlarge the agreement already concluded
for the second half of 1969 (165 000 tons of steel) while allowing for
the first six months of 1970 an exceptional tonnage of. 2I5 000 tons in
view of current difficulties.
The rule forbidding  Community producers to align prices on lower
quotations  from the Eastem-bloc coun6ies  was confirmed; this decision,
taken for the first time in 1964,was renewed  each y-ear after approval by
the ECSC Consultative Committee  and endorsement  by the Council.
ECS C specrfc agreements
450. The United Kingdom,  Japan, Sweden and Aus6ia have co-operated
for years with the Comrnunity by means of regular meetings at which
economic and technical information is exchanged. The Trade Relations
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Committee of the UK/ECSC  Council of Association met in Brussels  on
30 Septembe\ apaft from the questions relating to tade between the two
territories, it examined  the situation of the world steel market, on which
demand for steel is very heavy. Two meetings were held between  officials
of the Commission  and representatives  of the Japanese  Government,  one
in Tokyo on 27 and 28 May and the other in Brussels  on 6 and 7 October.
The continued expansion  of the Japanese  steel industry, the situation of
the national markets, supply difficulties on the world market and certain
problems connected  with steel-making technique were dealt with in the
discussions. Lastly, the meetings  with the Swedish representatives,  held
in the spring and the autumn, also had market study on their agenda; they
brought out the problems connected with the supply of raw materials and
investments; the structure of the steel industry in Sweden  was,analysed
and the technical problems  raised by the production and use of special
steels and by new manufacturing  processes  were touched upon. A fact-
finding meeting between Commission experts and Austrian experts, held
in June, dealt with cdmmodity trade, the problems of the economic situa-
tion (in pa,rticular with regard to the supply of coke for sted making), the
reorganization  of the Austrian steel industry and new technical  pfocesses.
TRADE RELATIONS NTITH NON.MEMBER  COUNTRIES
Relations witlt Austria
451. In 1961 the Austrian Governmenr  had requested the opening of
negotiations with a view to concluding a comprehensive  agreement  with
the EEC. After the exploratory talks of 1.963, the negotiations  began
n 1965 but were interrupted in 1967.r
Considering  that the negotiations  could usefully be resumed,  the
Austrian Govemment  informed the Community in a memorandum com-
municated on 5 November 1969 of its desire for early negotiations with
the EEC with a view to seeking out ways and, means of freeing trade
befween Austria and the States of the Communities  from present obstacles.
It stated subsequently that Austria wished to conclude a preferential
agreement of a temporary nature pending a comprehensive arrangement-
possibly, if appropriate, a general arrangement planned for EFTA countries
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not applying for EEC membership: while maintaining its desire, expressed
in 1961, for a comprehensive  agreement settling its relations with the
Communities,  Austria felt that it would take too long to conclude any
such agreement  at the present time.
At its session of 8-9 December 1969, the Council invited the Com'
mission to proceed to a study of this request in contact vdth the Austrian
Government  and to report back at the earliest opportunity. A contact
meeting took place on 17 and 18 Decembet  1969 between an Austrian
delegation and a Commission delegation.
Relations witb the United States
452. In 1969 there were three main themes in the development of rela-
tions between the Community  and the United States:
1.  The persistenae of the disequilibrium in the United States balance
of payments;
2.  The strengthening of protectionist tendencies in the United States;
3.  Increased American concern with regard to the common agricultural
policy.
Thtoughout 1969 the situation of the balance of payments continued
to be a matter of grave concern for the American authorities  and, indirectly,
for the Community: inflation having continued in the United States, the
latter was unable to re-establish the traditional trade balance  surplus which
in the past had permitted deficits on other major payments  items such as
the tourist trade and private and public capital. Faced with this situation
the Adrninistration endeavoured  in the first place to re-establishequilibrium
in the most appropriate {ield, i.e. by stepplng up measures  against inflation'
It  also made a series of suggestions  and recommendations  intended to
encourage exports with a view to the restoration, in the medium term, of
a trade balance surplus. On the other hand, the authorities firmly refused
to resffict imports.
Protectionism in the United States is a constant problem for the
Community, which accounts for l6Vo of its exports in sales on the
American  market. Protectionist  tendencies take various forms, classifiable
under four main headings.
In the first place, members of Congress promote various kinds of
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About 270 bills now lie before Congress. If passed, they would affect
Community exports to the United States of products s'uch as steel, textiles
of synthetic  fibtes and wool, footwear,  flat glass and certain electronic
products. Though none of them have yet been approved,  these bills
constitute  a potential danger and a source of uncertainty.
'  The Administration  has given no support to these bills, but has
deemed it appropriate to take action in favour of another form of protec-
tion, at least for certain sectors, the aim being to neutralize  the protec-
tionist trend in advance. In the spring of. 1,969 it proposed  to the Com-
munity, the United Kingdom,  Japan and other countries concerned the
negotiation of an international agreement known as the "voluntary"
limitation of exports of textile products based on synthetic fibres and
wool. This proposal was welcomed neither by the Community nor by
the other counmies approached. The Community  takes the view that the
American to$ile industry is, in general., in a situation which does not
justify comprehensive restrictive measures. There is also the danger that
a self-denying  agreement for textiles might set a precedent  and that other
American industries might claim the same advantages. The American
footwear industry  is a case in point. The proliferation of such agreements
wouid inevitably  lead to an evasion of the GATT, Article XIX of which
the Conmacting  Paties can invoke in cases of difficulties in specific in-
dusmies. No real progress would in fact have been made in the liberaliza-
tio,n of inten:ational  ffade, and rules of good conduct  such as those codified
in the General Agreement and consolidated in GATT practice would be
jeopardized.
Certain industries  have sought protection through the introduction
or extension of safeguard  measures, The number of cases presented so
far has been small. This is probably explained by the severity of the
criteria specified by the Trade Expansion Act of. 1962 for the grant of
safeguard measures. However, if, by adopting safeguard  measures, the
authorities vrere to raise duties or impose quantitative  resffictions  on
products exported by the Community  and already under scrutiny, as, for
example, flat glass, carpets and pianos, without being free (as they can
under cuffent legislation) to offer the Community  aomp€f,isations  on other
products, the resulting disequilibrium  in concessions might oblige the Com-
munity to retaliate.
Lasply, there exist various forms of ad.ministratiae protectionism,
Having failed to obtain direct protection, certain industries in the United
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to obtain satisfaction  by other means, especially those of an adminisuative
r6trrre; The provisions of the Tariff Act of 1910  the rules of
marking and cou,ntervailing dutiesl has in some ca,ses been applied more
strictly, and dauses t 
"rring 
public safety as their appa,rent object but whose
real aim is to restrict the imports of certain Droducts have been written
into new legislation.
It was not before November L969 that the United States Administra-
tion laid before Congress a bill for a "Trade Act of 1969". This bill, the
discusoion  of which will not commence in Congness before 1970, provides
mainly for three measures  of commercial poliry:
1.  The grant to the President of some measure of "housekeeping
authority" with regardi to tariffs, empowering him, in cases of need,
to alter the American duties by an amount not exceeding 20Vo;
2.  The substantial easing of the criteria which have to be satisfied fot
the grant of safeguard  measures;
3 .  The abolition of the system of. taiff. evaluation  based on the American
Selling Price (ASP).
I{ the bill goes through Congress, the abolition of the ASP, which
ought already to have occurred before I  January 1969 according to the
agreement  on chemicals  negotiated in the Kennedy Round, and the fact
that the President would again have the necessary authority to offer tariff
compensations are two improvements which the community can only
welcome.  On the other hand, less stingent criteria for applying safeguard
meisures  may lead to more frequent use of these measures  and thus prove
detrimental to the export interests of the Community.
More frequently than in the past the Community has had to approach
the American authorities to safeguard its interests  and rights in respect
of GATT. The Community has had to resort to consultations with the
United States in accordance with the provisions of Articles XXII and
XXIII of the C'€neral Agreement as a resu,lt of the increases in,tariffs on
certain mixed textiles of wool made in Decernber L968.1 However,  until
now. these consultations  have not led to satidaotorv  resuJ.ts for tlre
Community.
453.'Ort the Community's  side, the common agricultural policy is still the
main subject of concern for the United States. The measures that the
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Community proposes to take in this field are being studied with more and
mote misgiving  and often ever greater annoyance. The Community  is by
far the most important market for American exports of agricultural
products, and the m,ain products such as soya beans, oil cakes, cotton and
hides enter the Community duty-free and without any quantitative  or othet
restriction. In  spite of this extremely favourable treatment which
American agricultural exports enjoy in the Community (freedom from
customs duty for more than two fifth of agricultural imports from 
'the
United States ), imports of agricultural produ,cts from the United Suates
have tended to rnark time since 1965. This is, however, mainly due to the
very slow grovrth or even the stagnation  of consumption within the Com-
munity.
The concern that certain Commission proposals cause the United
States must be understood in the liglit of the importance of the relevant
American agricultutal  exports. The proposal to fix minimum import
prices for certain presetved fruits or vegetables, such as peaches, pine-
apples and asparagus, which are substantial  United States exports, is a case
in point. The United States has argued that the measures contemplated
would conflict with Community  undertakings in GATT and would affect
the rights of the United States under the Agreement. The same is tme
with regard to the Commission's pro,posal to introduce a tax on oils and
fats of vegetable and animal origin produced in the Community or im-
ported. The United States fears that the imposition of subh a tax, whicb
would also cover oilseeds and oil cakes, might directly and indirectly harm
its exports to the Community;  these exports are worth about $500 million.
The proposals  intended to establish a market organization in the tobacco
sector have also continued to cause anxiety to the United States, which is
the principal supplier of tobacco to the Community with exports in the
region of $160 million.
The Community is aware of the decisive importance of the develop-
ment of its trade relations with the United States, both for its own
economic  growth and for that of the harmonious development o{ world
trade. It is in this spirit that the Community is pursuing in close and
constant contact with the American authorities  the frank and direct dialo-
gue necessary to forestall difficulties vrhere possible or to smooth them
out when they occur. This dialogue (whose efficacy depends on its
candour) sometimes gives the outside wodd an impression of aggressive-
ness or hostility: its underlying motives and its spirit are in fact of a
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Relations with Latin America
Multilateral  problems
454. The Comrnission  drafted and submitted to the Council on 29 Jvly
1969 a memorandum  on the relations of the Community  with the coun-
tries of Latin America.l  Origina,lly, in November  1968, the Italian
G6vernment had addressed to the Council a memorandum in which
it had emphasized the urgent need for a Community economic policy
programme  with regard to these countries.
In its own memorandum  the Commission  stated the case for a Com-
munity policy, especially in view of the present situation, and for
greater and more fully co-ordinated efforts by the member countries for
the benefit of this continent. Such a policy would necessarily embody in
a single system  at Community level the various tariff and quota instruments
(normal  commercial field) and financial and technical instruments, and
select, available  resources  being limited, the Community  commitments
towards  these regions.  Furthermore,  this Community  poliry should take
into consideration  the movement  towards integration in Latin America
and reflect the diffetences in the levels of develoornent and in economic
scale between the Latin American countries.
In the commercial field, measures in favour of Latin America  may
well emerge from the new system of generulized  preferences  being discussed
at UNCTAD,  possibly from the creation or improvement  of world agree-
ments for certain commodities,  and from the conclusion of ffade agreements
between the Community and certain countries of Latin Anierica.
In the technical  and financial fields, the Commission  made a number
of suggestions to the C,ouncil and the Mernbet Governments which
could serve as a basis for the construction of a Community policy: a
di,fferentiated dwelopment  policy, particularly  deeending on the degree
of development of the Latin American counries, could be ried out step
by step. In this context, the Commission submitted to the Council a
number of proposals and suggestions for additional measures which the
Community as such or the Membet States could adopt; these measures,
talcen as a whole, would constitute the starting point for a co-ordinated
and integrated policy towards this region.
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After a first reading of the memorandum by the Council, a special
working party, the "ad boc r0forking Party on Latin America", was set
up in the Council. In the last quarter of. 1969 this working party held
three meetings devoted to a study of the memorandum.
On 25 November 1969 the European  Parliament adopted a resolution
in which it endorsed the memorandum  and recommended the establishment
of a ioint EEC-Latin America committee.
455. The Commission also maintained  close contacts with the regional
organtzations  of Latin America,  mainly through its liaison office in Santiago
and its information office in Montevideo.
M. Colonna di Paliano,  member of the Commission, attended  the
9th Congress of the Latin American Iron and Steel Institute, which was
held in Buenos Aires from 29 Septembet  to 2 October 1969.
The Community  also took part, with observer  status, in the plenary
session of ECLA (lIN Ecoriomic Commission for Latin America)  which
was,held in Lima in April 1969. Relations between the depatments of
the Commission and the secretariat  of ECLA are being steadily built up
and contacts have taken place between senior officials of both institutions.
On 9 June L969 the Brazilian Minister of Foteign Affaits, M. Jos6
Magalhdes Finto, visited the Commission. In October, M. G. Vald6s,
Chilean Minister of Foreigr Affairs, was also received by the Commission;
during the talks M. Valdes stressed the need for closer cGoperation  between
the Community  and Latin America. Lastly, on 4 December,  M. Antonio
Estrany y Gendre,  Under-Secretary  for Economic  Relations  in the Ministry
of Foreign Affaits of the Argentine Republic, handed to the Commission
his Government's  proposals concerning multilateral relations  between  Latin
America and the Communities.
The Commission  also maintained close contacts with the secretariats
of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) and of the
General Treaty on Central American Economic Integration  (SIECA) and
with the Inter-American Development Bank. During his visit in February
L969, the President of the tratter, M. F.lip. Herrera, expressed the wish
for wider financial ceoperation between the Community and the Inter-
American  Development Bank.
On 8 September President  Rey received a delegation  from CARIFTA
(ttre Cari;bbean.Free Trade Area) led by the Hon. R,C. Lightbourne,
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connected with the United Kingdom's possible  membership of  the
Community.  President Rey took note of the different questions raised
and gave the CARIFTA  delegation the assurance that in such an eventuality
the Commission vrould endeavour, within the limits of its comperence,
to investigate, with all the interested  parties, appropriate solutions  for
these problems.
Lastly, the Commission participated in various exdunges of vie'ilrs
between  Europe and Latin America, notably at a Latin America-Spain
seminar organized in Madrid in ceoperation  with the Inter-American
Development Bank and other Latin American  regional  organizations and
also at a meeting of the OECD Development  Assistance  Committee  devoted
to Latin Ametica, in the presence of delegates from these organizations.
Bilateral problens
456. On 21 March 1,969 the Commission informed the Council of the
request submitted by Argentina for the opening of negotiations with a
view to a trade agreement with the Community.  The Argentine  Govern-
ment would like this agreement to cover technical problems in the beef
sector, tariff concessions  for a few other Argentine  products and measures
for encouraging .Community exports to Argentina,  and improvement  of
ccoper4tion in the monetary field.
On 29 May 1969 Unrguay also submitted a request for the openiag
of negotiations with ,a view to concluding  a fiade agreement with tlre
Community. The Commission  is at present studying this request.
Relatiorc pith Asian col.ntries .
457. Du{ng the Kennedy Round 1964/67, the Community  had declared
its intention to implement in favour of India and Pakistan a set of
"autonomous"  measures (in the GATT sense). Those concerning  Indian
kips and hand-woven cotton and silk fabrics came into force in 1968.r
For other measures  requiring more complex adjustments the negotiations
u/ere successfully concluded only during 1969. Vith regard to hand-made
craft products, the Community, as agreed in an exchange of letters with
L See Second General Report, sec.527. Vith regard to hand-woven fabrics, Pakistan
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India, opened a quota of 5 millio,n u.a. at zero duty.l The conditions of
access to this quota are being negotiated with Pakistan. The Philippines
expressed an interest in the same concessions. An agreement  was concluded
with Indi.a on trade in coconut products.2 In t}e field of iute pducts
an agreement  was concluded with India, and anothet  agreement will shortly
be concluded with Pakistan.
In 1969, as in pteceding years, several Asian countries  approached
the Commission  to express their anxiety in connection  with certain aspects
of the Community's agricultutal or commercial  policy. The products
mainly concerned werc vegetable oils ( Indonesia, Philippines ), tinned
fruit and vegetables (Philippines),  and tropical products in general (Indo-
nesia, Malaysia). The Executive Secretary of ECAFE (UN Economic
Comm'ission for Asia and the Far East) dre'ur tle  attentio,n of the
Council of the Communities  to the importance  of the production  and
exlloft of oleaginous products for the Asian countries. The various
problems ate at present being studied by the Community  authorities.
The Community has suspended  duties on pepper, neither crushed nor
ground.s  Specific requests had beeen made by certain countries  concerning
this item.
The Community extended until 30 June 1971 the suspensions of
duties in force for a series of products (tea, certain spices, bleached
shellac,  etc, ) of special interest to Asian countries.a
'  l7ithin the framework of the Food Aid Convention  the Community
concluded  individual  agreements with three counries of the area ( India,
Indonesia,  Pakistan).
The Commission  sent two experts to a seminar held in Bangkok from
16 to 22 September  1969 under the au,spices of ECAFE. This seminar,
organized for civil serrrants of the countries in t,lre area, was devoted to a
srudy of the commercial policies of tJre develo,ped countries. During 1969,
the Commission  was al.so represented at the full sessi,on of ECAFE and on
the trade committee of this otgarization.
r Council Regulation No. 1491/69, oficial ga7ette No. L 187, 37 JuJy 7969.
2 Council  Deiision of 28 July 1969' and"arinexed texts, qfriti"i go1<tttt No. L 240,
24 Seotember 1969.
3 Couniil Regulation No. 7226169,  olJFcial garytte No. L 159, I  July L969.
a Council Regulations Nos. 1258i69 and 1259169, These suspensions, which
originally caine into force on 7 January 7964,had been extendedio 30 June 1969;
see Fir.tl General  Report, secs.506  and 507. The products for which the anticipated
application of Keirnedy Round concessions has rendered  further suspeirsion
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As part of its efforts to in{orm non-member countries of its activities,
the Community participated in the Second Asian International Trade Fair,
which was held in Teheran from 4 to 25 Ocnber L969.
Eas tern European collntrie!
458. Technical conversations  and other talks were held between the
Commission and a number of Eastern European  countries,  particularly
Rumania;  the purpose of the conversations  and contacts with the lattet
was the establ,ishment of an anangement under which Rumania  would
comply with the sluice-gate prices and the abolition of the supplementary
amounts payable on a range of agricultural  products  (pigmeat, eggs, ducks
andi geese for slau,ghter,  Tilsit cheese and sunflower oil); an arrangement
in this connection should be concluded shortly by an exchange of letters.
Similar conversations  will be opened soon with Bulgaria  concerning the
following  agriculttrral products: eggs, pigmeat, sunflower oil, ewe's milk
cheese, tinned fruits and vegetables.396  EXTERNAL  RELATToNS
7. Relations with developing counaies
DEVELOPMENT  AID: GENERAL PROBLEMS
459. The problems  dealt with by the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Developmsng-vfig1e,  as will be seen below, the Community was
very active-included  the elaboration of a system of. generalned tariff
preferences for dwelo,ping  aountri,es.  However, no balance sheet of action
and results obtained by the EEC would be complete without mentioning
progress in the Community itself tovrards an overall policy reflecting in
concrete fashion the pravailing  economic conditions in various pats of the
Third \Vorld. In this way, the Council's preliminary  examination of
the Commission's memorandum on policy with regard to Latin America
highlighted the need to adapt Community policy to conditions in different
areas and showed that such differentiation is all the more effective if the
vari'ous aspects of the policy being daborated are considered simultaneously,
in other words, if its commercial,  technical and financial aspects are
integrated. A similar approach could be employed in future for other
parts o{ the Third \)forld.
United Nations Conference  on Trade and
Deaelipnent
UN Trade and Deuelopment Board
460. The Board held its eighth session in Geneva fuom 2l January  ro
10 February and from 5 to 20 May L969, and its ninth session in the
same city ftom 26 August to 23 September 1969. Most of the time was
devoted to a discussion  of UNCTAD's contiiburion to the Second UN
Development Decade. Little has been achieved in this connection so far
because of the diverging views held by the Western and the developing
countries.
The main difficulty is the interpretation of UNCTAD's role. The
western countries consider that UNCTAD's powers are confined to those .
set out in the UN General Assembly resolution on its establishment
(1995 (XIX)). They believe that preparatory work for the Second
Development  Decade should be co-ordinated  by the preparatory committee,
which is in fact the enlarged Economic  Commitree of ECOSOC. The
developing counties  on the other hand cpnsider  UNCTAD to be the rnoarRELATIONS  ITITH DEVBLOPING  COUNTRIES  397
appropriate forum for dealing with those of their development problems
which come within the scope o{ the Second Development  Decade. The
developing countries have in f.act a latge majority in UNCTAD.  The
countries of Eastern Europe have refused to sit on the preparatory  com-
mittee with the Federal Republic of Germany,  and they too are doing their
utmost to emphasize and enhance the importance of UNCTAD.
There is also disagreement  on UNCTAD's  contribution  to the pro-
gramme for the Second Development  Decade. Items which should be
regarded  as long-term objectives to be reached by the end of the Decade
are being assessed and discussed by the developing  counuies as short-term
measures.  For their part, most of the ltrTestern countries are not prepared
to enter into fresh commitments,  and so give the impression that, even
on a long-term view, additional efforts rvill not be possible during the
full ten-year pedod.
The developing counties shovred some bitterness, maintaining  that
the developed countries are proving to be less ccoperative  now than when
the First Developmerrt  Decade, which is still a long way'ftom  achieving all
its desla.r,ed aims, was being planned. A profound feeling of impotence has
hardened their claims,'particulady  among the Latin American  countries,
although moderate  elements are arguing in favour of a more realistic
approach and are preaching patience. In an attempt to iron out these
difficulties  and reconcile the diverging opinions, the Board asked its"
President  and the Secretary-General  of UNCTAD to hold consultations
with UNCTAD  member countries in order to draft texts which could serve
as a basis for a definitive discussion of UNCTAD's contribution at the third
part of the Board's ninth session to be held in Geneva in February  1970.
Comrnittee on Comnodities
461. The Committee  on Commodities held its fourth session in- Geneva
from 19 to 3l May 1969.
At this seesion  the Committee adopted four of the nine draft recom-
mendations outstanding  since the New'Delhi Conference.  These,tecom-
mendations  cover synthetics  and substitutes, the study on the organization
and structure of commodity  marketing,  special measures  to help the least
developed among the developing  countries, and the basic elements of
a commodity poliry. All of these recommendations were subsequently
apptoved by the Trade and Development Board at its ninth session.398  EXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
The recommendation on the basic elements of a commodity policy
was originally a dtaft put forward by the six EEC countries.l Its adoption
crowns an initiative-the first of its kind ever taken by the EEC within
UNGTAD, where the \Testern  counmies are generally on the defensive-
which will greatly help to promote the idea of a global, viable development
s*ategy. It  should facilitate the search for agreed solutions to two
problems-price  policy and liberalization of trade in the commodities
sector-which  are still highly conttoversial.
Perrnanent Group on Syntbetics and Sabstitutes
462, This Group, which was formed by UNCTAD's  Committee on Com-
modities, held its third session in Geneva ftom 27 to 31 October 1969.
The session was mainly devoted to an examination of the ptoblems
posed by certain commodities  which are being exposed to competition
from synthetics  and substitutes, and policies for these commodities.  The
Group discussed problems  concerning natural rubber and the situation 'vith
regard to other products such as cotton, hard fibres, jute and allied fibres,
mica and shellac.
At the end of its deliberations  the Group adopted several recom-
mendations  concerning  the marketing of some of these commodities, tech-
nical and financial assistance measures for them, and research  and develop-
ment programmes  for natural commodities exposed to competition {rom
synthetics.
Special Conmittee on Prelerences
463. The Special Coinmittee on Preferences held,i,ts  second (28 April to
2May) and third (30 June to 3 July) sessions in Geneva in1969.2
The purpose of these meetings was to establish what progress had
been made by the developed countries in working out a system of general-
ized preferences  fot the developing  countries. Since the task of confronting
offers had not yet begun within OECD because of delays in their trans-
rnission by the two main preference-giving countries, the Special Com-
mittee was unable to discuss the problem in detail.
I See Second Ceneral Report, sec, 549.
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The Committee approved  arrangements for the formation of working
groups to study specific issues connected with the introduction of a system
of preferences,  The r07orking Group on Rules of Origin met for the
first time from 9 to 13 June L969.
Despite the delays affecting work within OECD and the number of
important  issues still outstanding-notably the question of an equitable
breakdown of the burden on preference-giving seunlliss-4ll  r07estern
counties  'qrere able to respect the ur':4ertaking  entered upon at the third
session of the Special Committee and on 15 November transmitted to
I-INCTAD "substantial documentation" which will serve as a basis fot
intensive consultations beginning in March 1970. The initial position of
the Community and of other prefetence-giving countries was annexed  to
this documentation  and is analvsed below.
Generalized  UNCTAD preferences:  Preparation of the Contnunity's
position in collaboration  uith otber industrial countries
464. In accordance with Resolution 2l (II)1 adopted at UNCTAD II;
and to comply with the timetable laid down therein, the industrialized
countries lodged their preliminaty  offers of taiff. preferences  for manu-
factutes and semi-manufactutes  from the developing countries  with OECD
as agreed with that organization.z
As far as the EEC is concerned, the Council agreed at its 61st meeting
on 3-4 March 1969 that the Community's  initial position on the granting
of generalized  tari{f preferences  for manufactures and semi-manufactures
from the developing countries be ransmitted to OECD. This agreement
was reached following extensive discussions within the competent Com-
, munity agencies based on documents prepared by the Commission, in
pafticular its memorandum of 29 January L969 to the Council.
The Community  suggests that the preference  system be applied
as a general rule to all industrial manufactures and semi-manufactures
originating  in the developing  countries. The preference would mean duty-
free entry for the developing countries up to a ceiling calculated on the
basis of uniform factors for each product.
I  See Second  General Report, sec. 548.
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Special arrangements,  are envisaged fot prcdr,rcts such as cotton, jute
and coir textiles which are or will be covered by specific intemational
or bilateml agreements.
As for processed agricultural products, the Community transmitted
to OECD a preliminary  list of those on which it is prepared  to make tarif{
concessions,
On 28 October 1969, with a view to honouring the commitment
mentioned eadier, the Council decide<i to transmit to UNCTAD as they
stood the Community's preliminary offers, already lodged with OECD
in March 1969.
These offers were based on the assumption  that the main industrial-
ized OECD countries would participate in the preferences and make
comparable concessions. They were also communicated  subject to any
changes which might have to be made following the consultations  the
C-ommunity is required to hold with a number of its as!,ociates  under
the terms of association  agreements.
Co-ordination  of deuelopnent aid and tecltnical  assistann
465. The Council's  lVorking Party on coordination  and cooperation  in
the sphere of technical  assistance met once, in September 1,969. A second
meeting was planned for November but had to be postponed to January
1970 because of pressure of other Council work. At the September
meeting a considerable  amount of time was devoted to examining  action
to provide technicd assistance under the EEC-Lebanon agreement  and to
discussing future measures in the light of a fresh request submitted by
the Lebanese  authorities.
FOOD AID
466. Under the L967 Food Aid Convention the EEC undertook  to supply
the developing countries with 1 015 000 tons of wheat or coarse grain
annually for a period of three years.
The Community  also produced plans of its own for supplying  skim
milk powder and butter oil to the developing  counuies.  These have
abeady been the subject of preliminary Council  decisions.RELATIONS  IJTITH  DEVBLOPING  COUNTRIES ,fO1
Food aid: cereals
Balance sbeet for 1.965/69
467 . In 1968 /69, the first year of the Food Aid Conventi,cn,  six countriesl
and two organinations were supplied with grain by the Community:
India
Pakistan
Indonesia
Tunisia
Turkey
Sudan
ICRC and JCAz
80 000 t
50 000 t
56 000 t
20 000 t
50 000 t
20 000 t  r.
25 000 t (famine relief in Nigeria)
This Community aid totalled 301 000 tons, or 29.087o of the
Community's annual commitment under the Food $id Convention
(1 015 000 tons).
,  All agreements on Community  aid were signed before the end of
June 1969 in accordance  with the rule adopted by the signatories  to the
Food Aid Convention.
By 2 September  1969 all calls for tender for the supply of Community
aid had been issued, the only exception  being tenders for food aid for
distribution  by the ICRC in Nigeria, which were delayed by unforeseen
circumstances completely outside the Community's control. It should be
noted that of the 301 000 tons supplied, 2905L7 tons (96.57o)  were
mobilized  from stocks held by the intervention agencies. The remaining
3.57o was found on the open market because the intervention  agencies
did not have the necessary  supplies,  notably of oats and muzE.
It also proved possible to deliver the grain rapidly. By 30 Sep-
tember 1969,268090 tons (897o) had been delivered and the entire
operation was cornplete by the end of Oct6ber.3
', t C"-*""t.y  aid to Mali approved  at the Council's  meeting on 22123 July 1969
- will come under operationi ?or 1969170.
2 International  Cominittee of the Red'Cross  and Ioint Church Aid.
3 Vith the exception of 759 tons of wheat equiialent for Joint Church Aid repre-
senting 345 tons of pead barlev delivered durine Deceriber and 76 667 toni of
wheat equivalent forihe lnternational  CommitteJof  the Red Cross, for which the
delivery date is uncertain.402  ExTERNAL RELATIoNS
Applications  lor food aid in 1969/70
468. The Community's food aid programme  seems to have been well
received in the developing countries. With the exception of India the
organizations  and countries which received Community aid in 1968169
have re-applied for 1969/70, as have Syda, the United Arab Republic,
Yemen, Ceylon, Lebanon, Mali and Niger. This makes 14 applications
in all.
These applications  total | 572 050 tons of unprocessed  cereals, broken
down as follows:
50 000 t
350 000 t
20 000 r
151 000 tr
56 000 *
50 000 t
60 000 t
250 000 t
90 000 t
100 000 t
350 000 t
4500 t
8000 t
32 550 tB
The total tonnage  applied for is considerably in excess of the Com-
munity's  annual commitment (L 035 000 tons ).
Following an examination of the applications by an ad boc Council
working party and by the Permanent  Representatives Committee,  the
Council, in an initial decision taken on 10-11 November 1969, fixed the
total of Community aid at 325 500 tons as follows:
Syria
UAR
Yemen
Ceylon
Indonesia
Lebanon
Mali
Pakistan
Sudan
Tunisia
Turkey
ICRC
JCA
Niger
Indonesia
Pakistan
Turkey
Niger
Tunisia
60 000 t
80 000 t
50 000 t
15 000 t
35 000 t
1 Aoolied fot 100 000 tons of wheaten four.
z Aiilied for 37 086 tons of wheaten flour.
a ,tiiUea for 10 000 tons of wheat, 5 000 tons of vrheaten flour and 15 000 tons of
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Lebanon
Mati
Ceylon
Yemen
JCA
ICRC
15 000 t
30 000 t1
14 000 t
14 000 t
8000 r
4500 t
Agreements for the supply of the grain have akeady been signed
with Mali, Turkey, Tunisia, Pakistan and Lebanon.
Food aid: nilk products
469. In contrast to cereals, the Community's decision to supply milk
products 'ffas an autonomous  one in the context of its policy for mopping
up certain agricultural  surpluses. A Council decision of. 2l-22 April 1969
made provision for the inclusion of milk products in the Community's  aid
programme.
The countries or agencies which have asked for supplies of milk
products to date are listed in Table 27:
TABLE 27
Apprications  tfi 
l!?;:l$1or 
milk products
(tms )
ApplicantB  (countries  and agencies) I 
tut- muk powder 
I
Butter oll
4 000
1 000
1 000
2 000
100 000
10
-250
3s 000
200
2 000
1 000
350
3 000
15 000
1 000
5 000
600
1 000
24 000
120 000
(173 1s0)
UAR
Ceylon
Indonesia
Mali
Niger
Pakistan
Somalia
Sudan
Tunisia
JCA
ICRC
\7FP
I Emergency  aid approved by the Council in July 1969.
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'  The Council has already decided to supply milk products to two
organizations listed in this Table. On 17 July 1969 and 16 Septem-
ber 1969, on a proposal from the Commission, it adopted regulations  laying
down conditions for the supply of I20 000 tons of skim milk powder  and
35 000 tons of butter oil to the World Food Programme  (\WFP)  and
3 000 tons of skim milk powder to the International Committee  of the
Red Cross (ICRC).
COMMODITIES AND INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
470. As can be seen from the developments  outlined above, only limited
progress has been made towards solving the very difficult ptoblems posed
by short- and long-term equilibrium in the commodities  field. Apart from
its general contribution within UNCTAD, the Commission is continuing
its studies with a view 'to finding individual solutions which would take
into account the specific problems of the commodities or groups of
commodities in question.
Cocoa
471.. Frcsh talks were held in June 1969 at the invitation of the Seoetary-
General of UNCTAD with a view to  tlre contrerence of the
main producer and consumer countries to negotiate an international cocoa
agreement. The Commission  was able to take pan in these talks.
Although progress  was made on a number of technical points regarding
the working of the proposed  agreement  and supervision  arrangements,
substantial  difficrrlties remain. Numerous questions  were raised on essen-
tial issues such as the nature of the quota system, minimum  and maximum
prices, and the use of buffer stocks. It was impossible therefore to
affange for the resumption of negotiations in 1.969.
Cofee
472. The Community participated in the March and August 1,969 meetings
of the International Coffee Council. The first of these was devoted to
{ixing production targets for 1972/73 and defining a policy on stocks.
The second dealt with preparations  for the 1969/70 coffee year, the
second year of the new International Coffee Agreement signed in 1968.RELATIONS  WITH DEVBLOPING  COUNTRIES '{05
The dominating  feature of t969 was an appreciable  drop in world prices
followed by a distinct imptovement, which led the International  Coffee
Council to taise the prices of all types of coffee.
The Commission took part in two consultative meetings between
the EEC and Latin American countries. These dealt with Latin American
complaints against EEC countries for infringing  Artiale 47 of. the Agr€-
ment (Obstacles to Consumption).  Since these talks failed to produce
the results hoped for by the Latin Americans,  they asked fot the establish-
ment of the consultative  committee provided for in Article 59 of the
Agteement.
Otber tropical produce
473. The Commission took part in the third FAO Ad. Hoc Consultation
on Tea held in Kampala (Uganda) inJanuary  1969. During this meeting
the producer countries raised the problem of the downward trend of prices
for this commodity and discussed the steps which should be taken at
international  level to halt it.
The Commission also attended the third meeting of the FAO Study
Group on Bananas  held in Panama in April 1969. There is still a slight
imbalance  between production, which is a little too high, and consump-
tion. Although the banana-growing  countries  consider that the real
problem is one of underconsumption,  many of them are tending to stabilize
production at its present level. It is still felt that a world amangement
for bananas is unlikely in the immediate {uture.
The Commission was reprcsented  at the 28th meeting of the Inter-
national Cotton Advisory Committee held in Kampala  in June 1969. The
meeting recognized that, although there \ras now a satisfactory balance
between production  and consumption, cotton prices would have to temain
highly competitive if cotton was to hold its own against substitute fibres.
Individual agreements between producers and consumers were generally
held to be preferable to the implementation  of any international arrange-
ment for this commoditv.406  BXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
.  8. Ceoperation in the nucleat sectot
THE AGREEMENTS WITH THE I.INITED STATES,  TTIE UNITED  KINGDOM
AND CANADA
474. As in previous years, ccoperation with non-member countries
continued in the unpropitious  conditions prevailing in the nucleat research
sector, under the terms of the interim prograflrme now being conducted
in fields of comrnon interest with the prirrcipal partners, namely, the
United  States Atomic Energy Comrnission  (USAEC),  the United Kingdom
Atomic Ene,rgy Autho,rity (UKAEA) and Atomic Energy af. CanaAa
Limited (AECL).
With regard to the peaceful 'use of nudear en€rgy, the Commission,
mind{ul of the need to improve the conditions  governing  the supply o{
enriched uranium from the USA, has obtained ftom the Council directives
for negotiating the necessary amendments to the Supplementary  Agreement
for Co'o'peration  slgned in 1950 and already amended n t962 artd, 196t.
Furthermore, on the basis of an American proposal and after having
obtained the appropriate directives from the Council, the Commission is
d,t presd:l,t negotiating  an ,arrangernerit-with  which any Member states
so desiring would also be associated-for organizing  and rationalizing the
exchanges of nuclear documentation  between the Community  and the
USAEC, in particulat with the aid of computers.
The Agrement for Co-operation,  which was concluded wi,th the
United Kingdom on 4 February 1959 fot a period of ten years, has been
ex,tended without modificati,on for a further perid o4 rwo years, i.e.
to 3 February 1971. The joint wotking  group, which has been operating
under the Agreernent since 1959, held its eighteenth meeting in Brussels
on 24 Match 7969. Meetings and other scientific and technical discussions
have taken place in a number of fields during the year.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
475. In pursuance of Article 103 of the Euratom  Trcaty, the Commission
received notification in 1969 of:
(i) a draft coFoperation agreement between Ftance and Indorresia
concerning  the use of nucleat energy for peaceful purposes;CO-OPERATION IN THE NUCLEAR  SECTOR 407
(ii) a dtalt framework agr€ment between Germany and Brazil conern-
ing co.o,peration  in scientific research  and tahnological developmerrt;
('ii'i) a draft agreement berween Germany, the Netherla,nds  and,the  United
Kingdom  on coll,aboration  in the dwelopment and operation of the
ultracentri,fugation  process for 't[re productio'n of enriched u'anium.
The Commission has not issued any comments  on the first two of
these draft agreements. The third one, notification  of which was given
on 29 Decembet 1969, is in the course of examination.
NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY  (NPT)
476. ln 1968, the Trcaty on the Non-Prolifetation of Nuclear \feapons
(NPT) was signed by three Member States (Luxembourg, Netherlands
and Belgium). Italy and Germany followed suit in 1,969, adding declara-
tions similar to those made by tlre Luxembourg, Belgian  and Dutch govem-
ments at the time of signing. In these declarations, which were drawn
up in line with the opinion on the NPT which the Commission----consulted
pursuant to Article 103 of the Euratom Treaty-had formulated  in 1968,
the five Member States affirmed in particular their intention not to ratify
the NPT before the conclusion of a safeguards  agreement  between Euratom
and the IAEA which would ensure compliance with the Euratom Trcaty.
The Non-Proliferation Treaty provides for the opening of negotia-
tions with the IAEA after it has come into force, that is to say, when
the three "depositary goverrrments"  (USA, USSR and United Kingdom)
and 40 other signatory states have deposited their instruments  of
ratification.
By 3l December 1969, the Treaty had been ratified by the three
"depositary governments" and by 22 signatory states. Following the
recent ratification by the United  States and the USSR (who should deposit
tlreir instruments of ratifiication simultaneously), the Traty may be
e'rip€€ted to come into forrce in the near future.
The Commission proposes that.draft  ditectives for the negotiations
be submitted to the C-ounoil, in aaordance with Article 101, second
parasraph of trlre Euratom T,rcaty.408  EXTERNAL  RELATIoNS
9. The Community  and intemational organizations
UNITED NATIONS
477. The working relations between the Community  and the United
Nations and its specialized agencies continued under the established
arrangements. The Community took part as an observer at the 47th
session of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, which met
in Geneva from L4 July to 8 August 1969. This session was mainly
concerned with preparing  the Second UN Development Decade. During
the session, a statement was made by the Community spokesman  on certain
provisions of the new Convention with the'Associated African  States and
Madagascar.
The Commission sent a conribution to UNESCO for International
Education Year, together with information on the measures taken to
implement the fundamental  principles of a common  vocational training
policy adoptud by the EEC Council on 2 Aprrl L963. It also com-
municated lts programme of education and uaining for the Community's
18 African  associates.
The Commission also followed the work of the Economic Com-
mission for Europe (ECE), the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), the Vorld Health Organization (WHO), the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) and the
O{fice of the United Nations High Commissioner  for Refugees (UNHCR).
The Commission  continued to work actively with the Secretariat  of
the International  Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and relations were
extended. In particular, the contacts long since established  for the dis-
semination of information led, on a proposal of the IAEA, to a conract
between the Agency and the Commission: under this contract, which was
negotiated in agreement with the Council, the Commission's Centre for
Information  and Documentation  (CID) will help in setting up the Inter-
national Nuclear Information  System  ( INIS ) of the IAEA, principally by
rendering  available to the IAEA Euratom's  "thesaurus"  of key words and
programming  systems,  subject to the necessary adaptations being made.
As in previous years, the Commission  accepted the invitation of the Board
of Governors to send an observer to represent it at the IAEA General
Conference (13th ordinary session,  Vienna, 23-30 September.1969). In
accordance with the wishes of the countries considered as noh-nuclearINTERNATIONAL  ORGANIZATIONS  409
by the Non-P,roliferati'cn Treaty, this session, like the p'revious  one, w,ls
mainly devoted to the rqrercussions of the Treaty's entry into force on
many aspects of international co-operation in the nuclear field, and to
the consequent  appropriate  reforms of the structure and functioning of
the IAEA.
478. Collaboration  bet'ween the Commission  and the International Labour
Organization continued normally during the past year, which was marked
by the 50th anniversary of the institution's creation' The Commission
took part in the celebration of this anniversary, at the 53rd International
Labour Conference. It co-operated in a symposium on vocational guidance
and training. It also participated  actively in the congress  on occupational
health and sa{ety; it made a financial contribution to the International
Institute for Labour Studies and the International Safety Centrc (CIS);
it organized  at the vocational training centre of Turin, in addition to the
usual seminars,  a session on the further training of ttaining officers in
industy. Finally, on the Commission's initiative, the European'Parlia-
ment celebrated the 50th anniversary of the ILO during its October
session.
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC  CO.OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
(OECD)
479, As in the past, the Commission participated in the OECD's work'
It was represented at the Council meeting at ministerial level by
M. Rochereau,  member of the Commission, who gave an account of the
Community's  economic activities and its attitude to the developing
countries.
On 1 March, the Commission put the Community's offer on the
establishment of. a generalized  preference system before the OECD
Secretariat.
In the field of industry and regional policy, the competent deplrt-
ments of the Commission took an active part in meetings of the OECD
committees,  helping in the work of the Special Committees for Iron and
Steel, Machinery, Pulp and Paper, Textiles  and Oil. An important contri-
bution 'vas made towards prepariSrg memoranda on the industrial and
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With regard to scientific policy, the Commission followed the activ-
ities of the OECD scientific committes and made sure that there was a
link with the work being done in Brussels in the Aigrain group.
In the field of co,operation  between  Euratom  and the European
Nuclear Energy Agency, the Dragon Agreement  was extended for the fourth
tirne, for three years (1 April 1970-3L March 1973). The Community
will contribute 407o of the budget for this, which totals 19 4I8 000 u.a.
Assurances have also been obtained from the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority, the owner of the feactor, regarding  a further extension
of the Agreement beyond 3L March 1973.
As in previous years, the activities and commitments of the Com-
munity concerning development aid were examined by the Development
Assistance Committee. The Committee also organized a meeting of parlia-
mentarians of its member countries, during which M. De \7inter, as
member of the European Parliament  delegation, gav'e an account of the
commitments  entered into under the Yaound6 II  Convention and the
Arusha Agreement.
The Cornmission  was also represented at the meetings of the
Economic Policy, Agricultute and Manpowet Committees. Its represen-
tatives took par,t in the work on creating an international technological
management institute and in studies on the modern company undertaken
in the OECD.
ITESTERN EUROPEAN I.INION (Iu'EU)
480. The VEU Council met on 6 and 7 February 1969 n Luxembourg.
M. Martino, member of the Commission,  represented  the Commission for
that part of the work which the institution has for some yanrs devoted
to an examination of economic problems in Europe.
In the absence of one of its members the Council, at its session of
5 and 6 June 1969 at The Hague, did not include economic problems on
its agenda, and hence the Commission was not required to participate.
'Since the difficulties in question have. not yet been solvbd, the
quatedy sessions which should have been held have not taken place.INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS  4IT
EUROPEAN FREE TRADE  ASSOCIATION (EFTA)
481 . In the context of the regular meetings between the European Free
Trade Association  and the Commission,  exchanges of views and information
took place on 1L February and 15 September 1969.
On these occasions matters were examined in connection with freedom
of establishment, the common customs tariff, technical barriers to tradg,
approximation of company law and investments  in the Eutopean iron and
steel industries.
COUNCIL OF EUROPE
482. ls  in the past, the Commission was represented  at the sessions  <if
the Consultative Asiembly,  the debates of which, in this twentieth arrniver-
sary year of the foundation of the C-ouncil of Euto,pe, were devoted
to the general policy of its Member States and to the problerns linked
with enlargement  o{ the Communities.'  The Commission also assisted in
the work of the intergovernmental  committees and gtoups of experts.
An information  meeting on 6 November  1969 between the Secretariat
of the Council of Europe and the Commission  reviewed the working
relations betwegn similar departments of the two institutions. The fact
that their activity was' complementary in numerous  sectors seemed  to
favour an expansion of present cGoperation; this is particularly  so for
legal problems-notably  those concerning patents and copyrighl-na1u1g
conservation, tovrn and country planning,  European rules on oil and gas
pipelines, consumer protection and equivalence of professional  and technical
quali{ications.
MISCELLANEOUS
483. Finally, the Commission representatives followed the work of the
European  Conference of Ministers of Transpott ( ECMT ), the Intergovern-
mental Committee for European Migration  (ICEM)  and the International
Bureau of \fleights and Measures.412  ExTERNAL RELATToNS
10. The Communities'  diplomatic relations
484. In the period under teview, diplomatic relations were established
between the three European Communities  and Cyprus.
In addition, eight States which had diplomatic  relations with the
EEC extended their relations to the other two Communities, i.e. to the
ECSC and Euratom.
At present 81 States have representatives  with the European Com-
munities. Of these States, 39 have repreqentatives accredited to the
three Communities, 41 to the EEC alone and 1 to the EEC and ECSC.qft
CHAPTER  VI
INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANS OF THE COMMT]NITIES
1. The European Parliament
Election ol President, sessions  .:,
485. At the o,pening o{ its annual session on 1L March 1969, the
European  Parliament elected M. Mario Scelba (Italy, Christian Dernocrat)
as President to succeed M. Al,ain Poher. It also elected its bureau, with
M. Metzger (Germany,  Socialist), M. Berkhouwer  (Netherlands, Liberal),
M. Terrenoire (France, European Democratic  Union), M. Furler (Ger-
many, Christian Democrat), M. Corona (Italy, Socialist), M. Rossi
(France, Liberal), M. De Gryse (Belgium, Christian Democrat) and
M. Vohlfart (Luxembourg, Socialist) as Vice-Presidents.
At the meeting in November,  President  Scelba ,announced that the
Christian Democrat  group had elec,ted M. Liicker (Germany ) Chairman
to succeed M. Illerhaus, and that the Liberal group had elected M. Berk-
houwer (Netherlands) to succeed M. Pleven (France), M. Vals (France)
remaining Chairrnan of the Socialist group and M. Triboulet  (France)
Cha,irman of the European Democratic Union. group.
Between 1 January and 3I December 1969, the Parliament met nine
times in five ordinary sessions and four extraordinary sessions.,l  The
, ft " 
s.r.io:rs were held on the dates given below. The reference  s to the oficial
gaqettc  show where the minutes of the sittings and the texts of the Opinions  and
resolutions adopted by the Parliament  ate published.
2l-24 Jattaty, in Stasbourg: (oficial gtqcl/a No. C 17, 12 February 1969)
20-21 Febtuaty, in Luxembovg: (Ibid. No. C 29, 6 March  1969)
10-14 March, in Strasbourg: (Ihl. No. C 47, L April 1969)
5-9 May, in Strasbourg:. (Ibid. No. 63,28 May 1969)
3-4 June, in Luxembourg: (Ibid. No. C 79, 2l Jure t969)
30 June-4 July, in Strasbourg: (1&l/. No. C97,28 July 1969)
6-10 Octobet, in Strasbourg: (I&/. No. C 739,28 October 1969) '  3 November, in Luxembourg: (/DlZ No. C 146, t3 November  1969)
9-12 December, in Sftasbourg: (Ibid. No. C 2, 8 January  1970).4I4  INSTITUTIONS  AND ORGANS  OF THB COMMUNITIES
exffaordinary sessions  were chiefly concerned with the outlook {or and
results'of the surnmit conference, agricultural  pfices, and the policy of the
Community towatds the countries of the Mediterranean  basin' As in
past years, the members of the European Parliament  and of the Consul-
tative Assembly of the Council of Europe held a joint meeting on 3 and
4 October L969, at which the Parliament presented the report on its
activities from L May 1968 to 30 April 1962r and a report by M. Hou-
gardy (Belgium, Liberal) on the minimum  conditions to ensure the success
of European ao"operation on llronetaf,y policy. The Farliament held a
festive meeting on 7 October 1969 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of the Internalonal l,abour Organizatio,n,  and M. Scelba gave errpression
to its deep gratitude for what had been achieved by this organization.
The zubject of the 1969 colloquy between the institutions of the Com'
munities, held on 11 December 1969, was "The Present Situation  and
the Future of the Communities after the Conference at The Hague".
Parliamentary  activities n 1.969 were largely devoted to the questions
raised by the political situation in Euro,pe and the future of the Six.
There was ag4rn a clash-though less marked than in recent years-
between two lines of thought concerning  this concept of the future,
particularly in connection with election of the members of the Euro'pean
Parliament by direct universal  suffrage and with the adjustment of the
budgetary powers of the Parliament in relation to the institution o{ the
Community's own resources. Furthei ideas were brought in by the
representatives  of the Communist party, who entered the Padiament  for
the first time on 2t lanuary 1969, when the Italian delegation  was
renewed. Finally, the history of the Parliament  will bear the traces of
the steps taken in 1969 by President Scelba to improve  co'operation
between the institutions of the Commurrities.  During the May ses t.o,
M. Scelba e:<plained to M. Thorn, President of the Counail  aru:l Minister
"f f"*tgt  ^Aff.irc in - the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, a series oi
problems which the Farliament  considers of prime ,irnportance. In the
@urs€ of many contacts' with the President of the Commiss:ion,
M. Scelba put forward some points abut ceoperation with the Com-
mission that arc considered  especially important by the Padiament.
Varioud solutions have been worked out and the future will show whether
they are indeed successful  and effective.
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Actiuities
486. The Parliament was consulted by the Council on a large number of
proposals for regulations and directives arising from different parts of the
Treaties and rendered 74 Opinions, of which 47 concerned  the common
agricultural policy. Of the remainder, 1 concerned the financial and
budgetary powers of the Parliament, 1 taxation policy, 3 freedom of
establishment  and freedom to supply services, 8 the approximation of
legislation,  6 the common ttansport policy, 1 relations with Tunisia and
Mo,r,occo, 1 citrus fruit irnported frorn Turkey, Israel and Spain, 4 the
AASM and the OCT, 1 commercial  policy and I the stitute of service for
employees of the Community.
The Parliament adopted 51 resolutions during 1969. One concemed
the summit conference,  1 the problems of "own resources", taxation  har-
monization and adjustments  to the powers of the Padiament,  1 budgetary
powers, 1 the Parliamentary elections, L the common orgarization  of.
markets in the wine sector, 1 the International Grains Arrangement,
3 econornic and mo'netary policy, 6 Euratom, 1 the countries in the
Mediterranean basin, 1 tfie political situation in Grme, L the disastets
in Tunisia, 1 Tuikey, 3 the AASM, 2 Arusha, 3 legaJ, problems, I the
Euro,peanization of universities, 1 the rcogrritio,n of dipliomas,  1 reseanch
in universities, 6 social afif.aarc, 1 the positon of the consumer, 1 customs
legslation, L the approximation of legislation,2  the Second General Report,
10 budgetary and administrative  affairs.
The main points of most of these Opinions and resolutions are
described in vatious chapters of this Report; fullet accounts of debates
and speeches  by the members have been given each month in the Bulletin
oI the European Communities published by the Commission. 
'Conse-
quently, the pages below will simply give an overall view of parliamentary
activities during 1969 and draw attention to the political aspects of the
work done.
487. On12 March 1969, when President  Rey presented the 1968 General
Report on the Activities of the Commission,  the Parliament held an
irpportant  debate on the political situation in Europe.l M. Rey reaffitmed
his conviction that Europe.would  have to unite if it was to remain indepen-
dent. The real way to achieve union wds through the Community as it
exists today, with its common  policies, its political  objectives  and its
I  See Btalletin  +69, Ch. I nd Brlhtin 5-69, Ch. II,4t6  INSTITUTIoNS AND oRcANS  oF THE coMMUNITIES
institutions. M. Rey insisted that the veto system has disasmous  effects
and constitutes a major problem for the development of European  aff.airs.
Lastly, he proclaimed  the right of the peoples of Europe to elect the
membets of the European Parliament.
Speaking for the Christian Democrat grouP, M. Illerhaus  (Ger-
m"ny ) noted that the crisis concerned primarily the concept of the Com-
munity policy as a whole; he confirmed that ihe essence  and the aim
of the European Community  was to be a true, complete econoniic union.
M. Vals (France), who ernphasized  the concern of the Socialist  group
about the situation and prospects of the Community, was also convinced
that only a united Europe would enable the Member  States to solve
their particular problems. He regrettd that the increased strength of
the European economies still had no counterpart in the institutional
structures of the Community and noted that the force of a wave of
're-nationalizatiqn'  has at times caused  people to fo'rget that, in the p'ast,
nationalist fervour had more often than not led to blood and tears. M. Vals
added that, in spite of this recent past, conservative elements in various
governments and large national bodies were ccoperating with the most
reffograde sectors of the national economies to oppose every real develop-
ment ,in the Community; he recommended  that action be taken to make
a reality of direct elections to the European Parliament by universal
sufftage. Speaking for the group of Liberals and Allies, M. Pleven
(France)'declared that the mutual mistrust reigning in the Community
had become so paralysing that only a summit conference of the Six could
festofe the understanding  without which there could be no progress.
M. Pleven recalled the various aspects of the decline in the role played
by the commission. The ideological conrusion in Europe had never been
so gfeat, and thus the first duty of Europeans  was to demand that theit
gouirt *.nt,  should now pr.rt an end to this confusion. M. Habib-
belbncle,  speaking  on behal{ of the uDE, stated their position on the
enlargem.ni  of the Community  and stressed the need for a fuller inquiry
into its consequences for the Six. According to the UDE, political union
should first evolve in the Community  of the Six; a European will could
not be born of the negation of national wills, and the fle  of unanimity
wogld guarantee fespect for these national wills until such time as a
Errrope"n will ,emerges from an awareness of Europe.  Speaking for the
seyen Italian communists, M. Amandola seid that the community was
simply a free-trade area which had developed a-sometimes questionable-
common agricultural policy. The Community was not able to take up
the American challenge. The Treaties needed to be revised in order
to ensure a realistic policy of economic  co-op€ration among the MemberEUROPEANPARLIAMENT  4I7
States, with respect for the autonomy and the policies of each country
and each national Parliament.
488. In anticipation of the summit conference, originally planned for
17 and 18 November 1969, the Parliament  met in extraordinary  session
on 3 November 1969 to decide its ,attitudes towards the fundamental
problems of European  and Community poliry. It  recalled its concern
at a situation that was a threat to all that had been achieved by the
Community  and voted a resolution inviting the Heads of Sate or Govern-
men to decide on the establishment  by stages of political union in Europe,
in the spirit od the Bonn declaration of 18 July L961', and to give this
union concrete form in 1970.
This year's meeting between  Parliament, Council and Commission
was held at the beginning of December  and was concerned with the situa-
tion and the outlook for the Communities  after the summit conference
at The Hague. M. de Koster, acting President of the Council and State
Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Netherlands, pointed
out that the guidelines and decisions  reached in The Hague wo'uld make
it possible to round off the Community and give it a fresh impetus.
M. Rey recognized the results that had been achieved at The Hague, but
still regretted that np real progress had been made towards political
union and that no decision  had been taken to strengthen the institutions.
The chairmen of the four political groups each expressed,  with some
sligfirt differences, their satisfaction: that the Heads of State or Govern-
ment had been able to achieve concrete results. M. Liicker (Germany)
and M, Vals (France) were reserved about the small amount of progress
in the political and institutional field, while M. Berkhouwer  (Nether-
lands ), Chairman of the Liberal and allied group, compared  the summit
confer.ence with an unfinished symphony. Speaking for the UDE gtorlp,
M. Triboulet  stated why his friends felt a teasonable degree of satis-
faction.
489. Several debates n  L969 were devoted to the Community's "own
resources", tax harrnonization, and adjustments to the Parliament's powers
of decision and contol.l An oral question (No' a/69) bv M. Spinale
(France, Socialist) led the Parliament to ask the Commission  for a defini-
tion of its doctrine and general principles in this matter on 2 July L969.
M. Rey, President of the Commission, was able to calm the Parliament's
t Sr. 
"1.. 
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appr€hensions.  In the resolution at the end of the debate, the Patliament
noted the Council's and the Commission's  intention not to ask for prolon-
gation of the transitional period after t  Junurry  1970, and stated that
*ly if assi,grred sufficient  resources would the Community  be able to put
through its cugrent programmes  and release Ministers {rom tlre demands
for "just retums". which tend to dampe'n the C,ommunity spirit. After
the Commission had submiaed  to the Council its "Memorandum on the
replacement of financial contributions from Member States by own
resources and an inctease in the budgetary  powers of the Padiament",
the Parliament, on 7 October 1969, stated emphatically that it expected
'the Commission  to formulate a proposal to supplement the memorandum
and to meet the condition-which the Parliament  had been putting for-
ward for years-that  the Parliament should teceive true budgetary powers
when the Community was given its own resources.  Also, it appealed  to the
national padiaments "to approve  these pro,posals only if the Padiament is
simuhaneously grven  powers". On 10 December 1969 a wldLe-
ranglng debate was held in the Parliament  on these important  problems
and led to a number of amendments to the Cornmission's  text; these are
for the most part to be found in the resolution  adopted  at the end of the
debate. The Parliament insisted that, in accordance with th'e constitutional
principles of the Member States, it had the right of final decision once
the financial  autonomy of the Community  became a fact-as Community
resources would otherwise escape the control of. any other parliamentary
body-and it requested that the period during which this right was waived
should end on L January 1974; it found little to commend  the committee
of conciliation proposed by the Commission;  and it considered that during
the final period ,a majarity of the membe'rs of the Parliament  and three
fifths of the votes cast would be a normal and sufficient co,ndition for
the final decision  on the budget. Moreover,  during the period when the
Parliament's right of final decision was waived, a qualified majority
carrying the votes of at least four mernbers  should be necessary in the
Council before an amendment decided o,n by the Padiament and in confor-
mity with the Commission's  proposals  could be rejected.r
490. lnMarch 1969 theParliament  discussed  the problern of the election
of its members by direct universal suffrage. M. Dehousse (Belgium,
Socialist), who presented a dnft resolution, recalled that on 17 May 1960
the great majority of Par]iament was in favour of a plan for a convention
to organize the elections, but that the Council had meantime not been
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able to make a decision in this matter. Faced with the absence of a
decision by the Council, the Padiament should create the legal situation
which would force the Council to take a stand. All the speakers  except
the UDE members pointed out the essentially juridical aspect of the
problem.. The UDE spokesman said that before elections were considered
it'was nec€ssary  to negotiate a trffi'ty provid,ing for a genuine Eurr:pean
constitution and an executive  body elected by universal suffrage. Finally,
tlre Parliament instructed "its President to ask the Cqrncil to take
without further delay the action rgquired by the Treaty in connection
with the Parliament's  proposition  and to draw the Council's attention
to Article 175".
491. The numerous problems  of the common agricultural policy, as regards
both its definitive financing system and its current pdministration, and
the common market org^ir'urions were also objects'of .oo..rr, for the
Parliament.
On 10 December  1969 the Parliament voted in favour of two Com-
mission  proposals for Council regulations on the financing of the common
agricultural poli.y (the definitive system to be applied onI January l97l)
and on $upplementary  affangements  for the interim period 1 July 1969-
3l  December 1970. As regards the first proposal the Parliament
approved-although  subiect to certain comments-the  system suggested
by the Commission, which would ensure  a better balance on the market
by a production  policy limiting budgetary expenditure and assign an
increasing proportion of the available  money to the requisite action on
agricultural stnrctures and the social measures involved. Much attention
was devoted to the problems of fixing prices for agricultural products.
At an extraordinary session in February,  the Pafliament  considered that
prices of grain, rice, oilseeds and sugar in the L969/70 marketing  year
unoUa have been fixed before 1 August 1968 and reiected the proposals
before it, suggesting that for most products the prices applicable during
the preceding marketing year should be maintained.  On 13 March a
debaie was held on the price of milk, dairy products,  beef and veal and
on medium-term  measures to ensure a balance on the milk market and
increased  stabilization on that for fats. Oral question No. 2/69 put do'i/n
by M.Blondelle (France, Liberal) led Parliament to drscuss fats and
dairy products  once again. on 3 July it dealt with the price of grain,
rice, olive oil, oilseeds, st€d, veal, beef and pigmeat tot L970/7I'
Anr important debate was also held at the same session on the C-om-
miss,ion proposals for the numefous problems of the tobacco  market'
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agricultual sector a.fter the revaluation of the DM. Oral question
No. 7/69 by M. t0flbsteterp (Netherlands,  Christi4n Democrat) led the
Patliament to discuss the influence on the 1967 International Grains
Arrangement of the lower selling prices applied by certain larrge exporting
countries in 1969.
Lastly, M. Triboulet (UDE) questioned the Commission (oral
qnestion No. 16/68 ) on 22 lutuuy about the "noisy publicity" given
to the Mansholt Plan before it had been seen by the Parliament  or the
Council. M. Rey, President  of the Commission,  replied that M. Mansholt
had spoken on 10 December 1968 with the full consent of the Commission.
492. On several occasions in 1969 the Parliament discussed the Com-
munity's economic, financial and monetary problems.  Eady in the year,
it heard the staternent of M. Barre, Vice-President  of the Commission, on
the economic situati,on in 1968 and the outlook for 1969. In May
Mme Elsner (Germany, Socialist)  posed oral question No. 1/59 and
provoked  a debate on monetary  dwelopments  in the Member States,  at
international  level and on the European capital market, especially  as
regards the changes in fie Eurodollar ma,rket.  The Parliament wound up
this debate with a resolution expressing its wish that the Commission
should each year specify the extent to which its raommendations have
affected short-term  economic  policy in the Member States. It  also
expressed  its concern at the risks of imbalance implicit in the Community
system of automatic  financial support advocated in the Commission  memo.
randum on the co-ordination  of economic policies,and  monetary  co'operation
in the C,ommunity.
The theme of the 16th joint meeting of the Consultative  Assembly
of the Council of Europe and the Parliament in October 1969 was "the
miaimum con&tions for successful Europearl monetary  co"operation".
Under the successive  chairmanship of M. Scelba (Italy, Christian Demo.
crat), President of the European Padiament,  and M. Reverdin (Switzer-
land, Liberal Democrat), President of the Consultative  Assembly of the
Council of Europe, the members of the two bodies discussed  three reports
by M. Hougardy (Belgium, Liberal, European Parliament), M. Petersen
(Norway, Conservative,  Consultative Assembly)  and M. Federspiel (Den-
mark, Liberal, Consultative  Assembly ).  M. Hougardy's conclusion was
that monetary  ceoperation depended on co.operation  between  Member
States in economic if not in foreign policy. M. Petersen believed  that
European monetary  co-operation could succeed only if there was better
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international monetary system. Lastly, M. Federspiel thought that
Europe'an cqop€ration in the monetary field could be envisaged only in
the framework o{ a politically and economically  integrated Europe, based
on the Communities  and subsequently  extended td the United Kingdom
and the othet candidates for membership.  The ultimate aim should be
complete monetary union, which implies the introduction of a European
.rrttin y and a system of European feserves. Finally, altet a second
look at certain monetary ptoblems following oral question No. 10/69
by Mme Elsner (Germany,  Socialist), the Padiament  asked the Commis-
sion to present without delay concrete proposals to bring the Eutopean
monetary uniorr into effect on I  January t975. On the same day the
Parliament proposed  a series of measures  to render the present system of
fragmented  national capital markets more flexible pending its complete
aboltion.
493. Dar:ng t969 the Euratom  crisis, with its consequences fot research
policy and the Joint Research Centre, was a matter of continual  concern
io1 th. parliament. On 23 January M. Hellwig, Vice-President of the
Commission, made a staiement on the situation of Euratom after the
council decisions of 20 and 21 December 1968.1 on the same day the
Parliament  was presented  with a petition signed by 4 000 employees of
the Communities and voted a resolution  declaring that it shared the deep
concefn of the staff. As it had oot yet rmeived rhe 1.969 draft reseatch
and investment  budget from the Council, the Parliarnent  exptessed  its
anxiety. It also voiced its concern regarding  the Council decision providing
for complementary  progfammes  and demanded the devLlopment  of the new
programmes mentioned  in the Council decision of 20 December  1968.
fn" putU"-ent received the draft budget on 13 March but reiected it,
considering that it seriously prejudiced the future by measures  restricting
employm.nt and credits, and asked the Council to draw up another draft,
taking full account of the preliminary draft drawn up by the Commission
and expandod by a supplementary budget for mukiannual Projects.
During u d.b"t. in May on oral question No. 17/68 by M. oele (Nether-
lands, Socialist), the Parliament  criticized the Council's  attitude  towards
scientific and tachnical research, particurlarly as regards  mulrti,anntr,al
programmes. In July a debate was held on restructirration  prospects fot
-Eooto* 
and the Joint Research Centre. The Parliament  continued  its
discuisions on the future of Euratom in November  1969, after oral
questions No. 12/69 and No. 14/69 had been put to the commission.
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The fimt questio'n was from M. Oele (Netherlands, Socialist) and dealt
with C-ommunity research in Euratom; the second, put down by M. Post-
humus (Netherlands, Socialist),  raised the problem of the Executive's
reqponsibility in the absence of ^y 
decision on m'ultiannual researdr and
teaching programmes and of a research  and investrnent budget.
494. On several occasions  the Parliament held debates on the Com-
munity's  external relations. During the extraordinary  session in February,
it evinced deep concern regarding political ind military developments in
the Middle East and discussed  Community poliry towards countries in the
Mediterrane.an basin. The resolution adopted at the end of this debate
asked the Commission and the Council "to continue prepatations for the
association agreements with Tunisia and Morocco parallel with those fot
an agreement with Israel, these different.4greements to be concluded and
put'into effsct simultanetrusly".  In May.there urat an irnportant debate
on the influence of the political situation in Greece on that country's
association with the EEC, and the Parliament concluded that "nothing
should be done to develop  the association until such time as the conditions
for normal democratic  life have been re-established in Greece". In June
it approved the association agreements with Tunisia and Morocco, but
pointed out the difficulties encountered by C,ommunity  production of
citrus fruits: The disasters in Tunisia caused the Parliament in Octpber
to ask the Governments represented  in the Council and Commissioii  to
take measures to assist that country. In June the Padiament  examined
certain points raised by the joint Turkey/EEC  Parliamentary  Committee.
The results of the' tifth EEC/AASM Parliameirtary  Conlerence at Iana-
narive on 10-15 Janu,aryr ted $e Pa,rliament, on 10 March 1969, w expr€s,s
its wish that the Association should co'ntinue in the same spirit and with
the same objectives, subject to the necessary  adjustment of procedures  to
new requirements.  In reply to oral question No. 3,/69 by M. Achenbach
(Germany, Liberal), the Parliament considered that the third EDF should
be allotted a sum of 200 million u.a. each year; it urged the Governrnents
of the Six raprdly to renew the Yaoundd Convention,  which was due to
expire on 3L May 1,969. 'An 9 December the Padiament  was consulted
by the Council and approved the'new Yaound6  Convention, signed on
29 luly t969,,0rrd  the Community  agreement with Tanzania, Uganda  and
Kenya, signed on 24 September 1969. In November the Parliament
debated Community relations with Latin America.
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495. The Parliament  dealt with various problems of Community law in
1,969. At the January session, M. Dehousse (Belgium, Socialist) presented
a dtalt resolution on the legal and political implications of Articls 8 (5-7 )
of the EEC Treaty and.the conditions for the changeover from the
transitional to the final period of the'common  market. In May tllere
was a debate on the acts of the Member States as a whole and on acts
of the Council n<rt provided fot under the Treaties. In October the Par-
liament discussed  problems of the application of Article 1'77 of the EJC
Treaty and adopted a resolution stating that judges should resort more
frequently  to the procedure  of requests for a preliminary  ruling laid down
in Article 177. "The mode of operation -of committees established  by
derived Community  law" was the subject of the two oral questions  with
debate (Nos. 5/69 and 6/69) posed to the Commission and the Council
in November 1969 following a report by M. Jozeau-Marignd (France,
Liberal)l on the Community procedures  for irnplementing  derived  Com-
munity law. In December the Parliament  gave a favourable opinion on
the proposal for a Council  regulation on the maintenance  of, the Manage-
ment Committees procedure. On 27 Novembet the Parliament further
discussed a report presented  by M. Lautenschlager ( Getmany,  Socialist  )
on the right to legal protection, the creation and the guarantee of legal
uniformity in European customs  and business legislation  and the juridical
and institutional  problems irtvolved. On the same day it also discussed
a report by M.Dittrich (Germany, Christian Democrat) on certain fun'
damental 
-and 
procedural problems regarding the approximation of
legislation in the Community.
496. In October the Pafliarnent discussed the Europeanization of univer-
Sities, the reciprocal recognition of diplomas, and research in universities'
with its implications for the youth of Europe. It declared in a tesolution
that the "Euro,peanizatio,n  of universities i s essential,  as it forms the
foundation  of a genuine cultural Community" and "asked the Commission
to present, on the basis of the declaration of Heads of State or Govern-
-"rrt ot 18 July 1961 in Bonn, proposals for establishing a council of
national Ministers of Education and to prepare the draft conventions
mentioned in that declaration". In a second resolution, the Parliament
said that mutual rcognition of degrees constituted an essqrtial  element
of a common cultural policy. A third resolution noted the need for
information cenfies ,at all universities to inform students of the pfospects
offered by various courses of study, and the need to inctease university
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staffs. The Padiament was convinced that medium-sized  universities
alone allow of dialogue  between staff and students and that the establish-
ment of a European education poliry was called for.
497. In the social affairs field the Parliament  in July debated the Com-
mission's interim report to the Council on the correlations  between the
social policy and the Community's other policies. The Parliament
requested  the Council "to make binding decisions  as soon as possible on
concrete social policy measures and Lay down as a principle that such
measures should provide considerable  latitude for direct intervention by
the Community".  The Farliarnent expressed a similar opinion when
debating at the same session the Report on the Sociatr Situation in the
Community  in 1968. The social consequences  of the changes in currency
parities in the Community for workers, especially frontier and migrant
workers,  and for persons in receipt of social benefits were the subject of
oral question No. 8/69 by M. Califice (Belgium, Christian Democrat) in
October. On 9 December the Padiament discussed reform of the European
Social Fund and accepted in principle the Commission's general line of
thought. "Strengthening of the consumer's position in the Common
Market"  was the subject of the debate on 21 January 1,.969. In his report
M. Boersma  (Nethedands, Christian  Democrat) stated that the Com-
munity needed the support of the consumer if it were nor to be blamed
for the rise in prices. Transport  policy was discussed af.ter orn,l question
No. 11/69 from M. Posthumus  (Netherlands, Socialist), asking the Council
about its responsibility for the delays in that field. M. Keyzer, President-
in-office of the Council and Dutch Minister of Transport, contested
M. Posthumus'  argurnents and showed that a common  transport poliry
was a long-term task calling for a gteat deal of perseverance.
498. On the basis of a report by M. C.orona (Italy, Socialist), the Par-
liament discussed the various aspects of Community activities in 1968  as
described in the Second General Report. It concluded that the need for
a conference of the Heads of State or Government was urgent and
considered  that the time had come for Europe to resume pursuit of the
long-term objectives and political aims of the Treaties. The Padiament
reviewed the problems pending in varioub sectors of Community  activity
and, in its conclusions,  expressed appreciation for the work done by the
Commission  and for the clarity with which it had put forward the political
problems in the Second  General Report. The Commission
to grapple resolutely and energetically with the problems to
was utged
be solved
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difficulties o{ the situation and of its obligation to reaffirm its political
independence now that attempts are being made to place national interests
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. The Council
Chairmen and sess;ions
499. TheCrcuncil  of the European  Communities  met 41 times during 1969
(58th to 97th sessions), including three times at the request of the Com-
mission {on 11 August and on 6 and 27 October). In accordance with
the decision taken by the representatives of the Governments of the
Member States unddr Article 37 of the Merger Treaty, the Council held
12 sessions in Luxembourg.  The chairmanship  was held in turn. by
Luxembourg and Netherlands members.
With the Luxembourg Foreign Minister, M. Pierre Gr6goire, in the
chair, the Council held its 59th sessio,n on 27 anA 28 January, @ncen-
ilating on agriculture and external relations. A new Luxembourg Govern-
ment was formed with M. Gaston Thorn at the Foreign Ministry,  and
M. Thorn took the chair at five Council sessions:
61st session on J and 4 March;
66th session on 25 March;
68th session on t2 May
70th session on 28 May;
7l.st session on 26 June.
M. Jean-Pierre Buctrler,  Luxembourg  Minister of Agriculture, also
took the chair at five sessions:
60th session on 17" and 18 February;
62nd session on 10 and 11 March;
65th session on 24 and 25 March;
69th session on 12 and 13 May
73rd session on 30 June.
The Council held four ses$ions under the chairmanship of the
Netherlands  Foteign Mirrister, M. J.M.A.H. Luns, and three sessions
(85th,91st and 95th) with the Netherlands State Secretary for Forgign
Affairs, M. 4.J. de Koster, in the chair:
76th session on 22 and 23 July;
79th session on 15 September;
82nd se9sion on 17 Octdber;
85th session'on 28 October;
86th session on 10 and 11 November:couNcrl  427
91st session on 25 November;
93rd session on 8 and 9 December;
95th session, first part, on 15 and 16 Deoenrber;
second part, on 19,20,21 and 22 December'
The 79th session was pardy under the chairmanship of M' de
Koster. The 85th was devoted mainly to budgetary  and administrative
matters, the 91st and 93rd to agricultural and financial alfatrs, and the
95th to the Community's own resources,  agricultural financing and the
Parliament's budgetaty  powers'
M. P. Lardinois,  Netherlands Minister of Agticulture, took the chair
at ten sessionQ:
.58th spssion on 1.6 January;
74th session on 1.5, 16 and 17 JulY;
77th session on 28 and Zg July;
80th session on 15 and 16 SePtembet;
83rd session on 28 October;
87th session on 10 and 11 November;
89th session on 24 and 25 November; ' 
94th sesoion on 9 Decem$er;
96th session on 16 Decernber;
97th session on 18 December..
The 67th ,s€s;sion, on 2l  and 22 April, was chaired successively by
M. Lardinois and M. Buchler'
The 75th session, on 17 July, dwoted mainly to economic  and
monetary problems, and the 78th session on 11 August, the 81st session
on 6 October and the session on 27 octoberlr convened at the request
of the commission  following the parity changes in France and Germany,
were under the chairmanship o{ M. H'J' Witteveen, Netherlands Finance
Minister. M. Marcel Mart, Luxembourg  Minister of Economic Affairs,
Power and Transport, was chairman,at  the 64th session  ( 17 and 18 March)
and the 72nd sessio4 (30 June), and M. L. de Block, Netherlands  Minister
of Economic A{fairs, took the chair at the 84th and 92nd sessions
(2g october and 6 December), which dealt mainly with the future
activities of Euratom and the scientific  and technicd research policy, and
at the g8th session on 13 Novernber,  -the main subject of which was
energy problems. M. Jean Dupong, Luxembour!  Minister of Labour and
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Social Security, took the chair at the 63rd session on 13 March and
M. B. Roolvink,  Netherlands  Minister of Social Affaim, at the 90th session
on 24 and 25 November.
Actiuities
500. Expressed in statistical form, the Council's activities from L January
to 31 December  t969 can be summarized  as follows:
(i)  24L regtiations  were adoptgd; 50 of these deal with rhe free move-
ment of goods, 1 with short-term economic  measures, 149 with the
common agricultural policy, 3 with tran$port, 1 with social policy,
2 with Greece, 5 with Turkey, 6 with Morocco, 5 with Tunisia,
1 with Spain, L with Israel, 2 with the Yaoundd  countries and
overseas territorieg,  7 with commercial  policy and 8 ivith administra-
tive affai,rs;
(ii)  67 decisions were approved;  1 of these deals with the co-ordination
of short-term  econornic policies,  9 with food a,id, 2 with tlre commo,n
agricultural policy, 8 with Eurarom, I  with the ECSC, 2 with
Turkey, 1 with the Community's ,overseas territories, 39 with com-
mercial policy, 1 with administrative aff.airs and 1 with the Publica-
tions Office;
(in).25 directives were adopted; 5 deal with customs legrsl,ation, 1 with
aid, 3 'with taxation policy, 2 with freedom of establishment and
freedom to supply services, 2 with the approximation  of legislation,
1 with agricultural  policy, 10 with the approximation  of legislation
in agriculture  and L with transport  policy.
The Council also adopted the second medium-term  econornic poliry
progranrme,  the budget and supplementary  budget No. 1 of the,European
Communities fot L969 and four financial  regulations,
501. The relations between the Council  and the European Parliament,  in
particular the still unsettled question of election of the Parliament by
direct universal suffrage,  occupied the Council on several occasions (66th,
68th and 76th sessions ).* At the 86th session the Council discussed the
number of representatives  in the Padiament and their distribution, the
possibility of having some of the rqiresentatives appointed by the national
parliaments for a transitional period, and the advisability of transitional
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502. Just as in L968, the most frequent item on the agenda of the
sessions chaired by foreign ministers was the British, Irish, Danish and
Norwegian Governments' applications for membership  and the letter from
the Swedish Government. The Council  discussed at length the indu.strial
and agricultural  content of the ttade arcangements  envisaged (59th, 61st,
66th and 68th sessions).  At its 76th session,  preparatory to the Hague
Summit Conference, the Council asked the Commission  to bring up to date
the Opinions which it rendered in September  L967 and April 1968 on the
membership applications.,l On 17 October the Commission made a
statement before the Council on the Opinion it had submitted to the
Council on 2 October. The item was agun on the agenda of the 86th
session. Finally, on the basis of the results of the Hague Summit on 1
and 2 December,  the Council  agreed on a list of items on which essential
preparatory work should be done in order to establish a common basis
for negotiation with a view to the actual opening of negotiations  (93rd
session;. An initial report on the subject \vas to be prepared for the
first Council session in February 1970.
503. The problems of the completion and internal development of the
Communities  were discussed in March (61st session), when the Com-
mission set out the broad lines of its memorandum  on the legal considera-
tions and technical points which might throw light on the scope o!
Article 8( 7 ) of the EEC Treaty. At its 66th session the Cogncil discussed
the Communities'  work p(ogramme, which had been submitted to it by
the Commiss,ion, and at its 68th session noted its agreement on the main
lines of the programme  f.or L969.
504. As in all previous years, agricultural  matters were on the agenda of
many sessions. In January,  February and May (58th, 59th and 68th
sessions) the Council discusied the Commission's Memorandum  on the
Reform of Agriculture in the Community. At its 86th session the Council
rnade a first examination  of the main problems involved in framing a
regulation on the financing of the common agricrrltural policy, mattefs
concerning the replacement  of the Member  States' financial contributions
by the community's  own resources, and increasing the European Parha-
ment's budgetary powers. \rork on these points continued at the
9Lst session, when the Council also had its first exchange of views-
followed by further discussion at the 94th session----on  the Commission's
memorandum  on the balance of agricultural  markets. In the light of the
, S.. 
"t.o *.  pages on the Hague Summit Conference  at the end of the present
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results of the'Hague Summit  Conference,  the Council continued its work
on the financing of the common agricrrltural poliry and the Community's
own resources at the 93rd and 95th sessions. On the morning of
22 December (95th session, second part), after four days of discussion,
the Council approved the principles of the arrangements  for the C,om-
munity's  own resources,  subject to an overall agreement. On the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament, the Council  examined  a draft resolu-
tion on the budgetary  procedure  to be applied during the "normal period".
The draft was approved by all delegations but the French,  which expressed
a teservation concerning  the procedures under which the Parliament would  ,
be required to determine the amount of revenues.
The medium-term measures for various agricultural markets,
including the general and technical aspects o{ the problems raised by the
achievement  of equilibrium  on the milk market, the guidance of sugar
production and the attainment  of more stable conditions  on the oils and
fats market, were examined by the Council on several occasions  ( 60th,
62nd, 69th, 73td, 74th and 80th sessions). Since agreement could not
be reached, the Council was obliged to extend several times the i,968/69
marketing year for beef and veal and for milk and milk products (65th,
7lst,74th,77th  and 83rd sessions).  On 22 April the Council adopted
three regulations on milk products and the marketing of surpluses
(67th session);  these matters were also dealt'with at its 74th session,
and a number of measures  were enacted at it$ 81.st session. Finally, the
Council decided on the 1,969/70 price arrangements  for beef and veal
and the milk sector at its 92nd session.
The common organization of the wine market was on the agenda
of the 58th, 60th, 62nd,, 83rd, 94th, 95th and 97th sessions, and the
common organization of the tobacco sector was examind at the 59th,
60th, 68th, 79th, 82nd, 86th, 93rd and 95th sessions. The machinery
of the fruit and vegetable market organization,  which involves difficuit
problems  for citrus fruit, was examined by the Council at the 60th, 62nd,
69th,73rd,74th, 80th, 82nd and 87th sessions.  A general  agreemenr of
principle  was achieved at the 89.th session, and the C,ouncil finally adopted
the appropriate regulations at its 94th session
The fixing of prices for certain agricultural products f.or L)69i70
was debated at the 60th, 62nd, 67th and 73rd sessions. The decision
fixing,the  prices for grain, rice, sugar and oilseeds  was finally made at
the 67th session. The Council also adopted deisions on a Standing
Committee on Foodstuffs at its 88th session and a regulation on the
maintenance  of the Management  Committee  procedure at its 97th.COUNCIL  431
At its 86th session the Council had a thorough discussion  on agri
cultural measures.to  be adopted following  the revaluation of the Germ4n
mark, and at its gird session it adopted  a regulation on the matter.
505. An fi  July (75th session) the Council adopted a decision on the
ceordination  of the short-term  economic  policies of the Member States,
in the context of the Cornmission's  memorandum on the co'ordination  of
economic  policies and monetary ccoperation within the Community ( the
Barre plan). \Dfith regard to the strengthening  of ceordination of medium-
term economic  policies, the Council agreed at the same session to debate
fully the medium-term policy objectives on the basis of a memorandum
to be submitted by the Commission.  Finally, the Council issued a state-
ment agreeing to the principle of a Community  system of short-term
monetary support, Still in July, the Council  had a detailed discussion on
the short-term  economic situation in the Community on the basis of a
Commission  memorandum  on the maintenance of the conditions  for
balanced gfowth in the Community. At its 59th session the Council
dealt vrith the improvement of the Community's  budgetary  machinery.
On 11 August (78th session), the Council examined the problems
raised by the French devaluation  of 8 August. Convened  again at the
request of the Commission on 6 October (81st session), the Council
examined the problems  raised by the decisions of the German  Government
introducing a floating exchange rate for the German currency' Finally,
on 27 October, also meeting  at the reque$t of the Commission,  the Council
examined the problems raised by the revaluation of the German mark.
506. Atits 61st session the Council adopted the Euratom research and
training programme f.or 1969 and the draft research  and investment  budget,
the budget being finally adopted at the 66th session. At the 72nd session,
the Council adopted certain ms$ures on redundancies at the Joint
Research Centre and had a first discussion on the Commission  document
concerning  Euratom's  future activities; it adopted a resolution  setting up
idvisory committees on programme management and approved the exten-
sion of the Dragon Agreement for thtee years, until )l  Match 1973.
At the 84th session the Commission proposals for a multiannual
progralnme  were again on th€ Council's  agenda, together with the compro'
mise suggestions worked out by the chairman  ( the de Block proposals ).
Finally, on 6 December (92nd session), on the basis of the agreements
reached at the Hague Summit C,onference on I' and 2 December, the
Council decided to make of the Joint Research Centre an effective and432  INSTrrurroNS  AND oRGANS  oF THE coMMUNrrrEs
suitable  Community instrument in the nuclear sector and to allow the
Centre's facilities to be used for activities other than nuclear. The
Council  also approved as broad a co-operation as possible in the field of
advanced reactors, more particltlarly  fast-breeder reactors, and expressed
its interest in the Commission's  proposal on long-term  enriched uranium
supply,
The Council agreed the terms of the mandate  authorizing  the Com-
mission to negotiate with the US Atomic Energy Commission for the
purpose of concluding an agreement on nuclear documentation  (81st ses-
sfon ).  At the 59th session it endorsed a projected two.year extension to
the Ceoperation Agreement with Britain on the peaceful uses of atomic
energy, and at the 88th session it approyed the conclusion by the Com-
mission of a conract with the International Atomic Energy Agency.
There was an exchange  of views on the report of the Vorking Group
on Scientific and Technical Research Policy (Aigrain group) at the
Council's 72nd session. Having drawn its first conclusions from this
report, the Council agreed to address ccoperation proposals to nine
European non-member countries (84th session).
507. In J"ly (76th session) the Council adopted the new Convention
of Association between the European Economic Community  and the
eighteen Associated African States, having  discussed  the matter at its
59th, 61st, 66th, 68th, 70th and 71st sessions.  Also at the 76th session,
the Council gave its approlal in principle to the Association Agreement
with the United Republic of. Tanzania the Republic of Uganda and the
Republic of Kenya, the various aspects of wfiich.it had examined at the
66th, 68th and ZOth sessions. The agreements  with Tunisia and Morocco
were on the agenda at the Council's 61st, 66th and 76th sessions, and the
matter of extending to fsrael, Spain and Turkey the conditional  preference
for citrus fruit under the agreements for Tunisia and Morocco was
discussed  at the 66th, 76th and 95th.
As regatds relations vrith Mediterranean countries, the Council
examined  and approved the resumption of negotiarions for a preferential
trade agreement with Spain at the 82nd session, and the opening of
simitrar negotiations with Israel at rhe 59th, 6lst, 68th, 78th and 82nd
sessions. The trade negotiations bet'ween the Community  and Yugoslavia
were on the Council agenda at the 59th,61st,  68th, 76th,79th,82nd  and
86th sessions.  At the 82nd session the Council invited the Commission
to enter into exploratory talks with the United Arab Republic and the
Republic of Lebanon with a view to opening trade negotiations,  and atCOUNCIL 433
its 86th session it gave a similar mandate to the Commission to establish
contacts with Japan. The Council  agteed to extend for one year the
Trade Agreement between the Community and Iran (86th session ) and
adopted decisions  concluding  an agreement  with India on made in jute
products (86th session) and an agreement with Pakistan on trade in
handicraft products (95th session). Finally, the Council approved a
statement  on relations between the Communitv  and Latin America ( 82nd
session ).
In the field of commercial  policy, after giving its agreement in
principle at its 82nd session, the Council adopted at its 95th session a
decision on the gradual standardization  of agreements  relating to the
Member States' trade relations with non-member countries and the
negotiation of Community  agreements.  It also adopted a regulation laying
do'nn common arrangements applicable to imports from state-trading
countries, another on the application of this regulation to the French
overseas departments , and a regulation laying down common  arrangements
applicable to exports. A  derogation from the Council Decision of
9 October 1961, which stijpulates that bilaterral agreements between
Member States and non-member  countries must not remain in force after
the end of the transitional period, was granted by the Council on
L August 1969 f.or the long-term agreement between  the USSR and France
on comfnercial  and economic co-operation concluded on 26 May 1969,
which had been discussed ,at the 68th and 76th sessions.  Similar decisions
were adopted for other long-term  agreements concluded  between Member
States and non-member  countries at the 82nd, 83rd, 86th, 88th, 94th and
95th sessions.
In the matter of aid to the developing countries, the Council
approved  a communication to the OECD on generalized tari{f prefetences
in March (61st session); it again discussed  this matter in connection  with
UNCTAD at the 84th session.
' Both Community  and national  food aid problems were examined  by
the Council at its 58th, 59th, 61.st, 7)td,74th,76th  and 77th sessions.
The regulation on Community financing of expenditure  incurred in'
implementing the Food Aid Convention was approved  at the 82nd session.
General rules for the supply of milk fats were laid down at the 74th ses-
sion. The schedules  for providing grain under the Food Aid Convention
fot t968/69 and 1.969/70  rvere agreed at the 61st and 86th sessions
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The implementation  of the Wheat Trade Conventiop  by the United
States and Canada was discussed  by the Council, which adopted a number
of measures  at the 74th.77th and 79th sessions.
508. In other fields of activity covered by the Treaties, the Council
adopted  a series of directives on the harmonization of customs  legislation
at its 61st session, examined the problem of misappropriation  of customs
revenue at its 76th and 79th sessions, adopted  a directive  on the harmon-
ization of the Member  States' rules relating to exemption  from turnover
tax and excise duties on imports in international passenger traffic at its
68th and 70th sessions, and approved  a regulation on the tariff treatment
applicable to goods forming part of passengers' personal luggage at its
76th session. The Council adopted the general progxamme for the elimina-
tion of obstacles to trade in industrial products and adopted  a programme
for the elimination of technical  obstacles to trade in foodstuffs at its
66th session.
On taxation, the Council dealt at its 75th session with procedures
for action in the matter of capital and the adjustment of certain indirect
taxes to facilitate the growth and interpenetration  of securities  markets in
the Community  and adopted the directive on indirect taxation imposed on
the raising. of capital. At its 79th, 82nd, 86th and 93rd sessions the
Council discussed the date of entry into force of the common system of
tax on value added in the Member States and finally decided to postpone
it until L January t972. The Council examined questions relating to
freedom of establishment and freedom to supply  services at its 61st and
63rd sessions. The Commission  memorandum  outlining the "First Guide-
lines for a Community Energy Poliry" was on the agenda of the 64th
and 65th sessions. rVith regard to problems of soqial policy, the Council
had an exchange of views on the employment situation in the Community
(63rd session)  and on the relations between social policy and other Com-
munity policies, and a number of specific conclusions  emerged from the
discussion; the Council confirmed its agreement on the principle  of
organizing a tripartite conference  on employment problems in the Com-
munity. At its 90th session the Council adopted the broad lines of the
arrangefilents  to be applied during the definitive period regarding  social
security for migrant  workers.
The Council adopted the budget of the European C,ommunities  for
the financial year L970 (95th session) and certain amendments to the
statute of- service for officials of the Eurolran Communities'  ( 88th ses-
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509. The representatives of the Governments of the Member States
meeting in the Council adopted a number of decisions in the course of
the year, including:
(a) the extension  of the term of office of the Commission  President and
Vice-Presidents for one year from 6 July 1969 (decision dated
28 May) (68th session);
(b) a decision to invite a number of European non-member  counties  to
participate in negotiations on the introduction of a European system
for the grant of patents;
(c )  various tariff measures concerning application of the ECSC Treaty
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3. The Cout of Justice
Tbe iudges
51-0. In accotdance with the decisions of the Coutt on the formation of
the Chambers for the 1969/70  judiciat year, the present composition of the
Court is as follows:
President of the Court
First Chamber
Second Chamber
Registrar
R. Lecourt
R. Monaco (presiding)
A.M. Donner  and .J. Mertens de S7ilmars
(Judges)
K. Roemer (Advocate-General)
P. Pescatote (presiding)
\il. Strau[3 and A. Trabucchi (Judges)
J. Gand (Advocate-General)
A. Van Houtte
Actiuities ol the Court
511. During 1969,77  new cases were brought before the Court of Justice.
The Court handed down 30 judgments, 8 cases were vrithdrawn,  and
69 cases were still pending at 31 December.
Compared with 1968, when 33 new cases were brought before it,
the Court's activity therefore  showed a marked increase.  This was true
of all types of case, whether suits involving the Commission  and the
Member States, appeals by private individuals, requests for preliminary
rulings or appeals by Community staff against the institutions  employing
them.
Main aspects of the Coutt's work are discussed in Chapter VII of
this Report, together with the other aspects of Community law; a full
list of new cases and judgments rendered in 1969 is given at the end of
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4. The organs of the Communities
THE ECSC CONSULTATIVE  COMMITTEE
Chairmen, sessions
512. Dving 1969 the ECSC Consultative Committee met seven times in
Luxembourg,  sitting once in constituent  session (4 Novembet L969) and
twice in extraordinary  session (19 June and 4 Novembet). It rendered
24 Opinions to the Commission.
M. Jacques Ferry (steel producers,  France) was in the chair on
most of these occasions, at the 124th session ( 16 January 1969), the
1.25th (20 March), the t26th ( 19 June) and the t28th (26 September).
At the 127th session (20 June) one of the Vice-Chairmen, M. Taccone
(steel consumers, Italy), presided, at the l29th (4 November) first
M. Taccone and then M. Van Berk (workers, Germany),  and at the 130th
(4 November) M. Van Berk once more.
On 17 October 1.969 the Council appointed the members of the
Committee fot t969/70, the previous appointments  having expited  on
23 January 1969. At the constituent session on 4 November  M. Van
Berk was elected Chairman, with M. Taccone and M. Conrot (steel pro-
ducers, Luxembourg) Vice-Chairmen; it also appointed its standing com-
mittees and their officers for the coming year.
At the opening of the 128th session the Chairman paid tribute to
the late M. Hans Dyckerhoff, a member of the Committee who had died
on 22 June.
Actiuities
5L3. In accordance  with its established practice, the Commission  regulady
deputed a member to give the Committee an account of Community
activities relating in paticular to the ECSC Treaty: this was done at the
t25th, 'J"27th and L28th sessions by M. Colonna di Paliano, M. Bodson
and M. Haferkamp.  In addition, as in previous years, it reported to the438  INSTITUTIONS  AND ORGANS  OF THE COMMUNITIES
Committee on the general  state of the coal market and the forecasts  for
L969.'Each quarter-at the l25th, l26th and 128th sessions-the  C-om'
mittee rendered an Opinion on the forward programmes  of coal and steel
production,  consumption,  exports and imports submitted to it by the
Commission: M. Colonna di Paliano at the L25th session mentioned  in
this connection that the Commission had extended up to 31 December  1970
the High Authority's Recommendation  imposing a specific duty on
foundry pig iron and up to 31 Decem&r 1969 the Decision  authorizing
tariff quotas in respect of iron and steel imports from certain non-Com-
munity  countries.
During 1969 the Committee heard and debated a number of state-
ments by members of the Commission  on various matters.  M. Coppe and
M. Bodson addressed it on Community financial and ransport policy at
the l24th session. At the 126th session it  considered  problems in
connection with coking coal and coke for the Community iron and steel
industry, the firct guidelines for a Community  energy poli.y, social aspects
of coal poliry, and alignment of coal pricx on quotations from state-trading
countries.  Community transport policy was discussed at the 127th ses-
sion.
Twenly-two Opinions  were rendered  endorsing  proposed  research
projects, in connection with ways of improving  production in the iron
and steel industry (nine projects, L25th session) and with coal and
occupational sa{ety (L3 projects, 128th session);  furthet Opinions were
given on fteedom of establishment  and services in the coal wholesale
made, and on the &aft rules for the intended system of subsidies to
coking coal and cqke fot the Community icon and steel industry
( 1l0th session).
THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Chairrnen,  sessions
514. ln  1969 the Economic and Social Committe held nine plenary
sessions, including one extraordinary  session (15 October),  'and rendered
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The Chairmffi, M. Mathias Berns (general interests, Luxembourg),
presided at all the sessions except the 82nd, when the chair was taken by
M. H. Kramer (employers, Germany), Vice-Chairman.l
Among various events of note n  1969, the Committee in February
rendered  an Opinion on the Community's  overall situation and prospects;
in September the Special Sestion fo? Agriculture marked its 100th meeting
by arranging a kind of symposium  in which five Ministers of Agriculture
and Vice-President  Mansholt took part; in October the Committee met in
extraordinary session to consider  the problems arising out of the date
for the introduction of a common system of value-added tax, and in
November it was the first Community institution to state its views on
the Commission's memorandum concetning the reform of agriculture.
The Committee was ad&essed at several plenary sessions by pro-
minent Community figures. M. Rey and M. Levi Sandri, President and
Vice-President of the Commission, described the Commission's reactions
to its Opinion on the overall C,ommunity situation (77th session);
M. Haferkamp,  a member of the Commission,  spoke on the first guidelines
for a Community energy policy (76th session), Vice-President Barre on
economic and monetary  ccoperation in the Community  (77th session);
M.- Colonna di Paliano, a member of the Commission, on the General
Programme  for the elimination of technical obstacles to trade ( 78th ses-
sion), and M. Fotmentini,  Chairman of the European Investment Bank,
on the Bank's past activities and future tasks (83rd session)'
Actiuities
515. The 76th session was a specially important  occasion, when for the
first time in its history the Committee rendered an Opinion not on a
given Commission  proposal but on the overall situation and prospects of
the Community;2 The Opinion, which was drafted by a special sub
I The dates of the sessions were :
75th sessibn, 22 January;
76th session, 26 rnd 27 February;
77th session, 26 arrd,27  March;
78th session,  8 May;
79th session,  25 and26 June;
80th session, 24 and 25 September;
81st session,  15 October;
82nd session,  29 October;
83rd session, 26 and,27 November,
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committee under the chairmanship  of M. Berns, was adopted  by the Com-
mittee on presentation  by M. Otto Brenner  (Germany ) and M. Jean
de Pr6cigout (France), both Vice-Chairmen of the Committee,  acting as
rapporteurs.
In this Opinion,'1 the Committee  exptessed its conviction that the
Community must be developed. and strengthened.  The difficulties
besetting the construction of Europe were, it said, in the final analysis the
outconre of radical divergences of opinion between the Governments on
major policy issues, such as the enlargement of the Community,  the
democratization  of the institutions,  the powers and mode of election of
the European Patliament,  decision-making  procedures  in the Community,
and the future of Euratom. Attention was drawn to a number of steps
needing to be taken in the various fields covered by the Treaties, and
in those dominated by the merger and enlargement of the Community.
The Committee proposed  that a new Fund be set up to support  reseatch,
and urged that the scope of the existing Community Funds-the  Social
Fund and the EAGGF-be  broadened. In its view, the Community
should develop into a "social" Community  ensuring  the optimum of social
security and social justice f.or aII. Relations with the world at large
demanded that the Community  formulate a common commercial poliry,  a
concerted stance vis-a-Vis the developing countries,  and a poliry on
association and membership in conformity with the spirit of the Treaty.
In conclusion,  the Committee asked that a binding timetable be drawn up
for the internal development  of the Community,  made an appeal to
Governments and emphasized its own desire to back the efforts of C,om-
mission, Council and Padiament  in framing a consistent programme for
giving Europe a fresh political  6lan.
At its 77th session President Rey assured the Committee  that this
Opinion was entirely in line with what the Commission had expected;
he then went on to discuss the priorities laid down by the Commission
in its programme  for L969 and the three years following. The Chairman
of the Committe, M. Berns, said the Committee  was glad to have been
able to take a more direct and practical  share in furthering the progress
of the Community:  only on a Europe-wide  basis could the peoples of
Europe play the part they were entitled and in duty bound to play in
world affairs.
t Th" Opt"Lrn was publish  ed, h fficial gaqette No' C 47 , lO Aptil 1969, and also as
No. 14548/2/69/1 bf the Ofrce for Ofrcial Publications of the European  Com-
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51.6. The other Opinions  rendered by the Committee at the request of the
Council or Commission  related to a vaiety of Community  activities.  One
Opinion, adopted unanimously by the Committee, was based on a report
by M. Markmann (workers, Germany) with respect to the Commission's
paper on the Community's  own resources and the vesting of wider bud-
geting powers in the European Parliament  (83rd session); it stressed  the
importance of financial autonomy to the future development of the Com-
munity, and urged the introduction o{ Community  taxes.
On agriculture the Committee was, as already noted, the first institu-
tion to put forward its comments  on the Commission's  Memorandum  on
the Reform of Agriculture  (83rd session). In its Opinion,  adopted
by 59 votes following a report by M.Boon (general interests, Belgium),
it  made a number of suggestions, and also voiced some reservations
reflecting its goncern that agriculture in Europe should develop smoothly'
Other Opinions on 'agricultural matters concerned pricing fot 1969/70
and 1970/71, (77th and 80th sessions), the Commission's  latest proposals
on the organization of the market in vine products (80th session), and
proposals in connection with the common fisheries policy (77th session).
The state of the economy being a subject much to the fore in L969,
two Opinions, both unanimous, were rendered (77th and 83rd sessions)
on the basis of a report by M.Malterre (general interests, France);  in
these the Committee endorsed the Commission's  economic policy guidelines
but at the same time, especially in the second Opinion,  stressed that the
Community must make a start on framing  ptactical  budgeting and monetary
policies if it was to prevent the recurrence of market crises imperilling its
unity and cohesion. In addition, the Commission's  memorandum  on
co-ordination of economic policies and monetary co-operation  in the Com-
munity was the subject of an in{ormation  report by M. Ameye (employers,
Belgium), in which the Committee  advocated that the Community's
monetary co-operation arrangements  be dovetailed into the international
machinery.
\fith regard to the operation of the customs union, the Committee
returned an adverse Opinion on the procedure proposed  by the Commis-
sion for dealing with deflection of customs receipts (77th session).  A
number of Opinions were rendered on points of taxation policy, such as
harmonization of Member States' turnover tax laws, with special reference
to common  procedures for applying value-added tax to operations relating
to agricultural products (75th session), national systems of taxing commer-
cial vehicles (76th session), and tax arrangements in respect of mergers,
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States and of parent companies and subsidiaries in different  Member
States (79th session). The Committee  met in extraordinary session, as
a matter of urgenry, on 15 October (81st session) to give an Opinion
on the postponement of the inttoduction of value-added  tax in Belgium
and Italy. It further rendered two Opinions on freedom of establishment
and freedorn for self-employed persons to supply services in agriculture
(82nd session), atd 13 Opinions on approximation'of  legislation on the
basis of proposed directives concerning oil pipelines (75th session), cer-
tain characteristics of motor vehicles  and agricultural  tractors (76th,79th
and 82nd sessions), dangerous  subntances  (75th session) and toitile
denorninations (82nd session). Opinions on approximation  of legislation
concerning  nutrition dealt with preparation of certain foodstuffs  (soups)
(78th sesson), macaroni, spaghetti and similar products (79th session),
emulsifying  and stabilizing agents  ( 80th session) and dietetic foods
( 83rd session ) . At the 76th session, M. de Pr&igout ( employers, France ) ,
Vice-Chairman,  submitted  a report on the creation of a European type of
company, which suessed  the valuable work done in this connection  on the
basis of Prof. Sanders' studies, and the ugent need to work out a dtaf.t
statute for a European joint-stock company.
\07ith regard to Eutatom, the Committee rendered an Opinion on
the Commission's  "Survey of the Nuclear Policy of the Community"
(80th session) and with regard to energy policy an Opinion on the
Commission's  memoranda "First Guidelines for a Community Energy
Policy" and "Social Aspects of Coal Poliry within a Community Energy
Poliry". Conceming  transport, it rendered five Opinions on proposed
regulations or decisions relating to conditions for setting up in business as
rgad passenger carrier (75th session), establishment of a standard per-
manent accounting  scheme for expenditrre on infrastructures for rail, road
and inland water transport,  adaptation of the bilateral quotas and numbet
of licences for road haulage, a survey of infrastructure costs ( 76th ses-
sion), and the introduction of a system of bracket rates for road haulage
between Member States (80th session). On the social side, an Opinion
was rendered upon the Commission's account of social developments in
the Community in 1968 (8Jrd session). A study on problems raised by
the tenewal of the Yaoundd C,onvention  was considered  at the 77th ses-
sion and forwarded to the Comrnission  for information.COMMISSION  443
5. The Commission
INFORMATION WORK
Tbe Directorate-General for Infornation
517. Any effective  information poliry must make allowance  both for the
natufe of the message it is responsible for transmitting and for the
charactedstics of the public to be informed. In respect of the Com-
mission's infotmation  work, the content of the Community message and
the public to be reached have developed  appreciably in recent years'
With the common policies  gradually  assuming  concrete form, people are
becoming  more and more aware of the Community. \)Tithin the six
countries,  it is tending incteasingly  to influence the daily life of individuals,
groups, tegions, trades and professions.  There is a corresponding change
in the image of the Community as seen from outside as well.
\fith regard to the content of the message, the problem is therefore
no longer, as in the past, mainly that of explaining  the relatively remote
objectives of Community work undertaken  and of showing  how in the
future this work could transform the lives of Community  citizens.  Even
if the latter do not always rcalize this, they are from now'on involved
economically  and socially, i{ not politically, in the action of the Community.
lWhat is now needed  is a drive to explain in practical terms the reasons for
the Community policies and the ways in which they exert an impact,
without however losing sight of the fundamental  objectives  underlying
them.
There has been a change with regard to the public for whom infor-
mation is provided  precisely because the Community  is exerting a greater
impact on the daily lives of citizens, The spontaneous  interest in the
problems of unification-'whether  born of enthusiasm ot merely of
cur,iosity-atoused  by initial successes, has given 'way to more.realistic
attitudes  often reflecting material considerations and individual  interests.
Ialormation media
518. In 1969, information  work based on urritten media was pursued,
mainly by the eight diffetent magazines which the Directorate-General
publishes in seven different  languages  under the title of "European  Com-4U  INSTITUTIoNS AND oRGANS  oF THE CoMMUNITIES
munity", i.e. seven monthlies in German, French, Italian, Dutch, English
(two sepatate  publications, one published in London  and the othet in
ITashington) and Spanish and a new rnagazine in Greek, which is
published  every two months.  These magazines have a total circulation
of about 200 000 copies. They are not official publications in the strict
sense of the term, being designed to provide to a certain extent, in
particular  by carrying signed contributions from known journalists,  a free
Europe,an platform. OtFrer periodicals  include the "Euiopean  Documenta-
tion Files", varied according to the group they are intended fot (trade
unions, agriculture, teaching), and the "Newsletters",  usually published
by the information offices in the capital cities.
In the field of audio-visual media (radio, television, cinema), ce
operation  wtih the national radio and television otganaations  has been
strengthened  by fact-finding meetings for the editors and producers, by
the preparation  of programme$  and by the technical assistance given to
journalists  based in Brussels  and to reporting teams. Short reports are
included in the newsreels from time to time; two films are being made.
The Commission restricted its participation in fairs and exhibitions
in the Community  countries in order to devote more of its resources to
events in counffies outside the Community. It took part in the Kinshasa
International  Fair (30 June-21 July 1969 ), the second Asian International
Trade Fair (Teheran, 5-24 October 1.969), and the Intemational  Trade
Fair of lzmft (20 August-20 September 1969). Much work has gone
into the preparation  of the Community's pavilion at the Japan Vorld
Exposition, which will open in Osaka on 1.5 March 1970.
[nforruation in specific lields
519. Though the Commission  avails itself fully of opportunities  to inJorm
the general public through modern communication media, it cannot neglect
inforrnation work in depth among those most directly involved  and
interested in the integration  process.
Teaching and tesearch in the universities on European  integration
continues to expand. For the 1,968/69 academic year, the annual survey
on research work published by the European Communityrs  Institute fbr
European  Studies listed nearly a thousand  theses then being written. The
Commission has conributed by helping personal  research work and by
organizing  seminars and symposia for specialists in various disciplines.COMMISSION  445
The Commission  is endeavouring  to find a place on the syllabuses  of
schools and adult education  institutes for economic and social aspects
of European development;  here, its efforts go beyond the provision of
information on the Communities  (publication and distibution  of relevant
documentation,  production  of schoo.ls television broadcasts, organization  of
fact-finding  meetings for teachers, lecturers dnd instructors). Throughout
1969 ptepatations were made for the symposium for representatives  of
youth organizations  announced by the Commission  on 1 July 1968. This
symposium  is planned to take plac-e in 1970.
There were three important  dvents in connection with trade-union
in{ormation: the creation of the new Eutopean Confederation of Free
Trade Unions in the Community,  ihe holding of the first congress of the
European Organization of the Vodd Con{ederation of Labour (formerly
the IFCTU), and the recognition  b,y the Commission of the CGT-CGIL
Permanent Committee,  a development which brings the two great trade-
union organizations  of France and Italy into the area served by the Com-
mission's information work.  .;,
During 1969 the Commission's  main activity in the rade-union
information field was the orgarizalion  of a series of taining periods for
groups from one or several trades or occ'upations and of fact-finding  visits
at European and national level. In all, sixty-one stages and visits were
organized in connection with the European and national  organizations
a{filated to the ICFTU and the WCL. A few information meetings were
held for tade-union leaders of theuCGT  (France) and the CGIL (Italy).
About ten groups of trade unioniets from non-member countries paid
fact-finding visits to the Commission. To this should be added ovet
a hundred decentralized operations for local or regional  leaders.
Information for farmers also tended to expand owing to the
controversies  caused by the Commission's  modernization plan entitled
"Agriculture L980". Farmers are perhaps  more aware of the impact of
the Common Market and of European integration than any other section
of the population: but they are also more critical, even hostile. A major
information  campaign is necessar!--.-on  a larger scale than the present
one, which is hampered by inadgqirate resources .  In 1969, about ten
thousand national or regional leaders were reached through some hundred
and eighty meetings  organized  eitheg directly by the Commission  or with
its assistance.  A number of booklets were published,  including one on
"Agriculture 1980". Four documentation  files were made available to
lecturers. The publication of the ;"Newsletter  on the Common Agric-
ultural Policy" (ten numbers per year, in five languages)  was continued,446  INSTITUTIONS  AND ORGANS  OF THE COMMUNITIES
Information to individuals  and groups intercsted in the scientific
work of the Community was provided mainly by a new publication
("Research and Technology" ) published three times per month in five
languages, with an average printing of 5 000 copies. It is designed to
provide information for the specialized periodicals. Furthermore,  50 000
copies oJ a basic booklet ("Reseatch  and Technology and the European
Community" ) in five languages were distributed.
Many other groups  have of course benefited from the Commission's
information work, either locally on the initiative of one or other of the
external offices or thtough visits to Brussels of Luxembourg.  Nearly
three thousand persons have been received at the headquarters of the
Communities: leading political figures, members of rural and urban coun-
cils, journalists, business executives, supervisory  staff and officials, etc.
Lastly, special mention should be made of information work in the
Yaound6 countries: here the prinicpal media are the radio and the press,
but there are many personal contacts, especially when leading figures from
these counries visit Europe or European  leading frgures visit Africa. On
the spot, in each of the Associated  States, the delegate of the European
Development  Fund now has enough information to deal with persons
interested in the working of the Association and the development o{ the
Community.
Tbe Spokesnan's  Group
520. The Commission contacts the general public indirectly, mainly
through press, radio and television journalists, and this must be borne
in mind in any discussion of information problems.  Millions of readers
and listeners inside and outside the Community are influenced  in their
attitudes both towards the work of building up the Community and the
decisions  and proposals of the Commission by the news on Community
problems given out every day by the press, by radio and by television.
The news agencies, whose cables are used by the national newspapers,-
the regional  newspapers and the editorial staffs of the radio and television
stations,  also play an important role. Most of the big dailies and weeklies
of the Community  countries and of many non-member  countries are also
represented  in Brussels by permanent or special correspondents.
Vith the transitional period drawing to a close and Community
ac;lvitv expanding, the Commission also stepped up its drive to satisfy-
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from journalists. The number of arcredited journalists  reached t57; the
number of individual  visits by journalists and the attendances at weekly
briefings and press discussions  held regularly in the capitals of the Member
States also grew. Commission proposals and th6 views it has adopted
or defended, particulady  at Council meetings or sessions of the Parliament,
were presented to the press and explained,  Lastly, the Hague summit
conference  required a special information  e{fort in order to bring home
to journdists its importance for the future of the Communities  and to
present  the position  which the Commission  intended to adopt with regard
to it.
.  The Commission intensified its information work by increasing its
daily contacts with the accredited press and visiting journalists and by
endeavouring to improve the climate o{ personal  confidence which is
needed for relations with the press. It also continued to ptovide the
press with wdtten information. In t969 it distdbuted 214 press releases,
72 memoranda giving baclcground information and 357 replies by the
Commission  to written parliamentary questions.  The Spokesman's Group
disributed  by mail, on a daily or weekly basis, the basic documents relating
to Commission decisions  and proposals and all the main documents and
publications of the Directorates-General  of the Commission,  of the Council
"and of the other institutions. 
_
Apart from providing raw material for journalists,  the Commission
has for many years provided information for diplomatic  missions  and the
business comrnunity,  and this requires regular contacts rvith the members
of these missions,  liaison agents and representatives  of trade and industry
federations.
THE HARMONIZATION  OF STATISTICS
521. The Statistical Office of the European  C,ommunities  is making  a
special effort to promote tlre hatmaization of statistics, eitherby induairy
the member countries to make the necessary  changes in their statistical
amangements, or by placing conrmon nomendatures  at tfrc disposal of
the Member States, or by financing Community surueys with identical
definitions. In 1969 the countries  agreed to use the European System
of Integrated National Accounts (ESA)I to present their national accounts.
1 An English version of this document, with annexes, has been published by the
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A nornenclature  of the activities of the European Communities  (NACE)
adopted during the year is now being published; it will be used for the
at'ralysis at Community level of surveys made in the member  countries.
A manpower survey was carried out'in the spring of. 1969, as in 1968,
producing comparable statistics in the'employment  field; in the same way
the harmonization of. the surveys on the pig popuiation and slaughterings
was begun and will be pursued in the years to come until perfectly
comoarable results are obtained
INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION  OF TIIE COMMISSION
522. The Commission's establishment in 1969 amounted to 4933 per-
manent posts and 15 temporary posts. The permanent  posts were broken
down into the following different categories:
Category A: 1, 367;
Category B:  926;
Category C: 1 899;
Category D:  254;
LIA staff:  487 .
.  ' Compared with the etablishment in 1968, there is an increase  of
20 posts (4A, l5B and lC) agreed to by the Council, under the supple-
mentary budget, for safeguards and controls (Euratorn).
The 55 $.rpernurnerary  posts ( 20 posts of Category A ard 35 of.
Qategory B) were Left at the disposal"of the Commission  for the duration
of 1969.
On 28 March 1969 the Co'rnmission  submitted to *re Council its
proposals for the revision of the Statute of Service for officials and other
senrants of the European Comrnunities. On 22 and 27 February 1969
the Statute C-ommittee  had rendered ,an Opinion on the proposals, and
the Council's group of experts began examining them on 28 ApriI 1969.
The Commission  participated in this group's work, which continued
throughout L969. An order of priority having been established  by the
Permanent  Representatives Committee concerning  questions tentatively
discussed, the Council took essential decisions on salaries on 29 Octo-
ber 1.969: the non-linear  increase due as a result of the annual review
fot t968 was granted as part of the revision of the Statute, the stnrcture
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with regard to recruitment  artd carw.s, the commission  continued
work on harmonizing  practices in force in the three former Executives
and adapting them to the scale of work in the new Commission.
Twenty enrry competitions to establish reserve lists rvere organized
to enable the Commission to fill posts vacant in its various departments'
A short-term training programme  was implemented' Under the
pfogfamme, officiats attended coufses in adminisgative  drafting, and lan-
guages and other training facilities were provided. Officials also attended
seminars or taining courses organized in co-operation with raining
institutes or organizations  outside. A series of lectures was organized
dealing with economics, finance and accounting,  social sciences, law, agric-
ulture and statistics.
The Commission  also adopted the ptinciptes of a medium-term'and
long-term training programme,  under which the present staff can be trained
according to specific stages in relation ,to careepand service desiderata,
having due regard to changes in techniques. In addition, more than
350 young university graduates were accepted for in-service training
periods of 3 to 6 months in the departments  of the Commission'  During
their training periods these graduates  acquired a certain amount of
experience and familiarized  themselves urith the work of the Commission;
fact-finding  trips in the member countries of the Community and certain
non-membet countries were also organized.
The Commission has set up several joint committees to work out
and harmonize  various social schemes. They are the social services board,
the advisory committee on assistance and loans for social reasons, the
joint committee for the social servi'ces, the joint corrlmittee for the Com-
mission restaurant and shop and the committee for the day-nursery' In
Luxembourg an inter-institutional committee on social activities is working
out a common programme for the Commission, the Parliament and the
Court of Justice.
With regard to the transfer of departments, following  the decisions
taken by the Council, the C,ommission  has available in Brtrssels the
Berlayrnont and Joyzuse Entr6e-Cortenberg-Loi  ,buildings for the re-
housing of its departments.  The implementation  of the re-hotrsing  plan
adopted by the Commission began in July 1969 and vras completed by
the end of the year. All the outlying buildings were vacated. The mem-
bers of the Commission,  their personal staffs, the Secretariat of the
Commission, the Legal Service and most of the oPerational directorates-
-rneral are novr in the Berlaymont building.450  rNsrlTurroNs  AND oRGANS  oF TI{E CoMMUNITTES
RENETTAL OF THE TERMS OF OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENT  AND VICE.PRESIDENTS  OF THE COMMISSION
523. In accordance with the provisions of the Treaties of Parissnd  Rome
and those of the Merger Treaty of 8 April 1965, the conference of the
representatives of the Governments  of the Member  States decided  on
28 May 1969, alter consulting the Commission,  to renew from 6 July 1969
the term of office of M. Jean Rey as President and those of M. Raymond
Barre, M. Fritz Hellwig, M. Liolrello Levi Sandd and M. Sicco L. Mansholt
as Vice-Presidents  of the Commission.l rThe.decision o{ the conference
adds  . that these terms of office are valid until the . date determined  by
Article 32(l) of. the Treaty of 8 April 1965, which provides that until
the date of entry intp force of a treaty'setting up a single European Com-
munity but in any caSe not later than three years as from the.appointment
of its members  ( 1 July 1967) the Commission  shall consist of L4 members.
\fter the end of this period.(Article  10 of the same treaty), the Com-
ission shall consist of 9 members, a number which may, however, be
'mended by the Council by unanimous decision.
, OfrAoko<txt  No. 70,7 June 1969.Ltf(
CHAPTER VII
COMMT]NITY LA\T
524. As in the report for 1968, this chapter covers all the main develop-
ments relevant to a review of the progress of Community  law in the year
unhler review. The rulings and judgments made by the Court of Justice
of the European Communities and the lessons the Commission  has drawn
from them are examined  under two headings: the machinery of the
Comnnnity  legal order and the interpretation and application of the
substantive  rules of C,ommunity law. Tables 28 ta 32 complete the
informati,on  given on the work of the C,ourt.
In 1969 the originality of the Community's  legal order-which  is
separate from both the municipal  legal orders and the international legal
order-w4s further affirmed and its form'more clearlj' defined. \fork on
the establishment  of new rules was itepped up, mainly in connection  with
agricultural  matters  and with the need to prepare fo.r definitive arrange-
ments following the end of the uansitional period. Most of the cases
settled by the Court concerned the c-ustoms union and the competition
mles. The pattern of the progress of Community  law is a fair reflecrion
of the more important  aspects of the work of the Communities  at the
present stage of their development.452  coMMUNrrY LAw
1. The machinery  of the Community  legal system
NATURE AND SCOPE OF COMMUNITY  LAW
Direct applirubilitl
525. Further'guidance was provided as to the concept of the direct applica-
biiity of Communi'ty law.  .l
Interpreting Articles 30 to 33 of the EEC Tru,ty,L the Court
reaffirmed and strengthened its previous rulings on ditectly applicable
provisions. It stated that these provisions "penetrate" into the legal
orders of all Member States and must have the same binding force in each.
The courts and tribunals of the Member States must ensure direct and
immediate judicial protection of the rights con{erred by these provisions
on the persons concerned.
In this preliminary  mtring, tlrc Court lays dwm the ways and means
for the dircct application of Article 31, which prohibits new quantitative
restrictions and measures of equivalent effect. It confirms the direct
applicability  of the first paragraph of Article 32, which pledges  the
Member  States to abstain, in their trade with one another, from making
quotas and measr:,res of equivalent  effat which were in existence  when
the Treaty came into force more restrictive  than bcfore.
However, neither the last sentence of Article 32 not Article 33
(1 and 2), which both concern the principle and the procedures  for the
gradual  elimination during the transitional  period of quotas which existed
before the entry into force of the Treaty, are directly applicable: although
these clauses take efiIect without any act of the Communities  being required
for this purpose, the Member States nevertheless retain a measure of
discretion as to the way in which they are to be implemented.
526. In 1969 the Court also had occasion to apply criteria establishad in
previous  rulings to a number of other cases. One of these raised the
t C.".a .f J"stice of the European Communities (hereafter CJEC)  of 19 Decembet
1968 (SpA Salgoil a. Italian Ministry .of Foreign  Trade, preliminary  question
submitted by the Corte di appello of Rome, t3-68, Recaeil de la juriryradcnn  de la
Cour (hereafter Recueil) 1968, p, 662). (The reports of the Court are not published
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question of the immediate effect of Articles 9 and L2 of the EEC Treaty,
which prohibit the introduction,  as between the Member States, of new
customs  duties or charges with equivalent effect.l However, Article  97
of the Trcaty, which deals with the establishment of average rates for
turnover tax on products imported by States using the cumulative  multi-
stage tax system, is not directly applicable.e
527. The domestic courts also had occasion to consider certain aspects
of direct applicability.
For example, referring to two dings of the Court,B the German
Bundesfinanzhof confirmed, in a judgment of 12 December 1968,4 the
direa applicabity  of Article 95 of the EEC Treaty. In a judgment of
23 July 1968, the Bundesfinanzhof found that a Commission  decision
binds only the Member State to which it is addressed  and does not create
rights which an individual  may invoke.s
Connunitl lap and nunicipal law
528. Though an essential aspect of the "peneration"  of Community  law
into municipal law, direct applicability is not the only question atising
in the relationship between  Community law and law of the Member States.
Use of the preliminary  question  procedure provided by Article 177 ot
the EEC Treaty and implementati,,on  o( the rules of cornpetition have raised
new problems.6
On the question of the supremacy  of Community law, the Court
has confirmed its previous position both explicitlyT and implicitly8 and
t C]EC 1 f"lv 1969 (Sociaal Fonds voor de Diamantarbeiders,  Antwerp a.
SA Ctr. Br"ihf"ld &'Sons and Chougol Diamond  Co., preliminary  qrresiion
submitted by iuge de paix of Antwerp, 2 ar:d 3-69), Recry1l,7969, p.2L1.-
, CJEC 9 July 7969 (ItaIian Republic a. Commissibn,l-69),  Ruaeil, 1969, p,277.
3 Sie, in pirtiiular, CJEC 16 June 1966 (Firma Alfons Liitticke GmbH z. Haupt-
zollamt 
^de Saarlouis] prelimiinary  question  submitted by the Finanzgericht  Saar,
57-65), Recueil,7966, p. 294.
4 Zeittebrift fiir Z iilh tlnd Verbrauthssteuerz, No. 4511969, pp. 216-19,
6 lbid., pp. 51-52.
o See sec. 54O infra.
? CJEC 13 F6bruary 1969 (Valt lVilhelm v. Bundeskartellamt, preliminat.y
quqstion  submitted-by the Kammergericht Bedin, 1468), Ruueil, 7969, p. 1,
See also sec.544 infra,
8 CJEC 7 May !969 (Caisse  r€gionale de s6curit6 sociale du nord de la Ftance z.
T6rrekens, frefiminary questi-on  submitted by the French Coir de Cassation,
28-68), Recueil, 1969, p. 125.454  CoMMUNITY  LAw
has made clear qne again its desire to establish unambiguously  tbe
line ol demarcation  between the tuo legal orders. In case 1.3-68, -it
declarcd itself incompetent to decide on the problems of municipal law
adsing from direct applicability of Community  law:l one of the problems
raised before the Court in this case concerned the distinction  berween
"subjective.rightsl' and "legitimate interests",  a distinction which pre-
determines  the allocation of jurisdiction between ordinary courts .and
administrative  tribunals in Italy. In the view of the Court it is up to
the domestic judge to determine both the rights protected  and the com-
petent court according to the municipal  law.
In Germany, the Bundesgerichtshof,  in a judgment of. 27 February
1969, recognized that the EEC Trcaty is part of German law, so that
German courts are bound to apply its provisions.z  Following a ruling of
the Bundesfinanzhof.,  the Finanzgericht  Miinster found on 6 November
19688 that the direct applicability of Article 95 meant that an internal
charge contrary to this article was inapplicable to the extent that it
infringed its prohibition.
UNIFORM APPLICATION  OF COMMUNITY  LAI(
Prelininary  questions  to tlte Court:
Articles  | 77 of tbe EEC Trea! and | 50 of tbe Earaton Trea[t
529. The importance of Article 177 of. the EEC Trcaty in Community
law prompted the Parliamerrt's  Legal Affairs Com,rnittee to make a specia,l
study on the subject. A report.was submitted  by M. Merchiersa and a
rcsolution was adopted on 8 Octobet L965.6 The Parliament  reviewed
the problems arising and assessed the ways in which they had been dealt
wirth so far by the Court of Justice and the domestic  courts;
In general, the domestic courts have become increasingly  familiar
with the preliminary  question procedure. The fact &at in its rulings the
t CJEC 1, December  1968 (SpA Salgoil a. Italian Ministry of Foreign Trade,
preliminary  question submitted by the Corte di appello of Rome, 13-68),  Recaeil,
1968, p. 662.
2'19 lYirtscbaft und lYcttbeperb,  No. 7-811969, pp. 50408.
s Ent$beidangen der Finatqgerichte, No. 311969, iudgment No, 177, p, 160. See also
Second General  Rrport, secs. 630 znd,632.
a European Padiament,  1969170, doc. 94, 15 September 1969.
6 Oficial garytta  No. C 139,28 October  1969, p. 19.COMMUNITY  LEGAL SYSTEM  455
Court has been mo,st careful to avoid enctoaching on the powers of the
domestic  courts has been an incentive  as well as a safeguard. It is very
desirable that use of the preliminary question procedure should continue
to grow; but this does not mean, even for the highest coiurts, which are
rcquired to refer to the Court, that a judge must automatically  submit a
preliminary question every time one of the parties raises a'point of inter-
pretation of Community law. It is here that the very delicate question
arises as to what is to be understood by an "acte clair", i.e. a provision
not requiring  interptetation  by the Court. It  is difficult to supply  a
satis{actory definition of this concept, the explicit recognition of which
in a legal provision might well also narrow the scope of the obligation
to request  a preliminary ruling under Article  177,
There are perhaps better ways of ensuring that the procedure of
Article 177 is fully effective. The Commission  noted with great interest
the suggestion made by the Parliament that Article 177 could be supple-
mented by the institution of an appeal procedure in the interests of the
proper interpretation of the Trcaty. Without affecdng  the res iudicata,
such a procedure would enable the Community authorities  to invoke the
jurisdiction of the Court whenever they observed incompatibility between
a decision of a domestic court and Community law.
530. But it  might well be dangerous to make any more far-teaching
attempts to improve the procedure of Article 177. Care should be taken
to avoid upsetting the equilib,rium that this areicle has established botween
requirements th^t are sometimes conffadictory. It is important to femem-
ber that all the case law o{ the Court in this field is based on the idea
of ceoperation with the domestic courts and not on that of a hierarchy'
The latest rulings confirm this trend, The Court declined to rule
on the validityl of a domestic measure from the point of view of Com-
munity law or to assess the characteristics  of the legislation of a Statd
or those of a ax or charge due rurder such legisl,ati,on'3 It pointd out
1 CJEC 24 htne 1969 (Milch-, Fett- und Eierkontor  tt, Hatptzollamt  Saarbriicken,
pieliminary  question iubmitied by the Finanzgericht  S^ i,29-68), &uaeil, 1969,
p. 165.,
'a C]EC 19 December  1968 (De Ciccn a. Landesversicherungsanstalt  Schwaben-,
pieliminary  question  submitted by the Sozia'lgericht  Augsburg,  19-68), Recaeil,
1968, p. 690.
a CIEC' 25 February 1969 (Klomp a. Inspektie der Belastingen,  preliminaty
qriestion submitted-by  the Gercchtihof  The Hague,23-68),  Recucil, 1969, p. 43.456  COMMUNITY LA'Ir
that it cannot take cognizance  of the facts in the case before the domestic
courtl or rule as to whether the provisions 'being interpreted are in fact
applicable to the case in question.2 The interpretation of Community
law is therefore quite distinct from its application and from the application
and interpretation of .provisions  which are not a .part of Community  law.
In the same spirit, the Court maintained its very liberal approach in
the matter of admissibility. For i.nstance, it rccognizes the admissibiJity
of a preliminary question raised in a summary procedure.s  Nor will it
refrrse to .rrt.rtuin pteliminary questions bec"or. they are imperfectly
worded.a The C-ourt rules on admissibility of the question  without
invoking a ight to revievr the grounds  which prompted the judge to
submit it.  In the view of the Cout, that judge only is competent  to
decide whether he has been sufficiently  enlightened by the preliminary
ruling or whether he must refer the matter to the Court again,s even if
he is bound by the interpretation given.
The domestic courts sometimes refer to the Court's preliminary
ruling on questions  fro'm other courts, and fo,llour them.6 Several judg-
ments handed down in Germany were rendered without resorting to the
preliminary  question  procedure of Article L77 , either because the domestic
court conflrffed in an interpretation  already given by the CourtT or because
the decision of a national court-referred to the Bundesgerichtshof  did not
depart from it.8
t C;PC-1S December  1968 (SpA Salgoil a. Italian Ministry of Foreign Trade,
pieliminary question submitted by thJCorte di appello of Rome, 1'3-66), Ruae;[,
1968, p. 662.'
2 Same ruling and CJBC, 9 JuJy 1969 (SA Portelange z. Smith Corona Marchant
International, preliminary question  submitted  by the Tribunal de commerce of
Brussels, 70-6i), Recueil, ilel, p. ZOO.
3 CJEC 12 November  1969 (Stauder z. Stadt Ulm, preliminary  question submitted
by the Verwaltungsgericht  Stuttgart, 29-69), Ruaeil,7969, p. 479.
a Several rulings confirm previous findings  on this point (rulings 23-68 ar'd 28-68,
referred to ab"ove)  and C]EC 9 July 196i (Volk a. V.trr".ik., p"reliminary  question
submitted by the'Oberlandesge?icit  Munich, 5-69), Recaeit, t0eO, p. ZOS.
5 CJEC 24 june 1969 (Milch-] Fett- und Eieikontoi a. Hauptzollaint  Saarbriicken,
preliminaty question submitted  by the Finanzgericht  Saar, 29-68),  Recueil,  1969,
o. 165.
6 bundesfinanzhof, iudgment of 10 July 1968; Zeitscbrift fiir Ziille und Verbrauchs-
steaern, g.  4511969,  pp. 16-19.
? Bundesfinanzhof, iudgment of 72 December 1968; Zeit$hrift fiir Zi;lh und Ver-
brailchrrteaerr,, Nd. 45/1969,  pp. 216-19.
8 This case concerned Article 85 of the EEC Treaty. Bundesgerichtshof, iudgment
of 27 Febrwaty  7969;19 lYirtrltaft und lYettbewerb, No. 7-8/1969, pp. 504-OaICOMMT,INITY LEGAL SYSTEM  457
Tbe competence of tlte Court
J-31. Several other cases gave tlre C,ourt an opportunity to define the
extent of its cornpetence.  The Treaty of 8 Ap,ril 1965 eslablishing  a single
Cotrncil and a single Commission leaves, for a period following  its entry
into force, a Lactna with regard to disputes  concerning the application
of the qld Protocol on the Privileges and Imm'r:nities of the ECSC
(abrogation  of Artide 16 of the Fro,tocol by Arti,cle 30 of the Treaty).
The Court nevertheless  accepted that it could de under Article L77 ot
the EEC Trcaty on the interpretation  of a clause in the old ECSC Protocol.
It.derived  this competence from the prirrcip,le, cortrmon to the legdl system
o{ all the Member States, of the continuity of legal structures.l The same
liberal spirit guided the Co,urt when, in the interests of the fair administra-
tion of justice, it decl,ared admissible an action the uncerrtain content of
which raised problems as to its legal status and that of the plaintiff .  The
Court itself deduced the legal qualificaticn of the action fro,m the objective
pursued.'2
On the other hand, the Court declared itself incompetent to interpret
co'nventions between Member States. It  found that even when such
conventions were annexed to a regulation they \r7ere not provisions of
Commr:.nity  1aw.3 Reference to these conventions there,fore raises a
problem in connection with the need to ensure unified interpretation of
a common body of law. The problem of ensuring uniform interpretation
is, furtherm.ore, raised by the conventions refered to in Article 220 of
the Treaty. Two of these have already been ,signed.
As already noted in the Second General Report,a  the Member  States
signing these con'rentions  expressed their desire to avoid disparities in their
interpretation.and dedared themseJ.ves  ready to examine the possibility of
conferring  some competence on the Court for this purpose. Since the end
of 1967, the \)Torking Party meeting within the Council has endeavoured
to 'work out procedures  under which this extension of the Coutt's com-
Detence could be made.
1 CJEC 25 Febr',nry 1969 (Klomp a. Inspektie der Belastingen, preliminary
questiorr submitted by the Gerechtshof The Hague, 23-68), Recueil, 1969, p. 43.
'  CJEC 17 December 1968 (Ufficio imposte di consumd di Ispra a. Commission,
2-68), Ruueil, 1968, p. 636.
3 CJEC 7 May 7969 (Caisse r6gionale de s6cutit6 sociale du nord de la France  z.
Torekens, preliminary  question submitted by the French Cout de cassation,
28-68), Ruueil, 1969, p. 125. t Second Ceneral Report, sec, 629,458  coMMUNITY LAlo
There is some,fear  that the application of a convention  such as that
concerning  jurisdiction and the en{orcement  of civil and commercial judg-
ments might entail a heavy flow of preliminary questions. In fact, it is
impoisible to make any confident predictions  on this point; it could be
argued that if the drafters of the EEC Treaty had borne considerations  of
this kind in mind, they might well have omitted the preliminary question
procedure altogether. So far, the steady expansion in the'volume of
Community  law has not entailed  a corresponding increase in the number
of preliminary questions  submitted to the Court.
It may well be that consid.erations relating to the specific purpose
and scope of a convention and its links with the laws and procedures  of
the Member States warrant arrangements differing on certain points from
the procedure  of Article 177. But caution should be observed  here, for
the following  reasons:
(a) A proliferation of procedures varying for each convention might cause
confusion that would jeopardize  the proper administration  of justice;
(b) Any unjustified departure from Article 1,77 and t}e rules ensuring
its implementation might influence the future wording of this article
when the Treaties are merged.
THE SOURCES OF COMMUNITY  LA'07: ACTS OF THE INSTITUTIONS
532. ln its Second General Report,l the Commission disc,rssed the legal
and institutional  role of the c'srnmilgees-rnade  up of representatives  of
the Member States with a Commission  representative as chairman-which
are required to ccoperate in procedure for the implementation  of Com-
munity law.
In  I9i9 several more "rule-maku€  com,rnittees" vere added to
those set up in 1968 (Committee on Origin, Committee on Customs
Valuation, and Standing Veterinary Committee). The new Committees
are the Committee on Inward Processing Tntfic,z the Common Customs
Tariff Nomenclature Committees  and the Community  Transit Committee.a
r Secs. 639 to 642.
2 Council Directive of 4 March 7969, oficial gaqelte No. L 58, 8 March 1969, p. 1. 3 Colncil Regglali6l (EEC) No. 97 169, 16 Januzry 1969, olfcial  gaqette No. L 14,
2l Jantary  1969, p. 7.
a Council_Regulation (EEC) No. 542169, 18 March L969, olflcial gqette No, L 77,
29 March 1969, p. 1.459
Furthermore, the Council, in a resolution adoptedl under the General
Programme for the elimination of technical  obstacles  to 'trade, de{ined
the conditions under which the Commission will be able to adapt to
technical progress certain provisions  laid down in the directives for har-
monization of the laws and regulations of the Member States. This
procedure, which involves the committees,  is comparable with that adopted
for the Committee on Origin and the other committees whose operation
forms part of the customs arrangements.  It does not use the affangement
on which the Council had agreed in July 1968 for the Veterinary  Commit-
tee: if the Council decides by majority vote against measures proposed by
the Commission,  the latter cannot make use of its right to adopt a decision
of its own altet a certain lapse of time.z As was indicated in the Second
Gerieral Report,s and as the President of the Commission, M. Jean Rey,
has told the Padiament on several occasions, the Commission does not
agree with this approach, which does not seem likely to ensure that deci-
sions will be adopted 'vithin a reasonable period.{
CONTENTIOUS  PROCEEDINGS
Protection oJ tlte indiaidual
533. Thequesdon vrhether  the Community institutions  must respect funda-
mental rights or equivalent  guarantees is one of the most problematic  in
Community law. It may be asked whether or not there are guarantees
within Community law which correspond to the protection ensured by
fundamental rights in the Mernber States. For the first time the Court
commented  on this point, maintaining  that the general principles of Com-
munity law the respect of which the Court is to ensure indude the funda-
t C""nat n"rolution of 28 May f969 on the adaptation to technical  progress  of the
' directives for the elimination  of technical obstacles to trade resulting  from
disparities between  the laws and regulations of the Member  States,  oficial  ga4ctte
No. C 76, 17 June 1969, p. 8.
2 For the 6rst dxample of ittis, see Council  Directive of 6 October  1969 amending
the Directive  of 26 June 1964 relating to health protection  problems  in connection
with intra-Community  trade in fresh meat, oficial garytte No. L 256, 11 October
1969, p. 5.
3 $ec.642.
a See also the minutes of the sitting of the Padiamert  of 26 November  1969 offcial
ga4ctteNo.  C 160, 18 December  1969.460 coMMLrNrrY  LA'w
mental rights of the individual.l  This decision is of particular interest  as
some courts, for example  the Bundesfinanzhof., had raised the question of
the relationship between Community law and the fundamentd rights
guaranteed by the constitutions  of the Member States.z
534. ln another field, the Parliament, on the basis of a report submitted
by M. Lautenschlager  on behalf of the I-,egal y'.Jf.airs  Committee,s studied
the problem of the legal protection o{ individuals against acts taken by
the administrrative  authorities in  applying customs legislation. The
question has a certain topical interest in view of the Community's  efforts
to harmorrize  these laws. Legal protection is in this instance  essentially
within the purview of the domestic courts-having  due regard to the
competence of the Court, notably as goardan of a_uniform interpretation
of Community law-in so far as a.ll the Mermber States have a system of
legal protection in ,customs matterc. In f.act, the rules for contentious
proceedings in customs matters vaty a good deal more from country to
country than do those for contentious  proceedings in other fields. A com-
parative study has brought this out clearly. These differences are likely
to cause distortions of competition and diversions of traffic. There is
therefore a need for harmonization of these rules.
The Commission is not unmindful of the importance  of this problem.
It is carefully  examining ways and means of improving the conditions  o{
legal protection of the persons affected by customs regulations  and
directives.
Appeals  b1 Conmunitlt  olflcials
535. The cases settled this year by the Court on appeals by Community
officials were mainly concerned  with individual  measures terminating an
official's service on the orcasion of the merger of the institutions. These
rationalization measures were adopted  according to certain criteria set out
in Regulation  No. 259/68. tVithin these limits, the Commission  had
fairly wide discretionary po\r/ers. The scope of these powers,4 the applic-
1 CJEC 12 November  1969, ruling in case 29-69 mentioned above.
2 See Seeond General  Report, sec. 633.
3 See European  Parliament, 1969-7970, doc. 729,17 November  7969, and resolution
of 10 May 1967, oftcial gaqette No. 103, 2 J.ur.e t961 .
4 CJEC 6 May 7969 (Reinarz  a. Comr.nission,lT-68),  Reraeil,  1969, p.61.
CJFC 2 July 1969 (Pasetti-Bombatdellz  a. Commission,  20-68j,  Recueil, 7969,
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ation of the criteria adopted,l the scope, in particular, of the criterion of
nattonality,z the extent of the requirements to strate gro'und.ss  were dealt
with in a nurnber of judgments.
Other disputes gave the Court an opportunity to specify the limits
within which the Commission may call upon the services of expertsa and
to define more clearly the content of certain gr.rarantees  (right o'f tht
official to be heard before any decision is taken,5 lus right to examine  the
documents  in his file being used in evidence against him,6 his rl€ht to a
post correspon&ng to his grade but not to a specific type of ernployment ).7
t CfEC 2 fdy 1969 (Renckens a. Commission,  27-68), &uueil,7969,  p.255.
, CiEC 6 Mav 1969, iudsment  17-68, mentioned above.
3 CIEC 2 luly 1969, iudiment 27-68, mettioned  above.
4 CiEC 24 lite 1969 (pi" a. Commission, 26-68), Recuei /, 1969, p. 745.
u C]EC 1 i$ay 1969'(Konopha  z. Audit Board of the European  Communities,
72-68), Reeaeil,1969, p. 109.
s CIEC'25  Februarv 7i69 (Elz z. Commission, 15-68), Recueil, 1969,p.31.
t CjEC 6 May 7969 (Huybrechts z. Commission,2I-68),  Recueil,1969, p. 85.462  coMMUNrrY r-Aw
2. Interpretation and appfication of substantive des of Community law
536. The customs union and the nrles of competition  were the main fields
with which the Court, in cases submitted, and the Commission,  in drafting
proposals  and iits own enactments,  were n  1969 concerned  when inter-
preting or applying substantive  Community law,
THE CUSTOMS UNION
537.lVith  regard to the free movement of goods two judgments of the
C,ourt, one concerning  the statistical charge levied in Italy on the irnport
and export of goodsl and rhe other concerning the Befuian 1.3%o clnrgs
on irnports of tmworked  diamonds for the benefit o{ the social fund for
diamond workers2  made a vital contr,ibution to its case law, on interpreta-
tion of the EEC Treaty provisions on the abolition of charges having the
equivalent effect of customs duties (Articles 9, 12, 13 and 16).
In these judgments the Court stressed once again that the provisions
on charges with equivalent effect-closely  related to the pninciple of the
free movement of goods-are as fundamental as the unconditional prohibi
tion inherent in these provisions. The new development chiefly concerns
the definition of charges having equivalent effect. Various previous
judgmentss  had already darified certain aspects of this concq)t and the
relationship between  Articles 9, 12, 13 and 16 of the EEC Treatv and its
tax provisions.  Notably in its judgments 2 and 3-62 of 14 december
t" 
-aJ-tl 1J-"ly 1969^(Commission  r. ItalianRepublic,2468),Reneil,7969,p. 193.
' 9JE9. 1 July- -1969 (Sociaal Fonds voor di Diamantbiwerkers,  Antwerp  z.
SA Ch. Brachfeld & Sons_and Chougol Diamond  Co., prelimin^ty q,resiion
submitted by iuge de paix of Antwerp. 2 end 3-69\. Rusei!.  1969. o. 2i1. t 
-CJEC. 14 December 1962 lcommisiion  rr. Grand Duchy of Luiembourg and
Kingdom of Belgium, 2 and 3-62), Recseil, p. 815.
9_JEC- 15 No_vember  1964 (Cemmission  z.- Grand Ductry of Luxembourg  and
[!qs^dog_of Be!giy-,  90 and 91-63), Recu?il, 1964, p. 1219.
CJEC 8 Ju.ly 1965.(Deutschmann  z. Federal  Republic of Germany,  preliminary
question s^ubmitted  by the Verwaltungsgericht  Frankfurt on Main, i6-851, Xtrue;i,
7965, p. 602.
IJEC.16^June 
19_6^6 (Federal  Republic of Germany  a. Commission,52  and 5,5-65),
Rccacil,7966, p.228.
CJEC 16 June 1966 (Firm.a Li.itticke t. Hayptzollamt  Saarlouis,  preliminary
question.submitted by the Finanzgericht Saar, 57-65), Recrcil,  1966, p.-294.
CJEC 4 April 1968 (Firma Milchwerke  \|76hrmant t.' Hauptiollamt Bad
{eichenhal-l  preliminary  question submitted by the Finanzgericht Munich,  7-62),
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1,962, the Court, stressing that customs duties are discriminatory  and
protectionist, defined a charge with equivalent effect as a charge "whatever
ih" ttu-. given to it and the way in rvhich it is lwied, which is unilaterally
irnposed, .ith.r "t 
the moment  of importation or subcequenrtly,  and which,
being specifically applied to a product'imported  from a member country
but noi to the like home-produced product, changes the price of the
imported produot and thus has the same effect on the free movement of
goods as , *ttontr duty". This definition has becn confirmed several
iimes with sl,ight adaptations,  and was extended  rnutatis natandis  to
charges with equivalent  effect on exports by judgment 7-68 of 10 December
1.968.1
J-38. This approach  might have meant that only those charges having a
discriminatory or protective effect would be regarded  a's charges with
equivalent effect, so that charges levied on the importati* "{ 
pfoducts
not competing with home-produced  products would escape the ban' The
Court has now defined this concept more extensively,
Prohirbiting customs duties, ,the Treaty makes no distinction between
goods which compete with home-produced producrs in the importing
iourrtry and goods which do not. The abolition of the customs bamiers
potpottr not only to elimintrte the protection of home matkets. The
tr."ty  provisions  concerning  |he elimination of customs duties and
chargls with equivalent effect have in fact a.general scope and ef{ect in
ordei to "trrrt. 
free mqvement of goods. Thus the ban on tariffs and
charges wlth equivalent effect between the Member States also covefs
uty p.*i"ry  .h"tg. levied on the occasion of the movement of goods
across the frontier of the Member State.
On these ases, the Court defined chatges with equivalent effect as
follows:
(Footnote cont'd.)
CIEC 4 Aoril 1968 (Firma Milch-. Fett- und Eierkontor ,r. Hauptzollamt
Siarbriickeni preliminary question  su6mitted  by the Finanzgericht  Sz,', 25-67),
Recseil,1968, p. 306.
CJEC'4 A.plii tles (Firma Fink-Frucht  a' Hauptzollamt  Miinch-en-Landsb-9r991-
,ti"..., p.dli-i.t".y question submitted by the. Finanzgericht Munich, 27-67),
Recaeil, 1968, p. 328.
CIEC'4 Aoiil tSOA (Firma Stier a. Hauptzollamt  Hamburg-Ericus,  preliminary
oriestion suimitted bv the Finanzsericht  Hamburg, 37-67),  Recueil, 1968, p. 348.
CIEC 10 December  igeg (C"-dission z. Italian Republic, 7-68), Recueil, 1968,
o. eie.
1 CJEC, Ruaeil,1968,  p. 618.464  coMMUNrrY LAly
"A pecuniary charge, ho,wever small, unilaterally imposed, whatever
its name and the methods of levying it, and falling on home.produced  or
foreign goods simply because they cross the frontier, when it is not a
customs duty'in the strict sense of the term, is a charge with equivalent
effect within the meaning of Articles 9, 12, 13 and 16 of the Trcaty,
even when it is not levied for the benefit of the State, when it does not
exert any discriminato,ry or protectionist  effect, and when the product
carrying the charge  does not compete with a ho,me-produced  product."
The only exceptions to this definitio'n  are:
(a) Internal charges within the meaning od Articles 95 et.seq. of the
EEC Treaty; the concept of a charge with equivalent effect does
not include, according to the Court:
(i ) charges imposed in the same manner o'n like or comparable
homeproduced  products within the Member States, or
(ii) at least, if rhere are no such products, s;ubject to a general
domestic tax,1 or
(iii) intended to offset such domestic taxes. within the limits laid
down by the Treaty;
(b)  The consideration for certain services rendered.z However, the
Court is extremely cautious on this point. In the view of the Coq.rrt
this could only apply in the case od "specific services actually
rendered",  and the consideration must be proportionate to the
service. These cases ate anryay an exception which co'Lrld not be
misused to evade Articles 9, 12, 13 and 16 o,f the Treaty.
539. The advantages  which importers, exporters  and consumers  draw frorn
external trade statistics are in the view of the Court general ones; they
cannot be accurately  determined. In its judgment 24-68 the Court
therefore  refused to recognize  the Italian statistical  charges imposed  on
imports  and exports to be remuneration for services actually rendered.
In the joint cases 2 and 3-69 the Court for the first time pointed
out that, o'nce the common customs  tari{f. enteted into force, unilateral
adoption or the maintenance by the Member  States o,f charges other than
duties properly  so called on merchandise from non-member  countries could
I CJEC t4gfil  1968 (Firma.Fink-F,rucht u.,Hatptzollamt Miinchen-Landsberger-
9lr?!se,  27;Q7^, an! Fytma Stier a. Hawptzollamt  Hamburg-Ericus, 31-67),  Rec"ueil,
1968, pp. 328 and 348.
2 An earlier case on this point is: GJEC 16 June 1966 (Federal Republic  of Ger-
m ny r). Commission,  52 and 55-65), Reruei/,  1966, p. 228.INTERPRBTATION  OF COMMUNITY LA\T  465
hamper the attainment of the objectives  sought by the uniform application
of the common customs tariff.l In this colrnectio,n, the question could
arise whether dre Treaty restriats the freedom of the States to ado,pt such
measures.
THE RULES OF COMPETITION
kelationsbip  betaeen Connunitl law
and nunicipal law on restrictiae trade practircs
540. As to the rules of competition, the Court provided further guidance
on the relationship  between Community law and municipal law on
restrictive  agfeements.
Case 14-68,2 referred to the Court as a preliminary question by the
Kammergericht  Berlin, raised the question of the dght of the German
Bundeskartellamt to punish infringements of the German law on restraint
of competition while the same acts objected to fell also under the ptohibi-
tion of Article 35( 1 ) of the EEC Treaty and were subject to sanctions
under Regulation No. 17,
The Court found that in the absence of a regulation  adopted  under
Article 87(2 e) providing otherwise, the national  authorities. may act
against a cartel, according  to municipal  law, wen when the cornpa,tibility
of this agreement  with Cornmunity law is still being examined by the
. Commission.  The Court thus accepted national and Community co'mpe-
tence to act against measures  restdcting competition. But the Court
added, in line with prwious findings,3  that a full and uniform  application
of Community provisions on competition must be ensured and that in
case of a conflict with national legislation  Community law must be
enforced.
In so far as the parallel application of a national procedure and a
Community procedure might lead to double sanctions,  generaL equity
1 Especially where the principle of free movement  of goods in free circulation
wiihin a-Member Staie worrld not be sufficient to colrect the effects of these
, 8J"fit8titd February 1969 (Valt Vilhelm et al a. Bundeskartellamt,  pteliminary
question submitted by the Kammergericht  Berlin, 14-68), Reeaeil, 1969, p.3.
3 eJEc 15 July 1964 (Costa z. ENEL, preliminary  question submitted by the
guidice conciliatote of Milan, 6-64), &uueil, t964, p, 1141.466  coMMUNrrY r.Arw
requires, in the view of the Court, that in imposing any new sanction,  the
previous  one should be taken into account.
This ruling confirms not only the supremary  of Community  law, but
also, in cettain conditions, that of decisicins taken by the Commission
pursuant to the Community  rules of competition over domestic decisions
taken by the States. I,t may be inferred from this ruling that the Mernber
States may neither tolerate restraints on competition prohibited  by the
Commission  under Community  law nor prohibit restraints on compe,tition
in respect of which the Commission  has waived the Community  ban.
Scope of Artich 85 of the EEC Treatl
541. In 1969 the Court also had an opportunity to interpret paragraphs  1"
and 2 af. Article 8J of the F,F.C Treaty.
In orre case,1 ,it laid down the conditions which rrxust be fulfilled
before an agreement may be prohibited under Artide 85(1). The case
concerned an exclusive  dealing agreement with absolute territorial prorec-
tion. The Court found that such an agreement could escape the ban i{
it affected trade between Member  States and restrained competition only
to an insignificant  degree, given the weak position of those concerned on
the relevant market. In this way the Court is developing the oase law
foreshadowed  in its judgment in Soci6td technique minilre zr. Maschinen-
bau Ulm,z when it ruled that the effects of the agreement must be
examined and the market position of the parties concerned m'ust be taken
into account.
542. Another casd enabled the Court to determine the effects
"provisional validrty" of agroements notified to the Commission;
of the
but on
their compatibility with Article 85 of the Treaty the Court has nor yet
ruled.a The question has not yet beeri settled. Should it be admitted,
t qJ."q t J"ly 1969, (Vi;.I\ z.- V-etvaecke,-  preliminary question submitted by the
Oberlandesgericht  Munich, 5-69), Recueil,  p. 295.
'  CJP.C.3O J-une 1966 (Soiietd d6chniqui ^-itriCre  z. Maschinenbau Ulm GmbH,
preliminary question submitted by the Cour d'appel of Paris, 56-65), Ruueif,
igoe, p. z|t).' t CJPC -9 July 1969 (SA Portelange  y. Smith Corona Marchant International,
preliminary  question submitted by the Tribunal de commerce  of Brussels,  16-09),
Recueil,7969,'p.  3Og.
a 
lhe_9ogggpt_of.provisional  -validity was established by the Court in its iudgment
13-61- (CJEC 6- Aptil 1962, Kledingvetkoopbedriil  de Geus y. Rob6* iosch
GmbH and Maatsc-happii tot voortzeiting  vah de Laken der Firma \Willem van
Rijn, Re*i|1962,  p. 89)'.INTERPRETATION  OF COMMUNITY LA\q  467
in the interest of security of ioniraots, that these agreements would have
full effect, including forced execution, at the risk of jeopardizing the
general interest defended :by C,ommunity competition law 7  Or should
the courts, in order to prevent thede agreements impairing competition
unduly, refrain from imposing forced execr:tion on parties invoking the
presumed nullity of the agreement, at the risk of thus encouraging parties
to default on obligations  which they had accepted ?  Questioned on this
important point by the Tri,bunal de commerce of Brussels, the Court
ruled in favour of the first alternative. The "firll effect" conceded  to
agreements  enjoying provisional validity  does not of course affect the "null
and void" rule of Article 85(2), ac'cording to which a ban imposed by
the Commission is reroactive as of the day the conffact was concluded'
The parties may thus be compelled to re-establish  the fllatas quo. The
Court made it dear that it rilas aware of the practical disavantages  of this
arrangement but it thought the lack of certainty as to the law which
would result from the second  arrangement  was more rlangJrous.
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543. The Commission  had occasion to interpret the concept of concerted
practice under Article 85 ( 1 ) in connection with concerted  price increases
of colouring mattens arranged  between a nurnber of enterprises. In
accordance  with Article 15 of Regulation No. L7, fines were also inflicted
on enter.prises having their head offices outside the Community. The
Commission  thus confirmed that it considers itself competent to apply the
cornrpetition rules to enterprises  based outside the Community if  such
enterprises operate inside the Community or if their operation outside
has the effect of distorting competition  inside the Community.  Some of
these decisions gave rise to appeals now pending before the Court.
THE END OF THE TRANSITIONAL PERIOD
>44. On 20 February  1969 the Commission forwarded: to the Council a
memorandum  submitting certain legal and technical considerations  on the
transition to the final stage of the common market. The Commission
considered it necessary to formulate  more precisely  the implications  which
the end of the transitional  period would have for the Europea.n  Econonaic
Community.458  coMMUNITY LAw
According to Article 8(7) of the EEC Trcaty the transition to the
final stage of the common market has a speific, legal significance: "Subject
to the exceptions or derogations provided for in this Treaty, 'the expiry
of the transitional  period shall constitute  the final date for the entry into
force of all the rules laid down and for the completion  of all measures
required for the establishment  of the common market." As the President
of the Commission, M. Jean Rey, pointed out before the Parliament in
January 1969, this article relates to problems which are quite distinct
from those connected with any extension of the transitional period: read
in the context of Article 8, paragraph  7 lays down rules which are valid
irrespective of the duration of the tansitional period, and accordingly it
cannot be interpreted as fixing criteda likely to justify an extension of
that period.
In short, the Commission's vierv is that Article 8(7) of the EEC
Trcaty is intended not to establish conditiorrs  which must be fulfilled
before the definitive  "period" can begin, ibut to determine the consequences
arising from tbe expiry of the transitionol period.
545. ln this connection, the way in which Article 8(7) refers to "all"
the rules and "all" the measures  clearly irnplies that the transition to the
final stage must necessarily be a general one, and that there can be no
question of effecting it for only some of the fields covered by the Tteaty.
The expression "entry into force of all the rules laid down" refers
to the changes which the expiry of the transitional period wiltr entail in
the rules applicable. For the Commission, the only instances  concerned
are those in which the Treaty explicitly provides for the entry into force
of certain des when this period expires. For the implementation  of the
Treaty is a continuous  operation, which will not be completed by the
end of the ransitional period. New rules will still have to be worked
out after the end of the transitional period.
Again, Article 8(7 ) specifies  that the expiry of the transitional period
constitutes the final date not only for the entry into force of the rules
laid down but also for the completion  of all "measures  required for the
establishment  of the common market". From this it cannot be inferred
that what has not been done in time can no longer be done after the
transitional period has ended. The Commission  believes that Article 8(7)
must be construed as imposing  on the Community institutions and the
Member States an obligation to act.
This obligation only comes into play in those instances in which
the Treaty has provided for common policies 'as the precondition for orINTERPRETATION  OF COMMUNITY LA\v  469
corollary to achievement of freedom of movemenrt  at the end of the
ransitional period. In this connection it should be notd that Article S(7 )
is concerned only with "the establishment  of the common market". This
reservation is important with regand to cerain Treaty provisions  which,
as for example Article 100, refer both to the establishment and to the
functioning  of the common  market.
546. Lccodiingly,  no distinction rnay be drawn berween a phase of con-
struction, which would end with the transitio'nal period, and a phase of
execution,  which would begin with the final stage of the common  market.
Admittedly,  problems of execution and administration  are becoming
more and more numerous and are steadily gaining in importance  as the
customs union develops  and as common policies ot organbaions  are
established. But that should not obscure the fact that there is wen now,
and in the years to come still will be, much to be done before the work
undertaken is completed.
Inlornation on tbe deaelopment ol Connunity law
547. As in previous years, the Commission continued its drive to inform
the public concerning  the development  of Community law.
The representatives of the Commission,  and in particular  of its Lrgal
Service, participated regularly in the work of the Legal Affaits Committee
of the Parliament  on important  matters affecting the legal ordet of the
C,ommunity. The most impo.rtant  debates in the Parliament concemed.two
fields:  ( L ) measures by the Member States acting together and acts
adopted by the Council not provided for in the Treaties, discussed  on the
basis of a report submitted by M. Burger, and (2) the problems arising
from application of Article 177 of the EEC Trcaty, following thc Merchiers
roport.
548. Matters connected with Community  law were studied in detail at'a
numrber of symposia and seminars:  problems of company  law at Rome in
April, regionat policy at l,ouvain in May, competition  at Knokke in March
and at Brussels in August, tax on value added at tibge and rural law at
CagLai in October. Approximation of legislation was the main theme of
sweral meetings: approximation and the economy at an Intemational
Congress at Cologne in March, approximation of social legis,lation and
taxation of enterprises at comparative  law serninars at Regensburg in470  COMMUNITY LAw
Septembet, harmonization of legislation on motor traffic at Brussels,
. regional approxima  ion of national law at a symposium of the International
Association  of Legal Science at Copenhagen.
The number of symposia and seminars devo'ted to the study of
Community  law by outside organizations  seems to have increased during
the period under review: the symposium of Scandinavian practising lawyers
and law teachers in January, the congress of the International l-eague
against Unfair Competition at Vienna in May, the joint meeting of the
British Institute of Intemati,,onal  and Companative  Law ,and the Europa-
Instituut of l,eiden in London in June, and the syrnposium  qf the Inter-
national Association of Legal Science at Copenhagen in September.
The fourth symposium  on the merger of the European Communities
was held at Lidge in April, and was attended by senior judges, Iaw
teachers and practising lawyers particularly interested in the dwelopment
of C,ommunity law. Representatives  of the Commission's Legal Service
took part in this meeting, the theme of which was "From customs  union
to economic union".
549. The Commission  established further contacts with iudges in the
various countries  and with the officials responsible for the application
of Community law in the Member States. In particular, it was visited by
two groups od judges from the Bundesgerichtshof  and the Bundesverwal-
tungsgericht. Visits to the Commission at Brussels and the Court at
Luxembourg were organized for the future French judges of the Centre
national d'6tudes judiciaires and for a group of judges from the Italian
Corte de cassazione  in November. The discussions  held during these visits
mainly concerned the relationship between Community  law and municipal
law. C,ontacts 'with the judges of other countries also continued, and
the Commission's  Legal Service was represented  at the third International
Congress of Judges at Berlin.
Numerous  visits were paid to the Communities' headquarters by
groups of officials, practising lawyers and law teachers, during which
mernbers  of the Legal Service  explained  various aspects of t}re development
and application of Community  law: young lawyers from Amsterdam  and
Rotterdam,  the French Association nationale  des docteurs en droit, the
Stuttgart Chamber of Notaries, law students frqm various counffies,  etc'
In October the Legal Service organaed., jointly with the Court, a
meeting at Brussels and Luxembourg between editors of a nu,mber of law
reviews in the -Community  countries,  duriag which the dissernination ofINTERPRETATION  OF COMMUNITY I.AW  47I
information on law and the develo,pment of Community law were exa-
mined. The Commission intends to hold further meetings of this kind.
In Decembet  the Legal Service organized another meeting of lawyers
interested in the automation of legal documentation, especially  as regards
Community law. The work being cartied out in this field in several
counmies is of great importance for the development of law; the technical
procedures  employed should be harmonized more fully in order to avoid
the creation of new barriers between the systems in one State and in
another.
Finally, attention should be drawn to the interest which groups
outside the Communities  continue to show in Community law, as evidenced
by the visits paid to the Commission at Brussels by practising lawyers
and teachers of law {rom Britain, Scandinavia, the USA and Sou,th
America.472  CoMMUNITY  r-Arf(/
TABLE 28
Work of the Court of Justice in 1959
A. Neu cases
tor'lLi  I I
(a) Appeats by the Comrnission against a Member State under Article 169 ol tbe
EEC Treaty:  L7
of these
1 concerned  the customs union,
3 concerned  agriculture,
5 concerned  tax matter6,
1 concerned freedom of establishment,  and
1 concerned  comp€tition.
(b) Appeats against a Comnunity  institution under Articles  773 ot 175 ol tbe EEC
Treaty or Article 88, second paragraph, ol tbe ECSC Treaty:  23
of these
4 ,wete lodged by Membet States,
19 were lodged by enterprises,
and
15 concerned  competition
J concerned  the common  agricultural policy,
1 concerned  transport matters,
1 concerned  safeguatd  measures,
2 concerned  scrap compensation,
L concetned tariff quotas.
(c) Requests by domestic  courts lor preliminary ralings under Atticle 777 ol the
EEC Trcaty (Article 150 ol tbe Euratotlt Treaty): 17
3 of these cases concerned the interpretation of Article 85 of the EEC Treaty
as regards  exclusive dealing agreements,
J concerned  the customs  union,
4 related to social seorrity for migrant workers,
1 concerned interpretation of the Protocol  on Privileges and Immunities annexed
to the Euratom TreatY,
5 concemed  the interpretation of Community  provisions  on agriculture,
1 concerned the interpretation of futicle 95 of the EEC Treaty.
(d) Case brougbt under Article 215 ol the EEC Treaty:  1'
Action for damages  concerning counteffailing charge on an imported agricultural
product.
(e) Appeals by stall against tbeir institutions  (personnel  ailministration): 25INTERPRETATION  OF COMMUNITY LA'T  473
'B.. Juilgments  and rulings
I  Total:  30
(a\ Iudgments  on appeals by the conmission  under Article 169 of tbe EEC
TreatY:  4
Case 45-64 (2. Italian Republic). Final judgment of 19 November  1969 (interim
ruling of l  December  1965) finding that payment of the total drawback of
internal t,rxes on mechanical  engineering products  exported to the other Member
States contravenes Article 96 of the Treaty.
case 24-68 (u. kalian Republic). Judgment of 1 July 1969 finding that the
"statistical  duty" contravenes Articles 16 and 189 of the Treaty and various
I  Conncil Regulations.l
case 6-69 (a. French  Republic). Judgmend  of 10 December  1969 finding that
by maintainin' 
^fter 
1 November  tie1 a dispariry exceeding  1.5 pefcentage
p;ints between  the rate for rediscounting  export claims vis-i-vis other Member
States und the ordinary  rate, the French Republic failed to meet one of its
obligations  under the Treaty.
case 16-69 (o. Taltan Republic). Judgment of 15 october  1969 finding that
the levy of fiscal charges on imported brandies which are heavier than the
charges on like home-produced products  conffavenes  Article 95 of the EEC
TreatY'2
(b) ]udenents on appeals  against a Community institution: 3
loint cases 70 and 18-68 (Eridania  (sugar factories) a. commission).  Judgment
of 1.0 December 1969 ruling inadmissible the appeals for annulment  and against
inaction  made in respect of Commission  decisions granting subsidies from the
EAGGF to other Italian sugar manufacturers.
Case 1-69 (Italian Republic a. Commission).  Judgment  of 9 Julv 1969 dk'
i  missing this appeal for annulment  of the Commission's decision oi 11 October
1968 on conditions and rates of transport for fruit and vegetables  in southern
Italy and Sardinia.s
case 1L-69 (French Republic a. Commission).  Judgment of 10 December 1969
dismissing as unfounded  the appeal against the C-ommission's decision of 18 De-
cember 1968 under the ECSC Treaty on preferential  rediscounting  rates gtanted
to French iron and steel ehterprises  (case parallel with case 6'69 supra),
I,(.)Rulinesonprelininaryquestlofissubmittedbynunicipalcoarts:7)
Three rulings on the interpretatiofl  of Article 85 of the EEC Treaty:
Case 74-68 (Bundeskartellamt  a. Farbenfabriken  Bayer-Kammergericht, Berlin).
Ruling of 13 February 1969 on the relation berween community law and
'  municipal law on restrictive agteements.'l
I Ofrtinl gazelte No. C 105,  14 Aueust 1969. t /tld. No. C 143, 6 November  t969. . 1Did. No. C 105,  14 August 1969.
' /Did, No. C 30. 7 March  1969,474  coMMUNrrY LAw
Case J-69 (Franz Viilk a. Etablissements  J. Vervaecke - Oberlandeegericht,
Munich).  Ruling of 9 July 1969 interpreting the ban provided for in
Artide 85(1) of the EEC Treaty with regard to an exclusive dealing agreemenr,
.with ab'solute territorial protection.l
Case L0-69 (SA Portelange a. SA Smith C,orona Marchant International et al-
Tribunal de cornmetce, Brussels). Ruling of 9 JuIy 1969 that agreements
within the meaning of Article 85(1), duly notified under Regulation No. 17/62,
have full effect as long as the Commission  has reached no decision under
Anicle 85(3) and the Regulation.l
Two rulings concerning the customs union:
Cases 2 and 3-69 (Sociaal Fonds voor de Diamantarbeiders  a. (1) SA Ch.
Brachfeld & Sons atd (21 Chougol Diamondi  Co.-Jw. de paix, Antwerp).
Ruling of L July 1969 interpreting the concq>t of a charge witl iffect equivalent
to a customs  duty within the meaning of Articles 9 and, 12 of the EEC Treaty,
in respect of taxation of unworked diamonds  imported into Belgium.l
Case 14-69 (KG Markus & I7alsh a. Hauptzollamt  Hamburg-Finanzgericht,
Hambug).  Ruling of 15 October  1969 deciding on the inrerpreration to be
given to the conc€pt of "customs  duty bound in GATT".2
one nrling concerning the interpretation of a decision in the sphere of agriculture:
Case 29-69 (Erich Stauder a. City of Ulm-Verwaltungsgericht, Sruttgart).
Ruting of 12 November 1969 interpreting  Article 4 of Commission  Decision
No. 69/71 of L2 February  1969 on measures  enabling certain groups of consumers
to buy butter at rcduced prices.s
Ono ruling on tbe interpretation of Aricle 97 of the EEC Treaty:
Case 29-68 (Milch-, Fett- und Eier-Kontor GmbH a. Hauptzollamt Saarbriicken-
Finanzgerichq Saar). Ruling of 24 June 1969 interpreting the cnncepts  o{
l'average rate" and "group of products"  with-regard to a turnover tax on imports
levied by a cumulative multistage system.r
Fout rulings on the interpretation of Community  prwisions  conceming social security
affangements for.migrant  workers and freedom of movement  for workers:
Case 28-68 (Caisse rfuionale de s6curit6 sociale  du nord de la France v. Torrc-
kens e/ al.--C-aur de cassation,  France). Ruling of 7 May 1969 o,n the
applicability of the aggregating system prescribed in Anicle 27(L) of Council
Regulation No. 3.a
Case 15-69 ('Wiirttembergische  Milchverwertung-siidmilch  AG o. Ugliola-
Bundesarbeitsgericht). Ruling of 15 October 1969 interpretingcertainprovisions
' Oiltaol goott,  No. C 105, 14 August 1969.
' fDdd. No. C 143, 6 November  1069.
'  IDrid. No. C 156, 8 December 1969.
' Drid. No. C 05, 2 June 1969.INTERPRETATION  OF COMMUNITY LA1V  475
of C-ouncil  Regulations Nos. 38/64 md L6l2/68 in connection  with the status
of non-German  military  service in German social eecurity legislation.l
Tase 27-69 (caisse de maladie des chemins  de fer luxembourgeois  "Entr'aide
mddicale" et aI, n. Compagnie  belge d'assurances gdndrales-Cour  sup'6rizure
de justice, Luxembourg). Ruling of 12 November  1969 interpreting Artide 52
of Council Regulation No. 3 and furiher defining the coricept of "migrant
worket".2
Case 34-69 (Mme Jeanne Duffu a. Caisse d'assurance-vieillesse  des ffavailleurs
salarids  de Paris-Court  of Appeal, Paris). Ruling of 10 December  1969 intet
preting Article 11(2) of Council Regulation  No' J as regards th€ right to draw
a social security bene{it concwrently with other benefits.
One ruling on the interpretation  of the Protocol on Privileges and Immunities
annexed  to the ECSC Treaty:
Case 23-68 (J.C. Klomp u. Inspektie der Belastingen-Getechtshof,  The Haeue).
Ruling of 25 February 1969 intetpreting  Article 11(b) of this Protocol, vith
regard to a contribution  for findncing a social security  scheme.s
One ruling interpreting Anicle 188 of the Eutatom Treaty:
Case 9-69 (Sayag et al a. Ldoc et al,--{n:ur  de cassation, Belgium). Ruling of
10 Julv 1969 defining the expression "in the performance of their duties" with
reference  to the use by a Community  official of his private car when on duty.4
(d,) ]udenents lollouing  appeals by Community  ollicials against tbeir institutions:  1.0
Cases 15, 17, 20, 21, 26, 27, i  and, fi-68
Cases 8 and 12'69.
Tfr,"iot gorttt"No. c 148, o Noyember  1909. t lDrld. No. C 150. 8 December 1969. I fbrd. No. C 36, 18 March  1909. ''  IDIU. No. C 105, 14 Augwt  1969.476  CoMMUNITY  LAsr
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ANNEX
DOCUMENTS ON THE SUMMIT CONFERENCE
(The.Hague, 1 and 2 December  1969)
At the 76th session of the Council of the European Communities
on 22 and 23 July 1.969, the French Government  submitted  to the other
Governments "a proposal for convening a conference of Heads of State
or Heads of Governmetit At The Hague before the end of the year, in
order to examine the problems facing the Community,  in particular  in the
fields of its completion, its consolidation and its enlargement".  This
proposal met with the approval of the Council and aroused a great deal
Lf int.t rt in all the circles concerned.  Before the conference was held,
the Community institutions determined their attitude to the basic problems
cf Eun:pean poli.y.t on J November 1969 the European  Parliament
adopted a resolution on this point. The Commission of the European
Communities formulated its attitude on the decisions to be taken in a
memorandum which was submitted to the Governments of the Member
States on 19 Novembet 1969.
The Summit Confetence was opened on 1 December 1969 in The
Hague by M. P.J.S. de Jong, Prime Minister of the Netherlands. The
delegations u'ere led by M. Georges Pompidou, President of . France;
M. Gaston Eyskens,  Prime Minister of Belgium; M' Willy Brandt, Chan-
cellor of the Federal Republic of Germany; M. Mariano Rumor, Prime
Minister of Italy; M. Pierre S7erner, Prime Minister of Luxembourg;
and M. P.J.S. de Jong, Prirne Minister of the Netherl,ands.  The Commis-
sion was represented by M. Jean Rey, its President, and M. Edoardo
Martino. The national delegations met alone on the afternoon of
1 December;  and on 2 December the Commission participated in the
meeting. The Conference reached agreement on a number of points,
which were set out in the final communiqud.
1 See the chapters devoted to the conference and the chapters entitled "Institutions
and Organs-" in Bulletin 7 rnd 2-70.482  ANNEX-THE  sUMMIT  coNFERENcE
The rcsolution adopted by the European Parliament, the Commis-
sion's memorandum,  the final communiqud issued by the Conference  and
the statement  made bv the Commission on the results of the Conference
are given below.
Rerolution
on tte position tahen by the European Padiament in regard to the
fundamental problems of European  and Community policy, in anticipation
of the C-onference of the Heads of State or Governrnent of the Member
States of the' C.ommunity
(3 November  7969)
The European Padiament,
(i) Considering the special importance  of the forthcoming Conference
of the Heads of State or Government of the Member  States of the
Community, with which, as spokesman  for the interests of the C.om-
munity, the Commission of the European Cpmmunities must be
associated;
(ii) Aware of the progress made and of the considerable difficulties
surmounted so far, but deeply concerned by the present situation,
which threatens whar the Community has achieved;
(iii) Aware also of the fact that the political union of the peoples of
Europe is more necessary than ever in order to overcome  these
difficulties and contribute to a state of balance and peace in the
world:
l.  calls on the Heads of state or Government  of the Member States
and looks to them to give unmistakable expression  to a common resolve
to come to an agreement on the aims to be pursued in the building of
Europe, on the place and role of a united Europe, and to decide, in
the spirit of the Bonn Declaration of 18 July 1.96!, to achieve a politicd
union of Europe in stages and to give shape to this in the course if tglo;
2'  Further calls on the Heads of State or Government to express their
c_ommon resolve by giving fresh impetus to the activities of the European
communities  and laying down a programme of action for the compleiion,
consolidation and enlargement of the communities, in particular on theANNEX_THE  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE 483
basis of the proposals already put forward by the Commission of the
Communities:
A.  To proceed $o the final stage of the common Market on the agreed
date;
B.  To lay down forthwith a genuine common economic and cyclical policy
whiclr alone will make it possible to work out rhe difficult problems
that have arisen in a number of sectors, paricularly  with regard
to agriculture  and monetary matters;
C.  To promote a common  social policy and, in particular, to reform
the European Soaial Fund, which should become a genuine common
tool foru poti.y of full employment and for raising living standards
in the Community;
D.  Fully to apply all the provisions of the Treaties concerning  the
functioning  "nd 
powerc of the community institutions, including
the provisions concerning  decisions taken by the council of the
Communities;
E.  To give a new stimulus to a common policy for scientific and tech-
nological  research, including the pursuit of work in the nuclear sector,
by aisigning to the European Atomic Energy Community  new tasks
in the medium and long term and by giving it the necessary  means
for such activities, especially  within the framework of possible
agreements with third countties in Europe;
F.  To hold elections to the European  Pa{iament  by. direct universal
suffrAge on the basis of the plan put forward by the Parliament
in 1960 and, in any event, to adopt a procedure  for contacts betv/een
the Council of the Comtnunities  and the European Parliament  for
the drafting of' a final text;  .
.; 
.
.,  1r.&  i.
G.  To stengthen  the budgetniy powers of the. European  Parliament,
in accordance'with  the resolution of 7 October  1969;L
H.  To achieve cultural ceoperation,  in particular through periodical
meetings of the ministers .cqncerned, in the Council of the Com-
rnunities, and,to create.d'tEuropean  Youth Office;
t OStiot go<tttt No. C 139, 28 October t969, p.73.484  ANNEx-THB  SUMMIT  coNPERENcE
t.  Further requests the Heads of State or Government to open negotia-
tions with the European countries which have applied for accession to
the Communities  under,Anicle 237 of the EEC Treaty, it being understood
tLnt tt is fo,r the Commission  of the Communities to conduct the nqgotia-
tions in the Community interest, under the terms of its Opinion of
1 October 1969 (COM(69)  1000);
4.  Asks its Persident to send this resolution  to the Governments  and
Parliaments  of the Member  States of the Community  and to the Council
and the Commission  of the European Communities.
Memorandum from the Commission of the
European Communities
to the Conference of Heads of State or Governmerrt
( 19 November  1969f
The Commission  welcomes the meeting of the Conference of Heads
of State or Government.
llhe meeting takes place at a time when the transitional period of
the Community is approaching its end, when its enlargement is once
mote entering an active phase, vrhen recent difficulties of an agricultural
and monetary nature have made a kebn impression on opinion inside and
outside the Community.
This being so, it is essential that the Conference should be crowned
with success and, in view of the decisions to be adopted by the Com-
munity institutions,  should give a new political impetus to the creation
of Eutope.
1.  At a time when anxiety is felt at the present state of the Community,
the Commission  feels it should point out that despite numerous  difficulties
considerable results have been achieved during recent years: the establish-
ment of the customs  union,'the  elaboration of the common agricultural
policy, vigorous  economic expansion, higher living standards, the active
policy of aid to the Associated  States and the C,ommunity's  cohesion  and
growing authority at international level.
2.  So that the results thus far achieved, notably in the customs  union
and the common agricultural policy, should not be subsequently  jeopardized,ANNEX_THE  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE 485
it is essential that the Heads of State or Government affirm theit will
to continue the building of a genuine Community, i.e. to round off the
customs union by establishing an economic and mon€tary  union in the
years ahead.
To this end, the Council and Commisiion  should be invited to
determine  speedily the stages leading to this objective and in particular
to define the neces.sary  action for the next five years, especially in connec-
tion with common economic and monetary policies, the Community's
industrial and technological  development, and social and regional measures
designed more particularly to cope irith the changes taking place in these
fields.
3.  Enlargement of the Community  is an essential {actot in rhe creation
of Europe; the Commission thus feels that the Conference  of Heads of
State or Government  should affirme the unanimous will to bring about
this enlatgement.
The Commission trusts that the Opinions it sent to the Council in
1967 and 1969 will form a useful starting pornt for the negotiations.
4.  As it stated recently-in  its Opinion of 1 October 1969-the  Com-
mission considers that the strengthening  and the enlargement of the
Community  must be pursued in pamllel. Besides the decisions  taken at
the end of the year, strengthening  includes the meas'r.rres necessary for
progress towards economic  and monetary union and reinforcement of the
Community institutions.
5.  Reinforcement of the Community institutions  has become essential.
As the Community develops, it needs stronger institutions  to ensure its
internal government. It needs them equally to enable it to cope with
the danger of unwieldiness  inherent ifi enlargement. It is therefore essen-
tial, without awaiting the institutional strengthening  which can be envisaged
when the Communities  are merged, to retutn to the normal functioning
of the institutions  as laid down in the Treaties. It is also.advisable to
reinforce the democratic character of the Community  by envisaging  eady
elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage, and thus
giving the peoples of Europe an interest in the destinies of the Community.
6.  In conclusion, the Commission  recommends that the Conference
should sress the essentially political character of the task in hand and
accordingly  declare its will to ensure that Europe moves forward towards
political union.486  ANNEX-THE  SUMMIT  coNFERBNcE
7.  Important decisions for the day-twday life of the Comrnunities  are
called for in the immediate future. The adoption of the general lines
which the Commission has set out above would greatly help in these
decisions. Accordingly, the Conference should declare the political will
of the Member States that the institutions  shall take these decisions by
the end of tle year and in particular  adopt the procedures for coordinating
economic policies and the machinery of monetary ccoperation, the multi-
annual Euratom  programme,  the common agricultural poliry financing
regulation for the final period, and the decisions  on the creation of the
Community's own resources and greater budgetary  powers for the European
Parliament.
It should also express the political will of the Member States that
the date when negotiations  on the enlargement of the Community  are
to be reopened be determined at the same time.
The Commission  urgently  draws the attention of the Heads of State
or Governmbnt to the above. It. is convinced that if tlre Conference
can agree on these lines of advance it will have imparted decisive stimulus
to the building of Europe. Its deliberations  will thus have profound
repercussions in Europe and throughout the world.
Final communiqu6 of the Conference of Heads of State
or Government  on I  and 2 December 1969 at The Hague
(2 December  1969)
L.  On the initiative of the Government of the French Republic and at
the invitation of the Nethedands  Government, the Heads of State or
Government  and the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Member States
of the European Communities met at The Hague on 1 and 2 December
1969. The Commission-of the European  Communities  was invited to
participate in the work of the Conference on t}re second day.
2.  Now that the Common  Market is about to enter upon its final stage,
they consideted that it was the duty of those who bear the highest politioa,l
responsibility  in each of the Member  States to draw up a balance  sheet
of the work already accomplished, to show their determination to continue
it and to define the broad lines for the future.ANNEX-THB  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE  487
).  Loolcing back on the road that has been traversed, and finding that
never before have independent States pushed their co-operation further,
they were unanimous in their opiirion that by reason of the progress
made, the Community  has now arrived at a turning point in its history.
Over and above the technical and legal sides of the problems  involved,
the expiry of the transitional  period at the end of the year has, therefote,
acquircd major political significance.  Entry upon the final stage of the
common market not only means confirming the irreversible nature of
the work accomplished by the Communities, but also means paving the
way for a united Europe capable of assuming its responsibilities  in the
world of tomorrow and of making a contribution commensurate with itg
traditions and its mission.
4.  The Heads of State or Government  therefore wish to reaffirm their
belief in the political objectives which give the Community its meaning
and purport, their determination to carry their undertaking through to
the end, and their confidence in the final success of their efforts. Indeed,
they have a cofilmon conviction  that a Europe composed of States which,
in spite of their differeirt national characteristics, are united in their
essential interests, assured of its internal cohesion, true to its friendly
relations with outside countries,  conscious of the role it has to play in
promoting tlre relaxation of internatirenal tension and the rapprochenent
amo[rg a,ll peopler, and first and forcmost among those of the entire
Eurropean conitinent, is indispensable if a mainspdng of dwelopment,
progress and ou,lture, world equilibritrm and pe'ace 'is to be presewed.
The European Communities remain the original nucleus ftom which
European unity has been developed and intensified. The entry of other
countries of this continent to the Communities-in  asseldance with the
provisions of the Treaties of Rome-would undoubtedly  help the Com-
munities to grow to dimensions  more in conformity with the present  state
of wodd economy and technology.  The creation of a special relationship
with other European States which have expressed a desire to that effect
would also contribute to this end. A dwelopment  such as this would
enable Europe to remain faithful to its traditions of being open to the.
wodd and increase its efforts on behalf of developing countries.
5.  *4.s regards  the completion of the Communities, the Heads of State
or Government  reaffirmed the will of their governments to pass ftom
the transitional period to the final stage of the European  Community
and, accordingly, to lay down a definitive financial amangement for the
common agriorltural policy by the end of. 1969.488  ANNEX-THE suMMrr coNFERENcE
Th,:y agreed progressively to replace, within the framework of this
financial arrangement,  the conuibutions of member.countries by the Com-
munity's own resources, taking into account all the interests  concerned,
with the object of achieving in due course the integral financing of the
Communities'  budgets in accordance with the procedure provided for in
Article 201 of the Treaty establishing the EEC and of strengthening the
budgetary  po'ilrers of the European Padiament.
The problem of the method of direct elections is still being studied
by the Council of Ministers.
6.  They asked the Governments to continue without delay, within the
Council, the efforts akeady made to ensure a better conrol of the market
by a policy of agricultural production  making it possible to limit budgetary
burdens.
7.  The acceptance  of a financial arrangement  for the final stage does
not exclude its adaptation by unanimous vote, in particular in the light
of an enlarged Community and on condition that the principles of this
arrangement  are not infringed.
8.  They reaffirmed their will to press forward with the further develop-
ments needed if the Community is to be strengthened  and its development
into an economic union promoted. They are of the opinion that the
integration  process should result in a Community  of stability and growth.
To this end they agreed that within the Council, on the basis of the
memorandum presented by the Commission on 12 February 1969, and
in close collaboration  with the Commission, t  plan in stages should be
worked out during 1970 with a view to the creation of an economic  and
monetary union.
The development of monetary co-operation should be backed up by
the harmonization  of. economic  policies.
They agreed to arrange for the investigation of the possibility  of
setting up a European Reserve Fund as one ultimate  result of pursuing
a common economic  and monetary policy.
9.  As regards the technological activity of the Community, they re-
affirrned their readiness to continue more intensively  the activities of the
Community with a view to ce.ordinating and promoting industrial research
and development  in the principal advanced sectors, in particular by means
of common programmes, and to supply the financial means for the purpose.ANNEX_THE  SUMMIT  CONFERENCE  489
10. They further agreed on the necessity of making fresh efforts to
work out in the near future a research pfogramme  for the European
Atomic Energy Community  designed in accordance  with the exigencies of
modern industrial management, and making it possible to ensure the most
effective use of the Joint Research  Centre.
11. They reaffirmed their interest in the establishment  of. a European
university.
12. The Heads of State of Government  acknowledge  the desirability of
reforming the Social Fund, within the framework of a closely concerted
social policy.
13. They reaffirmed  their agreement on the principle of the enlargemenr
of the Community,  as provided by Article 237 of the Treaty of Rome.
In so far as the applicant States accept the Treaties  and their political
objective,  the decisions taken since the entry into force of the Treaties
and the options made in the sphere of development, the Heads of State
or Government have indicated their agrcement to the opening of negotia-
tions between the Community  on the one hand and the applicant  States
on the other,
They agreed that the es'sential  preparatory  work for establishing  a basis
of negotiation could b€ undertaken as soon as practically  and conveniently
possible.  By common consentr the preparations  would take place in a
most positive spirit.
L4. As soon ,as nggotiations with the applicant countries have beerr
opened, discu:ssions will be started wj,th such other EFTA members as may
request  them on their position in relatioin to the EEC.
,ttr,
L5. They insmucted the Ministers of Foreign Affairs ro srudy the best
way of achieving progress in the matter of political unification,  within
the context of enlargement. The Ministers are to make proposals  beforc
the end of July 1970,
16. All the creative activities and the actions conducive to European
growth decided upon here will be assured of a better furure if the younger
generation is closely associated with them. The Governments are resolved
to endorse this and the Communities will make provision for it,490  ANNEX_THE  SUMMIT  CONFERBNCE
Commission's  statement  of the press
(5 December 1969)
The Commission  has discussed the verbal report made by President
Rey and M. Martino on the way in which the Summit Conference at
The Hague went off. It is very satisfied with the contents of the com-
muniqu6, on th-ree grounds: firstly, as regards completion, the Commission
welcomes  the fact that the necessary  decisions will be taken by the end
of the year; secondly, 1s tegards  strengthening, the Commission is partic-
ularly satisfied about the clarity with which the conference  declared its
wiil,l to lrursue economic and ,monetary unio,n; and thirdly, as regards
enlargement, because negotiations  with the applicant countries can be
expected to start in the middle of next year. The Commission finds that
the decisions taken at the Summit Conference  prove how uttedy wrong
were all those who thought that the Communities  were paralysed and
Iosing momentum.
The Commission regrets that the conference did not provide an
opportunity for any progress towards political union, and expresses its
support fot elections to the European Parliarhent by direct universal
suffrage.
These items should be on the normal agenda of the Community
institutions in the coming months.Contents
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